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Course book defnition

The IB  D iploma Programme course  books  are  

resource  materials  designed to  support students  

throughout their two-year D iploma Programme 

course  o study in a  particular subject.  They will 

help  students  gain an understanding o what 

is  expected rom the  study o an IB  D iploma 

Programme subject while  presenting content in a  

way that illustrates  the  purpose  and aims o the  IB .  

They reect the  philosophy and approach o the  

IB  and encourage  a  deep  understanding o each 

subject by making connections to  wider issues  and 

providing opportunities  or critical thinking.

The books  mirror the  IB  philosophy o viewing the  

curriculum in terms o a  whole-course  approach;  

the  use  o a  wide  range  o resources,  international 

mindedness,  the  IB  learner profle  and the  IB  

D iploma Programme core  requirements,  theory 

o knowledge,  the  extended essay,  and creativity,  

action,  service  (CAS) .

Each book can be  used in conjunction with other 

materials  and indeed,  students  o the  IB  are  

required and encouraged to  draw conclusions rom 

a variety o resources.  Suggestions  or additional 

and urther reading are  given in each book 

and suggestions  or how to  extend research are  

provided.

In addition,  the  course  companions provide  advice  

and guidance  on the  specifc course  assessment 

requirements  and on academic honesty protocol.  

They are  distinctive  and authoritative  without 

being prescriptive.

IB mission statement

The International Baccalaureate  aims to  develop  

inquiring,  knowledgeable  and caring young people  

who help  to  create  a  better and more  peaceul 

world through intercultural understanding and 

respect.

To  this  end the  organization works  with schools,  

governments  and international organizations to  

develop  challenging programmes o international 

education and rigorous assessment.

These  programmes encourage  students  across  the  

world to  become active,  compassionate  and lielong 

learners  who understand that other people,  with 

their dierences,  can also  be  right.

The IB Learner Profle

The aim o all IB  programmes to  develop  

internationally minded people  who work to  create  

a  better and more  peaceul world.  The  aim o the  

programme is  to  develop  this  person through ten 

learner attributes,  as  described below.

Inquirers:  They develop  their natural curiosity.  

They acquire  the  skills  necessary to  conduct 

inquiry and research and snow independence  in 

learning.  They actively enjoy learning and this  love  

o learning will be  sustained throughout their lives.

Knowledgeable:  They explore  concepts,  ideas,  

and issues  that have  local and global signifcance.  

In so  doing,  they acquire  in-depth knowledge  and 

develop  understanding across  a  broad and balanced 

range  o disciplines.

Thinkers:  They exercise  initiative  in applying 

thinking skills  critically and creatively to  recognize  

and approach complex problems,  and make 

reasoned,  ethical decisions.

Communicators:  They understand and express  

ideas  and inormation confdently and creatively in 

more  than one  language  and in a  variety o modes  

o communication.  They work eectively and 

willingly in collaboration with others.

Principled:  They act with integrity and honesty,  

with a  strong sense  o airness,  justice  and respect 

or the  dignity o the  individual,  groups  and 

communities.  They take  responsibility or their 

own action and the  consequences  that accompany 

them.

Open-minded:  They understand and appreciate  

their own cultures  and personal histories,  and are  

open to  the  perspectives,  values  and traditions  

o other individuals  and communities.  They are  

accustomed to  seeking and evaluating a  range  o 

points  o view,  and are  willing to  grow rom the  

experience.

Caring:  They show empathy,  compassion and 

respect towards the  needs and eelings  o others.  

They have  a  personal commitment to  service,  and 

to  act to  make a positive  dierence  to  the  lives  o 

others  and to  the  environment.

Risk-takers:  They approach unamiliar situations 

and uncertainty with courage  and orethought,  

and have  the  independence  o spirit to  explore  

new roles,  ideas,  and strategies.  They are  brave  and 

articulate  in deending their belies.
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Balanced:  They understand the  importance  o 

intellectual,  physical and emotional ballance  to  

achieve  personal well-being or themselves  and 

others.

Refective:  They give  thoughtul consideration 

to  their own learning and experience.  They are  

able  to  assess  and understand their strengths  and 

limitations  in order to  support their learning and 

personal development.

A note on  academic honesty
It is  o vital importance  to  acknowledge  and 

appropriately credit the  owners  o inormation 

when that inormation is  used in your work.  

Ater all,  owners  o ideas  ( intellectual property)  

have  property rights.  To  have  an authentic piece  

o work,  it must be  based on your individual 

and original ideas  with the  work o others  ully 

acknowledged.  Thereore,  all assignments,  written 

or oral,  completed or assessment must use  your 

own language  and expression.  Where  sources  are  

used or reerred to,  whether in the  orm o direct 

quotation or paraphrase,  such sources  must be  

appropriately acknowledged.

How do I  acknowledge the work of others?

The way that you acknowledge  that you have  used 

the  ideas  o other people  is  through the  use  o 

ootnotes  and bibliographies.  

Footnotes  (placed at the  bottom o a  page)  or 

endnotes  (placed at the  end o a  document)  are  

to  be  provided when you quote  or paraphrase  

rom another document,  or closely summarize  the  

inormation provided in another document.   You 

do  not need to  provide  a  ootnote  or inormation 

that is  part o a  body o knowledge.  That is,  

defnitions  do  not need to  be  ootnoted as  they are  

part o the  assumed knowledge.

Bibliographies  should include  a ormal list o the  

resources  that you used in your work.   Formal  

means  that you should use  one  o the  several 

accepted orms o presentation.  This  usually 

involves  separating the  resources  that you use  

into  dierent categories  (e.g.  books,  magazines,  

newspaper articles,  internet-based resources,  Cds  

and works  o art)  and providing ull inormation 

as  to  how a reader or viewer o your work can 

fnd the  same inormation.  A bibliography is  

compulsory in the  Extended Essay.

What constitutes malpractice?

Malpractice  is  behaviour that results  in,  or may 

result in,  you or any student gaining an unair 

advantage  in one  or more  assessment component.  

Malpractice  includes  plagiarism and collusion.

Plagiarism is  defned as  the  representation o the  

ideas  or work o another person as  your own.  The  

ollowing are  some o the  ways  to  avoid plagiarism:

 words  and ideas  o another person to  support 

ones  arguments  must be  acknowledged 

 passages  that are  quoted verbatim must 

be  enclosed within quotation marks and 

acknowledged

 CD-Roms,  email messages,  web  sites  on the  

Internet and any other electronic media must 

be  treated in the  same way as  books  and 

journals

 the  sources  o all photographs,  maps,  

illustrations,  computer programs,  data,  graphs,  

audio-visual and similar material must be  

acknowledged i they are  not your own work

 works  o art,  whether music,  flm dance,  

theatre  arts  or visual arts   and where  the  

creative  use  o a  part o a  work takes  place,  the  

original artist must be  acknowledged.

Collusion is  defned as  supporting malpractice  by 

another student.  This  includes:

 allowing your work to  be  copied or submitted 

or assessment by another student

 duplicating work or dierent assessment 

components  and/or diploma requirements.

Other orms o malpractice include  any action 

that gives  you an unair advantage  or aects  the  

results  o another student.  Examples  include,  

taking unauthorized material into  an examination 

room,  misconduct during an examination and 

alsiying a CAS  record.
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Introduction

This  book is  a  companion or students  o Business  

Management in the  International Baccalaureate  

D iploma Programme.  IB  Business  Management 

is  a  component o an exciting education that 

seeks to  develop inquiring,  knowledgeable  and 

caring young people  who help  to  create  a  better 

and more  peaceul world through intercultural 

understanding and respect.  

During the two years o your IB  Diploma Programme 

Business Management Course you will study a 

diverse range o business organizations,  allowing 

you to develop a robust understanding o the core  

principles o modern business activity,  as well as the  

skills needed to manage businesses successully.  

The structure o our book is closely based on the  

programme in the Subject Guide and covers both 

Standard and Higher Level material.  As well as  

covering all the syllabus content,  this book aims 

to capture the spirit o the IB  learner profle (see  

page iii) ,  allowing you to make links to your other 

subjects,  to TOK,  and to the wider world.  Throughout 

the book,  you will fnd the ollowing eatures:

Conxs and  concps

Contexts  and concepts  are  essential eatures  o 

the  D iploma Programme Business  Management 

course.  By considering concepts  and contexts,  as  

well as  content ( lots  o cs! ) ,  you should develop  a 

wide-reaching,  holistic understanding o business  

management and its  place  in the  world.

Contexts  are  the  case  studies  and examples  that 

you will encounter throughout your course  -  in 

this  book,  in other resources,  and in your own 

research.  By looking at these  examples,  you will 

fnd real-world context or the  ideas  and principles  

you learn about.  You are  encouraged to  analyse  

and evaluate  these  examples,  and think careully 

about the  issues  they raise.

The  Subject Guide  has  identifed six key concepts  

which underpin all o the  content in the  course.  

They are:

 change

 culture

 ethics

 globalization

 innovation

 strategy

Throughout this  book,  we  have  aimed to  integrate  

all six concepts.  Sometimes,  this  is  simply as  part 

o the  discussion o the  content,  but we  have  also  

included some extra concept boxes  which identiy 

additional links  to  the  concepts  and suggest 

research and activities  or you to  take  orward in 

class  or as  part o your assessment.  These  are  just 

some o our thoughts   the  concepts  can be  applied 

to  all areas  o the  course  and you should keep 

them in mind rom the  very beginning.  

Sudn workpoins

These  activities  encourage  you to  reect on 

what youve  learned and apply new skills.  Many 

encourage  you to  do  your own research,  which 

can be  a  great opportunity to  fnd new case  studies  

which you could use  in assessment.

exam pracic

Throughout the  book,  youll fnd exam and 

exam-style  questions to  help  you prepare  or 

your assessment.  Many o these  ollow on rom 

case  studies,  encouraging you to  think critically 

about solutions  to  real-world problems.  Weve  also  

included dedicated chapters  on the  examination 

and the  internal assessment.

thory  of knowldg

Weve  included lots  o links  to  TOK in the  book 

and encourage  you to  fnd more!  In common 

with the  other subjects  in its  group,  Business  

Management is  concerned with the  activities  and 

attitudes  o individuals  and societies,  and the  

relationships  between them

We hope  that this  book is  useul to  you in your 

studies.  The  authors,  as  well as  being experts  in IB  

Business  Management,  are  truly international,  and 

have  tried to  reect this  in the  examples  and case  

studies  used.  It is  not expected that this  book will 

be  your only resource.  The  business  world is  ever-

changing and the  more  research you do,  the  more  

case  studies  you fnd,  and the  more  questions  you 

ask,  the  more  you will get out o this  course.  

We wish you the  best o luck in your studies  and 

assessment!



1.1  An  introduction  to  business management

1   B u s i n e s s  o rgan i zat i o n   

an d  e n v i ro n m e n t

th l f b

A business  aims to  meet the  needs  and wants  of individuals  or 

organizations  through any of the  following activities:

  producing crops or extracting raw materials  from the  earth

  creating a  product

  providing a service.

Some businesses  focus  on one  activity.  A business  may grow olives  or 

manufacture  transistors.  Other businesses  engage  in multiple  activities.  

A farm that grows olives  may convert the  olives  into  olive  oil for sale  

under its  own label.  Sometimes  a  business  will cluster several related 

activities  or sometimes  even engage  in activities  that are  generally 

distinct.  Regardless,  a  business  inputs  resources  and processes  them to  

generate  the  desired output.  In this  fashion,  the  business  adds value  

( sometimes referred to  as  added value)  to  the  inputs  and is  rewarded 

for doing so  either by gaining revenue ( sales)  for satisfying what is  

wanted or by gaining recognition for satisfying what is  needed.

Many activities  or organizations that most people  would not consider 

a business  nonetheless  operate  under many business  principles.  All 

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Explain  the  role  o businesses in  combining human,  physical  and  

fnancial  resources to  create  goods and  services

  Understand  the  main  business unctions and  their roles (human 

resources,  fnance and  accounts,  marketing,  and  operations)

  Defne primary,  secondary,  tertiary  and  quaternary  sectors

  Outl ine  the  nature  o business activity  in  each  sector and  the  impact 

o sectoral  change on  business activity

  Explain  the  role  o entrepreneurship  (and  entrepreneur)  and  

intrapreneurship  (and  intrapreneur)  in  overal l  business activity

  Identiy  reasons or starting up a  business or an  enterprise

  Outl ine  common steps in  the  process o starting up  a  business or an  

enterprise

  Examine problems that a  new business or enterprise  may  ace

  Outl ine  the  elements o a  business plan

1
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organizations must have human,  physical,  and nancial resources.  Thus,  

many religious organizations (churches,  mosques,  synagogues,  etc. ) ,  

charities,  and other types  o organizations such as  clubs are  in a certain 

sense  a business.  Needs and wants  are  dierent:  to  live  we all need the  

basics   ood and water,  clothing and shelter  and many businesses  

provide or our needs.  Other businesses  provide or our wants.  Religious  

organizations,  charities,  clubs,  etc.  all provide services  or products  that 

people  need or want and in that sense  they are  businesses.

Business  activity can be  summarized in the  fow chart shown in  

Figure  1 .1 .1 .

human

physical

nancial

enterprise

goods

services

production

Resource inputs Processes to  add  value Product outputs

Figure 1.1.1.  Summary  of business activity

The resource  inputs  can be  categorized as  ollows:

  Human   the  right quality and quantity o people  required to  make 

the  product or provide  the  service.  All businesses,  even highly 

automated ones,  still require  human input  even i only one  person.  

Others  require  many individuals,  oten with dierent skill sets.

  Physical   the  right quality and quantity o materials,  machinery,  

and land space  required to  make the  product or service.  Even 

Internet businesses  require  some oce  space  and a computer.

  Financial   the  right quality and quantity o cash and other orms o 

money required to  make the  product or service.

  Enterprise   the  least tangible  input but crucially important or 

business.  It is  the  business  idea and the  will to  see  the  other elements  

become a unctioning and,  ideally,  thriving business.  Enterprise  is  

sometimes  reerred to  as  entrepreneurship ,  which today oten 

has  the  connotation o high-tech and cutting-edge  businesses:  

computers,  telephones,  social media.  Enterprise,  though,  exists  in 

all types  o business,  including the  everyday ( lawn-mowing services,  

institutional laundry services,  brick manuacturing,  etc. )

2
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Production processes  can take  many orms:

  Capital intensive  processes  use  a  large  proportion o land or 

machinery relative  to  other inputs,  especially labour.  Sometimes  the  

land or machinery may have  proprietary or special qualities  ( land 

rich in a  resource  or specialized equipment with unique eatures) ,  or 

the  land and the  machinery simply cost a  great deal due  to  the  scale  

o the  operation (an automobile  actory,  or example) .

  Labour-intensive  processes  use  a  large  proportion o labour relative  

to  other inputs,  especially in relation to  land or machinery.  Labour-

intensive  operations  may involve  airly low-skilled workers  but can 

also  involve  highly skilled employees.

Product outputs  can be  categorized as  ollows:

  Goods   these  are  tangible  products  that we  can physically take  

home.  They might include  items produced in the  primary sector,  

such as  agricultural products  or other items extracted rom the  

environment,  or they might include  items made in the  secondary 

(manuacturing)  sector,  such as  an iPad or a  car.

  Services   these  are  intangible  and the  buyer does  not physically 

take  them home.  They include,  or example,  a  karate  class,  a  medical 

examination,  and the  international delivery o a  package.  Retail sales  

are  a  service:  the  retailers  provides  the  service  o having an array o 

products  or consumers  to  purchase.

Business functions

All businesses,  rom small start-ups to huge conglomerates,  are organized on 

the same lines,  by unction  what is to be done.  There are our key unctions:

  human resources  (HR)

  marketing

  fnance  and accounts

  operations  management or production

A smal l  business A large business

HR

Marketing
Business

organization

Finance 

and

accounts

Operations

HR

Marketing
Business

organization

Finance

and

accounts

Operations

Figure 1.1.2.  Business functions in  a  small  business and  a  large business
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The only difference  between the  two types  of business  is  that the  owner 

or owners  of a  smaller business  have  to  deal with these  functions  

themselves  and a larger business  can afford to  hire  specialized  

managers  to  do  the  same jobs  organized in separate  departments.

The role  o business departments
In larger businesses  these  managers  will focus on their function and in 

doing so  help  the  business  achieve  its  overall objectives.  Some examples  

are  set out below.

Table 1.1.1.  Business unctions

Function Role

HR Ensuring that appropriate  people  are  employed  

to  make  the  product or service  and  that the 

people  are  su itably  rewarded  or doing so.  To  

accompl ish  these  goals,  the  HR department 

must recru it people,  tra in  them,  at times 

d ismiss them,  and  determine  appropriate 

compensation.

Finance and  accounts Ensuring that appropriate  unds are made 

available  to  make the product or service.  To  

accomplish  this goal ,  the  nance and  accounts 

department must orecast requirements,  keep 

accurate  records,  procure nancial  resources 

rom various providers,  and  ensure proper 

payment or goods and  services acquired  to  

operate  the business.

Marketing Ensuring that the  business oers a  product or 

service  that is  desired  by  a  sufcient number o 

people  or businesses or protable  operations.  

To  accompl ish  this  goal ,  the  marketing 

department must use  appropriate  strategies 

to  promote,  price,  package,  and  d istribute  the 

product or service.

Operations management or 

production

Ensuring that appropriate  processes  are  used  

in  order to  make  the  product or service  and  

that the  product or service  is  o the  desi red  

qua l i ty .  To  accompl ish  th is  goa l ,  the  operations 

management or production  department 

must contro l  the  quanti ty  and  l ow o stock,  

determine  appropriate  methods  o production ,  

and ,  in  today s  competi tive  world ,  l ook or 

ways  to  produce  the  good  or service  more 

eiciently .

All these  functions are  interdependent.  For example,  if the  marketing 

department determines  that a  product needs  to  be  made differently 

as  a  result of changes  in consumer taste,  the  operations management 
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or production unction must redesign its  processes,  at least to  some 

degree.  That redesign may require  nancial resources,  which the  nance  

department must procure.  The  redesign may infuence  the  number 

and type  o people  working in the  business,  which would have  to  be  

coordinated with the  HR unction.

The  character o the  interdependence  can change  over time.  Initially,  

businesses  typically ocus  on survival,  with HR,  nance  and accounts,  

marketing,  and operations  management or production all geared 

toward that end.  Once  a  business  is  established in the  marketplace,  its  

priorities  may change.  For example,  a  business  may plan to  diversiy 

( produce  other goods  or services) ,  which places  new requirements  on 

each o the  our business  departments.  I a  business  is  very successul,  

then growth and even control o the  market might become a  priority,  

which could require  signicant modications  to  the  dierent business  

departments.

The  strength o a  particular business  depends  upon how successully 

aligned the  our unctions  are.  Is  the  business  producing a desired good 

or service  or the  market it aims at?  Are  the  right people  producing the  

good or service,  and are  those  people  rewarded appropriately (nancially 

and non-nancially) ?  Small businesses  oten have  an advantage  in that 

they can respond quickly to  changes  in the  marketplace.  On the  other 

hand,  large  businesses  generally have  greater resources,  wider reach,  and 

more  name recognition.  However,  even a business  dominating a market 

must remain vigilant.  Large  businesses,  when they become complacent,  

can ail.

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Kodak

For most o the  20th  century ,  Kodak dominated  

the  US  photographic f lm  market.  However,  

because  o the  in troduction  o d igita l  

photography  ( the  technology  or wh ich  Kodak 

itsel actua l ly  developed) ,  the  business began  

to  see  sa les  o i ts  photographic f lm  decl ine.  

By  the  la te  1990s,  the  company  was starting 

to  struggle  fnancia l ly .  The  last year in  wh ich  

the  company  made  a  proft was  2007  and  in  

2012  Kodak f led  or bankruptcy .  S ince  then,  

the  company  has  made  severa l  a ttempts  to  

revita l ize  the  business  through  red irection  

o operations  and  sa le  o assets.  Al though  

the  business emerged  rom  bankruptcy  in  

September 2013 ,  i ts  hea l th  prospects  or the  

uture  a re  uncerta in .
 Kodaks early  camaras made home photography  possible  or 

many  people.  The company  continues to  dominate  the market 

throughout much o the 20th  century.
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sector of buine activity

Business  activity takes  place  in a  number o dierent areas:  in the  

local community,  in a  country,  or even within the  global community.  

Traditionally,  economists  have  grouped business  activity into  dierent 

sectors,  as  set out in Table  1 .1 .2 .

Table 1.1.2.  Sectors o business activity

Goods

Primary

Al l  raw materials are acquired  in  the primary  sector.  This can  be by  extraction,  mining,  

arming,  fshing,  hunting,  or even  trapping.  Today,  because o the  scarce nature  o many  

resources in  the primary  sector or because o the potential  to  damage ragile  environments,  

governments closely  monitor activities in  the primary  sector.

Secondary

In  the secondary  sector raw materials are processed, usually  by  manuacturing. Goods 

rom the secondary  sector can  take many orms, such as consumer durables,  non-durable  

consumer goods, and  capital  goods. For most o the 19th  and  20th  centuries,  much 

secondary  sector production  occurred  in  what are reerred  to today as developed countries.  

Since the 1970s, however,  manuacturers in  developed countries have been acing increasing 

competition  rom manuacturing frms located  in  developing nations and  emerging 

markets.  

Services

Tertiary

Al l  services are provided  in  the tertiary  sector,  sometimes using manuactured  products.  

These services can be fnancial ,  leisure,  healthcare,  education,  transport,  security,  and  many  

others.  As manuacturing (the secondary  sector)  has shited  to developing countries,  the 

tertiary  sector has grown in  importance in  developed countries.  Services such as banking,  

insurance,  transportation,  retail  and  wholesale,  and  consultancy  have become especial ly  

important.  

Quaternary

This sector,  a  subgroup o the  tertiary  sector,  provides services that are  especial ly  ocused  

on  knowledge.  General ly  speaking,  various types o e-services and  those involving I T,  

the  media,  and  web-based  services are  considered  quaternary.  This sector is  typical  o 

post-industrial  economies and,  thus,  many  businesses in  the  developed  world  engage in  

quaternary  activities.

These  sectors  are  typically linked in what is  reerred to  as  the  

production chain  or chain of production.  A chain o production 

is  the  steps  through the  dierent sectors  that must be  made to  turn 

raw materials  into  a  consumer good that is  marketed.  For example,  

many types  o raw material (metals,  rubber,  materials  to  make plastic 

and glass,  etc. )  are  extracted (primary sector)  and processed into  the  

materials  ( secondary sector)  that automobile  parts  manuacturers  

and automobile  manuacturers  turn into  automobile  parts  ( secondary 

sector) .  The  automobile  parts  are  then used on an assembly line  to  make 

automobiles  ( secondary sector) .  The  cars  are  shipped ( tertiary sector)  

to  automobile  dealerships,  which sell the  cars  to  consumers  ( tertiary 

sector) .  Automobile  dealers  also  typically provide  ater-sale  service  (oil 

changes,  tune-ups,  and even major repairs) ,  also  in the  tertiary sector.  

Sometimes,  beore  consumers  purchase  cars,  they read magazine  or 

online  reports  about automobile  eatures  and service  records.  Sometimes  

this  inormation is  ree  and provided by the  government,  but in other 

cases  this  type  o inormation is  produced by or-proft companies  that 

sell inormation.  This  type  o business  is  in the  quaternary sector.
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Student workpoint 1.1

Be a thinker

Think o some everyday products  that you use  and imagine  their 

production chain.  Consider:

  a cherry pie  you purchase

  a skateboard

  a cellphone.

What primary,  secondary,  tertiary,  and quaternary business  are  

involved in the  production,  distribution,  and marketing o these  

products?

As businesses  grow,  they oten acquire  other businesses.  Sometimes 

this  is  horizontal  growth,  which reers  to  a  business  acquiring or 

merging with another business  engaged in more  or less  the  same activity,  

or example,  when two airlines  merge  or when one  chain o grocery 

stores purchases  another.  When horizontal integration occurs,  the  new 

business  ( the  combination o the  two that merged or were  involved in 

the  acquisition)  will have  increased market share.

At other times,  businesses grow vertically  by acquiring other businesses  

involved in earlier or later stages in the chain o production or by 

beginning operations in an earlier stage through internal growth.  I the  

activity o the business  acquired or entered is  earlier in the chain,  such 

as  a lumber company purchasing orest reserves to  harvest its  own trees,  

this  process  is  called backwards vertical integration.  When a business  

purchases another business  or enters  another business,  the process  is  

called forward vertical integration.  For example,  a arm producing 

organic crops and meats  might open a retail store or a restaurant that sells  

the organic ood and meats  produced on the arm.

Horizontal integration is  usually intended to  increase  market share  and 

market power and to  take  advantage  o economies  o scale.  Vertical 

integration occurs  or varied reasons:

  Lowering transaction costs   transactions  between businesses  

typically have  transaction costs.  These  are  eliminated.

  Ensuring reliable  supply  i the  vertical integration is  backward (or 

upstream) ,  the  upstream stage  can treat the  downstream  stage  as  

a  preerred customer in terms o quantity,  availability,  and price.

  Avoiding government regulation  such as  price  controls,  taxes,  or 

explicit regulation o various  stages  through integration.

  Increasing market power  i integration is successul ( that is,  i it lowers  

costs) ,  the business has greater fexibility in setting its prices to others  

and can use various pricing strategies to increase its market power.

  Eliminating or weakening the  market power o other businesses. 1

1  Carlton,  Dennis W.,  and  Perlof,  Jefrey  M.  2005,  Modern Industrial Organization ,  4th  ed.   

Addison-Wesley,  Boston,  MA
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Common to  all these  purposes  is  the  aim o becoming more  proftable.  

Not always  does  vertical (or horizontal)  integration lead to  greater 

profts,  as  it can introduce  proportionally greater complexity ( costs)  

than savings.  Also,  the  proftability o integration can change  over time:  

sometimes  a  business  will integrate  vertically only to  divest upstream 

and downstream stages  at another time.

primary

secondary

tertiary

quaternary

backwards

vertical

integrationhorizontal horizontal

forwards

vertical

Figure 1.1.3.  Business sectors and  types o integration

Sectoral  change
The size  o each sector o the  economy may change  because,  just as  

individuals  or businesses  grow and develop,  so  too  will countries.  

Economists  usually measure  the  size  o each sector in terms o the  

number o people  employed by the  industries  in that sector.  The  

traditional pattern is  set out in Figure  1 .1 .4.

C losely related to  changing economies  are  what some scholars  have  

termed social technologies .  The more  advanced a sector is,  the  more  

complex are  the  needed social contexts  or businesses  to  thrive.  Thus,  

whereas  raw material extraction is  oten possible  with relatively ew 

skilled workers  and large  numbers  o low-skilled workers,  the  quaternary 

sector relies  both on highly skilled workers  (producers  and managers  o 

inormation)  and consumers   people  and businesses  that want and have  

the  ability to  make use  o advanced inormation.  Thus,  more  developed 

economies  typically see  social technologies  and economies  advance  in 

tandem:  as  the  economy develops,  social technologies  improve;  as  social 

technologies  improve,  economies  develop.

Developments  are  not,  however,  linear.  Technological innovation in one  

area ( or example  computerized word processors)  and its  related workers  

( individuals  knowledgeable  about operating word processors)  can 

make other technologies  and occupations  obsolete,  such as  typewriters  

and typists.  Thus,  while  some occupations  become obsolete,  new ones 

emerge  (which are  oten perceived as  high skill ) .

TOK discussion

Are business sectors timeless?

Have they  always existed,  or 

are  they  specifc to  certain  

historic periods?
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Businesses  that can anticipate  or adapt to  the  changing environment can 

do  well,  even in industries  that are  perceived as   in decline.  In general,  

developed economies  have  moved away rom the  primary sector.  In 

both Canada and Australia,  however,  two primary sector industries  have  

done remarkably well:  organic arming in Canada and wine  production 

in Australia.  Another example  is  Germany:  as  one  o the  most developed 

economies  o the  world,  it has  a  strong quaternary sector.  However,  

German businesses  have  retained two o its  long-standing strengths:  

high-quality engineering and a strong secondary sector.

The process  o shiting rom one proportional weighting o sectors  in an 

economy to  a dierent weighting ( shiting rom an economy based on the  

primary sector to  an economy based on the  secondary sector,  or example)  

can produce strains on resources,  such as  human resources.  Secondary 

sector businesses may require specialist skills  that may be  in short supply.  

Financial resources,  too,  will be  diverted rom one sector to  another.  

Finally,  an economy mostly based in the tertiary or quaternary sectors  will 

require ewer physical resources (as  these will not be  needed as  much in 

the production o intangible  services as  or tangible  goods) .  Other strains  

can occur as  well.  As an economy shits  to  the secondary sector,  legislation 

and other protections against environmental damage are  oten weak,  and 

manuacturing frms in developing countries  oten do more damage to  the  

environment than manuacturing in developed economies.

Entrepreneurship and  intrapreneurship

Both entrepreneurs  and intrapreneurs  are  vital to  business  activity 

as  they provide  the  impetus  or innovative  products  and new business  

opportunities.  Entrepreneurs  are  typically sel-employed (or were  central 

to  the  start-up  o a  business  or which they work) .  Intrepreneurs  are  

employed by large  organizations  and develop  new products  or services  

or the  beneft o their employers  (which usually beneft them,  the  

intrapreneurs,  as  well) .  Both entrepreneurs  and intrapreneurs  must 

balance  the  risk o ailure  against the  likelihood o success  or new 

business  ventures.  They are  both types  o people  who want to  create  a  

start-up,  either or a  new product or or a  whole  new business.

Innovation is  central to  what entrepreneurs  and intrapreneurs  do.  This  

typically comes in one  o three  orms2:

  market reading:  observing customers  and competitors  and then 

making small changes  to  existing products

  need seeking:  communicating with current and potential customers  

to  determine their needs

  technology driving:  investing in research and development and 

ollowing opportunities  oered by technological capabilities.

Sometimes  people  imagine  that  innovation  always  involves  new 

technologies  ( computers,  telephones,  electronics,  etc. ) ,  but need-seeking 

innovation oten occurs  simply because  someone understands  that a  

need exists  or otherwise  ordinary products  or services.  For example,  in 

2  Robert M .  Price,  Inusing Innovation  into  Corporate Culture, Organizational  Dynamics  (2007) ,   

vol .  36,  issue 3 ,  pages 320-328.

Figure 1.1.4.  Size o sectors

Less developed

( low income)  economies

primary

secondary

tertiary

quaterary

Developing

(middle income)  economies

primary

secondary

tertiary

quaterary

Developed

(high income)  economies

primary

secondary

tertiary

quaterary

Key terms

Entrepreneur

an individual  who demonstrates 

enterprise and initiative in order 

to make a proft.  

Intrapreneur

an  individual  employed  by  

a  large organization  who 

demonstrates entrepreneurial  

thinking in  the development o 

new products or services
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the  United S tates  social changes and changes  in homeowning patterns 

in the  last 30  years  have  increased the  demand or lawn and garden 

services.  Although some innovations have  occurred in the  equipment 

and the  processes  involved,  mostly the  demand has  been met by an 

increase  in the  number o workers  providing these  services.  Some 

entrepreneurs  who understood these  social changes  successully built 

large,  proftable  businesses  in this  industry.  

Other social changes have prompted other industries.  As the percentage o 

women in the workorce increased in the United States,  or example,  one  

new business emerged:  the dog-walking business.  Now that ewer women 

are home all or most o the day,  the amily pet oten has nine or ten hours  

alone in the house.  Some businesses go to the homes in which both partners  

work and,  or a ee,  take the amily pet on a 30-minute walk in the middle  

o the day.  Dog-walking services are now common in many US  cities.

reasons fo stating up a  business
People  start business  or many reasons,  as  summarized in Table  1 .1 .3 .

Table 1.1.3.  Reasons to  start up a  business

Rewards 

Working or someone else means that you  do not get to  keep al l  the  rewards yoursel.  Although some 

criticize this aspect o capital ism, one central  element is that those who put their capital  at risk (the 

business owners)  get the rewards,  whereas those who do not put their capital  at risk (employees)  

receive wages or salaries that are typical ly  less than  the return  on  capital  is  to  the owners.  Many  

mil l ionaires own boring smal l  businesses.  

Independence 

Working or yoursel means that you  are  your own boss and  not ol lowing someone elses rules.  

Individuals with  an  entrepreneurial  spirit sometimes eel  constrained  by  bosses,  pol icies,  and  

procedures in  large organizations.  Starting your own business means that you  can  set and  change the 

pol icies and  procedures as you  see t.

Necessity
Sometimes businesses are  started  by  individuals whose positions were made redundant or who could  

not nd  work.  The necessity  o having an  income led  them to  starting a  small  business.

Challenge

Some people just want to  see whether they  can make it themselves. Starting a  small  business typical ly  

requires one person to perorm al l  unctions o the business (HR, marketing,  accounts and  nance, and  

operations management or production) .  Over time, i the business is a  success, the business owner then  

has to learn  new skil ls as his or her role changes to accommodate a  larger and  more complex operation.

Interest  

Many  interesting businesses are set up by  people with  a  passion  or something who want to  just keep 

doing what they  enjoy  doing.  The business producing Hawaiian  Tropic suntan  lotion  was begun by  a  

high-school  chemistry  teacher who l iked  spending time at the  beach.  Many  specialty  shops  guitar 

stores,  lamp stores,  bal let clothing stores,  rare  books stores,  and  many  others  al low their owners to  

work in  an  area  or which  they  have a  passion.

Finding a  gap

Businesses may see or nd an untapped opportunity in order to achieve rst mover advantage.  

Sometimes businesses, large or small, stumble into opportunities or which they were not looking. The idea  

o Post-its, one o the most successul  products o the 3-M Corporation and which revolutionized interofce 

communications, was stumbled across by accident by Dr Spender Silver, a  scientist working at 3-M.

Sharing an  

idea

I  you  real ly  bel ieve in  something,  you  may  want to  sel l  the idea  to  others.  Yoga  studios,  or example,  

are typical ly  owned  by  people  who themselves do  yoga and  want to  spread  the idea  that yoga  

enhances qual ity  o l ie.  Marketing the idea  helps their business,  but oten  the original  motivation  to  

open  a  yoga studio  is  to  spread  the idea.

 Proessional  dog-walkers have 

made the most o changes to  

amil ies working habits
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the process of saring up a  business

The time it takes  to  register a  business  might vary,  or example,  rom  

1 5  minutes  in S ingapore  to  up  to  4 weeks in Argentina.  Two eatures  are  

common to  all successul start-ups:

  the  business  idea

  planning.

The business idea reers to the undamental activity that the business will do,  

whether it is  something basic,  such as a house-cleaning service,  or something 

more sophisticated,  or example manuacturing.  The business idea can be  

market-driven  that is,  determined by the needs o the market or product  

or service-driven,  which means that in some sense the entrepreneur 

or business must convince others that the product or service is worth 

purchasing.  Regardless o whether the new business is basic or sophisticated,  

market-  or product-driven,  the entrepreneur must have a basic business idea.  

Then the entrepreneur should careully plan the business in order to reduce  

the many risks associated with starting up a business.

2 Researching

the market

3  Planning 

the business

4 Establishing

legal

requirements

5 Raising the

nance

1  Organizing 

the basics

6 Testing the

market

Figure 1.1.5.  Steps for start-ups

1 .  Organizing the basics .  The  entrepreneur starting a  new business  

must address  several basic questions:  Where  is  the  business  going to  

be  based?  How will the  entrepreneur name the  business?  What will 

be  its  legal structure?  What will be  its  operational structure?  Is  there  

a  sufcient business  inrastructure  to  make the  business  easible   

suppliers,  potential customers,  and government services?

2 .  Refning the business  idea through market research.  Once  

the  entrepreneur has  determined that,  in broad outline,  the  

business  concept is  easible,  he  or she  should do  market research 

to  determine  how the  business  will distinguish itsel rom others  in 

the  market.  Rarely is  a  gap  in the  market obvious.  Were  that the  

case,  starting a  successul business  would be  easy.  However,  new 

businesses  have  very high ailure  rates.  While  precise  rates  o ailure  

are  difcult to  determine,  as  many business  are  so  small and so  

short- lived that they elude  detection in surveys,  ailure  rates  in the  

United S tates,  or example,  are  between 50  and 80  per cent in the  

frst our years  o operation;  25  per cent ail in the  frst year alone. 3  

In Europe,  another developed economy,  ailure  rates  are  also  high.  

Thus,  once  the  basic business  idea is  determined,  the  business  must 

then do  market research to  determine  the  precise  market segment it 

will target,  and the  entrepreneur must answer some basic questions:  

How will he  or she  conduct market research?  Who will be  the  

target market?  Can the  new business  test its  concept?  What will 

3  http://www.statisticbrain.com/startup-failure-by-industry/
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be  its  unique  selling proposition (USP) ?  How will the  business  

communicate  with the  market?

Lets  consider the  example  o the  entrepreneur who wants to  enter 

the grocery business.  The idea is  very attractive.  Ater all,  ood is  one  

o the  basic necessities  o human existence.  However,  market research 

may be very revealing.  A market may have too  many competitors,  or 

a segment o the  grocery market (high volume,  low cost,  or example)  

may be  saturated.  Market research might reveal that a small niche  

market ( such as  or organic products  or specialized meats)  is  where  

there  is  a  gap  in the  market.  Thus,  researching the  market has rened 

the basic business  idea (a grocery store)  and narrowed and rened 

it to  a signicantly more precise  idea:  a  speciality grocery store  that 

oers  either organic products  and/or specialized meats.

3 .  Planning the business.  Once  the  concept has  been narrowed,  the  

entrepreneur should write  a  business  plan,  which is  a  document that 

addresses  all the  issues  that need to  be  planned beore  operations  

begin.  The  elements  o the  business  plan are  detailed below.  The  

business  plan will serve  multiple  stakeholders,  especially potential 

owners  o the  business  and nancial institutions (banks,  lending 

companies)  that may provide  capital.  The  composition o the  

business  plan requires  the  entrepreneur or people  starting the  

business  to  think through most o the  specic elements  o how the  

business  will operate.  For investors  and nanciers,  the  business  plan 

can provide  some condence,  as  it indicates  that the  business  has  

oreseen potential issues  and is  trying to  address  them.

4.  Establishing legal requirements.  All businesses  operate  in 

countries  that have  laws that can infuence  the  legal organization 

o the  business,  its  labour practices,  and its  operational practices,  as  

well as  determine tax obligations.  In most countries,  all businesses  

must be  registered,  even i a  sole  trader (which is  not a  legally 

separate  entity rom the  operator o the  business) .  Other types  o 

business   corporations,  or example   are  legal entities  that must 

be  established in accordance  with the  laws o the  host country.  In 

many countries  businesses  must have  specic licences  and/or pass  

certain inspections  beore  they can operate.  These  legal requirements  

can be  extensive  and costly.  Finally,  the  business  must investigate  

the  tax requirements  o the  country.  These  taxes  would include  not 

only income taxes,  but also  various  sorts  o payroll taxes  that must 

be  paid,  such as  or employees  pensions  rom the  government,  

unemployment and sickness  benets,  or even medical insurance.

5 .  Raising the  fnance.  Once  the  basic business  idea has  been 

rened,  a  business  plan written,  and legal requirements  met,  the  

business  must then raise  nance   money  to  get the  business  

started and to  support the  business  until  it  can sustain operations 

rom prots,  which can oten take  years  ( even i the  business  is  

protable  rom the  beginning,  its  cash requirements  may be  greater 

than the  prots) .  Any investor or lender must have  condence  in 

the  accounting and auditing procedures  o the  business.  Who  will 

prepare  accounts  in the  business  and who,  external to  the  business,  

Student workpoint  
1.2

Be a thinker

Choose  one  o the  

ollowing businesses:

  local delicatessen and 

ca

  manuacturer o a  

new energy drink

  travelling hairdresser 

and beautician

  ater-school sports  

club

Work in groups to  create  

a business plan or your 

new business.  D ivide the  

steps between you and 

write  down at least ve  

bullet points  or each step
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will veriy that they are  accurate?  Then,  the  business  must attract 

start-up  monies.  Some or all may come  rom the  entrepreneur,  or 

other investors  may be  required.  When someone  provides  equity 

capital,  it  means  that person is  a  partial owner o the  business.  

Most entrepreneurs  who  start up  a  business  do  not want to  lose  

control o the  business,  so  some  o the  capital will be  in the  orm o 

investment  selling shares   but some  o the  capital may be  loans  

to  the  business.  Who  will be  the  lenders?  What kind o terms  will 

they want?

Table 1.1.4.  Possible  problems or a  start-up

Problems a  new business may face

Organization    The location  o the business is inappropriate.

  The name does not register.

  The structure does not work.

  Suppl ies are unrel iable.

Market research   The research  was poor.

  The target market wasnt appropriate.

  The test was too optimistic.

  Channels o communication  were weak.

Business plan   The business plan  d id  not convince.

  Goals were too vague or contradictory.

Legal  

requirements

  Labour laws were not addressed.

  Registration  was too  d icult.

  Tax obl igations were not addressed.

Finance   The accounts were not kept properly   cash  fow, in  

particular,  was a  problem.

  Raising start-up capital  was too dicult.

  Raising medium-term to  long-term nance was dicult.

The market   The launch  ailed.

  The pilot was inconclusive.

  Success was l imited   the product ai led  to  inspire.

6.  Testing the market.  The fnal stage is  the launch o the business.  

How will that occur?  Will the business begin on a small scale (a 

pilot)  to test consumer reaction?  What will the criteria or success  

o the pilot be?  In some types o business,  especially capital-intensive  

manuacturing,  the initial launch is  extremely expensive and the frm 

can respond to market reactions in only a limited and slow way.  Other 

types o business  restaurants,  or example  can oten respond quickly 

and easily,  by changing the menu,  changing recipes,  or changing other 

aspects o the business.  The purpose o testing the market is  to  veriy 

that the business idea will be well enough received by consumers to  

suggest that the business has a reasonable chance o success.
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Problems a  new business may face
Even when all these  steps  are  ollowed,  start-ups  still have  a  high 

probability o ailure.  Businesses  that ail oten do  so  because  o what 

they did beore  the  business  ever opened:  the  business  had problems in 

basic organization,  its  products  or services  were  based upon insufcient 

or poor-quality market research,  planning was  poor or unconvincing 

to  investors  or lenders,  legal requirements  were  not properly satisfed,  

accounts  were  poorly kept and/or the  business  had insufcient unds  to  

operate,  or the  launch was unsuccessul and sales  did not materialize.  All 

o these  problems can cause  a  business  to  ail.

Even i a  start-up has  a  good business  idea and develops a  strong 

business  plan,  the  business  may still ail.  Sometimes ailure  results  rom 

lack o name recognition in the  marketplace.  Other times ailure  stems 

rom the  inability to  recruit labour with the  right skills.  In other cases  it 

is  because  businesses  cannot always  accurately anticipate  the  reactions  

o competitors  and certainly a  start-up cannot control the  actions  o its  

competitors.  New businesses  generally have  less  capital to  rely upon i 

the  economy weakens,  and a strained business  oten brings  out problems 

between managers  or executives  which would not be  present i the  

business  were  operating successully.  Thereore  many things outside  a  

businesss  control can cause  it to  ail.

the elemens of a  business plan
A business  plan sets  out how the  organization will meet its  business  

obj ectives.  It  involves  stepping back rom day- to-day operations  and 

asking where  the  business  is  heading and what its  priorities  should be.  

The  plan applies  to  a  specifc period,  potentially over several years,  and 

is  a  detailed statement o the  short- term and long-term obj ectives  o 

the  business  with an analysis  o the  resources  needed to  achieve  these  

obj ectives.  It  should be  regularly reviewed and,  i necessary,  updated.

Responsibility or delivering all the  elements  o the  business  plan will 

be  allocated to  key individuals  in the  organization,  such as  department 

heads.  Success  will be  measured against clearly stated perormance  

targets  set out in the  plan.

A business  plan is  usually combined with detailed budgets  to  fnance  the  

required activities.

the purpose of a  business plan
A business  plan is  drawn up  to:

  support the  launch o a  new organization or business  idea

  attract new unds  rom banks,  grant providers,  or venture  capitalists

  support strategic planning

  identiy resource  needs

  provide  a  ocus or development

  work as  a  measure  o business  success.
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Entrepreneurs  may have  plenty o original ideas,  but they oten lack 

business  experience.  I banks are  to  lend unds  to  new businesses,  they 

want to  be  confdent they will be  paid back with interest.  S ince  the  risk 

o new business  ailure  is  very high  up  to  80  per cent over the  frst two 

years  in some sectors   banks  will only want to  lend to  those  businesses  

with a  low risk o ailure.  To  persuade  a bank to  lend it money,  a  

business  needs to  prove  that it has  done its  homework,  knows where  it 

is  going,  and how it is  going to  get there.  In other words,  it needs  a  plan.

A good business  plan may be  o signifcant use  to  stakeholders.  For 

potential investors,  it will provide  a  basis  or assessment o risk by 

detailing how the  business  will use  a  bank loan or investment.  For 

employees,  it will identiy specifc objectives  and goals  and provide  a  

ocus  or action and a source  o motivation.  For suppliers,  analysis  o 

the  business  plan may identiy whether there  are  likely to  be  long-term 

advantages  rom a commercial relationship  with the  business.

For the local community and pressure groups,  access to the business plan 

will provide the basis or assessing the organizations role in the community.

Businesses  that have  become successul will have  usually started o with 

a  clear plan.  This  is  oten in the  style  o a  document called the  Business  

plan  which can be  presented to  potential investors  or other interested 

groups  such as  the  government or the  bank manager.

the elemens of a  business plan
There  are  six elements  o a  business  plan:

  the  business  idea,  aims and objectives

  business  organization

  HR

  fnance

  marketing

  operations.

Each element has  a  specifc ocus  and should address  key questions,  as  

set out in Table  1 .1 .5 .

Student workpoint 1.3

Be a communicator

Using the  business  you discussed 

in the  workpoint on page 1 2 ,  

create  a business  plan and present 

it to  the  rest o the  class.  
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Table 1.1.5.  The  key  questions or a  business plan

Element For this element 

the ocus is on:

Key questions to address are:

Starting the 

business  the 

idea

setting out the 

business idea  in  

the  right context

What is  the core  idea  and  what are  the objectives o the business? How wil l  the  

product work? Does it have a  unique selling point (USP)? How wil l  the product 

be developed? Why  should  it succeed?

Business 

organization

how the business 

wil l  be  organized

Where will  the business be located? What structure will  it have? What type o business 

will  it be? Who will  make what decisions? How will  the owner or owners share out the 

prots? Are there any legal  requirements necessary to start up the business?

HR how the business 

wil l  be  stafed

Who will  have what responsibilities and what rewards should they expect? What will  

be the HR plan? What type o contract will  be used?

Finance how the business 

wil l  be  nanced

Where and how will  the entrepreneur source the start-up capital  and at what cost? This 

unit should include projected budgets, income statements,  and cash-fow orecasts.

Marketing how best to  

market the 

product

What market research has been done? Has a sales orecast  been made? Is the 

product to be targeted at a  particular segment o the market  or will  it be mass 

marketed? What will  the promotional mix be? How will  the product be distributed?

Operations how the product 

wil l  be  made

How wil l  production  be organized? How many  units wil l  the business produce? 

How long wil l  production  take? Is there l ikely  to  be  a  lead time? What is the 

supply  chain  l ikely  to  be?

revision checklist

  Businesses  combine  human,  physical and fnancial resources  to  

produce  goods and services.  

  Human resources  are  the  people  needed to  carry out the  aims o 

the  organization.  Physical resources  include  buildings,  machinery 

and raw materials.  Financial resources  include  the  money needed to  

make the  product or service.

  There  are  our main sectors  o business  activity:

  the primary sector generally involves the acquisition o raw materials.

  the  secondary sector involves  processing raw materials,  usually 

to  create  a  product

  the  tertiary sector is  where  most service  businesses  sit

  the  quaternary sector provides  services  that ocus  on knowledge

  An entrepreneur is  an individual who demonstrates  enterprise  and 

initiative  in order to  make a proft.  

  An intrapreneur is  an individual employed by a  large  organization 

who demonstrates  entrepreneurial thinking in the  development o 

new products  or services  

  Businesses are  started or many reasons.  Steps involved in starting up  

a business  include:  researching the market,  planning the new business,  

establishing legal requirements,  raising fnance and testing the market.

  A new business  might ace  challenges  at each stage.  These  can be  

both things  within its  control and external actors  beyond its  control.

  The elements  o a  business  plan are:  the  idea,  business  organization,  

human resources,  fnance,  marketing and operations
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Practice question

Starbucks  and Tata Coffee

Starbucks is  a  multinational coee  shop  chain based in the  United States  

(US) .  Starbucks is  in discussions  with Tata Coffee,  an Indian company,  

about opening Starbucks coee  shops  in the  ast-growing Indian market.  

The  Indian government limits  the  entry o oreign-owned retail chains 

into  India.

Tata Coffee grows and sells  its  own coee.  It is  owned by Tata Group ,  the  

largest Indian business  conglomerate*.  Starbucks and Tata Coffee are  

considering orming a strategic alliance  or a  j oint venture.  For the  past 

seven years,  the  two companies  have  done business  with each other.  

Starbucks has  purchased coee  rom various suppliers  in India ( or its  

coee  shops  in Europe  and the  US) ,  including rom Tata Coffee.

Forming a strategic alliance  or a  j oint venture  with Tata Coffee will 

allow Starbucks to  enter the  Indian market.  Additional advantages  or 

Starbucks include:

 Starbucks could open coee  shops  inside  hotels  o the  Tata Groups 

nationwide  hotel chain

 Tata Group would consider allowing Starbucks to  open coee  shops  in 

the  numerous  retail chains  that it owns.

Coee  has  long been popular in southern India but not in the  north.  

Over the  past decade,  however,  consumption o coee  in the  north 

has  increased signicantly,  as  new coee  shop  chains  with more  

choice,  appeal to  young Indians with disposable  income.  India (with its  

population o over 1  billion)  is  developing ast (with a growth rate  o  

8%  o its  GDP this  year) .  Starbucks has  carried out research and ound 

that the  global brand name Starbucks  is  already well-known in India,  

although there  are  no  Starbucks coee  shops  there  yet.

The  competition in India is  intense.  Caf Coffee Day,  an Indian company,  

dominates  the  market.  An Italian company owns the  other big coee  

shop  chain,  Barista.

[Source:  adapted  rom Starbucks to  broaden deal ings in  India,  International Herald 

Tribune,  14 January  2011]

a)  Dene the  term multinational company.  [2  marks]

b)   Explain the  importance  o branding or the  decision o  

Starbucks to  enter the  Indian market.  [4 marks]

c)  Explain one PEST actor that may infuence  the  decision  

o Starbucks to  enter the  Indian market.  [2  marks]

IB ,  Nov.  201 2

* conglomerate:  a  company  that is  made up o a  number o d iferent companies and  business that is 

typical ly  in  d iversied  elds and,  oten,  d iferent sectors o the economy
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1.2  Types of business organization

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Distinguish  between  the  private  and  the publ ic sectors

  Outl ine the main  eatures o the ol lowing types o or-proft 

(commercial)  organizations:

  sole  traders

  partnerships

  companies/corporations

  Outl ine the main  eatures o the ol lowing types o or-proft social  

enterprises:

  cooperatives

  microfnance providers

  publ ic-private  partnerships (PPP)

  Outl ine the main  eatures o the ol lowing types o non-proft social  

enterprises:

  non-governmental  organizations (NGOs)

  charities

main eatures o proft-based (coercial)  

organizations
Proft-making businesses  come in many types  o legal organization and 

existence,  but the  most common are  the  ollowing:

  sole  traders

  partnerships

  companies  or corporations

  or-proft social enterprises

  cooperatives

  micro-fnancers

  publicprivate  partnerships  (PPPs) .

The  common eature  o all o these  types  o business  is  that one  o their 

aims is  to  generate  proft.  The  profts  a  business  receives  can be  shown 

by the  ollowing ormula:

Profts  =  total revenues    total costs

Total revenues,  oten called sales ,  are  all the  income received by the  

business  in a  specifed period o time.  Total costs  are  all the  costs  incurred 
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by that business  in the  same period o time.  The  way that revenue 

and expenses  are  measured is  actually more  complex than this  simple  

ormula suggests,  but or now the  simple  orm is  enough.

The dierence  between them can be  expressed as  shown in Figure  1 .2 .1 .

equity

assets employees

turnover sole  trader

cooperative

partnership

company

Figure 1.2.1.  Revenue,  expenses,  and  prots in  diferent types o organization

sole trader

Most people  starting their own business  typically begin with a limited 

budget and a simple  organization.  Facing these  constraints,  they oten 

choose  to  operate  as  a  sole  trader ( sometimes called a  sole  proprietor) ,  

which is  the  simplest orm o business  to  organize.  Being a sole  trader 

ulflls  many o the  reasons people  start a  business:  being their own boss,  

seeing a  gap  in the  market and wanting to  respond quickly,  creating 

their own product,  serving the  community,  or just living their dream.

The main eatures  o a  sole  trader business  include  the  ollowing:

  The sole trader owns and runs the business.  Sole  traders  may 

employ other people,  including those  empowered to  make some o 

the  decisions,  but the  sole  traders  themselves  make management 

decisions  and have  ultimate  responsibility or the  business.

  No legal distinction exists  between the business  and the sole 

trader.  The  sole  trader is  the  business  and,  thus,  is  liable  or all 

the  debts  o the  business  or other claims ( such as  the  outcome o a  

lawsuit) .  In other words,  sole  traders  have  unlimited liability .

  The fnance is  usually limited.  Here,  fnance  reers  to  the  money 

that the  business  has  available  or use.  It can come rom the  personal 

savings o the  sole  trader or rom other sources,  such as  a  loan 

rom amily and riends  or rom a bank.  Regardless,  sole  traders  

typically have  limited fnance,  either because  their personal savings 

are  limited or because  amily,  riends,  banks,  and other fnancial 

institutions  may be  reluctant to  lend the  sole  trader money because  

o the  high ailure  rate  o start-up businesses.

  The business  is  close to  the customer.  A sole  trader is  usually 

a  small business  that allows the  sole  trader to  interact with each 

customer.  Sole  traders  get to  know their customers  on an individual 

 Monique owns and  runs her own 

ca business -  she is a  sole  trader
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basis,  which allows them to  provide  a  more  personalized service  than 

larger businesses.  

  The sole trader has  privacy and limited accountability.  Most o 

the  time,  sole  traders  do  not have  to  declare  their nances  to  anyone 

except the  tax authorities,  which want to  know how much prot the  

business  has  made or tax purposes.  Sometimes,  as  well,  sole  traders  

borrow money or enter into  a  nancial contract ( such as  a  lease)  and 

lenders  or lessors  may need to  see  nancial statements.  In general,  

however,  sole  traders  have  a  high degree  o privacy.

  Registering the business  is  generally relatively easy and 

inexpensive  and quick.  Although laws vary rom country to  

country,  in general starting and operating as  a  sole  trader is  simpler 

than or other types  o legal organizations.  Sole  traders  usually 

have  less  legal paperwork to  ll out and le.  Sole  traders  make all 

decisions  themselves  and thereore  do  not have  to  devote  time to  

discussion and to  building consensus  or decisions.

One o the  greatest advantages  o being a  sole  trader is  that all prots  

rom the  business  belong to  the  sole  trader,  as  no  legal distinction 

separates  the  owner rom the  business.  Other advantages  o operating as  

a  sole  trader include:

  complete  control over all the  important decisions

  fexibility in terms o working hours,  products  and services,  and 

changes  to  operations

  privacy,  as  sole  traders  generally do  not need to  divulge  inormation

  minimal legal ormalities

  close  ties  to  customers,  which can give  a  competitive  advantage.

The success  o businesses  operating as  sole  traders  depends  on the  drive,  

enthusiasm,  and health o the  sole  traders  themselves.  Any o these  can 

alter.  Sole  traders  also  have  other disadvantages,  which include  the  

ollowing:

  Competing against established businesses  all by yoursel can be  a  

daunting challenge.

  There  may be  stress  and potential ineectiveness  because  the  sole  

trader makes  all the  decisions,  oten with limited time to  make them 

and limited opportunity to  seek advice  rom others.

  There  will be  lack o continuity in the  event o a  serious accident or 

the  owners  death  the  business  itsel may not continue.

  There  may be  limited scope  or expansion as  the  owner spends all his  

or her time running the  business.

  Generally,  there  will be  limited capital,  which may also  create  a  

burden on the  business.  The  ocus  will be  more  on having sucient 

cash or day-to-day operations  than on looking to  the  uture.

  There  is  unlimited liability o the  owner or any aults,  debts,  or 

mistakes  made.
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The majority o sole  traders  remain small businesses  and typically 
the  business  comes to  an end when the  sole  trader retires  or dies.  
Sometimes,  sole  traders  want to  stay small,  which allows them to  make 
a decent living and not have  to  manage  (and worry about)  the  many 
complexities  o operating on a larger scale.  Sole  traders  oten have  a  
niche  in the  market and see  no  need to  expand.  When sole  traders  want 
to  expand,  oten the  challenges  are  too  great.  Their profts  are  not large  
enough to  support growth,  or the  risks  o growth are  too  great.  Just 
surviving may be  the  chie goal o a  sole  trader:  many sole  traders  give  
up  or ail within the  frst ew years  o existence.

Partnerships

An alternative  type  o business  is  that o a  partnership.  This  type  o 
business  is  ormed by two or more  people.  Oten they are  riends,  
associates  or people  with similar or related skills.  Partnerships  are  
popular with proessional people  with related qualifcations,  such as  
doctors,  lawyers,  accountants,  or even business  consultancy frms.

The main eatures  o a  partnership  business  include  the  ollowing:

  Decisions  are made jointly by the partners ,  who own and run 
the  business  together.  Partners  may employ other people  but they 
make all the  management decisions.  Partners  also  own the  business,  
each partner with a percentage  ownership.

  The business  is  owned and managed by more than one 

person.  Although the  number o partners  is  tecically unlimited,  
getting agreement is  more  difcult as  the  number o partners  
increases.  Most partnerships  have  220  partners.

  No legal distinction exists  between the business  and the 

partners ,  who are  liable  or all o the  partnerships  debts  and other 
obligations.  Partners  have  unlimited liability and legally can be  called 
upon to  pay for 100  per cent  o the  partnerships  debts  even i a  
partner owns only a  small percentage  o the  business.

  Finance is  usually more available than for a  sole trader 

business.  All partners  contribute  some capital to  start up  the  
business  or to  buy into  the  business,  which usually means more  
capital than i provided by only one  person.  Also,  banks and other 
fnancial institutions  are  usually more  willing to  provide  fnance  to  a  
partnership  than to  a  sole  trader,  as  a  partnership  is  considered more  
stable  than a sole  trader.

  Some partners  may be sleeping partners ,  which means that 
they provide  some fnance  ( their investment in the  partnership)  and 
expect a  share  o the  proft.  Otherwise,  however,  a  sleeping partner 
perorms no  other role  in the  business.

  The business  operated as  a  partnership  can often offer a  

more varied service than a sole trader.  O ten,  dierent partners  
bring dierent expertise,  and the  product or service  oerings  o 
the  business  can vary.  This  situation is  especially true  in the  case  
o partnerships  o proessionals  such as  lawyers  or doctors.  For 
example,  a  law frm could have  lawyers  specializing in criminal law,  
commercial law,  international law,  or civil law.
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  Partnerships  typically have a greater degree o accountability 

than a sole trader.  Although in most countries  partnerships  are  not 

legally required to  draw up  a deed o partnership,  partnerships  oten 

do.  Having a deed o partnership  makes  good business  sense  because  

it is  a  legally binding document that sets  out the  rights  and duties  o 

the  partners.

It includes inormation about:

  responsibilities

  fnancing

  division o profts

  liabilities

  procedures  or changing circumstances.

With a deed o partnership,  partners  know their rights  and 

responsibilities  within the  partnership,  and the  likelihood o some 

major disagreement between the  partners  decreases.

  Partnerships  are typically more stable than sole traders  and 

have a higher likelihood o continuity.  D rawing up  a  deed o 

partnership  will slow down registering the  business  but will help  the  

organization in the  long term.

  Partners  do  not necessarily share all the profts  equally.  

Usually,  profts  are  allocated and paid out according to  each partners  

percentage  ownership  o the  business.  I one  partner has  provided 

a substantial amount o fnance,  then that person may expect a  

greater proportion o profts  than the  other partners  are  allocated.  In 

addition,  in partnerships  with sleeping partners ,  the  active  partners  

may get agreed-upon salaries  or drawings  that are  considered 

expenses  or the  purpose  o determining the  partnerships  proft.  

Then,  ater the  proft is  determined,  the  profts  are  allocated to  

partners  according to  their percentage  ownership.

Partnerships  have  certain advantages  compared to  sole  traders:

  As partners  oten bring dierent skills  and qualities,  partnerships  

oten have  more  efcient production through the  specialization and 

the  division o labour.

  In general,  partners  bring more  expertise  to  a  business  than one  

person can.

  As partnerships  are  perceived to  have  greater stability and lower risk,  

they generally have  access  to  more  fnance.

  Partners  can help  in emergencies  or when others  are  ill or on holiday.

  Partnerships  have  more  chance  o continuity as  the  business  will not 

necessarily end i one  partner dies.

Partnerships  also  have  certain disadvantages:

  Each partner has  unlimited liability,  which means that each partner 

is  legally responsible  or all o the  businesses  debts  or actions  o any 

other partner.  The  one  exception to  this  liability is  when,  in the  deed 

o partnership,  a  partner or certain partners  are  declared  limited 
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partners .  Although the  laws vary according to  country,  in general,  

limited partners  have  limited liability but also  limited control (both 

specifed in the  deed o partnership) .

  Compared to  businesses  that operate  as  companies  ( corporations) ,  

partnerships  usually have  less  access  to  loans rom banks  and other 

fnancial institutions.  Limited fnance  can oten prevent a  business  

rom expanding or maximizing opportunities  or making profts.

  An individual partner does  not have  complete  control over the  

business  and has  to  rely on the  work and goodwill o others.

  Profts  have  to  be  shared among the  partners.

  Partners  may disagree,  which in the  worst case  could break up  the  

partnership.

In summary,  partnerships are saer than sole traders but also more complex 

organizations.  As multiple partners can typically raise more fnance than 

sole traders and because o the greater inherent stability,  partnerships have  

more o a chance o surviving changing market conditions and have more  

o a chance o expanding i the conditions are right.

Companies or corporations
Perhaps  the  most important type  o business  is  the  company 

( corporation in North America)  and you can recognize  a  company as  it 

may have  the  ollowing abbreviations ater its  logo:

INC   Incorporated (USA/Canada)

LLC   Limited Liability Company (United States)

PLC   Private  or Public Limited Company (UK)

PTE   Private  Limited Company (UK)

LTD   Limited Company (various)

SA  Sociedad Annima (Latin America except B razil and Mexico) ;

SA  Sociedades  Annimas (Brazil,  Portugal)

SpA  Societ per Azioni ( Italy)

AB   Aktiebolag (Finland,  Sweden)

Bhd  Berhad (Malaysia,  B runei)

GIE   Groupement dIntrt Economique (France)

GmbH  Gesellschat mit beschraenkter Hatung (Austria,  Germany,  

Switzerland)

Other countries  have  other designations  and abbreviations.  Whichever 

is  used,  this  type  o designation means the  same thing:  that the  business  

is  a  j oint stock or limited company.  This  type  o business  is  the  only one  

that can be  called a  company ( corporation)  to  distinguish it rom the  

other types  o business.

A business  can become a company by a simple but very powerul 

process   the business  and the owners o the  business  are  legally separated 

and the liability o the company is  distinct rom the liability o those who 

 This business in  the  USA has registered  

itself as a  corporation
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own it.  Another eature o a  company is  that,  typically,  it has multiple  

owners,  each owning a raction o the company in the  orm o shares  

( shares o stock or equity shares)  in the company.

The business   the  company  has  legal existence  in its  own right.  The  

company employs  executives  to  manage  the  business  and workers  who 

handle  the  day-to-day operations.  Just like  sole  traders  and partnerships,  

a  company has  certain responsibilities  in the  community:  it must obey 

the  laws o the  land and pay taxes.  Unlike  sole  traders  and partnerships,  

companies  keep  the  profts  rom their business  activities   unless  the  

owners  (also  called shareholders)  decide  to  pay all or a  portion o 

profts  (past or present)  to  the  shareholders  in the  orm o dividends.  

Shareholders  receive  a  proportion o the  profts  as  dividends at the  

discretion o the  company,  and their proportion o the  dividends is  

determined by their proportion o the  shares  o stock.  For example,  i a  

company makes  a  proft o 1 ,000,000  and decides  to  pay total dividends  

o 600,000,  the  total payout (600,000)  will be  divided by the  number 

o shares  o stock issued and outstanding.  I that fgure  were  1 00,000,  

the  owner o each share  o stock would receive  a  dividend o 6.00  or 

each share  the  person owned.  I one  person owned 20,000  o the  issued 

and outstanding shares,  that person would receive  1 20,000.

Oten,  individual shareholders  own only a  part o the  business.  When 

that is  the  case,  individual shareholders  in theory do  not control the  

business  unless  they own a majority o the  shares.  In practice,  sometimes 

a  shareholder who owns a  lower percentage  can still have  a  deciding 

weight in the  decisions o the  company and can,  thereore,  control it.  In 

the  case  o very large  companies,  it is  very rare  or one  person to  own all 

or a  majority o the  shares  o a  company.  With smaller companies,  it is  

not uncommon or one  person to  own 1 00  per cent o the  shares  or or 

a  small group o amily members  or riends  to  own 1 00  per cent o the  

shares.  

Regardless,  shareholders  are  rewarded or investing in a  company in 

three  ways:

1 .  The price  o the  share(s)  they hold may increase  in value  i the  

company is  perorming well.  In theory ( though not always  true  

in practice) ,  the  value  o a  company is  based upon its  profts.  As  

profts  increase,  so  too  should the  total value  o its  shares.  Thereore,  

individual shares  o stock in the  company should increase  in value  at 

the  same rate.

2 .  The company issues  a  portion o the  company profts  as  dividends .  

The  amount o money each shareholder receives  depends on 

the  number o shares  each shareholder owns.  With small or new 

companies,  dividends  are  oten not paid or are  relatively small.  With 

large,  established companies,  dividends  are  oten paid regularly  

once  every three  months,  or quarter  and individuals  invest in the  

company in part because  they want the  regular dividend income that 

comes with share  ownership  in that particular company.

3 .  The shareholder has  limited liability,  which is  one  o the  single  

most important eatures  and benefts  o owning stock in a  company.  

Unlike  sole  proprietors  or partners  in a  partnership,  shareholders  

in a  company are  not responsible  in any way or the  companys  
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debts.  I the  business  ails,  then all the  shareholders  can lose  is  their 

investment in the  company,  but no  more.  For example,  i a  company 

goes  into  receivership  (bankruptcy)  owing millions  o euros  or 

dollars  to  individuals,  banks,  and other companies,  the  shareholders  

do  not have  to  pay any o those  debts.  The  shareholders  liability is  

limited to  their investment (however,  in the  event o liquidation o 

a  company,  the  shareholders  are  the  last party to  receive  any monies  

rom the  sale  o the  assets  o a  business;  all debts  will be  paid frst) .

The cost to  the  shareholders  o investing in a  company is  as  ollows:

1 .  The price  o the  share( s)  they hold may decrease  in value  i the  

company is  not perorming well.  As  noted in point 1  above,  in theory 

the  value  o a  company is  based upon its  profts.  I proft declines,  so  

too  ( typically)  will the  value  o individual shares.

2 .  The company may choose  not to  issues  dividends  i it does  not have  

to.  Businesses  need unds  or many reasons.  Companies  that are  

doing poorly may not have  sufcient cash on hand to  be  able  to  pay 

dividends.  Businesses  that are  rapidly growing also  need money to  

support the  growth ( to  pay or more  investment in equipment and 

working capital) .  As  a  result,  many companies  rarely or never pay 

dividends.  The  entire  measurement o the  value  o the  investment is  

based upon the  rise  or all in the  stock value.

3 .  As owners  oten own only a  raction o the  shares  o the  

company,  owning shares  in a  frm may not mean that an individual 

shareholder has  any meaningul say in decisions  about the  business.  

At the  end o 201 2 ,  General E lectric Corporation (GE)  in the  

United S tates  had 1 0  405  625  000  issued and outstanding shares  o 

stock.  An individual investor owning 1 00  shares  would,  practically 

speaking,  have  no  say at all in a  giant company such as  GE.  To  

own even 1  per cent o the  company (and thus  have  a  1  per cent 

say in who the  executives  are)  would require  an investment o 

approximately $2 .5  billion dollars.

Typically,  businesses  choose  initially to  become a company because  

the  owners  o the  business  want the  business  to  have  a  separate  legal 

existence  rom them personally,  thus  giving the  owners,  as  shareholders  

rather than as  a  sole  trader or partners,  limited liability.  There  are  also  

other reasons  or becoming a company:

  The enhanced status  o being a  company is  generally recognition that 

the  business  has  been successul.

  Selling shares  is  a  good source  o fnance  or a  business,  especially 

one  with growing working capital requirements.

  Being a company increases  the  stability o the  business,  as  a  

company has  a  legal existence  apart rom its  owners.  I a  shareholder 

or shareholders  die,  the  business  continues.  In the  case  o small 

businesses,  the  death o a  major shareholder,  i that person is  also  an 

active  executive  in the  frm,  can cause  some disruption.  Nevertheless,  

the  business  does  continue.

  Companies  typically have  improved chances  o gaining urther 

fnance,  especially loans,  rom fnancial institutions  and 

governments.
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Achieving company status  is  oten a turning point in the  evolution o a  

business.  Up  until the  point that a  business  becomes a  company,  some 

questions  exist about the  survival o the  business  and its  continuity and 

growth.

As with any legal organization o a  business,  the  choice  to  become a 

company has  advantages  and disadvantages.  To  take  ull advantage  o 

becoming a company,  a  business  will have  multiple  investors  and thus 

a  major inusion o capital.  However,  when this  occurs,  the  original 

business  owner loses  some control over the  business  and could even 

lose  personal involvement in the  company.  When a business  becomes 

a  company,  its  new owners  ( the  shareholders)  may hire  executives  to  

make all major decisions.  The  original business  owner (as  sole  trader or 

partner)  may now be  merely an investor.

When a business  reorganizes  as  a  company,  it can choose  to  become 

either o these  types  o organization:

  private  limited company

  public limited company.

The only real dierence  between the  two orms o company is  that the  

private  limited company can only sell shares  in the  company privately:  

to  people  known to  the  owners  such as  riends,  amily,  and associates.  

Although the  number o shareholders  permitted in a  private  limited 

company varies  rom country to  country,  generally it is  a  low,  around 20.  

As  a result,  becoming a private  limited company limits  the  amount o 

fnance  available  but allows more  control to  be  maintained.

I the  business  decides  to  become a public limited company (and the  

phrase  typically used is   the  company is  going public)  then it has  to  

oer its  shares  in a  public place   a  stock exchange  based in one  o the  

major fnancial centres  such as  London,  New York,  Frankurt,  Tokyo,  

Shanghai or S ingapore,  or online;  or example,  the  FTSE,  Wall S treet,  

the  NASDAQ,  the  NIKKEI.  Going public opens up  the  possibility o 

securing large  sums o capital.  In 201 2 ,  or example,  Facebook acquired 

$1 6  billion rom its   initial public oering  ( IPO) ,  or frst sale  o shares  

to  the  public.  When a company goes  public,  it does  lose  some privacy.  

Public limited companies  have  to  allow potential investors  to  see  their 

accounts,  which become open to  everyone.  Further,  the  business  itsel 

has  no  control over who buys  their shares.  For example,  Microsot 

bought US$1 50  million worth o shares  in Apple  in 1 997.

The main eatures  o a  company include  the  ollowing:

  The shareholders  own but do  not run the business.  Their 

purchase  o shares  provides  fnance,  but otherwise  the  shareholders  

have  little  input into  the  day-to-day running o the  business.  Instead,  

proessional managers  are  normally employed to  make all the  

management decisions.

  The business  and the owners  are divisible.  The  shareholders  

are  not liable  or any o the  debts  o the  business.  The  shareholders  

liability is  limited to  their investment in the  company because  the  

company and shareholders  are  separate  legal entities.  As  the  business  

and the  owners  ( shareholders)  are  divisible,  the  owners  can change.  
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A person owning shares  in the  company can decide  to  sell these  

shares  or any reason whatsoever.

  The legal existence and many o the details  are legally 

recorded and matters  o public  record.  To  orm a company 

(and thus  achieve  this  separation rom the  owners) ,  owners  o the  

business  must have  two documents  drawn up  and registered with 

the  appropriate  government agency (which varies  in name rom 

country to  country,  as  do  the  names o the  documents) :

  Memorandum o association  this  document records  the  key 

characteristics  and the  external activities  o the  company being 

created.  For example,  the  memorandum will provide  basic 

inormation on the  objectives  o the  business  and record the  

share  capital initially required.

  Articles  o association  this  document specifes  how the  

company will be  regulated internally.  It will,  or example,  explain 

the  initial organization o the  executives  o the  company with 

their titles  and areas  o responsibilities  ( chie executive  ofcer,  

chie fnancial ofcer,  etc. )  and the  rights  and responsibilities  o 

each shareholder.

  Greater fnance is  generally available.  The  initial oering o 

shares  represents  a  one-time injection o capital to  the  business.  

Once  the  business  sells  its  shares,  it receives  the  price  paid at the  

IPO.  Thereater,  the  initial shares  and any uture  gains  (or losses)  in 

price  are  to  the  beneft (or cost)  o the  shareholders  only,  unless  the  

company issues  and sells  additional shares  to  raise  more  capital.

  A company is  held to  a high degree o accountability.  The  

owners  and the  company are  separate  entities,  so  rom time to  

time the  company must provide  inormation to  the  shareholders  so  

that they can understand the  condition o their investment and so  

that the  company and its  management are  being held accountable.  

Inormation on a company is  generally provided by:

  published,  audited company reports  annually and,  in some 

countries,  unaudited quarterly reports

  an annual general meeting (AGM)  open to  all shareholders

  an extraordinary general meeting (EGM)  i called by the  

shareholders.

  Compared to  other orms o business  organizations, 

companies  have greater stability and a higher chance o 

continuity.  When a shareholder dies  or sells  shares,  the  company 

continues  to  operate.  The  death o a  shareholder or the  sale  o shares  

has  no  direct impact on the  company.  All that happens  is  that one  

partial owner o the  business  is  replaced by another partial owner.  

A company can theoretically last or ever because  it is  independent 

o the  shareholders.  The  oldest company in the  world is  a  Japanese  

construction company,  Kong 
_

 o  Gumi,  which was  ounded in 578  

CE  and began operations  by building a Buddhist temple.  Another 

example  o an exceptionally old company is  S tella Artois,  which has  

been operating in Belgium since  1 366.

Key terms

Sole trader

a  person  who owns and  runs 

their own business and  who 

has complete  control  over 

decisions

Partnership

a  business owned  and  

control led  by  two or 

more people who share 

responsibi l ity  and  decision  

making

Company

a  business organization  

establ ished  or a  specifc 

purpose and  registered  

according to  local  or national  

legislation
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Advantages  o operating a  business  as  a  company include  the  ollowing:

  Access  to  fnance is  easier than or sole traders  and 

partnerships.  Companies  are  perceived to  have  greater stability 

and lower risk than sole  traders  and partnerships.  Individuals  

and institutions  are  more  likely to  invest and banks  and fnancial 

institutions are  more  likely to  make loans  to  companies.

  The investor has  limited liability.  Investors  can lose  only the  

value  o the  shares  and nothing else.  By owning small numbers  

o shares  in many dierent companies,  investors  can build up  

sae  investment portolios.  Each individual investment is  limited,  

and thus  their risks  are  spread out among many companies.  The  

companies  also  beneft.  Many companies  have  a  huge  number o 

 small  investors  ( individuals  or institutions  that own a very small 

number o shares) .  However,  the  sum o the  investment o all those  

small investors  can add up  to  large  sums o fnance.

  There is  continuity.  The  business  will not necessarily end i a  

shareholder dies  or sells  his  or her shares  or indeed i any o the  

directors  leave.  Companies  can go  bankrupt and be  liquidated (with 

all o the  assets  sold o to  pay all the  liabilities) ,  thus terminating 

their operations.  However,  companies  have  a  greater chance  o 

continuity than a sole  trader or partnership.

  There are possibilities  or expansion.  Companies  have  more  

opportunity to  expand because  generally they last longer and have  

more  access  to  fnance.  For a  business  to  grow,  it oten needs  to  

invest money in equipment,  marketing eorts,  or new activities.  

With ewwer opportunities  or fnance,  many small business,  

including sole  traders  and partnerships,  cannot take  advantage  o 

business  opportunities  to  expand.  More  oten,  companies  can.

  An established organizational structure exists.  Managers  and 

workers  do  not have  to  change  every time a shareholder sells  shares.  

This  stability can help  the  business  develop  long-term relationships  

with customers  and suppliers  alike.  It can also  allow the  business  

to  hire  individuals  with expertise  or individual positions  and thus  

enhance  the  perormance  o the  business.

D isadvantages  o operating as  a  company include  the  ollowing:

  Setting up  a company can take time and cost a great deal o 

money to  ulfl the necessary legal requirements.  Whether 

reorganizing into  a  company or starting a  business  as  a  company,  the  

owners  must retain lawyers,  have  legally required paperwork flled 

out,  and fle  papers  with the  appropriate  government agencies.

  Selling shares,  especially i the company goes  public,  does  

not guarantee  that the  desired or intended amount o fnance  will 

be  raised.  Sometimes IPOs are  unsuccessul,  and a business  has  sold 

itsel or relatively little  cash.  Thus,  reorganizing a  business  as  a  

company or starting up  a  company involves  risk.

  Owners  risk partial or  entire loss  o control o the business.  

I a  business  decides  to  become a company,  especially or a  public 

limited company,  the  owners  must give  up  some control o their 
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business.  Even i,  during incorporation,  ormer owners  still retain 

51  per cent o the  shares,  they must still answer to  the  new owners  

(other shareholders) .  In the  case  o public companies,  loss  o control 

can be  signifcant.  Original owners  can have  a  very small percentage  

o the  shares  ater the  frm has  gone public.

  There is  loss  of privacy.  A public limited company is  required to  

ulfl a number o legal obligations,  including publishing its  accounts  

publicly.  Many business  people  unaccustomed to sharing inormation 

with others dislike publishing their accounts.  Further,  i the companys  

perormance has been weak  sales  are  down or profts are  negative  

the uture perormance can be  urther jeopardized.  Some customers  

may not want to  purchase rom or do business with a weak company,  

a situation that can be  especially damaging to  those business  that oer 

product warranties or ater-sales  service on products.

  A company has  no  control over the stock market.  Share  prices  

may all,  which can damage the  image  o the  company.  Such a loss  

o share  value  can sometimes  occur not because  the  business  has  

done anything wrong but simply because  o an external actor:  an 

election,  negative  news about another business  in the  same industry,  

a  downturn in the  economy,  or a  natural disaster.

  A company has  limited control over who buys  its  shares.  For 

example,  a  competitor may want to  take  over the  business.  I the  

shareholders  are  willing to  sell their shares,  the  company cannot 

prevent being taken over.  Companies  are  especially vulnerable  to  

being taken over i their share  prices  all,  which,  as  noted above,  

sometimes  occurs  through no ault o the  business  itsel.

For-proft social  enterprises

Although the  term social enterprise  has  a  slightly dierent meaning 

or legal standing in dierent countries,  in general it reers  to  a  orm 

o business  that has  a  social purpose.  Social purpose  generally means 

that the  organization aims to  improve  human,  social,  or environmental 

well-being.  Although social enterprises  should and typically do  operate  

to  a  proessional standard ( regarding legal existence,  proper accounts,  

management structure,  and reporting procedures,  etc. ) ,  the  social 

aim nevertheless  takes  priority over any other aim such as  growth,  

maximizing sales,  or making profts,  which are  typical objectives  o or-

proft organizations.  For-proft social enterprises  aim to  make a proft.  

However,  they do  not want to  maximize  profts  i doing so  compromises  

their social purpose.

The or-proft social enterprise  can take  the  orm o any o the  three  

models  we  have  seen already ( sole  trader,  partnership,  or company) .  

Social enterprises  oten have  one  o several other models  o business  

organization,  including the  ollowing.

Cooperatives
Cooperatives  are  a  orm o a  partnership  whereby the  business  is  owned 

and run by all the  members  but,  unlike  partnerships  (which in most 

countries  can have  no  more  than 20  partners) ,  cooperatives  may have  

TOK discussion

Is the label  social  enterprise 

appropriate? 

Can  businesses be  separated  

rom a  proft motive? Can  any  

business be  separated  rom a  

social  purpose?
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more than 20  members.  Each member participates  actively in the  

running o the  business.

There  are  many types  o cooperative:

  A fnancial cooperative  is  a  fnancial institution the  ethical and 

social aims o which take  precedence  over profts.  Sometimes,  or 

example  in the  case  o credit unions,  the  social aims might mean 

lending money at lower rates  o interest or providing non-lending 

services  at lower cost than banks or other fnancial institutions.  At 

other times,  a  fnancial cooperative  will provide  fnance  ( loans)  to  its  

members  who otherwise  might not be  able  to  borrow money.

  A housing cooperative  is  run to  provide  housing or its  members  

as  opposed to  providing rent or private  landlords.  A common 

activity o a  housing cooperative  is  owning an apartment building 

and having each member  entitled to  one  housing unit in the  

building.  The  members,  through the  cooperative,  own the  building,  

and surpluses  are  reinvested in the  building and its  operation,  

so  costs  to  individual members  are  lower.  In addition,  housing 

cooperatives  typically have  control over who can become a member,  

thereby ensuring that all members  agree  to  rules  and conditions  and 

thus  increase  the  likelihood o social harmony in the  building.

  A workers cooperative  is  a  business  that is  owned and operated 

by the  workers  themselves,  which does  not pay signifcantly higher 

wages  or salary to  managers,  and has  providing employment to  

workers  as  a  priority.  Oten,  a  workers  cooperative  emerges  when 

a business  is  about to  ail.  Workers,  earul o losing their j obs,  take  

over the  business,  sack the  managers  (or drastically reduce  their 

pay) ,  and reinvest all profts  in the  business  ( rather than pay them 

out as  dividends) .

  A producer cooperative  is  where  groups o producers  collaborate  

in certain stages  o production.  Producer cooperatives  are  particularly 

common in agriculture,  such as  grape  armers  having a cooperative  

wine-production acility or olive  producers  having a cooperatively 

owned press.  With producer cooperatives,  oten the  aim is  to  

maximize  the  utilization o an expensive  piece  o equipment that 

individual members,  by themselves,  could not aord.  At other times,  

cost efciencies  can only be  achieved when a stage  o the  production 

process  is  carried out on a large  scale.  Thus,  many producers  pool 

their resources  to  obtain the  cost efciencies.

  A consumer cooperative  provides  a  service  to  its  consumers  who 

are  also  part owners  o the  business.  In Europe  and the  United 

S tates,  a  common type  o consumer cooperative  involved certain 

grocery stores.  Individual consumers  would become a member ,  

which entitles  them to  purchase  groceries  at the  cooperative,  oten at 

lower prices  than or-proft grocery stores.

In each case,  the  cooperatives  priority is  not to  make  proft.  Rather,  

the  cooperative  sells  or oers  its  products  or services  typically at as  

close  to  cost price  as  possible,  thereby lowering the  costs  to  members.  

However,  i its  prices  are  too  low,  the  cooperative  runs  the  risk o ailure  

by not reinvesting in the  business  ( and thus  not updating its  products  
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or services)  or not having a  signifcant fnancial cushion to  weather a  

difcult period or an unexpected expense.  Thus,  cooperatives  generally 

aim to  make  some proft,  but maximizing proft is  not their most 

important aim.

Micro-fnanciers

Since  the  work o the  Nobel Prize  winner Muhammad Yunis,  ounder 

o the  Grameen Bank in Bangladesh in the  1 980s,  a  whole  industry 

has  developed,  particularly in low-income economies.  The  idea is  very 

simple:  to  provide  small amounts  o fnance  to  those  who traditionally 

would not have  access  to  it,  or example  low-income individuals,  

amilies  in rural communities,  and women.  The  money is  lent with 

specifed conditions o use  and scheduled repayments.  The  micro-

fnancier expects  to  receive  repayment o principal and to  make a proft 

on the  loans  ( interest) .  The  loan amounts  are  small and the  interest 

rates  are  low,  and micro-fnanciers  do  not use  the  aggressive  tactics  o 

other orms o moneylenders.  While  the  model has  proved to  be  very 

proftable  or all parties,  the  main aim has  always  been to  help  those  

who would previously never have  had access  to  fnance  to  take  the  frst 

steps  towards  economic independence.  In many low-income economies,  

individuals  with good ideas  and a strong work ethic have  been able  to  

open their own business  through the  help  o micro-fnance.

Publicprivate partnerships (PPP)

A PPP is  a  business  created between a private  sector business  and the  

public sector.  Typically,  a  PPP involves  the  construction o a  acility with 

a social aim ( or example  in healthcare  or education) .  It could also  be  or 

a  specifc project such as  the  development o a  site  or alternative  energy 

or a  nature  reserve.  The  business  is  expected to  make a return on the  

money invested into  it,  but the  priority is  not profts.  The  public sector 

usually provides  the  fnance  and the  private  business  the  expertise.  

Oten,  the  government oers  tax incentives  to  the  private  sector to  take  

part in the  partnership.  A PPP may not be  limited to  small partnerships  

such as  a  drug rehabilitation service  but can involve  large  businesses  

doing big projects.  The  multinational Swedish company Skanska was  

involved in a  PPP to  help  construct the  Eurotunnel,  the  channel tunnel 

between France  and the  UK.

The main common eatures  o a  PPP ( or-proft social enterprise)  include  

the  ollowing:

  Proft is  important but not the priority   social aims take  

precedence.  These  aims may vary and or-proft social enterprises  

need to  generate  profts  to  ensure  the  survival and growth o the  

business.  The  aim,  however,  is  not to  maximize  profts  but to  earn 

profts  sufcient to  sustain the  business.

  There is  collaboration between the business  and the local 

community.  For-proft social enterprises  usually signiy a  desire  

or cooperation between the  business  community and government 

because  both recognize  a  need being met by ordinary business  

activity or by government.
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  There is  greater democracy in the business than in other 

organizations.  In or-proft social enterprises,  decision making tends to  

be more consultative and transparent.  This style o governance partially 

stems rom the spirit o social enterprises,  which are to do good and not 

typically to devise aggressive business strategies (such as to take market 

share rom competitors or to maximize profts) .  This style o governance  

partially stems rom the nature o social enterprises,  which oten rely 

on support or aid rom others (workers willing to  work or lower 

wages,  landlords willing to lease properties at discounted rates,  etc.) .  

Consultation and transparency convey the social spirit and generate  

greater willingness on the part o stakeholders to be supportive.

  The business  operates  the same unctions as  any other 

business.  For-proft social enterprises  are  businesses,  and must 

attend to  production,  marketing,  HR,  and fnance  decisions,  just as  

in any other business.  In some respects,  areas  o the  business  have  

to  be  run with greater care  than other businesses,  which oten have  

greater profts  and proftability.

Advantages  o or-proft social enterprises  compared to  traditional sole  

traders,  partnerships,  and companies  include  these:

  A avourable legal status is  achieved.  Anyone can engage in 

activities  that are  good or humans,  society,  or the environment.  

The legal structure o a or-proft social enterprise  allows individuals  

to  engage in those activities  without being personally liable  or 

accountable  to  shareholders with traditional (maximizing profts)  

business interests.

  There is  a  strong communal identity.  For-proft social enterprises  

oten have  highly motivated employees  and other stakeholders  

working together with a common sense  o purpose.  Employees  oten 

report a  high degree  o satisaction,  knowing that they are  doing 

something positive  or society.

  There are benefts to the stakeholder community.  For-proft social 

enterprises help many stakeholders,  including the direct benefciaries  

o their products and services.  They may help the government more,  

because or-proft social enterprises typically ameliorate human,  social,  

or environmental problems that a government is  not addressing,  and so  

help reduce problems in the community.

D isadvantages  o or-proft social enterprises  compared to  traditional sole  

traders,  partnerships,  and companies  include  these:

  Decision making is  complex and time consuming.  In being 

consultative  and transparent,  or-proft social enterprises  oten take  

a  long time to  make decisions.  I many parties  are  involved with the  

decision,  which is  oten the  case,  this  extended decision-making time 

can limit the  eectiveness  o the  business.

  There may be insufcient capital or growth.  The  business  model 

or a or-proft social enterprise  may not sufcient in the  long term.  

Most business  rely on healthy proft margins and profts,  much o 

which are  retained,  or investment in property,  plant,  and equipment 

and to  provide working capital as  working capital requirements  
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increase  with the  size  o the  business.  Without large  profts,  or-proft 

social enterprises  may struggle  to  survive  and expand.

  There may be insucient capital or nancial strength.  For-

proft social enterprises  tend to  have  lower proft margins and profts  

than traditional or-proft businesses  because  they oten try to  make 

their products  and services  as  inexpensive  as  possible.  As  a  result,  

or-proft social enterprises  tend not to  have  deep  fnancial strength 

that can permit them to  survive  a  recession or times  when fnance  is  

less  available.

Non-proft social  enterprises

The main eatures  o non-proft based ( commercial)  organizations 

(NPOs)  are  as  ollows:

  Some businesses  operating in the  private  sector do  not aim to  make 

profts  at all.  These  businesses  are  also  social enterprises   that is,  

where  the  main aim is  or a  social purpose   but they are  dierent 

rom or-proft social enterprises  in that they do  not aim to  make any 

profts  whatsoever.

  Though these  social enterprises  are  run as  businesses,  they generate  

(or aim to  generate)  surpluses  rather than profts.  A surplus  

(sometimes reerred to  as  surplus  revenue)  is ,  conceptually,  very 

similar to  a  proft.  However,  rather than be  distributed to  the  owners  

o the  business,  the  surplus  is  used to  advance  the  social purpose  or 

which the  business  was  set up.

A surplus  is  any extra revenue generated ater subtracting an NPOs   

costs.  A surplus  is  calculated as  ollows:

Surplus  =  total revenues   total costs

Many non-proft social enterprises  are  very large:  the  United Way,  

Red Cross  and Red Crescent,  the  Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

Foundation,  and the  Calouste  Gulbenkian Foundation are  just a  ew 

examples.  These  organizations,  and many other large  NPOs,  are  bigger 

than many traditional businesses.

Social enterprises  can take  many possible  orms,  and the  dierences  

between them can be  subtle  (and conusing) .  Nevertheless,  two broad 

categories  o non-proft social enterprises  exist:  NGOs and charities.

Non-governmental  organizations (NGOs)
NGO was a  term frst used by the  United Nations and it has  since  

become a common way to  describe  a  variety o social enterprises.  The  

aim o these  various  social enterprises  is  to  support a  cause  that is  

considered socially desirable.  Some o these  NGOs are  concerned with 

a single  issue,  such as  Save the Whales  or with a broader spectrum 

such as  Greenpeace .  Others  may be  apolitical,  such as  the  Aga Kahn 

Development Network,  while  others  have  political aims,  such 

as  Amnesty International  and the  National Rife Association.  

Regardless,  a  common element o these  is  that they are  not organized or 

run by any government.

Student workpoint 1.4

Be a researcher

Look at the  websites  or two  

NGOs  one  local and one  

international.  Make notes  about 

when they were  established,  the  

work they do  and any recent 

news articles  about them.  Can you 

fnd any inormation about their 

unding and organization?

What are  the  main similarities  

and dierences  between the  two 

NGOs?
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Charities
Charities  are  a  specifc orm o NGO  whose  aim is  to  provide  as  much 

relie as  possible  or those  in need.  Charities  dier rom other NGOs in 

that their ocus  is  on philanthropy and a desire  to  help  those  who cannot 

help  themselves.

Some charities  are  single-event charities  that provide,  or example,  

emergency aid or specifc natural disasters  or war.  Other charities  ocus  

on a single  issue:  Save  the  Children or Oxam.  As  with regular NGOs,  

charities  may be  apolitical such as  the  Red Cross  and Red Crescent and 

Hal the  Sky.  Others  can be  partisan and or have  particular preerences,  

such as  the  Catholic Charities  USA.  Nevertheless,  the  idea is  that the  

business  is  not run by any government and that it operates  in the  private  

sector o the  economy.

In addition to  the  common eatures  o social enterprises  mentioned 

above,  common eatures  o non-proft social enterprises  include  the  

ollowing:

  Profts  are not generated   instead,  these  businesses  generate  

surpluses  and surpluses  are  used to  advance  the  social purpose  o the  

business.  Sometimes non-proft social enterprises  retain surpluses,  in 

a  ashion similar to  retaining profts,  or the  capital requirements  o 

the  organization.  Typically,  the  surpluses  are  used directly to  provide  

the  goods  and services  or which the  charity was  created.

  Donations are important   these businesses cannot rely on 

government unding or other orms o income,  so a large part o their 

revenues comes rom voluntary donations rom individuals.  In some 

cases ( the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation,  or example) ,  the charity 

has an endowment and the proceeds rom the endowment provide  

reliable ongoing revenues.  Nevertheless,  virtually all charities want to  

do more  provide more goods and services or those in need  and 

welcome large and small donations rom individuals and organizations.

  There is  unclear ownership  and control.  Who owns a charity?  

Who should decide who sits on the board o directors?  Who selects new 

board members?  Should individuals who contribute large amounts o 

money to a charity have a larger say in the operation o the charity than 

others?  How are managers selected? What is appropriate compensation?  

The issue o compensation is especially thorny when the charity is  

huge,  such as the United Way,  and its management requires the skills  

o executive ofcers o major,  or-proft companies.  Should the head 

o a multinational charity be paid the same amount as the CEO o a  

multinational company? To attract executives o the necessary calibre  

and skill-set,  are or-proft corporate salaries necessary? These kinds o 

questions routinely plague charities and can be the source o discontent 

among stakeholders i not handled eectively.

Finally it is  also  worth noting that there  is  one  clear distinction between 

NGOs and charities:  charities,  because  o their charitable  status  and 

philanthropy,  are  exempt rom paying taxes.  Other NGOs,  as  with all 

other businesses,  are  not exempt.

Non-proft social enterprises  have  many advantages  compared to  any o 

the  businesses  discussed above.  These  are  some o the  advantages:

 The surplus generated  from a  

charitys business activities,  such  

as this second-hand  clothes shop,  

are  used  to  advance the social  

purpose of the  organization.
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  They help  people or causes  in need.  Individuals,  organizations,  

and governments  almost never have  sucient resources  to  solve  all 

o the  needs o local people  and/or communities.  Non-prot social 

enterprises  cannot address  all the  needs  either.  Nevertheless,  or the  

specic groups  or causes  that are  supported,  the  work o non-prot 

social enterprises  is  crucially important and valuable.

  They can oster a  philanthropic spirit in the community.  

People  may eel good about helping others,  which can oster 

socially constructive  views in general.  In turn,  positive  attitudes  in 

a  community can make it a  better place  to  live  and can improve  the  

general business  climate.

  They can oster inormed discussions in the community about 

allocation o resources.  As  noted above,  individuals,  organizations,  

and governments  almost never have  sucient resources  to  solve  

all the  needs  o local people  and/or communities.  The  actions  o 

non-prot social enterprises  and the  individuals  working or and 

contributing to  them can lead to  better inormation about local 

and distant problems,  issues,  and causes.  With better inormation,  

individuals  and organizations,  including various  government 

agencies,  can carry out more  inormed decision making.

  They can innovate.  Employees  or members  are  oten orced  to  be  

creative   to  try new ideas  and tactics  to  address  problems and nd 

solutions  because  non-prot social enterprises  are  not tied to  prots.

Non-prot social enterprises  have  many disadvantages  compared to  

any o the  businesses  discussed above.  These  disadvantages  include  the  

ollowing:

  The lack o control but intense lobbying can lead to  socially 

undesirable goods.  For example,  High North Alliance  in Norway 

lobbies  or Artic coastal communities  and seeks to  protect the  rights  

o whalers.  In eect,  it supports  consumption o whale  meat. 1  In 

the  United States,  the  power o two non-prot lobbying groups,  the  

National Rife  Association and Gun Owners  o America,  eectively 

lobby state  and national legislatures  in the  United S tates  to  prevent 

meaningul restrictions  on gun ownership,  including the  possession 

o hand guns  and assault weapons.  Both gun ownership  and gun-

related deaths are  ar higher in the  United S tates  than in other 

industrial countries. 2

  Sometimes the employees  o non-proft social enterprises  

have a passion and zeal that ill serve the organization or its  

cause.  Greenpeace  employees,  or example,  have  at times  taken 

direct action,  acting as  pirates  by boarding whaling ships,  which is  

illegal and can lead to  loss  o support or the  organization or business.

  Funding can be irregular.  Non-prot social enterprises  are  

generally very reliant on donations,  which can be  a  problem in 

economic recessions.

1  http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/03/03/us-cl imate-whal ing-idUSEIC37493020080303.  

Accessed  5  October 2013
2  http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/health/2013/09/19/u-s-has-more-guns-and-gun-deaths-than-any-

other-country-study-nds/.  Accessed  5  October 2013.

CULTURE
Many  NGOs work across national  

boundaries,  providing assistance 

and  aid  al l  over the world.

What cultural  d ifculties might 

they  encounter? Do some 

research  to  nd  examples o such  

difculties.
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Practice question
Ecosoluciones

Ecosoluciones is  a  non-prot research organization 

located in Madrid,  Spain.  One o their objectives  

is  to  try to  introduce  non-polluting sources  o 

electricity in developing countries.

One successul application o their research was  

the  Alumbre  Project.  This  provided electricity 

created by wind generators  to  the  remote  village  o 

Alumbre,  Peru,  which previously had none.

In Alumbre,  wind generators  were  installed by 

Ecosoluciones to  supply,  or the  rst time,  electricity 

to  a  textile  actory,  one  o the  ew rms in the  area 

operating in the  secondary sector.  Ecosoluciones also  

agreed to  maintain and repair the  generators.  There  

was a  complete  transormation in the  production 

process.  The  actory was  able  to  buy new 

machinery.  Productivity increased dramatically.  

New jobs  were  created.

Ecosoluciones also  promised,  in partnership  with 

Peru Telecom and the  Peruvian government,  to  help  

und the  improvements  in communication between 

Alumbre  and the  rest o Peru.  This  also  allowed 

regional trade  to  develop.  The  entire  community 

experienced signicant improvements  in their 

quality o lie.  The  Peruvian government saw this  

as  a  practical solution to  develop  other depressed 

areas*  o the  country.

Unortunately in 2008  a severe  nancial crisis  hit 

Europe  and the  Spanish government suspended 

part o its  unding or research organizations  such 

as  Ecosoluciones.  As  a  direct result,  the  management 

o Ecosoluciones elt it may no  longer be  able  to  

maintain Alumbres  wind generators.

[Source:  adapted  from http://ecoworldly.com/2008/06/17/

wind-power-blows-into-peru-and-brightens-future/,  17  June 

2008]

a)  Dene the  term secondary sector.  [2  marks]

b)  Prepare  a  PEST analysis  or the  textile  actory in 

Alumbre.  [6 marks]

c)  Contrast the  objectives  o non-prot 

organizations such as  Ecosoluciones to  those  o 

prot-based organizations.  [5 marks]

d)  Discuss  two possible  areas  o confict between 

stakeholders   

in the  Alumbre  Project.  [7 marks]

IB ,  May 201 0

* depressed  area:  a  region  or local ity  where business,  employment,  and  stock-market values have  

decl ined  severely  or are  at a  very  low level  of activity

Revision checklist
  Businesses  in the  private  sector are  owned 

and controlled by individuals  or groups  o 

individuals.

  Businesses  in the  public sector are  owned and 

controlled by governmental authorities.

  Sole  trader businesses  are  owned and managed 

by a  single  person.  The  individual is  liable  

or any debts  the  businesses  might incur.  

Registering a  business  as  a  sole  trader is  

relatively quick and easy.

  A partnership  is  a  business  owned and 

managed by more  than one  person.  Decisions  

should be  made jointly and all partners  will 

be  equally liable.  Multiple  partners  can bring 

dierent kinds  o expertise,  and may also  bring 

extra sources  o nance.

  Companies  and corporations  have  multiple  

owners   usually shareholders.  When a 

business  has  registered as  a  company or 

corporation,  the  owners  themselves  are  legally 

separate  rom the  business,  so  they are  no  

longer liable  or debts.

  For-prot social enterprises  have  a  social 

mission,  but still aim to  make a prot.

  A social mission is  the  main aim o non-prot 

social enterprises.  Any money made is  called 

surplus.  Most charities  all into  this  category.
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1.3  Organizational  objectives

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Explain  the denitions and  roles o vision  statement and  mission  

statement

  Dene aims,  objectives,  strategies and  tactics and  explain  their 

relationships 

  Explain  why  organizations change objectives and  innovate in  

response to  changes in  internal  and  external  environments

  Describe  ethical  objectives and  corporate  social   

responsibi l ity  (CSR)

  Outl ine  the  reasons why  organizations set ethical  objectives  

and  the  impact o implementing them

  Explain  the evolving role  and  nature o CSR

  Prepare  a  SWOT analysis o a  given  organization

  Examine the  Ansof matrix or d iferent growth  strategies o a  given  

organization  

vision and  mission statements

Successul businesses  have  a  clear identity,  shared values  and a sense  

o purpose  that all stakeholders  identiy with.  To  create  or reinorce  

this  identity,  communicate  these  values,  and maintain ocus on the  

purpose,  many businesses  produce  mission and vision statements.  Some 

businesses  will have  one  o these,  others  both.  When properly done,  

both types  o statement can help  a  business  reach its  lotiest aims and 

stay ocused day to  day.

Mission and vision statements  are  sometimes conused.  They have,  

however,  dierent purposes.  The  vision statement is  more  orward 

looking and speaks  to  the  long-term aims and highest aspirations  

o a  business.  A mission statement is  more  grounded in the  aim o 

accomplishing objectives  to  achieve  the  mission,  an intermediate  step  

on the  way to  the  vision.  The  two statements  should complement each 

other,  with the  vision statement being produced frst.  Less  specifc than a 

mission statement,  the  vision statement serves  as  a  guiding principle   

or principles.
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Table 1.3.1.  Comparison  o vision  and  mission  statements

Vision Mission

Concept What  do  we want? Why  are  we doing what we are doing?

Purpose A vision statement points to the future.  I t is  

what the business would  l ike to see itsel as.

A mission  statement,  based  upon  where the business is 

now,  communicates what needs to  be done in  order to  

achieve the vision.

Audiences To internal  stakeholders,  the vision  

statement inspires  and  motivates 

employees.

For external  stakeholders, the vision statement 

binds  them to the business by giving a  sense 

o shared belies.

To internal  stakeholders,  the mission  statement provides 

a  means or accountability  by  defning key  perormance 

indicators.

For external  stakeholders, the mission statement measures 

how successful  the business is at achieving its vision.

Change As an  expression  o the  business core 

values,  the vision  should  never change.

A mission  statement may  change:  in  a  world  o 

dynamical ly  changing external  environments,  a  mission  

statement may  need  to  be modifed  to  meet new 

circumstances.

aims,  objectives,  strtegies,  nd tctics
Businesses  may also  distinguish between aims and objectives  and 

between strategies  and tactics.  All o these  concepts  are  interdependent 

and all these  terms,  including vision and mission,  are  linked in some 

way or another.  Figure  1 .3 .1  is  an attempt to  show their relationship  

with each other.

strategies

tactics

objectives aims

mission

strategies

vision

Figure 1.3.1.  The vision  and  mission  statements  relationship between aims,  

objectives,  strategies,  and  tactics

The aims o a business are its long-term goals  what it wants to achieve in 

the uture.  An example o an aim might be:  We want to be proftable every 

year through the production o tasty,  high-quality meat products.  Another 

aim might be more ocused on the delivery o the service:  We aim to deliver 

TOK discussion

Futurists or uturologists 

are  regularly  wrong.  In  l ight 

o the  unpredictabil ity  o 

the uture,  to  what degree 

is planning or the  uture 

good  use or a  misuse o a  

businesss resources?
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consistently high-quality plant and garden products through a helpul sales  

sta.  The vision statement is a summary o these aims (sometimes literally 

the sum o these aims,  at other times with modied wording) .

Two examples o vision statements o major corporations you probably know 

(and the products o which you might use)  are rom Microsot and Toyota USA.

Examine their vision statements:

  Microsot:  A personal computer in every home running Microsot 

sotware .

  Toyota USA:  To  be  the  most successul and respected car company 

in America .

In both cases,  the vision statements are brie and express aspirations that 

are high and long term.  They are inspirational.  Both statements convey a 

sense o condence in purpose.  Further,  they convey the sense that,  i the  

companies are not at this loty place yet (Microsot running sotware in every 

home or Toyota USA being the most successul and respected car company 

in America) ,  they will not give up until they have reached their aspiration.

In contrast to  aims,  objectives  are  the  medium-  to  short- term goals  that 

clariy how the  business  will achieve  its  aims and reach its  vision.  A 

mission summarizes  these  objectives.

Student workpoint 1.5

Be refective

You might be  aiming or a  grade  7  in IB  Business  Management.  What 

might your personal vision statement be?

What might your personal mission statement be?

Does  your school have  a  mission statement?  I so,  what does  it mean 

or you as  a  pupil?  What does  in mean or your teachers?  I not,  try 

and design one!

Objectives should have specic characteristics.  They also come in three types:

  Strategic  objectives   sometimes  reerred to  as  global objectives   

are  the  medium-  to  long-term objectives  set by senior managers  to  

guide  the  company in the  right direction to  achieve  the  aims.

  Tactical objectives  are  the  medium-  to  short- term objectives  set by 

middle  managers  to  achieve  the  strategic objectives.

  Operational objectives  are  the  day-to-day objectives  set by foor 

managers  ( and sometimes  workers  themselves)  so  that the  company 

can reach its  tactical objectives.

Table 1.3.2.  Vision  and  the three types of objective

Vision  (summary of aims)

Long-term and   

highest aspiration

Strategic objectives

Long-term goals Tactical  objectives

Medium or  

short-term goals

Operational  objectives

Day-to-day  goals

Key term

Vision statement

a  philosophy,  vision  or set of 

principles which  steers the 

d irection  and  behaviour of an  

organization
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Businesses  use  the  term hierarchy of objectives  to  describe  the  

relationship  between all o these  goals.  At the  top  o the  hierarchy are  

the  aims,  which are  ew in number and set by the  entrepreneur or 

the  chie executive  ocer (CEO) .  The  aims are  (and should be)  rather 

general.  How the  business  achieves  these  aims is  through the  next level 

o managers   the  senior managers  (directors  or executives) .  These  

strategic objectives  will be  greater in number and concrete.  Ideally,  these  

objectives  will also  be  SMART ( see  below or details) .  With SMART 

objectives,  the  entrepreneur or CEO  has  some air and measurable  way 

to  assess  the  perormance  o the  executives  and their divisions.  I SMART 

objectives  are  not met,  the  CEO  must ask:  Were  the  objectives  properly 

set,  or did the  directors  or executives  not perorm properly in meeting 

the  objectives?  I the  directors  or executives  vastly exceed the  objectives,  

the  CEO  may decide  to  set more  ambitious objectives  the  ollowing year.

Businesses  achieve  their strategic objectives  through the  next tier o 

objectives,  those  that are  tactical.  Tactical objectives  tend to  be  greater in 

number than strategic objectives  and are  usually set by the  next level o 

managers   the  middle  managers  (heads  o department or supervisors) .  

At the  lowest level,  operational objectives  will be  set:  foor managers  

will determine specic objectives  that,  in sum,  ensure  that the  tactical 

objectives  will be  met.

Consider the  hierarchy o objectives  shown in Table  1 .3 .3 .

Table 1.3.3.  The hierarchy  o objectives

Aim Strategic objective Tactical  objective Operational  objective

To be the most successul  

car dealership  in  the city

To have the highest market 

share o car dealerships in  

the  city

To hire  and  retain  enough 

salespeople so that the 

dealership has sufcient 

salespeople to  serve 

customers at a l l  times

To have the average amount 

o time that a  customer 

waits to  be greeted  by  a  

salesperson  to  be less than  

two minutes

In the  example  in Table  1 .3 .3  the  CEO  sets  the  aim that a  particular car 

dealership  should be  the  most successul in the  city.  The  head o sales  

determines that the  best way to  measure  success  is  by having the  highest 

market share  o any car dealership  in the  city.  The  sales  managers  realize  

that to  have  the  highest market share  within a specied time rame 

means having more  qualied sales  sta to  serve  customers.  Then the  

salespeople,  realizing that their chance  o making a sale  increases  the  

sooner they greet the  customer,  agree  as  a  group that no  customer will 

go  more  than two minutes  without being greeted and oered service  

by a  salesperson  even i it means  that salespeople  will not nish their 

coee  during their break.

An important dierence between aims and objectives is  that objectives are  

concrete and can be  translated into something specic and measurable.  

A vision such as  To be  the most successul and respected car company in 

America  is  motivating,  but it is  also  (purposely)  vague.  This  vagueness  

allows almost everyone to  eel connected to  it,  but vagueness and 

abstractness are  not qualities  that employees can act on in unison.

Student workpoint  
1.6

Be refective

Here are the vision 

statements o two large  

organizations:

Oxfam:  A just world 

without poverty 

Amazon:  Our vision is to  

be earths most customer 

centric company;  to build 

a place where people can 

come to nd and discover 

anything they might want 

to buy online.

What do the statements  

reveal about the aims 

and attitudes o the  

organization? Look 

careully at the words that 

each statement uses  what 

aect do they have on you?  
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Businesses  are  eective  when they take  that vision and transorm it into  

specifc objectives.  The  best business  objectives  are  SMART.  SMART 

objectives  are  as  ollows:

Specifc  Is  the  objective  clear and well defned?  Objectives  should 

relate  to  the  nature  o the  business  and be  unambiguous.  Rather 

than set an objective  that the  business  should grow,  a  smart 

objective  would clariy that it wants  to   increase  its  membership  or 

 increase  the  number o units  sold  or  increase  market share .

Measurable   Can the  objective  be  measured to  see  whether it has  

been achieved or not?  Not only should the  objective  be  specifc but it 

should also  be  measurable,  as  each o the  above  cases  were  (number 

o members,  number o units  sold,  size  o market share) .

Achievable   Can the  objective  be  achieved ( is  it realistic) ?  When 

objectives  are  achievable,  they can be  motivational.  Objectives  that 

are  beyond the  reasonable  reach o a  business  or its  employees  

can have  the  opposite  eect,  with employees  giving up  because  

they think or ear that they cannot reach the  objective.  Achievable  

goals  also  reduce  dissonance  and distractions  (when employees  or 

managers  wonder how other aspects  o the  business  are  going to  

support these  objectives) .

Relevant  Is  the  objective  actually o any use?  Businesses  can 

set objectives  that are  distractions  rom the  main purpose  o the  

company or,  more  commonly,  set objectives  or specifc employees  

that are  not relevant to  the  employees  area o responsibility.  At a  

school,  telling a  member o the  custodial sta that the  objectives  are  

or students  to  achieve  high IB  scores  is  not particularly relevant.  

Telling the  custodial sta that,  to  lower expenses,  they need to  

reduce  the  amount o cleaning supplies  by 7  per cent is  relevant.

Time-specifc  Has  a  sufcient time rame been set?  I objectives  do  

not have  a  time rame or deadline,  they are  not meaningul.  For a  

car dealership  to  tell the  sales  sta that the  number o cars  sold per 

salesperson must increase  by 5  per cent is  meaningless  unless  the  

sales  sta is  told the  date  by which the  new sales  target is  to  be  met.

A business  strategy  is  a  plan to  achieve  a  strategic objective  in order 

to  work towards the  aims o the  business.  This  strategy will be  medium 

to  long term and will require  senior managers  to  make the  decisions  

approved by the  owners  and/or the  CEO.  

S trategies  are  not unplanned or spur o the  moment;  they involve  

careul analysis  o:

  where  the  business  is

  development o a  plan ( strategy)  o how to  get where  the  business  

wants  to  be  (aims)

  careul consideration o how to  implement the  strategy

  a periodic evaluation process  ( in well-run organizations)  to  

determine whether the  plan is  working or,  ater a  specifc period o 

time,  has  worked.

Specifc

Measurable

Achievable

Relevant

Time-specifc

STRATEGY
Whatever the business,  devising 

a  strategy  means asking who,  

when,  what,  where,  why?

What are the implications o 

missing one o these questions?
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A business  tactic  is  a  plan to  achieve  a  tactical objective  to  work 

towards the  strategies  o the  business,  which themselves  are  the  path 

to  reaching the  aims o the  business.  This  tactic will be  short term and 

will require  middle  managers  to  make the  decisions approved by the  

senior managers.  Tactics  are  easier to  change.  They are  less  closely tied 

to  the  long-term health o the  rm but rather ocus  on how to  achieve  

measurable  targets  within the  strategy.  

A business  can have  a  sound strategy but a  poor tactical plan.  A strategic 

objective,  or example,  might be  oering ood that is  perceived by 

restaurant customers  to  be  o the  highest quality o its  type  in a  market 

area.  One tactic or determining customers  satisaction might be  

customer count or observing customers  reactions  as  they eat the  ood.  A 

better tactic might be  to  obtain a  more  direct orm o customer eedback 

on ood quality (but it might not be  a  better orm i the  direct eedback 

does  not otherwise  t with the  marketing mix o the  restaurant) .

the need for organizaions o change objecives

Businesses  oten need to  change  objectives.  Sometimes  this  requires  

changing strategic objectives.  More  commonly,  it involves  changing 

tactical objectives  and,  day to  day,  foor managers  and supervisors  

change  operational objectives.  Regardless  o the  level,  objectives  change  

because  o changes in either o these  environments:

  the  internal environment,  which reers  to  changes  in the  conditions  

within the  business

  the  external environment,  which reers  to  anything outside  

the  business  that nonetheless  has  a  bearing on its  operation or 

perormance.

Changes  in the  internal environment might include  the  ollowing:

Leadership   change  o leadership  oten can lead to  a  change  in aims 

and objectives.  A amous example  is  when,  in 1 996,  S teve  Jobs  returned 

to  Apple.  Sometimes  new leaders  brought into  a  company will have  

a  dierent leadership  style  rom their predecessor,  which can require  

signicant changes  to  objectives.

HR   the  term human resources  covers  a  vast array o elements  o a  

business.  Conditions related to  HR can change  and can alter objectives  all 

down the  hierarchy.  Industrial action,  which reers  to  actions taken by 

unions  or other orms o organized labour,  can oten precipitate  change  

in an organization.

Organization   business organizations change.  A merger or acquisition,  

such as when Krat took over Cadbury,  can have a ripple eect through an 

organization causing the new organization to rethink many o its  objectives.  

In other instances,  some internal pressures may cause an organization to  

modiy one aspect o its  business.  However,  given the interconnectedness  

o all the business unctions,  changes in one area can require changes in 

another,  including changes to strategic or tactical objectives.

Product   products  are  sold in a  marketplace.  Sometimes,  the  

perormance  o the  product in the  marketplace  may require  changes  in 
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either the  product or sometimes  an entire  product line.  In the  1 980s,  

or example,  because  o market pressures  Lucozade  reoriented itsel as  a  

sports  drink,  and sales  tripled.  With this  change  in the  branded identity 

o the  product,  rom an illness-curing beverage  to  an energy-providing 

sports  drink,  many dierent aspects  o Lucozades  strategic and tactical 

objectives  had to  change  (which led to  an even greater number o 

changes  in operational objectives) .

Finance   All business  activity must be  fnanced.  When the  

circumstances  o fnance  change,  especially when sources  o fnance  

become ewer and the  amount o fnance  decreases,  organizations  have  

to  modiy their strategies  or change  the  emphasis  o their business.  In 

2009,  FIFA ootball introduced the  Financial Fair Play  rule,  which 

modifed how much money teams could spend on players,  and teams 

had to  respond.

Many other sets  o circumstances  can change  fnance.  Ater the  world 

recession began in 2008,  or example,  many banks raised lending 

standards and businesses  had to  make adjustments  because  they had 

more  limited access  to  capital to  fnance  activity.

Operations   ideally,  most businesses  are  innovating constantly,  not 

just by oering new products  but also  by developing better methods  

or producing or delivering their core  service  or product  that is,  by 

innovating their operations.  Sometimes  changes  in operations  occur or 

more  everyday reasons,  such as  relocating a  actory.  Whether because  

o innovation or the  more  everyday reason,  changes  in operations can 

necessitate  other changes  in objectives.

I any o the  above  internal actors  are  altered,  then the  business  may 

well have  to  respond or even pre-empt them by changing its  objectives.  

Changes  can also  occur in the  external environment.  Usually,  a  business  

has  limited or no  control over the  external environment,  and oten 

objectives  have  to  change  in response  to  them.  Oten,  business  people  

and teachers  and students  use  a  STEEPLE  ramework to  rame issues  

related to  the  external environment.  S teeple  actors  are  as  ollows:

Social   this  reers to  changes in society or culture,  such as demographic 

change (social)  or cultural change (such as an increased preerence or 

expensive coees,  like those supplied by Starbucks or Coee Aroma) .  Social 

changes such as these may orce the business to reappraise its objectives.  

One example is  the business o education.  More women are attending 

university and obtaining degrees than they did a ew decades ago and,  as  

a result,  universities are modiying many o their objectives,  rom course  

oerings to residential practices,  to  suit the greater number o women.

Technological   today is  an era o rapid technological change,  which 

can change  the  environment or business  in any number o ways.  A 

product a  business  oers  can be  rendered obsolete  or uncompetitive  

because  o technological innovation ( think how quickly B lackberry 

went rom being a hot  product to  one  that struggles  to  compete  

with new smartphones) .  Technological innovation can orce  changes  

in production techniques  i a  competitor develops  new methods  or 

producing products  more  cheaply than other businesses.  Technological 

changes  can also  orce  a  business  to  change  or soter  reasons.  All 
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businesses  need to  be  more  aware  o their environment and their actions  

in it because  inormation technologies  allow communication in ways  

previously unknown.  Today,  or example,  Nike  would have  a  harder 

time manuacturing shoes  in low-income economies  and using child 

labour compared to  several decades  ago,  when companies  could oten 

ollow those  tactics  without being discovered.

Economic    changes  in  the  market conditions,  such as  the  presence  

o new competitors,  or  s imply changes  in  the  economy,  such as  

the  global nancial crisis  that began several years  ago,  can have  a  

proound infuence  on businesses  and orce  them to  change  strategic 

and tactical  ob j ectives.  For example,  because  o changing economic 

conditions  interest rates  on loans  can increase,  raising the  cost o 

capital  or  businesses  and preventing capital  investment.  I  a   

company sells  a  product the  demand or which is  income  elastic  

( see  more  on this  in  Unit 4.x) ,  sales  may all  in  an economic 

downturn.  For many reasons,  changing economic conditions  can  

orce  a  business  to  change.

Ethical   sometimes  quickly,  sometimes  slowly,  the  values  o a  society 

can change.  Changes  in ethical values  in a  society encourage  or even 

orce  a  business  to  change  its  practices.  Fity years  ago,  relatively ew 

businesses  were  deeply concerned about sustainable  business  practices   

Paul Hawkens  concept o natural capitalism  was  unheard o.  Today,  

even i the  owners  or executives  o a  business  were  not genuinely 

concerned about sustainable  practices,  external stakeholders  will almost 

certainly expect their business  not to  harm the  environment,  or at least 

to  minimize  that harm.  In a  host o other ways   ethics  in lending,  

diversity in hiring,  attentiveness  to  sexual harassment,  product saety  

changes  in societys  values  have  led to  changes  in many businesses  

objectives.

Political   change  to  the  political system very oten orces  business  to  

change  its  approach.  Multinational businesses  plan or this  possibility 

and oten will  have  a  country risk assessment  beore  investing in  a  

particular country.  A country risk assessment attempts  to  determine 

the  likelihood that drastic political change  in a  country could put at 

risk the  investment or operations  o a  business  there.  Political risk,  

however,  can occur at home.  I the  outcome o a  political election 

determines  that the  legislature  o a  country changes  rom centre- let 

to  centre- right,  the  business  environment can change.  Sometimes,  

though,  political change  can occur unexpectedly and not rom the  

results  o an election.  Legislatures  can decide  to  take  action because  o 

a  scandal,  a  crime,  or even an accident,  that in turn aects  the  business  

environment.

Legal    when responsibility or legislation changes  rom one  party 

to  the  other,  or one  coalition to  another,  changes  in  the  legal 

environment oten occur.  Regulation,  taxes,  and a  host o other actors  

can be  changed merely by statute,  and businesses  have  to  respond.  In 

the  1 980s  in  the  United S tates,  or example,  many individuals  across  

the  country grew tired o the  number o atal or traumatic injuries  

occurring to  young people  due  to  excessive  alcohol consumption.  One 

by one,  most state  legislatures  raised the  minimum drinking age  in the  
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United S tates  rom 1 8  to  2 1  years.  Many taverns,  bars,  and clubs  that 

targeted customers  in the  1 820-year-old range  had to  modiy their 

business  strategies.

Ecological   growing environmental awareness  and the  green  

revolution have  had a  signifcant eect on many businesses,  or 

example  with the  emergence  o hybrid cars.  Ecological actors  can 

aect businesses  in ways  other than the  now-dominant ocus  on 

sustainability.  Ecological depletion,  such as  rom fsheries  o the  coast 

o Canada,  or through some types  o mining,  can orce  a  business  to  

change  strategies.  Large  oil companies,  sometimes  notorious  or their 

ecological disasters  such as  huge  oil spills,  are  nonetheless  highly 

innovative  as  they search or new sources  o energy,  especially clean 

energy,  in anticipation o rising demand and declining traditional 

sources  or energy,  such as  oil.

Why organizations set ethical  objectives
Ever more  commonly today,  business  are  establishing or themselves  

ethical objectives.  Objectives  such as  these  are  goals  based on established 

codes  o behaviour that,  when met,  allow the  business  to  provide  some 

social or environmental beneft or,  at the  least,  not to  hurt society or 

the  environment in the  process  o making a proft.  For example,  a  

business  might aim to  expect all its  employees  to  be  treated without 

discrimination,  harassment,  or even avouritism.  Another ethical 

objective  might be  always  to  treat customers  with respect and honesty.  

E thical objectives  can cover a  whole  range  o activities  and today many 

businesses  are  setting them.

Businesses  may set themselves  ethical objectives  or some very good 

commercial reasons,  including these:

  Building up  customer loyalty   repeat customers  are  vital to  most 

businesses.  Customers  are  more  likely to  return to  a  business  they 

trust and respect,  and ethical objectives  and ethical action oster this.

  Creating a positive image   both existing and potential customers  

are  likely to  shop at businesses  with good reputations.  The  opposite  

is  certainly true:  customers  will avoid businesses  with reputations  or 

untrustworthiness.

  Developing a positive work environment   businesses  that 

have  well-motivated sta who enjoy working or the  business  have  

a  competitive  advantage.  Businesses  with strong ethical objectives  

can be  attractive  to  many potential employees  and serve  to  improve  

morale  and motivation.

  Reducing  the  risk  of legal redress    being unethical can cost 

a  company money,  not only rom dissatisfed customers  not 

returning or rom the  bad word-o-mouth reports  generated by 

unethical behaviour.  Sometimes  unethical behaviour can lead to  

legal redress  by the  government,  by other businesses  or by the  

customers  themselves.  Even i a  business  wins  in  court,  the  

process  can be  expensive  and cause  s ignifcant damage  to  the   

frms  reputation.

 This poster from the clothing company  

Matalan  clearly  states the businesss 

ethical  pol icy
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  Satisying customers ever-higher expectations or ethical 

behaviour   with improved ICT and the  worldwide  web,  business  

decisions  and actions  are  more  visible  than ever beore.  Today,  

consumers  are  aware  o what is  considered ethical and unethical 

behaviour and oten punish  unethical behaviours  by not 

patronizing certain businesses.  Few businesses  can disregard public 

opinion.

  Increasing profts   opportunities  or businesses  to  behave  ethically 

are  growing.  Banks will oten not lend to  dubious  businesses,  clothes  

manuacturers  will not use  sweatshop  workers,  and coee  houses  

use   air trade  coee.  Many people  today seek out and purchase  

rom businesses  that behave  ethically,  which can lead to  higher 

profts.

the impac o implemening ehical  objecives
When a business  implements  ethical objectives,  many areas  o the  

business  environment will be  aected.  The  eects  may be  on the  

ollowing:

  The business  itsel   although in the  long run the  business  may 

experience  benefts  rom implementing ethical objectives,  in the  

short term costs  are  likely to  rise,  and employees,  accustomed to  

certain norms and practices,  may resist change .

  Competitors   competitors  may have  to  respond to  maintain their 

market position.

  Suppliers   i the  business  implementing ethical objectives  includes  

the  policy o buying only rom other ethical businesses,  suppliers  

may have  to  respond in order to  protect their orders.

  Customers   customers  are  likely to  trust the  business  more  and 

develop  a strong brand loyalty.

  The local community   businesses  that have  and ollow ethical 

objectives  generally see  an improvement in their relationship  

with the  local community,  which can beneft them in terms o 

employment and goodwill.

  Government   eeling pressure  rom voters  and other stakeholders,  

increasingly local,  regional,  and national levels  o government are  

recognizing businesses  with ethical objectives,  overall creating a  

governmentbusiness  environment ostering ethical objectives.

the diference beween ehical  objecives and  

corporae social  responsibiliy
Ethical objectives  are  specifc goals  that a  business  may set or itsel 

based on established codes  o behaviour.  Ethical objectives  dier,  but 

are  closely related to  corporate  social responsibility (CSR) .  CSR is  the  

concept that a  business  has  an obligation to  operate  in a  way that will 

have  a  positive  impact on society.  As  part o its  CSR policy,  a  business  

would want to  assess  its  actions.  As  a  result o such an assessment,  
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the  business  may wish to  implement a  particular ethical objective.  For 

example,  a  business  might open a crche  acility (an early childhood 

day-care  centre)  or its  employees.

the imprance f crprae cial  repnibiliy
CSR is  broader and less  specifc than ethical objectives.  A company 

committed to  CSR is  intending to  act as  a  good corporate citizen :  

in all matters  acting responsibly and in a  manner that benefts  society 

as  a  whole.  A business  committed to  CSR not only obeys  laws but also  

interacts  responsibly and honestly with customers  and reduces  its  impact 

on the  environment.  By recognizing its  CSR,  a  business  is  more  than 

likely to  have  a  sustainable business  model.  By building strong links  

with society and the  environment,  the  business  is  more  likely to  be  a  

valued part o the  society.  

Many businesses,  and increasingly big businesses,  see  themselves  and 

want to  position themselves  as  role  models   as  leading citizens   setting 

the  standard or everyone or responsible  behaviour.  In an international 

context this  might be  more  difcult because  o dierent opinions  o 

ethical values,  but with globalization and the  greater integration o 

the  worlds  economies  through the  actions o multinational companies  

this  can still be  possible.  Although many businesses  do  not reach their 

highest aspirations  or CSR,  since  around 1 980  the  movement towards 

CSR has  been signifcant and led to  dramatic changes  in the  attitudes  

and practices  o businesses.

sWot analyi
SMART objectives  are  part o a  coherent strategic plan.  In the  1 960s,  

a  business  tool  the  SWOT analysis   was developed to  help  business  

set these  objectives.  Although use  o this  tool has  not been without 

criticism,  in general many businesses  rely on SWOT analyses  or 

planning purposes.

SWOT analysis  is  meant to  be  the  frst stage  in the  planning process.  It 

helps  managers  to  brainstorm the  perceived strengths ,  weaknesses ,  

opportunities ,  and threats  acing the  business.  These  elements  are  

combined in a  matrix as  shown in Table  1 .3 .4.

Table 1.3.4.  The SWOT matrix

Positive factors Negative factors

Internal  to the business Strengths Weaknesses 

External  to the business Opportunities Threats

The  SWOT matrix is  based on perceptions.  The  wider the  sources  and 

the  more  reliable  the  data,  the  stronger will be  the  analysis  o the  

SWOT actors.  The  opposite  is  also  true.  I a  SWOT analysis  is  done  in a  

poor,  s loppy,  or uninormed ashion,  it  can actually mislead a  business.  

Like  any business  tool,  it  is  useul only when thoughtully and properly 

applied.
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a sWot nlyi fr   given rgnizin
Table  1 .3 .5  shows an example  of a  SWOT matrix for Apple  Inc.  ( as  of 

January 201 3 ) .

Table 1.3.5.  SWOT matrix or Apple Inc.

Strengths

  Well  recognized  among 

most consumers

  Fourth  largest player in  the  

global  mobile  phone market

  18.5%  market share o 

global  smartphone market

  Strong brand  image 

provides an  edge over 

competitors

  Very protable  $100 bil l ion  

cash  reserves

  Focused  research  and  

development creating 

styl ish  products

  Provides integrated  

operating systems, 

hardware,  appl ication  

sotware and  service to  its 

customers

Weaknesses

  Patent inringement lawsuit may  afect 

nancial  condition  and  operating results

  January  2010

  Nokia  2012  Samsung dispute

  Product recal ls may  harm Apples 

reputation

  2010,  antennae problems in  iPhone 4

  Product deects harm Apples reputation  

and  add  signicant warranty  and  other 

expenses

  2012  embarrassing discard  o Google 

maps and  the ai lure o Apples own 

maps or the  iPhone 5.

  Poor design  and  l imited  innovation  in  the 

latest products

  Death  o the  inspirational  leader Steve 

Jobs in  2012

  Loss o share value (25%  in  three months 

SepDec 2012)

  Proprietary  systems that do not al low 

individual ity

  Price  other products are  more 

afordable and  o similar qual ity

  Foxcom  has been a  PR disaster or Apple

Opportunities

  Strong growth  in  

smartphone

  Strong growth  in  tablet 

markets

  Mobile  advertising market 

is  orecast to  reach  

approximately  $25  bil l ion  

by  2015

  Increased  scope in  the 

educational  market

  Streaming and  television  

markets have great potential

Threats

  Rising popularity  o Google Android  may  

afect its market share

  350,000 Android  smartphones are 

activated  daily;  150,000 iPhones are  

activated  daily

  More rms l ike HTC and  Motorola  are  

using Android

  Intense competition  may  afect revenues 

and  protabil ity

  Increasing popularity  o Kindle Fire

  The business sector is not dominated by  

Apple  the eld is more open

Source:  Adapted  rom Datamonitors Apple Inc.  Company  Prole SWOT Analysis  

http://paigebalash.wordpress.com/2012/02/28/where-is-apple-going-now-swot-

analysis-o-apple-inc-2/

Student workpoint  
1.7

Be a thinker

Choose  a  well-known 

business  in another sector 

 such as  tourism or food.  

Complete  a  SWOT 

analysis  for that business.  

Think carefully about all 

the  different factors  which 

could affect each of the  

four sections.
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Note  that the  purpose  o a  SWOT analysis  is  not to  brainstorm the  

strengths  and weaknesses  o a  business  strategy itsel;  it is  the  frst part 

o developing the  strategy by identiying the  dierent strengths  and 

weaknesses  o the  business.  Once  these  are  known,  the  SWOT matrix 

can be  analysed and so  a  strategy can be  ormulated.

sWot analyi and  marke piin
Use o the  SWOT matrix can be  strengthened by pairing  key actors  

rom each quadrant and then adopting a relevant strategy,  as  shown in 

Table  1 .3 .6 .

Table 1.3.6.  Pairing key  factors to  determine the relevant strategy

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities SO

Growth  strategies

WO

Re-orientation  strategies

Threats ST

Defusing  strategies

WT

Defensive  strategies

Source:  Adapted  from:  http://www.quickmba.com/strategy/swot/

Growth strategies  are  best achieved by combining the  strengths o 

a  business  with the  market opportunities,  which produces  the  most 

positive  short- term strategy available  rom the  matrix.  The  business  

should pursue  growth strategies  when it is  confdent that it has  no  big 

issues  in any other area.

Defensive strategies  are  adopted when a business  is  at its  most 

vulnerable.  When threats  and weakness  exist in combination,  the  

business  needs to  act deensively and quickly.  Deensive  strategies  are  

the  most negative  short- term strategies,  but they may be  necessary to  

help  the  business  survive.

Re-orientation strategies  are  adopted when a business  ocuses  on 

addressing its  weaknesses  in order to  use  them or the  opportunities  

available  in the  market.  Re-orientation strategies  are  positive  and long 

term.  Their adoption assumes that the  business  will frst address  its  

weaknesses,  then can re-orientate  itsel in a  new direction.

Defusing strategies  are  designed to  eliminate  threats  in the  market by 

ocusing on the  strengths o a  business.  Deusing strategies  assume that 

the  business  does  not need to  look or new market opportunities  but 

can simply deuse  the  threats  through a ocus on core  strengths.  This  is  

a  neutral and medium-  to  short- term strategy.  For instance,  i Apple  had 

considered its  SWOT matrix (Table  1 .3 .5 )  then it may have  ocused on 

re-orientating strategies   see  Table  1 .3 .7 .
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Table 1.3.7.  Apple SWOT analysis  re-orientating strategies

Strengths Weaknesses

  Product deects harm Apples reputation  and  add  

signicant warranty  and  other expenses

  2012 embarrassing discard  o Google maps and  

the ai lure o Apples own maps or the  iPhone 5.

  Poor design  and  l imited  innovation  in  the latest 

products

  Death  o the inspirational  leader Steve Jobs in  2012

Opportunities

  Mobile  advertising market is  orecast to  reach  

approximately  $25  bil l ion  by  2015

  Increased  scope in  the educational  market

  Streaming and  television  markets have great potential

Threats

Apple  may conclude  that it needs  to  signal to  the  market that the  

business  lives  on after S teve  Jobs.  To  do  so,  it must create  new 

products  ( in the  growing streaming and television markets)  to  

rescue  its  reputation as  an innovative  producer.  Such a move would 

also  signal a  move away from the  intensely competitive  tablet and 

smartphone markets   just as  the  company did in the  past when 

it moved away from the  home computer market and into   

digital music.

the ansof mrix

Another business  tool to  help  businesses  plan and set objectives  

is  the  Ansoff matrix,  which was  designed by Igor Ansoff in 

1 957.  Many businesses  use  the  Ansoff matrix to  help  plan their 

growth strategies.

The  matrix looks  at the  growth potential in terms of the  market and 

product,  and considers  both the  existing markets  and products,  and 

new markets  and products  ( see  Figure  1 .3 .2 ) .

Product

M

a

r

k

e

t

Existing New

E
xi
st
in
g

Market

penetration

Product

development 

N
e
w Market

development

Diversication

Figure 1.3.2.  The Ansof matrix
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There  are  our possible  growth strategies,  explored below.

Market penetration  occurs  when a business  grows by increasing its  

market share,  selling more  o its  existing products  in the  same market.  

Market penetration is  considered the  saest option but opportunities  

or increasing market share  may be  limited by the  competitors  in the  

market.  Market penetration relies  heavily on promoting brand loyalty 

in order to  encourage  repeat customers  and on promotion in general 

to  lure  customers  away rom the  competition.  Television soap  operas,  

telenovelas,  or even Hollywood blockbusters  with sequels  that tell more  

or less  the  same story,  such as  Toy S tory ,  Shrek  or  Iron Man,  

would all into  this  category.

Key actors  to  increase  the  chance  o success  are:

  the  growth potential o the  market

  the  strength o customer loyalty

  the  power and ability o competitors.

Market development  expands the  market by looking or new 

markets  or or new market segments  in the  existing market.  Market 

development is  a  riskier strategy than market penetration,  as  the  

business  may not understand the  new markets.  For example,  S tarbucks 

was unsuccessul when it opened coee  stores  in Australia.  Wal-Mart 

also  was unsuccessul when it expanded into  Germany.  Wal-Mart 

had underestimated the  loyalty o the  German public to  existing 

(German)  superstores.  Successul market development requires  dierent 

approaches  rom market penetration.

Key actors  to  reduce  the  risk o market development are:

  eective  market research

  having local knowledge  on the  ground

  having an eective  distribution channel.

Product development is  the  development o new products  or the  

existing market.  Sometimes it may be  a  genuinely and wholly new 

product.  Oten,  however,  so-called new  products  are  upgrades o 

existing products  such as  the  iPad,  iPad 2 ,  iPad 3 ,  iPad mini and all the  

dierent variations.  At other times,  a  new product  is  a  variation on an 

existing product.  For example,  this  was  the  case  when S ingapore  Airlines  

introduced their budget airline  Scoot  to  fght o competition rom 

Australian budget airlines.

Product development is  riskier than market penetration,  with much 

depending on how loyal the  customers  are  to  the  original products.  Key 

actors  to  reduce  the  risk o product development are:

  eective  market research

  having a strong research and development system

  having frst mover advantage.

Diversifcation  is  the  riskiest growth strategy a business  can pursue.  

When diversiying  introducing a new product into  a  new market  a  

business  combines two elements  o risk:

  lack o amiliarity and experience  in the  new market

  the  untestedness  o any new product.

TOK discussion

Long beore business tools 

such  as SWOT analysis and  

the Ansof matrix existed,  

businesses operated  

successul ly.  Do these tools 

add  value? To what degree,  i 

any,  do  they  obscure rather 

than  clariy?
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When Apple  moved away rom home computing and entered the  

digital music market and then the  handphone market,  it successully 

diversifed.  Many attempts  at diversifcation,  however,  have  ailed.  For 

example,  a  B ritish cement producer B lue  C ircle  decided to  produce  

lawnmowers.  Its  rationale  was  that people  using their cement to  build 

garden patios  would want a  lawnmower to  cut the  grass.  B lue  C ircles  

ailed attempt at diversifcation was  a  actor contributing to  the  takeover 

o the  business  in 2001 .

Key actors  to  reduce  the  risk o diversifcation are:

  eective  market research

  due diligence  testing to  determine:

  the  attractiveness  o the  market

  the  cost o entering the  market

  recognition o the  existing business

  possible  tie-ups  with other businesses  with the  necessary experience.

revision checklist

  A vision statement should encapsulate  what the  business  hopes  to  be  

in the  uture.  It should remain constant.

  A mission statement describes  what the  business  is  doing now.  It 

might need to  be  modifes  as  time passes.

  Aims are  long-term goals.

  Objectives  are  short-medium-term goals  which allow a business  to  

meet its  aims.  Objectives  should be  SMART ( specifc,  measurable,  

achievable,  relevant and time-specifc) .

  A business  strategy is  an over-arching plan o objectives  which will 

enable  aims to  be  met.

  Business  tactics  are  the  actions  and objectives  which allow a business  

to  implement strategy.

  Ethical objectives  are  goals  that a  business  sets  or itsel based on 

established codes  o behaviour.

  Corporate  social responsibility (CSR)  is  the  concept that all businesses  

have  an obligation to  operate  in a  way that will have  a  positive  

impact on society.

  A SWOT analysis  is  a  tool used in business  planning.  It involves  

analysing strengths,  weaknesses,  opportunities  and threats,  both 

inside  a  business  and externally.

   The  Anso matrix is  used to  plan business  growth.  It considers  

new and existing products  and new and existing markets  to  identiy 

opportunities.  It allows a business  to  identiy areas  o market 

penetration,  market development,  product development and 

diversifcation.

 Apples iPod  is an  example  o 

successul  diversifcation
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Practice question

Predicting the future

Traditional secondary research to  identify trends,  to  forecast and to  

provide  data about seasonal and cyclical variation is  increasingly 

outdated,  particularly as  many products  are  sold through e-  commerce.

Today online  forecasting is  becoming popular.  Googles chief economist 

has  found a correlation between sales  of products  ( such as  cars  and 

holidays)  and levels  of online  Google searches for information about 

those  products.  

To  make market predictions,  market researchers  are  increasingly 

using social media*  to  collect online  messages  in order to  understand 

consumers  moods.  They use  web-based data to  build a  real time  

measure  of consumer emotions and preferences  and then use  the  results  

for predicting consumers  behaviour.  Some companies  such as  Coca Cola,  

Starbucks  and Disney already use  social media for online  market research.  

Dr Bollen of Indiana University,  United States,  found that:

Twitter users  collective  mood changes coincide  with national events.

A correlation exists  between trends  in national mood (expressed in 

millions  of Twitter messages)  and changes in share  prices.  Three  days  

after an increase  in anxiety levels,  share  prices  tend to  fall ( although it is  

unclear why this  happens) .

Investors  use  social media to  guide  their decisions.

Users  of social media share  information online  about feelings  and 

purchasing intentions.  They are  unconcerned by market researchers  

using software  such as  Wise  Window  to  follow them constantly in 

order to  forecast demand.

Technologically advanced software  can recognize  sarcasm,  double  

meanings and cultural references.  However,  interpreting slang 

expressions  remains  a  challenge.  

Mr Watts,  an Internet researcher at Yahoo!,  said that to  be  useful,  

a  forecasting technique must add something new to  what is  already 

known.  The  use  of social media will only add value  to  forecasting if 

other sources  of information are  limited.  He warned that sophisticated 

methods based on the  analysis  of Twitter messages,  blog postings  or 

Facebook  pages  have  limitations.

[Source:  adapted  from Can  Twitter predict the  future? The Economist Technology 

Quarterly,  4 June 2011  and  John  Plunkett,  Media Guardian ,  25  July  2011]

* social  media:  refers to  various forms of relatively  new electronic technologies that al low individuals,  

groups and  organizations to  communicate with  one another.  The communication  is virtual (across 

the world  wide web and  through electronic transmission)  and  is typical ly  interactive.  One frequent 

feature is the abil ity  of a  participant to  pass on  a  communication  it has received  to  other persons,  

groups,  or organizations.
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Age

Caucasian  1834

(38.54%)

African American  1834 (3 .3%)

Asian  1834 (2.4%)

Hispanic 1834 (2.4%)

African  American

3549  (2.2%)

Asian  3549 (1 .6%)

Hispanic 3549

(1.6%)

African  American

50+  (1 .5%)

Asian  50+  (1 .1%)

Hispanic 50+

(1.1%)

Caucasian  3549

(25.4%)

Caucasian  50+

(17%)

E
th

n
ic
it
y

Twitter Demographics ( Infographic)

a)  Describe  one  advantage  and one  disadvantage  to  an  

organization o using e-commerce.   [4 marks]

b)  ( i)  Explain one  beneft o sales  orecasting or an organization.  

 [4 marks]

( ii)  D istinguish between seasonal and  cyclical variations  to   

predict sales  trends.  [4 marks]

c)  Examine the  useulness  o traditional secondary research to   

identiy market trends and or orecasting.  [6 marks]

d)  Evaluate  the  use  o  social media to  collect online  message   

in order to  understand consumers  moods  or making market 

predictions.  [9 marks]
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1.4 Stakeholders

 

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Outl ine  the  interests o internal  stakeholders

  Outl ine  the  interests o external  stakeholders

  Discuss possible  areas o mutual  benet and  confict between 

stakeholders interests

Stakeholders  are  any individual or groups o individuals  who have  a 

direct interest in a  business  because  the  actions  o the  business  will 

aect them directly.  They are  called stakeholders  because  they have  

a  stake  or interest in the  business.  Sometimes the  stake  is  directly 

nancial ( they are  shareholders,  lenders,  suppliers,  or employees)  

and at other times  it is  less  direct,  such as  the  community in which a 

business  operates.  Nevertheless,  all stakeholders  have  an interest in 

the  business.

internal  and external  stakeholders

In general,  we  usually talk about two types  o stakeholder:

  Internal stakeholders  are  individuals  or groups  that work within 

the  business.

  External stakeholders  are  individuals  or groups  that are  outside  

the  business.

In practice,  grey areas  exist between internal and external stakeholders:

  Employees  o a  business  live  in the  community where  the  business  is  

located.  As  employees,  they are  internal stakeholders;  as  residents  o 

the  community,  they are  external stakeholders.

  In democratic societies,  employees  ( internal stakeholders)  are  voting 

citizens  and thus  in some way are  external stakeholders,  as  voting 

citizens  have  some claim on the  government.

  Consultants  to  a  business,  such as  nancial planners,  are  external 

to  the  business.  They are  people  brought in largely because  o their 

expertise  in a  particular area.  However,  once  hired,  in some ashion 

they have  an internal position.

  Small shareholders  in large  publicly traded companies,  like  all 

shareholders,  are  considered internal stakeholders,  even i they own 

a tiny raction o a  large  publicly traded company,  or example  Apple  

or General E lectric (GE) .  However,  someone who owns a  small stake,  

such as  1 00  shares,  o a  large  publicly traded company has  virtually 

no  ability to  infuence  the  business  and in most respects  is  external to  

the  business.
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In addition,  in other instances  individuals  have  multiple  stakeholder 

interests:  employees  who own shares  and managers,  who are  part o the  

management team,  have  multiple  stakeholder interests.

The interests o internal  stakeholders
  Shareholders  ocus on returns  on their investments.

  The CEO  or managing director  ocuses  on coordinating the  

business  strategy and delivering profts  and returns  that satisy the  

shareholders.

  Senior managers  ocus on the  strategic objectives  or their 

unctional areas.

  Middle managers  ocus on the  tactical objectives  or their 

unctional areas.

  Foremen and supervisors  ocus  on organizing tactical objectives  

and ormulating operational objectives.

  Employees  and their  unions  ocus  on protecting their rights  and 

working conditions.

The interests o external  stakeholders
  Government (at all levels)  ocuses  on how the  business  operates  

in the  business  environment.

  Suppliers  ocus  on maintaining a stable  relationship.

  Customers  and consumers  ocus  on the  best product that meets  

their needs.

  People in the local community focus  on the  impact o the  

business  in the  local area.

  Financiers  ocus  on returns on their investments.

  Pressure groups  ocus  on how the  business  has  impact on their 

area o concern.

  The media  ocuses  on the  impact o the  business  in terms o news 

stories.

Note that competitors  are  not considered to  be  stakeholders.  Although 

a business  may have  an indirect impact on competitors  through its  

actions in the  marketplace,  the  competition does  not have  anything 

directly at stake  with the  business  itsel.  In act,  the  competitor usually 

wants  the  business  to  ail.

Possible  areas o mutual  benet and  confict  between  

stakeholders  interests

Groups  o people  with a common interest,  such as  a  business,  may also  

have  dierences  o opinion.  This  situation makes  sense:  although all 

stakeholders  have  a   stake  in the  business,  their ocuses  are  dierent.

Consider the  example  o a  pay rise  or employees.  Shareholders  may 

object to  the  idea,  as  it could decrease  profts  and,  thereore,  their return 

on investment.  At the  other end o the  spectrum are  the  employees  

Key terms

Stakeholder

an  individual  or group who has 

an  interest,  oten  nancial ,  in  

the activities and  success o 

an  organization

Shareholder

an  individual  who owns a  

share or shares in  a  company

Competitor

another business or 

organization  ofering very  

similar goods or services
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themselves,  who would avour pay rises,  which would give  them a 

higher standard o living.

In between these  two positions,  various  stakeholders  would be  o 

mixed mind.

  The CEO  and senior managers  would in principle  probably support 

paying higher wages,  as  this  would make the  employees  happier.  

However,  the  CEO  and senior managers,  with responsibility or 

meeting proft targets  and return on investment ratios,  would also  be  

worried that pay rises  would lower profts.

  Managers  may also  be  concerned that,  by reinorcing the  use  o 

extrinsic motivating actors,  a  pay rise  might undermine their eorts  

to  oster a  culture  o intrinsic motivation.

  Those  in the  local community would in principle  avour higher 

wages  or employees,  as  it would mean that employees  would have  

more  money to  spend in the  local community  at restaurants  and 

shops,  etc.  However,  i the  pay rises  in any way threatened the  

existence  o the  business,  the  community would not avour the  idea.

Thus,  any decision o importance,  such as  a  general pay rise  at the  

business,  will elicit dierent reactions  rom dierent stakeholders.  In 

this  situation,  there  may be  riction and alliances  may be  ormed as  each 

stakeholder group jockeys  or position.

One eature  o successul businesses  is  that the  interests  o stakeholders  

are  sufciently satisfed most o the  time.  In some instances,  managing 

stakeholders  interests  is  not particularly complicated.  An individual 

running a small shop as  a  sole  trader typically has  relatively ew internal 

stakeholders:  the  sole  trader and perhaps  an employee  or two.  While  in 

theory the  business  would have  several external stakeholders,  such as  

the  community,  the  government,  fnanciers  and suppliers,  these  external 

stakeholders  typically ( though not always)  have  such a small stake  in 

the  business  that the  decisions  o the  shop are  relatively inconsequential.  

Thus,  or this  type  o business,  satisying the  interests  o stakeholders  

is  not complicated.  What is  required mostly is  being proftable  enough 

to  pay or expenses  and provide  the  sole  trader with an income,  and 

to  be  in compliance  with laws and government regulations  and with 

community standards.

For other types o business,  especially large  ones,  coordinating the  

interests  o stakeholders is  a  much more ormidable  challenge.  When a 

large  business  operates  a actory in a small city or in a town,  the  actory 

may be the  most important employer in the  area.  In this  instance,  the  

various stakeholders have a major stake in the  success  o the  business.  

For example,  in the case  o a  actory that is  the  main employer in a  

town,  a 20-per-cent reduction in the  workorce might lead to  reduced 

expenses or the  business.  It might also  mean greater productivity out 

o the  workorce  that was not retrenched,  i the workers retained were  

pressured into  working harder to  make up  or the  smaller workorce.  

Shareholders might be  happy with this  outcome,  as  might the  CEO  and 

senior managers  (who might receive  greater year-end bonuses) .  The  

workers,  however,  would be  dissatisfed.  Those  losing their jobs  would 

be  unhappy.  Even those  keeping their j obs  would not like  seeing their 
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co-workers go.  Even i the  business  were  not pressuring the  remaining 

workers  to  work harder to  make up  or the  lost work o those  retrenched,  

a general sense  o ear  o more job  cuts   would aect the  workers.

Many other stakeholders  would be  aected as  well.  Just a  ew o the  

implications  or the  local community and the  local government would be  

as  ollows:

  Many employees  would struggle  to  nd new jobs,  and government 

expenses  ( support or the  unemployed persons)  would increase.

  Probably many people  would move away rom the  town,  selling 

houses  or moving out o rental fats,  thus  depressing the  real estate  

market.

  When amilies  move away,  the  number o children in the  school may 

all,  thus leading to  lay-os  o teachers  in the  school.

  Local businesses  would suer,  as  ewer employees  o the  actory 

would mean ewer people  with the  resources  to  purchase  at local 

shops  and restaurants.

Large  businesses  or those  businesses  that have  complicated stakeholder 

interests  oten perorm a stakeholder analysis .  The  rst step  is  to  

prioritize  or rank the  interests  o various stakeholders.  One  conceptual 

approach to  this  step  is  to  determine how close  each stakeholder is  to  

decision making in the  business.  This  is  shown in Figure  1 .4.1 .

government

employees

owners

managers
nanciers

consumers

local  community

suppl iers

pressure

groups

media

Figure 1.4.1.  The comparative closeness of stakeholders to  decision  making

Under this  approach,  owners  and managers  are  central to  decision 

making,  while  suppliers,  employees,  nanciers,  and consumers  are  

urther removed.  Most distant are  government,  pressure  groups,  the  

media and the  local community.  Decision makers  try to  satisy those  

stakeholders  closest to  the  centre.

Another conceptual approach involves  a  tool called stakeholder 

mapping .  Numerous models  or mapping stakeholders  exist.  One  

particularly valued model was ormulated by Johnson and Scholes  and 

called the  powerinterest model.
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Level  of interest

Low H igh

Degree of power   

Group A:  minimal  eort  Group B:  keep informedLow

High Group C:  keep satised  Group D:  key  players

Figure 1.4.2.  The  powerinterest model  (Johnson and  Scholes)

Source:  Johnson,  G  and  Scholes,  K (1999)  Exploring Corporate Strategy,  5th  edition,  

Prentice  Hal l  Europe

By placing each stakeholder group in the  matrix,  a  business  can decide  

on likely strategies.

Stakeholders  in group  A.  These  stakeholders,  who have  minimal 

interest in the  business  and have  limited power over it,  are  rarely a  

problem or the  business.  Owners  and managers  airly saely ignore  these  

stakeholders,  or at least devote  limited energy and attention to  satisying 

their interests.

Stakeholders  in group  B .  For owners  and managers,  making this  

group eel included is  important.  Newsletters,  events,  and other ways  o 

conveying a sense  o belonging are  important.

Stakeholders  in group  C .  This  pivotal group o stakeholders  must 

be  kept satised.  They have  the  power to  infuence  other groups.  The  

business  must nd ways  to  fatter the  sel-esteem o members  o this  

group to  make them eel important.

Stakeholders  in group  D .  These  stakeholders are  the  most important.  

The business  must not merely communicate  with them but also  consult 

with them beore  any major decisions are  made.  The business  should 

ocus on their needs in preerence to  the  others.  Failure  to  involve and 

satisy these  stakeholders can have very negative  consequences  or the  

business.

 Group  A     Group  B      Group  C      Group  D

Least important   Most important

to  the  business    to  the  business
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revision checklist
  Stakeholders  are  individuals  or groups who have  a direct interest in 

the  business.

  Internal stakeholders  are  individuals  or groups  that work within the  

business,  such as  employees  and managers.

  External stakeholders  are  individuals  or groups  outside  the  business,  

such as  customers  and suppliers.

  The interests  o the  various stakeholders  will dier.  Interests  might 

include  return on investment,  the  impact on the  local area,  working 

conditions  and the  quality o the  product produced.

Pactice question

Anigam

Anigam is  one  o the  biggest multinational companies  operating in the  

animal drugs  industry.  In many countries,  Anigam is  well known or its  

promotional campaigns.  It uses  both above  the  line  and below the  line  

promotion.  

Anigam has  a  portolio  o animal drugs  at dierent stages  o their product 

lie  cycle:

  Anitox is  the  rst animal drug that Anigam developed and sold.  It 

is  a  business- to-business  (B2B)  product used in veterinary clinics  

worldwide.  Anitox has  a  high 25%  share  o the  global market.  

That gure  has  been stable  or the  last 1 0  years.  Anitox is  a  well-

established product in a  market that is  saturated and growing very 

slowly.  

  A range  o animal drugs was  launched our years  ago.  One o them,  

Anisan,  helps  prevent heart attacks  in aging animals;  it already has  

a  high 1 5%  share  o a  rapidly growing market.  Some other animal 

drugs,  however,  are  not perorming as  well:  or example,  Aniplus,  

which is  designed to  strengthen animals  immune systems against 

the  fu and other contagious  diseases.  The  market or products  such 

as  Aniplus  is  growing rapidly,  but it is  very competitive.

  Last year,  Anigam launched a new drug called Anislim which 

helps  to  reduce  obesity in domestic animals.  Thanks to  signicant 

introductory marketing eorts  and an appropriate  promotional mix,  

the  rst sales  results  were  good.  It is,  however,  too  early to  orecast 

whether present sales  or Anislim will be  maintained.

a)  Analyse  Anigams  portolio  o animal drugs  by applying the  Boston 

consulting group (BCG)  matrix.  [5 marks]

b)  With reerence  to  Anigam  and  one  other company o your choice,  

discuss  reasons  or the  increase  in the  number o multinational 

companies.  [7 marks]

IB ,  Nov.  201 3
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1.5  The external  environment

 

By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Prepare  a  STEEPLE analysis of an  organization

  Exaplain  the  consequences of a  change in  any  of the  STEEPLE factors 

for a  businesss objectives and  strategy

The impact of the external  environment  

on  a  business
All businesses,  no  matter how small or big,  operate  in an environment.  

In business,  environment  does  not have  the  narrower meaning o 

ecology,  as  the  word usually means or implies.  Rather,  in business,  

environment reers  to  various  conditions  ( including ecological)  external 

to  the  business.  Even when a business  manages  to  control its  internal 

environment  that challenge  alone  can be  dicult  elements  external 

to  a  business  will still have  an impact on it.

Businesses  have  only limited means to  infuence  the  elements  o the  

external environment.  They can,  however,  plan and make contingency 

plans  or changes in the  elements  o the  external environment.  One 

common tool or this  type  o planning process  begins  with a STEEPLE  

analysis,  which highlights  and ocuses  on these  external elements.  

Earlier versions  o STEEPLE  analysis  included a PEST or a  PESTLE  

analysis.  All elements  o those  analyses  were  incorporated in the  

STEEPLE  ramework,  shown in Figure  1 .5 .1 .

The businessSocia l

Technological

Economic

Ethical

Pol itical

Legal

Ecological

Figure 1.5.1.  The STEEPLE framework

What is  the  dierence  between PEST,  PESTLE  and STEEPLE  analyses?

  PEST  Political,  Economic,  Social and Technological

  PESTLE   Political,  Economic,  Social,  Technological,  Legal and 

Ecological

  STEEPLE   Social,  Technological,  Economic,  Ecological,  Political,  

Legal and Ethical.
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The addition o the  extra elements  (rst legal and ecological and then 

ethical)  refect an evolution in business  practices  and thinking over 

the  last 50  years  as  businesses  have  grown larger.  Many have  become 

multinational and even global,  so  they have  had to  consider the  dierent 

legal rameworks  in which they operate.  A similar transormation 

has  occurred with the  addition o ecological and ethical.  Whereas  50  

years  ago  many businesses  ocused only on making prots,  today most 

businesses  have  broader concerns,  including striving towards  sustainable  

practices  and treating all stakeholders  ethically.

th impac of chang in  any  

of h steePLe facor
I any o the  STEEPLE  actors  change,  this  will have  an impact on the  

objectives  and strategy o a  business.  In a  STEEPLE  analysis,  a  business  

rst considers  particular infuences  o each element on the  business.  

Then the  business  conducts  an analysis  to  determine the  most important 

infuences.  Once  the  most important infuences  are  isolated,  the  business  

can develop  a strategy to  take  them into  account.  Common infuences  

are  listed in Table  1 .5 .1 .

Table 1.5.1.  Common infuences in  a  STEEPLE analysis

Social  infuences include:   l iestyles   education

  social  mobil ity    ashions or tastes.

  demographics

Technological  infuences include:   technological  improvements   ICT

  new technology  transer   research  and  development costs.

  inrastructure

Economic infuences include:   the economic or business cycle    the rate  o unemployment

  the rate o economic growth    the exchange rate

  the rate o infation    interest rates.

Ethical  infuences include:   corruption    codes o business behaviour

  transparency    air trade.

Political  infuences include:   pol itical  stabil ity    regional  pol icies

  trade pol icies   lobbying or electioneering.

Legal  infuences include:   regulations   health  and  saety  legislation

  employment laws   competition  laws.

Ecological  infuences include:   depletion  o renewable resources   organic arming

  global  warming   carbon  ootprints.

Not all businesses  react to  the  infuences  or changes  shown in Table  1 .5 .1  

with the  same degree  o energy or purpose.  Oten,  a  business  might not 

need to  be  concerned with changes in particular laws ( i they are  not 
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relevant to  the  business)  or to  changes  in ashion or tastes  ( i its  product 

or service  is  not determined by ashion or tastes) .  How the  business  will 

react to  (or try to  pre-empt)  these  infuences  will be  a  unction o their 

relevance  to  its  current strategy and objectives.

Businesses  that are  fexible  and can adapt to  change  will be  more  

successul than businesses  that are  infexible  and do  not adapt.  Being 

an early adaptor  and having frst mover advantage  can be  very 

useul or businesses  that move ast enough.  Planning based on STEEPLE  

elements  oten allows a business  to  determine changes  to  environmental 

actors,  which may give  it the  opportunity to  respond and perhaps  even 

to  have  a  rst mover advantage.

Student workpoint 1.8

Be a thinker

Work in a  pair or group to  create  a  STEEPLE  analysis  or one  o the  

ollowing businesses:

  local restaurant 

  international hotel chain

  high-street bookshop

  local car mechanic

  global electronics  manuacturer

  online  clothing retailer

You might base  your analysis  on a  real company.  Present your 

ndings to  the  rest o the  class  and discuss  the  dierences  in your 

ndings.

ToK discussion

To what degree are 

businesses l imited  in  how 

much they  can  know about 

the  external  environment?

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Cat store,  Japan

Cats  Store  was  the  rst cat ca  to  open  in  Tokyo,  

Japan .  Customers  pay  a  ee  to  visit the  ca,  where  

they  can  sit with  the  cats  who  l ive  there.  There  a re  

now around  40  cat cas  in  Tokyo,  with  many  more  

throughout Japan  and ,  increasingly ,  across  the  world .

A STEEPLE ana lysis  or Cats  S tore  m ight consider the  

o l lowing actors:

Social    is  the  in terest in  cats  a  ad  or a  trend?  I s  

there  a  risk that a  new an imal  cou ld  become  more  

ash ionable ?  I s  the  popu lation  ageing?  I s  the  ca  

visiting by  more  young people  than  e lderly  people?

Technological    How can  the  ca  best market i tsel 

in  an  on l ine  world?  Socia l  med ia  such  as  Instagram  

and  Twitter cou ld  be  used  to  generate  buzz.  I s  the  ca  

u ti l izing the  most efcient technology?

Economic    visiting a  cat ca  is  a  luxury  that people  

may  not be  ab le  to  aord  i the  economy  slows down.  

Can  the  ca  owners  aord  to  pay  or vet b i l ls?

Ethical    is  i t eth ica l  to  keep  the  cats  in  the  ca?  Are  

the  standards o clean l iness  and  hygeine  adequate?

Political    is  there  a  risk that an imal  rights  

campaigners  cou ld  ca l l  or laws to  be  changed?  Cou ld  a  

new goverment change  the  ru les?

Legal    the  ca  is  subject to  strict hea l th  and  saety  

and  an imal  rights  regu lations.  Cou ld  these  change?  

What i a  customer was in ju red  by  a  cat?  Do  customers  

need  to  sign  a  d iscla imer?

Ecological    each  cat wi l l  requ ire  ood ,  shelter and  

warmth .  What is  the  ecologica l  eect o th is?  
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Revision checklist
  A STEEPLE  analysis  is  a  way o evaluating all the  external actors  

which might infuence  the  success  o a  business.

  The actors  are:  social,  technological,  economic,  ethical,  political,  

legal and ecological.

  I any o the  actors  change,  a  business  may need to  adapt its  strategy.

Practice question

China

China,  with a  population o some 1 .3  billion people,  is  hungry or 

economic growth.  Between 1 979  and 2000,  its  GDP grew at  

9 .7%  per year on average.  Young Chinese  drink coee  at Starbucks,  talk 

on mobile  phones  and use  the  Internet or their news and ashions.  By 

night the  neon signs  illustrate  the  extent o oreign investment.  They 

display Nestl,  Samsung,  Canon ,  Pepsi  and Standard Chartered.  Shanghai,  

Beij ing and the  coastal cities  are  as  dynamic now as  Hong Kong was  a  

ew years  ago.

With world demand or ICT products  and services  alling,  companies  in 

expensive  markets,  such as  the  US  and Japan in particular,  have  turned 

rom innovation towards  cutting costs.  In China more  than two million 

university graduates  qualiy each year.  Wages are  about 50  cents  per 

hour.  American manuacturers,  pay more  than $6.  US  companies  such 

as  Dell and Siemens  as  well as  Acer o Taiwan and Japans  Sony  and Hitachi  

have  moved production to  China.  Foreign motor manuacturers  are  now 

among the  highest Chinese  taxpayers.  Boom towns such as  Shenzen 

create  an image  o China as  a  country ull o technology anatics.  It has  

40  million Internet users  and 1 78  million mobile-phone owners  which is  

more  than in America.

However,  the  wealth gap  between rich and poor is  widening.  China is  

bureaucratic with a  centrally planned economy.  There  are  political risks  

associated with the  new government,  but ater a  year as  a  member o 

the  World Trade  Organization (WTO) ,  China can claim to  have  achieved 

about 70%  o the  tari cuts  agreed to  on entry.  Overall taris  have  come 

down rom 1 5%  to  1 2% .  However,  some agricultural taris  have  risen 

and new rules,  such as  health and saety requirements,  discriminate  

against oreign rms who also  complain about illegally copied books,  

music and sotware.

[Source :  IT puts fre in  the belly o dragon economy    The Times,  12  Dec 2002 and  

China: Welcome the Final Frontier   Sunday Times  3  Nov 2002]

a)  Evaluate  the  extent to  which globalization is  encouraged by 

the  development o new ICT ( inormation and communication 

technology) .  [7 marks]

b)  Using a STEEPLE  ramework analyse  the  potential advantages  and 

disadvantages  to  oreign rms o locating in China.  [6 marks}

IB ,  May 2004
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economis and disconomis of scal

Businesses  that expand or increase  their scale  o operations  can oten 

use  the  larger scale  to  become more  efcient.  Scale  o operations  reers  

to  the  size  or volume o output.  When a business  increases  its  scale  o 

operations,  it produces  more  or in greater volume.  When a business  

increases  its  scale  o operations and in the  process  becomes more  

efcient,  the  business  has  achieved economies  o scale .  The  term 

economies  o scale  reers  to  the  reduction in average  unit cost as  a  

business  increases  in size.  However,  sometimes  a  business  experiences  

inefciencies  as  it becomes larger.  When this  situation occurs,  the  

business  has  achieved diseconomies  o scale ,  which reers  to  an 

increase  in average  unit cost as  the  business  increases  in size.

E fciency is  measured in terms  o costs  o production per unit.  For a  

more  complete  explanation o the  dierent types  o cost o production,  

reer to  Unit 5 .  For now,  think o costs  o production with the  

ollowing ormula:

Total costs  =  fxed cost +  variable cost

Using the  abbreviations  TC  or total cost,  FC  or fxed cost and VC  or 

variable  costs,  the  ormula is:

TC  =  FC  +  VC

Fixed costs  are  costs  that do not change as  production changes.  For 

example,  i a business  operates in a rented ( leased)  actory,  the monthly 

rent payments are  the same regardless  o the quantity o production o 

the business.  Variable costs  are  costs that vary as production changes.  

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Dene the terms economies and  d iseconomies o scale

  Discuss the merits o smal l  versus large organizations

  Outl ine  the  d iference between  internal  and  external  growth

  Explain  the ol lowing external  growth  methods:

  mergers and  acquisitions (M  & As)  and  takeovers

  joint ventures

  strategic a l l iances

  ranchising

  Explain  the role  and  impact o global ization  on  the growth  and  

evolution  o businesses

  Outl ine  reasons or the  growth  o multinational  companies (MNCs)

  Evaluate  the  impact o MNCs on  the host countries

1.6  Growth  and  evolution
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For example,  i a urniture manuacturer expands production,  then it will 

require more raw materials  (wood,  metal springs,  cloth,  leather,  etc. ) .

Further costs  are  known as  average costs  or unit costs  or average 

unit costs .  All three  reer to  total cost per unit,  which can be  calculated 

with the  ollowing ormula:

Average cost =    
total cost
  __  

quantity produced
  

And i AC  is  average  cost (Unit costs  or average  Unit costs)  and Q  is  

quantity produced,  the  ormula becomes:

AC =    
TC
 _ 

Q
  

As we saw above,  TC  reers  to  total cost,  derived rom adding FC  and VC .  

Thus,  average  cost can also  be  calculated with the  ollowing ormula:

AC =    
FC  +  VC
 _ 

Q
  

Expressing the  ormula in this  way helps  to  explain the  concepts  o 

economies  and diseconomies  o scale.  First,  as  the  business  expands by 

producing a greater quantity,  variable  costs  increase.  However,  the  fxed 

costs  are  spread over a  greater quantity o units  produced.  As  a  result,  

the  average  costs  go  down.  Thus,  the  business  becomes more  efcient.  It 

has  achieved economies  o scale.

Sometimes when a business  expands,  it starts to  experience inefciencies  

that increase average unit costs.  This  situation reers  to  diseconomies o 

scale.  For example,  imagine that a business expands production year on 

year.  As it does,  it initially achieves economies o scale.  One reason or this  

is  that the fxed cost o rent is  being spread out over a larger number o 

units produced.  However,  at some point in time ( i growth continues) ,  the  

business will be  at its  maximum production level or the size  o its  actory.  

It will be  at 1 00  per cent capacity utilization (See Unit 5 ) .  The business will 

have to  acquire dierent or additional space to  expand production.

In this  scenario,  remember,  the  business  is  expanding year on year.  

When acquiring dierent or additional space   another actory or a  

larger actory,  or example   the  business  should probably not acquire  

just enough space  or the  next year or even or the  next two years.  It 

should probably acquire  a  signifcantly greater amount o space.  That 

way,  the  business  can grow or years  to  come without having the  cost 

and disruption o changing locations  requently.

When a business doubles its actory size,  its capacity utilization will go down 

( initially)  and its rent will increase.  In our example,  in the old actory or old 

space,  the business had 1 00 per cent capacity utilization.  When the space is  

doubled but production remains the same (initially) ,  capacity utilization will 

decrease rom 1 00 per cent to 50 per cent.  The businesss rent expense will 

increase signifcantly ( it will probably double) .  The higher rent will now be  

spread over the same (or a slightly higher)  number o units produced.  With 

the higher rent,  initially,  the business will have higher average unit cost.  

Thus,  it will have achieved diseconomies o scale.

TOK discussion

As businesses grow, how do 

their methods o knowing 

(knowing their customers,  

knowing the business 

environment,  knowing their 

markets,  etc.)  change? Are 

these changes or the better,  

or worse? How are  they  

diferent? 

Key terms

Fixed costs

costs which  do not change 

according to  the amount o 

goods or services produced  

by  the business.

Variable costs

costs which  increase or 

decrease according the 

amount o goods or services 

produced
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Figure  1 .6 .1  shows this  progression.

Costs

Optimum

production  

0 Quantity  

produced

average 

costs

diseconomies 

of scale  

economies

of scale   

Figure 1.6.1.  Progression  rom economies o scale  to  d iseconomies o scale

As the  business  grows,  it produces  more  output and initially the  average  

costs  go  down.  The  business  becomes more  efcient.  Ater the  point 

o lowest average  costs,  the  business  is  at optimum production.  In 

our example  using rent as  the  chie fxed cost,  optimum production 

would also  be  the  point where  the  business  is  at 1 00  per cent capacity 

utilization.  As  the  business  continues  to  expand,  it starts  to  become more  

inefcient.  Average  costs  start to  rise.  The  minimum point o the  average  

cost curve  is  the  optimum level o production.  At that point,  average  

costs  are  at the  lowest and profts  are  at their maximum.

Efciency is  not related to  production alone.  A business  can become 

more  efcient i it can lower average  unit costs,  regardless  o the  area o 

the  business  in which the  savings  per unit occur.

Table 1.6.1.  Internal  economies o scale (efciencies that the business itsel can make)

Type Explanation Example

Technical Bigger units o production  can  reduce 

costs because o the  law of variable 

proportions    the  increase in  variable  

costs spread  against a  set o xed  costs.

Operating a  container ship  with  one crew, uel  bi l l  

and  berthing ee is cheaper than  running two or more 

smaller vessels.

Similarly, the A380 passenger airline will  be cheaper 

to operate than two traditional  long-haul  aircrat; an  

articulated lorry  wil l  be cheaper to operate than two or 

three smaller vehicles.

Managerial A bigger business can  aord  to  have 

managers specializing  in  one job as 

opposed  to  trying to  do everything.

Managers special izing by  unction,  such  as production,  

marketing,  nance,  and  HR,  as opposed  to  having a  

general manager,  can  typical ly  work with  greater 

efciency.

Financial Bigger businesses are less risky  than  

smaller businesses.

Banks and  other nancial  institutions charge lower 

rates o interest on  loans or overdrats to  businesses 

they  consider sae.

Marketing Bigger businesses can  direct  more 

eective marketing campaigns.

Only  large business can  aord  sponsorship o major 

sporting events such  as the Olympic Games,  the  Super 

Bowl  or the  Footbal l  World  Cup,  which  are  especial ly  

higher y ielding promotions per dol lar,  pound  or euro.  
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Purchasing Big businesses can  gain  discounts by  

bulk buying    buying in  large quantities.

Supermarkets such  as Wal-Mart or Tesco buy  large 

quantities o ood  at very  low prices rom armers.

Risk bearing Big businesses can  aord  to  produce 

a  bigger product range and  in  doing so  

spread  the risk o one product ail ing  

hedging their bets.

Pepsi  Co owns a  number o dierent brands such  as 

Pepsi,  Gatorade,  Tropicana,  Liptons Teas,  Quaker Oats,  

and  Lays.

Table 1.6.2.  External  economies o scale  (eciencies that the business achieves 

because someone else  has expanded)

Type Explanation Example

Consumers A shopping mal l  increases the number o 

potential  o customers as more people  go to  the  

mal l  compared  to  an  independent shop because 

o the ease o one-stop shopping.  So,  a  whole 

range o other businesses benets rom someone 

else building the inrastructure.

A shopping mal l ,  an  international  airport,  and  a  

business park or zone al l  require servicing and  

maintenance as wel l  as their core business.

Employees Labour concentrations  some cities or 

geographic areas concentrate on  certain  

industries or sectors.  Individual  businesses 

located  in  those areas and  operating in  the 

industry  that has the concentration  can  oten  

benet rom lower recruiting and  training costs.  

Hol lywood  is amous or having many  actors 

and  others skil led  in  various aspects o lm and  

television  production.

London is a  major banking centre,  where 

numerous proessionals in  nancial  services l ive 

and  work.

As we have  noted,  however,  if a  business  expands too  much,  then it can 

achieve  diseconomies  of scale  in the  same area.

Table 1.6.3.  I nternal  d iseconomies o scale  (ineciencies that the business itsel can  make)

Type Example

Technical A container ship can be too big to berth in a harbour, an airplane too big to land at smaller airports, or a lorry too 

large to drive on minor roads.  

Managerial  Businesses may  have over-special ized managers who cannot (or wil l  not)  work outside their area  o 

expertise or or everyones benet,  which oten occurs in  the investment and  commercial  banking sectors.

Financial Sometimes big businesses with  large amounts o surplus cash  make poor investments.  Poor decisions 

occur because the businesses do not think through the consequences o investment choices  Singapore 

Airl ines bought a  49% stake in  Virgin  Atlantic or US$  965  mil l ion  in  1999  but in  2012 sold  its stake to  

Delta  Airl ines or US$  360 mil l ion.

Marketing Sometimes big businesses can  make big marketing mistakes.  In  the  1990s,  Hoover oered  ree fights 

to  anyone who spent more than  US$150 on  a  vacuum cleaner.  Hoover d id  not real ize  that,  or many  

people,  an  expensive vacuum cleaner was worth  buying i it included  a  ree fight anywhere in  the world!  

When Hoover reused  to  honour the deal ,  the courts ordered  the company  to  pay  US$  50 mil l ion  in  

compensation  to  customers.  Weakened  by  this expense,  Hoover was acquired  by  a  competitor,  Candy.

Purchasing Large businesses oten  buy  too much stock,  which  can  be costly  i the capital  unds used  to  purchase 

the stock are greater than  the cost savings rom buying in  large quantities.  Stock can  also become spoil t,  

obsolete or unashionable.  The rst stock market crash  was as a  result o too many  tul ips being bought by  

Dutch  traders in  the 17th  century.

Risk bearing In  2005  eBay  bought Skype in  the hope o broadening its range but in  2011  sold  it to  M icrosot.
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Table 1.6.4.  External  d iseconomies o scale  (inefciencies that the business 

achieves because someone else has expanded)

Type Example

Employees I  one geographic region  becomes too concentrated  on  one 

economic activity,  typical ly  a  shortage o skil led  workers in  

the industry  wil l  occur.  For an  individual  business this relative 

shortage o skil led  workers means that the  business wil l  have to  

pay  higher wages than  beore to  attract and  retain  skil led  workers.

the meris of small  versus large organizaions
Not all businesses  want to  expand.  Many businesses  simply preer to  

remain small.  Some business  owners  do  not want the  headache o 

growing their business  or managing a large  business.

Many businesses  oering high-end products  (high-quality,  specialized 

products)  and service  businesses  preer to  stay close to  their markets  

and their clients.  For example,  among the  many tent manuacturers,  

only a  ew make portaledges ,  which are  portable  hanging tents  

used by big-wall climbers.  Serving this  niche  market means that the  

manuacturers  stay close  to  their small pool o customers  and remain 

entrenched in the  culture  o big-wall climbing.

Many proessional frms also  preer to  stay small.  In the  legal sector,  some 

law frms are  large  multinational companies,  but around the world many 

small practices  exist,  their lawyers preerring to  serve a small group o 

amiliar clients.  In accountancy,  our major frms serve clients  around the  

world  the  so-called B ig Four.  However,  countless  small accounting frms 

serve the  needs o small businesses  everywhere in the  world.

Advantages o being a  big business
These  are  some o the  advantages  o being a  big business:

  Survival   large  frms have  a  greater chance  o surviving.  They are  

less  likely to  ail and less  likely to  be  taken over by another frm.

  Economies  of scale   large  frms typically enjoy economies  o scale,  

which translate  into  greater profts,  higher returns,  and a healthier 

balance  sheet.

  Higher status   large frms have greater status than smaller ones.  

However ashionable some clothing brands may be,  working or a  

larger frm such as Abercrombie &  Fitch or Benetton can provide  

status to  employees and can motivate managers and other employees.

  Market leader status   McDonalds  is  the  market leader in  

ast- ood restaurants  in most o the  industrial world.  All by itsel,  

McDonalds  can shape  market habits,  giving it a  competitive  

advantage.

  Increased market share   large  companies  that have  a  large  

market share  can control the  market by determining prices  and 

deciding which services  will be  the  industry standard.

 This portaledge tent is an  example o 

a  niche market product
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Advantages of being a  smal l  business
  Greater focus   because  customers  do  not expect small business  to  

be  all things  to  all people ,  small businesses  can ocus  investments  

where  they want and where  they believe  the  greatest protability 

lies.  They may have  lower prots  than larger businesses  but oten 

they have  greater protability and higher returns on investment.

  Greater cachet   small businesses  sometimes  have  more  cachet,  a  

greater sense  o exclusiveness,  than larger businesses.  As  a  result,  

some small businesses  are  able  to  charge  more  or their goods  and 

services,  leading to  higher prot margins.

  Greater motivation   having more prestige can motivate managers  

and other employees.  Sometimes,  as well,  employees are motivated 

by the idea that they matter to the business.  Very large businesses  

sometimes have a hard time conveying the sense that all employees  

matter.

  Competitive advantage   being small,  providing a more personalized 

service,  and being fexible can give a competitive advantage.

  Less  competition   sometimes a  market is  so  small ( a  true  

niche  market)  that big businesses  do  not even want to  consider 

getting involved.  This  situation oten means a  market with limited 

competition.

the diference beween inernal  and   

exernal  growh
Businesses  with growth as  a  strategy have  two broad options to  

choose  rom:

  internal (organic)  growth

  external ( ast- track)  growth.

Internal growth  is  oten known as  organic growth because  it occurs  

slowly and steadily and occurs  out o the  existing operations  o the  

business.  Although it may take  a  long time,  a  business  can grow this  way 

without taking many risks.  The  business  expands by simply selling more  

products  or by developing its  product range.  Although most businesses  

that are  growing internally still have  to  borrow money rom banks  or 

major capital outlays,  such as  to  update  or expand property,  plant,  and 

equipment,  most o the  expansion rom internal growth is  sel-nanced 

using retained prots.

External growth  is  a  quick and riskier method o growth than internal 

growth.  Instead o selling more  o its  own products  itsel,  the  business  

expands by entering into  some type  o arrangement to  work with 

another business,  such as:

  a merger and acquisition or takeover (M &  A)

  a joint venture

  a strategic alliance

  a ranchise.
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External growth usually requires signifcant external fnancing.  Although 

the risks are  greater,  the potential rewards are  that the business  can 

increase market share and decrease competition very quickly.

External  growth  methods
There  are  many ways o expanding externally but some o the  most 

common are  as  ollows:

M & As

This  type  o expansion occurs  when two business  become integrated ,  

either by joining together and orming a bigger combined business   

a  merger  or by one  business  taking over the  other  an acquisition.  

When the  acquisition is  unwanted by the  company being acquired,  the  

term typically used is   takeover  or hostile  takeover .

One result o a  merger,  acquisition,  or takeover is  the  same:  one  bigger 

business.  However,  the  underlying business  reason or the  integration 

can vary.  In general,  integration occurs  or one  o the  ollowing our 

reasons,  although the  process  is  very dierent.

Integration can happen in our ways:

  Horizontal integration  occurs  when the  two businesses  integrated 

are  not merely in the  same industry broadly but actually in the  same 

line  o business  and in the  same chain o production (as  outlined in 

Unit 1 .1 ) .  The  Italian car maker Fiats  acquisition o Chrysler Motors  

was an example  o horizontal integration.

  Backward vertical integration  occurs  when one  business  

integrates  with another business  urther back (at an earlier stage)  

in the  chain o production.  Backward vertical integration usually 

occurs  when a business  wants  to  protect its  supply chain.  In 2008,  

or example,  S tarbucks  bought a  coee  manuacturer,  The  C lover 

B rewing System,  to  make sure  Starbucks  had control over processing 

the  coee  beans.

  Forward vertical integration  occurs  when one  business  integrates  

urther orward ( to  a  later stage)  in the  chain o production.  Forward 

vertical integration usually occurs  when a business  wants  to  ensure  

a  secure  outlet or its  products.  For example,  in 2002  the  Walt 

D isney Corporation (D isney)  merged with the  major US  television 

broadcasting and multimedia company,  American Broadcasting 

Corporation (ABC) .  The  combined frm,  D isneyABC  Television 

Group,  ensures  that D isney has  a  secure  television and multimedia 

outlet or its  products  ( and provides  ABC  with an additional supplier 

o high-quality programming) .

  Conglomeration  occurs  when two businesses  in unrelated lines  

o business  integrate.  This  type  o integration is  also  known as  

diversifcation and occurs  or many reasons but mainly to  reduce  

overall corporate  risk.  For example,  the  Indian company Tata Group 

has  among its  many businesses  Tata Chemicals,  Tata Steel,  Tata 

Television,  Tata Motors  and Taj  Hotels.  I any one  o the  businesses   

the  chemical business  or the  steel business   were  to  ail,  Tata Group 

would still have  successul businesses  in other industries.

INNOVATION
When two businesses are  

integrated,  they  fnd  themselves 

sharing ideas,  people and  

resources.  

How might this encourage 

innovation? 
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 Another reason that a  business  may diversiy is  to  have  

complementary seasonal activity.  I a  business  that does  most o its  

sales  in the  summer months  purchased a business  that had most o 

its  sales  in winter months,  the  new,  combined enterprise  would not 

have  long periods  o inactivity.

Integration has  many advantages or businesses,  including economies  

o scale,  complementary activities,  and control up  or down the chain 

o production.  However,  M &  As can be  costly and typically include,  

in addition to  the  cost o the  business  being acquired,  high legal and 

consulting ees.  Sometimes when one company acquires  or combines  

with another company,  especially i the  takeover is  hostile,  a  culture  clash 

occurs.  Employees  rom the two companies  do  not work well together.

Joint  ventures

Joint ventures  occur when two businesses  agree  to  combine  resources  

or a  specifc goal and over a  fnite  period o time.  As  a  result,  a  separate  

business  is  created with unding by the  two parent  businesses.  Ater 

the  defned time period is  over,  the  new business  is  either dissolved 

or incorporated into  one  o the  parent businesses,  or the  two parent 

frms decide  to  extend the  time rame.  Although a j oint venture  may be  

temporary in nature  by opening up  new areas  o business,  considerable  

transer o specialist skills  can occur.  This  transer o skills,  knowledge,  

and expertise  could beneft either party in the  uture.  Sometimes in a  

j oint venture  one  o the  partners  begins  to  play a  dominant role  and 

then buys  out the  other.

Examples  o j oint ventures  include  SonyEricsson (2001 201 2 ) ,  Channel 

Tunnel GroupFrance-Manche ( 1 9851 994) ,  New Zealand PostDHL 

2004201 2) ,  and BMW  Brilliance  ( ormed in 2003  and ongoing) .  Joint 

ventures  have  the  advantage  that the  two frms typically enjoy greater 

sales,  but neither loses  its  legal existence  or its  identity.  Joint ventures  

also  have  the  advantage  that the  two businesses  orming the  joint 

venture  can bring dierent areas  o expertise,  in combination with what 

the  other business  brings,  to  create  a  powerul combination.  However,  

sometimes  joint ventures  do  not produce  the  desired outcome or a  

company realizes  that it could have  accomplished what the  joint venture  

is  doing without having to  share  the  profts  with the  other company.  

At least conceptually ( though not always  legally) ,  a  j oint venture  is  a  

partnership.  All partnerships  run the  risk that a  disagreement between 

partners  will occur.  Sometimes a  disagreement may be  so  severe  that the  

eectiveness  o the  partnership  is  compromised or the  partnership  (or 

j oint venture)  breaks apart.

Strategic al l iances

Strategic alliances  are  similar to  j oint ventures  because  they involve  

businesses  collaborating or a  specifed goal.  However,  strategic alliances  

dier rom joint ventures  in several undamental ways:

  More than two businesses  may be part of the alliance .  

S trategic alliances  oten,  though not always,  involve  more  than two 

businesses.  In the  airline  industry,  the  S tar Alliance  has  27  airlines,  

including S ingapore  Airlines,  Luthansa,  South Arican Airways  and 

United,  in the  alliance.

 The Channel  Tunnel,  which  l inks 

the UK and  France,  was built as 

part of a  joint venture
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  No new business  is  created .  No  new legal entity comes into  

existence  but rather a  strategic alliance  is  typically an agreement to  

work together or mutual benet.

  Individual businesses  in the alliance remain independent.  The  

existing businesses  may agree  to  share  resources  but they remain 

independent and oten otherwise  compete  against each other.

  Strategic  alliances  are more fuid than joint ventures .  In a  

strategic alliance,  membership  can change  without destroying 

the  alliance.

All o these  strengths are  also  weaknesses.  The  more  businesses  that are  

involved in a  strategic alliance,  the  more  challenging coordination and 

agreement becomes.  Without legal existence,  the  alliance  has  less  orce  

than a legally extant enterprise.  Individual businesses  may gain benet 

rom the  alliance  (presumably they think they will,  otherwise  why 

would they join the  alliance?) .  However,  remaining independent means 

that the  individual businesses  do  not get the  capital strength o legal 

merger with other enterprises,  nor do  they enjoy economies  o scale  

that other orms o external growth provide.  Lastly,  greater fuidity o 

members  also  means that the  alliance  lacks  stability.

Franchises

Franchising,  another orm o external growth,  is  becoming increasingly 

popular or businesses  that want to  expand globally.  Franchising involves  

the  ollowing:

  An original business,  known as  the  ranchisor ,  that developed the  

business  concept and product,  then sells  to  other businesses  the  right 

to  oer the  concept and sell the  product.

  Businesses,  known as  the  ranchisees ,  buy the  right to  oer the  

concept and sell the  product.  In other words,  the  ranchisee  sells  

the  products  developed originally by the  ranchisor.  The  ranchisee  

usually also  has  to  be  consistent with,  and in some instances  identical 

to,  the  original business  concept developed by the  ranchisor.

A business  that starts  to  ranchise  is  the  ranchisor.  Franchising is  

oten a rapid orm o growth because  the  ranchisor does  not actually 

have  to  produce  anything new.  Instead,  the  business  ( the  ranchisor)  

sells  that right to  other businesses  ( the  ranchisees) .  Franchisees  can 

be  individuals,  partnerships,  or companies.  Franchising is  proving 

particularly attractive  as  a  means to  grow globally.  The  ranchisor has  a  

host or home country.  The  ranchisor can then sell to  other businesses  in 

the  other places  where  it wants  to  expand  as  long as  it nds buyers  o 

the  concept o the  enterprise.  The  ranchisees  typically have  knowledge  

o local markets,  local conditions,  and local cultures.  Franchisees  also  

know local languages,  which is  especially helpul i the  ranchisor wants  

to  grow in many countries  o the  world.

There  are  many examples  o ranchises  in many dierent areas  o 

business,  including:

  McDonalds   ast ood

  Budget  car hire
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  Hilton  hotels

  Kumon  education

  Blockbuster  entertainment

  Wokinabox  ast ood

  Spar  ood stores

  Benetton  clothes

  Body Shop  cosmetics

  Edo  ast ood.

The  cost o the  ranchise  comes  in  two  parts.  First,  the  ranchisee  

must pay or  the  ranchise  itsel  essentially a  right to  operate  a  

business  oering the  ranchisors  concept and product.  Then the  

ranchisee  must typically pay royalties   a  percentage  o sales  or  a  

fat ee   which goes  to  the  ranchisor.  Both the  ranchisor and the  

ranchisee  have  specic responsibilities  in  their  relationship.  These  

responsibilities  vary somewhat according to  individual business  

concepts  and industries.  For example,  McDonalds  ranchisee  

agreements  would not be  exactly the  same  as  those  o Yum!  B rands  

(KFC ,  Taco  B ell,  and other restaurants) ,  nor exactly the  same  as  the  

ranchise  agreement or  Enterprise  Rental C ars.  However,  in  general,  

the  division o responsibilities  between ranchisor and ranchisee  are  

as  ollows.

The franchisor  will provide:

  the  stock

  the  ttings

  the  uniorms

  sta training

  legal and nancial help

  global advertising

  global promotions

The franchisee  will:

  employ sta

  set prices

  set wages

  pay an agreed royalty on sales

  create  local promotions

  sell only the  products  o the  

ranchisor

  advertise  locally.

Which party provides  the  outlet  and which party provides  the  

start-up  costs  can vary considerably according to  the  strength 

o the  brand.  Some  brands,  such as  McDonalds ,  are  especially 

strong.  Only very rarely does  a  McDonalds  restaurant close .  A  new 

McDonalds  restaurant is  almost certain  immediately to  have  strong 

name  recognition and high sales ,  so  the  ranchisor is  in  a  strong 

position to  dictate  the  terms  o owning a  McDonalds  ranchise .  

O ther brands  have  less  market power.  In  those  circumstances,  the  

ranchisor  may have  less  bargaining strength when setting the  

rights  and responsibilities  o the  ranchisor  and ranchisee.

For businesses  ( regardless  o legal organization) ,  acquiring a  ranchise  

has  many advantages  and disadvantages  compared to  developing their 

 An outlet of Spar in  Berl in,  Germany
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own business  model.  For the  ranchisee,  advantages  and disadvantages  
are  as  ollows.

Advantages

  The product exists  and is  
usually well known.

  The ormat or selling the  
product is  established.

  The set-up costs  are  reduced.

  The ranchisee  has  a  secure  
supply o stock.

  The ranchisor can provide  
legal,  fnancial,  managerial,  
and tecical help.

Disadvantages

The ranchisee:

  has  unlimited liability or the  
ranchise

  has  to  pay royalties  to  the  
ranchisor

  has  no  control over what to  sell

  has  no  control over supplies

  makes  all the  global decisions.

Franchisors  also  have  advantages  and disadvantages.

Advantages

The ranchisor:

  gains  quick access  to  wider 
markets

  makes  use  o local knowledge  
and expertise

  does not assume the risks and 
liability o running the ranchise

  gains  more  profts  and the  
sign-up  ees.

Disadvantages

The ranchisor:

  loses  some control in the  day-
to-day running o the  business

  can see  its  image  suer i a  
ranchise  ails  or does  not 
perorm properly.

Do  some ranchisees  eventually become tired o the  control o the  parent 
company?  Perhaps,  but by then,  the  operators  o the  ranchise  may have  
enough expertise  to  start their own independent business.  On the  other 
hand,  many ranchisees,  even i tired o the  control o the  ranchisor,  
enjoy the  great proftability that can come with a successul ranchise.  
Regardless,  or the  ranchisor,  selling ranchises  is  an easy and ast way 
to  break into  new markets  with a  minimum o difculty and risk and is  a  
way to  gain an advantage  over its  competitors.

the impac of globalizaion
Globalization has  had signifcant impact on businesses  growth and 
evolution.  Globalization is  the  process  by which the  worlds  regional 
economies  are  becoming one  integrated global unit.  The  process  is  not 
wholly new.  The  Roman Empire,  the  S ilk Road,  the  Age  o Exploration,  
the  B ritish Empire  and other historical examples  and periods saw 
some degree  o economic global interdependence.  Nevertheless,  since  
the  Second World War,  the  phenomenon known as  globalization  is  
dierent rom earlier orms o interdependence.

First,  just in terms o intensity,  scale,  speed,  and economic value  o goods  
and services  being exchanged,  global interdependence  today is  on a  
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completely dierent order o magnitude  rom that seen in earlier periods  

or circumstances.

Second,  current globalization is  being  characterized by a  relatively 

small  number o extremely large  post-national  businesses.  Post-

national means  that,  although these  companies  have  a  home  o 

record ( the  home  ofce  is  legally  registered in  one  country) ,  the  

businesses  are  otherwise  transnational;  apart  rom the  legal  home  o 

record,  these  businesses  consider  no  p lace  their  home  or  every p lace  

their  home.  They will  do  business  wherever they can make  a  proft.  

Loyalties  are  to  the  company itsel,  and to  its  profts ,  and not to  

any country.

Globalization can have  a  signifcant impact on the  growth o domestic 

businesses  or the  ollowing reasons:

  Increased  competition    large  oreign businesses  can orce  

domestic  producers  to  become  more  efcient as  the  domestic 

consumer has  more  choice .  Greater  efciency  can mean lower-  

cost  goods  and services  or  consumers.  However,  one  way that 

businesses  become  more  efcient is  by  s lowing the  growth in 

wages  o its  workers  and extracting greater  productivity  out 

o  them.

  Greater  brand awareness   domestic producers  have  to  compete  

with big brand names  and so  need to  create  their own unique 

selling  point  (USP ) .  Sometimes  they do  this  by emphasizing the  

local or national origins  o their products  compared to  the   oreign  

products  sold by multinationals  and global frms.  Regardless,  

creating a  USP,  even i orced to  do  so,  can make  many businesses  

more  competitive  and efcient.

  Skills  transfer   oreign businesses,  no  matter how big,  must use  

some local knowledge:  at least some o their workorce  must be  local,  

which will lead to  a  two-way transer o knowledge  and skills.  The  

multinational or global frm will learn rom the  workers  hired in 

particular countries,  while  those  workers  can learn new approaches  

and develop  new skills.

  Closer collaboration   whether through joint ventures,  ranchises,  

or strategic alliances,  domestic producers  can create  new business  

opportunities.

reasons fo the gowth of multinational  

companies
A multinational company is  a  business  that operates  in more  than 

one  country or is  legally registered in more  than one  country.  The  

connotation o the  word multinational  may be  global or operating in 

many countries,  but multinational has  a  narrower meaning.  A small 

company operating in the  small countries  o Luxembourg and Belgium 

is  a  multinational,  whereas  a  large  company registered in and operating 

only in the  United S tates  is  not.

Multinational companies  are  the  biggest type  o business  and in act 

they oten generate  more  revenues  than the  country they operate  in.  
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For example,  Table  1 .6 .5  shows a comparison o the  worlds  leading 

countries  and businesses  in terms o GDP and sales  revenues.

Table 1.6.5.  The worlds leading countries and  businesses  GDP and  sales revenues

Rank Economy US$ mill ions Rank Economy US$ 

millions

1 United  

States

14,991,300 18 Turkey 774,983

2 China 7,318,499 19 Switzerland 659,308

3 Japan 5,867,154 20 Saudi  Arabia 576,824

4 Germany 3,600,833 21 Sweden 539,682

5 France 2,773,032 22 Poland 514,496

6 Brazil 2,476,652 23 Belgium 513,661

7 United  

Kingdom

2,445,408 24 Norway 485,803

8 Italy 2,193,971 25 Royal  Dutch  

Shel l

484,489

9 Russian  

Federation

1,857,770 26 Exxon  Mobil 452,926

10 India 1,847,977 27 Wal-Mart 

Stores

446,950

11 Canada 1,736,051 28 Austria 417,656

12 Spain 1,476,882 29 South  Africa 408,237

13 Austral ia 1,379,382 30 BP 386,463

14 Mexico 1,153,343 31 Sinopec Group 375,214

15 Korea,  Rep. 1,116,247 32 United  Arab 

Emirates

360,245

16 Indonesia 846 ,832 33 Thailand 345,672

17 Netherlands 836,074 34 Denmark 333,616

Source:   Adapted  from World  Bank & Fortune Global  500,  2011

Four actors  have  allowed multinational companies  to  grow so  rapidly 

and with such a reach:

  Improved communications   not only ICT but also  transport and 

distribution networks

  Dismantling o trade barriers   allowing or easier movement o 

raw materials,  components  and fnished products

  Deregulation o the worlds  fnancial markets   allowing or 

easier transer o unds  and also  tax avoidance

  Increasing economic and political power o the multinational 

companies   which can be  o enormous beneft especially in 

middle-  and low-income countries.

The impact of multinational  companies on the 
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the impac of mulinaional  companies on he 

hos counies
Multinational companies  can have  both positive  and negative  impacts  on 

the  host (domestic)  countries  in which they operate.

Advantages or the host country  include: Disadvantages or the host country  include:

  economic growth   multinational  companies 

can boost the domestic economy by  providing 

employment,  developing a  local  network o suppliers,  

and  paying taxes and  providing capital  injections.

  profts being repatriated    the  multinational  

companies may  pay  into  the local  tax system but the  

bulk o their prots wil l  be  rerouted  away  rom the host 

country.

  new ideas    multinational  companies may  introduce 

new ways o doing business and  new ways o 

interacting social ly .

  loss o cultural identity   the appeal  o domestic 

products, ways o doing business, and even cultural  norms 

may sufer. This is especially  important or the younger 

generations who are more likely to buy global  brands.

  skills  transer    multinational  companies may  help  

develop the skil ls o local  employees.  Domestic 

businesses can  benet rom starting their own 

business with  the skil ls learned.

  brain  drain    many  highly  skil led  employees may  

look to  work or the  multinational  company  in  another 

country.

  more choice o products    the domestic market wil l  

benet as the  variety  o products wil l  increase.

  loss o market share    as multinational  companies 

take over more o the  domestic market,  domestic 

producers may  sufer.

  short-term inrastructure projects    multinational  

companies oten  help  to  build  inrastructure (or 

example roads to  the  actory,  schools or workers 

children) .

  short-term plans  multinational  companies may  not 

plan  on  staying or a  long time  i lower-cost producers 

can  be  ound  elsewhere,  they  may  move out at short 

notice.

revision checklis
  An economy o scale  occurs  when the  costs  o a  business  go  down 

as  the  business  grows.  For example,  i a  publisher prints  7000  books 

they might be  able  to  negotiate  a  cheaper price  or paper than i they 

only printed 500.

  The reverse  o this  is  a  diseconomy o scale   where  the  cost goes  up  

as  the  business  gets  larger i.e.  the  business  becomes less  efcient.

  Small organizations might beneft rom greater ocus,  greater cachet 

and motivation,  competitive  advantage  and less  competition.

  Large  organizations  might beneft rom economies  o scale,  market-

leader status,  and high market share.

  Internal (or organic)  growth is  the  gradual expansion o a  business  

rom within.

  External growth can be quicker and riskier.  A business might 

experience this sort o growth through a merger with another company 

or an acquisition,  through a joint venture o through ranchising.

  Multinational companies  (MNCs)  operate  in more  than one  country.  

  Due to  improved communication and less  restricting regulations,  the  

number and size  o MNCs has  grown rapidly in recent years.

  MNCs have  both positive  and negative  eects  on the  countries  in 

which they operate.
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Practice question

Baulis  panettone

The large  Italian company Bauli produces  a  variety o baked products  

such as  croissants  and biscuits,  but it is  most amous or its  panettone1 ,  

a  specialty at Christmas.  The  original producers  o panettoni were  small 

luxury bakeries,  which could bake  a  ew expensive  panettoni relatively 

easily.  Michele  Bauli claims that the  quality o his  product is  what 

explains  the  companys  success:  High investment in research and 

technology allows us  to  guarantee  a  uniorm quality that small luxury 

bakeries  fnd hard to  achieve.  It could be  argued,  however,  that Baulis  

success  is  mainly based on its  low price.  A panettone produced by a  

luxury bakery typically costs  30.  A Bauli panettone costs  8.

Bauli produces  on an industrial scale.  Baking 1 2  million panettoni per 

year or sales  across  Italy and in European and American markets  is  

a  major challenge  o workorce  planning.  Bauli meets  the  seasonal 

demand2 or panettoni by hiring 1 200  temporary workers  or our months 

each year ( rom August to  November) .  The  company has  also  made 

signifcant technological innovations.

According to  Michele,  Attention to  ingredients  and the  use  o new 

technologies  in production give  the  panettone a shel- lie  o fve  months .  

Bauli has also  developed a broader product mix,  including the  Colombo 

cake,  which is  popular at a  dierent time o the  year.  The  broader 

product mix reduces  the  need or temporary workers.

Bauli has not relied only on internal growth.  In 2009,  the  company 

purchased two subsidiaries  o the  multinational ood group Nestl.  As  

both subsidiaries  produce  panettoni,  these  acquisitions have  increased 

Baulis market share.  They will also  help  Bauli meet the  growing demand 

or panettoni in American markets.

[Source:  adapted  rom http://www.economist.com/,  10  December 2009]

With reerence  to  Bauli,  evaluate  the  benefts  o small versus   

large  organizations.  [7 marks]

IB ,  Nov.  201 1

1  panettone:  in  I tal ian  panettone  is  singular,  panettoni  is  plural  
2  seasonal  demand:  demand  that varies at d iferent times o the year
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1.7  Organizational  planning tools  (HL only)

To help  businesses  to  achieve  their objectives,  managers  may wish to  use  

organizational planning tools,  including:

  fshbone diagrams

  decision trees

  orce  feld analysis

  Gantt charts.

Each o these  tools  has  strengths  and weaknesses.  As  long as  users  are  

aware  o their limitations,  these  tools  can help  managers  to  plan.

The fshbone diagram
While working or Kawasaki in the 1 960s,  Kaoru Ishikawa developed the  

fshbone diagram as a tool to  help identiy quality problems.  The diagram 

attempts to  show the cause and effects  o quality problems.  The tool is  

usually used with small groups o managers,  or quality circles .

Ishikawa designed the  fshbone diagram or the  4 Ms  o 

manuacturing:  method,  manpower,  machine,  and materials.  S ince  then,  

the  tool has  been applied to  the  4 Ps  or service  businesses  (places,  

procedures,  people  and politics)  and the  4 Ss  or administration 

( surroundings,  suppliers,  systems,  and skills) .  Managers  may use  

all these  terms in various  combinations  according to  individual 

circumstances.  The  general idea is  to  provide  a  tool to  help  brainstorm  

the  causes  and the  eects  o a  quality problem.

The fshbone diagram is  closely linked to  Sakichi Toyodas concept o 5  

whys,  a questioning technique he developed to  provide better quality 

and service at the Toyota Corporation.  The 5  whys  technique is  intended 

to  get people  to  probe more deeply into the nature o quality problems 

or customer dissatisaction.  In its  simplest orm,  the 5  whys  presumes 

that what someone reports  as  a problem may just be  merely a symptom 

o some other underlying problem.  When the 5  whys  technique is  

ollowed,  the goal is  to  determine and fx the underlying problem.  In 

doing so,  not only is  the underlying problem resolved but so  is  the original 

symptom (and possibly many other symptoms showing up in various  

areas o the business) .

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Describe  the  planning tools that organizations can  use:

  fshbone d iagram

  decision  tree

  orce  feld  analysis

  Gantt chart

  Evaluate  the  value  to  an  organization  o these planning tools
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The same principle  applies  to  the  fshbone diagram.  A group discussing a  

problem is  asked to  dig deeper and look at the  interconnections.

1 .  The idea is  that the  effect  o the  problem is  placed in the  head o the  

fsh.  For example,  Figure  1 .7 .1  shows the  fshbone diagram prepared 

by an airline  losing market share  and wishing to  address  the  issue.

Loss of 

market  share

Figure 1.7.1.  Fishbone diagram  the efect o the  problem

2 .  Then each fshbone is  allocated to  a  particular actor that may have  

caused  the  problem.  Typical actors  are  set out below,  but it is  also  

possible  to  create  other actors  relevant to  a  particular problem.

Table 1.7.1.  The  4 Ms,  4 Ps and  4 Ss in  relation  to  d iferent types o business

Manufacturing Services Administration

Manpower Places Surroundings

Methods Procedures Suppl iers

Materials People Systems

Machines Politics Skil ls

  In this  case  the  airline  may decide  to  use  the  4 Ps  to  brainstorm,  as  

shown in Figure  1 .7 .2 .

Loss of 

market  share

procedures

people

politics

places

Figure 1.7.2.  Fishbone diagram using the 4 Ps

3.  Ater discussion by the group,  each actor is broken down into a subactor 

and is drawn as a smaller fshbone coming out o the original one.

Loss of 

market  share

procedures

bookings

departures

management

people

employees
politics

strategic

places

routes
airports

Figure 1.7.3.  Fishbone diagram showing subactors
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4.  Finally,  ater brainstorming and discussion,  the  group discards  those  

issues  ( shbones ,  large  or small)  that are  not the  root cause  o 

the  problem,  thus  identiying which shbone is  the  problem.  In 

this  example,  involving an airline  losing market share,  the  shbone 

analysis  determined that the  airline  had insucient Asian routes  in 

that expanding market.

Loss of 

market  share

procedures

bookings

poor website

check-in  too  slow

too much

micro-managing

bureaucratic

overworked

gates are  far away

poor partners 

slow coordination

of services 

not  enough  Asian

destinations

low wages

departures

management

people

employees politics

strategic

places

routes
airports

Figure 1.7.4.  Fishbone diagram showing the root cause of the problem

  The shbone diagram has  many benets  and limitations.

Benefts

The shbone diagram:

  is motivating as it brings people  

together to discuss problems

  is  fexible   applicable  to  

virtually any situation

  is  simple and visually attractive

  can highlight many actors  

beore  singling out the  most 

signicant.

Limitations

The shbone diagram:

  may show causes o a problem 

but not show specic solutions

  can be  divisive  and lead to  

arguments

  requires  knowledge  and 

honesty to  justiy assertions

  begins  the  process  o xing 

a problem and requires  a  

ollow-up process.

decision trees

A decision tree  is  a  planning tool designed to  help  simpliy complex 

decisions.  It is  similar to  a  probability tree  used in mathematics.  By 

providing a clear visual structure,  a  decision tree  can help  managers  

make sensible  strategic decisions.

To  construct a  decision tree,  certain conventions  should be  ollowed.

1 .  Where  a choice  has  to  be  made,  the  decision is  represented by a  

square  node  and the  possible  choices  as  lines  stemming rom the  

node  with the  choice  written above  the  line.

For example,  a  business  has  to  decide  whether to  build a  new actory 

rom a choice o three new sites (A,  B  or C ) .  These nodes are numbered 

in order to  identiy them correctly,  as  shown in Figure 1 .7.5 .

2 .  I any given decision has  multiple  possible  outcomes,  these  outcomes 

are  represented by a  circle  node.  Possible  outcomes are  represented 

by lines  stemming rom the  circle  with the  outcome written above  

the  line.  Again,  the  nodes  are  numbered to  help  identiy them ( see  

Figure  1 .7 .6) .

Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

1

Figure 1.7.5.  Decision  tree  initial  

stage of analysing three new sites
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Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

succeed

fail

2

1

succeed

Each  outcome has a  possibi l ity  of being 

a  success or a  fa i lure.  

fa i l

3

succeed

fail

4

Figure 1.7.6.  Decision  tree  sites analysed  for success or failure

3 .  Then,  using whatever data is  available,  the  manager estimates  

the  probability that the  outcome actually happens.  As  with the  

mathematics  probability trees,  the  sum of all probabilities  stemming 

from one  outcome node must always be  1  (or 1 00  per cent) .

  These  possibilities  are  put below the  line  for that particular outcome,  

as  shown in Figure  1 .7 .7 .

 

Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

succeed

0.4

0.6

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.4

fai l

succeed

fai l

succeed

fai l

Choice

A

B

C

Outcome and  probabil ity

  succeed    40%

  fai l               60%

  succeed    70%

  fai l               30%

  succeed    60%

  fai l               40%

2

3

4

1

Figure 1.7.7.  Decision  tree  probabil ity  of outcomes

4.  Using the  best data available,  the  manager must then make an 

estimate  of the  values  of that outcome actually happening.  These  

values  are  written at the  end of the  line  represented by that 

outcome,  as  shown in Figure  1 .7 .8.
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Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

succeed

0.4
60

20

30

10

40

30

0.6

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.4

fai l

succeed

fai l

succeed

fai l

Choice

A

B

C

Probabil ityOutcome

succeed

fail

fai l

fai l

succeed

succeed

40%

60%

30%

40%

70%

60%

60

20

10

30

30

40

Returns

(US$ m)

2

3

4

1

Figure 1.7.8.  Decision  tree  probabil ity  of outcomes

5 .  Then,  again using the  best data available,  the  manager estimates  the  

costs  o the  choices  being considered ( see  Figure  1 .7 .9) .  I no  costs  

are  incurred in the  choice,  a  fgure  0  need not be  shown.  The  costs  

are  written under the  respective  choice  lines.

Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

succeed

0.4

15

25

20

60

20

30

10

40

30

0.6

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.4

fai l

2

succeed

fail

3

succeed

fail

4

Choice

A

B 25

C

15

20

Cost

US$  m

1

Figure 1.7.9.  Decision  tree  cost of outcomes

6.  The manager can now calculate  the  results,  known as  the  expected 

values  ( EV) .  Each outcome node will have  an EV based upon the  

ollowing ormula:

Expected value node
x
 =  (probability

 1
   return

 1
)  +  (probability

 2
   return

 2
)

  So  in this  case  the  calculations  are  as  ollows:

  EV
2
 =  ( 0 .4   60)  +  ( 0.6    20)  =  3 6

  EV
3
 =  ( 0 .7    30)  +  ( 0.3    1 0)  =  24

  EV
4
 =  ( 0 .6    40)  +  ( 0.4   30)  =  3 6
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7.  The decision would normally be  the  outcome that gives  the  highest 

EV.  However,  in this  case,  the  manager must include  the  costs  

incurred by building the  actories.  The  cost is  subtracted rom the  EV 

or each choice.  This  process  then indicates  the  best choice:  the  EV 

with the  highest value:

  EV
2
 -  cost

A
 =  36  -  1 5  =  US$21  million

  EV
3
 -  cost

B
 =  24   2 5  =  (US$1  million)

  EV
4
 -  cost

C
 =  3 6  -  2 0  =  US$1 6  million

8.  The decision taken is  to  build the  actory at site A .

  As shown in Figure  1 .7.1 0,  this  is  indicated on the  decision tree  by 

crossing out the  choices  not taken with the  symbol / /

  Using a decision tree  has  benets  and limitations.

Site  A

Site  B

Site  C

succeed

0.4

15

25

20

60

20

30

10

40

30

0.6

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.4

fail

2

succeed

fail

3

succeed

fail

4

1

Figure 1.7.10.  Decision  tree  

selection  of site  A

Benefts

A decision tree:

  gives  a  clear answer to  a  

complex decision

  is  fexible  and can be  applied 

to  many situations

  is  simple  and visually 

attractive.

Limitations

A decision tree:

  is  based on estimates  o both 

outcomes and probabilities  o 

outcomes

  is  based on quantitative  data 

and so  ignores  qualitative  

issues

  can be  dicult to  draw or 

highly complex decisions  

with multiple  outcomes and 

interrelated choices.

Force feld  analysis

Force  eld analysis  was  originally designed by Kurt Lewin as  a  model 

or use  in psychological experiments.  It has  since  been adopted as  

a  planning tool or businesses.  Lewins  orce  eld analysis  uses  the  

management o change  concept to  ocus on the  actors  working or 

and against a  planned change  in an organization.

1 .  First,  the  change actor  being considered is  highlighted.  For 

example,  a  business  may be  thinking o changing its  logo.

 

Change  

the logo
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2 .  Then the  decision makers  brainstorm actors  acting positively or that 

change,  which are  driving forces,  and actors  working negatively 

against that change,  so-called restraining forces .

 

Driving forces

Market research reveals  that 

consumers  are  tired o the   

current logo

The logo  has  not been  

changed or 20  years

Market research reveals  that  

60%  o potential customers   

do  not recognize  the  logo

New brands  entering the  market 

are  gaining recognition or 

innovative  and modern products

The ounder o the business  

created the logo and her amily 

do not want to  change it

The  logo is  amiliar to  the   

loyal customers

The logo  is  recognized as  a  

symbol o good-quality products

The logo  is  patented and 

creating a  new one  would be  

costly to  design and protect

Restraining forces

Change the  logo

3 .  The manager then gives  each actor a  weight  corresponding to  that 

actors  importance.  Although managers  can use  any scale  they want,  

typically with a orce  eld analysis  the  scale  is  rom 1  to  5 ,  with 5  

being the  strongest weighting.  Sometimes,  the  orces  are  drawn with 

arrows that refect their weighting to  give  a  simple  visual picture:

 

5 1

2 3

3 1

4 2

Driving forces

Market research reveals  that 

consumers  are  tired o the  

current logo

The logo  has  not been 

changed or 20  years

Market research reveals  that 

60%  o potential customers  

do  not recognize  the  logo

New brands  entering 

the  market are  gaining 

recognition or innovative  

and modern products

The ounder o the  business  

created the logo and her amily 

do  not want to  change  it

The  logo  is  amiliar to  the  

loyal customers

The logo  is  recognized as  

a  symbol o good-quality 

products

The logo  is  patented and 

creating a  new one  would be  

costly to  design and protect

Restraining forces

Change 

the  logo
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4.  The orces  are  then added up.  The  greatest total gure  indicates  the  

action to  be  taken.

Restraining orces  =  7

Driving orces  =  1 4

In this  case,  the  decision would be  to  change  the  logo.

Using orce  eld analysis  has  many benets  and limitations.

Benefts

Force  eld analysis:

  gives  a  clear answer to  a  

dicult decision

  is  fexible  and can be  applied to  

many situations

  is  simple  and visually 

attractive.

Limitations

Force  eld analysis:

  involves  interpretations  in 

determining which actors  to  

include

  is  based on estimates  o the  

value  o each individual actor

  is  based on mainly qualitative  

data,  not quantitative  issues.  

gantt charts

The Gantt chart was developed by Henry Gantt as  a  tool to  help  plan 

work schedules.  It is  commonly used or production projects  that 

have  multiple  tasks.  It is  a  means  o organizing production in order to  

determine the  most ecient use  o resources,  whether raw materials,  

labour,  or capital.  It also  gives  the  project managers  a  clear overview o 

the  whole  project.  Progress  o the  whole  project can be  measured against 

key deadlines  (milestones) .

The  charts  on the  ollowing pages  take  the  example  o a  music producer 

who wants  to  plan the  production o a  new CD.
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1 .  First the  producer must create  the  ramework by creating a  matrix,  

shown in Table  1 .7 .2 .  The  horizontal axis  is  measured in time (days,  

weeks  or months)  and the  vertical axis  is  split up  into  the  individual 

tasks  that need to  be  completed beore  the  CD  is  fnally produced.

Table 1.7.2.  Gantt chart matrix

Tasks Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

1 Band  writes 

the music for 

10  songs 

2 Band  writes 

the lyrics for 

10  songs

3 Initial  

recording by  

the band

4 Ful l  production  

by  the band  

and  other 

musicians

5 Creation  and  

design  of the  

cover artwork

6 Production  of 

the completed  

CDs

7 Production  

of the onl ine 

version  

8 Promotion  

of individual  

songs on  radio  

shows

9 Promotion  by  

interviews and  

press releases

10 Promotion  

of the music 

through 

concerts
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2 .  The tasks  are  then scheduled.  Some must follow sequentially but 

others  need not be.  The  order,  time,  and sequence  of tasks  is  denoted 

by shading in parts  of the  matrix,  as  shown in Table  1 .7 .3 .

Table 1.7.3.  Gantt chart matrix showing timing of tasks

Tasks Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 Band  writes the 

music for 10  songs

2 Band  writes the 

lyrics for 10  songs

3 Initial  recording by  

the band

4 Ful l  production  by  

the band  and  other 

musicians

5 Creation  and  

design  of the cover 

artwork

6 Production  of the 

completed  CDs

7 Production  of the 

onl ine version  

8 Promotion  of 

individual  songs on  

radio  shows

9 Promotion  by  

interviews and  

press releases

10 Promotion  of the 

music through 

concerts
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3 .  Once the  schedule  has  been created,  then the  management team can 

always check for progress  as  the  project is  running.  Managers  do  this  

check by marking off the  tasks  as  time elapses.  Typically,  the  manager 

colours  in the  chart as  each task has  been completed.

Consider the  example  in Table  1 .7 .4.

Table 1.7.4.  Gantt chart matrix showing progress checks

Tasks Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

1 Band  writes the 

music for 10  songs

2 Band  writes the 

lyrics for 10  songs

3 Initial  recording by  

the band

4 Ful l  production  by  

the band  and  other 

musicians

5 Creation  and  

design  of the cover 

artwork

6 Production  of the  

completed  CDs

7 Production  of the  

onl ine  version  

8 Promotion  of 

individual  songs on  

radio  shows

9 Promotion  by  

interviews and  

press releases

10 Promotion  of the 

music through 

concerts

If in April the  project looks  like  Table  1 .7 .4,  the  business  knows that 

the  artists  are  running slightly behind schedule.  The  business  needs to  

readjust its  plans  accordingly.
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Using a Gantt chart has  many benets  and limitations:
TOK discussion

I f business is a  human 

enterprise,  is i t possible  to  

quantify  (express in  numerate 

form)  various business 

scenarios? What role  should  

human methods,  such  

as intuition,  emotion,  and  

hunches play  in  business 

decision  making?

Benefts

A Gantt chart:

  gives  a  clear picture  o current 

progress  o the  various  tasks

  gives  a  clear picture  o the  

overall project

  is  fexible  and can be  applied to  

many situations

  is  simple  and visually attractive

  allows managers  to  plan the  

use  o resources  to  complete  

the  project in the  most ecient 

manner.

Limitations

A Gantt chart:

  is  based on estimates  o the  

timings  o each task

  is  dicult to  ollow when 

applied to  very complex 

projects

  is  based on mainly qualitative  

data,  not quantitative  data 

( such as  costs)

  cannot separate  out 

interdependent tasks

  places  a  premium on meeting 

deadlines  (milestones) ,  which 

may lead to  erosion o the  

quality o the  work.  

The value of these planning tools

Each o these  organizational planning tools  can be  useul or a  business.  

However,  they have  dierent uses  and are  not applied at the  same time 

and or the  same reasons.  All o the  tools  have  limitations,  which should 

be  borne  in mind by potential users.

Also,  each tool is  just one available  to  managers and should be  used 

together with other tools,  data,  or techniques.  The value o each tool 

depends on the circumstances and the way it has been applied.  Table  1 .7.5  

indicates actors that should be  taken into account beore using the tools.
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Table 1.7.5.  Factors relating to  d iferent business analysis tools

Tool Fishbone diagram Decision  tree Force feld  analysis Gantt chart

What is its major 

area o ocus?

I t is used  to help a  

business react to  

issues that require 

quality  improvements 

and  may involve the 

whole business.

Senior managers use 

it to  indicate  the most 

efective direction  

rom a  variety  o 

options.

I t is  used  to  acil itate  

management o 

change.

I t is  used  or day-

to-day  project 

management by  

middle managers but 

is  open  to  al l  to  view.

What time rame is 

involved?

I t is  a  short-term 

response to  an  

identied  problem.

I t is  used  or medium- 

to  long-term planning 

o uture  d irections.

I t is  used  or medium- 

to  long- term 

planning o uture 

d irections.

I t is used  or short-  

to  medium- term 

projects.

At what level  o 

planning is  it  used?

Tactical  planning Strategic planning Strategic planning Tactical  planning

Which part o the 

decision making 

process is it used 

or?

Initial   

brainstorming

Final   based  on  as 

much inormation  as 

possible

Initial   

brainstorming

Ongoing 

What should  it  be 

used with?

Quantitative data Qual itative data Quantitative data Quantitative data

Which departments 

should use it?

Mainly  production  

(but it can be used by  

al l  departments)

Mainly  production  

and marketing

All  departments Production

revision checklist

  A shbone diagram allows businesses  to  look closely at problems and 

identiy underlying causes.

  A decision tree  provides  a  clear visual structure  to  help  mangers  

simpliy complex decisions  and identiy the  most appropriate  

outcome.

  A orce  eld analysis  is  used to  help  businesses  manage  change.  It 

ocusses  on the  actors  which might infuence  the  planned change.

  Gantt charts  are  used to  plan complex projects  and schedules.  They 

enable  businesses  to  allocate  resources  appropriately and give  a  clear 

overview o the  entire  workfow.
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Practice question

Primature Inc

Following a 1 3%  increase  in orders  over the  last six months,  Primature 

Inc is  considering the  expansion o its  production acilities.  It is  presently 

producing at 98%  o its  production capacity.  The  production manager is  

examining two expansion options:

Option 1   The  construction o an extra production line  in the  present 

actory building at a  cost o$I.5m.  This  will increase  capacity by 1 6% .

Option 2   The  construction o an additional actory unit at a  cost o 

$3 .5m.  The  new building could be  designed to  allow or cell production 

and just in time ( JIT)  management.  This  would cut costs  and provide  

additional uture  production fexibility and human resource  advantages.  

Capacity could be  increased by a  maximum o 40% .  

The  recent increase  in orders  is  as  a  result o improved economic 

conditions.  However,  the  nance  director is  not convinced it is  wise  to  

invest in either option beore  it is  clear that the  increase  in economic 

growth will be  maintained.  He  believes  unit price  and revenues  can be  

increased at current output,  provided economic growth remains  constant 

or improves.  Economists  dier on their orecasts  or the  next ve  years.  

40%  o those  asked believe  that the  economy will strengthen over the  

next ve  years.  30%  believe  that average  growth over that period will 

remain constant,  whilst 30%  believe  there  will be  a  decline  in economic 

growth.  The  production manager estimates  the  ollowing prot/loss  

outcomes or each o these  predictions:  

 Option 1  Option 2  Option 3

 (new line)  (new factory)  (no  expansion,

 $m $m  increase unit  

   price)  $m  

Economy strengthens   6  9  4

Constant economic growth 3  4  3

Declining economic growth 1  2  - 1

a)  ( i)   Construct a  ully labelled decision tree  showing Primature Incs  

options  with the  nancial costs  and outcomes or each option.  

 [3  marks]

 ( ii)   Using your decision tree,  decide  which option Primature Inc 

should select on purely nancial grounds.  Show ull  

working to  support your choice.  [4 marks]

b)  Describe  three  benets  o using decision trees.  [3  marks]

c)  Evaluate  the  extent to  which additional non-nancial  

and nancial actors  may support,  or not support,  the   

choice  o option selected or Primature Inc in your answer  

to  question (a) ( ii) .  [1 0 marks]

IB ,  May 2008
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2.1   The functions and  evolution  of human 
resource management

2  H u m an  r e s o u rce  m an agem e n t

Hr ( wkf)  pli
Human resources  are  critical for any business.  The  issue  of human 

resources  (HR)  is  especially important for businesses  operating in the  

tertiary and quaternary sectors.  Nevertheless,  all businesses  must ensure  

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Dene human  resource planning (workorce  planning)

  Explain  the concept o labour turnover

  Identiy  internal  and  external  actors that inuence human  resource 

planning (such  as demographic change,  change in  labour mobil ity ,  

new communication  technologies)

  Outl ine  common steps in  the process o recruitment

  Dene the ol lowing types o training:

  on  the  job  ( including induction  and  mentoring)

  of the  job

  cognitive

  behavioural

  Dene the ol lowing types o appraisal :

  ormative

  summative

  360-degree eedback

  sel-appraisal

  Outl ine  common steps in  the  processes o d ismissal  and  redundancy

  Describe  how work patterns,  practices and  preerences change and  

how they  afect the employer and  employees (such  as teleworking,  

exitime,  migration  or work)

  Explain  outsourcing,  ofshoring and  re-shoring as human  resource 

strategies

  Evaluate  how innovation,  ethical  considerations and  cultural  

d iferences may  inuence human  resource practices and  strategies 

in  an  organization
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that they have  the  right types  o employee  and that those  employees  are  

working eectively.

Successul businesses  are  likely to  have  a  clear ramework or how to  

get the  best rom their human resources.  HR planning is  a  continuous 

process.  Businesses  strive  to  make sure  that their employees  are  in j obs  

or which they are  properly trained and properly suited.  At the  same 

time,  as  part o HR planning,  a  business  estimates  its  uture  HR needs 

( the  correct type  and number o employees) ,  so  that as  rarely as  possible  

the  business  has  too  many employees  (which increases  costs)  or too  ew 

employees  (which can hurt productivity) .  This  ramework or how to  

get the  most rom their human resources  is  reerred to  as  the  HR plan or 

workorce  plan.  With large  businesses,  this  plan will almost always  be  a  

written document that can be  reerred to.  With smaller businesses,  the  

plan may not be  written but decided upon by and remain  in the  head  

o the  director o HR or the  owner o the  small business.

Labour turnover

Labour turnover reers  to  the  movement o employees  into  and out o 

a  business  in a  given time period (usually a  year)  and is  an indicator o 

how stable  a  business  is.

Labour turnover is  usually measured by the  ollowing ormula:

Labour turnover  =    
number of staff leaving over a  year

    _____     
average number of staff employed in a  year

     100

A high labour turnover rate  suggests  that the  business  has  labour 

problems.  For some reason or reasons,  employees  do  not stay or a  long 

period o time.  By itsel,  high labour turnover suggests  that workers  are  

dissatisfed by some aspect o their employment situation.  This  source  

o dissatisaction may also  aect workers  who remain at the  business  

and may lead to  lower productivity.  When a business  has  high labour 

turnover,  the  business  must requently hire  new labour,  which can cause  

problems or the  business.  Recruitment and training can be  expensive.  

New workers  are  oten less  productive  than those  who are  established in 

the  business.  High turnover can aect employees  motivation,  as  it leads  

to  some interruption in work practices  and routines.  In addition,  high 

turnover communicates  to  employees  that the  business  has  a  problem 

with some aspect o employment there.  Even i workers  are  otherwise  

satisfed in their j obs,  high labour turnover may lead them to  believe  

that they should be  dissatisfed.

Business  can anticipate  certain circumstances  when labour turnover 

will  be  higher than others.  In  a  booming economy,  employees  tend 

to  look or new opportunities  since  j obs  are  plentiul.  In  addition,  

younger employees  tend to  swap  j obs  more  oten than middle-aged 

employees.

Finally,  some labour turnover can be  good or a  business.  A low turnover 

rate  may indicate  a  stable  business,  but stability can lead to  complacency 

and lack o progress.  New employees  tend to  bring energy and new 

ideas,  especially i they have  just let college  or have  been retrained and/
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or reskilled.  Sometimes,  a  business  has  employees  o lesser productivity 

or who make minimal contributions  to  the  business  but otherwise  

provide  no  basis  or separation (being red or sacked) .  When a worker 

such as  this  leaves  a  business,  managers  may actually be  happy.

The HR plan should be  designed to  make sure  that the  labour turnover 

rate  is  kept at an acceptable  level,  which will vary according to  the  

industry and the  skill and experience  requirements  or the  position.  A 

grocery store  chain might expect ( even i it did not want)  airly high 

labour turnover among its  cashiers,  but a  law rm would not want to  

see  high turnover among its  experienced lawyers.  Managers  would pay 

close  attention to  any signicant changes  in the  labour turnover rate.  

Labour turnover can quickly get higher as  a  result o a  signicant change  

in circumstances  either in or outside  the  business.  By tracking the  labour 

turnover rate,  the  business  can try to  correct internal actors  or mitigate  

against external actors.

the inenal  and  exenal  acos ha infuence 

Hr planning
Many actors  can infuence  an organizations  HR plan.  Even beore  a  

business  employs someone,  some external factors  can have  an eect 

on the  pool o labour available  or potential employment.  Also  the  

business  itsel may change  and internal factors  infuence  the  HR plan 

that is  already in place.  This  is  shown in Figure  2 .1 .1 .

External  factors  can  aect the 

labour pool  of potential  

employees

Internal  factors  can  

aect an  organizations 

current hr plan

Pool  of 

labour 

available  for

work

technological

change
government

regulation/

laws

demographic

change

social

trends

state of the

economy

changes to  

education

labour

mobil ity

The HR plan

changes in  

the business

organization

changes in

labour

reactions

changes in

the business

strategy

changes to

business 

nance

Figure 2.1.1.  External  and  internal  actors afecting the HR plan

TOK discussion

To what degree should  

businesses resist workorce 

planning and  instead  base 

human resources on  the 

strengths and  weaknesses 

o its current and  available  

workorce?
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The  external factors  have  an impact on the  size  and availability  

o the  pool o potential employees  or the  business  and include  the  

ollowing:

  Technological change   improvements  in ICT can lead to  

more  teleworking  and working rom home.  Inrastructural 

improvements,  such as  new roads or other transport links,  can  

make employing someone rom urther away easier than beore.

  Government regulations   changes  in laws or government 

regulations  regarding health and saety issues  can inuence  a  

potential workorce.  Laws or government regulations can aect 

maximum weekly working hours  or contractual issues,  such as  

equality in the  workplace  irrespective  o age,  gender,  ethnicity,  or 

disability.  Laws generally determine obligations such as  pension 

provisions  or age  o retirement.

  Demographic  change    an ageing population,  reduced ertility 

rates,  or  changes  in  internal and external migration patterns  are  

j ust some  o the  demographic changes  that can have  an impact on 

the  potential employees  available  and their specifc requirements   

to  work.

  Social trends   changes  in society,  such as  the  role  o women 

in society,  a  rise  in the  number o single  parent amilies,  or the  

importance  o leisure  in the  worklie  balance  can all have  

signifcant impacts  on the  labour pool.

  The state of the economy   an economic boom will lead to  a  strain 

on the  pool o labour available  and consequently lead to  increased 

wages;  a  recession will have  the  opposite  eect as  more  unemployed 

workers  are  available  and so  may accept lower wages.

  Changes  in education   some would consider changes in levels  

o education a actor o demography.  Regardless,  rising or alling 

education levels  can have  a  direct impact on the  suitability o labour 

or employment.  Also  relevant is  the  range  and type  o courses  

available  to  students.

  Labour mobility   many actors  can inuence  labour mobility,  

which can reer either to  occupational mobility ( changing 

occupations)  or geographical mobility ( changing locations) .  In 

either case,  the  mobility o the  workorce  signifcantly aects  the  

labour pool.

The internal factors  stem rom within the  business  itsel and will have  

an impact on the  current HR plan,  which may have  to  change  as  a  result 

o the  ollowing:

  Changes  in business  organization   businesses  change  the  way 

they are  organized to  better meet their strategic objectives.  Any 

reorganization can aect the  current HR plan.  Organizational 

 Recent technological  change has 

meant that more people in  certain  

sectors can  work from home
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changes  aecting the  HR plan can also  occur when a business  

acquires  another business  or is  acquired.

  Changes  in labour relations   labour relations  can have  a  

signicant impact on workorce  planning.  I the  labour orce  

chooses  to  unionize,  or example,  the  business  will now have  to  

contend with the  work requirements  o the  union.  I the  power 

o a  union decreases,  on the  other hand,  the  business  may have  

more  fexibility with workers.  E ither way,  the  long- term labour 

circumstances  will change.

  Changes  in  business  strategy    whether in  response  to  changes  

in  circumstances  in  the  market or  to  the  business  re-orientating 

itsel,  changes  in  business  strategy may well  lead to  amendments  

to  the  p lan.

  Changes  in business  fnance   the  nancial situation o a  

business  will have  a  bearing on the  HR plan.  A business  that has  

limited resources  may not be  able  to  pay the  highest wages  and 

salaries,  which can aect recruitment and retention.  Other nancial 

actors  can have  an impact as  well.  Ununded pension liabilities  

can infuence  available  resources  or the  current workorce,  or a  

signicant increase  in  protability may allow or a  greater number 

o sta.

the Hr (o wokfoce)  plan
There  are  our parts  to  the  HR plan,  which ollow an individuals  career 

path as  the  employee  progresses  in the  business:

  recruitment   how the  business  recruits  the  right person or the   

right job

  training   how the  business  ensures  that employees  receive  proper 

proessional development,  whether initial training or ongoing 

proessional development

  appraisal   how the  employees  j ob  perormance  is  evaluated

  termination or dismissal   how the  business  manages  the  

situation when the  employee  leaves,  whether voluntarily ( the  

employee  leaves  o his  or her own ree  will)  or involuntarily ( the  

employee  is  red or cause  or is  retrenched) .

The processes of recruitment
The rst stage  o the  HR plan can be  split into  three  parts:

  identication

  application

  selection.
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The identifcation  process

Identifcation The business real izes that it needs a  new employee because o a  change in  its internal  actors.

Job description This gives detai ls about the job,  such  as:

  the job title

  what the employee wil l  have to  do

  the employees responsibil ities.

Person specifcation This gives detai ls about the type o person  required  to  do  the job,  such  as:

  the skil ls required  to  do the  job

  the qual ications necessary

  what experience is necessary.

Internal  or external  

recruitment

The business has to  weigh  up the advantages o recruiting internal ly  by  promotion  (or 

redeployment) ,  such  as it being:

  cheaper

  quicker

  more efcient as the person  would  know how the business works.

It then has to weigh up the advantages against the disadvantages. For example, recruiting internally:

  l imits the pool  o potential  candidates

  may cause resentment

  causes the domino eect as the person  promoted  would  leave a  vacancy  to  be  l led,  and  

so  on  down the hierarchy.

Searching external ly  would  be the reverse o al l  o the  above.

The appl ication  process

Application The business has to decide how to nd  the best appl icants or the job.

Job advert The business wil l  need  to  consider:

  where to  place the advert so  it is seen  by  the right people

  what should  be included  in  the advert so  the  appl icants have sufcient inormation

  the legal  requirements that have to  be met.

Application  orm  

or rsum (CV)

What is the most appropriate tool  to process the applications? Every  tool  should  include 

the same elements (personal  details,  skil ls and  qualications,  work experience, interests 

and  hobbies,  and  reerences)  but application orms are:

  standardized  (so  they  are useul  or jobs with  lots o possible  appl icants)

  designed  specical ly  to  match  the job requirements

  ocused  on  the issues that the business wants

  legal ly  binding.

However,  a  rsum (CV) :

  is  better or jobs with  l imited  appl icants (such  as senior posts)

  is  more personal  and  can  reveal  more about the appl icant

  can  be  more exible

  is  quicker as it can  be  prepared  beorehand.
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Internal  or external  agency The business has to  weigh  up the advantages o nding the best appl icants internal ly  

by  using its HR department,  such  as it being:

  cheaper

  quicker

  more efcient as the HR department wil l  know precisely  what the business 

requires.

I t then  has to  weigh  up the advantages against the disadvantages.  For example,  using 

its HR department:

  l imits the pool  o potential  candidates;  agencies may  have plenty  more appl icants 

in  their databases

  may cause a  lack o ocus in  other areas

  may not cater or special ist skil ls,  in  contrast with  an  agency,  or example  that 

special izes in  administrative vacancies.

The selection  process

Selection The nal  part o the process o recruitment is the selection  o the best appl icant or the  

job.

Shortlisting The business wil l  have to  discard  many  appl icants on  the basis o:

  their overal l  qual ity

  how many  are  required  or interview

  any  legal  requirements that have to  be taken  into account.

Testing Many  businesses l ike to  subject the shortl isted  appl icants to  some orm o test,  to  be  

used  as a  complement to  the nal  interview. These tests can  be:

  aptitude (task-oriented  activities,  designed  to  test understanding and  appl ication  o 

theories or concepts)

  psychometric (personal ity  questionnaires,  designed  to  test reasoning skil ls and  

personal ity  traits)

  team based  (exercises designed  to  ocus on  the qual ities necessary  or working in  

project teams) .

Interviews The interview is the nal  part o the recruitment process and  there is  no  one best style  

o interview. I t wi l l  depend  on  circumstances but may  include the ol lowing:

  ace to  ace (one to  one)

  panel  (with  more than  one person)

  video conerence (or telephone)

  multi-stage (one interview leads to  another)

  multi-day  (conducted  over a  number o days) .

Training
The second stage o the HR plan,  training,  can help an employees  

proessional development.  Training can keep the employee up to date with 

the latest ideas and technologies.  It may lead to the employee fnding a new 

career path by being reskilled.  Training might even prevent the employee  

rom losing a skill that they had learned previously  deskilling.
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However,  training is  also  important or a  business.  It can:

  improve  the  quality o the  work

  lead to  greater productivity

  motivate  the  employee

  reduce  labour turnover.

In some countries  a  ull- time worker has  the  right to  be  allowed to  take  

time o to  train.

Training can take  many orms,  including the  ollowing:

  Induction   training that ocuses  on making a new employee  

amiliar with the  way the  business  unctions and with lines  o 

authority (who to  report to,  or example) .  A good induction 

programme helps  to  ensure  that new employees  settle  in quickly so  

that they can begin work straight away.

  On-the-job   when employees  are  trained while  they are  doing 

their normal j ob.  O ten on- the- j ob  training occurs  through 

mentoring,  which is  when an experienced employee  guides  the  

employee  being trained.  Another common type  o on- the- job  

training is  shadowing,  when one  employee  ollows,  or  shadows ,  

another to  learn a  new skill.

  Off-the-job   when the  employee  is  given time o rom work to  

attend training away rom the  job.  That training may be  a  workshop,  

conerence,  or course  run by consultants,  agencies,  or educational 

institutions.  Today,  many managers  choose  to  earn an MBA with the  

support o their employer.  In light o the  importance  o education in 

contemporary post- industrial economies,  many employers  pay or 

courses  at local universities,  even i the  coursework is  not otherwise  

required o the  employees   businesses  just want to  see  their 

employees  gain a  better education.

Another way to  think about training is  not how and where  it occurs,  

but rather what the  aim o the  training is.  Most oten,  training is  about 

learning discrete  skills  or knowledge  to  enhance  job  perormance.  Other 

orms o training enhance  employees  in other ways.  These  other orms 

o training include  the  ollowing:

  Cognitive training   which is  training not ocused on a particular 

aspect o the  business.  Rather,  it helps  employees  develop  their 

thinking and processing skills.  The  assumption is  that with enhanced 

thinking and processing skills  ( that is,  cognitive  skills) ,  they can 

make quicker and more  eective  decisions.

  Behavioural training   like  cognitive  training,  behavioural training 

does  not ocus  on a particular aspect o the  business.  Instead it 

helps  employees  develop  their interpersonal skills  (how they work 

with others)  and intrapersonal skills  (how to  manage  emotions) .  

Behavioural training is  useul or employees  working in project 

teams and positions  o leadership  by concentrating on,  or example,  

emotional intelligence  or stress  management.

 On-the-job training is often  led  by  an  

experienced  employee

Student workpoint 2.1

Be a thinker

A new restaurant is  opening 

in your local town.  It will sell 

expensive  ood cooked by a  

highly-trained and well-known 

che.  The restaurant is  advertising 

or waiters  and waitresses.  Draw 

up a job  description or this  

role,  including a detailed person 

specifcation.

Once you have fnished,  think 

about how youd change the  job  

description to  suit a busy ast ood 

restaurant.
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Appraisal

The third stage  o the  HR plan is  appraisal,  which occurs  when the  

perormance  o the  employee  is  reviewed.

Appraisal is  dierent rom a more traditional orm o employee review 

know as inspection.  Under a system o inspection,  managers review 

employees  perormances and make judgments based on their observations.  

Communication tends to  be one-way (the employee is  not given the  

opportunity to  respond)  and topdown (rom manager to employee) .  

Oten,  in a system o inspection,  the process ocuses on the negative  

indicators o perormance  what the employee has ailed to  do,  or the  

requency with which the employee did not meet targets.

Under a  system o appraisal,  employees  may respond to,  or even 

initiate,  discussion.  Communication is  two-way,  and managers  include  

constructive  eedback in order to  oster a  positive  and inclusive  working 

environment.  Appraisal is  supposed to  be  a  non-threatening,  non-

judgmental and supportive  process.

Benefts o appraisal  

For an employee,  appraisal can:

  be  motivating

  be  instructive   employees  can learn 

rom past mistakes

  help  employees  progress  along their 

career path

  lead to  a  change  in career direction.

For the  business,  appraisal can:

  act as  a  check on perormance

  help  to  review new initiatives

  be  useul to  record and 

document perormance

  be  motivating as  it ormally 

recognizes  good perormance.

Appraisal systems can be costly and time consuming,  especially when done 

well.  Good appraisal systems tend to have certain characteristics:

  They are not directly linked to pay or promotion.  Linking 

appraisal to pay or promotion can lead to mercenary behaviour,  back 

stabbing  (when people try to sabotage others  positions or perormances 

in order to look better themselves) ,  and a poisonous atmosphere.

  Appraisal systems are separate from disciplinary systems.   

Sometimes employees have to be punished or some ailure to perorm.  

Appraisal,  on the other hand,  is supposed to be positive.  Linking 

appraisal to punishment destroys the whole essence o appraisal.

  Good appraisal systems require minimal paperwork.  

Having employees  fll out numerous orms or having line  

managers  excessively documenting their perormance  is  time 

consuming.  In addition,  it puts  the  ocus  o the  process  on discrete  

accomplishments,  many o which may be  accomplishments  in name 

only,  rather than on more  substantive  issues.

  Appraisals  provide an honest exchange of views.  Appraisal 

has to  be  transparent.  Everyone involved should know their role  

and the role  o those around them.  Though appraisal should be  

positive  overall,  conversations should be  honest,  with appropriate  

conversations about areas o strength and areas needing improvement.
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Appraisal systems may include  these  methods o appraisal:

  Formative   because  appraisal is  intended to  be  a  learning process,  

oten it is  a  continuous approach to  evaluate  perormance  during 

an employees  time at work.  Appraisal is  typically run on a one-to-  

three-year cycle.  The  ocus  is  on giving employees  eedback when 

appraisees  have  done well and also  in areas  in which they have  

had diculties.  The  idea is  to  help  employees  improve.  This  type  o 

appraisal presumably  orms  the  employee.

  Summative   this  measures  an employees  perormance  according 

to  set standards.  A summative  assessment has  an element o making 

a judgment o whether the  employee  passed or ailed.  Summative  

assessment tests  employees  knowledge  and skills  against clear 

and explicit markers  and then sums up  ( thus,  summative)  how an 

employee  has  perormed against the  standards.  Summative  appraisal 

is  usually conducted at the  end o a  project,  a  contract,  or a  specic 

goal.  Failure  should not necessarily lead to  termination.

  360 degree   this  method provides  each employee  with the  

opportunity to  receive  perormance  appraisal not only rom their 

line  manager but also  rom between our to  eight co-workers,  

subordinates  and even customers  or clients.  This  method involves  

an element o upward appraisal  and is  the  most complex,  having 

multiple  perspectives.  The  360-degree  appraisal is  oten used with 

CEOs and other executives  who serve  and interact directly with 

several groups  o stakeholders  ( see  Figure  2 .1 .2 ) .

  Self-appraisal   this  is  an important part o the perormance appraisal 

processes outlined above or it can be  used by itsel.  With this  method 

o appraisal,  individual employees refect on their own perormance.  

Usually this refection is  done with the help o a sel-appraisal orm on 

which employees rate  themselves on various perormance indicators.  

Typically,  employees can also  suggest their training needs,  and discuss  

their accomplishments,  strengths,  weaknesses,  and any potential 

problems aced during the relevant time period.

Termination,  d ismissal ,  and  redundancy
The nal stage  in the  HR plan is  when an employee  leaves  the  business.  

This  situation might happen because:

  the  employee  chooses  to  leave  the  business

  the  business  decides  that the  employee  should no  longer work there

  both the  employer and the  employee  agree  that separation is  in the  

best interests  o both parties.

Good businesses  will have  a  set o procedures  ready to  deal with this  part 

o the  HR plan to  minimize  the  impact o losing employees  and acquiring 

new ones.

For several reasons,  termination o a  business  relationship  does  not 

happen too  oten:

  As employees  develop  more  skills  and experience,  the  cost o 

replacing them increases  considerably and so  businesses  are  very 

reluctant to  go  through the  whole  HR process  again.

Appraisee

manager

subordinate co-worker

customer/

cl ient

Figure 2.1.2.  360-degree appraisal
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  Many businesses  prefer such policies  as  redeployment,  or,  in times 

of recession,  reducing the  working hours  rather than having to   let 

workers  go  only to  have  to  re-employ them (or other people)  when 

business  picks  up  again.

  Finally,  employees  have  rights.  If a  business  breaks  employment 

contracts  unnecessarily,  it could face  legal action initiated by the  

ex-employee  on the  basis  of unfair dismissal .  Court cases  are  

expensive  and can result,  additionally,  in damages  paid by the  

business  to  unfairly dismissed employees.

Nevertheless,  from time to  time,  an employee  has  to  leave  a  business,  

which can occur in one  of three  ways.

Termination

Employees  can terminate  or leave  the  business  at the  end of their 

contract for a  variety of reasons,  including:

  change of career

  professional development

  promotion

  retirement

  lifestyle  choice

  family reasons.

These  employees  would expect to  receive  a  reference  from the  employer 

to  use  in their search for their new job.  Though the  practice  varies  

according to  country,  industry,  and the  level of the  employee,  in general 

employees  should give  some advance  notice  to  their employer of when 

their resignation will be  effective.

Dismissal

Dismissal is  when an employee  has  broken one  (or more)  of the  terms of 

their contract.  The  reasons may include:

  continually missing work

  poor discipline

  drug or alcohol abuse

  theft or dishonesty.

Employees  may sometimes  be  dismissed for reasons  other than non-

performance  under their employment contract.  Generally,  these  

circumstances  occur when an employee  has  done something that might 

harm the  image  of the  business,  which may be:

  a conviction for an offence  or imprisonment

  an unresolvable  personality clash with a co-worker

  refusal to  accept a  company reorganization that changes  the  terms of 

employment.
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I employees  are  dismissed,  they would not expect to  receive  a  

reerence.  However,  employees  should receive  a  period o notice   

a  specifed length o time  when they may continue  to  work ( or 

example  a   two-week notice ) .  In  some  instances,  employees  do  

something so  bad that they ace  a   summary dismissal ,  which takes  

eect immediately.  Summary dismissals  can also  happen when the  

employer ears  that the  employee  acing dismissal  will  damage  the  

property o the  business  ( e ither actual physical damage  or,  more  

commonly today,  damage  to  computer  fles  or  systems)  or  steal rom 

the  business  ( or example,  take  computer fles  that are  the  property o 

the  business) .

Redundancy

Redundancy may happen when a business  no  longer has  any work or 

an employee,  causes  or which may include:

  a drop  in demand or the  businesss  products

  changing market circumstances

  a recession

  restructuring o the  industry

  the  business  becoming insolvent or bankrupt 

  the  j ob  someone has  been doing being replaced by mechanization 

when the  employer introducies  new technology ( i.e.  the  job  can be  

done by a  machine)

  relocation o the  business

  restructure  or reorganization o the  business

  a merger or takeover.

In these  cases,  because  employees  have  lost their j ob  through no ault 

o their own ( that is,  their employment is  not ended or cause) ,  they 

would normally expect to  receive  a  redundancy payment and a letter 

o reerence.  The  amount o the  redundancy payment can vary rom 

country to  country and by industry.  Typically,  the  longer an employee  

has  been with the  business,  the  greater the  redundancy payment will 

be  (one  months  pay or every year o employment,  or some other 

ormula) .

When a large  number o positions  are  made redundant,  deciding which 

employees  to  retain can be  difcult or managers.  They would normally 

have  two options  to  oer:

  Voluntary  redundancy  typically,  this  is  the  preerred option as  

it  reduces  the  stress  and animosity that the  decision can generate.  

With the  voluntary approach,  some  employees  may choose  to  be  

made  redundant.  They may have  wanted to  look or a  new j ob  

anyway.  They receive  the  redundancy payment and a  letter o 

reerence,  which will  help  them in their eorts  to  get a  new j ob.  

The  problem with the  voluntary approach is  that the  business  may 

lose  employees  it  would preer to  retain or retain employees  it 

would preer to  lose.
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  Involuntary  redundancy  this  approach is  typically less  desirable  

than the  voluntary option.  Involuntary redundancy may be  based 

on age,  years  o service,  or some other criterion or criteria.  I not 

constrained by a  some type  o agreement with the  unions  or some 

other orm o labour agreement,  the  benet o the  involuntary 

approach is  that the  business  can have  more  infuence  over which 

employees  will leave  based upon the  criteria it selects.

changes in  work patterns,  praties,  and 

preferenes
Over the  past 50  years,  many changes  that aect employers  and 

employees  have  occurred in work patterns,  practices,  and preerences.  

Some o these  changes  have  stemmed rom external actors  aecting 

the  pool o labour.  For example,  social trends have  led many employees  

to  want a  better worklie  balance  and many businesses  are  trying to  

respond to  the  desires  o their employees.  Other social trends have  

stemmed rom internal actors  aecting businesses,  which can benet 

rom some o the  new work practices.

Some o the  actors  changing the  working environment include:

  privatization and the  move away rom public-sector to  private-sector 

employment

  increased migration o potential employees  in a  country or region 

and across  the  globe

  increasing participation o emales  in the  workorce

  changing educational opportunities

  increasing urbanization and the  consequent rise  in stress  levels

  an ageing population and increasing average  age  o the  workorce.

Changes in  work patterns
One change  has  been in the  patterns o work  the  types  o j obs  required 

by businesses  as  well as  the  types  o j obs  people  want.  Table  2 .1 .1  shows 

the  results  o some opinion polls  analyzing the  most sought-ater j obs  in 

selected countries.

Table 2.1.1.  The  ten  most sought-ater jobs in  selected  countries in  2013

USA India Singapore South Africa El  Salvador

1 Actuary IT personnel Financial  adviser Engineer Skil led  labour

2 Bio-medical  engineer Retail  staf Electronics 

special ist

Driver Sales agent

3 Sotware engineer Healthcare worker Engineer Skil led  

tradesperson

Technician

4 Audiologist Hospital ity  staf IT personnel Labourer Engineer

5 Financial  planner Engineer Media  personnel Manager/ 

executive

Bil ingual  

administration  staf
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USA India Singapore South Africa El  Salvador

6 Dentist HR personnel Accountant Teacher Manager

7 Occupational  therapist Aviation  personnel Actuary Legal  staf Driver

8 Optometrist Psychologist Retail  worker Secretary/PA Mechanic

9 Physical  therapist Financial  adviser Property  agent Technician Logistics personnel

10 Computer systems 

analyst

Teacher Brand  manager Accountant Accountant

Table  2 .1 .2  shows the  ten least sought-ater j obs  in 201 3  in the  

United S tates,  based on a recent opinion poll.

One  signicant change  that has  happened,  especially with the  

improvements  in ICT,  has  been an increase  in occupational and 

geographical mobility.  Today it is  much easier or individuals  to  

determine  growing  occupations   occupations  or which the  number 

o positions  will be  expanding  and which occupations  are  contracting.  

Traditional mail services,  or example,  are  decreasing the  need or 

letter carriers  because  o email,  electronic banking and online  bill 

payment services.  For letter carriers,  or other individuals  in contracting 

proessions,  it  is  relatively easily to  learn which occupations  are  growing 

and then seek to  acquire  the  necessary skills  or those  positions.  Thus,  

occupational mobility is  more  common than in earlier eras.

S imilarly,  ICT also  provides  opportunities  to  match people  seeking 

positions  with countries  or  regions  with shortages  o people  with 

certain skills .  The  United Kingdom and B elgium,  or  example,  have  

shortages  o both nurses  and ches .  Many countries  have  shortages  

o  pharmacists  and ICT proessionals .  B eore  the  ICT revolution,  

matching  skilled people  to  p laces  where  they were  needed was  vastly 

more  challenging than it  is  today.  ICT allows  or  aster  processing o 

data  (who  has  what skills  and what skills  are  needed in  particular 

geographic  regions) .  Then,  ICT allows  or  easier  dissemination o 

that inormation.  Recently,  BBC  News  ran an  article  that contained 

an interactive  schematic  showing what types  o skilled employees  

dierent countries  needed. 1  A result  o this  improved inormation is  

that many people  are  migrating because  o work.

Changes in  work practices
Not only have  the  types  o j obs  changed.  The  nature  o work routines  

has  changed as  businesses  have  responded to  greater demands or more  

fexible  working practices.

Work practices in  decline

Full-time work When employees work the maximum hours per 

week accepted by law ( or example,  working 

35  hours a week in Europe) .

Permanent 

contracts

An employee  who has  been hired or a  position 

without a  predetermined time limit.

1  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-21938085

Table 2.1.2.  The ten  least sought-ater 

jobs in  2013  in  the United  States

USA 2013

1 News reporter

2 Lumberjack

3 Mil itary  personnel

4 Actor

5 Oil  rig worker

6 Dairy  armer

7 Meter reader

8 Mail  carrier

9 Rooer

10 Flight attendant

Source:  http://www.careercast.com/

jobs-rated/worst-jobs-2013

Student workpoint 2.2

Be refective

Look at the  jobs  listed in tables  

2 .1 .1  and 2 .1 .2 .  Do  any results  

surprise  you?  What actors  

are  likely to  infuence  peoples  

opinions?  Do  you think money is  

the  only consideration?
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Work practices on  the increase

Part-time 

work

When employees work less  than the ull-time 

weekly maximum hours.

Temporary Work that is  on a  fxed-term contract usually o a  

temporary nature  ( or example,  to  cover maternity 

leave) .  The  employee  would normally sign up  to  an 

agency who fnds  work or the  employee.

Freelance When someone who is  sel-employed works or 

several dierent employers  at the  same time.

Teleworking Work taking place  rom home or a  

telecommunication centre.  Usually the  employee  

would have  a  core  number o hours  he  or she  has  

to  work at the  ofce,  the  remainder rom home.

Homeworking When an employee  works  rom home.  Usually 

the  employee  would have  a  core  number o hours  

he  or she  has  to  work at the  ofce,  the  remainder 

rom home.

Flexitime Work involving a set number o hours  o an 

employees  own choosing.  Usually the  employee  

would have  a  core  number o hours  he  or she  has  

to  work at the  ofce;  the  rest is  up  to  the  employee.

Casual Fridays When an employee  is  allowed to  wear less  ormal 

dress  on a  Friday so  that it is  easier to  go  away at 

the  weekends.

Three-day 

weekend

Instead o working,  say,  fve  days  o eight hours,  the  

employee  works  our days  o ten hours  and so  has  a  

three-day weekend.

Student workpoint  
2.3

Be an  inquirer

Talk to  people  you 

know  teachers,  parents  

and riends  about their 

work.  What can you fnd 

out about the  ways  in 

which they work  does  

everyone work a similar 

number o hours  per 

work?  Are  these  hours  

fxed?  Where  do  they 

work rom?

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Work-life balance in  France

I n  2000,  the  French  government reduced  the  statutory  

working week rom  39  hours  to  35  hours.  Now,  under 

a  new dea l ,  French  employers ederations  and  un ions 

have  signed  a  lega l ly  b ind ing labour agreement that 

requ ires  employers  to  make  sure  staf d isconnect 

outside  o working hours.

The  dea l ,  which  afects  around  250,000  employees  

in  the  technology  and  consu ltancy  sectors  ( includ ing 

the  French  sectors  o Google,  Facebook,  Delo itte  and  

PwC) ,  means  that employees  wi l l  have  to  resist the  

temptation  to  look a t work-related  materia l  on  their 

computers  or phoneduring their ree  time.  Companies  

must ensure  that their employees  come  under no  

pressure  to  do  so.  

Exam-style questions
Expla in  the  impact on  a )  employers  and   

b )  employees  o th is  new change.  [6  marks]

D iscuss the  impact th is  change  m ight have   

on  the  cu l ture  o businesses in  France.  [8  marks]
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Changes in  work preferences
Instead o working continuously or 20  to  30  years  or the  same 

business,  many employees  are  now adapting their work routines  to  suit 

changing liestyles.  These  are  some o the  most common methods:

  Career  breaks    an  employee  decides  to  s top  working  or  a  

time,  usually  a  year  or  more ,  beore  returning  to  work in  the  

same  career.  S ometimes  the  employer  ormalizes  this  and agrees  

to  take  the  employee  back ater  the  break  this  is  known as  a  

 sabbatical .

  Job share   two or more  employees  decide  to  share  a  j ob  in order to  

ree  up  more  time or other activities.

  Downshifting   an employee  gives  up  a  senior position or highly 

paid employment in order to  change  career into  another lower-paid 

feld or area o interest.

  Study leave   an employee  is  granted time o work to  acquire  a  

new qualifcation such as  an MBA.

outsucing and fshing as Hr stategies
HR costs  can be  signifcant or many businesses,  particularly or service-

based businesses  operating in the  tertiary or quaternary sectors.  Many 

businesses  have  thereore  adapted their HR plans to  match the  changes  

in work patterns,  practices,  and preerences.  In doing so,  they cut costs  

and gain a  competitive  advantage.

One method has  been outsourcing  ( also  known as  subcontracting or 

contracting out work) .  Outsourcing occurs  when a business  cuts  back on 

its  operations  to  ocus  on its  core  activities.  This  way,  it does  not need to  

employ as  many workers.

Imagine  a smartphone company with current annual salary costs  or 

design,  manuacturing,  and distribution o US$42  million per year,  as  

shown in Figure  2 .1 .3 .

Distribution  (500 workers)  

with  an  annual  salary  bi l l  

of US$15  mil l ion

Manufacturing (1 ,000 workers)  

with  an  annual  salary  bi l l  

of US$25  mil l ion

Design  team (50 workers)  

with  an  annual  salary  bi l l  

of US$2 mil l ion

Figure 2.1.3.  Smartphone manufacturer before using outsourcing

However,  i the business were to outsource manuacturing and distribution,  

it would have US$40 million available,  as shown in Figure 2 .1 .4.

Design  team (50 workers)  

with  an  annual  salary  bi l l  

of US$2 mil l ion

Figure 2.1.4.  Smartphone manufacturer 

after using outsourcing
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Although the  business  would have  to  pay subcontractors  to  complete  

the  work,  it  could cut costs  by doing this.  The  subcontractors  are  likely 

to  be  specialists  in  either manuacturing or  distribution.  They probably 

have  ewer inefciencies  and greater  productivity in  these  areas  o 

expertise  and so  would most likely charge  less  than the  cost  o the  

smartphone  business  doing the  work itsel.

In  addition  to  the  lower  production  costs  (which can be  calculated 

by  the  cost  to  buy/cost  to  make  ormulas  in  Unit  3 ) ,  the  smartphone 

business  not  only  saves  on  its  wage  b ill.  It  will  also  save  on  all  the  

other  costs  o   employing  people .  Medical,  maternity,  and holiday 

pay,  pensions,  and other  beneits  that  businesses  provide  to  ull- time 

employees  are  extremely expensive .  In  the  United S tates ,  as  a   rule  

o   thumb ,  these  beneits  are  typically  equal  to  5 0  per  cent o   an 

employees  salary.  Thus,  the  cost  saving  is  likely  to  be  even  greater 

than  the  US$40  million wage  b ill.  B y  outsourcing,  the  business  saves  

s igniicant amounts  o   money.  The  beneit  to  the  business  is  not  j ust 

the  cost  savings .  Now,  it  can  ocus  on  its  core  activity    designing 

innovative  products .

An extension o  outsourcing  is  oshoring :  when a  business  

outsources  outside  its  home  country.  With  improved global 

communication,  o shoring  has  been a  growth area  in  the  modern 

business  environment.  Businesses  take  advantage  o  the  huge  wage  

dierences  between workers  doing  the  same  j ob  but  in  dierent 

areas  o   the  world.  Many customer service  call  centres ,  or  example ,  

have  been oshored rom the  United Kingdom and the  United S tates ,  

where  wages  are  high,  to  India,  where  many people  speak English 

luently  and wages  are  ar  lower.

Why oshoring?

Simple  mathematics  is  oten the  answer:

  In the  USA,  an architect might be  paid $3 ,000  a month.  An 

architect in the  Philippines  would get around 250  a month.

  A Java programmer earns  $60,000  a year in the  United States  

and makes $5 ,000  annually in India.

Through outsourcing,  businesses can cut their operational costs by  

2040 percent.

British Airways calculates  that it saves  US$23  million a year or 

every 1 ,000  jobs  it relocates  to  India.

Adapted  rom http://www.economist.com/media/globalexecutive/outsourcing_

revolution_e_02.pd

Examples  o typical business  unctions that can be  outsourced include:

  in marketing ,  using an advertising agency

  in operations management,  licensing a producer to  make your 

product

  in HR ,  employing an agency to  headhunt  potential sta

  in fnance ,  hiring accountants  to  run an external audit.

ETHICS
I t is  easy  to  say  that,  because 

production  costs are cheaper 

elsewhere,  then  production  

should  be moved  ofshore.  

But there are many  ethical  

impl ications or businesses to  

consider.  Think about the  people 

in  the original  location,  and  the 

people in  the ofshore location   

what efect wil l  of-shoring have 

on  them? Hold  a  debate arguing 

or and  against ofshoring or a  

business o your choice.

Key terms

Outsourcing

when a  business subcontracts 

a  process,  such  a  

manuacturing or packaging,  

to  another business or 

organization

Ofshoring

outsourcing a  process or 

service to  another country  in  

order to  reduce costs
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the impac o innovaion,  ehical  consideraions,  

and culural  diferences
Innovation,  ethical considerations,  and cross-cultural dierences  can also  

have  an impact on the  HR plan and the  businesss  ability to  implement it 

successully.

Innovation
Innovation or its  opposite   inertia  can have  a  major impact on the  

HR plan.  A business  committed to  being innovative  must have  a  greater 

strategic ocus  on HR than any other business  unction.  Innovations 

come rom people.  The  business  will not be  successully innovative  

unless  it recruits  and retains  the  right people.  Developing a supportive  

and stimulating business  environment  a  vital part o HR planning  

will help  the  creative  process.

A business  such as  Google  prides itsel on being innovative  and employing 

creative individuals.  The Google  oce  shown in Figure  2 .1 .5  refects   

this  approach.

Figure 2.1.5.  One o Googles ofces

Ethical  considerations
A strong connection has  always  existed between HR planning and 

ethical behaviour.  HR plans are  based on relationships,  which are  

refected in the  way that the  business  treats  its  employees.  Not only 

should businesses  treat their employees  ethically,  today it must do  

so.  With the  Internet,  people  have  greater ability to  send and receive  

inormation.  Social network sites,  in particular,  can be  places  where  

employees  treated badly can tell other how they have  been treated.  As  

a  result,  businesses  have  to  be  careul to  act in an ethical manner  or at 

the  least to  create  that appearance.
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Ethical issues  that might be  addressed through the  HR plan can be  seen 

in Figure  2 .1 .6 .

Ethical

issues in  

the HR plan

Performance

appraisal

Right  to

privacy

Lay-os 

and/or 

redundancies

Restructuring

Employment

Discrimination

Health  &

safety

Salaries and

nancial

renumeration

Figure 2.1.6.  Ethical  issues in  the HR plan

One example  o how improved inormation in the  contemporary era has  

intersected with ethical considerations involved executive  compensation 

in the  banking sector.  Through the  news and other orms o ICT,  a  

perception emerged that some executives  were  awarding themselves  

excessive  salaries  and other orms o fnancial rewards  not matched 

by their perormance.  Many stakeholders  in the  banking sector got 

very angry about this  situation.  As  a  result,  many changes  occurred in 

fnancial packages  to  executives  o many banks.

Cultural  d iferences

Cultural dierences  can also  have  a  signifcant eect on the  HR 

plan or any business  that employs  a  multicultural workorce.  Such 

businesses  would naturally include  multinational businesses  operating 

in dierent countries.  Many domestic businesses  also  employ migrant 

workers.  Lastly,  the  citizenry o many countries  is  increasingly diverse,  

as  children o migrant workers  grow up  as  citizens  in their parents  

adopted country.  Businesses  that adapt their HR plan to  suit a  more  

varied cultural workorce  are  more  likely to  be  successul with a  

diverse  workorce,  especially i  their markets  are  as  diverse  as  their 

workorce.
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In the  HR context,  Figure  2 .1 .7  highlights  some o the  actors  that might 

aect the  cultural expectations o a  businesss  employees.

Cultural

dierences

Power

distance

Individual ism

Mascul in ity

Uncerta inty

avoidance

Long-term

orientationHumour

Personal

space

Body

language

Dress

Figure 2.1.7.  Cultural  d iferences in  the HR plan

The concept o power distance  was  developed by Geert Hostede  to  

indicate  the  acceptance  by society o inequality.

According to  Hostede,  employees rom a society with a high level o 

power distance would not expect to  be  consulted and included in decision 

making.  They are  more accepting o authority.  Employees rom countries  

with a low score would expect the opposite.  Some example scores rom 

Hostedes  power distance index (PDI)  are shown in Table 2 .1 .3 .

As  this  one  axis  o dierence  shows,  people  rom dierent parts  o 

the  world and rom dierent cultures  have  dierent expectations.  

Training people  to  work in diverse  workorces  can reduce  potential 

misunderstanding and riction that can emerge  rom cultural dierences.  

It can also  help  businesses  to  take  advantage  o one  o the  most 

important benefts  o a  diverse  workorce:  increased innovation and 

creativity.  Innovation occurs  when people  see  a  problem and solve  it.  

When people  rom dierent backgrounds are  gathered together to  solve  

problems,  the  diversity o perspectives  increases  the  likelihood that a  

successul and novel solution will be  ound.
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Table 2.1.3.  PDI  scores for selected  countries

Country PDI Country PDI

Malaysia 104 Spain 57

Panama 95 Pakistan 55

Phil ippines 94 Japan 54

Mexico 81 Italy 50

China 80 Argentina 49

Egypt 80 South  Africa 49

Saudi  Arabia 80 Hungary 46

Ecuador 78 United  States 40

Indonesia 78 Netherlands 38

India 77 Austral ia 36

Singapore 74 Costa  Rica 35

Brazil 69 Germany 35

France 68 United  Kingdom 35

Hong Kong 68 Switzerland 34

Thailand 64 Finland 33

Zambia 64 Norway 31

Chile 63 Sweden 31

Portugal 63 Ireland 28

Uruguay 61 New Zealand 22

Greece 60 Denmark 18

South  Korea 60 Israel 13

Iran 58 Austria 11

Taiwan 58

Source:  http://www.clearlycultural .com/geert-hofstede-cultural-  

d imensions/power-distance-index/
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revision checklist

  Human resource  planning is  a  strategy to  ensure  that employees  are  

selected,  used and developed in the  most eective  way.

  Labour turnover is  the  movement o employees  in and out o a  

business  over a  given period o time.  

  Human resource  planning can be  infuences  by both internal and 

external actors.

  The most common steps  in the  process  o recruitment are  

identication,  application and selection.

  On-the- job  training takes  place  as  part o day-to-day work.  It is  

usually led by an experienced employee  who can act as  a  mentor to  

the  trainee.

  O- the- job  training allows employees  time o work to  attend 

external training.

  Cognitive  training is  not ocussed on a particular aspect o the  

business  but helps  employees  to  develop their thinking skills.

   B ehavioural training helps  employees  develop  interpersonal skills.

  Appraisals  allow employees  and their employers  to  review 

perormance  during a given timerame.  The  main methods  are:  

ormative,  summative,  360  degree  and sel-appraisal.

  Employees  may leave  a  business  due  to  termination,  dismissal or 

redundancy.

  As working practices  and patterns  have  changed,  businesses  have  

had to  adapt their HR strategies.

  Outsourcing occurs  when organizations  contract other organizations 

to  carry out certain unctions,  allowing them to  concentrate  on core  

activities.

  Oshoring is  when unctions  are  outsourced to  another country,  

perhaps  because  labour is  cheaper or production is  quicker.
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Practice question

Dome Hospital in Ghana

Today,  1 3  000  nurses  who were  trained in sub-Saharan Arican countries  

such as  Ghana work in Australia,  the  United Kingdom (UK) ,  Canada and 

the  United S tates  (US) .  Recently,  the  UK has  saved millions o US$  in the  

cost o training UK nurses  by recruiting Ghanaian ones.  The  government 

o Ghana,  however,  had spent a  similar amount in training the  same 

nurses  who now work in the  UK.

The migration o nurses  is  driven by workorce  shortages  in countries  

such as  the  US  and the  UK.  Given these  demographic changes,  Dome 

Hospital in Ghana is  experiencing severe  diculty in recruiting locally 

trained nurses.

Recruitment agencies  in Ghana have  tried a  number o dierent 

methods  to  encourage  Ghanaian nurses  to  come back home.  They have  

used recruitment events  and have  set up  a  web site  to  attract nurses  to  

ll vacancies.  They also  oer improved pay and working conditions,  

a  ree  fight home and payment o moving expenses.  Dome Hospital is  

considering the  introduction o j ob  enrichment schemes to  increase   

non-nancial motivation.

Dome Hospital has  conducted primary research with Ghanaian nurses  

working in the  UK and has  discovered that they have  encountered a lack 

o opportunities  or experience  and promotion.

Dome Hospital has  been approached by Afua,  a  non-governmental 

organization (NGO) ,  which is  concerned about Ghanaian hospitals  

ability to  retain nurses.  Afua is  determined to  help  and is  calling or 

changes  in international law to  reduce  the  mobility o nurses  rom 

developing to  developed countries.  Afua will probably oer Dome Hospital 

advice  and guidance  on recruitment and retention,  but not direct 

unding.  Afua,  however,  has  considerable  knowledge  o other NGOs with 

nancial resources.

[Source:  adapted  from http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/98545.php,   

21  September 2009]

a)  Dene the  term primary research .  [2  marks]

b)   Explain two  non-nancial rewards that Dome Hospital could  

use  to  encourage  Ghanaian nurses  to  stay in Ghana.  [6 marks]

c)  Analyse  the  likely benets  or Dome Hospital o  

Afuas support.  [5 marks]

d)  Discuss  the  advantages  and  disadvantages  o Dome Hospitals 

recruitment strategy.  [7 marks]

IB ,  May 201 1
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4.3  Sales forecasting (HL only)

Even the  most chaotic of start-ups with more  than one  owner must 

have  some sense  of organization,  roles,  and responsibilities,  at least if 

the  business  is  to  survive.  When a business  succeeds  and grows,  then 

it must develop a formal plan clearly outlining the  structure  of the  

organization.  An organizational structure  formally represents  the  roles  

and responsibilities  of a  business,  as  well as  the  reporting lines  between 

individuals  in the  business.

organizatinal  charts

The most common form of presenting the  structure  of an organization  

is  through an organizational chart   a  diagram that outlines  the   

formal roles,  responsibilities,  and reporting lines.  An example  is  given  

in Figure  2 .2 .1 .

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Dene the ol lowing terminology  to  acil itate  understanding o 

d iferent types o organizational  structures:

  delegation

  span  o control  

  levels o h ierarchy

  chain  o command

  bureaucracy

  central ization

  decentral ization

  de-layering

  Describe the ol lowing types o organization  charts:

  at/horizontal

  tal l/vertical

  hierarchical

  by  product

  by  unction

  by  region

  Explain  changes in  organizational  structures (such  as project-based  

organization,  Handys Shamrock Organization)

  Describe how cultural  d iferences and  innovation  in  communication  

technologies may  impact on  communication  in  an  organization

2.2  Organizational  structure
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CEO

Production

executive

Assistant 2Assistant 1 Assistant 2Assistant 2Assistant 2 AssistantAssistant 1

Junior

Assistant 1Assistant 1

Marketing

executive

Finance

executive

HR

executive

Administration

executive

PA (to  CEO)

Figure 2.2.1.  An  organizational  chart for a  business

Terminology

Figure  2 .2 .1  shows a typical organizational chart or a  business.   

A ew terms help  describe  the  organizational structure  in an 

organizational chart:

  Levels  of hierarchy   this  term reers  to  how many levels  o 

responsibility are  in a  business.  Each level indicates  a  level o 

seniority in the  business.  In this  case,  our levels  range  rom most 

senior,  the  chie executive  ofcer (CEO) ,  to  the  most junior,  the  

 junior  working in the  marketing department.

Each level o hierarchy indicates  line managers   people  who have  

the  authority to  make decisions  and who bear responsibility or the  

outcomes o those  decisions.

Note that the  personal assistant (PA)  to  the  CEO  is  not included in 

the  levels  o hierarchy.  This  employee  is  known as  a  staff manager   

someone with the  authority to  communicate  a  decision made by the  

CEO  without the  responsibility or that decision.  Other types  o sta 

managers  could be  secretarial and administrative  sta.

  Chain of command   this  is  the  ormal route  by which a decision 

must travel through the  organization.  Traditionally,  decisions  travel 

rom the  top  o the  organization downwards  and are  thereore  

oten reerred to  as  commands.  In this  case,  i the  CEO  wants  to  

communicate  with the  junior in the  marketing department,  then 

the  message  would pass  through the  chain:  rom the  CEO  to  the  

marketing executive  then to  marketing assistant 1 ,  and fnally to   

the  junior.

Note that the  PA is  outside  the  chain o command but o course  would 

be  the  one  typically to  communicate  the  message.

  Span of control    Span o control reers  to  how many 

subordinates  are  directly under the  authority o a  manager and 

whom managers  are  responsible  or.  In this  case,  the  span o control 

o the  CEO  is  fve.  Note  the  various  assistants  and the  j unior are  not 

included in the  span o control and nor would be  any sta manager 

such as  the  PA.
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The ollowing terms are  relevant to  how an organization is  structured 

though not necessarily to  an organizational chart:

  Delegation   this  occurs  when a manager gives  authority or 

a  particular decision but not the  responsibility or the  outcome 

o that decision.  That remains  with the  manager.  Delegation is  

more  likely when the  span o control is  wide.  A manager who 

has  a  narrow span o control usually keeps  a  tighter control on 

all decisions.

  Centralization   a  high degree  o centralization indicates  that 

all major decision making is  maintained within a small group o 

managers  operating close  to  the  head o the  business.  This  type  o 

organizational structure  is  usually associated with businesses  that 

have  many levels  o hierarchy and narrow spans  o control  so  that 

key managers  can keep  more  eective  control o their subordinates.  

Delegation rarely happens  in such an organization and leadership  is  

more  likely to  be  autocratic.

  Decentralization    this  is  the  opposite  o centralization.  In a  

decentralized organization senior managers  may maintain core  

strategic decisions,  but other decision-making authority is  delegated 

to  middle  managers.  This  type  o organizational structure  is  usually 

associated with businesses  that have  ewer levels  o hierarchy 

and wider spans  o control  so  that key managers  allow greater 

reedoms to  their subordinates.  Delegation is  more  likely to   

happen in such an organization and leadership  is  more  likely to   

be  democratic .

  Bureaucracy   originally a  term reerring to  non-elected ocials  

serving in government,  today this  term means any administrative  

system.  In business  the  term indicates  the  relative  importance  o 

rules  and procedures.  An organization that is  bureaucratic  has  

many rules  and procedures  and set ways  o doing things.  Personal 

initiative,  fexible  thinking and delegation are  not expected.  This  type  

o organizational structure  is  usually associated with businesses  that 

are  well established and have  been operating or many years.  As  such 

they are  more  likely to  have  many levels  o hierarchy.  Typically,  such 

organizations  require  paperwork to  get tasks  accomplished and have  

red tape  to  show that procedures  have  been correctly ollowed.  

Delegation is  not likely.

  De-layering    this  occurs  when a  business  reduces  the  levels  

o hierarchy by removing layers  o management.  This  business  

strategy is  usually associated with businesses  that are  well 

established and have  been operating or  many years.  As  such 

they are  more  likely to  have  built  up  many levels  o hierarchy.  

The  concept o de- layering is  intended to  reduce  bureaucracy and 

increase  the  decision-making capability o middle  managers.  De-

layering typically reduces  costs  as  the  business  does  not have  to  

employ so  many levels  o managers.
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TOK discussion

Why can  organizational  charts 

be misleading? 

Figure 2.2.2.  Organizational   

structure by  hierarchy

Senior managers

Middle  managers

Junior managers

Supervisors

Workers

Types of organizational  chart
There  are  many dierent types  o organizational structure.  The  most 

common are  described below.

Tall  organizational  structure

A tall organizational structure  is  the  traditional organizational orm 

o a  business  and is  common in well-established businesses.  It has  the  

ollowing eatures:

  many levels  o hierarchy

  narrow spans  o control

  centralized decision making

  long chains  o command

  autocratic leadership

  limited delegation.

Flat  organizational  structure

A fat organizational structure  is  a  modication 

o the  more  traditional structure  and has  become 

popular with businesses  set up  since  the  1 960s  or 

with those  attempting to  reinvent themselves.  Flat 

organizations  have  the  ollowing eatures:

  ew levels  o hierarchy

  wider spans  o control

  decentralized decision making

  shorter ( though more  diuse)  chains  o command

  democratic leadership

  increased delegation.

Organizational  structure by  hierarchy

Another way to  show an organizational structure  is  by showing 

hierarchy.  Individuals  at the  top  have  more  authority than those  

below them.  This  is  the  traditional way o presenting an organizational 

structure  and is  shown in Figure  2 .2 .2 .

Organizational  structure by  function

An organizational structure  can be  presented by unction  indicating 

what employees  do.  Employees  are  grouped by department ( see   

Figure  2 .2 .3 ) .  They will then be  organized by seniority.

Production Marketing Finance HR Administration

Board  of 

d irectors

Figure 2.2.3.  Organizational  structure by  function
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Organizational  structure by  product

Another typical way o presenting an organizational structure  is  by what 

the  business  produces.  For example,  Figure  2 .2 .4 shows a publisher 

organized by what types  o books it produces.

Fiction Educational
Current

aairs
Translations

Technical

manuals

Board  of 

d irectors

Figure 2.2.4.  Organizational  structure by  product

Organizational  structure by  region

A urther typical way o presenting an organizational structure  is  

according to  where  the  business  operations  are.  Figure  2 .2 .5  shows an 

example  structure  or a  multinational corporation.

Asia Americas Europe Africa Oceania

Head  oce

(Germany)

Figure 2.2.5.  Organizational  structure by  region

changes in  organizational  strutures

As well as  these  standard types  o organizational structure,  some 

businesses  have  attempted to  adapt their structure  to  take  account o 

changes  in the  business  environment.  Two examples  o this  are:

  project-based organization

  shamrock organization.

Project-based  organization

This  structure  is  designed to  be  more  fexible  and responsive  to  market 

demands.  In  a  proj ect-based organizational structure,  a  businesss  

human resources  are  organized around many proj ects.  Proj ect-based 

organizations  have  proj ect managers  who  run teams  o employees  

ocusing on individual proj ects.  Ater the  proj ect is  completed,  the  

team is  split  up  and reassembled to  begin another proj ect.  Typically,  

many teams  operate  at  once,  but they have  no  need to  interact with 

each other because  each team is  ocused on completing its  own 

proj ect.  Each team borrows  members  o dierent departments  to  

complete  the  proj ect such as  accountants,  operations  managers  and 

marketing specialists .
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1  Handy,  C,  1989,  The Age of Unreason ,  Harvard  Business School ,  Boston  MA,  USA

Core 

Temporary Contractual

Figure 2.2.6.  The shamrock model

This  type  o business  structure  is  common in construction or  IT,   

where  businesses  are  oten under contract to  run a  number o 

dierent proj ects  at  the  same  time.  It  is  also  known as  a  matrix 

structure  as  oten the  organizational teams  are  shown as  a  matrix  

( see  Table  2 . 2 . 1 ) .

Table 2.2.1.  Matrix of organizational  teams

Operations 

management

Finance Marketing HR Administration

Project 1  manager 4 employees 2  employees 1  employee 1  employee 1  employee 

Project 2  manager 3  employees 2  employees 2  employees 2  employees 1  employee 

Project 3  manager 3  employees 2  employees 1  employee 1  employee 1  employee 

Project 4 manager 3  employees 2  employees 2  employees 2 employees 1  employee 

Project 5  manager 3  employees 2  employees 1  employee 1  employee 1  employee 

Shamrock organizations
This  type  o organization is  based on a model suggested by the  Irish 

management theorist Charles  Handy1.

He  argued that businesses  can be  more  exible  by taking advantage  o 

the  changes in the  external environment and its  impact on workorce  

planning.  His  idea uses  the  national symbol o Ireland  the  shamrock  

which is  a  type  o clover and has  three  leaets  on each stem.

The model suggests  that businesses  can reduce  costs,  gain competitive  

advantage  and increase  response  time by trimming their workorce  to  

retain only a  multiskilled core ,  which is  concerned with the  creation 

or delivery o a  product or service.  All other supporting,  non-central 

unctions are  outsourced wherever possible  to  the  periphery:

  The frst lea o the  shamrock represents  the  core managers,  

technicians  and employees  essential to  the  business.

  The second lea Handy calls  the  contractual ringe ,  because  

non-core  activities  are  subcontracted out to  specialist businesses.

  The third lea consists  o a  fexible workorce  made  up  o 

part-time,  temporary,  and seasonal workers.

Communication

An important element o the  organizational structure  is  how a business  

communicates  with its  stakeholders.  Communication is  integral to  how 

a business  unctions.  Successul businesses  communicate  eectively with 

both their internal and their external stakeholders.
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Communication can take  two routes:  formal communication,  which 

is  channelled through the  organizational structure,  and informal 

communication outside  the  proper  channels.  The  communication loop  

in Figure  2 .2 .7  shows the  process  by which a message  is  communicated.

Sender Media Receiver

Feedback

Background  

Figure 2.2.7.  The process o communicating a  message

The sender of the  message  is  said to  encode the  message  by deciding 

what form the  message  should take,  then the  sender chooses  what he  

or she  considers  the  appropriate  media through which to  deliver the  

message.  The  receiver is  the  person who gets  the  message  and decodes it.

If the  message  has  been delivered successfully,  then the  sender should 

receive  some form of feedback to  show that the  message  has  been 

understood and acted upon successfully.  However,  the  message  may not 

get through clearly  because  of so-called background noise.  Background 

noise  can be  anything from the  wrong choice  of media to  something 

outside  the  control of either party.  Background noise  can even be  due  to  

deliberate  interference.

Communication can take  several forms using a  variety of different 

media,  which increases  the  likelihood that the  message  will get across.  

Sometimes,  different methods of communication are  combined.  The  

most common forms of communication include  the  following.

Verbal

This  communication relies  on the  spoken word.  Formal verbal 

communication occurs  in:

  interviews

  meetings

  lectures

  presentations

  telephone conversations  ( recorded) .

Informal verbal communication might include:

  face-to- face  conversations

  gossiping

  telephone conversations  (unrecorded) .

 Open plan  ofces l ike this are becoming 

more common. What eect could  

this have on  ormal  and  inormal  

communication?
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Verbal communication can be quick,  direct and eective,  especially i 

combined with other orms o communication.  It also allows or immediate  

eedback.  However,  the message can be misunderstood i the sender uses  

the wrong language,  does not speak clearly,  or does not allow or eedback.

Visual

This  orm o communication relies  on sight.  Formal visual 

communication can take  place  through:

  presentations

  videos

  notice  boards

  signs

  sign language

  symbols

  maps.

Inormal visual communication might include:

  body language

  gestures.

Visual communication can be  eective  as  it can be  permanent,  

recognizable,  and immediate.  However,  this  type  o communication 

can be  dicult,  especially or those  who have  limited sight or i the  

communication is  not positioned appropriately.  It can also  be  less  

eective  i the  image  or picture  requires  interpretation,  as  some cultures  

may respond dierently to  the  same image.

Written

Written communication relies  on the  written word.  Formal written 

communication is  ound in:

  reports

  letters

  notices

  bulletins

  orms

  press  releases.

Inormal written communication might include:

  memos*

  emails*

  texts

  blogs.

Written communication can be  eective.  Records o the  message may be  

kept,  and written communication can be  amended or revised.  However,  

written communication can be  considered impersonal and oten the  

tone  o the  message may be lost.  In addition,  eedback is  not immediate.

* In  some organizations,  memos and  emails would  be considered  formal  communication.

Student workpoint  
2.4

Be refective

What would be  the  most 

appropriate  method o 

communication in these  

situations:

 your manager needs  

to  tell all sta that 

the  oce  will be  

closed tomorrow 

or emergency 

maintenance

 you want to  persuade  

your managers  that 

your new product 

idea is  a  good one.  

You have  done lots  

o research and 

have  gures  and 

data to  back up  your 

arguments

 a new product is  

launching globally in 

two months  time.  It 

will be  the  rst o its  

kind and you want it 

to  sell well

You might choose  more  

than one  method or each 

scenario.  Think about 

what infuences  your 

choices  so  that you can 

justiy your decision.
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revision checklist

  Delegation occurs  when a manager gives authority or a particular 

decision to  someone else.  The manager still holds responsibility or the  

outcome o that decision.

  The span o control is  how many employees are  directly under the  

authority o a  particular manager.

  A level o hierarchy is  a  level o responsibility within a business.

  The chain o command is  the  ormal route  though which a decision 

must travel.  Usually,  decisions are  made at the  highest level and are  

communicated down.

  Bureaucarcy reers  to  rules  and procedures  within an organization.

  Centralization occurs  when the majority o decisions are  made by a  

small group o individuals  in a senior position within the  business.

  Decentralization is  ound where decisions are  made by middle  

managers.  Senior management is  likely to  retain control o key 

strategic decisions.

  De-layering occurs when a business  reduces  the levels  o hierarchy by 

removing layers o management.

  A fat organizational structure  has ew levels  o hierarchy and tends to  

have a wide span o control.  Decision making is  decentralized.

  A tall structure has  many levels  o hierarchy and narrow spans o 

control Leadership  tends to  be  autocratic and decision making in 

centralized.

  Organizational structures  can be  organized by hierarchy,  by unction,  

by product or by region.
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Practice question

Casas  Carreras

Paolo  Carreras,  ounder o Casas Carreras in 1 950,  had a vision to  become 

the  largest retailer in B razil.  He  ran his  business  in a  very autocratic 

ashion.  Casas Carreras always  had a tall organizational structure.  

Managers  were  always  expected to  consult Paolo  on major decisions.

Consequently,  decision-making was  slow and salespeople  complained 

that their ideas  were  rarely communicated to  senior management.

By 2001 ,  Casas Carreras had become the  largest retail chain store  in 

B razil.  As  many o the  items Casas Carreras sells  are  large  household 

items ( such as  stoves,  rerigerators  and washing machines)  a  key driver 

o this  growth was  credit cards  being made available  to  most B razilians.  

However,  sales  growth at Casas Carreras has  slowed in recent years.

Paolo  died in 2006  and ownership  o the  business  was  passed to  his  

daughter Suzanna.

Suzanna believes  that the  business  is  too  bureaucratic:  she  is  planning to  

make it more  fexible  and more  responsive  to  market needs.  She  believes  

the  managers  do  not have  sucient incentives  and is  proposing to  oer 

them greater reedom by creating a  fatter organizational structure.  They 

will have  greater independence  as  long as  they meet revenue and prot 

targets.  Suzanna proposes  that a  store  manager would have  the  right to  

cut prices  by as  much as  1 0% ,  and a regional manager by up  to  25% ,  

without consulting executive  management.

At present,  salespeople  are  paid a  monthly salary o $350.  Suzanna 

wants  to  reduce  the  monthly salary to  $200  ( the  minimum wage  as  

required by law)  but salespeople  will be  able  to  improve  their income 

by earning 5%  commission on sales.  As  a  result,  the  average  salesperson 

could earn $500  per month.

a)  Analyse  one  advantage  and one  disadvantage  o changing the  

organization o Casas Carreras rom a tall to  a  fatter structure.   

 [5 marks]

b)  Evaluate  the  impact o the  proposed payment scheme or  

salespeople  on their j ob  satisaction,  motivation and productivity.   

 [7 marks]

IB ,  Nov.  2009
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2.3  Leadership  and  management

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Outl ine  the  key  unctions o management

  Describe management versus leadership

  Discuss the ol lowing leadership  styles:

  autocratic

  paternal istic

  democratic

  la issez-aire

  situational

  Explain  how ethical  considerations and  cultural  d iferences may  

inuence leadership  and  management styles in  an  organization

Management is  made up o the people  in organizations charged with 

making sure tasks,  whether large or small,  are  accomplished.  They are  

not the people  who do the work o the organizations.  Rather,  they are  

the people  with a special set o responsibilities who ensure  that the work 

o the company is  perormed.  For example,  in a television manuacturing 

company,  those in management roles  are  not actually making the  

televisions on the shop foor.  Rather,  they have some supervisory role  

making sure televisions are  made,  and made according to  company 

standards.  Management covers a range.  Top management includes the  

CEO  and the various people  in charge o each o the major business  

unctions (HR,  accounting and nance,  marketing,  and operations  

management) .  Other levels  o management exist,  all the way down to  the  

foor supervisors.  To  some degree,  even they are  part o management.

the key funcions of managemen
In Administration  Industrielle et Gnrale (1 91 6) ,  Henri Fayol1  outlined 

ve  major unctions  o management based upon his  experiences  as  a  

manager at a  large  French coal mine:

Planning   managers  must plan.  They must set strategic objectives,  

tactical objectives,  even operational objectives,  all o which have  

implications  throughout the  organization.

Organizing   managers  must then make sure  that the  business  has  

sucient resources  to  achieve  its  objectives.  This  process  requires  careul 

organization,  as  too  many resources  tie  up  too  much capital;  too  ew 

mean that the  organizations  objectives  cannot be  met.

1  Fayol ,  Henri,  1916,   Administration  Industrielle et Gnrale
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Commanding   managers  must then make sure  that all individuals  

know which duties  they are  to  perorm.  I necessary,  managers  must 

also  make sure  that employees  receive  instruction in how they are  to  

perorm their tasks.

Coordinating   managers  must bring together the  various resources  to  

achieve  objectives.  In many types  o business,  various dierent activities  

are  going on,  with each activity contributing to  the  output o the  

businesses.  Managers  must coordinate  these  activities,  making sure  that 

each activity is  done when and where  it is  supposed to  be.

Controlling    managers  control.  They have  power over a  given 

situation to  achieve  obj ectives.  They have  power to  test,  or   control 

or ,  quality so  that processes  can be  changed i necessary.  They also  

have  power to  expand or reduce  the  scale  o operations  as  conditions  

require.

Fayol argued that these  unctions were  universal and could thereore  be  

applied to  any organization.

Management versus leadership
A manager is  responsible  or planning and overseeing the  work o a  

group,  monitoring the  groups  progress,  and ensuring that the  plan 

is  put into  eect.  A manager thereore  deals  with complexity.  Many 

would argue  that a  manager is  task-oriented;  that is ,  a  manager is  

ocused on getting tasks  accomplished in a  timely manner rather than 

on leading people.  To  get tasks  accomplished,  managers:

  instruct and coordinate  people

  help  subordinates  to  resolve  problems

  generally have  technical expertise  and bring that technical expertise  

to  bear (by setting strict schedules,  precise  instructions)

  have authority by virtue  o their position in the  organization

  generally like  to  make the  organization unction (and thereore  tend 

not to  challenge  the  organization) .

In contrast,  a  leaders  role  is  more  emotional since  a  great leader will 

have  the  ability to  inspire  people  to  ollow him or her voluntarily.  A 

leader spends  a  great deal o time and energy building relationships  and,  

thus,  a  leader is  relationship-oriented.  Leaders:

  motivate  and inspire  with their personal qualities

  oten rely on instincts  even in the  ace  o evidence  that they are  

choosing the  less  sae  option

  have vision  and others  ollow them because  o that vision

  oten have  the  vision that the  organization should be  doing things  

in a  totally dierent way and inspire  the  confdence  that can lead to  

systemic change  and innovation.

TOK discussion

To what degree is it misleading 

to  claim that a  manager and  

a  leader are  d iferent? How 

helpul  is  this terminology?
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Leadership styles

Leadership  styles  can be  categorized as  ollows.

Autocratic

Autocratic leaders  hold on to  as  much power and decision-making 

authority as  they possibly can.  They tend not to  consult (or only 

minimally consult)  employees  when making a decision.  Their orders  

should be  obeyed and employees  should welcome the  structured 

environment and the  rewards  they receive.

This  style  o leadership  is  most likely to  be  used when subordinates  are  

unskilled,  not trusted,  and their ideas  are  not valued.  It is  also  more  

likely in an organization that ocuses  on results  and has  to  make urgent 

decisions  that depend highly on the  manager.  Many in the  military rely 

on an autocratic style,  which is  oten accompanied by very detailed 

instructions  and close  supervision.  In some situations  subordinates  may 

expect  and like   to  be  told what to  do  since  they cannot second-guess.

Autocratic leadership  will probably be  unsuccessul when employees  

have  the  opposite  characteristics  to  those  just described.  Highly skilled 

individuals  who have  experienced democratic systems and who like  to  

do  things  their own way are  unlikely to  tolerate  an autocratic manager  

and may well leave  the  organization.

A beneft o autocratic leadership  is  that lines  o authority are  clear and 

decisions  can be  made quickly.  What the  leader communicates  is  what is  

to  be  ollowed.  Employees  come to  depend on the  guidance  but also  to  

execute  instructions  precisely.  The  major negative  aspect o an autocratic 

leadership  style  is  that employees  tend not to  develop the  ability to  

manage  on their own or to  make decisions.  And rarely,  in any business,  

can the  leader make all the  decisions.

Paternal istic

Paternalistic leadership  shares  some eatures  with autocratic leadership  

in that the  leader has  considerable  authority over employees.  Unlike  

autocratic leaders,  however,  a  paternalistic leader views the  employees  

as   amily   a  fgurative  amily,  certainly,  but a  amily all the  same.  

Paternalistic  derives  rom the  Latin word or  ather ,  which gets  at the  

heart o the  paternalistic style.  Paternalistic leaders  have  great concern 

or the  employees  o the  business.

Paternalistic leaders are  like  parents.  They provide employees with a 

sense  o saety.  The employees come to  believe that,  no matter what,  the  

business  will stand by them.  As  a result,  paternalistic leaders  oten get 

total loyalty,  even blind trust,  rom employees.  I employees like  this  style  

o leadership,  they will probably remain at the business  or a long time 

and become totally committed to  it,  the leader,  and the  leaders  aims.

A positive  aspect o paternalistic leadership  is  that employees  take  

great pride  in the  organization and do  whatever is  necessary to  make 

it successul.  They take  some (fgurative)  ownership  o the  business,  

in part because  they do  not want to  let the  leader down.  However,  

paternalistic leaders  place  great importance  on loyalty,  which may mean 
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that they do  not have  a  ully objective,  critical eye  when evaluating 

employees  perormance.  Thus,  paternalistic leaders  may come across  as  

playing avourites  (and they may actually play avourites) .  Further,  

employees,  knowing they are  part o a   amily ,  may at times  take  

advantage  o the  leader and his  or her loyalty to  them.

Democratic

The democratic manager involves  employees  in decision making and 

inorms them about issues  that aect them.  Democratic leadership  can 

occur across  a  spectrum.  At one  end is  the  truly democratic leader.  This  

type  o leader acilitates  the  democratic process  and honours  it as  much 

as  possible  and practical.  Truly democratic leadership  is  rare  in business  

or any organization,  as  ultimately one  role  o a  leader is  to  make 

decisions.  Thus,  a  more  common type  o democratic leader is  one  who 

consults  employees  regularly.  However,  as  a  practical matter and because  

the  leader is  ultimately responsible  or the  decisions  o the  team,  the  

leader will have  the  fnal say.

Democratic leadership  is  probably the  most popular style  among 

employees,  possibly because  or most people  the  word democracy   

has  positive  emotional connotations.  They also  like  being involved 

in the  decision-making process,  especially when the  decisions  have  a  

major impact on them.  The  democratic leader can produce  results  in 

terms  o quantity,  since  many employees  like  the  trust,  cooperation,  

and sense  o belonging that go  with it.  Employees  eel as  though they 

have  a  voice.

The democratic leadership  style  may not always  work out.  It is  likely to  

be  most eective  when used with skilled,  ree-thinking,  and experienced 

subordinates  who enjoy the  relationships  and chaos  that can result 

rom belonging to  a  highly eective  team.  Nevertheless,  the  democratic 

process  may slow down decision making and may prove  too  costly.  The  

style  also  requires  a  positive  chemistry  in the  team.  I this  characteristic 

is  absent,  no  amount o democracy can make the  style  work.

Laissez-faire

Laissez- aire  means to  leave  alone .  In this  leadership  style  the  manager 

gives  employees  considerable  reedom in how they do  their work.  

Employees  can set their own goals,  make their own decisions,  and 

resolve  problems as  they see  ft.

This  management style  may be  appropriate  when employees  can be  

trusted to  do  their j ob  because  they are  motivated,  skilled,  and educated.  

Universities  tend to  be   laissez-aire ,  as  university lecturers,  researchers  

and proessors,  who are  generally world experts  in their feld,  resist 

being told what to  do.  In other proessions,  as  well,  individual 

practitioners  demand considerable  reedom.  It may be  appropriate  when 

working with a culture  based around the  individual and where  people  

can work successully on their own.

The beneft o a laissez-aire style is  that many employees enjoy the  

reedom it provides and it can oster creativity and innovations.  However,  

the individual interests o the employees may diverge too ar rom the  
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ocus o the organization,  and the organization can veer away rom its  

vision and aims.  From an employees perspective,  a laissez-aire leadership  

style  may be  unnerving,  as  this type o leader does not give much guidance  

and may not provide much eedback.  Precise instructions and a watchul 

eye can give comort to  employees,  whereas a laissez-aire  style  requires  

condent and disciplined employees.  In instances where a leader adopts  

a laissez-aire style and the employees are not disposed to  be successul 

under it,  the results can be  disastrous.

Situational

Situational leadership  rests  on the  notion that dierent situations require  

dierent styles  o leadership.  Thus,  no  one  style  o leadership  would 

ever be  deemed the  best .  Sometimes,  the  nature  o the  employees  

(unskilled workers  versus  highly trained proessionals)  will determine 

which leadership  style  ts  the  situation.  At other times,  the  nature  o the  

circumstances  will determine the  most appropriate  style.  In emergency 

situations,  even highly democratic leaders  will oten become autocratic:  

to  lead the  employees  and the  organization quickly and eciently 

through the  emergency.  Sometimes,  in situations  where  the  outcome 

o the  decision is  not altogether consequential or the  organization as  a  

whole  but may infuence  employee  morale,  even autocratic leaders  may 

allow democracy:  let the  employees  decide.

The benet o situational leadership  is  that leaders  match their style  

to  the  circumstances  at hand.  On the  other hand,  a  leader may too  

requently change  styles  or may change  styles  when the  circumstances  

o the  situation determining the  switch are  not clear to  employees.  In 

either o these  scenarios,  the  leader may come across  as  unpredictable  or 

arbitrary,  which may demotivate  employees.

In summary,  the  style  o leadership  is  likely to  be  infuenced by:

  the  subordinates  ( subordinates  skills,  age,  education,  expectations,  

and motivation)

  the  decision (whether urgent,  important,  or consequential)

  the leader ( the leaders  character,  values,  experience,  and expectations)

  the  environment (whether creative,  standardized,  repressive,  

democratic,  or compliant) .

ethical  considrations and cultural  difrncs

Now lets  look at how ethical considerations  and cultural dierences  may 

infuence  leadership  and management styles  in an organization.

Ethical  considerations

Ethical considerations can infuence  both leadership  styles  and 

management styles,  though in somewhat dierent ways.  Leaders,  as  

opposed to  managers,  ocus on doing the  right thing  with respect to  

their people,  whereas  managers  tend to  do  the  right thing with respect 

to  their organizations.

Student workpoint 2.5

Be refective

Draw a table  showing the  

advantages  and disadvantages  o 

the  ve  leadership  styles  discussed 

here.
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Leaders  are  ocused on people.  As  a  result,  they ocus  on building 

relationships  and on inspiring employees.  To  accomplish these  objectives,  

leaders  have  to  do  more  than merely say that they care  about  their 

people .  They must actually demonstrate  that care  when circumstances  

require.  

Leaders  guide  organizations  toward ethical ends.  In the  military,  

or example,  leaders  are  those  who  risk their own lives  to  protect 

the  lives  o their subordinates.  In business,  leaders  are  willing,  i 

necessary,  to  take  the  blame  or bad outcomes  to  the  organization i it 

means  serving their employees  by protecting them rom excessive  or 

unwarranted criticism.  A leader might,  or example,  intervene  when 

a  manager wants  to  sack a  young employee  who  made  an error o 

j udgment on the  grounds  that the  employee  was  inexperienced.  The  

leader might argue  that the  right thing to  do  is  to  give  the  employee  a  

second chance.  In this  instance,  the  leader is  taking a  personal risk  

responsibility not only or the  employees  error o j udgment but,  

arguably,  or any uture  errors  o j udgment the  employee  might make.  

Another example  o ethical considerations  is  when a  leader adopts  

ethical obj ectives  or the  organization,  even when some stakeholders  

obj ect  typically because  ethical obj ectives  have  a  nancial cost.  So  

central is  ethical behaviour to  leadership  that many would argue  that 

an unethical leader is  not a  leader at all.

On the  issue  o ethical considerations,  managers  are  oten criticized.  

They are  criticized as  being bureaucratic and rule  ollowers  and or 

putting their own positions  and rewards  ahead o their employees .  

Most o the  time,  this  criticism o managers  is  somewhat unair.  

Managers,  in  contrast to  leaders,  see  their ethical obligations  more  

to  the  organization or business  than to  the  employees.  The  manager 

supervising a  young employee  who  has  made  a  major error in 

j udgment sees  the  employee  as  a  liability to  the  business.  From this  

perspective,  the  manager believes  that the  right thing to  do  is  to  sack 

the  employee  to  prevent urther errors  in judgment,  which could cost 

the  business  money.  However,  i a  manager is  too  hasty in  sacking 

an employee  or is  not giving the  individual due  process  and air 

consideration,  the  manager deserves  the  type  o criticism mentioned 

above.  I,  to  protect themselves  rom criticism,  managers  are  too  hasty 

in sacking an employee,  they are  not ocusing on the  interests  o their 

organization but rather on their own career.

In summary,  most leaders  and managers  are  infuenced by ethical 

considerations.  With leaders,  ethical considerations  are  centred on 

people,  whereas  with managers  ethical considerations  are  centred 

on the  organization.  When people  in these  roles  behave  unethically,  

whether they are  leaders  or managers,  they really are  not leading people  

or managing an organization.  They are,  unethically,  putting their own 

interests  ahead o others .

INNOVATION
I f a  manager is innovative,  the 

business wil l  be  innovative

How true do you  think this 

statement is? Does an  innovative 

management style  necessarily  

mean that the  business wil l  

produce innovative goods and  

services? 

Student workpoint  
2.6

Be a thinker

Dene the  ollowing 

leadership  styles:

  Autocratic

  Paternalistic

  Democratic

  Laissez- aire

  Situational
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Cultural  d iferences

Cultural dierences,  too,  can infuence  leadership  and management.   

The  most amous treatment o this  concept is  the  work o Geert Hostede  

( see  also  Unit 2 .1 ) ,  who over his  business  and academic career developed 

and rened his  cultural dimensions theory.  According to  Hostede,  

cultural infuences  relevant to  business  have  ve  dimensions:

  power distance

  individualism

  uncertainty avoidance

  masculinity

  long-term orientation.

Dierent cultures  value  individualism (Anglo-American cultures) ,  or 

example,  whereas  others  ( such as  the  Japanese  culture)  value  group 

cohesion.  The  style  o leadership  or management that an individual 

adopts  will be  infuenced by the  culture  rom which they originate  

and should also  be  infuenced by the  cultures  o the  people  they lead 

or manage.  Employees  rom cultures  with great power distance  preer 

( and arguably unction better,  at least initially)  in organizations with 

autocratic leaders.  On the  other hand,  employees  rom countries  or 

cultures  with low power distance  might resent an autocratic leader and 

would probably perorm better under democratic leadership.

revision checklist

  The key unctions o management are  to  plan,  to  organize,  to  

command,  to  coordinate  and to  control.

  A managers  role  is  to  plan and oversee  the work o a group.  In 

contrast,  a  leaders  role  is  to  motivate  and inspire.

  Autocratic leaders hold onto as  much power as  they can.  They make 

all decisions and their instructions should be  obeyed.

  Paternalistic leaders  also  have a lot o decision-making power.  They 

have concern or their employees and instil trust and loyalty.

  A laissez-are  leadership  style  allows  employees  much reedom.  

Employees  can set their own goals  and manage  problems  as  they 

see  t.

  A democratic leader will involve employees in decision making and 

inorm them o issues which will aect them.  
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Practice question

Rox and Inclusive Music (IM)

Rox was  a  music band managed by Michel Mbappe.  The  band enjoyed 

considerable  commercial  success  thanks  to  Michels  autocratic leadership  

style.  He  personally made all decisions.  Rox had  given generously to  

local schools  and other non-proft organizations.  The  band received 

many  awards or their acts  o corporate  social responsibility.  Their last 

CD  Action Not Words  had  brought them considerable  ame.

In June 201 0,  Michel was asked to  help  fnance  the  start-up o a  new 

non-proft music school called Inclusive  Music  (IM) .  IMs aim was 

to  support young musicians rom low income amilies.  At frst,  Michel 

was  very enthusiastic and prepared a business  plan.  Unortunately,  he  

realized that Rox could not aord to  fnance  IM ully.  External sources  

o fnance  other than contributions rom Rox would be  needed or IM to  

grow.  Until then IM would only have  a  limited budget or marketing and 

market research.

In June 201 1 ,  IM opened with the  mission statement Action not 

words .  To  support its  mission,  it oered ree  lessons  and allowed 

students  to  borrow musical instruments.  Michel asked a popular ormer 

singer,  Louis  Marsaud,  to  be  the  schools  director.  Louis  adopted a 

laissez- aire  leadership  style,  hoping it would allow creativity among 

students.  Initial student attendance  was  lower than expected and quickly 

worsened.  Within three  months,  many instruments  had gone missing 

and many students  were  no  longer attending music lessons.

IMs fnances  were  deteriorating,  and Louis  could not attract external 

sources  o fnance.

Michel took action and organized a concert by Rox to  promote  IM.  

He  also  examined IMs accounts  and discovered a signifcant liquidity 

problem.  Without consulting anyone,  he  dismissed Louis.  In the  music 

media,  Michel received much criticism or dismissing Louis.  Journalists  

argued that the  two main problems were  IMs vague mission statement 

and poor marketing.  However,  Michel aimed to  ensure  that IM became 

sustainable  in the  long term.

a)  Defne the  term corporate social responsibility.  [2  marks]

b)  Identiy two possible  causes  o a  liquidity problem.   [2  marks]

c)  Explain how the  ollowing may have  contributed to  IMs fnancial 

problems:

( i)  its  mission statement.  [3  marks]

( ii)  its  limited marketing budget.  [3  marks]

d)  Analyse  the  appropriateness  o Michels  autocratic leadership  style,  

or the  running o an organization such as  IM.  [6 marks]

e)  Discuss  two possible  medium-  to  long-term external sources  o 

fnance  that IM could use  to  help  solve  its  fnancial problems.   

 [9 marks]

IB ,  Nov.  201 2
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2.4 Motivation

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

In this  unit we  will  be  studying the  actors  that infuence  a  person to  

work.  I managers  can motivate  employees,  it  is  more  likely that those  

managers  will  achieve  their goals.  All the  writers  and researchers  you 

will be  reading about in this  unit will be  reerring to  intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivators.

Intrinsic motivation occurs when someone gets satisaction rom an activity 

itsel without threats or rewards rom outside.  Employees are  more likely 

to  be intrinsically motivated i they are in the ollowing work situations:

  They can see that their success is  a result o something they have done;  

i they put in more work they will achieve more positive outcomes.

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Describe the ol lowing motivation  theories:

  Taylor

  Maslow

  Herzberg (motivation  hygiene theory)

  Adams (equity  theory)

  Pink

  Explain  the  ol lowing types o nancial  rewards:

  salary

  wages (time and  piece  rates)

  commission

  prot-related  pay

  perormance-related  pay  (PRP)

  employee share  ownership  schemes

  ringe payments (perks)

  Dene the ol lowing types o non-nancial  rewards:

  job  enrichment

  job  rotation

  job  enlargement

  empowerment

  purpose/the opportunity  to  make a  d iference

  teamwork

  Discuss how nancial  and  non-nancial  rewards may  afect job 

satisaction,  motivation  and  productivity  in  d iferent cultures
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  They have  some control over their results   they are  given a degree  

o reedom.

  They are  interested in the  work they are  doing.

Rewards  are  extrinsic motivators   motivators  that come rom outside  

the  individual.  In the  workplace,  pay is  an obvious  example.  Extrinsic 

motivators  provide  satisaction that the  j ob  itsel may not provide  and 

may compensate  workers  or the  pain  or dissatisaction that they 

experience  at work.

Frederick Winslow Taylor
Taylor was  a  mechanical engineer who  observed the  phenomenal 

contribution science  had made  to  agriculture  and the  Industrial 

Revolution and he  wanted to  apply scientifc methods  to  management 

to  achieve  similar results.  He  published research between 1 894 and 

1 91 2  and is  oten reerred to  as  the  ounder o scientifc management,  

since  his  ideas  on management attempted to  apply scientifc  

methods  o measurement under controlled circumstances  to   

maximize  output.

Taylor believed that standardization o work methods  and enorced 

adoption o the  best ways  o working were  the  ways  to  ensure  that 

output would be  maximized in the  shortest possible  time.  It is  worth 

recalling that Taylors  ideas  were  adopted when many poorly educated 

Americans  were  leaving agriculture  and starting to  work in actories.  

In this  situation it is  perhaps  understandable  that managers  may 

have  decided to  take  a  more  hands-on style  in decision making.  The  

introduction o Taylors  ideas  and methods  was  oten resented by 

workers  and provoked numerous  strikes.

Taylor is  perhaps  most amous or his  time-and-motion study.  This  

involved breaking a j ob  down into  its  component parts  and measuring 

how long it took to  perorm each task.  One o his  most amous studies  

involved shovels,  but well take  a  dierent example.  I you watch how 

a hamburger is  prepared in a  large  and busy ast- ood restaurant,  then 

you will get some idea o the  huge  benefts  that can arise  i each bit  

o the  system is  managed precisely.  The  burger is  cooked at a  given 

temperature,  or a  precise  amount o time on each side.  The  ries  are  

also  cooked at a  given temperature  or a  precise  amount o time.  Each 

worker will have  a  specifc role  and will not move ar rom his  or her 

position to  minimize  time wasted in movement.  The  result o all this  is  

consistent ast ood,  cooked quickly and efciently at low cost.  Skill has  

been largely removed rom the  system,  so  employees  can be  employed at 

low cost and with little  training.

Abraham Maslow
Maslow is  most amous or proposing a hierarchy o human needs  to  

explain motivation.  He  argued that people  have  a  number o needs and 

arranged these  in terms o their importance.

Key terms

Intrinsic motivation

motivation  which  comes from 

the satisfaction  of carrying out 

a  particular activity  

Extrinsic motivation

motivation  derived  from 

external  factors,  such  a  

money
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1  H ierarchy  of needs,  developed  194354 and  publ ished  in  Maslow, Abraham, 1954,  Motivation and 

Personality,  Harper & Row, New York
2  Herzberg,  Frederick I ,  1959,  The Motivation to Work,  Wiley  and  Sons,  New York

moral ity,

creativity,

spontaneity,

problem solving,

lack of prejudice,

acceptance of facts

self-esteem,  condence,  

achievement,  respect  of others,

respect  by  others

security  of:  body,  employment  resources,

moral ity,  the  family,  health,   property

food,  warmth,  shelter

friendship,  family,  sexual  intimacy

Self-actual ization

Esteem

Love/belonging

Safety  needs

Basic needs

Figure 2.4.1.  Maslows hierarchy  of needs1

The basic needs  at the  bottom o the  diagram are  most important and an 

individual will suer anxiety i they are  not met.  The  frst our levels  are  

considered basic needs.  Once  these  needs  are  met,  they go  away or no  

longer cause  anxiety.

The  remaining needs  are  growth needs.  Once  these  needs  are   

initially ulflled,  they do  not go  away.  In act,  the  individual will  

strive  to  fnd new ways  to  satisy these  needs.  These  needs  involve  

people  ulflling their potential;  being the  best they can be  in as  many 

areas  as  possible.

One o the  key issues  or managers  is  that,  once  a  need is  satisfed,  

providing more  o the  same will not motivate  a  worker.  So  in Taylors  

actories,  workers  will have  initially been motivated by the  need or 

ood,  warmth,  and shelter,  but the  ailure  o his  actories  to  satisy 

higher- level needs  may explain why his  methods  oten resulted in 

labour unrest.

Frederick Herzberg
Herzberg developed a  two- actor theory o motivation based on 

hygiene  needs  and motivational needs. 2  Hygiene  needs  are  those  

actors  that provide  dissatisaction at work i they are  not attended 

to.  At school you  will probably be  demotivated i the  classrooms are  

not clean,  or i the  heating is  not working properly.  I these  things 

are  satisactory,  however,  it  is  unlikely to  lead to  motivation.  Hygiene  

actors  are  the  things  that are  necessary or you  to  get started,  but they 

dont drive  you to  succeed.

Motivators  are  the  things that get you working because  you get some 

intrinsic reward rom them.  For example,  i you play in a  ootball team 
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you will probably be  motivated by the  successes  you have  notched up  

and the  recognition you get or playing as  part o the  team.

Herzbergs  hygiene  needs  are:

  company policy and administration

  relationship  with supervisor

  work conditions

  salary

  company car

  status

  security

  relationship  with subordinates

  personal lie.

Herzbergs  research identifed that true  motivators  were  other 

completely dierent actors:

  achievement

  recognition

  the  work itsel

  responsibility

  advancement.

He argued that people  have  a  number o needs  and arranged these  in 

order o their importance.

John Adams
Another theorist,  John Adams developed a theory called the equity 

theory based upon the concepts  o  inputs ,  outputs,  and equity.3  

His  theory is  that employees will be  motivated when they perceive that a  

balance,  or equity,  exists  between their inputs into  the business  and their 

outputs  rom it.

Inputs  are  those  aective  and cognitive  qualities  that an employee  brings  

to  a  business  or organization.  Inputs  include:

  ability

  adaptability

  attitude

  dedication

  determination

  eort

  exibility

  hard work

  knowledge

  loyalty

  personal sacrifce

  skill

  support rom co-workers  and colleagues

  time

  tolerance

  trust in superiors.

Outputs are  what an employee receives rom working at the  organization.  

Outputs can be  negative and thus in some sense  subtract rom the positive  

3  Adams, John  S,  1965,  Inequity  in  social  change,   Advanced Experimental Social Psychology,  62:   

pp.  33543
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4 Pink,  Daniel  H ,  2009,  Drive: The Surprising Truth  About What Motivates Us,  Riverhead  Books (Penguin  

USA) ,  New York

outcomes ( though Adams did not believe that inputs and outputs could 

be  quantied) .  Typically,  outputs are  positive and include:

  ringe  benets

  j ob  security

  praise

  recognition

  reputation

  responsibility

  reward

  salary

  sense  o achievement

  stimuli

  thanks.

When employees  believe  that their outputs  are  greater than their inputs,  

they will be  motivated.  I,  however,  employees  are  giving more  ( inputs)  

to  an organization than they receive  (outputs) ,  they will be  demotivated.  

Employees  want some degree  o equity between what they give  to  the  

organization and what they receive.  Motivation,  according to  this  theory,  

is  based upon a perception o airness.

The  sense  o airness  is  not restricted solely by the employees  

relationship  to  the  organization.  Employees  also  compare  their ratio  

o inputs  to  outputs  and compare  it to  other employees.  I employee  A 

perceives  that employee  B  has  a  more  avorable  input-to-output ratio,  

employee  A will suer a  loss  o motivation.

Daniel  Pink

Pink argued that older motivational models  developed in the  early 

1 900s  and largely stemming rom the  premises  o Taylors  scientic 

management are  fawed.4

These  older motivational theories  assumed that work was  mostly a  

series  o simple,  uninteresting tasks.  From this  perspective,  the  best 

way to  get people  to  work was  to  give  them rewards  and careully 

monitor their perormance.  These  types  o theories  assume that humans 

largely respond to  rewards and punishments.  A manager can increase  

productivity either by oering more  rewards (pay,  benets,  etc. )  or 

increasing punishments  or ailure  to  perorm.

According to  Pink,  work today has  changed.  Rewards and punishments  

may have  motivated employees  in the  industrial era o the  early 20th 

century,  when tasks  were  routine,  unchallenging,  and highly controlled.  

Today,  however,  employees  tasks  are  more  complex and challenging,  

and require  creativity and problem-solving skills.  In this  context,  the  

old reward and control system is  not merely ineective;  it may actually 

have  negative  results,  or both the  employees  and or the  business.  

Here  is  why:  promises  o rewards  or the  threats  o punishment actually 

narrow the  ocus  and intellectual range  o employees  (employees  ocus  

on the  reward rather than solving the  problem) ,  which diminishes  their 

capacity to  innovate  or be  creative.  Thus,  older systems o motivation 

stemming rom the  ideas  o Taylor actually are  ineective  or the  

business.  Workers  have  less  capacity to  accomplish the  complex tasks  

they ace.  These  systems are  also  bad or employees.  With less  capacity to  

accomplish tasks  and do  their j obs,  workers  lose  motivation and get less  

satisaction rom their work.
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TOK discussion

Business and  psychological  

studies o motivation  

assume that a  science 

to  understanding human 

motivation  is possible.  To  what 

degree,  at both  an  individual  

and  group level ,  is  the science 

o motivation  misleading?

Pink argues that businesses have to tap into employees  intrinsic motivation,  

which psychologist Harry F.  Harlow called the third drive.  The frst drive  

o humans is  biological:  their requirement to satisy hunger,  thirst,  sex,  and 

other biological needs.  The second drive is the response to rewards and 

punishments.  The third drive is  intrinsic motivation,  which occurs when 

someone gets satisaction rom an activity itsel without threats or rewards  

rom outside.  Pink proposes that businesses should adopt a revised approach 

to motivation that fts more closely with post-industrial jobs and businesses:  

sel-determination theory (SDT) .  According to SDT,  human beings want to  

be autonomous,  to achieve sel-determination,  and to be connected  to  

other people and the world at large.  When people are liberated to pursue  

these ends,  they can accomplish more and have more rewarding lives.  

Businesses should create settings that allow or the ollowing:

  Autonomy   an environment that permits  employees  to  shape  their 

own lives.  As  much as  possible,  businesses  should give  employees  

reedom in when they work ( time) ,  how they do  their j obs  

( technique) ,  who they work with ( team) ,  and what they do  ( task) .

  Mastery   opportunities that allow employees to learn,  innovate,  and 

create new things.  Employees will achieve mastery when they are given 

tasks that matter to them and are neither too easy nor too difcult.  

Easy tasks bore employees;  tasks beyond employees  capabilities  

cause excessive anxiety.  Tasks ostering mastery are those that allow 

employees to stretch  themselves and develop their skill set urther.

  Purpose   a  sense  that their work betters  their own lives and the  

world.  Employees must know and understand the  organizations  

purposes  (other than proft)  and how each person contributes to  

these  purposes.  To  Pink,  businesses should emphasize  purpose  goals  

as  much as  proft goals  as  reaching proft goals  has no positive  impact 

on a persons  well-being ( it may actually have a negative  impact) .

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Happiness at work

A happy  working environment is  a  win -win  situation .  

Research  shows that happy  people  a re  hea lth ier,  more  

productive,  have  more  ideas,  are  more  l ikely  to  go  

beyond  the  responsibi l i ties  o their job,  and  are  less  

l ikely  to  leave  or be  o sick.  Happiness  is  contagious 

so,  i your team  is  happy    you  and  others  around  

them  are  more  l ikely  to  be  happy  too.

As a  manager or leader you  can  infuence the happiness  

o those in  your team. This doesnt mean that work cant 

be serious, or that you  need  to  be  tell ing jokes constantly.  

There is a  lot more to  happiness at work than  that.

Recent research  is  suggesting more  and  more  ways  

that we  can  increase  happiness  a t work.  

Changing an  organizations culture or incentive system can  

be complicated  and  take a  long time, and  may  not always 

be possible i you  are not near the top o the hierarchy, but 

here are some ideas or things that will  make a  dierence:

  make  an  eort to  understand  what makes your 

employees  happy

  ocus on  people s  strengths

  give  eedback which  encourages  growth  and  

improvement

  acknowledge  and  celebrate  successes in  

meetings    dont just ocus on  problems

  give  your employees  the  opportunity  to  shape  

their own  jobs

adapted  rom  www.actionorhappiness.org

Exam-style questions
Dene  the  terms motivation  and  h ierarchy  [4 marks]

Outl ine  the  benets  o using non-nancia l   

rewards  to  motivate  employees.  [4 marks]
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motivation in  practice
Many organizations  devise  complex payment systems in an eort 

to  reward and motivate  their employees.  Unortunately,  no  perect 

payment systems exists.  Table  2 .4.1  identifes  some o the  major issues  o 

fnancial rewards  that need to  be  considered.

Table 2.4.1.  Financial  rewards  main  issues

Type o 

fnancial  

reward

How it  is  paid Motivation actors Disadvantages

Salary Employees are  paid  

a  sum o money  per 

month.

The main  motivator is 

l ikely  to  be  the security  o 

receiving a  regular income.

The employer is typical ly  relying on  the 

proessional ism o the  staf to  provide the 

qual ity  and  quantity  expected.

Wages (time 

rates)

Employees are  paid  

an  hourly  rate,  or or a  

number o hours per 

week.  I t is  possible  

that overtime rates o 

pay  are  used  too.

The main motivator is l ikely  

to be the security o receiving 

a regular income and the 

opportunity to receive 

overtime pay.

It is possible that employees wil l  work slowly  

since their pay is not based on output. I 

overtime rates apply then employees could  

benet nancially  rom ensuring that the  

work is extended to cover time over the usual  

hours o the working day.

Wages (piece 

rates)

Employees are paid  

or each unit (or batch)  

produced.

The main motivator is l ikely  

to be the act that increased  

output wil l  bring a  measurable 

benet.

This might involve tedious and  repetitive  

work and  employees may not have control  

o their results i they  rely  on others, or 

example to supply  materials.

Employees may  work quickly  to  get as 

much money  as possible.  I t may  be that 

a  system o checks wil l  have to  be put in  

place to  ensure that qual ity  standards have 

been  met.  There may  be an  emphasis on  

quantity  rather than  qual ity.

Commission Employees are paid  by  

results,  or example, a  

at ee or a  percentage 

or each item sold.

The main motivator is l ikely  

to be the act that employees 

will  be rewarded by results.

Employees may  not have control  over 

results (and  this income) .  For example,  

during a  recession  sales commission  wil l  

al l  in  many  industries.

Employees may  be  tempted  to  sel l  

products that are not in  the best interests 

o the customer or business and  this could  

create  problems or the organization.  For 

example,  a  bank employee who sel ls a  

mortgage to  a  customer wil l  receive the 

commission,  but the bank may  sufer 

nancial ly  i the customer subsequently  

deaults on  the loan.

Prot-related  

pay

The amount an  

employee receives is 

l inked  to  the  amount 

o prot the  business 

makes.

Sharing the nancial  

rewards o a  business 

may  encourage a  sense o 

belonging and  a  desire to  

contribute to  its success.

Productivity  may  be a  consequence o the 

protabil ity  o the business rather than  the 

cause.

I prots al l  then  employees could  

experience a  demoral izing loss through no 

ault o their own.
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Type o 

fnancial  

reward

How it  is  paid Motivation  actors Disadvantages

Perormance-

related pay  

(PRP)

PRP is usual ly  a  bonus 

paid  in  addition  to  the  

employees ordinary  

compensation.

PRP is ordinarily used with  

those employees whose 

productivity or output cannot 

be measured precisely.  

However, the pay is based  

upon pre-established  

perormance targets.  

Ordinarily, in a PRP system, 

employees receive a salary  

and are expected to reach  

certain targets. Employees 

exceeding the targets are then  

paid an additional  amount. The 

assumption is that employees 

will  be motivated by the 

opportunity to make extra  

money by perorming better 

than the targets.

As long as the tasks are  repetitive  tasks 

that involve physical  skil ls,  PRP can  

enhance perormance.  However,  when 

cognitive  tasks are involved,  PRP may  

actual ly  reduce productivity.  In  addition,  

PRP can  cause divisions in  a  business i the 

evaluation  o employees perormance is 

based  upon  subjective actors.

Employee 

share-ownership 

schemes

These come in  two 

orms.  The rst is 

as some type o 

bonus;  however,  the 

payment is  shares 

in  the business 

rather than  cash.  

The second  is some 

type o employee 

savings plan  whereby  

employees are  

al lowed  to  purchase 

shares through a  

payrol l  deduction  

(typical ly  a  xed  

amount per pay  

period)  without having 

to  pay  brokerage ees.  

Some employers wil l  

a lso ofer a  match 

programme (or 

example,  or every  $1  

the employee invests 

in  shares the company  

wil l  give (or match)  

the employees 

contribution  with  

$0.50.)

Employee share schemes,  

when ofered as a  bonus, can  

motivate in  the same ways 

that other types o bonuses 

do. Even when an employee 

share-ownership scheme 

is simply  a  savings plan, a  

benet is that employees 

become partial  owners o the 

business, which is thought 

to provide an incentive or 

employees to work harder (as 

they now have a  stake in  the 

business.)

When ofered  as a  bonus,  the basis or 

awarding the bonus must be  clear and,  

ideal ly,  measurable  to  avoid  accusations 

o avouritism in  granting them. I  

employees have al l  their savings in  a  

company  match  plan,  both  their salaries 

and  their savings are tied  to  the viabil ity  o 

the business.
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Type o 

fnancial  

reward

How it  is  paid Motivation actors Disadvantages

Fringe 

payments 

(perks)

Fringe payments, or 

perks, are the many  

types o extras that 

businesses ofer their 

employees. They  

can include medical  

insurance, a  car, and  

private pension plans,  

among other orms o 

payment. They oten  

include perks related  

to the nature o the 

business (a hotel  chain  

may ofer discounted  

rates at its hotels to  

employees) .

Employees like ringe 

benets, as oten they have 

substantial  value. While  

employees may have to claim 

some ringe benets or tax 

purposes, many do not have to  

be claimed. This provides the 

employee with an additional  

benet: or the business to  

pay or ringe benets on a  

pre-tax basis is much cheaper 

than or employees to pay  

or these items with ater-tax 

salary. Thus, the business 

is able to give more value to  

employees than i it paid them 

the equivalent amount in  

additional  salary.

I ringe benets are not given equally  to al l  

employees or on a  clear,  air basis,  division  

among the staf can result.  In  addition,  

employees can come to expect certain ringe 

benets and may become angry i some 

perks are taken away.

Table  2 .4.2  gives  examples  o types  o non-fnancial reward.

Table 2.4.2.  Non-nancial  rewards  main  issues

Type o non-

fnancial  reward

Main  eatures Motivation actors Disadvantages

Job enrichment Job enrichment makes an  employees job 

richer,  or more meaningul  and  rewarding,  

by  al lowing employees to  use the ul l  range 

o their abil ities.  Typical ly,  job enrichment 

involves supervising employees less and  

making the responsibi l ities o the position  

more chal lenging.  Oten  enrichment wil l  

mean  that an  employee does the entirety  

o a  production  process to  have a  greater 

sense o ownership and  responsibil ity  in  

what they  produce.

Employees typical ly  preer to  

have responsibi l i ties that are  

chal lenging.  Employees who 

are  more  satised  are  typical ly  

more  motivated  to  work hard .

Job enrichment 

cannot be 

appl ied  in  al l  

work situations,  

either because 

o the type o 

work involved  or 

because o the 

cal ibre o the 

workers.

Job rotation Job rotation  involves having an  individual  

employee rotated  through diferent 

d ivisions in  a  business over a  period  o 

time.  I t is oten  used  with  young employees 

as a  orm o training but can  be used  at 

many  diferent stages o a  career.

Job rotation benets companies 

as it gives them employees who 

have a  better sense o the big 

picture o the business. For 

employees, rotation provides 

additional  training and the 

acquisition o new skills and  

knowledge, which can lead  

to new opportunities with  

the business (or with other 

organizations) .

Job rotation means 

employees go 

through periodic 

productivity  dips 

as they begin in  a  

new division and  

must go through 

a  training phase 

beore they  

understand ully  

the new position.
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Type o non-

fnancial  reward

Main  eatures Motivation actors Disadvantages

Job 

enlargement

Job enlargement may  include job rotation  

or job enrichment.  I t may  involve giving 

employees more tasks to  do,  sometimes 

because o a  shortage o staf.

In  general ,  employees preer 

some variation  in  the tasks 

they  must do.

I  job enlargement 

is nothing more 

than  giving 

employees 

additional  duties,  

i t may  increase 

employee 

dissatisaction.

Empowerment Empowerment involves giving individuals 

access to  resources and  inormation  to  do 

their jobs and  the power to  make decisions.  

In  an  employment context,  empowerment 

means giving employees considerable 

control  over how their jobs should  be  done.

Empowered  employees 

general ly  bel ieve that they  can  

be  instrumental  in  changing 

things and  learning new skil ls 

so  that they  can  be  part o the 

change process.  Employees 

nd  this rewarding.

Businesses run  

some risk that 

the empowered  

employees wil l  

not be able  to  

manage the 

responsibil ity  they  

have been  given.  

Employees may  

make decisions 

that are  not ul ly  

productive or 

cost the business 

unnecessarily .

Purpose or 

opportunity  

to  make a  

diference

Purpose or opportunity  to  make a  

d iference in  the world  reers to  the  abil ity  

o businesses or other organizations to  

connect employees to  the aims o the 

organization  other than  prot.  Non-prot 

organizations have this advantage,  as 

they  typical ly  exist to  meet some social  

or environmental  need.  Many  or-prot 

businesses today,  however,  have adopted  

the other-than-prot aims to  their 

objectives.

Many  individuals want to  

do more than  merely  make 

money.  They  want to  know 

that they  are making a  

d iference in  the  world  and  

are connected  to  purposes 

larger than  themselves or 

their organization.  People 

tend  to  nd  these purposes 

intrinsical ly  motivating.

I  or-prot 

organizations 

overemphasize 

social  or 

environmental  

a ims,  employees 

may  lose ocus on  

the prot-making 

objectives.

Teamwork Teamwork involves working cooperatively  

with  a  group o people to  achieve a  goal .

The success o teams can  

be  crucial  to  organizations 

perormance,  so  an  

organization  wil l  strive to  

have high-perormance 

teams. Individuals tend  to  

be  energized  by  working in  

teams,  which  creates a  sense 

o group cohesion  and  common 

purpose.

When  successul ,  

teamwork can  

have great y ields 

or organizations.  

However,  

team ai lures 

can  ampliy  

d issatisaction  

and,  thus,  weaken 

employees 

productivity.

All o the above fnancial and non-fnancial rewards have diering 

degrees o eectiveness in dierent countries and cultures.  In general,  

in developing countries,  many people  are  unaccustomed to making 
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signifcant incomes.  Work is  a contemporary version o traditional 

industrial production:  a series o simple,  uninteresting tasks.  Further,  many 

traditional orms o social cohesion ( amily,  village,  labour association,  etc. )  

remain strong.  In these contexts,  fnancial rewards tend to  be important.  

Wages based upon piece rates  can be especially motivating.

In developed countries,  circumstances  have  changed signifcantly in 

the  last 50  years.  Individuals  are  accustomed (and in many developed 

countries  virtually guaranteed)  high standards o living.  Economies  

have  largely shited to  the  tertiary and quaternary sectors,  where  work 

tasks  tend to  be  more  complex and require  cognitive  processes.  Finally,  

traditional orms o social cohesion have  weakened.  In these  contexts,  

people  are  increasingly interested in non-fnancial rewards.  Personally 

satisying work,  teamwork and making a dierence  in the  world are  o 

considerable  importance  to  workers.

Generalizations  such as  the  above  can be  misleading.  In all economies,  

some people  are  mostly interested in making money,  while  others  are  

mostly interested in non-fnancial objectives.

Revision checklist

  Frederick Winslow Taylor believed that the  standardization o working 

practices and enorced adoption o the most eecient ways o working 

were the  key to  ensuring maximum output in the  shortest time.

  Abraham Maslow argued that human needs can be  categorized in 

levels  o importance.  The more needs an employer can satisy,  the  

more motivated a worker will be.

  Frederick Herzberg distinguished between hygeine needs  and 

motivational needs.  Motivational needs are  the  ones which truly 

motivate  workers.

  John Adams  equity theory suggests  that employees  will be  most 

motivated when they can see  a balance between what the  but into a  

business  and what they get out o it.

  Daniel Pink suggests  that the  workplace  has changed dramatically 

since  earlier observers developed their theories.  Pink argues that 

businesses  must nurture  their employees  in-built motivation.

  Financial rewards include salary,  time and piece  rate  wages,  

commission,  proft-related pay,  perormance related pay,  share  

ownership schemes and ringe payments.

  Non-fnancial rewards include job  enrichment,  j ob  rotation,  job  

enlargement,  empowerment,  purpose,  and teamwork.
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Practice question

Fish Packaging in Reykjavik

The rm Fish Packaging Ltd owns a sh packaging plant in Reykjavik,  

Iceland,  and sells  rozen sh to  the  domestic market.  Workers  in the  

plant are  paid $1 0  per hour to  pack sh into  boxes.

They are  expected to  pack approximately 1 3  kg per hour.  When local 

shing boats  do  not go  out shing,  there  is  nothing to  pack.  When this  

happens  the  workers  stay at home and are  still paid $4 per hour.

The workers  are  concerned about a  number o issues  including:

  poor weather has  led to  local shing boats  shing less,  so  workers  are  

staying home more  oten

  an autocratic leadership  style

  a lack o involvement in day-to-day decision making

  a shortage  o protective  clothing

  insucient rest breaks during the  working day

Management complains  that workers  seldom exceed the  target o 1 3  kg 

per hour and are  also  concerned about the  possible  imposition o shing 

quotas  by governments.  Furthermore,  the  sh packaging industry has  

been badly hit by the  competition o Russian actory ships.  Management 

eels  it has  to  make some changes and is  considering the  introduction o 

a  piece  rate  payment system.

a)  ( i)   Describe  the  dierence  between time rate  and piece   

rate  payment systems.  [2  marks]

( ii)  Explain two disadvantages  and one advantage  o introducing  

a  piece  rate  payment system at Fish Packaging Ltd.  [6 marks]

b)  Explain two external actors  that could infuence   

Fish  Packaging Ltd.   [4 marks]

c)  Using appropriate  motivation theory,  evaluate  possible   

changes  the  management o Fish  Packaging Ltd could  

introduce  to  improve  the  motivation o the  work orce.  [8 marks]

IB ,  May 2008
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2.5 Organizational and corporate cultures (HL only)

The term organizational culture,  or corporate  culture,  reers  to  the  

attitudes,  experiences,  belies,  and values  o an organization.  These  

are  generally considered the  elements  o corporate  culture.  The  ways  

that individuals  in an organization dress,  or treat each other and those  

outside  the  organization oten refect the  culture  o the  organization.  

I an individual j oins  an organization and does  not share  its  values  

and belies,  it is  highly likely that person will not stay there  long.  This  

situation is  described as  a  culture  clash.

Managers  may try to  infuence  the  culture  o an organization.  Doing 

so,  however,  is  dicult,  especially at established and old institutions 

with low sta turnover ( institutions  with a strong corporate  culture) .  

Nonetheless,  setting the  values  and the  way things get done is  a  role  o 

managers.  New managers  will spell out their belies  and values  to  sta 

and expect sta to  behave  in a  manner that refects  the  belies  managers  

have  set.  In an organization,  dierent cultural norms exist in dierent 

departments.  The  actors  that will infuence  these  will be  the  head o 

department,  the  members  o the  team,  the  senior managers,  the  culture  

o the  country in which the  organization is  operating and the  culture  o 

the  nationality o the  department members.

types of organizaional  culure

Charles Handy
Handy introduced a highly memorable  way o viewing organizational 

culture  when he  described our distinct organizational cultures   power 

culture,  role  culture,  task culture  and person culture.

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Dene the meaning o organizational  cu lture

  Outl ine  elements o organizational  culture

  Outl ine  types o organizational  culture

  Discuss the reasons or,  and  consequences o,  cultural  clashes 

within  organizations when  they  grow,  merge and  when  leadership 

sty les change

  Explain  how individuals infuence organizational  cu lture  and  how 

organizational  cu lture  infuences individuals
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Power culture

A power culture exists when a ew individuals retain the essential 

power.  Control comes rom these individuals and spreads out across the  

organization.  Power cultures have ew rules and procedures.  People are  

usually judged by their results rather than how those results are achieved,  

since ends are more important than means.  Swit decision making can result,  

but the decisions may not be in the long-term interests o the organization.  

The collapses o the US  energy-trading giant Enron and the amily-owned 

merchant bank Barings Bank are attributed to dominant power cultures.  

Family businesses and merchant banks oten have power cultures.

Handy represented a power culture  as  a  spiders  web.  The  power comes 

rom the  spider;  a  web  with no  spider has  no  strength.  The  spider can 

reward or punish.  In a  power culture,  individuals  who do  not ft in are  

unlikely to  work there  or long.

Role culture

In a role culture,  employees have clearly defned roles and operate in a  

highly controlled and precise organizational structure.  These organizations 

are usually tall hierarchical bureaucracies with a long chain o command.  

Power stems rom a persons position.  Position and a rule book  (corporate  

procedures)  play dominant roles in decision making,  which is  oten slow 

and detailed.  In role cultures,  people avoid taking risks.  C ivil services,  

military organizations,  and nationalized industries oten have role cultures.

Handy uses  the  symbol o a  temple  or building to  describe  a  role  

culture.  Temples  or buildings  are  old and exist in  stable  environments.  

The  oldest buildings  in a  town oten house  organizations  with role  

cultures   government ofces  and the  main post ofce  are  oten the  

oldest buildings  in town.

Task culture

The task culture  describes  a  situation when short- term teams address  

specifc problems.  Power within a task culture  shits  rom person to  

person,  since  dierent people  with dierent skills  can lead the  team at 

dierent times.  Many people  like  the  idea o a  task culture  because  they 

like  to  work in a  rapidly changing environment.  A strong team spirit 

with a  great deal o emotional energy can emerge.  However,  divisive  

decisions can seriously damage the  team.  This  passion or a  team can be  

highly constructive,  but the  reverse  can also  be  true.  The  task culture  

oten eatures  the  crossing lines  o a  matrix structure.

Handy used the image o a net to  describe the task culture.  The strength o 

a net is  its  dierent strands.  The task culture is  oten ound in management 

consultancies,  where a team enters an organization to  work on projects.  

Once a project is  completed,  the team will break up and a new team 

(or net)  will orm or another project.  In schools,  drama departments  

may resemble a task culture.  Dierent teams produce a major theatrical 

production and then a new team emerges or the next one.

Person  culture

A person culture  exists  where  individuals  believe  themselves  to  be  

superior to  the  organization and just want to  do  their own thing.  

These  organizations  are  where  employees  simply go  to  work and they 
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see  themselves  as  separate  rom it  as  ree  spirits.  Some proessional 

partnerships,  such as  architecture  rms and some university 

departments,  can be  predominantly person cultures.  There,  each 

specialist brings  a  particular expertise  to  the  organization.

Handy represents  person culture  as  a  constellation o stars.  Each star 

(or person)  is  unique and dierent,  and individuals  operate  on their 

own.  Person cultures  are  dicult to  manage.  Individuals  preerring this  

culture  will oten nd working in organizations  dicult because  the  

constraints  they impose  on these  individuals  seem unbearable.

Edgar Schein

Schein described three  levels  o organizational culture. 1

Organizational  attributes

You sense  organizational attributes  when you walk into  an organization.  

When entering a  government building in a  communist country,  stern 

signs  or warnings are  everywhere.  Oten visible  is  a  picture  or statue  

o a  dominant leader.  People  may speak in hushed tones and dress  in a  

conormist ashion.  Outsiders  are  viewed with suspicion.  What is  seen,  

heard,  and elt refects  the  culture.

Professed  culture

Some organization proess  their culture  with slogans,  statements,  or 

images  that project a  certain image.  These  slogans,  statements,  or images  

give  clues  to  how the  organization operates.  Websites  o most large  

organizations  give  clear statements  o what the  businesses  proess  to  

believe  or value.  These  sites  contain statements  about commitment to  

employees,  customers,  charities,  and other stakeholders.  These  are  what 

Schein classied as  elements  o proessed culture.

Organizational  assumptions

People  who have  been with an organization or a  long time will oten 

talk about how things really get done  as  opposed to  the  ocial  

channels.  These  people  are  reerring to  the  organizational assumptions.  

This  aspect o the  organization is  the  most ephemeral.

People  are  oten araid to  talk about organizational assumptions  or 

will not really be  able  to  articulate  them.  The  people  who understand 

organizational assumptions  best are  those  who have  been there  the  

longest.  They know how things  really get doneeven i the  ocial  

organizational structure  and literature  state  otherwise.

This  insight helps  Schein to  explain the  diculty that people  new to  

an organization oten have.  The  best way to  understand organizational 

assumptions is  to  work closely with someone who has  been with the  

organization or some time.  Even i that person knows how things  

really work,  the  truth may be  unmentionable.  The  existence  o 

organizational assumptions  also  helps  explain why some managers  new 

to  an organization may nd it dicult to  initiate  change.

1  Schein,  Edgar H .,  1965,  Organizational Psychology,  Englewood  Cl ifs,  Prentice-Hal l ,  NJ ,  USA

Student workpoint  
2.7

Be a thinker

Suggest one  type  o 

business  organization 

which would suit:

  power culture

  role  culture

  task culture

  person culture

Are  there  advantages  and 

disadvantages  in every 

case?
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Culture clashes

Reasons for culture clashes

When individuals  enter an organization or when two or more  

organizations  merge  together,  culture  clashes  can occur.  Reasons  or 

these  clashes  include  the  ollowing:

  Different comfort levels  with diversity   some organizations are  

used to  diversity;  others  are  ethnocentric.

  Different degrees  of formality   some organizations are  highly 

ormal whereas  others  are  inormal.

  Different languages   organizations  typically have  a  language  that 

is  the  norm.  Individuals  who do  not speak the  language  well oten 

experience  difculties.  Misunderstanding can also  occur i dierences  

exist in mode o non-verbal communication.

  Different leadership  styles   when two organizations merge,  

individuals  can experience  changes  in leadership  styles.  For example,  

i an organization with an authoritarian leadership  style  acquires  

a  company accustomed to  democratic leadership,  both leaders  and 

employees  will fnd the  situation difcult.

  Different orientations to  tasks  and to  people   some 

organizations  are  task-oriented and others  are  relationship-oriented.

  Different practices   all organizations,  even those  rom the  same 

country,  have  some dierence  in practices  compared to  other 

organizations.  These  dierences  can be  greater when organizations  

are  rom dierent countries  or cultures.

  Different senses  of time   in some cultures,  time is  fxed:  exact 

appointment times  and schedules  are  taken very seriously.  Other 

cultures  have  a  more  uid sense  o time.

Consequences of culture clashes

Businesses combine or dierent reasons.  In a merger,  owners and 

management o the two frms anticipate achieving benefts,  such as  

economies o scale or increased market share,  rom combining the  

resources o the organizations.  In an acquisition or takeover,  the acquiring 

organization has similar goals.  However,  sometimes when businesses  

combine,  culture clashes occur or the reasons noted above.  The overarching 

consequence o a culture clash when two or more companies combine is  

that the new organization does not achieve the expected benefts.

The  consequences  o a  culture  clash can be  signifcant.  Leaders  o the  

business  should develop a strategic plan or managing the  merger,  

including harmonization o the  two cultures.  S imilarly,  when a change  

in leadership  occurs  at an organization,  managers  need to  anticipate  

that employees  may struggle  with the  new leadership  style.  The  most 

severe  consequences  o a  ailure  to  harmonize  cultures  or prepare  or 

new leadership  can include  the  actual ailure  o the  business.  However,  

the  signs  o such a serious consequence  may take  several years  to  reveal 

themselves   typically when fnal accounts  are  prepared ater the  frst 
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several years  o the  new,  larger organization.  Evidence  o problems 

as  signicant as  potential ailure  may take  a  long time to  appear,  so  

managers  must be  keenly sensitive  about recognizing early indicators  o 

a  culture  clash.  Early indicators  include:

  Lack o ocus   employees  may not understand the  values  and aims 

o the  new organization or the  new leader and,  thus,  are  not ocused 

on organizational aims.

  Preoccupation with the merger   employees ocus their attention 

and energy on the act o the merger or the act o a new leader,  rather 

than on their own jobs.  Productivity and job  perormance suer.

  Sense o division   employees  ocus  on the  dierences  between 

the  employees  rom the  merging companies  rather than on their 

common purpose  and their many similarities.  Or,  in the  case  o a  

new leader and new leadership  styles,  some employees  may think 

that they have  allen out o avour.

  Sense o isolation   while  managers  ocuses  on the  strategy o the  

new organization,  employees  eel isolated and ignorant o what is  

happening.

  Unresponsive management   employees  eel that managers  are  

not concerned or their well-being.

I these  early indicators  go  unaddressed,  the  organization can then 

experience  more  serious  problems,  including the  ollowing:

  Lower productivity   workers in the new organization do not produce  

expected eciencies but actually nd working in the new organization 

more dicult because o unamiliarity with norms and procedures.

  Higher labour turnover   dissatised with the  new organization 

and earul that they may not have  a  place  in it,  many employees  

may seek new jobs.  Increased labour turnover is  especially 

troublesome when a primary purpose  o the  merger was  to  orm 

greater human capital.

  Various types  o confict in the workplace   when dierences  

between cultures  occur,  confict is  likelihood to  increase.  The  stress  o 

a  merger can bring out the  worst  in people,

  Decreased protability   i workers  are  less  productive,  i labour 

turnover increases,  and confict in the  workplace  increases,  the  

business  will have  to  devote  important resources  to  these  problems,  

which is  likely to  lower prots.

  Bankruptcy or ailure   i the  problems rom a merger are  severe  

enough and protability alls  too  much,  the  organization can actually 

run the  risk o bankruptcy or ailure.

organizatinal  culture and individuals

Now lets  look at how individuals  infuence  organizational culture  and 

how organizational culture  infuences  individuals.

Culture  is  a  very tricky issue  to  address  in organizations,  as  it is  

simultaneously everything and,  paradoxically,  nothing.  Culture  is  
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everything because  it is  the  sum o values,  attitudes,  belies,  practices,  

and norms o an organization.  It is  the  sum total o the  organization 

and thus  can infuence  everything that happens in a  business.  Even 

though businesses  with high-perorming cultures  typically attract high-

perorming individuals,  such businesses  usually also  transorm people  

into  high-perorming individuals.  New employees  can  eel  the  energy 

o the  organization and intuitively sense  the  hierarchy o values  in the  

business.  Employees  will then strive  to  t in by shaping their values,  

attitudes,  belies,  practices,  and norms to  the  organization.  Today,  

knowing the  power o organizational culture  over individuals,  virtually 

all serious  leaders  o businesses  treat the  issue  o culture  as  a  high 

priority and with great purpose.

On the  other hand,  though individuals  oten remark that they can 

eel  the  culture  o an organization,  in a  literal sense  they cannot.  

Culture  cannot be  seen,  heard,  tasted,  smelled,  or touched.  Culture  

is  an abstraction rom values,  attitudes,  belies,  practices,  and norms 

o individual employees  and groups o employees.  When someone 

asserts  We need to  change  the  culture  o our organization,  they 

actually mean that values,  attitudes,  belies,  practices,  and norms must 

change.  In other words,  what changes is  not culture ,  but rather what 

individuals  think,  value,  and do.  From this  perspective,  individuals  can 

infuence  organizational culture  signicantly.  For example,  imagine  that 

an individual j oins  an organization where  the  practices  o employees  

include  long,  unauthorized breaks and too  much time sending personal 

emails.  I the  new employee  decides  not to  ollow these  practices  and 

only takes  authorized breaks and sends  only the  occasional personal 

email,  that person is  starting to  infuence  the  culture  o the  organization.  

What happens  in this  scenario?  Possibly ellow employees,  grumbling 

She  will make us  all look bad ,  will be  hostile  to  the  new employee  

or violating unocial company practice.  Possibly ellow employees  

will think her odd and not care;  they are  not going to  change  their 

behaviours  regardless  o what any new employee  does.  Possibly,  

however,  she  will inspire  others   other employees,  or example,  eeling 

guilty about long breaks and many emails  but lacking the  courage  to  

break with the  culture  o the  organization.

revision checklist

  Organizational culture  is  the  attitudes,  belies  and values  o an 

organization.

  Power culture  exists  when a ew individuals  retain most o the power.

  In role  culture,  each employee has a clearly dened role  and operates  

within a highly-controlled structure.

  In task culture,  teams address  specic problems within a dened time-

rame.  

  Person culture  exists  where  individuals  believe that they are  superior 

to  the  organization and just do  their own thing.   

  Reasons or culture  clashes  include:  dierent degrees o ormality,  

dierent leadership  styles,  dierent languages,  dierent senses  o time 

and urgency.

TOK discussion

Culture cannot be  heard,  seen,  

smel led,  tasted,  or touched,  

only  behaviour can.  

Is it correct to  speak of 

culture at a l l?  
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Practice question

Recruiting a new CEO

A company can spend a large  amount o money to  recruit a  well-

known and successul Chie Executive  Ofcer (CEO)  rom outside  

the  organization.  However,  recently published research suggests  that 

recruiting externally is  not only costly,  but it is  also  risky,  disruptive  and 

demotivating.  

Two long-term studies  o 36  large  public limited American companies  

ound the  ollowing:  

  The companies  that promoted CEOs internally perormed better than 

those  that recruited externally.  

  Outsider  CEOs ( recruited externally)  have  a  signifcantly higher 

ailure  rate  than  insider  CEOs ( recruited internally) .  40%  o 

outsider  CEOs stayed or two years  or less.

  The average  fnancial reward package  or outsider  CEOs,  including 

salary,  bonuses  and proft-related incentives,  was  65%  higher than 

or those  appointed internally.  

  Outsider  CEOs eel empowered to  impose  rapid change  and to  

assert their authority on the  company,  even beore  they really 

understand the  organizational culture.  The  arrival o an outsider  

CEO  is  oten quickly ollowed by the  departure  o senior managers.

  Outsider  CEOs are  very good at rapid cost-cutting and eliminating 

unproftable  products/activities,  a  skill that is  very valuable  when 

a competitive  advantage  needs  to  be  gained or restored in a  

competitive  environment.

Apple,  Dell,  Microsoft ,  Intel ,  McDonalds  and Nike are  successul 

American companies  that appointed CEOs internally between 1 998   

and 2007.

A comparison o average  perormance  indicators  between 1 998  and 

2007  is  shown below:

Companies led  by  

an  insider CEO

Companies led  by  an  

outsider CEO

Return  on  capital  employed  (ROCE) 20.3% 15.8%

Revenue growth 11.9% 4.4%

Earnings per share 13.9% 4.6%

Net proft margin 7.9% 6.0%

Some critics  o the  two American studies  argue  that companies  

promoting CEOs internally usually have  a  strong corporate  culture  

and are  already efcient and proftable.  These  critics  also  argue  that 

the  perormance  indicators  in the  table  do  not measure  the  exact 

contribution o individual CEOs.

[Source:  adapted  rom Alexandra  Frean,  The value o hiring chie executives on  the 

inside track,  The Times,  4 Apri l  2011]
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a)  Describe  two  possible  infuences  on organizational culture.  [4 marks]

b)  ( i)  Explain the  importance  o earnings  per share  to  a   

shareholder.  [2  marks]

( ii)  D istinguish between two  external methods  o recruitment  

that an organization could use  to  recruit a  new CEO.  [4 marks]

c)  Examine the  useulness  to  an organization o rapid change  

management imposed by a  new outsider  CEO.  [6 marks]

d)  Discuss  whether organizations  that promote  CEOs internally  

are  more  likely to  be  successul.  [9 marks]

IB ,  Nov.  201 3  
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2.6  Employer and  employee relations (HL only)

This  unit discusses  employer and employee  relations.  As  with any aspect 

o business  that is  governed or infuenced by the  laws o a  country,  

situations  can dier rom country to  country.  Nevertheless,  what ollows 

is  generally applicable  in many countries.

colletive bargaining

The situation when the  management team and workers  have  

representatives  who negotiate  on the  terms and conditions  o 

employment is  called collective  bargaining.  Large  organizations do  not 

have  the  time to  negotiate  with individual employees.  For both workers  

and managers,  having employer and employee  representatives  to  

negotiate  makes  better sense.

Sometimes the collective bargaining system may not work and an 

industrial dispute may arise.  A common way in which workers take action 

is  when they go on strike.  A strike is  when employees stop working to  

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  Discuss the role  and  responsibi l ity  o employee and  employer 

representatives

  Dene the ol lowing industrial/employee relations methods used  by:

  employees:  col lective bargaining,  slowdowns/go-slows,  work-to-

rule,  overtime bans and  strike  action

  employers:  col lective bargaining,  threats o redundancies,  

changes o contract,  closure  and  lock-outs

  Outl ine  sources o conict in  the workplace

  Explain  the ol lowing approaches to  conict resolution:

  concil iation  and  arbitration

  employee participation  and  industrial  democracy

  no-strike agreement

  single-union  agreement

  Outl ine  reasons or resistance to  change in  the  workplace  (such  as 

sel-interest,  low tolerance,  misinormation  and  interpretation  o 

circumstances)

  Evaluate human resource strategies or reducing the impact o change 

and  resistance to  change (such as getting agreement/ownership,  

planning and  timing the change and  communicating the change)

  Describe how innovation, ethical  considerations and cultural  diferences 

may inuence employer-employee relations in  an organization
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orce an employer to  meet their demands.  However,  employees have  

other means o resolving labour disputes.  Employee representatives may 

try to  keep negotiating.  Workers may start a go slow,  which means they 

deliberately work below their potential.  Alternatively they may work 

to  rule,  which involves working strictly by the company rule  book  

and ollowing every rule  in the organization would probably bring it to  

a standstill.  An overtime ban occurs when employees reuse to  work 

overtime.  In this case,  the organization may nd it very dicult to  operate.  

Finally,  strike action occurs;  that is,  workers withdraw their labour.

At the  same time,  an employer can use  a  public relations  (PR)  campaign 

to  try to  put orward its  case.  The  employer might also  threaten workers  

with redundancy or make changes  to  their contract o employment.  It 

might also  lock employees  out.

Sources o confict

The primary causes  o confict between workers  and the  management 

team in the  workplace  include  the  ollowing:

  Change   this  can be  driven by either internal or external actors.  

E ither way,  change  can cause  stress.  Not all employees  will respond 

well to  new technology,  or example.  Having employees  adapting 

poorly to  change  increases  the  likelihood o confict in the  workplace.

  Dierent interests   workers,  who in certain respects  have  a  lesser 

stake  in business  than managers  or the  shareholders,  ocus  on their 

individual goals,  which may include  more  fexibility in the  workplace  

or higher wages.  Managers  sometimes  believe  that workers  do  not 

suciently consider the  goals  o the  business.

  Dierent values   individuals  see  the  world dierently.  Lack 

o acceptance  and understanding o these  dierences  can cause  

confict.  Oten,  workers  have  a  culture  that diers  rom that o the  

management team.

  External actors   any number o external actors  can disrupt the  

workplace:  changes in the  economic environment can aect the  

resources  available  to  the  business,  migration o labour can bring in 

new workers  unaccustomed to  an organizations  traditional culture,  

and political changes  can lead to  new laws and regulations that 

workers  or managers  do  not like.

  Insufcient resources   no  organization has  unlimited resources.  

Managers  must decide  how resources  are  allocated.  Frequently,  

employees  think that they have  to  compete  or available  resources  

just to  do  their j obs.  Having insucient resources  also  touches  

employees  pay.  Confict oten arises  when workers  or managers  

demand more  pay.

  Poor communication   sometimes managers  and workers  clash 

because  lack o communication has  created misunderstanding.  

Even when managers  or workers  have  tried to  communicate,  

misunderstandings  can occur.

  Poor perormance   sometimes  people  do  not do  their j obs  

properly,  a  situation that can happen at all levels  o an organization.  

TOK discussion

When looking out at the 

world,  capital ists tended  to  

see the world  as composed  

of individuals.  Peoples of 

left-wing pol itical  persuasions 

general ly  see the world  in  

groups  groups of capital ists,  

groups of workers,  etc.  Which  

perspective is closer to  the 

truth?
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People  not doing their j obs  properly,  whether managers  or workers,  

has  an impact on others  and can lead to  confict.  I the  problem is  

addressed ( the  non-perorming employee  is  reprimanded,  demoted,  

or even sacked) ,  that too  can cause  confict.

approches to confict resolution

Concil iation  and  arbitration
Sometimes the  employer and employee representatives  will seek help  

rom a third party to  resolve  a dispute.  This  process  is  oten reerred to  as  

conciliation and arbitration.  The aim o conciliation is  to  bring together 

the  groups in dispute  and help  them to  nd a resolution.  An independent 

third party is  usually called in to  conciliate  on the  dispute.  In this  

situation,  both parties  outline their positions by providing appropriate  

evidence.  This  evidence is  then assessed and a judgment is  made.

Employee participation  and  industrial  democracy
In industrial democracies,  oten partial or complete  participation by the  

workorce  in the  running o an organization occurs.  At one  extreme,  

industrial democracy implies  workers  control over industry,  perhaps 

linked with workers  ownership  o the  means o production,  as  with 

producer cooperatives.  Another approach is  the  appointment o 

worker or trade  union representatives  to  company boards  or governing 

bodies.  For others,  industrial democracy takes  the  orm o worker 

participation,  such as  collective  bargaining in which trade  unions  

negotiate  with managers.  A ourth approach places  less  stress  on power 

sharing and more  on consultation and communication:  managers  are  

seen as  retaining all responsibility or decisions  but make arrangements  

to  consult employee  representatives  beore  changes  are  introduced.

No-strike agreement
A no-strike  agreement occurs  when a trade  union has  agreed not to  

undertake  industrial action unless  procedural steps  have  rst been 

undertaken.  It can also  mean that a  union has  agreed to  rule  out any 

possibility o taking industrial action.  Unions usually agree  not to  strike  

when the  management team has  agreed to  certain conditions.  For 

example,  the  management team may have  agreed to  infation-proo pay 

rises,  or agreed to  reer all disputes  to  arbitration should no  agreement 

be  made between managers  and unions.

Single-union  agreement
Where one union is  recognized as  the  only representative  o employees,  

it is  called a single-union agreement.  This  situation saves  managers  the  

diculties  o negotiating with several unions and reduces competition 

between the unions to  get a higher pay increase  than rival unions.  It also  

helps to  avoid the  disruption to  the  organization i only one o several 

unions is  in dispute  with managers.  When multiple  unions are  involved,  

one union can disrupt the  production process  or the  whole organization.
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reasons fo esistance to change
For many reasons,  employees  may resist change  in the  workplace.  

Change  is  typically  orced  on them by managers  because  o changes in 

the  internal or external environments.  Whereas  managers  typically view 

change  as  desirable  (or necessary)  or the  health o the  organization 

and or proftability,  workers  are  oten threatened by change.  There  are  

specifc reasons that workers  and employees  oten resist change:

  Discomort   employees  are  oten happy with the  current situation 

and want to  maintain the  status  quo.

  Fear   changes  oten makes  employees  araid simply because  they do  

not know what will happen.

  Insufcient reward   employees  oten perceive  that implementing 

the  change  requires  them to  do  more  work or no  increase  in 

compensation.

  Lack o j ob  skills   employees  may not have  the  skills  necessary to  

perorm in the  changed work environment.

  Loss  o control   when managers  insist on change,  employees  eel 

that they do  not have  control over their lives.

  Mistrust   employees  sometimes  do  not trust managers.

  Poor communication   employees  do  not know why the  business  

needs  to  change.

  Poor timing   change  is  brought about or the  needs  o the  

organization but might occur at a  time that,  or either proessional or 

personal reasons,  may ft poorly with the  needs  o employees.

  Prior experience   an employee  may have  had a bad experience  

with change  in an another organization or at an earlier time with his  

or her current employer.

  Social support   an employee  who works  with a group o people  

who resist change  may choose  to  resist or the  sake  o maintaining 

social relationships.

Hr stategies to educe the impact of change
Good organizations  do  not blindly move orward with change  but rather 

lead and manage  employees  through a change  process.  When eectively 

done,  a  change  process  helps  to  reduce  the  resistance  and transition the  

organization to  its  new and desired set o circumstances.

Organizations and managers  can reduce  the  impact o change  through 

various  steps.  The  frst is  simply assessing the  potential impact o the  

change,  assessing employees  potential reaction to  it,  and determining 

the  degree  to  which managers  can control the  change  process.  

Thereater,  the  management team should take  the  ollowing steps:

1 .  Develop  a vision or the  change  process  and the  desired outcomes.  

I necessary,  the  business  may have  to  realign its  largest aims and 

vision or the  organization.

2.  Forecast and allocate the necessary resources to  implement the change.

Student workpoint  
2.8

Be a researcher

Use the  internet to  

research an industrial 

dispute  that has  occured 

in your country.

Describe:

  What casued the  

dispute?  Was it one  

or a  combination o 

many actors?

  What strategies  were  

adopted by a)  the  

employees  and b)  the  

employers

  What was  the  

outcome o the  

dispute?  Was there  a  

clear winner?
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3 .  Involve  employees  in the  change  process  rom the  outset so  that 

employees  are  not surprised and so  that they do  not eel powerless.

4.  Regularly communicate  to  all appropriate  stakeholders  how the  

change  process  is  unolding.  Managers  should not be  araid to  

report problems or implementation dips.  Pretending that problems 

in the  process  are  not occurring when they clearly are  will weaken 

employees  condence.  On the  other hand,  managers  should report 

successes  in the  change  process  to  inspire  condence.

5 .  Train employees  in advance  o those  changes that aect them 

directly,  which should allow them to  see  the  benets  o change  

immediately.  I employees  are  not properly trained,  the  ears  o lack 

o competence  will be  heightened.

6.  Routinely communicate  the  benets  o the  changes.

7.  Be aware  o the  stress  that change  can cause  and support employees  

as  much as  possible,  beore,  during,  and ater change.

revision checklist

  Employee  and employer representatives  act on behal o employees  

and employers  in negotiations.

  Collective  bargaining is  a  negotiation between employees  (usually 

through a trade  union)  and their employers  to  agree  wages  and 

working conditions.

  Slowdowns occur when workers  deliberately work less  eciently 

than they can.

  When employees  work-to-rule  they ollow every rule  and regulation 

exactly,  which oten means slowing down production.

  An overtime ban is  when employees  reuse  to  work any more  than 

their contracted hours.

  When workers  strike,  they reuse  to  work and may also  protest 

outside  their workplace.

  Employers  may negotiate  by making threats  o redundancies  or 

changing the  terms o employees  contracts.  This  would put pressure  

on workers  and might persuade  them to  agree  to  a  settlement.

  A lock-out involves  closing the  business  or a  short time,  preventing 

employees  rom working and being paid.

  Potential sources  o confict involve  change,  diering interests  or 

values,  external actors  such as  the  economy,  poor communication 

and poor perormance.

  Conficts  can be  resolved through conciliation and arbitration,  

industrial democracy,  no-strike  agreements,  and single-union 

agreements.

  Successul organizations use  their HR strategy to  manage  employees  

through the  process  o change.  

INNOVATION, ETHICS 

AND CULTURE
Innovation,  ethical  considerations,  

and  cultural  d iferences may  inuence 

employeremployee relations in  an  

organization.

Innovation  is a  two-edged  sword.  

On  the one hand,  innovation  makes 

an  organization  dynamic and  oten  

enhances the reputation  and  increases 

the protabil ity  o a  business.  However,  i 

an  organization  is too dynamic (that is,  

constantly  changing) ,  employees may  nd  

the situation  too stressul .  They  may  grow 

weary.

Ethical  considerations can  also inuence 

employeremployee relations.  When  

going through the change process,  or 

example,  i managers ail  to  consider ul ly  

the human element,  employees may  

draw the conclusion  that changes being 

undertaken  benet only  the organizations 

managers and  owners,  especial ly  i 

retrenchment o employees is involved.  

Conversely,  managers can  build  trust i 

they  treat employees ethical ly:  whenever 

possible,  retraining employees or new 

jobs,  giving them adequate time to  learn,  

and  providing support throughout.  In  

general ,  whether it is  a  static situation  

or a  changing environment,  employers 

should  treat employees wel l ,  with  ethical  

considerations in  mind.  Treating employees 

wel l  can  be costly,  but in  the long run  doing 

so general ly  pays of.

Final ly,  cultural  d iferences,  both  within  

an  organization  and  relating to  the broader 

culture o where the business is located,  

play  a  role  in  employeremployee 

relations.  Some cultures have traditions 

o workplace democracy,  others o 

paternal ism,  sti l l  others o authoritarian  

management.  Regardless,  these internal  

and  external  cultures inuence managers 

and  workers expectations and,  thus,  

employeremployee relationships.
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Practice question

Get Going

Get Going is  a  charity that was  created teen years  ago  to  provide  

wheelchairs  to  disabled people.  Ater a  successul start,  the  business  has  

been experiencing nancial problems.  This  has  led to  low motivation 

among employees  and some are  considering leaving the  charity.

Recent changes  in the  organization rom a tall to  a  fat structure  have  

led to  communication problems and the  chie executive  is  keen to  solve  

the  issues.  Rumours  have  started about job  losses  and this  has  led to  

employees  becoming more  unhappy and earing change.

a)  Explain how the  aims and objectives  o a  charity may be  dierent 

rom those  o a  prot making organization.  [4 marks]

b)  Examine the  eects  on Get Going o moving rom a tall to  a   

fat organizational structure.  [6 marks]

c)  Identiy two examples  o ormal and two examples  o  

inormal communications  that might be  used in Get Going.  [4 marks]

d)  Evaluate  two solutions  to  the  problems o poor  

communications  in Get Going.  [6 marks]

IB ,  May 2005
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3.1  Sources o fnance

3  F i n an ce  an d  acco u n ts

All orms o business  organization need unding or the  various activities  

they undertake.  The  money could be  needed or a  variety o reasons,  

including starting a  business,  or its  day-to-day operations,  or or its  

uture  growth and expansion.  As  a  result,  businesses  need to  ascertain 

or be  clear on the  exact purpose  o their fnance.  This  purpose  can be  

classifed as  either capital expenditure  or revenue expenditure .

Capital  expenditure
This  is  money spent to  acquire  items in a  business  that will last or 

more  than a  year and may be  used over and over again.  Such items 

are  known as  fxed assets  and include  machinery,  land,  buildings,  

vehicles,  and equipment.  These  fxed assets  are  needed or the  purpose  

o generating income or the  business  over the  longer term.  Due  to  their 

high initial cost,  most fxed assets  can be  used as  collateral  ( fnancial 

security pledged or repayment o a  particular source  o fnance  such as  

bank loans) .  Capital expenditures  are  thereore  long-term investments  

intended to  assist businesses  to  succeed and grow.  For example,  

purchasing a  van by a  business  is  termed capital expenditure  because  

the  benefts  accrued to  the  business  rom this  will be  spread over the  

long term.

Revenue expenditure
This is  money spent on the day-to-day running o a business.  These  

payments or expenses include rent,  wages,  raw materials,  insurance,  

and uel.  They do not involve the purchase o longer-term,  fxed assets.  

Revenue expenditure needs to  be covered immediately to  keep the  

business operational and should thereore provide immediate benefts,  

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  explain  the role  o fnance or businesses in  terms o capital  

expenditure  and  revenue expenditure

  comment on  the ol lowing internal  sources o fnance:  personal  

unds ,  retained  proft  and  sale o assets

  comment on  the ol lowing external  sources o fnance:  share capital ,  

loan  capital ,  overdrats ,  trade credit ,  grants ,  subsidies ,  debt 

actoring,  leasing,  venture capital  and  business angels

  defne short-,  medium-  and  long-term fnance

  discuss the appropriateness,  advantages,  and  d isadvantages o 

sources o fnance or a  given  situation.
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unlike capital expenditure which has a long-term ocus.  Businesses need 

to  be  cautious not to  have consistently high revenue expenditure as this  

will make it dicult or them to build sucient capital in order to  make 

long-term investments.  In addition,  it may make it extremely dicult 

or them to  get out o a sudden crisis  situation.  For example,  i a school 

is  spending most o its  money paying salaries  and bonuses to  teachers or 

paying ood suppliers,  and these costs are  not checked,  it may be  unable  to  

build new classrooms to  accommodate any increases in student demand.  

In a business,  a high level o expenses may also  erode the prots.

Student workpoint 3.1

Be a researcher

Choose  any two multinational companies  that you are  interested 

in.  Using the  Internet or any other available  resource,  nd out or 

each company what its  main capital and revenue expenditures  are.  

Separately list each companys  expenditures  on a table.

The  sources  o nance  or a  business  can be  obtained rom either 

internal sources  or external sources.

internal  sources o fnance

Internal nance  is  money obtained rom within the  business  and is  

usually rom already established businesses.  Some o these  sources  

include  the  ollowing.

Personal  unds
This  is  a  key source  o nance  or sole  traders  and it comes mostly rom 

their own personal savings.  By investing with their personal savings,  

sole  traders  maximize  their control over the  business.  In addition,  this  

investment shows commitment to  the  business  and is  a  good signal to  

other investors  or nancial institutions  that the  business  might need 

to  approach or additional sources  o nance.  It is  a  preerred source  

o nance  because  it is  cheap  and easily available,  and no  interest will 

need to  be  paid.  However,  it poses  a  great risk to  the  owners  or sole  

traders  because  they could be  investing their lies  savings.  In addition,  

i these  savings are  not large  it may prove  dicult to  start or maintain a 

business,  especially i this  is  the  only source  o unding.

Retained  proft
This is  the prot that remains ater a business  has paid tax to  the  

government (corporation tax)  and dividends to  shareholders.  It is  also  

known as  ploughed-back proft  and may be reinvested into the  

business,  becoming an important source o nance or the organization.  

Importantly,  retained prots do not necessarily represent surplus cash 

available  to  a business.  Rather,  they represent how the business  has  

managed its  prots.  For example,  whether it has distributed them as  

dividends or reinvested them in the business.  I reinvested,  they are  

refected as increases to  assets  which could include cash.  The advantages  

o retained prot include the ollowing.  

Key terms

Capital  expenditure

money spent to acquire fxed  

assets in  a  business

Revenue expenditure

money  used  in  the day-to-day  

running o a  business

Key terms

Personal  unds

a source o fnance or sole  

traders that comes mostly  rom 

their own personal  savings

Retained proft

proft that remains ater a  

business has paid  corporation  

tax to  the government and  

d ividends to  shareholders
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  It is  cheap because  it does  not incur interest charges.  

  It is  a  permanent source  o nance  as  it does  not have  to  be  repaid.

  It is  fexible  as  it can be  used in a  way the  business  deems t.

  The owners  have  control over their retained prots  without 

intererence  rom other nancial institutions  such as  banks.

However,  there  are  some disadvantages:  

  Start-up  businesses  will not have  any retained prot as  they are  new 

ventures.  

  I retained prot is  too  low,  it may not be  sucient or expansion.  

  In some cases  owners  may overuse  the  retained prot and leave  no  

buer or emergencies  or or uture  growth opportunities.  

  A high retained prot may mean that either very little  or nothing 

was paid out to  shareholders  as  dividends.

Sale  o assets
This  is  when a business  sells  o its  unwanted or unused assets  to  raise  

unds.  These  assets  that are  no  longer required by the  business  include  

obsolete  machinery or redundant buildings.  To  raise  cash,  businesses  

could also  sell o any excess  land or equipment they may not be  using.  

The  advantage  o selling assets  is  that it is  a  good way o raising cash 

rom capital that may be  tied up  in assets  that are  not being used.  No 

interest or borrowing costs  are  incurred.  The  drawback is  that it may 

only be  an option available  to  established businesses  and not new ones  

that may lack any excess  assets  to  sell.  In addition,  it may be  time-  

consuming to  nd a buyer to  sell the  assets  to,  especially in the  case  o 

obsolete  machinery.  In some cases  businesses  may adopt a  sale and 

lease back  option,  which involves  selling an asset that the  business  still 

needs to  use.  In this  case  the  business  will sell the  asset to  a  specialist 

rm that then leases  the  asset back to  the  business.

Student workpoint 3.2

Be a researcher

Using an Internet search engine  such as  Google,  nd at least ve  

organizations  that rely to  a  large  extent on internal sources  o 

nance  to  operate.  What are  the  main internal sources  they use,  

and why?

extrnal  sourcs o fnanc

External nance  is  money obtained rom sources  outside  the  

business .  These  could be  rom institutions  or  individuals  willing to  

provide  the  unds.  Some  o these  external  sources  o nance  include  

the  ollowing.

Key term

Sale of assets

when a  business sel ls of its 

unwanted  or unused  assets to  

raise  unds

Key term

Share capital

money raised  rom the sale  o 

shares o a  l imited  company
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Share capital
This  is  money raised rom the  sale  o shares  o a  limited company and 

is  also  known as  equity capital.  Buyers  o these  shares  are  known as  

shareholders  and may be  entitled to  dividends when prots  are  made.  

The  term authorized share capital  suggests  the  maximum amount 

the  shareholders  o a  company intend to  raise.  Unlike  private  limited 

company shares  that are  not sold to  the  public,  the  shares  o public 

limited companies  are  sold in a  special share  market known as  the  stock 

exchange .  This  is  a  regulated and organized market where  securities  

( or example  shares  and bonds)  are  purchased by and sold to  willing 

investors.  The  oldest stock exchange in the  world is  the  London stock 

exchange.  Other global exchanges include  Bombay,  Tokyo,  Nairobi,  

Johannesburg,  and New York stock exchanges.  The  advantage  o share  

capital as  a  source  o nance  is  that it is  a  permanent source  o capital 

as  it will not need to  be  redeemed ( repaid by the  business) .  Another is  

that there  are  no  interest payments  and this  relieves  the  business  rom 

additional expenses.  On the  other hand,  shareholders  will expect to  

be  paid dividends when the  business  makes  a  prot.  In addition,  or 

public limited companies  the  ownership  o the  company may be  diluted 

or change  hands rom the  original shareholders  to  new investors  or 

shareholders  via the  stock exchange.

Loan capital
Also  known as  debt capital,  this  is  money sourced rom nancial 

institutions such as  banks.  Interest is  charged on the  loan to  be  repaid;  

however,  these  repayments  ( installments)  are  usually spread evenly 

until the  ull loan amount (principal plus  interest)  is  paid.  The  interest 

rates  may be  either xed or variable.  A fxed interest rate  is  one  that 

does  not fuctuate  and remains  xed or the  entire  term o the  loan 

repayment.  A variable interest rate ,  on the  other hand,  changes  

periodically based on the  prevailing market conditions.  The  advantage  

o this  source  o nance  is  that it is  accessible  and can be  arranged 

quickly or a  rms  specic purpose.  Its  repayment is  spread out over a  

predetermined period o time,  reducing the  burden to  the  business  o 

having to  pay it in a  lump sum.  Large  organizations can negotiate  or 

lower interest charges  depending on the  amount they wish to  borrow.  

The  owners  still have  ull control o the  business  i no  shares  are  issued 

to  dilute  their ownership.

However,  there are drawbacks.  The capital will have to be redeemed even 

though the business is  making losses and in some cases collateral ( security)  

will be required beore any unds are lent out.  Failure to pay the loan may 

lead to the seizure o a rms assets.  I variable interest rates increase,  a rm 

that took this option may be aced with a high debt repayment burden.

Overdrats
This  is  when a lending institution allows a rm to  withdraw more  

money than it currently has  in its  account,  which is  called overdrawing 

rom the  account.  In most cases  the  overdrawn amount is  an agreed 

amount that has  a  limit placed on it.  Interest is  charged only on the  

amount overdrawn.  However,  exceeding the  limit set may attract higher 

Key terms

Loan capital

money  sourced  rom nancial  

institutions such  as banks,  

with  interest charged  on  the 

loan  to  be repaid

Overdrafts

when a  lending institution  

al lows a  rm to  withdraw more 

money  than  it currently  has in  

its account
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additional costs.  The  advantage  o a  bank overdrat is  that it provides  

an opportunity or rms to  spend more  than they have  in their account 

( even in situations  where  there  is  no  money in the  account) ,  which 

greatly helps  in settling short-term debts  such as  paying suppliers  or the  

wages  o sta.  It is  a  fexible  orm o nance  as  its  demand will depend 

on the  needs o the  business  at a  particular point in time.  Charging 

interest only on the  amount overdrawn may make it even cheaper than 

loan capital.  With an overdrat acility,  banks  can cover a  rms  cheques  

to  prevent them rom bouncing.  The  major drawback is  that banks  can 

ask or the  overdrat to  be  paid back at very short notice.  In addition,  

due  to  the  variable  nature  o an overdrat,  the  bank may at times charge  

high interest rates.

Trade credit
This  is  an agreement between businesses  that allows the  buyer o goods 

or services  to  pay the  seller at a  later date.  In essence,  no  immediate  

cash transaction is  done at the  time o trading.  The  credit period oered 

by most creditors  ( trade  credit providers)  usually lasts  rom 30  to  90  

days;  j ewellery businesses  are  known to  extend it to  at least 1 80  days.  

A major advantage  o trade  credit is  that by delaying payments  to  

suppliers,  businesses  are  let in a  better cash-fow position than i they 

paid cash immediately.  It is  also  an interest- ree  means o raising unds  

or the  length o the  credit period.  A disadvantage  is  that debtors  ( trade  

credit receivers)  lose  out on the  possibility o getting discounts  had they 

purchased by paying cash.  In addition,  delaying payment to  creditors  

ater the  agreed period may lead to  the  development o poor relations  

and suppliers  may even reuse  to  engage  in uture  transactions  with the  

debtors.

Grants
These  are  unds  usually provided by a  government,  oundation,  trust,  

or other agency to  businesses.  In order to  receive  a  grant,  businesses  

will be  expected to  write  a  proposal showing how they plan to  use  

the  money.  In most cases  grant makers  ( providers  o the  grant)  are  

very selective  on who receives  the  grant.  Governments,  or example,  

would preer to  oer grants  to  businesses  that agree  to  set up  in areas  

o high unemployment so  as  to  improve  the  welare  o people  living in 

that area.  Foundations such as  the  B ill and Melinda Gates  Foundation 

oer most o its  grants  to  US-based organizations  including other tax-

exempt organizations,  with a  ocus  on promoting social responsibility.  A 

key advantage  o a  grant is  that it does  not have  to  be  paid back by the  

recipient.  The  downside  is  that it mostly comes with strings  attached  

depending on the  objective  o the  grant maker.

Subsidies
A subsidy is  nancial assistance  granted by a  government,  a  non-

governmental organization (NGO)  or an individual to  support business  

enterprises  that are  in the  public interest.  Farm subsidies  are  common 

subsidies  given to  domestic arming industries.  In most cases  the  cash 

subsidies  are  given to  help  these  industries  survive  in a  very competitive  

Key terms

Trade credit

an  agreement between 

businesses that al lows the 

buyer o goods or services to  

pay  the sel ler at a  later date

Grants

unds usual ly  provided  by  a  

government,  oundation,  trust,  

or other agency  to  businesses 

that do not need  to  be repaid

Subsidies

fnancial  assistance granted  

by  a  government,  a  non-

governmental  organization  

(NGO) ,  or an  individual  to  

support business enterprises 

that are  in  the publ ic interest
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environment by being able  to  sell their produce  at low market prices,  

while  still being able  to  reap  fnancial gain.  In situations  where  the  

market price  goes  below the  cost o production,  this  is  known as  

subvention.  A major advantage  o granting subsidies  is  that it helps  

businesses  to  increase  their demand or goods by charging lower prices  

or their products.  Like  grants,  subsidies  do  not need to  be  repaid.  A 

drawback,  especially with government subsidies,  is  that they are  oten 

marred by political intererence  in the  subsidization process.

Debt actoring
This is  where a business  sells  its  invoice to  a third party known as a  

debt actor.  It is  a fnancial arrangement where the actor takes on the  

responsibility or collecting the debt owed to  the business.  The debt actor 

may immediately pay the business  between 8090 per cent o the money 

owed on the invoices and then proceed to  collect the ull amount rom 

these debtors.  The remaining 1 020 per cent o sales revenue counts as  

part o the debt actors  proft.  The higher the debt owed the more willing 

the debt actors  will be  to  pay upront,  due to  the possibility o getting a  

higher percentage proft.  An advantage o debt actoring is  that a business  

gets immediate cash that it can use to  und other activities  or projects.  In 

addition,  the risk or responsibility o collecting the debt is  passed on to  

the actor.  The disadvantages are  that a business  loses a percentage o its  

profts because it does not receive the ull debt repayment and debt actors  

are  known to charge high administrative and service ees to  do their 

job.  In addition,  a business  may risk losing a loyal customer i the debt 

actors  use  harsh means o collecting debt such as threatening to  take the  

customer to  court or ailing to  pay the debt.

Leasing
This is  where a business  ( lessee)  enters into a contract with a leasing 

company ( lessor)  to  acquire or use  particular assets such as  machinery,  

equipment,  or property.  This  allows a frm to  use  an asset without having 

to  purchase it with cash.  Periodic or monthly leasing payments are  made 

by agreement between the lessor and lessee.  In some cases businesses  

may get into a fnance lease  agreement where,  at the end o the leasing 

period,  which usually lasts  or more than three years,  it is  given the option 

o purchasing the asset.  Large organizations such as airlines and electronic 

and car companies are  known to lease their assets.  A major advantage o 

leasing is  that a frm does not need to  have a high initial capital outlay 

to  purchase the asset.  Second,  the lessor takes on the responsibility o 

repair and maintenance o the asset.  In addition,  leasing is  useul when 

particular assets are  required only or short periods o time or occasionally.  

In the long haul,  though,  leasing can turn out to  be  more expensive than 

the outright purchase o an asset due to  the accumulated total costs  o 

the leasing charges.  Moreover,  a leased asset cannot act as  collateral or a  

business seeking a loan as an additional source o fnance.

Venture capital
This  is  fnancial capital provided by investors  to  high-risk,  high-potential 

start-up  frms  or small businesses.  Venture  capitalists  usually und  

Key terms

Debt factoring

a  fnancial  arrangement where 

the debt actor takes on  the 

responsibi l ity  or col lecting 

the debt owed  to  the business 

and  provides the business 

with  a  percentage o the owed  

debt in  cash

Leasing

a  source o fnance that al lows 

a  frm to  use an  asset without 

having to  purchase it by  cash

Venture capital

fnancial  capital  provided  by  

investors to  high-risk,  high-

potential  start-up frms or 

smal l  businesses
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start-ups  that nd it dicult to  access  money rom other nancial 

institutions  or capital markets.  Venture  capitalists  include  specialist 

organizations  and investment banks.  They own a  stake  in the  businesses  

they invest in with the  expectation o beneting rom uture  prots.  

However,  due  to  the  high risks  involved,  they expect the  rms needing 

the  unds  to  produce  a  thoroughly researched business  plan to  help  

mitigate  the  risk o investment.  The  key advantage  o venture  capitalists  

is  that they provide  unding to  businesses  that other institutions  

might regard as  too  high a  risk.  In addition,  in an eort to  protect 

their investment they are  involved in the  rms  decision making by 

providing the  required guidance  where  it is  needed.  The  disadvantage  

is  that venture  capitalists  may set very high prot targets  or the  start-

up  businesses  they invest in and i these  are  not attained they usually 

increase  their equity stake  in these  rms,  oten by a  large  percentage.

Business angels
Also  known as  angel investors ,  these  are  very afuent individuals  who 

provide  nancial capital to  small start-ups or entrepreneurs  in return or 

ownership  equity in their businesses.  They invest in high-risk businesses  

that show good potential or high returns  or uture  growth.  They may 

provide  a  one-time initial capital injection or continually support the  

businesses  through their lietime.  A major advantage  o business  angels  

is  that they give  more  avourable  nancial terms than other institutions 

or lenders  o small or start-up  businesses.  This  is  because  they are  known 

to  invest in the  person rather than how viable  a  business  venture  is.  

In addition,  they ocus on helping a business  succeed by using their 

extensive  business  experience  coupled with good nancial capital.  The  

key disadvantage  is  that angel investors  may assume a good degree  o 

control or ownership  in the  businesses  they invest in,  thereore  diluting 

the  ownership  o the  entrepreneur.

Key terms

Business angels

highly  afuent individuals 

who provide nancial  

capital  to  small  start-ups or 

entrepreneurs in  return  or 

ownership equity  in  their 

businesses

Vodafon and safaricom Knya:  extnding th Rang and Rliability  

of Financial  srvic to th Poor in  Rural  Knya

I n  Kenya  there  a re  less  than  two  m il l ion  bank accounts  

serving the  country s  popu lation  o 32  m il l ion  people.  

The  reasons or th is  d isparity  include  the  h igh  cost o 

banking and  the  act that the  majority  o the  people  

have  low incomes with  a  large  percentage  o them  

l iving on  an  average  o one  dol lar a  day .  Such  people  

do  not eel  comortable  interacting with  commercia l  

banks  that typica l ly  target m idd le  and  upper income  

customers.  M icro-Finance  Institu tions  (MFIs)  such  

as  Fau lu  Kenya  do  successu l ly  provide  nancia l  

services  or the  poor,  bu t they  are  hampered  by  poor 

inrastructure  and  low levels  o technology .  

I n  order to  address  th is  problem  Saaricom  Kenya,  one  

o the  two  mobile  service  providers  currently  operating 

in  Kenya ,  developed  an  appropriate  technology .  

The  resu l t was MPESA,  an  e lectronic money  transer 

product a imed  at making nancia l  transactions aster,  

cheaper and  more  secure.  MPESA a l lows transer 

o money  between  ind ividua ls,  transer o money  

between  ind ividua ls  and  businesses,  cash  withdrawal  

and  deposit a t registered  reta i l  ou tlets  as  payment 

or goods and  services  through  the  mobi le  phone  

short message  service  (SMS) .  MPESA account holders  
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can  deposit or withdraw money  in to  or rom  their 

virtua l  accounts  a t Saaricom  vendor shops or a t an  

increasing number o ou tlets  such  as  supermarkets  

and  petrol  stations.  Once  the  money  is  in  their 

accounts,  they  can  use  i t to  pay  b i l ls,  transer to  other 

people  or purchase  goods  and  services.  

I n  October 2005,  MPESA tria ls  were  successu l ly  

launched  in  Kenya,  eaturing e ight Saaricom  dea ler 

shops and  450  Fau lu  Kenya  cl ients  and  concluded  

in  May  2006.  Vodaone  Group  Plc provided  990,000  

Sterl ing pounds and  DFID  910 ,000  pounds  sterl ing to  

fnance  the  p i lot project.  Consu lt Hyperion  a  British  

ICT frm  developed  the  technology  that was  u ti l ized  

by  mobi le  service  provider Saaricom  Kenya  through  

dea lers,  reta i lers  and  MFIs  among others.  The  product 

has  been  successu l ly  launched  by  Saaricom  

and  p lans are  underway  to  recru it more  fnancia l  

institu tions and  reta i l  ou tlets.  Tria ls  on  new tra in ing 

methods  or potentia l  MPESA users  are  a lso  under way .  

Vodaone  a lso  p lans to  in troduce  the  system  in  other 

developing countries.

Exam-style  questions
1 .  Describe  two  cha l lenges encountered  by   

M icro-Finance  Institu tions  such  as   

Fau lu  Kenya.  [4 marks]

2 .  Expla in  two  advantages  and  one  d isadvantage   

o M icro-Finance  Institu tions or Kenyan   

people.  [6  marks]

3 .  Compare  and  contrast the  fnancia l  services  

provided  by  Saaricoms  MPESA with  those  o 

commercia l  banks in  Kenya.  [10  marks]

Student workpoint 3.3

Be a researcher

Find out how the various sources o fnance or private sector 

organizations compare with the sources or public sector organizations.

short-,  medium- and long-term fnance
In determining whether to  classiy a source o fnance as short,  medium or 

long term,  it is  important to  consider the investors  personal preerence or 

the type o asset under consideration.  The type o fnance should thereore  

be  matched to  the type o asset being fnanced.   Thus,  a long-term asset 

should be  fnanced with long-term fnance,  a medium-term asset should 

be  fnanced with medium-term fnance and a short-term asset with short-

term fnance.  There is  no uniormly agreed way o determining the exact 

duration o a source o fnance,  but most fnancial literature uses the  

ollowing defnitions.

Short-term fnance
This is money needed or the day-to-day running o a business and 

thereore provides its needed working capital.  This is  fnance that lasts or 

one year or less.  External short-term sources o fnance are usually expected 

to be paid with 1 2  months o a trading or fnancial year.  Examples o short-

term fnance include bank overdrats,  trade credit and debt actoring.

Medium-term fnance
This  is  money mostly used to  purchase  assets  such as  equipment or 

vehicles  that have  useul liespans  or a  specifc period o time.  This  

source  o fnance  has  a  duration period o between one  year and about 

fve  years.  Examples  o medium-term sources  include  leasing,  medium-

term bank loans  and grants.

TOK discussion

What role  does intuition  play  

in  fnancial  decision  making?

Is there a  moral  obl igation  or 

fnancial  institutions to  lend  to  

every  start-up business?
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Long-term fnance
This  is  unding obtained or the  purpose  o purchasing long-term xed 

assets  or other expansion requirements  o a  business.  The duration o the  

nance may be  anywhere rom more than ve to  around 30  years.  Long-

term nance sources  include long-term bank loans and share  capital.

Student workpoint 3.4

Be knowledgeable

Prepare  and complete  a  table  that classies  the  ollowing sources  o 

nance  into  short,  medium or long term:

  debt actoring

  retained prot

  trade  credit

  leasing

  sale  o assets

  venture  capital

  share  capital

  overdrats

  loan capital

  subsidies.

Factors infuencing the choice o a   

source o nance

In determining the appropriateness o using a particular source o nance  

or a given situation,  rms need to  consider a number o actors which can 

infuence their decision.  Some o these actors are explored below.

Purpose or use o unds
Businesses  will need to  match the  source  o nance  careully to  their 

specic requirements.  What exactly will the  nance  be  used or?  Will 

it be  used or the  purchase  o long-term xed assets  or or the  short-

term day-to-day running o the  business?  Long-term loan capital may 

be  appropriate  when purchasing a xed asset,  while  trade  credit may be  

suitable  i raw materials  are  needed urgently in the  business.

Cost
Businesses  will need to  consider thoroughly all the  costs  associated with 

obtaining a source  o nance.  Such costs  include  interest payments,  

administration costs,  and costs  associated with a share  issue.  In addition,  

the  opportunity cost  ( the  next best alternative  that is  orgone ater 

choosing one  source  over the  other)  is  also  an important consideration 

when deciding on the  most appropriate  source  o nance.
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Status and  size
Public limited companies  can obtain nance  rom various sources,  

whereas  sole  traders  will not be  able  to.  This  is  because  sole  traders  are  

less  well known and smaller in size  than public limited companies.  For 

example,  the  issue  o shares  is  a  source  o nance  that is  only possible  

or public limited companies  and not sole  traders.  In addition,  large  

organizations  have  added collateral that they can use  to  negotiate  or 

lower interest rates  rom nancial institutions.

Amount required
For small amounts,  rms may consider mostly short-term sources  o 

nance  such as  bank overdrats  while,  or larger amounts,  long-term 

bank loans  or the  issue  o shares  are  available  options.  Thereore  varying 

sources  will be  used depending on the  amount required.

Flexibil ity
This  looks  into  the  ease  with  which a  business  can switch rom 

one  source  to  another.  In  some  cases  businesses  will  need 

additional  sources  at  particular  points  during their  trading period 

which could be  infuenced by,  or  example,  seasonal changes  in 

demand that may require  short- term sources  o  unding.  The  

availability  o  such sources  o unding in  such a  short period also  

determines  how fexible  it  is .

State o the external  environment
This  involves  actors  that the  business  has  no  control o.  For example,  

increases  in interest rates  or infation (persistent increases  in average  

prices  in an economy)  will greatly aect the  purchasing decisions  o 

both consumers  and producers.  Consequently,  this  will aect the  choices  

businesses  make in sourcing their nance.  Taking up  a  bank loan with 

rising interest rates  may not be  the  best choice  or a  rm because  o the  

increased cost involved.

Gearing
This  reers  to  the  relationship  between share  capital and loan capital.  

I a  company has  a  large  proportion o loan capital to  share  capital it 

is  said to  be  high geared ,  while  a  company that is  low geared  has  a  

smaller proportion o loan capital to  share  capital.  For example,  assume 

there  are  two  companies,  company A and company B ,  each with a 

total capital o $60  million.  Company A may have  a  loan capital o 

US$1 0  million and share  capital o US$50  million,  while  company B  

may have  a  loan capital o US$40  million and share  capital o US$20  

million.  Company A is  thereore  low geared compared to  company B  

which is  high geared.  High-geared businesses  are  viewed as  risky by 

nancial institutions  and they will  be  reluctant to  lend money to  such 

rms.  These  businesses  will thereore  need to  seek alternative  sources  

o nance.  One  way o measuring gearing is  by calculating the  gearing 

ratio  ( see  section 3 .6 ) .

INNOVATION
Read  the summary  rom the 

Finance for Innovation  (http://

www.awt.nl/upload/documents/

publ icaties/tekst/as36.pd)

What in  your opinion  would  you  

consider to  be the best source 

o nance or innovation? 

What actors may  infuence 

your decision  on  this source o 

nance? Carry  out research  on  

how various global  businesses are 

unding their innovations.
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y Mtn  ugada achieves oe of he mos remarkable mobile moey 

growh raes workig wih  Fdamo
MTN  Uganda s  Mobi leMoney  

service  ach ieved  one  o the  

most remarkable  and  rapid  

growth  rates  ever witnessed  

in  the  mobi le  nancia l  

services  industry .  I n  a  year 

ater launching,  the  service  

had  registered  more  than  

one  m i l l ion  users,  16% o i ts  

subscriber base.  Today ,  i t 

remains  one  o the  world s  most 

successu l  MFS  deployments.

The  success o the  service,  however,  has gone  ar urther 

than  simply  connecting the  previously  unbanked.  

The  introduction  o mobile  payments has led  to  a  

undamental  shit in  the  rural  and  peri-urban  economies.

About MTN  Uganda
I n  October 21  1998,  MTN  Uganda  launched  commercia l  

services  in  Uganda.  M TN  has  since  grown  to  be  the  

lead ing mobi le  operator in  the  country .

MTN  adopted  a  wireless approach  to  provid ing 

te lecommunications  services  to  the  Ugandan  market,  

wh ich  proved  to  be  a  convenient and  ast method  o 

ro l l ing out services.  Despite  insufcient inrastructure  

(power,  roads etc.)  MTN  now covers  the  majority  o 

both  the  u rban  and  rura l  popu lation

Ugandas fnancial  position   the 

opportunity  or MTN
There  a re  over 30  banks in  Uganda,  bu t a  banking 

penetration  rate  o no  more  than  10%.

The traditional  banking model  involves taking branches 

to  various locations, an  option  that is not compatible  with  

poor countries such  as Uganda  that cannot aord  to  make  

the investment required  or such  a  complex inrastructure.

Furthermore, some traditional  banking branches were  

unable to support the number o customers they can  

generate in  an  area. The advent o mobile money provided  

everyone with  the opportunity  to access nancial  inclusion.

Th is  presented  an  opportun ity  or MTN  Uganda  to  

provide  banking services  using mobile .

The power o the MTN  Fundamo 

partnership
MTN  MobileMoney  was launched  as a  way  to  al low the  

consumers to  send  and  receive money, top up airtime  

and  perorm many  other services using a  mobile  phone.  

MTN  Uganda  saw the pressing need  to  oer services to  a  

population  desperate  or nancial  inclusion, and  it turned  

to  Fundamo to  help roll  out the ambitious national  project.

MTN  Mobi leMoney  makes use  o the  basic Fundamo  

p la torm  with  an  add itiona l  layer o services  designed  

specica l ly  or the  Ugandan  environment and  to  meet 

regu latory  requ irements.

MTN  and  Fundamo spent over a  year in  Arica  beore the  

launch o Mobile Money, interviewing potential  users o 

the service rom all  age-groups and  business sectors. This  

market research allowed  Fundamo to rene aspects o the  

service to make sure that it would  be well  received  and  met 

the needs and  aspirations o the Ugandan communities.

MTN  Mobi leMoney  is  an  e lectron ic wa l let service  that 

enables  you  to  send  and  receive  money  anywhere  in  

Uganda  using your phone.  MTN  Mobi leMoney  users  a re  

able  to :

  Send  money  to  any  MTN  mobile  phone  user;  

registered  or not.

  Send  money  to  mobi le  phone  users  on  other loca l  

networks  using the  MTN  agent network.

  Withdraw cash  at any  authorised  MTN  

Mobi leMoney  agent.

  Pay  b i l ls  such  as  DStv,  anywhere  conveniently  

with  immediate  resu lts.

  Buy  a irtime  or themselves and  others  on  the  MTN  

network d irectly  and  conveniently .

  Manage  their MTN  Mobi leMoney  accounts.

The  go-to-market strategy  was designed  to  ensure  rapid  

uptake  o the  services.  However,  even  the  h ighest hopes 

o the  partners were  exceeded  by  the  response. I t was 

testament to  the  robust Fudamo platorm  that MTN  was  

able  to  continue  to  sign  up  new customers onto  the  

system, rely ing on  the  integrity  o the  Fundamo solution.

The  system  was  designed  at the  outset to  hand le  

complex transactions  as  the  long-term  view was  

to  migrate  the  users  onto  newer services l ike  

in ternationa l  remittances  and  mobile  insurance.
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MTN  Ugandas success has been  reerenced  in  a  number 

o articles looking at mobile  money  implementations in  

the  developing world.  The  reason  or the  success has  

been  the  non-traditional,  below the  l ine  methods used  

by  MTN. The d istribution  model  o by  the people,  or the  

people has rel ied  on  empowering the local  population  

through  education  and  solid  entrepreneurial  opportunity.

Over 2500  Mobi leMoney  oot so ld iers  were  tra ined  on  

the  system.  Equ ipped  with  basic inrastructure  such  as  

photocopiers,  marquees,  re levant marketing materia l  

and  transport,  the  oot so ld iers  canvassed  new users  

across  the  country .

Fundamo  invested  an  enormous amount o time  

ensuring that the  sign-up  process was both  simple  

and  logica l ,  whi le  comply ing with  a l l  regu latory  

requ irements.  The  service  menu  was  a lso  designed  

to  work with  even  the  most rud imentary  handsets  to  

ensure  the  service  is  as  inclusive  as  possib le.

Service  agents  are  incentivised  using a  commission-

based  system  which  rewards  them  immediately  upon  

the  sign-up  o new user,  and  on  transactions  levels.  

Th is  was a  sign icant boost to  loca l  communities  

and  was warmly  welcomed  by  governments  who  are  

looking or SMME job  creation .  More  importantly ,  i t  

has  meant that agents  are  d riven  to  ensure  customer 

satisaction  and  are  a lways  on  the  lookout or ways  to  

make  the  user-experience  more  reward ing.

Results
In  just over a  year MTN  Uganda registered  1  million  

MobileMoney service users - 16% o its subscriber base.  

MTN  Uganda continues to be one o the most successul  

Mobile Money deployments globally  to date. It continues to  

innovate introducing new, useul  services on a  regular basis  

such as paying government pensions through the system.

Due  to  the  success o the  project,  Western  Un ion  

announced  that i t had  chosen  Uganda  as  the  rst 

country  to  ro l l  out i ts  in ternationa l  rem ittance  service  

in  partnersh ip  with  MTN .

Once  the  new in ternationa l  rem ittance  service  was 

activated ,  MTN  subscribers  registered  or Mobi leMoney  

were  able  to  receive  Western  Un ion  Money  Transer 

transactions in  their mobi le  accounts.  I n  add ition ,  

Mobi leMoney  users  in  certa in  countries  are  now able  

to  send  Western  Un ion  Money  Transer transactions 

d irectly  rom  their mobi le  phones  or pay -out a t one  o 

Western  Un ions  agent locations  in  territories  a round  

the  world .

Adapted  rom  :  h ttp://www.undamo.com/PDF/Case%20

study/MTN%20Uganda%20Case%20Study .pd

Exam-style questions
1 .  Outl ine  the  ma in  activities  o MTN  Uganda   

in  the  nancia l  services sector.  [  4  marks]

2 .  Expla in  how three  d iferent stakeholders   

have  been  afected  by  the  in troduction  o  

M TN  Mobi le  money .  [6  marks]

3 .  To  what extent have  MTN  and  Fundamo  reached  

their strategic objectives in  Uganda?  [10  marks]  

Revision checklist

  Capital expenditure  is  money spent to  acquire  

xed assets  in a  business,  which include  

machinery,  land,  buildings,  vehicles  and 

equipment,  while  revenue expenditure  is  

money spent on the  day to  day running o 

a  business  with expenses  that include  rent,  

wages,  raw materials,  insurance  and uel.

  Internal sources  o nance,  which are  obtained 

within the  business,  include  personal loans,  

retained prots  and sale  o assets.

  External sources o nance that are obtained 

outside the business include share capital,  loan 

capital,  overdrats,  trade credit,  grants,  subsidies,  

debt actoring,  leasing,  venture capitalists and 

business angels.

  Short- term nance  which lasts  or one  year 

or less  provides  a  business  with its  needed 

working capital.  Medium-term nance  that 

lasts  rom more  than one  year to  about ve  

years  is  mostly used to  purchase  assets  such 

as  equipment or vehicles.  Long-term nance  

with a duration o more  than ve  years  to  

thirty years,  is  unding obtained or the  purpose  

o purchasing long term xed assets  or other 

expansion requirements  o a  business.  

  In deciding on the  appropriate  source  o 

nance  to  use  businesses  need to  consider;  

the  purpose  o the  unds,  cost,  fexibility,  their 

status  and size,  amount required,  gearing and 

the  state  o the  external environment.
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Practice question

Three Hills  Driving School

Three Hills Driving School provides  driving instructions  to  people  

interested in obtaining a licence  to  drive  a  car.  They target people  aged 

1 8  to  25  who are  mostly students  who have  fnished high school and/  or 

university students.

It is  owned by Maria  who  set it  up  two  years  ago  using her savings.  

Her capital expenditure  was  about $90,000  in the  frst year while  

her revenue  expenditure  was  hal that amount in the  same  year.  She  

plans  to  sell her business  ater fve  years  as  a  going concern.  Due  to  

increased demand she  plans  on buying more  cars  and employing more  

instructors.  Thereore,  she  will need to  seek alternative  sources  o 

fnance  to  und this.  She  is  debating between taking up  a  long term 

loan or a  bank overdrat.

a)  Dierentiate  between capital expenditure  and revenue  

expenditure  [4 marks]

b)  Comment on two benefts  and two drawbacks o raising money using 

ones  savings  [6 marks]

c)  Explain two medium term sources  o fnance  available  to  Maria to  

help  her expand her business  [6 marks]

d)  Evaluate  the  view that taking up  a  long term loan would be  a  

preerable  option than a bank overdrat or Marias  business  

expansion plans.  [9 marks]
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3.2  Costs and  revenues

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  explain  the  d iferent types of costs ,  using examples

  comment on  the meaning o the term revenue  and,  using examples,  

suggest various revenue streams available  to  organizations.

inroducon

Costs  and revenues  are  very important actors  that determine the  

success  o any business.  Businesses  thereore  need accurate  and reliable  

inormation about them or eective  decision making.

Cost  reers  to  the  total expenditure  incurred by a  business  in order to  

run its  operations.

Revenue  is  a  measure  o the  money generated rom the  sale  o goods  

and services.

Proft  is  calculated by fnding out the  dierence  between revenues  and 

costs.  A high positive  dierence  is  a  good indicator o business  success.

types of coss

Fixed  costs
These  are  costs  that do  not change  or vary with the  amount o goods  or 

services  produced.  They are  expenses  that have  to  be  paid regardless  o 

any business  activity the  frm engages  in.  They are  mostly time related 

and are  usually paid per month,  per quarter,  bi-annually,  or per year.  

They remain fxed in the  short run.  The  short run is  defned as  a  period 

o time when at least one  actor o production ( resource  needed to  

produce  goods  or services)  does  not change.  Examples  o fxed costs  

include  rent,  insurance,  salaries,  and interest payments.  For instance,  

i a  frm usually pays  a  rent o $5 ,000  per month and decides  to  take  a  

weeks  holiday,  this  rent will still need to  be  paid despite  the  holiday.  It 

is  thereore  important to  note  that fxed costs  do  not change  due  to  a  

change  in output in the  short run.

Variable  costs
These are  costs that vary or change with the number o goods or services  

produced.  They are  expenses that change in proportion to  business  

activity.  Variable  costs  are  volume related as  they are  paid per quantity 

produced.  These are  costs that can be  incurred both in the short run or in 

the long run (a period o time when all actors  o production are variable) .  

They are  also  pegged to  sales,  in that an increase in sales or output sold 

leads to  an increase in variable  costs.  I no units  are  produced then no  

variable costs are  incurred.  Examples o variable  costs  include raw material 

costs,  sales  commissions,  packaging,  and energy usage costs.
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All xed costs  ( total xed costs)  added to  all variable  costs  ( total variable  

costs)  gives  us  the  total costs.  Hence,  total costs  (TC )  =  total xed costs  

(TFC)  +  total variable  costs  (TVC) .

Semi-variable  costs
These  are  costs  comprising both xed and variable  components.  

Semi-variable  costs  remain xed or a  given level o production or 

consumption,  ater which they become variable  when the  set level is  

exceeded.  Such costs  are  also  known as  semi-fxed costs  or mixed 

costs .  The  greater the  production levels  the  higher will be  the  total costs;  

however,  when no  units  are  produced the  rm still incurs  xed costs.  

Labour costs  are  an example  o semi-variable  costs.  The  xed cost would 

be  the  salary paid per month to  the  worker or regular hours  worked,  

while  the  variable  cost is  any payment such as  overtime made or 

working extra hours.  Another example  would be  a  monthly rental or a  

phone line  ( standing charge)  which constitutes  a  rms  xed cost,  while  

the  call charges  (number o calls  made)  make up  its  variable  cost.

Direct costs
These  are  costs  that can be  identied with or clearly attributed to  

the  production o specic goods  or services.  They are  expenses  that 

can directly be  traced to  a  particular product,  department,  or process  

(known as  cost centres) .  Some examples  o direct costs  include  the  cost 

o four used in making bread in a  bakery,  the  cost o labour used in car 

production in a  manuacturing rm,  and the  cost o chicken in a  ast-

ood restaurant selling only chicken products.  Generally,  direct costs  

include  raw materials,  direct labour,  and packaging costs.

Indirect costs
These  are  costs  that are  not clearly identied with the  production 

o specic goods  or services.  They are  expenses  that are  not directly 

traceable  to  a  given cost centre  such as  product,  activity,  or department.  

As  a  result,  they are  dicult to  assign to  particular cost centres.  

They are  also  known as  overheads  or  overhead costs .  Examples  

include  rent,  oce  sta salaries,  audit ees,  legal expenses,  insurance,  

advertising expenditure,  security,  interest on loans,  and warehouse  costs.

Key terms

Fixed costs

costs that do  not change 

with  the amount o goods or 

services produced

Variable costs

costs that change with  the 

number o goods or services 

produced

Semi-variable costs

costs comprising both  fxed  

and  variable  components

Direct cost

costs that can  be identifed  

with  the production  o specifc 

goods or services

Indirect cost

costs that are not clearly  

identifed  with  the production  

o specifc goods or services

 Rent on  business premises is 

an  indirect cost

 Raw materials are a  direct cost
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Student workpoint 3.5

Be a researcher

Research the  ollowing organizations and identiy the  various costs  

they incur:

  An airline

  A mobile  phone company

  A high school

  A hospital

  A bank

Classiy the  costs  into  either fxed,  variable  or semi-variable.  Which 

o these  costs  can also  be  categorized as  direct or indirect?

Total  revenue
This  is  the  total amount o money a frm receives  rom its  sales.  It is  

calculated by multiplying the  price  per unit by the  number o units  sold:

Total revenue =  price  per unit   quantity sold

Abbreviated as  TR =  P    Q

where  TR is  total revenue,  P is  price  per unit and Q  is  the  quantity sold.

For example,  i a  toy-producing frm charges  US$8  per toy and sells   

200,000  toys  a  month,  then its  total revenue or the  month will be  

(US$8    200,000)  =  US$1 ,600,000  or US$1 .6  million.

Total revenue,  also  known as  sales  revenue or turnover,  should not be  

conused with earnings or profts,  which take  costs  or expenses  into  

account.  In addition,  total revenue includes  all income received,  whether 

the  goods  or services  were  sold on credit or cash.  However,  a  frms  

revenue is  obtained not only rom its  trading activities.  Other revenue 

streams include  the  ollowing:

  Rental income  a  business  could receive  income rom rent it collects  

rom property it has  invested in.  A seasonal business  could also  hire  

out its  ofce  or actory space  during times  when demand or its  

products  is  low.

  Sale  o fxed assets   this  could be  rom the  sale  o unused or 

underutilized assets  in a  business.

  Dividends   a  business  could be  a  shareholder in other businesses  

and is  entitled to  a  share  o the  profts,  also  known as  dividends.

  Interest on deposits   holding substantial amounts  o cash in the  

bank can lead to  a  business  earning good levels  o accumulated 

interest on the  money i the  interest rates  are  avourable.

  Donations   these  could be  a  cash git made by an individual or 

organization targeting mostly charitable  organizations.

  Grants  and subsidies   see  section 3 .1 .

Key terms

Revenue

a  measure o the money  

generated  rom the sale  o 

goods and  services

Total  revenue

the total  amount o money  a  

frm receives rom the sale  o 

goods or services,  ound  by  

multiplying the price  per unit 

by  the number o units sold

Exam tip

In  most cases indirect costs 

are  usual ly  fxed  costs while  

d irect costs are usual ly  

variable  costs.  However,  both  

indirect and  direct costs can  

be either fxed  or variable  

depending on  the specifc 

nature o business activity.

TOK discussion

To what extent is mathematics 

a  vital  input in  knowing the 

costs and  revenues o a  

business?
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Revision checklist

  Fixed costs  are  costs  that do  not change  with the  amount o goods or 

services  produced and are  paid regardless  o any business  activity the  

frm engages  in.  Variable  costs  are  costs  that vary with the  number o 

goods  or services  produced or that change  in proportion to  business  

activity.

  Total cost is  the  summation o all fxed and variable  costs

  Semi-variable  costs  are  costs  that have  both fxed and variable  

components  and are  also  known as  semi-fxed costs or  mixed costs.

  Direct costs  are  expenses  that can be  directly traced to  a  particular 

product,  department or cost centres  while  indirect costs  are  not 

clearly identifed with the  production o specifc goods  or services.  

  Total revenue is  the  income gained rom the  sale  o goods  and 

services.  It is  also  known as  sales revenue or  sales turnover.

  Available  revenue streams to  businesses  include  rental income,  sale  

o fxed assets,  dividends,  interests  on deposits,  donations,  grants  and 

subsidies.
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Practice question

TAK

TAK is  a  sole  proprietorship  business  set up  by Tom that ocuses  on 

providing tour and travel services  to  tourists.  The set up  costs  included 

a good amount o fxed costs  and variable  costs  grew as  he  ran his  

business.  As  he  operated his  business  Tom became aware o semi-variable  

costs  that also  had an impact on his  costing.  In his  frst year he  did not 

make any proft because  his  revenue was quite  insignifcant especially 

ollowing the  downturn in the  economy.  He has  thereore  resorted to  cut 

down on his  costs  and seek or more  revenue streams so  as  to  guarantee  

a  proft by the  close  o next year.  He  has  approached a fnancial 

consultant to  help  him improve  the  perormance  o his  business.

a)  Defne the  ollowing terms

( i)  fxed costs  [2  marks]

( ii)  revenue [2  marks]

( iii)  proft [2  marks]

b)  Using examples  explain the  term semi-variable  costs  [5 marks]

c)  Explain three  ways  the  fnancial consultant may advise   

Tom on how to  improve  his  revenue streams [9 marks]
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3.3  Break-even  analysis

By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  distinguish  between  contribution  per unit  and  total  contribution

  draw a  break-even  chart  and  calculate  the break-even quantity ,  

prot and  margin  o saety

  calculate  target prot output ,  target prot  and  target price

  analyse the efects o changes in  price or cost on break-even quantity ,  

prot  and  margin o saety ,  using graphical  and  quantitative methods

  examine the  benets and  l imitations o break-even analysis.

contribution 

Contribution is  an important concept when determining the  overall 

proftability brought about by given products  in a  business.  However,  it is  

vital to  note  that it is  not the  same as  proft.  Contribution can be  used in 

calculating how many products  need to  be  sold in order to  cover a  frms  

costs.  It determines  how much a product contributes  to  its  fxed costs  

and proft ater deducting the  variable  costs.

Contribution per unit  reers  to  the  dierence  between the  selling price  

per unit and variable  cost per unit:  

Contribution per unit =  price per unit  variable cost per unit

For example,  i a  business  sells  tables  or $1 50  each and its  variable  cost 

per table  is  $60,  then the  business  makes  a  contribution o $90  per table  

towards paying its  fxed costs.

Total contribution is  calculated when more  than one  unit is  sold.  It is  

ound by subtracting the  total variable  costs  rom the  total sales  revenue:

Total contribution =  total revenue  total variable cost

Following rom the  above  example,  i the  business  sells  1 00  tables  at the  

same price  o $1 50  and a variable  cost o $60  per table,  then:

Total contribution =  ( $1 50    1 00)  -  ( $60    1 00)

 =  $9 ,000

This  $9 ,000  will contribute  towards  the  frms  total fxed costs  and proft.

Alternatively,  the  total contribution can be  calculated by multiplying the  

contribution per unit by the  number o units  sold:

Total contribution =  contribution per unit   number of units sold

Still using the  above  examples:

Total contribution =  $90    1 00

 =  $9 ,000
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Contribution  and  prot
Ater establishing what the  contribution is,  proft  can be  calculated.  

Here  we will also  need to  know the  total fxed costs  incurred by the  

business.  Using this,  the  ormula or proft is  thereore:  

Proft =  total contribution -  total fxed costs

I the  business  described above  incurs  a  total fxed cost o $5 ,000  then its  

proft will be:

Proft =  $9 ,000  -  $5 ,000

 =  $4,000

Clearly we can see  that contribution is  not the  same as  proft,  as  

contribution only removes the  variable  costs  rom sales  revenue,  while  

in calculating proft frms must also  subtract the  fxed costs.

Student workpoint 3.6

Be knowledgeable

A mobile  phone company sells  two phone models.  Model A phones  

each sell or $250 while  Model B  phones sell or $1 80  each.  In the  

month o January 201 2 ,  1 ,000  Model A phones were sold while  1 ,500  

Model B  phones were sold.  Model As  variable  cost per unit was $90  

and Model B s  was $70  per unit.  I the total fxed costs  incurred by the  

mobile phone company that month amounted to  $1 0,000,  calculate:

a)  the  contribution per unit or each model

b)  the  total contribution or each model

c)  the  proft or the  mobile  phone company that month.

Breaking even

Ater gathering inormation about pricing and fxed and variable  costs,  

a  frm will need to  calculate  how many units  or what level o output it 

needs  to  sell to  cover all its  costs.  This  level o output occurs  where  the  

total costs  equal the  total revenue,  which is  also  known as  the  break-

even point.  At this  point a  business  will neither make a proft nor a  

loss.  B reaking even is  especially important or start-up  businesses  or 

businesses  engaging in new ventures  so  as  to  establish the  minimum 

number o products  they need to  sell to  cover all their costs.

Break-even  chart
This  is  a  graphical method that measures  the  value  o a  frms  costs  and 

revenues  against a  given level o output.  The  break-even point can be  

identifed by plotting the  total cost and total revenue fgures  on a graph.  

The  horizontal axis  measures  the  output or units  o production while  the  

vertical axis  measures  the  costs  and revenues.

When drawing a break-even chart,  the  ollowing points  need to  be  

careully considered.  ( See  Figure  3 .3 .1 . )

Key terms

Contribution per unit

the diference between the 

sel l ing price  per unit and  

variable  cost per unit

Total  contribution

the diference between the 

total  sales revenue and  the 

total  variable  costs

Proft

obtained  by  subtracting total  

xed  costs rom the total  

contribution
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  Fixed costs  (FC)  need to  be  paid no  matter what level 

o output and,  because  they are  constant at these  levels,  

they are  represented by a horizontal continuous line.

  With no  units  o output there  will be  no  variable  costs  

(VC) .  Thereore  the  VC  line  starts  rom zero  (origin) .  

The  higher the  number o units  produced the  higher 

the  variable  costs  will be.  The  total variable  costs  are  

ound by multiplying the  number o units  produced 

by the  variable  cost per unit.  In most cases  the  VC  line  

may not be  included in the  break-even chart.

  Since  fxed costs  still have  to  be  paid with no  output 

produced,  the  total cost (TC )  line  begins  where  the  

fxed cost (FC )  line  starts.  Importantly,  it ollows the  

same trend as  the  VC  line.

  With no  output sold there  will be  no  revenue.  Thereore  the  total 

revenue (TR)  line  begins rom the  origin ( zero) .  The  greater the  

number o units  sold the  greater the  total revenue will be.

  The break-even point is  the  point where  the  TC  line  intersects  with 

the  TR line.  At this  point the  break-even revenue/costs  as  well as  the  

break-even level o output can be  read rom the  graph.

  The let o the  break-even point shows the  loss  made by a  frm,  

whereas  the  right o this  point shows the  proft obtained.

Margin  of safety
Businesses  may need to  know how much output they need to  

produce  beyond the  break-even point as  well  as  how much output 

or  sales  could all  beore  a  loss  is  noted.  A  measure  o the  dierence  

between the  break-even level o output and the  actual  ( current)  

level  o output is  known as  the  margin of safety or  safety margin .  

It  is  the  range  o output over  which proft is  made.  The  greater  the  

dierence  between the  break-even quantity  and the  

sales  levels ,  the  greater the  saety net or  the  saer  a  frm 

will  be  in  its  proft earnings.  ( S ee  Figure  3 . 3 . 2 . )

Margin of safety =  current output -  break-even output

For example,  i the  break-even quantity is  2 ,500  units  and 

actual or current output is  4,000  units  then the  margin o 

saety is  1 ,500  units  or 60  per cent above  the  break-even 

quantity.  As  a  positive  value  this  is  a  avourable  position 

or a  frm.

However,  a  frm producing below the  break-even point 

or making a  loss  will be  experiencing a  negative  margin 

o saety position.  For example,  i the  break-even 

quantity is  2 , 500  units  and the  current output is  1 , 800  

units  the  margin o saety will  be  700  units,  with the  

negative  sign denoting that current output level is  below 

the  break-even level o output.

Figure 3.3.1.  A break-even chart

costs/

revenue($)

TC

TR

FC

VC

R =  C

loss

prot

0 Q  (break-even  quantity) output/sales

break-even

point

Figure 3.3.2.  A break-even chart with  margin  

of safety

Note:  Q denotes break-even output and  Q1  

denotes current output.

TC

TR

FC

R =  C

loss

prot

break-even

point

0 Q Q1 output/sales

safety

margin

costs/

revenue($)
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Be knowledgeable

The ollowing inormation was  provided by David,  a  candle  producer,  

based on his  monthly production and sales.

Table 3.3.1

Quantity  

o candle 

boxes 

sold

Price per 

candle 

box 

(US$)

Revenue 

rom 

candle 

box sold  

(US$)

Fixed 

costs 

(US$)

[Total]

Variable 

costs 

(US$)

[Total]

Total  

costs 

(US$)

Proft/

(Loss)

(US$)

0 $10 0 2,000 0 2,000 (2,000)

200 $10 2,000 2,000 1,200 3,200

400 $10 4,000 2,000 2,400 4,400

600 $10 6,000 2,000 3,600 5,600

800 $10 8,000 2,000 4,800 6,800 1200

1,000 $10 10 000 2,000 6,000 8,000

1,200 $10 12 000 2,000 7,200 9,200

Reerrring to  Table  3 .3 .1 ,  answer the  questions  below.

1 .  Complete  the  proft/( loss)  column.

2 .  Calculate  the  variable  cost per candle  box.

3 .  Draw a break-even graph using the  inormation in the  table  and 

show the  break-even quantity on your graph.

4.  Show on the graph the margin o saety at 1 ,200 candle boxes sold.

Calculating break-even  quantity
1. Using contribution  per unit

Break-even quantity can be  calculated using the  ollowing ormula:

Break-even quantity =    
fxed costs
  ___   

contribution per unit
  

Exam tip

I t is very  important to  label  

the break-even chart ful ly,  

including the axes and  

l ines,  and  to  provide an  

appropriate title  or caption.  

In  addition,  you  should  be 

able  to  interpret and  modify  

the break-even chart when 

required.

Student workpoint 3.7
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For example,  a  shirt retailer incurs  fxed costs  amounting to  $3 ,000  a 

month.  The  variable  cost per shirt is  $1 2  and the  selling price  or each 

shirt is  $22 .  Using the  above  ormula:

Break-even quantity =    
$3 ,000
 _ 

$22  -  $ 1 2
   =  300  shirts

2.  Using the total  costs =  total  revenue method

We saw in section 3 .2  that total revenue  (TR)  =  P    Q  and

total costs  (TC )  =  total fxed costs  (TFC)  +  total variable  costs  (TVC)

where  TVC  is  variable  cost per unit (VC)    Q.

Using the  above  example  o the  shirt retailer,  the  break-even quantity 

can be  calculated as  shown below:

Total revenue (TR)  =  total costs  (TC)

P   Q  =  TFC  +  TVC

22    Q  =  3 , 000  +  ( 1 2    Q)

1 0    Q  =  3 , 000

Q =  300  shirts

Both methods  shown above  give  a  break-even quantity o 300  shirts  that 

the  retailer needs to  sell in order to  break even.

Proft or loss

The break-even chart showed that any sales  that exceed the  break-even 

quantity generate  proft  or a  business,  while  sales  that are  less  than the  

break-even quantity lead to  losses .

Proft can be  calculated using contribution as  seen earlier above.  

Moreover,  proft or loss  can also  be  calculated using the  ollowing 

ormula:

Proft =  total revenue (TR)  -  total costs  (TC)

Assuming the  shirt retailer sold 1 ,000  shirts  a  month,  the  proft per 

month would be  calculated as  ollows:

Proft =  TR   TC

Proft =  [P   Q]    [TFC  +  TVC]

 =  [22    1 ,000]    [3 ,000  +  ( 1 2    1 , 000) ]

 =  $22 ,000    $ 1 5 ,000

 =  $7 ,000

The  shirt retailer would thereore  be  making a proft o $7 ,000  on selling 

1 ,000  shirts  a  month.

What would be  the  proft or loss  i in another month only 200  shirts  

were  sold,  assuming the  price  and other costs  remain constant?
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Target proft

Target proft output

The break-even chart can be  used to  determine  the  level o output that 

is  needed to  earn a given level o proft.  Output ound this  way is  known 

as  target proft output and the  expected proft is  known as  target proft.  

As  shown in Figure  3 .3 .3 ,  to  attain a  target proft o $1 ,500  ($9,600  -  

$8 ,1 00)  the  bicycle  producer will need to  sell 80  bicycles.

Figure 3.3.3.  The break-even chart o a  bicycle producer

TC

TR

FC

6000

8100

9600

2500

loss

prot

0 8050 output/sales

costs/

revenue($)

An alternative  method o getting target proft output is  by using the  

ollowing ormula,  which is  a  modifcation o the  break-even ormula:

Target proft output =    
fxed costs  +  target proft

   ___   
contribution per unit

  

Using the  inormation or the  bicycle  producer,  where  fxed costs  

amount to  $2 ,500,  variable  cost per unit is  $70,  price  per bicycle  is  $1 20,  

and the  target proft is  $1 ,500,  the  target proft output can be  calculated 

as  ollows:

Target proft output =    
2 , 500  +  1 , 500

  __  
1 20    70

   =    
4,000
 _ 

50
   =  80  bicycles

The  result obtained using the  calculation method confrms what was 

obtained using the  break-even chart method.

The  above  ormula can also  be  used in calculating target proft and 

target price.

Calculating target proft

Assuming that the  bicycle  producers  fxed costs  remain at $2 ,500,  

contribution per unit is  $50  and the  target proft output is  now  

1 00  bicycles,  what is  the  target proft?

 The producer needs to  sel l  80  bicycles 

to  reach  the target proft
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This  is  ound as  ollows by incorporating the  target proft output 

ormula:

  
$2 ,500  +  target proft

  __  
$50

   =  1 00

$2 ,500  +  target proft =  1 00    $50

Target proft =  $5 ,000    $2 ,500

Target proft =  $2 ,500

Calculating target price
Target price  can also  be  calculated using the  ormula above.  I the  fxed 

costs  are  $2 ,500,  the  variable  cost per bicycle  is  $50,  the  target proft is  

$6 ,500  and the  target proft output is  200  bicycles,  the  target price  can 

be  calculated as  ollows:

200  =    
$2 ,500  +  $6 ,500

  __  
target price    $50

  

200  ( target price  -  $50)  =  $9 ,000

200  ( target price)    $ 1 0,000  =  $9 ,000

Target price  =    
$ 1 9,000
 _ 

200
   =  $95  per bicycle

Thereore to target a proft o $6,500 at a target proft output o 200 bicycles,  

the bicycle producer will need to sell each bicycle or $95.

Break-even revenue
The break-even revenue  can be  determined using a  break-even chart,  as  

seen in Figure  3 .3 .3 ,  which establishes  it to  be  $6,000  at an output level 

o 50  bicycles.  It is  clear that the  break-even revenue  is  obtained at the  

point where  the  total revenue  equals  the  total costs,  i.e.  it is  the  revenue  

required to  cover both the  fxed and variable  costs  in order or a  frm to  

break even.  At this  point the  break-even revenue  is  equal to  the  break-

even costs.

It can also  be  calculated using the  ollowing ormula:

Break-even revenue =    
fxed costs
  ___   

contribution per unit
     price per unit

Using the  previous  example  o a  bicycle  producer,  i price  per bicycle  is  

$1 20,  variable  costs  are  $70  and fxed costs  are  $2 ,500,  then applying 

the  above  ormula we  get:

Break-even revenue  =    
$2 ,500
 _ 

50
     $ 1 20  =  $6 ,000  

This  calculation shows that the  break-even revenue  is  $6,000    the  same 

as  that shown in Figure  3 .3 .3 .

Key terms

Break-even chart

a  graphical  method  that 

measures the value o a  rms 

costs and  revenues against a  

given  level  o output

Break-even quantity

a measure o output where 

total  revenue equals total  costs

Proft

the positive  d iference 

between total  revenue and  

total  costs

Margin  o saety

the output amount that 

exceeds the break-even 

quantity

Target proft output

the level  o output that is 

needed  to  earn  a  specied  

amount o prot
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Student workpoint 3.8

Be a thinker

XYZ Ltd has  the  capacity to  produce  1 80,000  units  o its  key product 

per month.  The  fxed costs  amount to  $600,000  per month,  while  

the  variable  costs  are  $1 5  per unit.  The  selling price  or each product 

is  $20.

1 .  Calculate  the:

a)  monthly profts  at maximum capacity

b)  break-even quantity

c)  break-even revenue.

2 .  The company has  a  proft target o $250,000  per month.  

Calculate  the:

a)  output level needed to  reach the  target proft

b)  price  it will need to  charge  to  achieve  the  proft target at a  

capacity o 1 50,000  units.

Efects o changes in  price or costs

The break-even chart can be  used as  a  helpul decision-making tool as  

it can show the  impact on break-even quantity,  proft,  and margin o 

saety as  a  result o any changes in price  or cost.  The  new position ater 

the  changes can then be  compared with the  previous  position to  provide  

uture  direction in the  business.

1. Changes in  price

Figure  3 .3 .4  shows  the  eect o an increase  in  price.  This  leads  to  a  

shit o the  total revenue  line  rom TR
1
 to  TR

2
.  This  indicates  that the  

sales  revenue  has  increased at all levels  o output.  The  frm will  also  

break even at a  lower level o output and there  will be  higher profts  at 

every output level.  This  can also  lead to  an increase  in a  frms  margin 

o saety.

Figure 3.3.4.  Break-even chart showing an  increase in  price

TC

0 output/sales

R2  =  C2

R1  =  C1

TR1

BEQ2 BEQ1

TR2

costs/

revenue($)
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2.  Changes in  costs

a)  Increase  in fxed costs

  Figure  3 .3 .5  shows the  eect o an increase  in fxed costs  (FC
1
 to  

FC
2
) ,  leading to  an upward parallel shit o the  total cost line  rom 

TC
1
 to  TC

2
.  An increase  in fxed costs  leads to  an increase  in total 

costs  by the  same amount at every level o output.  B reak-even 

quantity also  increases  and profts  decrease  at all levels  o output.  

This  also  decreases  the  margin o saety.

Figure 3.3.5.  Break-even chart showing an  increase in  fxed  costs

R
2
 =  C

2

FC
2

TC
2

TC
1

TR

FC
1

R
1
 =  C

1

0 BEQ1 BEQ2 output/sales

costs/

revenue($)

b)  Increase  in variable  costs

  Figure  3 . 3 .6  shows  the  eect o an increase  in  variable  costs.  

Increases  in  variable  costs  increase  the  gradient o the  total cost 

line.  This  is  shown by the  shit  o the  total  cost line  rom TC
1
 to  

TC
2
.  This  leads  to  a  rise  in  the  break-even quantity and reduces  the  

margin o saety.

Figure 3.3.6.  Break-even chart showing an  increase in  variable  costs
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Student workpoint 3.9

Be a thinker

A chocolate  business  is  considering which o the  ollowing three  

prices  to  charge  its  customers  per chocolate:

A  $ 1 .50   B  $2 .00   C  $2 .50

The ollowing inormation is  useul in its  decision making:

  fxed costs:  $1 00  000

  variable  cost per chocolate:  $1

  current output:  300  000  chocolates.

1 .  For each price,  calculate:

a)  the  break-even quantity

b)  the  margin o saety

c)  the  proft or loss

d)  break-even quantity as  a  percentage  o the  current output.

2 .  I the  variable  costs  per chocolate  increase  to  $1 .20,  recalculate  

parts  ( a)  to  (d)  above.

3 .  Comment on your observations  rom questions  1  and 2 .

Benefts o break-even analysis
  Break-even charts  provide  an easy and visual means o analysing a  

frms  fnancial position at various levels  o output.

  At a glance,  by using the  charts,  the  management o a  business  is  

able  to  determine the  proft or loss,  margin o saety,  break-even 

quantity,  and break-even revenue or cost.

  Formulae  can also  be  used to  give  more  accurate  results  when 

calculating the  above.

  Changes  in prices  and costs  and their impact on proft or loss,  break-

even point,  and margin o saety can be  compared by using the  charts  

or by calculation.

  Break-even analysis  can be  used as  a  strategic decision-making tool 

such as  deciding on key investment projects  or whether a  business  

should relocate  or merge  with another frm.

Limitations o break-even analysis
  Break-even analysis  assumes that all the  output produced by frms 

is  sold with no  possibility o stocks  being built up  or held.  In reality,  

many businesses  may hold stocks  to  cater or any sudden changes in 

demand.  S tocks  may also  build up  because  goods  cannot be  sold.

  It assumes that all revenue and cost lines  are  linear,  i.e.  represented 

by straight lines.  This  is  not always the  case.  Oering price  reductions  

Student workpoint  
3 .10

Be knowledgeable

1.  JTS  Ltd produces clocks  

and sells them to a  

number o countries  

globally.  The ollowing 

monthly inormation is  

provided.

Maximum capacity:   

200,000  clocks

Current output and 

sales:  1 60,000  clocks

Selling price:  $1 2   

Fixed costs:  $900,000

Variable  cost:  $  4  per 

clock 

The  management 

propose  that a  possible  

reduction in price  per 

unit to  $1 0  would 

lead to  an increase  in 

sales  and help  them 

reach their maximum 

capacity.

a)  Construct a  break-

even chart using the  

original price  and 

current output level

b)  Use the  chart to  

determine:

( i)  B reak-even 

quantity

( ii)  The  margin o 

saety

( iii)  Proft at current 

output

Use the calculation method 

to check your answers.

c)  Construct a  second 

break-even chart to  

show the  situation 

ater the  price  

reduction.  Repeat the  

tasks  in part (b)  above  

using the  new chart.

d)  Recommend which o 

the  proposals  JTS  Ltd 

should pursue.
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or discounts  will inuence  the  slope  o the  revenue  line.  The  slope  o 

the  variable  cost line  will also  change  i a  frm pays  overtime wages  

in an eort to  increase  output.  This  change  will then inuence  the  

slope  o the  total cost line.

  Apart rom showing fxed and variable  costs,  semi-variable  costs  

are  not represented on the  break-even chart.  I these  are  included it 

makes  the  process  more  complex.

  A break-even chart may not be  very useul in changing or dynamic 

business  environments.  For example,  the  break-even chart may not 

cope  with sudden changes  in prices,  costs,  or technology.

  The accuracy and quality o the  cost and revenue  data used 

determine  the  eectiveness  o break-even analysis.  Unreliable  or 

inaccurate  data may inuence  the  conclusions  reached in the  overall 

analysis.

  Fixed costs  may change  at dierent levels  o activity.  It would be  

preerable  to  represent these  fxed costs  as  a  stepped  line.  For 

example,  in order to  increase  output a  frm may need to  double  

its  capacity.  This  may lead to  sharp  rises  in fxed costs,  thereby 

complicating break-even analysis.

Revision checklist

  Contribution per unit is  the  dierence  between the  selling price  

per unit and variable  cost per unit while  total contribution is  the  

dierence  between the  total revenue  and the  total variable  cost.

  Proft can be  obtained by getting the  dierence  between the  total 

contribution and the  total fxed cost or by subtracting the  total costs  

rom the  total revenue  to  obtain a  positive  value.

  A break even chart is  a  graphical method that measures  the  value  o 

a  frms  costs  and revenues against a  given level o output and helps  

in identiying the  break-even point.

  Margin o saety measures  the  dierence  between the  break-even 

level o output and the  actual ( current)  level o output in a  business.

  Break-even quantity can be  calculated by dividing the  total fxed 

costs  by the  contribution per unit.

  Target proft output ormula is    
Fixed costs  +  target proft

   ___   
Contribution per unit

  

  Break-even revenue ormula is    
Fixed costs
  __  

Contribution per unit
     Price  per unit

Exam tip

Most IB  examination  

questions require the  use of 

models with  straight revenue 

and  cost l ines.

TOK discussion

What you  measure is what 

you  get. What,  if anything,  

does this tel l  you  about the  

role  of measurable objectives 

in  business decision  making?

Do results obtained  from 

quantitative methods always 

outweigh  qual itative ones?
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Practice question

Dan Electro

Dan Bowen is  a sole  trader who sells  digital cameras directly to  consumers.  

He owns an online business and all sales are  processed electronically under 

the business name Dan Electro.  The oce,  storage place and call centre are  

located together in an expensive and desirable city centre location.

Dan started the  business  three  years  ago  by borrowing a considerable  

amount o money rom a bank.  He  used his  residential property as  

collateral*  or the  loan.

The cameras are  bought and shipped rom a reputable  and reliable  

overseas supplier who charges a high price or good quality cameras and 

prompt transportation.  Dan has to  pay in advance or the cameras.  Dan 

Electros  customers are  very loyal and see their purchase as good value or 

money.  Repeat purchases comprise  a large percentage o Dan Electros  sales.  

Some customers have even indicated that they would pay a higher price  

or the cameras because o their quality and the good service he provides.

Dan is  now worried about the  orecasted rise  in interest rates,  infation 

and an increase  in online competition.  Dan Electro  may ace  some cash 

fow diculties  in the  coming years.  He  is  considering various strategies  

in order to  prevent such possible  cash fow diculties.

Financial  inormation  or 2010 (all  fgures in  US$)

Fixed costs per year

Rent Marketing Administration Interest payments

20 000 4000 5000 1000

Variable costs per camera

Camera Transportation Direct labour Price per camera

135 45 20 250

Dan is  expected to  sell 700  cameras  in 201 0.

a)  ( i)  Dene the  term variable costs.  [2  marks]

( ii)  Identiy two  advantages  or Dan o operating as  a   

sole  trader.  [2  marks]

b)  ( i)   Construct a  ully labelled break-even chart or Dan Electro   

or 201 0.  Calculate  and indicate  the  break-even point,  the  

margin o saety and the  projected prot at 700  cameras   

( show all your working) .  [7 marks]

( ii)  Calculate the number o cameras Dan Electro  must sell in  

order to double the projected prot (show all your working) .  [2  marks]

( iii)  Calculate  the  price  per camera that needs  to  be  charged  

( at expected sales  o 700  cameras)  in order to  double  the  

projected prot ( show all your working) .  [2  marks]

( iv)  Explain two  possible  limitations o the  break-even model as  a  

decision tool or Dan Electro.  [4 marks]

c)  Examine two  possible  strategies  or Dan Electro  to  prevent  

cash fow diculties.  [6 marks]

IB ,  Nov 201 0

* col lateral :  the borrowers property  is ofered  to  the lender as security  i the loan  is not paid  back
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Purpose o accounts to diferent stakeholders
Final accounts  are  fnancial statements  compiled by businesses  at the  

end o a  particular accounting period such as  at the  end o a  fscal or 

trading year.  These  records  o accounts  including transactions,  revenues,  

and expenses  help  to  inorm internal and external stakeholders  about 

the  fnancial position and perormance  o an organization.  Internal 

stakeholders  include  shareholders,  managers,  and employees,  while  

examples  o external stakeholders  are  customers,  suppliers,  the  

government,  competitors,  fnanciers,  and the  local community.  The  

purpose  o accounts  to  each o these  stakeholders  is  explored below.

Shareholders
Shareholders  will be  interested in knowing how valuable  the  business  

is  becoming throughout its  fnancial year.  They will be  keen to  establish 

how proftable  the  business  is  in order to  assess  the  saety o their 

investment.  They check on the  efciency o the  business  in investing 

capital in order to  make a worthwhile  return on their investment.  The  

perormance  o the  directors  is  also  o interest to  them:  they want to  see  

whether they need to  be  motivated urther or replaced.

Managers
Final accounts  are  used by managers  to  set targets,  which they can use  to  

judge  and compare  their perormance  within a particular fnancial year 

or number o years.  These  will help  them in setting budgets,  which will 

then help  in monitoring and controlling expenditure  patterns in various 

departments.  Knowing the  fnancial records will thereore  greatly assist 

managers  in strategic planning or more  eective  decision making in 

the  businesses.

3.4 Final  accounts

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  discuss the purpose o accounts to diferent stakeholders

  examine the  principles and  ethics  o accounting practice

  prepare  and  interpret nal  accounts,  namely  the  prot and  loss 

account  and  the balance sheet

  describe the d iferent types o intangible assets

  calculate  and  d istinguish  between  the  straight-line  and  reducing-

balance  depreciation  methods (HL only)

  explain  the strengths and  weaknesses o the  straight-line  and  

reducing-balance  methods (HL only) .
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Employees
A proftable  business  could signal to  employees  that their j obs  will be  

secure.  This  may also  indicate  that they could get pay rises.  The  potential 

or business  growth could also  help  to  strengthen these  two aspects  o 

j ob  security and salary increases.  However,  an increase  in proftability 

does  not necessarily lead to  pay increases  or employees,  leading them to  

involve  trade  unions to  negotiate  urther on their behal.

Customers
Customers  will be  interested in knowing whether there  will be  a  

constant supply o a  frms  products  in the  uture.  This  will determine 

how dependent they should be  on the  business  and how secure  it is.  I 

a  frm lacks  security,  perhaps due  to  low proftability,  customers  will go  

elsewhere  where  supply is  reliable  and guaranteed.

Suppl iers
Suppliers  can use  fnal accounts  to  negotiate  better cash or credit terms 

with frms.  They can either extend the  trade  credit period or demand 

immediate  cash payments.  The  security o the  business  and thus  its  

ability to  pay o its  debts  will be  a  key concern or suppliers.

The government
The government and tax authorities  will check on whether the  business  

is  abiding by the  law regarding accounting regulations.  They will be  

interested in the  proftability o the  business  to  see  how much tax it 

pays.  A loss-making business  will be  o grave  concern to  the  government 

because  it could mean an increase  in unemployment,  which could be  

detrimental to  a  countrys  economy.

Competitors
Businesses  will want to  compare  their fnancial statements  with those  

o other frms to  see  how well they are  perorming fnancially.  They will 

look or the  answers  to  key questions:  

  Are their competitors  proftability levels  higher than theirs  or are  the  

competitors  struggling fnancially?  

  How do  the  competitors  sales  revenues  compare  with theirs?

Financiers
These include banks that will check on the creditworthiness o the business  

to  establish how much money they can lend it.  This will also depend 

on the gearing o the business because a high-geared business will have  

problems soliciting unding rom fnancial institutions ( see section 3 .1 ) .  

Banks will thoroughly assess the accounts o a business in order to be  

confdent that it will be able to  pay back its loan with interest.

The local  community
Residents  living around a particular business  will want to  know its  

proftability and expansion potential.  This  is  because  it may create  job  
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opportunities  or them and lead to  growth in the  community.  However,  

the  residents  will also  be  concerned about whether the  businesses  will be  

environmentally riendly and whether their accounts  consider costs  such 

as  air or noise  pollution.

Priniples nd  ethis of ounting prtie

Proessional accountants have a responsibility to act in the public interest.  

They not only have to satisy the needs o their employer or client but 

should observe and comply with a particular code o ethics and conduct.  

Ethics in accounting is the study o moral values and judgments as applied 

in the accounting process.  A code o ethics is thereore a set o principles,  

usually based on the frms core values,  that guide accountants on the  

standards that need to be upheld.  A code spells out the rules  or behaviour 

with respective pre-emptive warnings.  For a deeper understanding o how 

principles and ethics are applied in accounting practice,  read the ollowing 

case study about the Association o Chartered Certifed Accountants (ACCA) .

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y acca ode of ethis nd ondut

The Association  o Chartered  Certied  Accountants  

(ACCA)  is  a  global  body  or proessional  accountants that 

oers business-relevant qualications to  people  seeking 

careers in  accountancy,  nance and  management.

The  Code  o Eth ics  and  Conduct ( the  Code)  is  b ind ing 

on  a l l  members  o ACCA,  and  any  partner (or d irector)  

in  an  ACCA practice.  However,  i t  is  a lso  b ind ing on  the  

sta o such  a  practice,  regard less  o whether or not 

they  are  members  o ACCA or any  other proessiona l  

body .  The  Code  is  d ivided  in to  three  parts.  Part A 

sets  out the  undamenta l  princip les  o proessiona l  

eth ics  or proessiona l  accountants  and  provides  a  

conceptua l  ramework or apply ing those  principles.  

Parts  B  and  C  i l lustrate  how the  conceptua l  ramework 

is  to  be  appl ied  in  specic situations.  These  parts  

provide  examples  o saeguards that may  be  

appropriate  to  address  threats  to  compl iance  with  the  

undamenta l  principles  and  a lso  provide  examples  

o situations  where  saeguards a re  not ava i lable  to  

address  those  threats.

Some  o the  most important areas  o the  Code,  rom  the  

point o view o a  practitioner,  a re  d iscussed  below and  

in  other ava i lable  act sheets.

The fundamental  principles
With in  the  Code,  as  noted  above,  the  undamenta l  

princip les  a re  set ou t in  Part A.  As  a  member body  

o the  In ternationa l  Federation  o Accountants  

( IFAC) ,  ACCA is  requ ired  to  apply  eth ica l  standards  

that are  a t least as  stringent as  those  stated  in  the  

In ternationa l  Eth ics  Standards  Board  or Accountants  

Code  o Eth ics  or Proessiona l  Accountants  ( the  

IESBA Code) .  Whenever the  IESBA Code  is  revised ,  the  

ACCA  Rulebook  is  reviewed ,  and  updated  as  necessary ,  

to  ensure  that i t remains a l igned  with  the  IESBA Code.

The  undamenta l  princip les  set ou t the  obl igations  

p laced  on  a l l  members,  whether or not they  are  in  

practice.  The  ve  principles  are  set ou t below.

  Integrity    members  sha l l  be  stra ightorward  

and  honest in  a l l  proessiona l  and  business 

re lationsh ips.  The  ACCA  Rulebook (and  the  IESBA 

Code)  goes  on  to  state  that in tegrity  impl ies  not 

merely  honesty ,  bu t a ir dea l ing and  tru thu lness.

  Objectivity    members  sha l l  not a l low bias,  

conf icts  o in terest or the  undue  infuence  o 

others  to  compromise  their proessiona l  or 

business  judgment.

  Proessional  competence and  due  care    

members  have  a  continu ing duty  to  mainta in  

proessiona l  knowledge  and  ski l l  a t a  level  

requ ired  to  ensure  that cl ients  or employers  

receive  competent proessiona l  service.  Members  

sha l l  act d i l igently  in  accordance  with  appl icable  

techn ica l  and  proessiona l  standards when  

provid ing proessiona l  services.

  Confdential ity    members  sha l l  respect the  

condentia l i ty  o inormation  acqu ired  as  a  resu lt 

o proessiona l  and  business  re la tionsh ips,  and  

sha l l  not d isclose  any  such  inormation  to  th ird  

parties  without proper and  specic authority  or 

un less there  is  a  lega l  or proessiona l  right or duty  
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to  d isclose.  S im i larly ,  condentia l  inormation  

acqu ired  as  a  resu lt o proessiona l  and  business  

re lationships  sha l l  not be  used  to  the  persona l  

advantage  o members  or th ird  parties.

  Professional  behaviour    members sha l l  comply  

with  re levant laws and  regu lations  and  sha l l  avoid  

any  action  that may  d iscred it the  proession .  

The  ACCA  Rulebook goes urther,  and  states  

that members  sha l l  behave  with  courtesy  and  

consideration towards  a l l  with  whom  they  come  

in to  contact in  a  proessiona l  capacity .

Source:  http://www.accaglobal .com/content/dam/acca/

global/PDF-members/2012/2012c/CoEC.pd

Exam-style questions
1 .  Outl ine  the  objectives  o the  ACCA Code  o Eth ics  

and  Conduct.  [4 marks]  

2 .  Apply  three  principles  o the  ACCA Code  o  

Eth ics  and  Conduct to  an  organ isation  o  

your choice.  [6  marks]

3 .  D iscuss  the  benets  and  the  l im itations  o  

a  Code  o Eth ics  and  Conduct such  as  the   

one  produced  by  the  ACCA.  [10  marks]  

TOK discussion

Many  businesses are  

introducing statements 

about their environmental ,  

social  or ethical  perormance 

together with  other nancial  

inormation.  How can  we 

efectively  measure these 

social  variables?

the main fnal  accouns

The prot and  loss account
This  is  also  known as  the  income statement  and shows the  records  o 

income and expenditure  fows o a  business  over a  given time  period.  

It thereore  establishes  whether a  business  has  made a  prot or loss  

and how this  was  distributed at the  end o that period.  It is  divided into  

three  parts:  the  trading account,  the  proft and loss  account,  and 

the  appropriation account.

(a)  The trading account

The trading account shows the dierence between the sales revenue and the  

cost to the business o those sales.  It is  shown as the top part o the income 

statement that establishes the gross proft o the business (see Table 3 .4.1 ) .  

In calculating gross prot the ollowing ormula is used:

Gross  proft =  sales  revenue -  cost o sales

Sales  revenue is  the  income earned rom selling goods  or services  over a  

given period.  Cost o sales  or cost o goods  sold (COGS)  is  the  direct cost 

o producing or purchasing the  goods  that were  sold during that period.  

The  ormula or cost o sales  is  as  ollows:

Cost o sales  =  opening stock +  purchases  -  closing stock

For example,  a  rm at the  beginning o a  trading period had $500  worth 

o stock.  It then bought more  stock during this  period valued at $800.  

It then closed this  period with stock valued at $200.  What is  its  COGS  

during the  period?

COGS  =  $500  +  $800  -  $200

COGS  =  $ 1 , 1 00

What would its  gross  prot be  i it sold 400  units  o a product at $1 0  each?

Sales  revenue =  $ 1 0    400  =  $4,000

Gross  prot =  $4,000  -  $ 1 , 1 00

 =  $2 ,900
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(b)  The proft and  loss account

This  is  the  second part o the  income statement that shows the  net proft 

beore  interest and tax,  net proft beore  tax,  and net proft ater interest 

and tax ( see  Table  3 .4.1 ) .

To  fnd out net proft beore  interest and tax,  expenses  are  subtracted 

rom the  gross  proft shown in the  trading account.  These  expenses  

comprise  indirect costs  or overheads which are  not directly linked to  the  

units  sold.  Examples  include  advertising costs,  administration charges,  

rent,  and insurance  costs.  Thereore:

Net proft beore interest and tax =  gross  proft -  expenses

Net proft beore  tax is  calculated by subtracting interest payable  on 

loans  rom the  net proft beore  interest and tax:

Net proft beore tax =  net proft beore interest and tax -  interest

Then,  the  net proft ater interest and tax is  ound by deducting 

corporation tax ( tax on company profts)  rom net proft beore  tax:

Net proft ater interest and tax =  net proft beore tax -  

 corporation tax

(c)  The appropriation  account

This  is  the  fnal part o the  proft and loss  account that shows how the  

companys  net proft ater interest and tax is  distributed ( see  Table  3 .4.1 ) .  

This  distribution is  in two orms,  either as  dividends  to  shareholders  or as  

retained proft (ploughed-back proft) .  Retained proft is  calculated using 

the  ollowing ormula:

Retained proft =  net proft ater interest and tax -  dividends

Table 3.4.1  Prot and  loss account or XYZ Ltd

XYZ Ltd   

Proft and loss account or the year ended 30 June 2012 

US$ mil l ion  

Sales revenue 800 Trading account

Cost o goods sold   250  
___

  

Gross prot 550       

Expenses  300 
___

  

Net prot beore interest and  tax 250 Proft and loss

Interest     20 
___

  account

Net prot beore tax 230

Tax     40  
___

  

Net prot ater interest and  tax       190        

D ividends     50   
___

  Appropriation

Retained  prot 140 account

Key terms

Proft and loss account

also known as the income 

statement, shows the records 

o income and expenditure 

fows o a  business over a  

given time period

Cost o goods sold  (COGS)

the direct cost o producing 

or purchasing the goods that 

were sold  during that period

Gross proft

ound by deducting cost o 

goods sold  rom sales revenue

Net proft beore interest  

and  tax

the dierence between gross 

prot and expenses

Net proft beore tax

ound by subtracting interest 

rom net prot beore interest 

and  tax

Net proft ater interest  

and  tax

equal  to net prot beore tax 

less tax

Dividends

a sum o money paid  to  

shareholders decided by  

the board o directors o a  

company

Retained proft

the amount o earnings let 

ater dividends and  other 

deductions have been made
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Student workpoint 3.11

Be a thinker

Proft and loss account or BTW Ltd  or the year ended 31  December 2012 

$000

Sales revenue 950

Cost o goods sold  ?  

Gross proft 650

Expenses ? 

Net proft beore interest and  tax 350

Interest 10

Net proft beore tax  ?  

Tax 40

Net proft ater interest and  tax  ? 

Dividends 50

Retained  proft  ?  

a)  Complete  the  above  proft and loss  account by flling in the  

missing numbers  ( indicated by question marks) .

b)  Identiy four stakeholders  who would be  interested in the  proft 

and loss  account or BTW Ltd.

c)  Explain how the  above  stakeholders  would use  the  inormation 

in this  account.

The balance sheet
Also  known as  the  statement o fnancial position,  this  outlines  the  

assets,  liabilities,  and equity o a  frm at a  specifc point in time.  It  is  a  

snapshot o the  fnancial position o a  frm and is  used to  calculate  a  

frms  net worth.  It  gives  the  frm an idea o what it  owns  and owes,  

including how much shareholders  have  invested in it.  The  basic 

requirement o a  balance  sheet is  that what a  business  owns  ( total 

assets)  must equal what it  owes  ( total liabilities)  plus  how the  assets  

are  fnanced ( equity) .  This  is  what makes  the  balance  sheet balance.  

The  three  main components  o assets,  liabilities,  and equity are  

explored below.

assets

These  are  resources  o value  a  business  owns or are  owed to  it.  They 

include  fxed assets  and current assets.

Fixed assets  are  long-term assets  that last in a  business  or more  than 

1 2  months.  Tangible  examples  that are  physical in nature  include  

buildings,  equipment,  vehicles,  and machinery.  Some o these  assets,  

ETHICS
In  2002,  the Sarbanes-Oxley  Act 

was passed  to  deter unethical  

accounting.   The  Act was passed  in  

response to  high-profle scandals 

including Enron  and  WorldCom.  

(http://www.sox-onl ine.com/act.

html)

Are there any  other global  

examples o unethical  behaviour 

in  accounting that come to  mind? 

How did  the frms concerned  

handle the situation?
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such as  machinery,  usually depreciate  ( lose  value)  over time.  In this  

case  depreciation is  deducted rom fxed assets  to  get net fxed assets.  

Intangible  assets  that are  non-physical in nature  tend to  be  difcult to  

value.  (These  will be  looked at later in the  unit. )

Current assets  are  short- term assets  that last in a  business  or up  to   

1 2  months.  They include  cash,  debtors,  and stock.  Cash is  money 

received rom the  sale  o goods and services  which could be  held either 

at the  bank or by the  business.  Debtors  are  individuals  or other frms 

that have  bought goods  on credit and owe the  business  money.  S tock,  

also  known as  inventory,  includes  raw materials,  semi-fnished goods,  

and fnished goods.

Liabilities

These  are  a  frms  legal debts  or what it owes  to  other frms,  institutions,  

or individuals.  They arise  during the  course  o business  operation and 

are  usually a  source  o unding or the  frm.  They are  classifed into  long-

term liabilities  and current liabilities.

Long-term liabilities  are  long-term debts  or borrowings  payable  ater 

1 2  months  by the  business.  They include  long-term bank loans and 

mortgages.

Current liabilities  are  short- term debts  that are  payable  by 

the  business  within 1 2  months.  These  include  creditors  (unpaid 

suppliers  who  sold goods  on credit to  the  frm) ,  a  bank overdrat 

( see  section 3 . 1 ) ,  and tax (money owed to  the  government such as  

corporation tax) .

When we  know what the  liabilities  o a  business  are,  we  can calculate  

its  working capital  and establish its  net assets .  The  amount o 

working capital a  business  has  is  important because  it  indicates  

whether the  business  can pay o its  day- to-day bills  or running costs.  

Working capital is  also  known as  net current assets  and is  calculated as   

shown below.  It  is  a  measure  o the  short- term fnancial health and 

efciency o a  business.  

Working capital =  total current assets  -  total current liabilities

To get total assets  less  current liabilities,  we  frst add all the  assets  and 

deduct current liabilities:

Total assets  less  current liabilities  =  (f ixed assets  +  current assets)  -  current liabilities

or

Total assets  less  current liabilities  =  f ixed assets  +  working capital
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Then to  get net assets ,  we  subtract long-term liabilities  rom the  above,  

as  shown:

Net assets  =  (total assets  less  current liabilities)  -  long-term liabilities  

Having calculated the  net assets  o the  business,  we  then need to  fnd 

out how they were  fnanced.

equity

Also  known as  shareholders  equity or shareholders  unds,  equity 

includes two aspects,  namely share  capital and retained profts.

Share capital

This  reers  to  the  original capital invested into  the  business  through 

shares  bought by shareholders.  It is  a  permanent source  o capital 

and does  not include  the  daily buying and selling o shares  in a  stock 

exchange market or the  current market value  o shares.

Retained  proft

As noted in section 3 .1 ,  this  is  the  proft ploughed back into  the  business  

obtained rom the  proft and loss  account.  It is  also  known as  reserves  

as  it includes  proft that the  business  has  made in previous  years.  This  

is  money owed to  the  owners  but which has  been reinvested so  as  to  

purchase  necessary assets  in the  business.

From the  above,  we  then note  that:

Equity =  share capital +  retained proft

This  equity helps  to  fnance  the  net assets  o the  business  and enables  

the  balance  sheet to  balance:

Net assets  =  equity

Table  3 .4.2  is  an example  o a  balance  sheet that incorporates  what has  

been discussed above  and uses  the  required IB  ormat.
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Table 3.4.2  A statement o nancial  position

XYZ Ltd  

Balance sheet as at  30 June 2012

$m $m

Fixed assets  

Fixed  assets 600

Accumulated  depreciation   30

Net xed  assets  
______

  570   

Current assets 

Cash  20  

Debtors  15  

Stock  55  

Total  current assets  
____

  90   

Current l iabilities 

Overdrat  10  

Creditors  20  

Short-term loans  15  

Total  current l iabi l ities  
____
  45   

Net current assets (working capital)   
______

   45   

Total  assets less current l iabil ities  615  

Long-term l iabilities (debt)  250

Net assets  
______

  365   

Financed  by:  

share capital  220

retained  prot 145

equity   365  

Student workpoint 3.12

Be a thinker

1 .  Using Table  3 .4.2 ,  prepare  another balance  sheet or the  year 

ended 30  June 201 3  ater the  ollowing adjustments  occurred:

  Cash increased by US$1 0  million.

  Creditors  rose  by US$1 5  million.

  Stock decreased by US$5  million.

  A long-term loan increased by 1 0% .

  Debtors  rose  by US$5  million.

  Retained proft ell by US$26  million.

  The bank overdrat reduced by US$4 million.

   Net fxed assets,  share  capital and short- term loans  remained 

the  same.

2 .  Explain two  uses  and two  limitations o the  balance  sheet.

Key terms

Balance sheet

a nancial  statement that 

outlines the assets, l iabil ities 

and equity  o a  rm at a  

specic point in  time

Assets

resources o value that a  

business owns or that are 

owed to it

Liabilities

a rms legal  debts or what 

it owes to other rms,  

institutions or individuals

Working capital

also known as net current 

assets, helps establish  

whether a  rm can pay  its day-

to-day  running costs

Net assets

ound by subtracting long-term 

l iabil ities rom total  assets less 

current l iabil ities

Equity

also known as shareholders 

equity, shows how the net 

assets are nanced using 

shareholders capital  and  

retained  prot

TOK discussion

Do nancial  statements 

refect the truth about a  

business?

What role  does interpretation  

play  in  accounting? For 

example,  how can  we compare 

businesses just by  looking at 

their nancial  statements?
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intangble assets

These  are  xed assets  that lack physical substance  or are  non-physical in 

nature.  However,  even though they do  not have  a  physical value  they 

can prove  to  be  very valuable  to  a  rms  long-term success  or ailure.  

Some o them are  explained below.

Patents
These  provide  inventors  with the  exclusive  rights  to  manuacture,  use,  

sell,  or control their invention o a  product.  The  inventors  are  provided 

with legal protection that prevents  others  rom copying their ideas.  

Anyone wishing to  use  the  patent holders  ideas  must apply and pay 

a ee  to  be  granted permission to  use  it.  The  legal lie  or most patents  

is  about 20  years;  however,  this  period also  depends on the  useul lie  

o the  patent.  Interesting patents  include  a pen with a scanner,  steel 

kidneys  and rubber shoes  or horses  health.  More  details  on these  and 

others  can be  ound at:  http: //www.prv.se/en/Patents/Why-apply-or-a-

patent/Examples-o-patents/ .

Goodwil l
This  reers  to  the  value  o positive  or avourable  attributes  that relate  

to  a  business.  It includes a  good customer base  and relations,  strong 

brand name,  highly skilled employees,  desirable  location and the  good 

reputation a rm enjoys  with its  clients.  Goodwill usually arises  when 

one  rm is  purchased by another.  During an acquisition,  goodwill is  

valued as  the  amount paid by the  purchasing rm over and above  the  

book value  o the  rm being bought.

Copyright laws
These  are  laws that provide  a  creator with the  exclusive  right to  protect 

the  production and sale  o their artistic or literary work.  C reators  include  

musicians,  authors,  and lm producers.  Copyright laws will only apply 

i the  original ideas  are  put to  use  such as  in the  creation o a  published 

novel,  a  music album or developed computer sotware.  Most copyright 

lasts  or between 50  to  1 00  years  ater the  death o the  creator.  As  with 

patents,  anyone wishing to  use  a  copyright holders  works  must seek 

permission rom them to  do  so.

Trademarks
These  are  a  recognizable  symbol,  word,  phrase  or design that is  ocially 

registered and that identies  a  product or business.  Trademarks  also  

help  to  distinguish one  rms  products  rom anothers.  Anyone who 

inringes  the  trademarks  o others  can be  sued by the  trademark owners.  

Trademarks can be  sold or a  ee  and most last or a  1 5 -year renewable  

period,  depending on their use.  Examples  o popular trademarks  include  

Coca-Cola,  KFC ,  the  Nike  swoosh,  the  McDonalds  golden arch 

symbol,  and Donald Trumps  catchphrase  Youre  red.

Intangible  assets  are  dicult to  value,  due  to  their subjective  nature  

and in many cases  they will not be  shown in the  balance sheet.  Their 

value  can fuctuate  over time and simple  changes in the  reputation o 

 Youre fred!   American  

businessman Donald  Trump 

has attempted  to  trademark his 

amous catchphrase
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an organization can either infate  or defate  a rms  value.  As  a result,  

intangible  assets  can be  used to  window dress  or articially increase  the  

value  o a  rm just beore  a purchase.  The  setting o specic parameters  

to  be  used to  quantiy an intangible  asset just serves  to  increase  the  

complexity and inaccuracy o including it in the  balance  sheet.

Depreciation (HL only)

This  is  the  decrease  in the  value  o a  xed asset over time.  It is  a  non-

cash expense  that is  recorded in the  prot and loss  account in order to  

determine  the  net prot beore  interest and tax.  Two reasons  why assets  

depreciate  include  the  ollowing:

  Wear and tear  the  repeated use  o xed assets  such as  cars  or 

machinery causes  them to  all in value  and more  money is  needed to  

maintain them.

  Obsolescence   existing xed assets  all in value  when new or 

improved versions  are  introduced in the  market.  With time these  

old  assets  become obsolete  or out o date  and are  eventually 

withdrawn.

The IB  expects  you to  know two methods or calculating depreciation,  

the  straight-line method  and the  reducing-balance method ,  as  

described below.

Straight-l ine method
This  is  a  commonly used method that spreads  out the  cost o an asset 

equally over its  lietime by deducting a  given constant amount o 

depreciation o the  assets  value  per annum.  It requires  the  ollowing 

elements  in its  calculation:

  the  expected useul lie  o the  asset,  i.e.  the  length o time  it intends  

to  be  used beore  replacement

  the  original cost o the  asset,  i.e.  its  purchase  or historical cost

  the  residual or scrap  value  o the  asset,  i. e.  an estimation o its  worth 

or value  over its  useul lie.

Incorporating the  above,  the  annual depreciation can be  calculated as:

Annual depreciation =    
original cost -  residual value

   ___   
expected useful life  of asset

  

Example 1 :  On 1  January 201 2  ABC  Company purchased a vehicle  

costing $30,000.  It is  expected to  have  a  value  o $6,000  at the  end o 

our years.  Calculate  the  depreciation expense  on the  vehicle  or the  

year ended 31  December 201 2 .

First,  it is  important to identiy the key elements:  the original cost is $30,000,  

the residual value is $6,000 and the expected useul lie is our years.

Then apply the  annual depreciation ormula:

Annual depreciation =    
$30,000  -  $6 ,000

  __  
4 years

   =  $6 ,000

Key terms 

Intangible assets

xed  assets that lack physical  

substance or are non- 

physical  in  nature

Patents

provide inventors with the 

exclusive rights to manuacture,  

use, sell  or control  their 

invention o a  product

Goodwill

the value o positive or 

avourable attributes that 

relate to  a  business

Copyright laws

laws that provide creators with  

the  exclusive right to  protect 

the  production  and  sale  o 

their artistic or l iterary  work

Trademark

a  recognizable  symbol,  

word,  phrase or design  that 

is ofcial ly  registered  and  

that identies a  product or 

business
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The above  inormation can be  shown in a  table  to  show the  net book 

value  over our years.

Table 3.4.3  Straight-l ine depreciation  at $6,000 per annum

Year Annual  depreciation  

expense ($)

Net book value on  

vehicle ($)

0 (present) 0 30,000

1 6,000 24,000

2 6,000 18,000

3 6,000 12,000 

4 6,000 6,000

Example 2 :  Calculate  the depreciation expense o the above vehicle  i it 

was purchased on 1  July 201 2  with the year ending on 31  December 201 2 .

In such a case  we  will be  required to  charge  depreciation or hal the  

year as  ollows:

Depreciation expense  =   (    6  months
 _ 

12  months
   )      [    ( $30,000  -  $6 ,000)

  __ 
4
   ]   =  $3 ,000

Advantages of straight-l ine depreciation

  It is  simple  to  calculate  as  it is  a  predictable  expense  that is  spread 

over a  number o years.

  It is  mostly suitable  or less  expensive  items,  such as  urniture,  that 

can be  written o within the  assets  estimated useul lie.

Disadvantages of straight-l ine depreciation

  It is  not suitable  or expensive  assets  such as  plant and machinery 

as  it does  not cater or the  loss  in eciency or increase  in repair 

expenses  over the  useul lie  o the  asset.

  It is  known to  infate  the  value  o some assets  which may have  lost 

the  greatest amount o value  in their rst or second years,  such as  

motor vehicles.

  It does not take into account the ast-changing technological 

environment that may render certain xed assets obsolete  very quickly.

Reducing-balance method
This  method applies  a  percentage  depreciation rate  over the  useul lie  o 

the  asset.  It adopts  an accelerated depreciation technique  whereby the  

depreciation amount charged to  an asset declines  over time,  i. e.  higher 

depreciation is  charged at the  beginning o an assets  lietime and less  is  

charged at the  end.  Under the  reducing-balance  method net book value  

in Year 1  may be  calculated as:

Net book value in Year 1  =  Cost of original asset -  (cost of original asset   rate of depreciation [%] )
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This  is  where:

  net book value  is  an assets  net value  and is  calculated by deducting 

the  depreciation rom the  cost o the  asset

  rate  o depreciation is  the  percentage  all in the  value  o an asset over 

its  useul lie.

Example 3 :  Using example  1  above,  the  vehicle  was depreciating at an 

annual rate  o 33%*  ( see  below) .

Table 3.4.4  Reducing-balance depreciation

Year Depreciation ($) Net book value ($)

0 0 30 000

1 9,900 (30 000   33% ) 20 100

2 6,633  (20  100    33% ) 13  467

3 4444,11  (13  467    33% ) 9,022.89

4 2,977.55  (9,022.89    33% ) 6,045.34

The net book value  at the  end o our years  using this  method is  about 

$6,045 .

*33%  is  an approximation obtained using the  calculation ormula or 

the  depreciation rate.  The  exact rate  is  about 33 .1 26% .  The  ormula is  as  

shown below:

Depreciation rate =  1-    N 
________________

    
residual value

  __  
cost o fxed asset

    

Where  N represents  the  expected useul lie  o the  asset.

Residual value  is  the  estimated scrap  or salvage  value  o an asset at the  

end o its  useul lie.

Advantages of reducing-balance depreciation

  It more  realistically matches  the  cost and revenue o the  business.  

This  is  because  the  higher amount o depreciation provided in 

the  early years  is  matched against the  larger amount o revenue 

generated by the  increased production brought about by the  use  o 

the  new asset.

  It provides  a  more  accurate  measure  o depreciation compared to   

the  straight- line  method,  especially in the  valuation o assets  over  

the  years.

  it increases  non-cash expenses  immediately,  which lowers  the  

income tax expense  in the  early years,  thereby improving cash fow.

Disadvantages of reducing-balance depreciation

  It is  a  more  complex method o calculating depreciation compared to  

the  straight- line  method.

  It charges  high amounts  o depreciation in the  early years,  which 

may not be  realistic or some less  expensive  assets.
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  The ormula used to  obtain the  rate  o depreciation may be  subjective  

because  without residual value  it cannot be  used.

  It that lowers  prots,  which some stakeholders,  especially i the  

company is  publicly traded on a stock exchange,  might object to.

  It deers  tax payments  or later years.   This  is  not a  problem i the  

company keeps growing and increasing in prots.   However,  i a  

company experiences  diculty,  growth and prots  slow or go  down 

and the  company has  to  delay uture  capital expenditures,  the  

income tax burden will increase  just as  the  company is  acing cash 

fow pressures  rom slowed or declining sales  and operating prots.

Student workpoint 3.13

Be knowledgeable

Suppose  a  business  has  an asset with $2 ,000  original cost,  $200  scrap  

value,  and ve  years  o useul lie.

1 .  Use the  straight- line  method to  determine its  annual depreciation 

charge.

2 .  Using the  ormula,  calculate  its  rate  o depreciation in the  

reducing-balance  method.

3 .  In questions  1  and 2  draw and complete  the  table  to  show the  net 

book values  over the  years.

Revision checklist

  Final accounts  are  nancial statements  compiled by businesses  at 

the  end o an accounting period that inorm internal and external 

stakeholders  about the  nancial position and perormance  o an 

organisation.  Internal stakeholders  include  shareholders,  managers  

and employees  while  examples  o external stakeholders  are  

customers,  suppliers,  government,  competitors,  nanciers  and local 

community.

  Ethics  in accounting is  the  study o moral values  and judgements  

as  applied in the  accounting process.  A code  o ethics  is  a  set 

o principles  usually based on the  rms  core  values  that guide  

accountants  on the  standards that need to  be  upheld.

  A prot and loss  account shows the  records  o income and 

expenditure  fows o a  business  over a  given time period and is  also  

known as  an income statement.  

  A balance  sheet is  a  snapshot o the  nancial position o a  rm and 

is  used to  calculate  a  rms  net worth.  It gives  the  rm an idea o 

what it owns (assets)  and owes  ( liabilities)  including how much 

shareholders  have  invested in it ( equity) .

  Current assets  last to  up  to  a  year while  xed assets  last or more  

than a year.

Key terms 

Depreciation

the decrease in  the  value o a  

fxed  asset over time

Straight-line depreciation

a  method  that spreads out 

the cost o an  asset equal ly  

over its l ietime by  deducting 

a  given  constant amount o 

depreciation  o the assets 

value per annum

Residual  value

an  estimation  o an  assets 

worth  or value over its useul  

l ie,  also  known as scrap or 

salvage value

Net book value

an  assets net value at the 

beginning o an  accounting 

period,  calculated  by  

deducting the accumulated  

(total)  depreciation  rom the 

cost o the fxed  asset

Reducing-balance 

depreciation

a  method  where a  

predetermined  percentage 

depreciation  rate is used  and  

subtracted  rom the net book 

value o the  previous year
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  Long term liabilities  are  payable  ater a  year while  short term 
liabilities  are  payable  within a year.

  For a  balance  sheet to  balance  a  frms  net assets  should equal its  
equity.

  Intangible  assets  are  fxed assets  that lack physical substance  or are  
non-  physical in nature  and can be  very valuable  to  a  frms  long 
term success.  These  include  patents,  copyrights,  trademarks and 
goodwill.

  Straight line depreciation method spreads out the cost o an asset 
equally over its lietime by deducting a given constant amount 
o depreciation o the assets value per annum.  Reducing balance  
depreciation method on the other hand adopts an accelerated 
depreciation tecique whereby the depreciation amount charged to an 
asset declines over time based on the useul lie o the asset.  (HL only)
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Practice question

BBT

BBT is  a  well-established small private  limited company specializing in 

online  education,  based in the  United S tates.  The  owner and ounder,  

Mark Davis,  currently owns 1 00%  o the  shares  and enjoys  complete  

reedom in the  running o the  company.  The  business  employs  three  

ull- time sta who have  been with the  business  or over six years.

BBT has  enjoyed many years  o expansion in the  provision o online  

education.  Mark owns the  copyright or his  patented sotware,  which 

provides  him with a unique selling point (USP) .  However,  the  copyright 

will expire  in the  near uture.  Moreover,  several rival companies  have  

recently established a presence  in the  online  education market.

Mark has  to  raise  fnance  to  develop  new educational sotware  to  

maintain or improve  his  market position.  His  bank manager has  reused 

to  lend unds or the  research and development (R&D)  o the  new 

sotware.  He  said sotware  has  a  short product lie  cycle,  and your 

balance  sheet has  deteriorated.

Marks  accountant has  just presented the  ollowing fnancial inormation 

or BBT as  o 31  October 201 0,  which raised some working capital and 

liquidity issues.

a)  ( i)  Defne the  term copyright [2  marks]

( ii)  Identiy two  disadvantages  or BBT o operating as  a   

private  limited company.  [2  marks]

b)  ( i)   Calculate  the  missing fgures  X,  Y,  Z  and  with those  fgures  and 

rom the  fnancial inormation provided,  construct a  complete  

balance  sheet or BBT or 201 0.  [7 marks]

( ii)  BBTs  net proft beore  interest and tax as  at 31  October 201 0  

was  US$27  695 .  I interest payments  were  1 0%  o this  value  

and corporation tax was  30%  Calculate  the  value  o interest 

paid and  total corporation tax.  [2  marks]

( iii)  Using fnancial and non-fnancial actors,  explain why  

the  bank manager reused to  fnance  the  R&D  o the  new 

educational sotware.  [6 marks]

c)  Examine two  possible  alternative  sources  o fnance  that Mark might 

use  to  und the  R&D  o the  new educational sotware.  [6 marks]

IB ,  Nov 201 0

Extract from the balance sheet 

for BBT for the year ended  

31  October 2010

US$

Capital  employed X

Cash 2000

Creditors Y

Debtors 28 000

Depreciation 1500

Fixed  assets 30 000

Loan capital 0

Net assets Z

Retained  proft 8500

Share capital 2000

Short-term 

borrowing

0

Stock 0

Total  (current 

assets)

30 000

Total  (current 

l iabi l ities)

48 000
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Ratio analysis
This  is  a  fnancial analysis  tool used in the  interpretation and assessment 

o a  frms  fnancial statements.  It helps  in evaluating a  frms  fnancial 

perormance  by determining certain trends  and exposing its  various  

strengths  and weaknesses.  It aids  in decision making by making 

meaningul historical and inter-frm comparisons  through analysing past 

ratios  and ratios  o other businesses  in the  same or dierent industries.

The  ollowing types  o ratio  will be  explored below:  proftability ratios ,  

efciency ratios ,  and liquidity ratios .

Proftability  ratios
These  ratios  assess  the  perormance  o a  frm in terms o its  proft-

generating ability.  Other variables  are  used in interpreting this  

proftability.  Two types  o proftability ratio  are  gross  proft margin 

(GPM)  and net proft margin (NPM) .

Gross prot margin  (GPM)
This  is  ound by dividing the  gross  proft by the  sales  revenue,  expressed 

as  a  percentage.  As  shown below:

GPM =    
gross  proft

  __  
sales  revenue

     100

Example:  A business  has  sales  revenue  o US$1 00  million and gross  

proft o US$70  million.  Calculate  its  GPM,  using the  above  ormula:

GPM =    
US$70  million

  __  
US$1 00  million

     1 00  =  70%

The business  generates  a  GPM o 70% .  This  is  interpreted to  mean that 

or every $1 00  o sales  the  business  makes  $70  as  its  gross  proft,  i.e.  

every $1  o sales  revenue  brings  in 70  cents  as  gross  proft.  Businesses  

will aim or higher gross  profts  to  help  them pay their expenses.

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:
  calculate  and  interpret the  protabi l ity  and  efciency  ratios:  gross 

prot margin  (GPM) ,  net  prot  margin  (NPM) ,  and  return  on  capital  

employed (ROCE)

  examine possible  strategies to  improve the above protabil ity  and  

efciency  ratios

  calculate  and  interpret the  l iquidity  ratios:  current ratio  and   

acid  test ratio

  discuss possible  strategies to  improve the above l iquidity  ratios .

3.5  Protabil ity  and  l iquidity  ratio  analysis
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Possible  strategies to  improve GPM

  A frm might increase  prices  or products  in less  competitive  markets  

or markets  where  consumers  are  less  sensitive  to  price  changes.  

Raising prices  here  may increase  sales  revenue  because  the  quantity 

purchased may not change  signifcantly with changes  in prices.  In 

this  case  the  market may have  very ew or even lack substitutes.  The  

drawback is  that this  could damage  the  image  o the  business  with 

loyal consumers  i they perceive  this  as  a  way o ripping them o  

just or higher profts.

  A business  might source  cheaper suppliers  o materials  so  as  to  cut 

down on these  purchase  costs.  This  will help  in reducing the  cost 

o sales  and help  increase  the  GPM.  The  business  will need to  be  

careul,  though,  not to  compromise  on the  quality o the  materials  

bought,  which could lead to  customer resentment.

  A frm might adopt more  aggressive  promotional strategies  that 

will persuade  the  customers  to  buy its  products  ( see  section 4.5 ) .  

Businesses  need to  ensure  that they do  not use  expensive  campaigns  

that will lead to  increased costs.

  A business  might aim to  reduce  direct labour costs  by ensuring 

that its  sta are  more  productive  or are  able  to  sell more  units  o 

the  goods  produced.  Unproductive  sta may need to  be  shed.  Care  

should,  however,  be  taken not to  demotivate  or decrease  the  morale  

o the  remaining sta.

Net proft margin  (NPM)
This  is  a  measure  o the  proft that remains  ater deducting all costs  rom 

the  sales  revenue.  It is  calculated by dividing the  proft beore  interest 

and tax by the  sales  revenue,  expressed as  a  percentage:

NPM =    
net proft beore interest and tax

    ____   
sales  revenue

     100

Example:  A frm has sales  revenue  o US$1 50  million and a net proft 

beore  interest and tax o US$75  million.  Calculate  its  NPM.  This  is  

shown here:

NPM =    
US$75  million

  __  
US$1 50  million

     1 00  =  5 0%

The frm thereore  makes an NPM o 50% .  This  means  that or every 

$1 00  o sales  revenue  made,  the  business  generates  an NPM o $50,  i.e.  

every $1  o sales  leads  to  50  cents  in NPM.  A high NPM could mean 

that a  frm is  meeting its  expenses  very well;  on the  other hand,  a  low 

NPM could indicate  difculties  in controlling its  overall costs.  Businesses  

should thereore  look or ways to  improve  their NPM or better fnancial 

perormance.  In addition to  the  strategies  used to  increase  GPM,  the  

ollowing can help  to  boost NPM.
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Additional  strategies to  improve NPM

  A frm can careully check on the  indirect costs  to  see  where  

unnecessary expenses  may be  avoided,  or example  reduce  

expenditure  on expensive  holiday packages  or senior managers.  This  

could,  however,  demoralize  the  managers  who have  been used to  

expensive  holidays.

  A frm could negotiate  with key stakeholders  with the  aim to  cut 

costs,  or example  with landlords or cheaper rent or with suppliers  

or product discounts.  However,  negotiating or cheaper rent could 

lead to  a  frm moving to  another location which may not be  ideal,  

with a  poorer customer image.

It is  important to  note  that measures  to  increase  revenues and cut costs  

should be  used collectively in an eort to  raise  both GPM and NPM.

Efciency ratios
These  ratios  assess  how well a  frm internally utilizes  its  assets  and 

liabilities.  They also  help  to  analyse  the  perormance  o a  frm.  One 

example  o such ratios  is  the  return on capital employed (ROCE) .

Return  on  capital  employed  (ROCE)
This  ratio  measures  both the  efciency and proftability o a  frms  

invested capital.  It assesses  the  returns a  frm is  making rom its  capital 

employed.  Capital employed is  ound by adding a frms  long-term 

liabilities  ( loan capital)  to  its  share  capital and also  to  its  retained proft,  

as  noted below:

Capital employed =  long-term liabilities +  share capital +  retained proft

This  is  then used in calculating the  return on capital employed as  shown 

below:

ROCE  =    
net proft beore interest and tax

    ____   
capital employed

     100

Example:  Suppose  a  business  has  share  capital o US$1  million,  retained 

proft o US$0.5  million and loan capital o US$2  million.  It generated a 

net proft beore  interest and tax o US$700,000.  Calculate  its  ROCE.

First,  the  capital employed will need to  be  calculated as  ollows:

Capital employed  =  US$1  million +  US$0.5  million +  US$2  million  

=  US$3 .5  million
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Then,  ROCE  is  calculated as  ollows:

ROCE  =    
US$0.7  million

  __  
US$3 .5  million

     1 00  =  2 0%

The business  is  making an ROCE  o 20% .  This  means  that or every 

$1 00  o capital invested,  the  frm generates  $20  as  its  net proft beore  

interest and tax.  Generally,  the  higher the  ROCE  the  greater the  returns  

businesses  get rom their capital employed.  This  acts  as  an incentive  or 

business  owners  to  inject more  money into  their businesses  or higher 

returns.  It is  an important ratio  because  it analyses  and judges  how 

well a  frm is  able  to  generate  proft rom its  key sources  o fnance.  

Comparisons  should also  be  made  on the  ROCE  o past years,  together 

with those  o other frms,  to  get a  better assessment on the  perormance  

o a  frm.

Additional  possible  strategies to  improve ROCE

In addition to  the  above  strategies  on improving GPM and NPM,  the  

ollowing could be  used to  improve  ROCE:

  A frm should try to  reduce  the  amount o loan capital while  still 

ensuring that net proft remains  unchanged or does  not all.  The  

problem with this  is  that the  loan capital may be  needed to  purchase  

essential fxed assets  such as  machinery,  which will aid in the  urther 

production o goods  that could be  sold to  generate  more  proft.

  A frm might declare  and pay additional dividends to  shareholders.  

This  will have  the  eect o reducing the  retained proft,  and hence  

raising the  ROCE,  assuming net proft remains  unchanged or does  

not decrease.  The  drawback is  that reducing retained proft leads to  

less  ploughed-back proft or uture  investment.

Liquidity  ratios

These  ratios  measure  the  ability o a  frm to  pay o its  short- term debt 

obligations.  Businesses  need sufcient levels  o liquid assets  to  help  in 

meeting their day-to-day bills.  Liquidity is  a  measure  o how quickly an 

asset can be  converted into  cash.  Liquid assets  include  cash and others  

such as  stock and debtors  that can be  quickly turned into  cash.  Two 

important liquidity ratios  are  the  current ratio  and the  acid test ratio .

Current ratio
This  ratio  makes  a  comparison o a  frms  current assets  to  its  current 

liabilities.  It is  calculated using the  ollowing ormula:

Current ratio  =    
current assets

  __  
current liabilities

  

Example:  A business  has  current assets  totalling $500  000  while  its  

current liabilities  amount to  $250  000.  What is  its  current ratio?

Current ratio  =    
$500  000
 _ 

$250  000
   =  2

Key terms 

Gross proft margin  (GPM)

calculated  by  d ividing the 

gross proft by  the sales 

revenue,  expressed  as a  

percentage

Net proft margin  (NPM)

calculated  by  d ividing the 

net proft beore interest and  

tax by  the sales revenue,  

expressed  as a  percentage

Return on  capital  employed 

(ROCE)

assesses the returns a  frm 

is making rom its capital  

employed
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The above  frms  current ratio  is  2  which can also  be  expressed as  2 :1 .  

This  is  interpreted to  mean that or every $1  o current liabilities  the  

frm has  $2  o current assets.  A number o accountants  dier on the  

acceptable  range  o current ratio  but many recommend a range  o 1 .5 :2 .  

This  range  will allow or the  availability o sufcient working capital to  

pay o the  short-term debts  o the  business.  A current ratio  o below 1 :1  

means  that the  current assets  are  less  than the  current liabilities,  which 

could put the  frm in fnancial difculties  when it comes to  paying its  

creditors.  This  depends  on the  industry the  frm operates  in.  Moreover,  

a  high current ratio  should also  be  avoided.  A high current ratio  could 

mean any o the  ollowing:

  There  is  too  much cash being held and not being invested,  or 

example  by converting to  non-current assets.

  There  are  many debtors,  increasing the  possibility o bad debts.

  Too much stock is  being held,  leading to  high warehouse  storage  costs.

Possible  strategies to  improve current  ratio

  A frm might reduce  bank overdrats  and choose  instead to  seek 

long-term loans.  This  helps  to  reduce  the  current liabilities  and 

hence  improve  the  current ratio.  However,  increasing long-term 

loans  could increase  the  interest payable  and the  gearing ratio  o the  

business  ( see  section 3 .6) ,  thereby aecting its  efciency and uture  

liquidity position.

  Another strategy would be  to  sell existing long-term assets  or cash.  

This  increases  the  available  working capital or the  business.  The  

disadvantage  is  that i the  long-term assets  are  needed back the  

business  will ace  the  cost o leasing them.

Acid  test (quick)  ratio

This  is  a  more  stringent indicator o how well a  frm is  able  to  meet its  

short- term obligations.  This  is  because  it removes  stock as  part o the  

current assets.  It is  calculated using the  ollowing ormula:

Acid test ratio  =    
current assets  -  stock

   ___  
current liabilities

  

Example:  Suppose  in the  example  above  the  business  has  stock worth 

US$  1 50  000.  What is  its  acid test ratio?

Acid test ratio  =    
US$500  000  -  US$1 50  000

   ___  
US$250  000

   =  1 .4

In the  above  case,  or every $1  o current liabilities  the  business  has  

$1 .4 o current assets  less  stock.  By removing stock the  business  gets  rid 

o the  least liquid o current assets  to  ocus  on the  most liquid o them.  

In some cases  there  is  no  guarantee  that stock can be  sold,  eventually 

leading to  obsolete  items.  This  ratio  indicates  to  creditors  how much o 

a  frms  short-term debts  can be  met by selling its  liquid assets  at short 

notice.  As  with the  current ratio,  an acid test ratio  o less  than 1 :1  could 

mean that the  business  is  not in sound fnancial health;  it may be  acing 

a  liquidity crisis  ( the  inability to  pay its  short- term debts)  and should 

thereore  be  scrutinized with extreme caution by fnancial institutions.  
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However,  as  with the  current ratio,  the  variation o acid test ratios  in 

dierent industries  needs to  be  considered.  A high acid test ratio  has  the  

same implications as  a  high current ratio  except that there  is  no  stock to  

be  considered.

Additional  possible  strategies to  improve acid  test  ratio

In addition to  the  strategies  to  improve  the  current ratio,  the  ollowing 

can help  with the  acid test ratio:

  A frm could sell o stock at a  discount or cash.  This  will help  

improve  the  liquidity position o the  business  and avail more  

working capital to  pay o its  short- term debts.  However,  selling stock 

at a  discount may reduce  the  revenue generated rom the  sold stock,  

thereby reducing the  frms  profts.

  A frm might increase  the  credit period or debtors  to  purchase  more  

stock on credit.  The  problem here  is  that it may lead to  increased bad 

debts  in the  business.

Student workpoint 3.14

Be a thinker

1 .  Reerring to  Tables  3 .4.1  and 3 .4.2 ,  calculate  and interpret:

a)  two  proftability ratios.

b)  ROCE

c)  two  liquidity ratios.

2 .  Which o the  ratios  rom (a)  to  ( c)  are  in need o urther 

improvement?  Evaluate  possible  strategies  to  improve  each o 

those  ratios.

Key terms 

Current ratio

a  ratio  that compares a  rms 

current assets to  its current 

l iabil ities

Acid  test ratio

a  stringent ratio  that subtracts 

stock rom the current assets 

and  compares this to  the 

rms current l iabil ities

TOK discussion

Oten  nancial  inormation  

is presented  to  the  wider 

audience in  statistical ,  

graphical  or another orm 

o quantitative summary.  

Do such  simpliying 

presentations l imit our 

knowledge o accounts?

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y coa-cola  ieek (cci)   turkey

Coca-Cola  iecek (CCI )  has a  vision  to  be  one  o the  

lead ing bottlers  o a lcohol -ree  beverages in  Southern  

Eurasia  and  the  M idd le  East.  They  currently  d istribute  in

Turkey ,  Kazakhstan,  Azerbai jan ,  Jordan  and  

Kyrgyzstan .  CCI  a lso  has  over a  33%

interest in  Turkmenistan  Coca-Cola  Bottlers  Ltd .,  the  

Coca-Cola  bottler in  Turkmenistan .

In  add ition ,  CCI  is  a  party  to  jo int venture  agreements  

that have  the  exclusive  d istribution  rights  or brands  

o The  Coca-Cola  Company  in  I raq  and  Syria .  CCI  

ofers  a  wide  range  o beverages,  includ ing sparkl ing 

beverages as  wel l  as  an  expand ing portol io  o sti l l  

beverages ( ju ices,  waters,  sports  d rinks,  iced  tea  and  

hot tea) .  The  core  brands in  a l l  markets  are  Coca-Cola ,  

Coca-Cola  Light,  Fanta  and  Sprite .

Defning the Problem
CCI  needed  a  protabil ity  system  with  channel ,  brand ,  

customer and  SKU  reporting that was accurate,  sca lable  

and  had  ast turnaround.  Al l  manageria l  levels  needed  

the  right inormation  to  make  good  decisions qu ickly .  
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For Example:

  Marketing  wanted  to  see  net protabi l ity  by  

channel ,  brand ,  and  SKU  so  they  cou ld  ocus  

marketing eorts  and  budget d irect marketing 

expenses  accord ingly .

  Sales  wanted  to  ana lyze  net protabi l i ty  by  

channel  and  SKU  to  segment customers  based  on  

growth  potentia l ,  size  o business,  and  protabi l ity .

  Supply  Chain  wanted  accurate  costing inormation  

or each  SKU  regard ing warehouse  and  del ivery  

expenses.

  Executive  Management  wanted  to  track net 

protabi l i ty  a t various d imensions to  set company  

strategy .

Goals or an  Innovative Solution
  Make  net protabi l ity  or customers,  channels,  

SKUs and  brands  more  transparent,  standard ,  and  

easy  to  access.

  Faci l itate  growth  through  market segmentation  

and  enable  CCI  to  institu tiona l ize  revenue  growth  

management.

  I dentiy  protable  and  unprotable  customers,  

channels,  SKUs,  brands  etc.  and  understand  the  

d rivers  o protabi l i ty .

  Help  create  sa les  and  promotion  strategies  by  

channel  and  product based  on  net protabi l i ty .

  Track actua l  customer net protabi l i ty  and  

compare  i t  with  estimated  contract protabi l ity .

  Provide  support to  channel-based  marketing 

decisions  ( i .e .  d irect marketing expense) .

  Make  i t easier to  d ri l l  down  protabi l i ty  inormation  

through  reporting layers  (channel    customer   

SKU  or brand    SKU    customer) .

Business Va lue  Rea l ized

As a  resu l t o the  protabi l i ty  system  implemented  

with  Acorn  and  Batuman  Consu lting,  CCI  has  accurate  

inormation  they  d id  not have  beore.

Outlet  Proftabil ity
For the  rst time,  CCI  can  see  the  net protabi l ity  or 

each  outlet ( i .e .  customer sa les  location)  under each  

Area  Sa les  Manager.

Each  ASM  can  now see  the  top  and  bottom  20  outlets  

in  their area  and  act on  that inormation .  They  can  

understand  the  impact o promotions  and  d iscounts  

on  the  protabi l ity  o each  outlet by  SKU  and  d irect the  

sa les  developers  under their responsibi l i ty  to  push  or 

protable  SKU  sa les  via  the  right m ix and  amount o 

promotions and  d iscounts.

Product  Proftabil ity
Previously ,  CCI  regiona l  nance  teams had  to  

perorm  independent,  manua l  ana lysis  to  generate  

SKU  protabi l ity .  That ana lysis  took days,  was  not 

very  accurate  and  i t was d ifcu lt to  compare  SKU  

protabi l i ty  across  regions and  sa les  centers.  I n  

add ition ,  they  cou ld  not ana lyze  SKU  protabi l i ty  

by  trade  channels.  The  Acorn  solu tion  a l lows a l l  

departments  o CCI  to  use  one  model  that provides  

very  accurate  inormation  overn ight,  using m in imal  

resources.  CCI  can  a lso  ana lyze  SKU  protabi l i ty  by  

trade  channels.

Ana lysis  o net SKU  protabi l i ty  by  trade  channels  or 

each  region  and  sa les  center provides tremendous 

benet and  some  surprises.  For example,  the  same  

SKU  or the  same  channel  can  be  protable  in  one  

region  or sa les  center but unprotable  in  another due  

to  loca l  ways  o doing business.  CCI  can  now capture  

these  d ierences  with in  regions  and  sa les  centers  and  

take  action  to  improve  protabi l i ty .  Pricing decisions  

a re  managed  through  promotions  and  d iscounts  by  

trade  channel  and  SKU .  Prior to  implementing Acorn ,  

the  sa les  team  d id  th is  manua l ly ,  a t a  h igh  level  and  

with  no  trade  channel  deta i l  ava i lable .  CCI  can  now 

produce  very  accurate  and  deta i led  inormation,  

enabl ing more  accurate  pricing decisions.

CCI  has  ana lyzed  the  net protabi l i ty  o SKUs and  

package  sizes  by  channel  and  brand .  For instance,  the  

protabi l i ty  o Pet 2  l i ter vs.  Pet 2 .5  l i ter has  h istorica l ly  

been  a  point o d iscussion  with in  the  CCI  management 

team.  CCI  can  now compare  the  protabi l ity  o these  

package  sizes  with in  any  d imension  such  as  trade  

channel  ( i .e .  trad itiona l ,  on -premise  and  modern  

channels)  and  brand  ( i .e .  Coca-Cola ,  Fanta ,  Sprite,  etc.)  

with in  each  region  and  sa les  center.

Customer Proftabil ity
CCI  has  a  system  ca l led  Customer Investment Ana lysis  

(CIA)  to  measure  the  va lue  o a  customer at the  time  

o sign ing the  contract.  The  system  is  widely  used  
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in terna l ly  and  is  created  based  on  contract terms.  

CCI  now has  the  capabi l i ty  to  compare  CIA and  Acorn  

resu lts  side  by  side  so  that they  can  track whether 

the  customer is  generating the  va lue  CCI  anticipated  

beore  sign ing the  contract.  The  fnance  team  has  

completed  the  proftabi l ity  ana lysis  o Nationa l  Key  

Accounts  and  Nationa l  Co ld  Drink customers,  and  the  

resu lts  have  been  shared  with  the  sa les  team.  CCI  a lso  

p lans  to  ana lyze  the  proftabi l ity  o customers  by  Area  

Sa les  Manager and  grow add itiona l  re la tionsh ips  by  

understand ing proftable  customer profles.  Customer 

profles  show NET proftabi l i ty  and  can  be  created  

based  on  segment,  sub-trade  channel ,  income  level ,  

SKU  m ix,  etc.

Operating resu l ts  used  to  create  these  profles  include:

  Gross revenue  per un it case

  Number o un it cases sold

  Mix and  amount o promotions and  d iscounts applied  

  Level  o sa les  and  marketing organ ization  support

  Direct marketing expenses

  Del ivery  and  warehouse  expenses

Adapted  rom  http://www.acornsys.com/

Porta ls/76901/docs/coca-cola-case-study .pd

Exam-style  questions
1 .  Defne  the  o l lowing terms:

 (a )  Revenue  [2  marks]

 (b)  Net proft [2  marks]

2 .  Examine  how the  new data  cou ld  help  CCI   

increase  i ts  proftabi l i ty  (per ou tlet,  per  

customer,  per product) .  [10  marks]

Revision checklist

  Ratio  analysis  is  a  fnancial analysis  tool that assesses  a  frms  

fnancial statements  and aids  its  decision making by making 

meaningul historical and inter-frm comparisons  through analysing 

past ratios  and ratios  o other businesses  in the  same or dierent 

industries.

  Proftability ratios  that assess  a  frms  ability to  generate  proft 

include  gross  proft margin (GPM)  and net proft margin (NPM) .

  An example  o an efciency ratio  that assesses  how well a  frm 

internally utilizes  its  assets  and liabilities  is  return on capital 

employed (ROCE) .

  Liquidity ratios  measure  the  ability o a  frm to  pay o its  short term 

debt obligations  with two examples  being current ratio  and acid test 

(quick)  ratio.
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Practice question

Woolman Windows (WW)

Woolman Windows  (WW)  manuactures  windows or houses.   

The  windows are  sold to  suppliers  o building materials  in Canada.  

WWs  windows have  two pieces  o glass  sealed in a  wooden rame with 

a special glue  that prevents  any air rom passing through.  The  windows 

are  energy-ecient.  In addition,  moisture  never appears  between 

the  two pieces  o glass,  a  problem common to  many other energy-

ecient windows.  The  WW brand is  widely recognized in the  residential 

construction industry in Canada.

Because  o the  housing crisis  in North America,  WW has  seen its  sales  all 

and its  nancial position deteriorate.

WW manuactures  only standard-sized windows using fow production.  

WW oers  trade  credit* with payment in 30  days.  However,  WW is  

considering taking special orders ,  that is,  to  manuacture  windows 

that are  not standard-sized.  Doing so  might be  protable  i the  number 

o windows per special order were  a  minimum o 1 00  windows 

(break-even point) .  WW would manuacture  special orders  using batch 

production.  For special orders,  the  buyer would pay 50%  upon placing 

the  order and the  remainder upon delivery.  The  disadvantage  is  that an 

additional employee  would have  to  be  employed to  plan the  production 

process  or each special order.  WW is  uncertain i special-order sales  will 

be  sucient to  cover the  cost o the  recruitment and training o the  

new employee.

a)  Dene the  ollowing terms:

( i)  share capital [2  marks]

( ii)  debtors [2  marks]

b)  ( i)   Using the  inormation in Table 1 ,  construct a  balance   

sheet or WW as  at 31  May 2009  and calculate  the  loan  

capital (gure  X) .  [5 marks]

( ii)  Using relevant inormation rom Table 1 ,  calculate  the   

acid test (quick)  ratio  ( show all your working) .  [2  marks]

( iii)  Using relevant inormation rom Table 1 ,  calculate   

the  gearing ratio.  [1  mark]

( iv)  Using the  inormation in Table 2 ,  calculate  the  net prot  

beore  interest and tax ( show all your working) .  [2  marks]

(v)  Using relevant inormation rom Table 2 ,  calculate  the  gross  

prot margin.  [1  mark]

c)  Using nancial and non-nancial inormation,  examine WWs  

decision to  start producing special-order windows.  [5 marks]

IB ,  Nov,  201 2

Table 1.  selected  items rom WWs  

balance sheet as at 31  May  2009  

(al l  fgures in  $  thousands)

Cash 150

Creditors 515

Debtors 850

Loan capital X

Short-term borrowing 285

Retained  proft 1300

Share capital 300

Stock 400

Total  (net fxed  assets) 1800

Table 2.  selected  items rom WWs  

proft and  loss account or the year 

ended  31  May  2009  (al l  fgures in  

$  thousands)

Cost o goods sold 4700

Expenses 2150

Gross proft 2195

Sales revenue 6895

* trade credit:  credit extended  to  a  business rom its suppl iers.  Trade credit is usual ly  l isted  on  the 

balance sheet o a  business as creditors or,  in  some countries,  accounts payable.
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Efciency ratios
As indicated in section 3 .5 ,  these  ratios  assess  the  utilization o a  frms  

resources  in terms o its  assets  and liabilities.  In this  section urther 

efciency ratios  will be  explored,  namely,  stock turnover,  debtor 

days,  creditor days  and gearing ratio .

Stock turnover ratio
This  ratio  measures  how quickly a  frms  stock is  sold and replaced 

over a  given period.  It considers  the  number o times stock is  sold and 

replenished.  It can be  calculated using two approaches.

One  approach looks  at how many times in a  given period (usually a  

year)  a  frm sells  its  stock.  The  ormula is:

Stock turnover ratio  (number of times)  =    
cost of goods sold

  __  
average stock

  

Average  stock is  calculated by fnding the  average  value  o the  stock at 

the  beginning o the  year and at the  end o the  year:

Average  stock =    
( opening stock +  closing stock)

   ___  
2
  

Example:  Supposing a frm has  a  cost o sales  totalling $400,000.  It 

started the  year with goods worth $1 50,000,  and closed the  year with 

$50,000  worth o goods.  Calculate  its  stock turnover ratio.

Average  stock is  frst calculated:

Average  stock =    
$ 1 50,000  +  $50,000

  __ 
2
   =    

$200,000
 _ 

2
   =  $ 1 00,000

Stock turnover ratio  =    
$400,000
 _ 

$100,000
   =  4  times

Another approach in calculating stock turnover is  to  consider the  

number o days  it takes  to  sell the  stock.  The  ollowing ormula can  

be  used:

Stock turnover ratio (number of days)  =    
average stock

  __  
cost of goods sold

      365

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  calculate and  interpret the efciency ratios: stock ( inventory)  turnover,  

debtor (trade receivable)  days, creditor days and  gearing ratio

  evaluate  possible  strategies to  improve the above ratio .

3.6  Efciency  ratio  analysis  (HL only)
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Using the  above  example,  stock turnover ratio  in the  

number o days  is  calculated as:

Stock turnover ratio  =    
$ 1 00  000
 _ 

$400 000
     365  

 =  91 .25  days

The  above  business  turns  over its  stock our times  a  year,  

or  every 91  days,  on average.  Higher stock turnover 

(number o times)  is  preerred  or  lower fgures  or 

stock turnover ratio  (number o days) .  In  considering 

the  frst approach to  stock turnover (number o times) ,  

a  high stock turnover ratio  means  that the  frm sells  

stock quickly,  thereby earning more  proft rom its  sales.  

This  also  means  that goods  do  not become  obsolete  

quickly and perishable  goods  do  not expire ,  showing 

that the  frm has  good control over its  purchasing 

decisions.  It  is  important to  note ,  though,  that stock turnover diers  

s ignifcantly between dierent industries.  For example,  manuacturing 

companies  such as  luxury car producers  may have  on average  lower 

stock turnover times  than retail  businesses  such as  supermarkets.  This  

ratio  is  not very relevant to  service  industries  that do  not quite  hold 

 tangible  products  as  their stock.  

The  stock level is  an  important item o working capital in  a  business  

and thereore  the  stock turnover ratio  is  a  good instrument or 

assessing the  eectiveness  o working capital  management.  Generally,  

the  aster  a  business  turns  over its  stocks  the  better;  however,  it  is  

important that this  is  done  proftably,  rather than selling stocks  at  low 

gross  proft margins  or  worse  still  at  a  loss.

Possible  strategies to  improve stock turnover ratio

  Slow-moving or obsolete  goods should be  disposed o.  This  will help  

reduce  the  frms level o stock.  The  downside  is  that it could lead to  

losses  due  to  lost sales  revenue that these  goods could have  generated.

 A supermarket has a  high  stock 

turnover ratio

 This luxury  car dealer is  l ikely  to  have a  low stock turnover ratio
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  Firms with a wide  range  o products  will need to  oer a  narrower,  

better-selling range  o products.  The  disadvantage  is  that this  may 

minimize  the  variety o products  oered to  consumers.

  Keeping low levels  o stock has  the  added benet o reducing the  

costs  o holding stock.  However,  during sudden increases  in demand 

or goods by customers,  businesses  with low levels  o stock may not 

have  sucient amounts  to  sustain the  market.

  Some rms are  able  to  adopt the  just-in-time  ( JIT)  production 

method,  where  stocks  o raw materials  are  ordered only when they 

are  needed ( see  section 5 .3 ) .  The  major drawback is  that i there  are  

any delays  in the  delivery o the  raw materials  to  producers  it could 

negatively aect production and eventually sales.

Debtor days

This  ratio  measures  the  number o days  it takes  on average  or a  rm 

to  collect its  debts  rom customers  it has  sold goods  to  on credit.  These  

customers  who owe the  business  money are  known as  debtors  and the  

ratio  is  also  reerred to  as  the  debt collection period .  It assesses  how 

ecient a  business  is  in its  credit control systems.  It is  calculated using 

the  ollowing ormula:

Debtor days  ratio  (number of days)  =    
debtors
  __  

total sales  revenue
     3 65

Example:  A rms  total sales  revenue  amounts  to  US$1 6  million  

while  the  total number o debtors  equals  US$2  million.  What is  its  

debtor days  ratio?

Debtor days  ratio  =    
US$2  million

  __  
US$1 6  million

     3 65  =  45 .625  days

It thereore  takes  the  business  an average  o 46  days  to  collect debts.  

The  shorter the  debtor days  the  better it is  or the  business.  This  is  

because  the  business  will have  working capital to  run its  day-to-day 

operations  and can also  invest this  money in other projects.  The  credit 

period given to  customers  varies  rom business  to  business  and could 

range  rom 30  to  as  many as  1 20  days.  However,  allowing too  long a 

credit period could land a  business  into  serious  cash-fow problems 

leading to  a  liquidity crisis.

Possible  strategies to  improve debtor days ratio

  A rm can provide  discounts  or other incentives  to  encourage  

debtors  to  pay their debts  earlier.  The  drawback here  is  that the  

business  receives  less  income rom these  customers  than was  

originally agreed.

  A rm might impose  sti penalties  or late  payers  such as  nes.  This  

may,  however,  chase  away long-time loyal customers.

  A rm might stop  any urther transactions  with overdue  debtors  

until payment is  nalized.  This  still does  not guarantee  payment,  

though,  with some debtors  opting to  seek alternative  suppliers  or 

their goods.
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  A business  may have  to  resort to  legal means  such as  court action or 

consistently late  payers.  This  may harm the  reputation a business  has  

in dealing with customers.

Creditor days

This  ratio  measures  the  average  number o days  a  rm takes  to  pay 

its  creditors.  It  assess  how quickly,  usually within a  year,  a  rm is  

able  to  pay its  suppliers,  or example.  The  ratio  is  calculated using the  

ollowing ormula:

Creditor days  ratio  (number of days)  =    
creditors
  __  

cost of goods sold
     3 65

Example:  A business  owes  its  creditors  US$700,000  with a cost o sales  

o US$7  million.  Calculate  its  creditor days  ratio.

Creditor days ratio  =    
US$700,000

  __  
US$7  million

     3 65  =  3 6 .5  days

This  means that the  rm has  about 37  days  to  pay its  creditors.  A high 

creditor days  ratio  enables the  rm to  use  available  cash to  ull its  

short- term obligations.  However,  allowing this  period to  extend too  

long may strain the  rms relations with,  or example,  its  suppliers,  

leading to  uture  nancial problems.  In addition,  other stakeholders  such 

as  investors  may perceive  this  as  a  rm in nancial trouble  and may 

reconsider investing in it.  The  creditor days  period will vary according to  

a  rms  relationship  with its  suppliers  or other creditors.

Possible  strategies to  improve creditor days ratio

  Having good relationships  with creditors  such as  suppliers  may 

enable  a  rm to  negotiate  or an extended credit period.  However,  

some suppliers  could object to  the  extension and reuse  to  support 

the  business  in uture   when it might be  in dire  need o assistance.

  Eective  credit control will improve  creditor days  ratio.  Managers  

will need to  assess  the  risks  o paying creditors  early versus  how 

long they should delay in making their payment.  This  may not be  an 

easy task and will depend on the  cash-fow position and needs o the  

business  at that time.

Gearing ratio

This  measures  the  extent to  which the  capital employed by a  rm is  

nanced rom loan capital.  Loan capital is  a  long-term liability in the  

business  while  capital employed includes  loan capital,  share  capital and 

retained prots.  The  commonly used gearing ratio  ormula is:

Gearing ratio  =    
loan capital

  __  
capital employed

     100

Example:  A business  has  a  loan o US$1 0  million with a capital 

employed o US$25  million.  What is  its  gearing ratio?

Gearing ratio  =    
US$1 0  million

  __  
$25  million

     1 00  =  40%
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The  business  has  a  gearing ratio  o 40  per cent,  which means  that two 

fths  o the  capital  requirements  o the  business  come  rom long- term 

loans.  A gearing ratio  can help  assess  the  level o debt a  business  is  

burdened with.  A business  is  seen as  high geared i  it  has  a  gearing 

ratio  o above  5 0  per  cent and low geared i below this  fgure.  A high 

gearing ratio  could be  viewed as  risky by fnanciers,  who  may be  

reluctant to  lend to  businesses  in  such a  s ituation due  to  the  large  

debt burden.  Shareholders  and potential  investors  will  be  concerned 

about high-geared businesses  because  they may not oresee  any uture  

dividend payments  because  o these  frms  main obligation to  pay 

their  long- term loans.  In  addition,  any sudden interest  rate  increases  

will  worsen the  loan repayment position o such businesses.  On the  

other hand,  low-geared businesses  that might be  viewed as   sae  may 

in  act  not be  borrowing enough to  und uture  growth and expansion 

initiatives.  Shareholders  may thereore  see  low-geared businesses  as  

oering minimal returns  and may even preer  high-geared businesses  

with good growth strategies  promising higher uture  returns  on 

investment.

Possible  strategies to  improve gearing ratio

Businesses  that are  very highly geared can generally place  themselves  

in a  difcult fnancial position.  This  ratio  could be  reduced using the  

ollowing measures:

  A business  may seek alternative  sources  o unding that are  not  loan 

related,  or example  preerring to  issue  more  shares.  The  drawbacks 

are  that the  issuing o shares  may take  a  long time and go  against 

the  objective  o any existing shareholders  who do  not want to  lose  

ownership  o the  business.

  A frm might decrease  or not declare  and issue  dividends  to  

shareholders  so  as  to  increase  the  amount o retained proft.  This  

may however,  lead to  resentment among shareholders,  especially i 

the  reasons  or doing so  are  not well explained.

Student workpoint 3.15

Be a thinker

1 .  Reerring to  Tables  3 .4.1  and 3 .4.2  in section 3 .4,  calculate  and 

interpret the  ollowing ratios:

a)  stock turnover

b)  debtor days

c)  creditor days

d)  gearing ratio.

2 .  Which o the  ratios  rom (a)  to  (d)  are  in need o urther 

improvement?  Evaluate  possible  strategies  to  improve  each o 

these  ratios.

Key terms 

Stock turnover ratio

measures how quickly  a  frms 

stock is sold  and  replaced  

over a  given  period

Debtor days ratio

measures on  average,  the  

number o days it takes or a  

frm to  col lect its debts

Creditor days ratio

measures the average number 

o days a  frm takes to  pay  its 

creditors

Gearing ratio

measures the extent to  which  

the capital  employed  by  a  frm 

is fnanced  rom loan  capital

TOK discussion

What role  does todays 

fnancial  evidence play  in  

making judgments about 

an  organizations uture 

perormance?
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Revision checklist

  Other efciency ratios  that assess  how frms  utilize  their resources  

in terms o assets  and liabilities  include  stock turnover ratio,  debtor 

days,  creditor days  and gearing ratios

  Stock turnover ratio  measures  how ast a  frms  stock is  sold and 

replenished over a  given period.  It can be  measured in two ways.  

Firstly,  it assesses  how many times  in a  given period a frm sells  its  

stock and secondly,  it considers  the  number o days  it takes  or a  frm 

to  sell its  stock.

  Debtor days  measures  the  average  number o days  it takes  or a   

frm to  collect money rom its  debtors.  It is  also  known as  debt 

collection  period.

  Creditor days  assesses  how ast in number o days  within a year a  

frm is  able  to  pay its  creditors.

  Gearing ratio  measures  the  percentage  to  which the  capital employed 

by a  frm is  fnanced rom loan capital to  establish whether it is  high 

geared or low geared.
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Practice question

CU Ltd

CU Ltd  started up  in business  seven years  ago  producing web cameras  or 

computers.  It has  developed a reputation amongst its  customers  or high 

quality and reliability.  At frst the  company grew rapidly.  As  a result o an 

initial injection o venture  capital CU Ltd  was  valued at $75  million at the  

height o the  technology boom.  Unlike  many other frms,  it survived the  

technology crash at the  start o the  century.  However,  despite  slow but 

consistent sales  growth it has  aced signifcant fnancial problems since.  

In recent months CU Ltd  has  even had to  negotiate  with sta to  delay 

salary payments  by up  to  two weeks to  help  with cash ow.  The  fnancial 

director has  been looking at a  range  o solutions and is  suggesting the  

otation o the  company on the  Stock Exchange to  inject new capital.

The  proft and loss  account and balance  sheet or 2003  and 2004 are  

given below:

Balance sheet as at  31  December

$000 2003 2004

Fixed  assets 1500 1400

Current assets

Stock 910 1220

Debtors 550 650

Cash 10 5

Total  current assets 1470 1875

Current l iabilities

Creditors 300 250

Overdrat 350 475

Total  current l iabil ities 650 725

Net assets 2320 2550

Share capital 250 250

Proft and  loss account 320 350

Loan capital 1750 1950

Capital  employed 2320 2550

Proft and loss account or the year ended 31  December

$000 2003 2004

Turnover 5750 6100

Cost o goods sold 4175 4750

Gross proft 1575 1350

Marketing and  admin  expenses 1250 1300

Net proft beore interest and  tax  325 50

Interest 175 225

Taxation 100 10

Proft ater interest and  tax 50 (185)

Dividends 20 0

Retained  profts 30 (185)
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a)  Calculate  the  level o working capital or 2003  and 2004.  [2  marks]

b)  Assess  the  likely impact on CU Ltd  o increasing worldwide   

Internet access.  [4 marks]

c)  Examine the  value  o these  accounts  to  the  board o  

directors  o CU Ltd.   [4 marks]

d)  Using appropriate  liquidity,  efciency and proftability ratios   

analyse  the  fnancial position o CU Ltd  rom the  perspective   

o a  potential investor.  [1 0 marks]

IB ,  Nov 2005
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By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

 distinguish  between  prot  and  cash fow

 explain  the  working capital  cycle

 construct and  interpret cash-fow orecasts

 comment on  the relationship  between  investment,  prot ,  and   

cash fow

 evaluate  possible  strategies for deal ing with  cash-fow problems .

the diference beween pro and cash ow
Cash is  money that gets  into the business through either the sale  o its  

goods or services,  borrowing rom nancial institutions,  or investment by 

shareholders.  It is  the most liquid asset in a business and is  ound under 

current assets in the balance sheet.  This  cash is  essential to  the smooth 

running o any business and a lack o it could result in business  ailure or 

bankruptcy.  Cash fow  is  the money that fows in and out o a business  

over a given period o time.  Cash infows  are  the monies received by a  

business while  cash outfows  are  the monies paid out by a business  over 

a period o time.  Cash fow is  a key indicator o a rms ability to  meet its  

nancial obligations.  A positive cash fow (where cash infows exceed cash 

outfows)  will enable  businesses to  meet their day-to-day running costs.

3.7  Cash  low

 Cash is generated  by  sel l ing goods or services
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Prot  is  obtained by subtracting total costs  rom total revenue.  It is  

prot i the  dierence  is  positive  and a loss  i it is  negative.  Prot is  a  

great indicator o the  nancial success  o a  rms  core  operations.

Prot and cash fow are dierent.  When buying goods  or services,  

customers  can either use  cash or buy on credit.  I either o the  two 

methods are  used,  this  will still count as  part o the  sales  revenue o 

a  business.  Moreover,  i the  sales  revenue exceeds  the  total costs,  a  

business  will be  said to  have  earned a prot.  However,  i most o the  

purchases  were  credit purchases  then the  cash-fow position at that 

point in time or the  business  will dier with its  protability.  

Example:  During a particular month a business  sold $1 0,000  worth o 

goods,  incurring a  total cost o $4,000.  The  business  oered customers  

one  months  credit o 50  per cent o sales.  What was  the  prot and cash 

fow or that month?

Prot =  sales  revenue   total costs

Prot =  $ 1 0,000  -  $4,000  =  $6 ,000

Net cash fow =  cash infow   cash outfow

Net cash fow =  ( 50%  o 1 0,000)  -  $4,000  =  $ 1 ,000

From the above example  we can see  during the  month that the  business  

incurred a prot o $6,000  but a positive  cash fow o only $1 ,000,  clearly 

bringing out the  dierence between the two concepts.  The cash-fow 

gure is  lower than the  prot gure  because  even though the goods were  

sold,  50  per cent o the  money was not received in that month.  However,  

the  sold goods counted as  sales  revenue or the  month.

Two possibilities  can arise  in dierentiating between prot and cash fow.

a)  A business  can be  protable  but have  little  or no  cash.  This  is  known 

as  insolvency  and it may be  brought about by:

  poor collection o unds,  possibly by allowing customers  a  very 

long credit period

  paying suppliers too early and leaving little or no cash or operations

  purchasing capital equipment or many non-current assets  at the  

same time

  overtrading  purchasing too  much stock with cash that is  

eventually tied up  in the  business

  servicing loans with cash.

b)  A business  can have  a  positive  cash fow but be  unprotable.  It can 

achieve  a  positive  cash fow in the  ollowing ways.  Cash could be:

  sourced rom bank loans

  gained rom the  sale  o a  rms  xed assets

  obtained rom shareholders  unds.

Key terms

Cash fow

money that fows in  and  out o 

a  business over a  given  period  

o time

Prot

the positive  d ierence 

between sales revenue and  

total  costs

Insolvency

a  situation  where a  business 

runs out o cash  but may  sti l l  

be  protable
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the working capial  cycle
Working capital is  the  money needed to  pay or the  day-to-day running 

costs  o a  business.  These  costs  could include  paying wages,  purchasing 

raw materials,  and paying or electricity and gas,  among others.  Working 

capital,  also  known as  the  net current assets  o a  business,  is  calculated 

by subtracting current liabilities  rom current assets:

Working capital =  current assets    current liabilities

Current assets are the liquid assets o the business and include cash,  

debtors,  and stock.  Current liabilities  are  the monies the business owes that 

need to  be paid in the short term,  such as creditors  and bank overdrats.  

To have sufcient working capital,  businesses need to  ensure that their 

current assets exceed their current liabilities.  I the opposite  is  the case,  the  

business could run into working capital problems and ace insolvency or a  

serious liquidity crisis.  An illiquid  business (one that is  not able  to  pay its  

short-term debts)  could also eventually be liquidated  (when all a frms  

assets are sold o to  pay any unds owing  leading to  its  closure) .

Working capital management  is  an assessment o the way the current 

assets and current liabilities are being administered.  It is  important or 

businesses to manage working capital eectively so as to maximize the gains  

rom the net current assets by maintaining optimal levels o these assets.

A working capital cycle  is  the  period o time between payment or 

goods  supplied to  a  business  and the  business  receiving cash rom their 

sale.  It shows movements  o cash and other liquid assets  in and out o 

the  business.  It is  usually desirable  to  keep  the  cycle  as  short as  possible  

in order to  maximize  on the  working capital.  However,  in many cases  

there  are  delays  or time lags  that occur between purchasing stocks  o 

raw materials  and receiving cash rom debtors  ater selling fnished 

goods  ( see  Figure  3 .7 .1 ) .  The  longer this  interval is,  the  greater are  the  

working capital needs  o the  business.  For example,  extending the  credit 

period to  customers  lengthens  the  working capital cycle,  while  suppliers  

asking or later payments  ( suppliers  extending credit to  businesses)  help  

to  shorten the  working capital cycle.

purchase of

materia ls,  etc.  

from suppl iers  

cash  received

from debtors

production  

of goods   

goods sold  

on  credit  

Figure 3.7.1.  A simple working capital  cycle

Thereore  businesses  need to  control their working capital well by 

having enough to  run their daily operations.  On the  other hand,  high 

levels  o working capital could mean that unds are  tied up  in current 

assets  providing no  returns,  creating great opportunity costs.

Key terms

Working capital

the diference between 

current assets and  current 

l iabil ities

Liquidation

a  situation  where al l  a  rms 

assets are sold  of to  pay  any  

unds owing

Working capital  cycle

the period  o time between 

payment or goods supplied  to  

a  business and  the business 

receiving cash  rom their sale
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Cash-fow orecasts

These  are  uture  predictions  o a  rms  cash infows  and outfows  over 

a  given period o time.  This  is  in  the  orm o a  nancial  document 

that shows  expected month-by-month receipts  and payments  o a  

business  that have  not yet occurred.  Examples  o likely cash infows 

include  cash sales  rom selling goods  or business  assets ,  payments  rom 

debtors,  cash investments  rom shareholders,  and borrowing rom 

banks.  C ash outfows  include  purchasing materials  or  xed assets  or 

cash,  cash expenses  such as  rent,  wages  and salaries,  paying creditors,  

repaying loans,  and making dividend payments  to  shareholders.

Constructing cash-fow orecasts
In constructing a  cash-fow orecast,  knowledge  o the  ollowing terms  

is  important:

  Opening cash balance   this is the cash that a business starts with every 

month.  It is the cash held by a business at the start o a trading year.

  Total cash infows   this  is  a  summation o all cash infows during a 

particular month.

  Total cash outfows   this  is  a  summation o all the  cash outfows 

during a particular month.

  Net cash fow   this  is  the  dierence  between the  total cash infows 

and the  total cash outfows.

  Closing cash balance   this  is  the  estimated cash available  at the  

end o the  month.  It is  ound by adding the  net cash fow o one  

month to  the  opening balance  o the  same month.

Table  3 .7 .1  shows how the  above  terms are  applied.

Table 3.7.1.  Cash-fow orecast or XYZ Ltd  company  or the rst ve months o trading

All  gures in  $ January February March April May

Opening balance 2,000 4,500 5,600 4,650 3,250

Cash infows

Cash sales revenue 10 ,000 9,000 8,000 9,500 7,500

Payment rom debtors 6,000 5,000 4,500 4,000 4,750

Rental  income 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Total  cash infows 20,000 18,000 16,500 17,500 16,250

Cash outfows

Electricity 1,500 1,800 1,750 2,000 1,900

Raw materials 5,000 4,000 4,500 5,500 6,000

Rent 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Wages 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

Telephone 500 600 700 900 450

Loan repayments 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

Total  cash outfows 17,500 16,900 17,450 18,900 18,850

Net cash  fow 2,500 1,100 (950) (1,400) (2,600)

Closing balance 4,500 5,600 4,650 3,250 650
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In the  above  example,  XYZ Ltd shows a positive  closing balance  at the  

end o May,  but this  amount has  been on a decline  rom March.  This  can 

be  attributed to  the  negative  net cash fows in March,  April and May.  

Can you identiy the  specic reasons  or this?  Assuming the  cash sales  

revenue in December o the  previous year was $1 2  000,  what does  this  

tell you about the  credit period oered to  customers?

It is  important to  note  that cash-fow orecasts  are  based on estimates,  

and accuracy o the  gures  depends  on how well the  business  is  able  to  

predict its  uture  cash infows and outfows.

Benets o cash-fow orecasts

Some o the  advantages  o cash-fow orecasts  are  as  ollows:

  A cash-fow orecast is  a useul planning document or anyone wishing 

to  start a business.  This  is  because it helps to  clariy the purpose o the  

business and provides estimated projections or uture perormance.

  Cash-fow orecasts  provide  a  good support base  or businesses  

intending to  apply or unding rom nancial institutions.  This  

is  because  they enable  the  banks  to  check on the  solvency and 

creditworthiness  o the  business.

  Predicting cash fow can help managers identiy in advance periods where  

the business may need cash and thereore plan accordingly to source it.

  A cash-fow orecast can assist in monitoring and managing cash 

fow.  By making comparisons  between the  estimated cash fow 

gures  and its  actual gures,  a  business  should be  able  to  assess  

where  the  problem lies  and seek the  respective  solutions  to  solve  it.

the relaionship beween invesmen,  pro,   

and cash fow
Investment generally reers  to  the  act or state  o investing.  In nance  

or business,  investing is  spending money on purchasing an asset with 

the expectation o uture earnings.  Investing involves  wealth creation,  

including hoping that the  bought asset appreciates in value over time.  

Examples o nancial investments include buying bonds,  stocks,  or 

property.  All orms o investment come with risks,  especially risks brought 

about by unexpected changes in the  market conditions in an economy.  

The relationship  between investment,  prot,  and cash fow can be  linked 

to  the  dierent stages o growth in a business.  This  is  noted in Table  3 .7.2 .

Table 3.7.2.  The relationship between investment,  prot,  and  cash  fow,  using various 

stages in  a  business

Business stage Investment (owners unds) Prot Cash fow

Start-up This involves very  high  investment 

due to  the purchase o initial  

assets or set-up costs

There is no prot because 

costs are not yet met

Cash  fow is negative  cash  outfow is 

signicantly  higher than  cash  infow

Growing Investment could  sti l l  be  high  

because the business is not yet 

ul ly  establ ished

There is a  smal l  prot,  as 

more revenue starts to  be 

generated  to  cover costs

Cash  fow may  be  positive  (i .e.  cash  

infow is higher than  cash  outfow)  

but low until  cash  infows increase 

especial ly  rom sales revenue

Establ ished   

thriving

Investment may  be  minimal  as the  

business can  plough back prots 

H igh  prot is achieved Cash fow is positive   cash  infow is 

higher than  cash  outfow

Key term

Cash fow orecast

the uture prediction  o a  rms 

cash  infows and  outfows 

over a  given  period  o time
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Table  3 .7 .2  provides  a  simplied model o how investment in terms o 

the  owners  injection o capital into  the  business  relates  to  prot and 

cash fow.  However,  it is  important to  note  that the  above  eatures  could 

be  aected by qualitative  attributes  that are  beyond the  control o the  

business.  (A more  detailed explanation o the  dierence  between prot 

and cash fow has  been covered earlier.

Strategies to  deal  with  cash-fow problems
As noted earlier,  a  business  can be  protable  yet insolvent,  which means 

it is  said to  be  acing a liquidity crisis  and is  acing diculties  in sustaining 

its  working capital to  run its  day-to-day operations.  We have already seen 

that there can be  various causes o cash-fow problems in a business.  The  

major causes are  lack o eective planning and poor credit control.  The  

ollowing strategies  can be  used to  deal with these problems.

Reducing cash  outfow

The ollowing methods aim to  decrease  the  amount o cash leaving  

a  business:

  A business  will negotiate  with suppliers  or creditors  so  as  to  delay 

payment.  This  helps  the  business  to  have  working capital or its  

short- term needs.  The  drawbacks  with this  are  that negotiations may 

be  time consuming and delaying payment to  suppliers  could aect 

uture  relationships,  including their reusal to  supply in uture.

  Purchases  o xed assets  can be  delayed.  Assets  such as  machinery 

and equipment may take  up  a  lot o cash or the  business  and 

delaying purchases  o them helps  to  avail cash in the  business.  

However,  i the  machines  or equipment are  becoming obsolete  or 

outdated,  a  lack o purchasing replacements  may lead to  decreased 

eciency and higher costs  in the  long term.

  A business  may decrease  specic expenses  such as  advertising costs  

that will not aect production capacity.  I not well checked,  though,  

this  may reduce  uture  demand o a  businesss  products.

  It might be  possible  to  source  cheaper suppliers.  This  will help  reduce  

costs  on materials  or essential stock,  decreasing the  outfow o unds.  

A possible  danger o this  is  that the  quality o the  nished product 

may be  compromised,  aecting uture  customer relationships.

Improving cash  infows

  A business  may insist that customers  pay cash only or goods  

purchased.  This  avoids  the  problem o delayed payments  rom 

debtors,  which tie  down cash.  The  disadvantage  is  that the  business  

may lose  customers  who preer to  buy goods  on credit.

  Oering discounts  or incentives  can encourage  debtors  to  pay early.  

This  will reduce  the  debt burden on debtors  as  they will pay less  

than earlier agreed.  The  limitation here  is  that,  ater the  discount,  

businesses  will receive  less  cash than earlier expected.

  A rm may diversiy its  product oering.  This  will help  avail a  variety 

o goods  on oer or sale  to  customers,  potentially increasing sales.  

It is  worth remembering that diversication comes with higher costs  

and with no  clear guarantee  o sales.

Key term

Investment

the act o spending money  on  

purchasing an  asset with  the 

expectation  o uture  earnings

CHANGE
The cash  fow statement wil l  

only  change i the  infows and  

outfows impact on  cash  and  cash  

equivalents.  The net change in  

cash  position  is the dierence 

between  the total  amount o 

money  brought in  by  the business 

and  the total  amount that it 

expended  over the reporting 

period.  

The cash  fow statement 

thereore  provides inormation  

on  an  organizations l iquidity  

and  solvency  and  its abi l ity  to  

change cash  fows in  uture 

circumstances.  In  addition,  it 

provides additional  inormation  

or evaluating changes in  assets,  

l iabil ities and  equity.

Using the internet,  do some 

research on  the various cash 

fow statements o dierent 

organizations? How do the 

changes in  the other nancial  

documents infuence their cash 

fow statements?
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Looking or additional  nance sources

Reerence  to  these  sources  is  as  seen in unit 3 .1  and they include  the  

ollowing:

  Sale o assets   the  ocus  should be  on selling obsolete  xed assets  

to  generate  cash.  Selling assets  that are  still needed could lead to  

reduced production.

  Arranging a bank overdrat   this  is  a  short-term loan acility 

that allows rms to  overdraw rom their accounts.  It greatly helps  

during times  o immediate  cash setbacks.  However,  there  are  interest 

payments  on the  loan which are  also  usually high.

  Sale and leaseback   assets  can be  sold to  generate  cash and these  

assets  can be  hired back by the  business  or use  in production.  The  

disadvantage  is  that leasing can prove  costly in the  long run and this  

also  denies  the  business  the  use  o the  asset as  collateral in seeking 

uture  loans.

  Debt actoring   external debt-collecting companies  can purchase  

the  bills  owed by customers  in a  business,  thereby providing 

immediate  cash to  the  business.  The  major drawback is  that the  

business  does  not get the  ull amount owed by its  customers,  

aecting its  protability.

  Grants  and subsidies   struggling businesses  can apply or grants  

and subsidies  rom the  government to  help  increase  their cash 

infows.  The  drawback is  that these  sources  o nance  come with 

specic conditions  that have  to  be  met beore  money is  guaranteed.

Limitations o cash-fow orecasting

Prediction generally characterizes  a  cash-fow orecast and inaccuracies  

are  bound to  occur that limit the  orecasts  eectiveness.  Some o the  

causes  o these  inaccuracies  could include  the  ollowing:

  Unexpected changes  in the economy   or example  fuctuating 

interest rates  could aect borrowing by rms and have  a  negative  

impact on its  cash-fow needs.

  Poor market research   improperly done sales  orecasts  due  to  

poor demand predictions can have  a  negative  eect on uture  cash 

sales,  thereby aecting cash infows.

  Difculty in predicting competitors behaviour   competitors  

may change  their strategies  oten and make it hard or other 

businesses  to  predict their actions and compete  with them.  This  can 

negatively aect the  cash fow o a  struggling business.

  Unoreseen machine or equipment ailure   breakdown o 

machinery is  dicult to  predict,  and it can drastically aect the  cash 

position in a  business.

  Demotivated employees   being demotivated can negatively aect 

the  productivity o workers,  reducing output or sales  and leading to  

less  cash infow.
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Student workpoint 3.16

Be knowledgeable

Juma plans  to  open a restaurant next year beginning in January.  Use  

the  ollowing inormation to  answer the  questions  that ollow:

 He has  $4,000  o his  own money to  inject into  the  business.

 He has  secured a bank loan o $6,000  to  add to  his  capital 

requirements.

 He estimates  the  cash sales  revenue or the  rst ve  months  o 

trading to  be  as  ollows;  $2 ,000,  $4,000,  $5 ,000,  $5 ,500,  $6 ,000.

 Material expenses  are  50%  o cash sales  revenue per month and 

paid in cash every month.

 Wages  and salaries  are  a  constant gure  o $5 ,000  every month.

 Total advertising costs  o $6 ,000  are  paid in two installments,  one  

in February and the  other in April.

 A loan repayment is  $500  each month.

 Rent is  $6,000  every month.

1 .  Using the  ormat shown in Table  3 .7.1 ,  construct a  cash-fow 

orecast or Jumas  restaurant business  or the  rst ve  months   

o trading.

2 .  Comment on the  cash-fow position aced by Jumas  business  and 

recommend a way orward or him.

Revision checklist

  Prot is  the  positive  dierence  between total revenue and total costs  

when both cash and credit transactions are  considered.  Cash fow on 

the  other hand is  the  fow o money in and out o the  business  and 

only considers  cash transactions.

  The working capital cycle  is  the  time interval between payment or 

goods  supplied to  a  business  and nally receiving cash rom their 

sale.  In order to  eectively maximise  on the  working capital it is  

usually desirable  to  keep the  cycle  as  short as  possible.

  Cash fow orecast is  a nancial document that shows the expected 

month by month cash receipts (cash infows)  and payments (cash 

outfows)  o a business that have not yet occurred.  Cash infows 

include;  cash sales rom selling goods or business assets,  payments rom 

debtors and borrowing rom banks.  Cash outfow examples include;  

purchasing materials  or xed assets or cash,  cash expenses such as  

rent,  wages and salaries and dividend payments to  shareholders.

  When constructing cash fow orecasts  the  ollowing need to  be  

included;  opening cash balance,  total cash infows,  total cash 

outfows,  net cash fows and closing cash balance.  

  Some strategies  to  reduce cash outfow include;  negotiating with 

creditors  to  reduce payment and delaying to  purchase xed assets,  

while  some strategies  to  improve cash infow include;  insisting on cash 

purchases and oering incentives to  encourage debtors to  pay early.

TOK discussion

Is it moral ly  right for 

businesses to  insist on  early  

payments from debtors while  

they  delay  payments to  

creditors?
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Practice question

New Philanthropy Foundation (NPF)

Steve Dawes ounded the New Philanthropy* Foundation  (NPF)  in 2005 .  It 

was set up with a very generous donation rom a retired businessman.  It is  

an online non-prot organization nancing educational opportunities  or 

children in developing countries.  Steve has been looking at his  nancial 

statements with concern.  NPFs  cash reserves are  being used up quickly 

and in the current poor economic climate,  NPFs  main source o nance  

online donations  is  alling.

In 201 0,  NPF has  no  debt but also  no  xed assets.  NPFs  outgoings  are  

Internet usage  ee,  maintenance  ee  or servers  and computers  as  well as  

a  web  designers  ee  or regularly updating the  NPF web  site.

NPF has  volunteers  rom all over the  world running the  organization.  An 

online  community o social networking web sites  connects  them with 

Steve  as  the  chie web site  administrator.  All unds to  nance  educational 

projects  are  transerred electronically and only e-mail communication is  

allowed.  According to  its  vision statement,  NPF aims to  become the  rst 

paperless  charity.

Steve has been asked by a very popular rock band to  sponsor a reunion 

concert,  which will be  broadcast only over the Internet.  The opportunity 

would generate substantial public relations possibilities,  but some 

volunteers on the  NPF orums are  not convinced.  They argue that the  

money spent sponsoring the concert should be  used to  provide urther 

educational opportunities  or children.  They also  believe that many people  

watching the concert may be  rustrated i global Internet broadband 

connections become too slow or ail.

S teve  is  preparing a cash-fow orecast or the  next six months   

( all gures  reer to  201 0)  based on the  ollowing gures:

  Donations  are  transerred to  the  educational projects  one month 

after  the  money has  been received.

  Educational projects  receive  95%  o all donations.

a)  Dene the  ollowing terms:

( i)  vision  statement [2  marks]

( ii)  fxed assets  [2  marks]

b)  ( i)   Using S teves  orecast gures,  prepare  a  cash-fow orecast or 

NPF rom June to  November 201 0,  clearly showing the  opening 

and closing monthly cash-fow orecast balances.  [6 marks]

( ii)  Comment on your results  rom part ( i) .  [3  marks]

( iii)  Explain two  possible  solutions  to  the  liquidity problems 

highlighted in parts  ( i)  and ( ii) .  [6 marks]

c)  Analyse  the  impact o two  external threats  on NPFs  decision to  

sponsor the  concert.  [6 marks]  

IB ,  May 201 0

Forecast Donations 

(mill ions of US$)

June 40

July 30

August 30

September 20

October 20

November 10

Millions  

of US$

Opening balance 

in  June 2010

1

Donations 

received  in   

May  2010

50

Internet usage fee 1  to  be 

paid  in  

June and  

September

Maintenance fee 

for servers and  

computers

0.25  per 

month

Web designers 

fee

0.5  per 

month

Concert 

sponsoring fee

5  to  be 

paid  in  

November

* 
Philanthropy:  voluntary  action  for the publ ic good.  An  activity  performed  with  the goal  of promoting 

the wel l -being of fel low man.
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By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  ca lculate  and  evaluate  the payback period  as an  investment 

appraisal  method

  ca lculate  and  examine the  average rate of return  as an  investment 

appraisal  method

  ca lculate  and  d iscuss the net present  value method  as  an  

investment appraisal  method  (HL only) .

Introduction

Investment appraisal reers  to  the  quantitative  techniques used in 

evaluating the  viability or attractiveness  o an investment proposal.  

It attempts  to  assess  and justiy the  capital expenditure  allocated to  a  

particular project.  It thereore  aims to  establish whether a  particular 

business  venture  is  worth pursuing and whether it will be  protable.  

Investment appraisal also  assists  businesses  in comparing dierent 

investment projects.  In this  section we  look at three  methods  o 

investment appraisal  payback period, average rate o return ,  and 

net present value .

The payback period
This  method estimates  the  length o time  required or an investment 

project to  pay back its  initial cost outlay.  It looks  at how long a business  

will take  to  recover its  principal investment amount rom its  net cash 

fows.  It can be  calculated using the  ollowing ormula:

Payback period =    
initial investment cost

   ____    
annual cash fow rom investment

  

Example 1 :  A construction engineer plans on investing $200  000  in a  

new cement-mixing machine  and estimates  that it will generate  about 

$50,000  in annual cash fow.  Calculate  the  payback period or the  

machine.

Payback period =    
$200,000
 _ 

$50,000
   =  4  years

Hence  the  payback period or the  new machine  would be  our years.

Example 2 :  Another construction engineer aims to  invest $300,000  in 

a  new timber-cutting machine.  The  machine  is  expected to  generate  the  

ollowing cash fows in the  rst our years:  $60,000,  $80,000,  $1 00,000  

and $1 20,000.

3.8 Investment appraisal
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Its  payback period can be  identied by calculating the  cumulative  cash 

fows over the  our years,  as  shown in the  table  below:

Table 3.8.1.  Expected  cash  fows o a  new machine

Year Annual  net cash fows ($) Cumulative cash fows ($)

0 (300,000) (300,000)

1 60,000 (240,000)

2 80,000 (160,000)

3 100,000 (60,000)

4 120,000 60,000

The initial investment outlay will be  paid back sometime in year our  

but in which month exactly?  This  can be  calculated using the  ollowing 

ormula:

  
Extra cash infow required

   ___   
Annual cash fow in year 4

     1 2  months

The  extra cash infow shown in Table  3 .8 .1  is  $60,000.  This  is  because  

in year 3  it  has  been calculated that only $60,000  needs  to  be  paid in 

year 4  to  pay o the  initial investment.  The  annual cash fow in year 4 

is  $ 1 20,000.  Thereore  applying this  to  the  ormula we  get:

  
$60,000
 _ 

$120,000
     1 2  months =  6  months

It thereore  takes  three  years  and six months  to  pay back the  initial 

investment o $300,000.

The  results  in examples  1  and 2  can be  compared with results  rom 

other projects  to  aid decision making.  As  a  general rule,  the  shorter the  

payback period o the  project the  better it is  or the  investing business.  

The  business  may also  have  decided on an internal payback period or 

cut-o  that an investment should not go  below,  or example  our 

years.  In example  1  the  investment project just meets  this  criterion while  

the  one  in example  2  is  better o by six months.

Advantages of the payback period

  It is  simple  and ast to  calculate.

  It is  a  useul method in rapidly changing industries  such as  

technology.  It helps  to  estimate  how ast the  initial investment 

will be  recovered beore  another machine,  or example,  can be  

purchased.

  It helps  rms with cash-fow problems because  they can choose  the  

investment projects  that can pay back more  quickly than others.

  Since  it is  a  short- term measure  o quick returns  on investment,  it is  

less  prone  to  the  inaccuracies  o long-term orecasting.

  Business  managers  can easily comprehend and use  the  results  

obtained.
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Disadvantages of the payback period

  It does  not consider the  cash earned ater the  payback period which 

could infuence  major investment decisions.

  It ignores  the  overall protability o an investment project by 

ocusing only on how ast it will pay back.

  The annual cash fows could be  aected by unexpected external 

changes  in demand which could negatively aect the  payback period.

The average rate of return
This method measures the  annual net return on an investment as  a  

percentage o its  capital cost.  It assesses  the  protability per annum 

generated by a project over a period o time.  It is  also known as  the  

accounting rate  o return.  It can be calculated using the ollowing ormula:

Average rate of return (ARR)  =    
  
( to tal  returns    cap ital  co st)

   _____________________  
years  o f u sage

  
   ___  

capital cost
     100

Example:  A business  considers  purchasing a new commercial 

photocopier at a  cost o $1 50,000.  It expects  the  ollowing revenue  

streams or the  next ve  years;  $30,000,  $50,000,  $75 ,000,  $90,000  and 

$1 00,000  respectively.  Calculate  its  ARR.

Total returns  =  $30,000  +  $50,000  +  $75 ,000  +  $90,000  +  $ 1 00,000  

 =  $345 ,000

Net return per annum =    
( $345 ,000  -  $ 1 50,000)

   ___  
5
   =  $39,000

ARR =    
$39,000
 _ 

$150,000
     1 00  =  2 6%

The business thereore expects an ARR o 26%  on its investment.  A business  

can compare this gure with the ARR o other projects and choose the  

project showing the highest rate.  The ARR can also be compared with banks  

interest rates on loans,  to assess the level o risk.  For example,  in the above  

case i banks oer an interest rate o 1 5% ,  businesses may nd it worthwhile  

to pursue investment projects with a return o 1 1%  higher than the base  

lending rate.  Other businesses set criterion rates  or a minimum rate that an 

investment project should not go below i it is to be selected.  For example,  i 

the criterion rate was 20%  or the above business,  the ARR is 6%  above this  

rate and would still be considered a desirable project to pursue.

Advantages of the ARR

  The ARR shows the  protability o an investment project over a  

given period o time.

  Unlike  the  payback period,  it makes use  o all the  cash fows in a  

business.

  It allows or easy comparisons  with other competing projects,  or 

better allocation o investment unds.

  A business  can use  its  own criterion rate  and check this  with the  

ARR or a  project,  to  assess  the  viability o the  venture.

Key terms

Investment appraisal

the quantitative techniques 

used  in  evaluating the viabil ity  

or attractiveness of an  

investment proposal

Payback period

the length  of time required  for 

an  investment project to  pay  

back its initial  cost outlay

Average rate of return (ARR)

measures the annual  net 

return  on  an  investment as a  

percentage of its capital  cost
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Disadvantages of the ARR

  Since  it considers  a  longer time period or useul lie  o the  project,  

there  are  likely to  be  orecasting errors.  Long-term orecasts  decrease  

the  accuracy o results.

  It does not consider the  timing o cash inows.  Two projects  might 

have  the  same ARR but one  could pay back more  quickly despite  this.

  The eects  on the  time value  o money are  not considered.

Net present value (hL only)

This is  defned as  the  dierence in the  summation o present values  o 

uture  cash inows or returns and the  original cost o investment.  Present 

value  is  todays  value  o an amount o money available  in uture.  For 

example,  $1 00  invested at the  beginning o the  year in a bank account 

oering 1 0  per cent interest would be  worth $1 1 0  at the  end o the  year:

 (    1 0  _ 1 00
     $ 1 00  )   +  $ 1 00

Hence,  $1 1 0  in one  years  time is  worth $1 00  today.  In other words,  

$1 00  is  the  present value  o $1 1 0  in a years  time.  I $1 1 0  is  invested or 

another year it amounts  to  $1 21  and in a urther year to  $1 33 .  What do  

you observe?  I $1 00  invested in a bank account at 1 0  per cent over three  

years grows to  $1 33 ,  then $1 00  received over a three-year period will be  

less  than a $1 00  received today,  i.e.  a  fxed amount o money paid in the  

uture  is  worth less  than a fxed amount paid today.  How do we get the  

present value  o $1 00  invested over three  years  at 1 0  per cent interest?

To do  this  we  use  what is  called the  discounted cash-fow method .  

This  is  a  technique that considers  how interest rates  aect the  present 

value o uture  cash ows.  It uses  a discount actor that converts  these  

uture  cash ows to  their present value  today.  This  discount actor is  

usually calculated using interest rates  and time.  

Table 3.8.2.  D iscount factors

Years Discount rate

4% 6% 8% 10% 20%

1 0.9615 0.9434 0.9259 0.9091 0.8333

2 0.9246 0.8900 0.8573 0.8264 0.6944

3 0.8890 0.8396 0.7938 0.7513 0.5787

4 0.8548 0.7921 0.7350 0.6830 0.4823

5 0.8219 0.7473 0.6806 0.6209 0.4019

6 0.7903 0.7050 0.6302 0.5645 0.3349

7 0.7599 0.6651 0.5835 0.5132 0.2791

8 0.7307 0.6271 0.5403 0.4665 0.2326

9 0.7026 0.5919 0.5002 0.4241 0.1938

10 0.6756 0.5584 0.4632 0.3855 0.1615

Source:  IB Business management guide  p.  78

Exam tip

Discount factors,  as sown in  

Table 3 .8.2  are  provided  in  te 

Business management guide
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To get the present value o uture cash fows,  the appropriate discount actor 

is multiplied by the net cash fow in the given year.  In the earlier example,  

the present value o $1 00 invested over three years at 1 0 per cent will be:

Present value =  0 .751 3  ( taken rom Table  3 .8.2 )    $ 1 00  =  $75 .1 3 .  This  

means that $1 00  received in three  years  time is  worth only $75 .1 3  today.

Example:  Consider an investment project that costs  $500,000  and 

produces  net cash fows over the  next our years  as  ollows:

Year 1 :  $1 00,000

Year 2 :  $200,000

Year 3 :  $300,000

Year 4:  $250,000

Calculate  the  net present value  (NVP)  at a  discount actor o 8  per cent.

The  working is  shown in the  ollowing table:

Table 3.8.3  Calculating net present value

Year Net cash fow ($) Discount actor at  8% Present value in  $

0 (500,000) 1 (500,000)

1 100,000 0.9259 92,590

2 200,000 0.8573 171,460

3 300,000 0.7938 238,140

4 250,000 0.7350 183,750

NPV =  total present values    original cost

NPV =  $685 ,940  -  $500,000  =  $ 1 85 ,940

The NPV in this  example  is  a  positive  value  o $1 85 ,940,  signiying 

a viable  project that should go  ahead.  I the  value  was negative  then 

the  viability o the  project would be  in question and it should not be  

pursued.  An increase  in the  discount rate  reduces  the  NPV because  

uture  cash fows will be  worth less  when discounted at higher rates.

Advantages of NPV

  The opportunity cost and time value  o money is  put into  

consideration in its  calculation.

  All cash fows including their timing are  included in its  computation.

  The discount rate  can be  changed to  suit any expected changes in 

economic variables  such as  interest rate  variations.

Disadvantages of NPV

  It is  more  complicated to  calculate  than the  payback period or ARR.

  It can only be  used to  compare  investment projects  with the  same 

initial cost outlay.

  The discount rate  greatly infuences  the  nal NPV result obtained,  

which may be  aected by inaccurate  interest rate  predictions.

Key terms

Discounted cash fow

uses a  d iscount actor that 

converts uture  cash  fows to  

their present value

Net present value (NPV)

the d ierence in  the 

summation  o present values 

o uture returns and  the 

original  cost o investment
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Student workpoint 3.17

Be knowledgeable

A large  retail business  has  the  ollowing orecasted net cash fows or 

a  major project:

Year Net cash fows ($)

0 (40,000)

1 15,000

2 30,000

3 10,000

4 5,000

1 .  Calculate  the  payback period.

2 .  Calculate  the  ARR.

3 .  Calculate  the  NPV at a  discount rate  o 6  per cent (use  the  

discount actors  in Table  3 .8.2 ) .  [HL only]

Revision checklist

  Investment appraisal is  the  quantitative  assessment o the  viability o 

an investment proposal.  It establishes  whether a  particular business  

venture  is  worth pursuing or protable  as  well as  assisting businesses  

in making comparisons  with other dierent investment projects.  

Investment appraisal techniques  include  payback period,  average  rate  

o return and net present value.

  Payback period looks  at how long a business  will take  to  recover its  

principal investment or initial cash outlay rom its  net cash fows.  It is  

simple  to  calculate  and a useul method in rapid changing industries.  

However,  it does  not consider the  cash earned ater the  payback 

period and ignores  the  overall protability o an investment project.

  Average  rate  o return assesses  the  protability per annum generated 

by a  project over a  period o time and is  also  known as  accounting rate 

o return .  It makes use  o all the  cash fows in a  business  and shows 

the  protability o an investment project over a  given period o time.  

However,  it does  not consider the  timing o cash infows and eects  

on the  time value  o money.

  Net present value  is  the  dierence  in the  summation o present 

values  o uture  cash infows or returns  and the  original cost o 

investment.  It makes  use  o the  discounted cash  fow method  in its  

calculation.  It includes all cash fows in its  computation as  well as  

the  opportunity cost and time value  o money.  However,  it is  more  

complex to  calculate  and can only be  used to  compare  investment 

projects  with the  same initial cost outlay.  (HL only)

TOK discussion

How certain is the inormation  

we get rom fnancial  accounts? 

Can we, or example, know in  

advance i an investment will  

be successul?

Does the accounting process 

al low or imagination?
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Practice question

Easy E  Booking (EEB)

Easy E Booking  (EEB)  is  a small,  well-known,  reputable  and fnancially 

stable online hotel reservation service.  EEB  employees are highly 

motivated and take great pride in their work.  EEB  has received recognition 

or their high quality customer service.  Due to  an increase in global 

demand,  greater competition and changes in technology,  the fnance  

director,  Maia,  has decided to  upgrade EEBs  computers and/or sotware.  

Maia has  two options:

Option A:  purchase  only a  new sotware  called Book-Fast  rom a local 

sotware  designer.

Option B :  purchase  new computers  with installed sotware  called Global 

Reach  rom a manuacturer abroad.

Option A Option B

Cost $20,000 $40,000

Technical  support 24 hours onsite at EEB 24 hours onl ine

Further payments payable:

Employees No change At the end of their contract 15% of employees to be made 

redundant, cost: $15,000 in  year 2

Training cost On-the-job: free Intensive:  $12,000 in  year 1

Maintenance cost Free $1000 per year

Insurance cost $500 per year $1000 per year

The average  rate  o return (ARR)  o Option A is  46.25% .

Maia is  considering using a  straight line  method o depreciation.

EEB  employees  avour Option A,  even though some o their competitors  

using Book-Fast  have  reported problems with the  sotware,  including 

security issues.  However,  Maia has  chosen Option B ,  which will provide  

more  up-to-date,  sophisticated and secure  reservation system sotware.  

It will also  give  EEB  a  competitive  advantage  and an ability to  handle  a  

large  global volume o hotel reservations.

a)  Describe  one  strength and one  weakness  o EEB  using a   

straight line  method o depreciation.  [4 marks]

b)  Calculate  the  payback period or Option A ( show all  

your working) .  [2  marks]

c)  Calculate  the  average  rate  o return (ARR)  or Option B   

( show all your working) .  [4 marks]

d)  For both  Option A and  Option B ,  calculate the net present value  

(NPV)  using a  discount rate  o 4%  ( show all your working) .  [5 marks]

e)  Explain one  advantage  and one  disadvantage  or EEB  o using  

the  NPV method o investment appraisal.  [4 marks]

f)  Examine Maias  choice  o Option B .  [6 marks]

IB ,  Nov 201 2

The estimated return/total 

revenue in $  per year is  shown 

below:

Option A Option  B

Year 1 10,000 14,000

Year 2 12,000 16,800

Year 3 17,000 23,800

Year 4 20,000 28,000
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By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  explain  the importance o budgets  for organizations

  state  the  diference between cost centres and  prot centres

  analyse  the  role o cost centres and  prot  centres

  ca lculate  and  interpret variances

 analyse the  role o budgets and  variances in  strategic planning.

inroducon
A budget  is  a  quantitative  fnancial plan that estimates  revenue and 

expenditure  over a  specifed uture  time period.  Budgets  can be  prepared 

or individuals,  or the  government,  or or any type  o organization.  

Budgets  help  in setting targets  and are  aligned with the  main objectives  

o the  organization.  They enable  the  efcient allocation o resources  

within the  specifed time period.  The  person involved in the  ormulation 

and achievement o a  budget is  known as  the  budget holder.  The  budget 

holder  is  responsible  or ensuring that the  specifed budget allocations  

are  being met.  Commonly used budgets  are  sales  revenue budgets  and 

cost budgets.

the mporance of budges for organzaons
  Planning:  by setting targets,  managers  ensure  that budgets  help  to  

provide  a  sense  o direction or purpose  or organizations.  A budget 

as  a  planning document should also  assist in anticipating uture  

problems and devising possible  solutions.

  Motivation:  budget holders  who  are  responsible  or  budgetary 

control  (modalities  taken that ensure  that the  budgeted 

perormance  is  in  line  with actual perormance)  eel  empowered 

and trusted,  which boosts  their  morale.  In  addition,  sta who  are  

involved and participate  in  the  budgetary process  eel  recognized 

as  part o the  organizational team,  which could even lead to  

increased productivity.

  Resource allocation:  budgets  help  to  prioritize  how resources  

will be  used in the  organization.  S ince  the  demands or fnancial 

resources  could be  very high,  budgets  set certain boundaries  that 

ensure  that available  resources  are  not overstretched but used or 

specifed purposes  based on designated needs.

  Coordination:  budgets  help  to  bring people  rom dierent 

departments  together to  work or a  common purpose.  Coordination 

helps  all departments  to  reach uniorm budget agreements  or more  

eective  achievement o the  set targets.

3.9 Budgets (HL only)
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  Control:  budgets  act as  monitoring and evaluation tools  to  check 

how unds are  being spent in each department.  Budget holders  need 

to  ensure  that they are  within the  budget in their spending patterns 

and especially ensure  that they do  not exceed the  budget as  this  

could lead to  serious  fnancial debt problems in the  organization.

cost and  proft entres

To be  able  to  account or the  revenues  generated and costs  incurred,  

dierent parts  o a  business  are  divided into  cost centres  or proft 

centres .

Cost centres
This  is  a  part or section o a  business  where  costs  are  incurred and 

recorded.  Cost centres  can help  managers  to  collect and use  cost data 

eectively.  Examples  o costs  collected and recorded in these  sections 

include  electricity,  wages,  advertising,  and insurance,  among others.  

Businesses  can be  divided into  cost centres  in some o the  ollowing 

ways:

  By department   examples  include  fnance,  production,  marketing,  

and HR,  where  each department is  a  specifc cost centre.

  By product   a  business  producing several products  could ensure  

that each product is  a  cost centre.  For example,  Samsung produces  

mobile  phones,  televisions,  computers,  and many more  products.  

Each o these  products  could be  cost centres  because  costs  are  

measured in their production.

  By geographical location   businesses  such as  the  McDonalds  

Corporation or Coca-Cola Company are  located in dierent parts  o 

the  world and each o the  areas  they are  located in could be  treated 

as  cost centres.

Proft centres
This  is  a  part or section o a  business  where  both costs  and revenues  are  

identifed and recorded.  These  sections  allow businesses  to  calculate  how 

much proft each centre  makes.  Proft centres  enable  comparisons  to  be  

made to  judge  the  perormance  in the  various sections  o the  business.  

For example,  Toyota can identiy the  most proftable  car models  in the  

market by comparing the  proft each product makes  or by comparing 

which geographical location is  most proftable.  Thereore,  just as  in cost 

centres,  proft centres  can be  divided according to  product,  department 

or geographical location as  long as,  in addition to  cost,  revenue is  also  

generated.

The role  o cost  and  proft centres

  Aiding decision making:  cost and proft centres  help  in providing 

managers  with fnancial inormation about the  dierent parts  o a  

business  and this  inormation can assist them in deciding whether to  

continue or discontinue producing a particular product.  Production 

o high-cost and the  least proftable  products  will be  stopped to  pave  

the  way or new products.

Key terms

Budget

a  quantitative fnancial  plan  

that estimates the revenue 

and  expenditure  over a  

specifed  uture  time period

Budget holder

a  person  involved  in  the 

ormulation  and  achievement 

o a  budget

 McDonalds has outlets al l  over the 

world   each  geographical  area  

could  be treated  as a  cost centre

Key terms

Cost centre

a section o a  business where 

costs are incurred and recorded

Proft centre

a  section  o a  business where 

both  costs and  revenues are 

identifed  and  recorded
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  Better accountability:  cost and prot centres  help  to  hold specic 

business  sections  accountable.  For example,  managers  who perorm 

poorly in their department can be  identied and held accountable  or 

their ineciency.

  Tracking problem areas:  cost and prot centres  enable  particular 

problem areas  in a  business  to  be  detected.  For example,  i in one  

store  there  are  a  lot o customer complaints  resulting in a  high 

number o costly product replacements,  this  can be  checked by the  

use  o a  cost centre,  leading to  quick solutions  being sought.

  Increasing motivation:  providing departmental managers  and 

sta with incentives  such as  promotion or bonuses  to  enable  them 

to  achieve  set targets  helps  to  increase  their morale  within cost and 

prot centres.  Empowering sta and delegating control to  managers  

in charge  o these  centres  also  helps  in improving motivation.

  Benchmarking:  comparing the  perormances  in the  various cost 

and prot centres  in a  business  can help  to  check areas  o most or 

least eciency.  This  monitoring o individual parts  o a  business  can 

help  improve  overall eciency in the  business.

Problems o cost  and  proft centres

  Indirect cost allocation:  indirect costs  such as  advertising,  rent 

or insurance  are  dicult to  allocate  specically to  particular cost 

centres.  They may be  allocated unairly,  distorting the  overall 

business  perormance.

  External actors:  Factors  beyond the  control o the  business  such 

as  competition may aect specic cost and prot centres  dierently.  

Competition in one  centre  may be  higher than in another,  thereby 

negatively infuencing the  perormance  o the  centres  there.

  Centre conficts:  sta and managers  may consider the  perormance  

in their own centres  to  be  superior to  the  overall perormance  o 

the  organization.  This  could lead to  unhealthy competition between 

the  centres  or a  rms  resources  and a lack o sharing o vital 

inormation.

  Sta stress:  the  pressure  o managing a cost and prot centre  may 

be  very high or some sta,  especially i they lack the  right skills.  This  

could lead to  sta demotivation.

Variance analysis

In budgeting,  a variance  is  the dierence between the budgeted gure and 

the actual gure.  This variance is  usually calculated at the end o a budget 

period once the actual amounts are determined.  Variance analysis is a  

budgetary control process o assessing the dierences between the budgeted 

amount and the actual amount.  This analysis can be done or both cost and 

sales revenue budgets.  Variances can either be avourable  or adverse.

A avourable variance  is  when the dierence between the budgeted 

and actual gure is  nancially benecial to  the rm.  For example,  i the  

budgeted sales revenue in one month was $30  000  and the actual sales  

revenue was $40  000,  then the rm has a avourable  variance o $1 0  000.  
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I the budgeted marketing costs were $80,000 in a month and turned out 

to  be  $65 ,000,  then the frm has a avourable  variance o $1 5 ,000.

An adverse variance  occurs  when the  dierence  between the  budgeted 

and actual amounts  is  fnancially costly to  the  frm.  For example,  i the  

actual sales  revenue amount was lower than the  budgeted fgure  or the  

actual costs  were  higher than the  budgeted costs,  then the  frm has  an 

adverse  or unavourable  variance.

Example:  Table  3 .9 .1  shows some o the  budgeted and actual amounts  

taken rom Mr Kamaus  business.  

Required

Complete  the  missing fgures  and state  the  nature  o the  variance  

obtained  write  (F)  or avourable  or (A)  or adverse.

Table 3.9.1  Calculating variance

Particulars Budgeted fgure ($) Actual  fgure ($) Variance

Sales o televisions 10,000 12,500

Cost o materials 4,000 3,800

Sales o laptops 15,000 13,900

Cost o labour 5,000 5,700

Cost o rent 3,000 3,000

Solution:

Particulars Budgeted fgure ($) Actual  fgure ($) Variance ($)

Sales o televisions 10,000 12,500 2,500 (F)

Cost o materials 4 ,000 3,800 200 (F)

Sales o laptops 15,000 13,900 1,100 (A)

Cost o labour 5,000 5,700 700 (A)

Cost o rent 3,000 3,000  0

From the  above  example  it can be  noted that:

  Favourable  variances  were  experienced in the  sale  o televisions  

and cost o materials.  Here,  both presented a fnancial beneft to  

the  business,  one  with a higher actual sales  fgure  than expected o 

$2 ,500  and the  other with reduced actual costs  o $200  respectively.

  Adverse variances were experienced in the sales o laptops and the cost 

o labour,  which proved fnancially costly to  the frm.  Expected laptop  

sales declined by $1 ,1 00,  while the cost o labour increased by $700.  

The role of budgets and variances in   

strategic planning

Strategic  planning  is  an organizations  systematic process  o defning 

its  uture  direction and deciding on how to  allocate  its  resources  

Key terms

Variance

the d iference between the 

budgeted  gure and  the actual  

gure

Favourable variance

when the diference between 

the budgeted  and  actual  gure 

is nancial ly  benecial  to   

the  rm

Adverse variance

when the diference between 

the budgeted  and  actual  

amounts is nancial ly  costly  

to  the rm

Strategic planning

an  organizations systematic 

process o dening its uture  

d irection  and  deciding on  

how to  al locate its resources 

accordingly  to  ull  this vision
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accordingly,  to  ulll this  vision.  In dening its  uture  position,  it rst 

needs  to  know its  current position and the  available  opportunities  there  

are  beore  pursuing its  desired course  o action.  The  course  o action 

involves  ormulating key goals  or objectives  derived rom the  vision 

and putting in place  a  series  o steps  to  achieve  them.  Budgeting and 

carrying out variance  analysis  is  one  o those  steps  and both play an 

important role  in strategic planning.  This  role  is  urther explored in the  

ollowing points:

Advantages of using budgets and  variances in  strategic 

planning
  Budgets  help  to  control revenue and expenditure  by regulating how 

money is  spent to  minimize  losses  and wastage  o resources.

  Budgets provide realistic targets that are clearly understood by all 

internal stakeholders to aid in the attainment o an organizations goals.

  Budgets  help  in the  coordination o the  various business  

departments,  improving the  fow o communication and ensuring a 

sense  o people  working together.

  Budgets  should be  set based on the  SMART criteria  being specic,  

measurable,  agreed,  realistic and time-bound  and all in line  with 

the  organizations  objectives.

  Variance  analysis  aims to  compare  actual perormance  to   

budgeted perormance,  thereby helping to  assess  organizational 

perormance.

  Variance  analysis  assists  in detecting the  causes  o any deviations   

in the  budget so  that corrective  measures  can be  taken to   

rectiy them.

  Variance  analysis  provides  an objective  way o appraising budget 

holders  responsible  or their various departments.

However,  in an attempt to  ull the  strategic objectives  o an 

organization,  budgeting brings  with it some o the  ollowing limitations.

Limitations of budgets in  strategic planning
  Infexible  budgets  that do  not consider any unoreseen changes  in 

the  external environment,  such as  increases  in raw material costs,  

may be  too  dicult to  stay within and thereore  be  unrealistic.

  Signicant dierences  between the  budgeted and actual results  could 

make the  budget lose  its  importance  as  a  planning tool.

  Since most budgets are  based on the short term,  long-term uture  

gains such as increased sales potential due to  unexpected increases in 

demand could be  lost by looking only at the current budgeted amount.

  Highly underspent budgets  towards  the  end o the  year could result 

in unjustied wasteul expenditure  by managers.

  Setting budgets  without involving some people  could result in their 

resentment and aect their motivation levels.
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Despite  the  above  limitations,  budgets  do  play an important role  in 

strategic planning.  They are  vital fnancial planning documents  that help  

to  monitor and control income and expenditure  so  that the  specifed 

organizational objectives  are  attained.

Student workpoint 3.18

Be a thinker

The ollowing inormation reers  to  XAV Ltd:

Particulars Budgeted fgure ($) Actual  fgure ($) Variance

Material  costs 12,000 18,500

Direct labour costs 9,000 7,800

Sales of radios 25,000 25,600

Sales of the Apple iPod 15,000 12,750

Advertising costs 6,000 7,100

1 .  Calculate  the  missing fgures  rom the  table  above  and note  

whether the  variance  is  avourable  (F)  or adverse  (A) .

2 .  Interpret the  material costs  variance  and suggest possible  reasons  

or your answer.

3 .  What do  the  overall variance  fgures  tell you about the  business?

Revision checklist

  A budget is  a  fnancial plan that helps  in target setting by estimating 

the  revenue and expenditure  o a  business  over a  specifed uture  

time period.  

  Budgets  are  important or planning,  motivation,  resource  allocation,  

coordination and control.

  Cost centres  are  sections  o a  business  where  costs  are  incurred and 

recorded and help  to  collect and eectively use  cost data,  while  proft 

centres  are  sections  o a  business  where  both costs  and revenues  are  

identifed and recorded,  which allow businesses  to  calculate  how 

much proft each centre  makes.

  Cost and proft centres  are  important in aiding decision making,  

improving accountability,  tracking problem areas,  increasing 

motivation and benchmarking.  However,  some challenges  aced 

include  difculties  in allocating indirect costs  to  particular cost 

centres  and external actors  beyond the  frms  control.

  Variance  analysis  is  a  budgetary control process  o assessing the  

dierences  between the  budgeted amount and the  actual amount.  

I the  dierence  between the  budgeted fgure  and actual fgure  is  

benefcial to  the  frm it is  known as  a  favourable variance.  On the  

other hand i the  dierence  between the  budgeted and actual fgure  

are  fnancially costly it is  known as  an adverse variance.

TOK discussion

Accounting practices such  as 

budgeting vary  from country  

to  country.  Is  this necessary  

or could  we have the same 

accounting practices 

everywhere?
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Practice question

KJC  Ltd

KJC  Ltd specialises in making pots o all sizes and shapes.  Over the years  
it has developed a good reputation or high quality products.  They have  
a well-developed distribution network both nationally and overseas.  For 
the frst hal o this year they have experienced signifcant growth in the  
sales o their products.  However,  or the second hal o the year their sales  
have slowed down drastically.  Some stakeholders attribute this to  the  
recession that the country is  experiencing while others eel that increased 
competition is  the cause.  The companys budget holder Mr Jo Juma has  
been tasked with carrying out a variance analysis so  as  to  ascertain how 
the company perormed over the year.  He may have to  carry out strict 
budgetary controls and monitor each cost centre and proft centre closely.  
The table below shows the budgeted fgures and actual fgures or KJC  Ltd 
or this year.

$000 Budgeted fgures Actual  fgures Variance

Sales revenue 500 400

Direct labour costs 50 45

Direct material  costs 80 90

Gross proft 370 265

Overheads 100 95

Net proft 270 170

a)  Defne the  ollowing terms 

( i)  Budget holder [2  marks]

( ii)  Variance  analysis  [2  marks]

b)  Explain the  importance  o budgets  to  KJC Ltd  [4 marks]

c)  Complete  the  variance  column in the  table  above  and establish 
whether the  results  obtained are  adverse  or avourable  [6 marks]  

d)  Comment on the  perormance  o KJC Ltd  using the  variance   
results  [4 marks]

e)  Evaluate  the  role  o cost and proft centres  to  KJC Ltd  [7 marks]
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4.1  The role  of marketing

4  M arket i n g

Marketing is  essential to  the success o any business.  However,  marketing 

is  not just about selling or advertising,  as  many people think.  It is  much 

more than that:  it is  more o a business philosophy o how best to  think 

about satisying consumer needs or demands.  There are many globally 

acceptable  defnitions o marketing.  Some common ones include the  

ollowing.

Marketing is the management process involved  in  identiying,  
anticipating and  satisying consumer needs protably.

The Chartered Institute of Marketing

Marketing is the activity,  set o institutions,  and  processes or 
creating,  communicating,  del ivering,  and  exchanging oerings that 
have value or customers,  cl ients,  partners,  and  society  at large.

American  Marketing Association

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  dene marketing and  understand  its relationship  with  other business 

unctions

  explain  the d ierence between  the  marketing o goods and  the 

marketing o services

  distinguish  between  market orientation  and  product orientation

  explain  the d ierence between  commercial  marketing,  social  

marketing  and  social  media  marketing

  describe the elements that characterize  the  market in  which  an  

organization  operates

  calculate  market share 

  discuss the importance o market share  and  market leadership

  compare  and  contrast the marketing objectives o or-prot 

organizations and  non-prot organizations

  evaluate  how marketing strategies evolve as a  response to  changes 

in  customer preerences

  examine how the concepts o innovation ,  ethics  and  culture  

infuence marketing practices and  strategies.
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Kotler ( 1 994)  summarized it well when he  said Marketing is  meeting 

the  needs o your customer at a  prot. 1  Ultimately,  marketing is  about 

getting the  right product to  the  right customers  at the  right price  at the  

right time.  This  means that marketing involves  a  number o activities  

that every marketing department should aim to  satisy,  all centred 

on the  consumer.  However,  all marketing decisions,  whether related 

to  products,  pricing,  distribution,  or promotion,  are  aected by other 

business  unctions.

Finance and makeing
Since  marketing costs  money,  the  marketing and nance  department 

have  to  work together in setting the  appropriate  budgets.  The  marketing 

department may want to  spend more  than is  in its  budget to  meet 

the  requirements  o a  demanding marketing plan,  but the  nance  

department may advise  that it sticks  to  its  given budgetary allocations.  

This  will cause  a  departmental confict.

Human esouce managemen (HrM)   

and makeing
Marketing inormation can enable  more  eective  workorce  planning 

in the  HRM department.  This  can infuence  the  demand and supply o 

labour in an organization.  For example,  an increase  in the  demand or a  

product as  a  result o improved marketing may require  the  recruitment 

o extra sta rom the  sales  and production departments  in order to  meet 

this  demand.  Ensuring that the  right quality o salespeople  are  hired  

those  with innovative  minds  and a competitive  spirit  will also  aid in 

meeting the  marketing departments  objectives.

Opeaions managemen and makeing
The  production and marketing departments  will  need to  work together 

to  ensure  that the  products  developed meet the  specications  o the  

customers.  Market research will  help  the  marketers  in  determining 

the  needs  and wants  o the  consumers.  However,  both departments  

need to  balance  the  time  needed to  test,  develop,  and launch products,  

to  avoid any loss  in  sales  or reputation and any arousal o potential 

stakeholder confict.

the makeing of goods and sevices
In deciding how to  market their products,  businesses  rst need  

to  distinguish between goods,  such as  cars,  and services,  such as  

insurance.  This  is  because  goods and services  dier in a  number  

o ways.

1  Kotler,  P.  1994. Marketing Management: Analysis,  planning,  implementation and control.  Englewood 

Cl ifs,  NJ,  Prentice  Hal l .

Key terms

Marketing

the management process o 

getting the right product to the 

right customer at the right price 

to the right place and  time

Marketing of goods

the use o the 4 Ps o product,  

price,  place,  and  promotion  in  

the marketing mix

Marketing of services

the use o the 7Ps o product,  

price,  place,  promotion,  

process,  people,  and  physical  

evidence in  the marketing mix
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Table 4.1.1.  D ierences between goods and  services

Goods Services

are tangible,  i .e.  can  be touched are intangible,  i .e.  cannot be touched

can be  returned  i you  did  not l ike what you  bought cannot be taken  back,  e.g.  a  bad  haircut

can  be  stored  and  consumed later,  e.g.  yoghurt. cannot be stored  and  wil l  need  to  be  consumed  immediately,  

e.g.  your consultants time.

There is ownership o the  product. There is no  ownership o the  product.

Goods are  easier to  compare because o the similar 

nature o some products,  e.g.  one TV can  easily  be 

compared  to  another.

Services are more difcult to compare because o dierent 

experiences a  customer may get rom a  given service, e.g. a  

hotel  may treat a  customer dierently  each time he or she visits.

In selling goods,  businesses  can ocus  on specifc characteristics  that 

appeal to  the  consumer.  In  buying a  new cellphone,  customers  can 

choose  one  over another based on the  elaborate  eatures  one  may 

have  over the  other,  such as  the  number o applications.  Managers  

in  a  service-providing company such as  a  hotel  may talk about the  

number and type  o rooms  it  has,  but their  marketing angle  is   

mostly about oering good customer service  to  ensure  that the  

customer returns.

To remain globally competitive,  multinational companies today are  

outsourcing their goods to  countries  producing at lower costs.  For 

example,  a clothing company based in the USA can manuacture a specifc 

clothing line in Asia and ship  it to  customers living in Europe.  However,  

service businesses need to  be  closer to  their customers;  or example,  it 

may be  very difcult or many people  to  travel rom country to  country 

on a day-to-day basis  sampling varied country cuisines,  rom the popular 

Indian curry to  the sumptuous Kenyan nyama choma (roast meat) .  

Thereore dierent cas  or restaurants (mostly ranchises)  are  increasingly 

drawing closer to  customers in their localities  to  sell their cultural oods.  

In addition,  organizations oering services must always guard their 

reputation by having well-trained and approachable employees who 

will help  in enhancing their product quality and image.  For example,  an 

airline industry with well-groomed and smiling sta greeting passengers at 

the entrance o the  plane can help  in urther marketing the  airline.

E ssentially,  the  marketing o goods  is  based on the  our Ps  o  

the  marketing  mix    namely price,  product,  promotion,  and place.   

The  marketing o  services  includes  the  three  additional aspects  o 

people,  processes,  and physical evidence.  These  aspects  will  be  explored 

later in  this  unit.  It  is  important to  note  that many products  now have  

both goods  and service  e lements  to  them.  For  example,  a  customer 

may buy an  iPad as  a  physical product but may receive  ater- sales  

service  in  the  orm o a  warranty or  ree  maintenance  or  a  year.

Market orientation  verses product orientation
There  are  two distinct approaches  that businesses  can use  to  market their 

products.  They can either use  a  product-orientated approach  or a  

market-orientated approach.  These  two approaches are  shown in the  

table  below.
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Table 4.1.2.  D iferences between a  product-orientated  approach  and  a   

market-orientated  approach

Product-orientated approach Market-orientated approach

inward  looking and  ocused  on  making the product rst 

and  then  trying to  sel l  it

outward  looking and  ocused  on  carrying out market 

research  rst and  then  making products that can  sel l

product-led  and  assuming that supply  creates its own 

demand  (Says law) .  Here  businesses produce innovative 

products and  tempt the customers to  buy  them

market-led  and  ocused  on  establ ishing consumer 

demand  so as to  supply  products that meet consumers 

needs and  wants

Organizations that have  adopted a product-orientated approach to  

their products  include  Microsot,  Ferrari,  Dyson,  and Apple.  Many 

organizations  are  now market-orientated businesses,  including Ford,  

Sony,  Samsung,  and Nokia.

These  are  the  benets  to  a  business  o being market-orientated:

  As a result o market research,  rms have  increased condence  that 

their products  will sell,  thereore  reducing the  risk o ailure.

  Access  to  market inormation means that rms can respond more  

quickly to  changes  in the  market and are  also  able  to  anticipate  

market changes.

  Firms will be  in a  strong position to  meet the  challenge  o new 

competitors  entering the  market as  a  result o regular eedback rom 

consumers  brought about by market research.

However,  market orientation does  have  some limitations:

  Conducting market research can be  costly and thereore  weigh 

heavily on a rms  budget.

  Due to  requently changing consumer tastes,  rms may nd it 

dicult to  meet every consumers  needs  with its  available  resources.

  Uncertainty about the  uture  could also  have  a  negative  infuence  on 

market-planning strategy.

Product-orientated businesses  put a  lot o emphasis  on the  production 

process  rather than on their potential customers.  A product-orientated 

business  will have  these  advantages:

  It is  associated with the  production o high-quality products  such as  

luxury sports  cars  and saety products  such as  crash helmets.

  It can succeed in industries  where  the  speed o change  is  slow and 

the  rm has  already built a  good reputation.

  It has  control over its  activities,  with a  strong belie that consumers  

will purchase  its  products.

However,  the  major limitations such a rm aces  include  the  ollowing:

  Since  the  rm ignores  the  needs  o the  market,  it takes  risks  that may 

lead to  eventual business  ailure  or closure.

  Spending money on research and development without considering 

consumer needs  could be  costly and not yield any promising results.

Key terms 

Product orientation

a  business approach  that 

ocuses on  making the 

product rst beore attempting 

to  sel l  it

Market orientation

a  business approach  o 

rst establ ishing consumer 

demand  through market 

research  beore producing 

and  sel l ing a  product

 Dyson takes a  product-orientated  

approach  to  marketing
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Commercial  marketing
This  involves  creating,  developing,  and exchanging goods  or  services  

that customers  need and want.  In  this  case,  market research is  carried 

out to  establish consumer demand and businesses  will  supply what is  

demanded.  C ommercial  marketing is  value- ree  and does  not involve  

making moral j udgments  on the  buying habits  o customers.  Once  

the  specifc product is  identifed,  appropriate  strategies  need to  be  

put in  place  to  market the  product.  The  strategies  used in  commercial 

marketing need to  be  tailored specifcally  to  the  type  o product 

the  commercial  is  se lling.  These  strategies  may include  a  traditional 

ocus  ( using billboards,  television advertisements,  or  local print 

media)  or  an online  marketing campaign (using Google  Ad Sense  or 

emails) .  There  is  also  the  option o e ither  adopting a  mass-marketing 

campaign,  to  get the  product into  the  minds  o as  many consumers  

as  possible ,  or  to  use  targeted advertisements  aimed at  specifc 

demographics.

Social  marketing
This  involves  the  use  o marketing approaches  that help  bring about 

changes  in behaviour that ultimately beneft society.  The  Social 

Marketing Institute  (SMI)  defnes it as:

the use o commercial  marketing concepts and  tools in  
programmes designed  to  infuence individuals behaviour to  
improve their wel l -being and  that o society.

Social marketing is  a wide concept involving other stakeholders.  It 

ensures that businesses make good marketing decisions based not only on 

consumers  wants and the frms requirements but also on consumers  and 

societys long-term interests and welare.  Examples o social marketing 

include public health campaigns,  or example anti-smoking campaigns  

centred on reducing smoking,  providing inormation on the dangers o 

drink-driving,  and educating the public on the benefts o eating healthy 

ood to discourage overeating or poor dietary habits.  Social marketing 

programmes also include environmental campaigns to  promote recycling,  

clean air,  and water as  well as  other measures o conservation.  Today social 

marketing also looks into areas such as human rights and amily planning.

Some advantages  o social marketing include  the  ollowing:

  It gives frms a competitive advantage as  consumers may perceive such 

frms to  be  socially responsible  and thereore buy products  rom them.

  Firms can charge  premium prices  or providing goods that society is  

deriving benefts  rom.

However,  getting people  to  change  their habitual behaviour poses  a  

major challenge  to  social marketers.  As  a  result,  a  number o non-proft 

organizations  (NPOs)  have  set up  in an eort to  help  people  change  their 

behaviour,  or example  Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) .

The Social Marketing Institute  encourages  the  use  o a  wide  range  o 

marketing tools  by going beyond just Promotion  in the  marketing 

Key terms 

Commercial  marketing

marketing activities that 

determine consumer needs 

and  wants beore using 

appropriate strategies to  

market the product 

Social  marketing

a  marketing approach  aimed  

at infuencing a  positive  

change in  individual  behaviour 

and  improvements in  societal  

wel l -being
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mix and ully incorporating the  other elements  o the  marketing mix as  

well in the  eort to  bring social change.  ( See  more  on promotion in the  

marketing mix in sections 4.2  and 4.5 )

Social  media  marketing (SMM)
SMM is  a  marketing  approach  adopted by  businesses  that  uses  social 

networking  websites  rom the  Internet  to  market  its  products .  SMM  

is  a  marketing  tool  that  incorporates  the  use  o   technological 

concepts  and techniques  with  the  aim  o growing  a  business  through 

dierent media.

SMM has  increased in popularity with the  development o websites  such 

as  Facebook,  Twitter,  LinkedIn,  and YouTube.

These  are  the  benefts  o SMM:

  It  enables  a  frm to  get  direct  eedback rom its  customers  while  

still  appealing to  them personally,  through its  interactive  sections  

that provide  customers  with the  opportunity to  ask questions  

and voice  their  complaints.  This  is  known as  social  customer 

relationship  management.

  It provides  a  low-cost way or frms to  reach a large  target audience.  

For example,  the  number o users  o Facebook stood at 1 .1 1  billion 

in April 201 3 .

  It can enhance  a frms  brand.  S ince  many social networking websites  

already have  large  established online  communities,  frms can gain 

exposure  by simply j oining these  websites.

However,  while  SMM is  a  very useul  marketing tool,  most  

businesses  will  use  it  as  a  supplement to  other marketing methods  

and not as  a  replacement or  them.  S ince  it  is  easy or  any business  

to  j oin  a  social  networking website ,  it  can  be  difcult  or  a  business  

to  stand out rom the  crowd,  hence  the  need also  to  rely  on  other 

marketing  techniques.

Student workpoint 4.1

Be a thinker

1 .  Distinguish between marketing a  good and marketing a  service.

2 .  Using specifc organizational examples,  comment on the  benefts  

o market orientation.

3 .  Explain how social marketing diers  rom SMM.

Characteristics o the market in  which  an   

organization  operates
A market is  an arrangement where  buyers  and sellers  exchange goods  

and services.  It includes  actual as  well as  potential buyers  or customers  

o a  product whose  needs  or wants  are  satisfed by sellers  or suppliers  in 

the  exchange process.

TOK discussion

In  marketing,  what role  does 

language play  in  the d iferent 

areas o knowledge?

Key terms 

Social  media  marketing

the use o the Internet through 

social  networking websites 

to  market a  rms product or 

service

 Social  media  can  be  a  powerul  

way  to  reach  lots o customers 

very  quickly
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The elements  that characterize  the  market in which an organization 

operates  are  as  ollows:

  Market size   this  represents  the  total sales  o all businesses  in a  

given market.  It is  measured in two ways:

  By volume   this  measures  the  number o goods  bought by 

customers.  It is  a  quantitative  measure  o the  units  sold by 

businesses,  or example  bags  o maize.

  By value   this  measures  the  amount spent by customers  on the  

total number o goods sold by businesses.  It is  the  total revenue 

expressed in monetary terms,  e.g.  Kenyan shillings  (Kshs) ,  US  

dollars  (US$) ,  or South Arican rands  (ZAR) .

Knowledge  o market size  assists  rms in identiying their market 

growth and in calculating market share.

  Market growth   this  is  the percentage change in the market size over 

a given period o time,  usually a year.  This can be based on the market 

value or volume.  For example,  an increase in sales revenue resulting 

rom the sale o televisions rom US$50 million to US$80 million 

indicates a 60-per-cent growth in the market.  Sales o smartphones are  

on the rise globally,  with many consumers nding multiple uses or 

the gadget.  This has attracted many suppliers o the product because o 

the high prot potential.  However,  this growth is  infuenced by several 

external actors,  such as economic growth patterns,  technological 

changes,  changes in consumer tastes,  and income,  among others.

Student workpoint 4.2

Be a thinker

Coca-Cola published 201 3  highlights  on its  website:  http: //www.

coca-colacompany.com

The company announced that volume sales  o its  sparkling drinks 

were  up  by 3% ,  whilst still drinks  had increased by 6% .

As well as  providing nancial inormation or investors  and 

stakeholders,  do  you think that publishing sales  gures  in this  way 

can be  a  marketing tool or businesses?

  Market share   this  is  the  percentage  o one  rms  share  o the  total 

sales  in the  market.  It is  calculated by using the  ollowing ormula:

Market share % =    
frms  sales
  ___   

total sales  in the market
     100
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Market share  can be  measured by value  ( revenue)  or volume (units) ,  

j ust like  market size.  An increase  in market share  could mean that a  

business  is  successul against its  competitors  and has  adopted eective  

marketing strategies  as  a  result.  This  could be  associated with increased 

prots  and result in the  business  being the  key player in the  industry.

Measuring market share  is  important because  it could indicate  that the  

rm is  a  market leader.  A market leader can infuence  other businesses  

or competitors  to  ollow it.  Its  status  as  market leader can also  aect its  

uture  strategy and objectives.

The  benets  o being a  market leader include  the  ollowing:

  The market leader will have increased sales,  translating to higher prots.

  The business will be able to gain economies o scale,  ( i.e.  a decrease  

in the average costs o production as a result o increasing its scale o 

operation) .

  Since  the  market leader could also  be  the  brand leader (providing the  

product with the  highest market share) ,  the  leading brand can act as  

a  good promotional tool or consumers  who would like  to  associate  

with popular brands.

However,  when interpreting the  market share,  careul thought  

is  needed:

  Since  market share  can be  measured in dierent ways,  by value  and 

volume,  dierent results  may be  obtained in the  same time period.

  Changes  in the  time period and market can infuence  market share  

results.

  The type  o products  included may also  infuence  the  calculation o 

market share.

Student workpoint 4.3

Be knowledgeable

Table 4.1.3.  D iferent sales volumes and  values rom diferent companies

Company XYZ ABC PQR

Year 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012

Sales o toys (mil l ion  units) 550 580 700 740 620 650

Sales o toys ($  mil l ion) 25 28 45 48 32 30

Use Table  4.1 .3  above  to  calculate  the  ollowing:

a)  Market share  o XYZ Company by volume in 201 1

b)  Market share  o ABC  Company by value  in 201 2

c)  Market share  o PQR Company by volume in 201 1

d)  Market growth or the  whole  industry by value  rom 201 1  to  201 2  

Key terms

Market size

the total  sales o al l  rms  

in  a  market

Market growth

the percentage change in  the 

total  market size over a  period  

o time

Market share

the percentage o one rms 

share o the total  sales in   

the market

Market leader

a  rm with  the highest market 

share in  a  given  market
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Marketing objectives o or-proft organizations and   

non-proft organizations (NPOs)
Marketing objectives  are  the  goals  or targets  that businesses  aim to  

achieve  through their marketing department,  which are  in line  with 

the  organizations  overall strategic objectives.  As  earlier noted,  many 

marketing denitions include  the  notion that businesses  should aim 

to  satisy consumer needs  and wants  proftably.  Thereore  the  sole  

marketing objective  o or-prot organizations  is  to  identiy,  design and 

develop  marketing strategies  that will ultimately be  protable  to  the  

business.  This  will involve  appropriately applying the  elements  o the  

marketing mix to  achieve  this  objective.  For-prot organizations  use  

a  market- led approach,  where  their ocus  is  purely on the  needs and 

wants  o consumers.  They are  very responsive  to  the  needs  and wants  o 

consumers  and use  market research as  a  way o identiying those  needs.

NPOs such as  churches,  charities,  and some schools  engage in marketing 

activities  more or social marketing reasons.  In such cases,  social 

marketers  would run campaigns to  encourage the public to  donate  money 

or support a certain cause,  or example  campaigns aimed at helping 

orphaned and vulnerable  children with ood and clothing.  Increasingly,  

NPOs are  using more complex marketing strategies  to  achieve their aims,  

which include enhancing their image and reputation.  They are  also  

using marketing to  inorm and infuence certain behavioural change.  For 

example,  a  government may seek to  educate the  public on the  dangers  o 

smoking and adopting responsible  drinking habits.

A major drawback o most NPOs is  limited nancing,  which seriously 

aects  their marketing budgets.  A number thereore  seek to  raise  unds  

through undraising events,  seminars  and endorsements,  in an eort 

to  be  heard and to  improve  their public relations.  This  unding is  also  

linked to  their ability to  attract potential customers  and thereore  

receive  sponsorships  or donations,  such as  in the  case  o public sector 

colleges.  As  a  result,  they are  able  to  gain competitive  advantages  over 

their rivals  in the  private  sector.

Internet marketing,  which includes  social media marketing,  is  also  

increasing in popularity among a number o NPOs.  With the  growing 

number o global Internet users,  a  number o charities  have  raised a  lot 

o money rom online  donations made using PayPal,  or example.  Other 

NPOs,  such as  Sandra Lee  childrens  home in Swaziland,  have  increased 

the  number o retail outlets  that they seek to  raise  money rom,  by 

having money collection containers  at the  till in most supermarkets.

NPOs have  to  be  ethical at all times  and practise  a  high degree  o social 

responsibility i they are  to  continue beneting rom ree  publicity rom 

other organizations  as  well as  maintaining public interest in their causes.

How marketing strategies evolve as a  response  

to  changes in  customer preerences
Due to  a  variety o actors,  customers  preerences  have  changed 

signicantly over the  past two decades  and businesses  have  responded in 

various  ways  to  meet these  new demands.  The  ways in which marketing 

strategies  have  been adapted to  suit these  new preerences  are  discussed 
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BMW operates across  the  globe  in  a  h igh ly  competitive  

industry    the  automotive  industry .  As  a  resu lt,  BMW 

invests  heavi ly  in  i ts  marketing m ix to  mainta in  

i ts  customer base  and  brand  loya lty .  However,  

competitors  Mercedes-Benz and  Jaguar are  sim ilarly  

wel l  invested  in  marketing campaigns  to  increase  their 

market shares whi le  mainta in ing their brand  loya lties.  

Previously ,  BMW used  i ts  un ique  sel l ing point or 

proposition  (USP)  o bu i ld ing h igh-perormance,  h igh-

qua l ity  sports  cars  with  un ique  hand l ing characteristics  

to  ga in  customers a ttention  and  loyalty .  S logans such  

as  Pure  d riving p leasure and  Perection  perected 

punctuated  BMWs  marketing campaign  around  the  

world .  Whereas BMW,  in  the  context o the  Ansos  

Matrix (see  Un it 1 .3  on  Organizationa l  objectives) ,  had  

begun  with  a  market-extension  strategy  in to  markets  

such  as  Ch ina  and  Ind ia ,  i t  la ter switched  to  product 

development as  i ts  key  strategy .

Th is  sh it in  marketing strategies  came  about because  

a  market segment became  the  la rgest single  market 

in  wh ich  BMW operated .  Customers have  developed  a  

new preerence  in  the  last two  decades  that continues  

to  grow in  strength  and  popu larity    h igh  uel  

efciency .  Due  to  d ramatic increases  in  o i l  prices,  in  a l l  

but the  OPEC nations  (a  PEST actor) ,  customers  have  

sought out veh icles  that use  less  uel  to  travel  u rther.  

For example,  the  Toyota  Prius  and  Tesla  car company  

have  thrived  because  o their environmenta l ly  riend ly ,  

low uel  consumption  eatures   a  resu l t o ocused  

d ierentia tion .  In  response  to  th is  development,  BMW 

instituted  a  rat o changes to  i ts  marketing strategy .

First,  as  part o product changes  in  the  marketing 

m ix,  BMW began  design ing and  showcasing vision 

concept cars  a t the  largest au tomotive  expos  in  

the  world .  None  was  more  denitive  than  the  BMW 

i8 ,  which  was  branded  the  efcient dynamics 

concept car.  Essentia l ly ,  i t  showcased  BMWs  la test 

uel -efciency  technology  to  the  world s  med ia  and  

immediately  positioned  BMW towards  consumers new 

preerences.  BMW a lso  changed  many  o i ts  promotion  

techniques to  t th is  new brand  image.  Below-the-

l ine  methods  includ ing slogans  such  as  Exh i laration  

without excess became  BMWs  new ocus  and  

efcient dynamics became  its  USP and  major product-

d ierentia tion  tool .  The  institu tion  o new products  

in  BMWs  marketing strategy  was pa ired  with  new 

promotion  strategies.  BMW began  to  emphasize  the  

uel  efciency  o i ts  existing models  (which  i t had  

previously  neglected  to  publ icize)  and  products  

such  as  the  BMW X-series  cars  were  rebranded  by  

taking part in  the  gruel l ing Dakar ra l ly .  Considered  a  

race  that requ ires  participants  to  have  veh icles  with  

extraord inary  uel  efciencies,  the  Dakar ra l ly  a lso  

a l lowed  BMW to  cha l lenge  one  o i ts  ma in  competitors  

in  the  luxury  SUV market   Volkswagen.

However,  BMWs  sh it in  market strategy  has  not been  a  

complete  success.  I n  an  a ttempt to  p lease  the  majority  

o customers  who  desire  uel -efcient cars,  BMW has  

lost some  o i ts  most loya l  customers  to  competitors.  

Th is  has  largely  been  a  resu l t o changes  to  the  product 

e lement o i ts  marketing m ix.  I n  order to  increase  uel  

efciency  and  to  lower carbon  emissions,  BMW ceased  

using V10  engines  in  i ts  M -Power 5  Series  cars  in  

avour o twin-turbo  charged  V8  engines  that use  less  

uel .  As  a  resu l t,  BMW lost many  loya l ,  h igh-income  

customers who  preerred  the  more  poweru l  V10.  In  

short,  BMWs  p ivot towards  a  new customer preerence  

caused  i ts  protabi l ity  to  be  damaged  to  some  extent.  

However,  with  increased  market shares  in  Arica ,  

North  America ,  and  Asia ,  BMWs  med ium-risk strategy  

appears  to  have  pa id  o.

Exam-style questions
1 .  Dene  the  o l lowing terms:

 (a )  Marketing m ix [2  marks]

 (b)  Market share  [2  marks]

2 .  Ana lyse  how BMW can  be  customer-   

ocused .   [4 marks]

3 .  Eva luate  the  success  o BMWs  marketing  

strategy .  [10  marks]
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When compared with BMWs complete  change  in marketing strategy,  

Multichoices  shit in marketing methods seems inconsequential.  

However,  both companies  shit in marketing strategy was vital in 

maintaining their market share  and positions.  Each shit was  a  direct 

response  to  a  change  in what the  customer wanted.  Failure  to  respond 

to  these  needs  has  dire  consequences  and certain other companies,  or 

example  Ford and Chevrolet,  ailed to  make the  necessary changes,  and 

have  seen huge  drops  in market share  over the  past fve  years.

In conclusion,  marketing strategies,  much like  all business  strategies,  

must adapt to  remain relevant.  Failure  to  adapt can result in a  loss  

o proftability or even total ailure,  as  in the  case  o Hummer.  BMW 

and DSTV are  just some o the  many businesses  around the  world 

that have  changed their marketing strategies  because  o changing 

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Multichoices marketing strategy

The  Mu ltichoice  Group  has  a lso  sh ited  i ts  marketing 

m ix and  strategy  to  meet customers preerences.  

I n  particu lar,  the  arriva l  o h igh-denition  (HD)  

technology  in  a  variety  o elds,  ranging rom  

cel lphones  to  cameras  and  te levisions,  has  d rawn  a  

great dea l  o the  customers a ttention .  However,  un l ike  

BMW,  i t  is  apparent that Mu ltichoice  does  not operate  

in  a  h igh ly  competitive  market.  I n  act,  DSTV (owned  

by  the  Mu l tichoice  Group)  cou ld  be  considered  a  

monopoly  as  i t beneted  heavi ly  rom  the  rst mover 

advantage.  However,  Mu ltichoice  has  sti l l  changed  to  

meet customer preerences to  ensure  that there  is  no  

market gap  or new entrants  to  explo it.

Mu ltichoices  marketing m ix has  reocused  in  terms 

o techn iques  to  reach  customers rather than  using a  

sh it in  ocus l ike  BMWs.  For example,  DSTVs  premium  

subscribers  ( those  who  pay  the  h ighest rates)  orm  

part o the  demographic in  Southern  Arica  that has  

the  h ighest income.  As  a  resu lt,  they  are  the  most 

technologica l ly  aware  demographic in  Southern  

Arica  and  because  o th is  DSTV has  p laced  a  greater 

emphasis  on  on l ine  advertising on  socia l  med ia  and  

un ique  websites.  DSTV now has Twitter and  Facebook 

pages  or customers  to  o l low and  prospective  

customers  to  view that provide  the  la test inormation  

on  new products  brought to  market.  For example,  the  

arriva l  o HD  channels  such  as  HD  D iscovery  Showcase  

and  M -Net HD  were  rst promoted  on l ine  to  their 

premium  customers ( those  most l ikely  to  purchase  

these  products)  beore  reach ing other customers  

via  te levision  advertisements  (a  resu l t o market 

segmentation) .

However,  the  implementation  o th is  strategy  has  

not come  without some  d rawbacks   the  la rgest 

o wh ich  is  the  increased  cost to  customers.  As  a  

resu l t o expensive  technologica l  upgrades  to  DSTVs  

broadcasting system  to  support HD  te levision ,  

customers  have  sufered  a  price  increase  to  pay  or 

both  the  new systems and  the  marketing campaign  

to  promote  i t.  Th is  increase  in  price  a lso  priced  out 

prospective  customers  who  cou ld  have  increased  

DSTVs  market share.  Th is  demonstrates  how 

respond ing to  customer preerences can  have  negative  

efects  on  the  customers themselves.

Exam-style questions
1 .  Describe  two  orms o market segmentation  

re levant or Mu ltichoice.  [4 marks]

2 .  Ana lyse  how efectively  Mu l itichoices   

marketing strategy  has  responded  to   

customer preerences.  [6  marks]

3 .  With  reerence  to  Mu l tichoice  and  to  one  other 

organ isation  that you  have  stud ied ,  d iscuss  the  

impact o changing technology  on  promotiona l  

strategies.  [10  marks]

below in the  context  o two frms and industries:  frst,  BMW and 

the  automotive  industry and second,  the  Multichoice  Group and the  

television broadcasting industry.  Each o these  businesses  has  adapted 

its  marketing strategy to  improve  its  proftability by rebranding and 

penetrating new markets,  or by diversiying.
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customer preerences.  Whether it is  a  change  in marketing methods,  or 

reconguration o the  marketing mix,  marketing strategies  can and must 

adapt to  changing customer preerences.

How innovation,  ethical  considerations and  cultural  

d ierences infuence marketing
In an increasingly globalized world,  where the worlds  economies and 

markets are integrating,  innovation,  ethics and culture now aect 

marketing strategies more than ever beore.  Using specic companies,  an 

assessment o how these actors  have infuenced and continue to  infuence  

global marketing practices and strategy will be  explored,  including the  

rms  responses to  changes in these actors.  The companies in question 

include Nokia,  Chevron,  British Petroleum,  Apple,  and Rolls-Royce.

Innovation
First,  it is  important to  consider the  responses  by businesses  to  changes  

in innovation in terms o their marketing strategies  or their products.  

There  is  no  industry more  exposed to  innovation than the  highly 

competitive  technology industry.  The  technology industry is  one  with 

a great threat o new entrants  and erce  competition,  making Apples  

achievements  all the  more  impressive.

For the  last six years,  Apple  has  dominated the  technology market with 

products  such as  the  iPod,  iPad,  and iPhone.  Within the  ramework 

o Ansos  Matrix ( see  Unit 1 .3  on Organizational objectives) ,  Apple  has  

mostly ocused on strategies  involving market penetration and product 

development to  out-compete  its  main rivals  Nokia and Samsung.  

Apple  has  mostly branded its  products  as  tools  or a  young,  dynamic 

demographic in need o the  newest and most innovative  technology.  

However,  Apples  dominance  is  increasingly being challenged,  in part 

because  o the  new marketing strategies  o its  main competitors.

Nokia has adopted a new global marketing strategy to  reinvigorate its  

market share.  This shit has occurred on two levels:  the marketing mix 

and the channels  through which Nokia markets itsel.  Nokias  new slogan,  

#Switch  best sums up these two elements.  First,  in terms o its  products,  

Nokia has introduced a new range o cellphones built to  beat Apple  

called Lumia.  The Lumia range has a physical design similar to  the  

iPhone,  yet more styled than the iPhone.  It is  sold in a variety o vibrant 

colours to  suit dierent tastes,  unlike the uniorm iPhone.  In terms o 

perormance,  the Lumia range has higher processing speeds and more  

vivid HD  touchscreens than the iPhone.  In short,  the Lumia phones are  

designed to  be  superior versions o the iPhone.  This  is  mirrored by the  

promotional campaign or the Lumia range.  #Switch is  the slogan Nokia 

uses to  motivate consumers to  purchase its  cellphones instead o Apples.

Furthermore,  #Switch is  a  Twitter address  or customers  around the  

world to  ollow to  receive  real- time updates  about new Nokia products.  

When customers  use  the  hashtag on Twitter it automatically spreads  the  

message  to  all their ollowers   indirectly advertising Nokias  Lumia 

range.  Along with a greater emphasis  on social networking,  Nokia has  

used YouTube to  brand itsel as  the  new innovative  business  in the  
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market.  In terms o place,  Nokia has  also  mimicked iS tores  by hiring 

young,  energetic employees  to  operate  its  stores  and interact with 

customers.  Samsung has  also  tried to  rebrand itsel as  a  highly innovative  

business  with state-o- the-art products  such as  the  Samsung Galaxy 

range  o cellphones.  Its  advertising campaign centres  on showcasing the  

unique eatures  o its  products  rather than selling a  brand like  Apple.  

However,  the shit to online advertising has come at a great cost to Nokia  

the loss o customers in developing nations.  Nokia and many other 

companies,  such as Sony and Microsot,  have ailed to respond to the large  

customer base that has either no Internet access or access at poor speeds.  

Markets in China,  Sub-Saharan Arica and Latin America have been let 

largely untapped as a result o this.  Compared with the Coca-Cola Company 

and PepsiCo,  these companies are lagging behind in terms o major market 

penetration.  As a result,  the capacity or growth is immense;  however,  Nokia 

is ailing to exploit it.  In turn,  revenues and profts are not being maximized.

Ethical  considerations
Ethical considerations have  also  had a major impact on the  way 

businesses  brand themselves  and their products.  The  energy and 

resource  exploitation industry provides  a  clear example  o this.

Two major events  have  reshaped the  consumers  perception o oil 

companies  in the  last 40  years.  These  are  the  Exxon Valdes  oil spill 

in 1 989  and the  BP Deep  Water Horizon spill in 201 0.  Each incident 

caused a great deal o damage to  the  corporate  images  o not only BP 

and Exxon but all oil companies  around the  world.  As  a  result,  most 

have  rebranded themselves  to  enhance  their corporate  images  and 

improve  their stakeholder relations  without which they could not be  

proftable.  For example,  Chevron ( ormerly Texaco)  now has  protecting 

the  environment  as  one  o its  core  values  and sustainability  as  one  

o its  visions.  In terms o its  marketing mix,  particularly promotional 

techniques,  Chevron has  branded itsel as  a  socially responsible  

organization interested in the  well-being o ordinary people  and 

innovating energy technologies  to  solve  social issues  such as  poverty.  

BP has  similarly rebranded by promoting its  compensation eorts  ater 

the  oil spill on Twitter and other social media.  It has  also  promoted its  

new saety regulations  and policies  online  to  reach as  many customers  as  

possible  to  avoid major losses.

This  shit in  marketing techniques  paid o.  A year ater reporting a  

loss,  BP declared a  US$3 .3  billion net proft in  201 2  and has  recorded 

strong results  in  the  frst quarter o 2 01 3 .  S imilarly,  Nike  has  dropped 

many o its  sponsorship  deals  with athletes  who  have  allen rom grace  

in the  publics  eye.  Lance  Armstrong and Oscar Pistorius  were  once  

among Nikes  strongest representatives  but have  been dropped because  

o their transgressions.  In  short,  Nike,  BP,  and Chevron all recognize  

the  value  o their corporate  image  and have  attempted to  ensure  

that their image  is  not damaged by incidents  and sponsorship  deals  

alike.  I consumers  dislike  an organization,  they oten boycott that 

organization,  causing it  to  lose  proftability and possibly even causing it 

to  close  down.

TOK discussion

To what extent are  marketing 

practices a  refection  o the  

values o a  given  time and  

culture?

ETHICS
The primary  concern  o most 

businesses is to  make a  prot.  A 

business marketing strategy  is 

thereore designed  to  make the  

service or product on  oer seem 

as attractive as possible.

However,  businesses 

should  consider their ethical  

responsibil ity  to  promote their 

products accurately.  Many  

countries have a  regulating body  

to  monitor advertising (such  

as the  Advertising Standards 

Authority  in  the UK and  South  

Arica) .  Ethical  advertising is not 

only  a  a  moral  choice but also  a  

pragmatic business decision   the 

reputation  and  sales o a  business 

can  be severely  aected  i 

advertising methods are ound  to  

be  misleading or oensive.  

In  2011, the Coco-Cola  company  

was orced  to amend an  

advert which claimed that its 

Vitaminwater drink was delicious 

and nutritious.  A number o people 

complained on the basis that the 

drink contained high levels o sugar 

and so was not nutritious.   

Examples such as this can be 

rectied airly  easily  and, or a  

company the size o Coca Cola, at 

relatively  l ittle cost. For a  smaller 

company, or where the advertising 

decision has more signicant 

implications, the eects o 

unethical  or misleading advertising 

can be extremely  damaging.  

Do some internet research to nd  

examples o unethical  advertising.  

Can you nd wide-spread press 

coverage? What sort o criticisms are  

made, and how might these aect 

the reputation o the businesses?
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However,  many o the  oil companies  shits  in marketing practices  

and strategies  have  resulted in more  erce  opposition rom the  public 

and other stakeholders.  Companies  such as  Royal Dutch Shell and 

Chevron have  been accused o double  standards  by pressure  groups  

such as  Greenpeace  because,  while  they market themselves  as  socially 

responsible,  they continue to  damage the  environment in extraction 

processes.  This  causes  regular fuctuations  in their share  prices.  In 

addition,  shareholders  are  uncertain about their long-term protability 

because  o ear o new legislation that would enormously increase  the  

costs  o production.  However,  the  adoption o new marketing strategies  

has  largely helped to  mitigate  the  eects  o such market uncertainties.

Cultural  d iferences

Finally,  cultural dierences  also  have  a  heavy impact on marketing 

strategies  used by businesses  around the  world.  Rolls-Royce  and Aston 

Martin are  two luxury vehicle  manuacturers  that have  beneted rom 

an understanding o cultural dierences.

For example,  China has  seen massive  economic growth and large  

increases  in income or a  relatively young consumer base.  This  has  led 

to  an increase  in demand or European brands  such as  Aston Martin 

and Rolls-Royce,  which are  seen as  more  modern and desirable  among 

young Chinese.  As  a  result,  Aston Martin changed its  marketing strategy 

in China by targeting younger customers  than in Europe  and North 

America.  Sponsorship  deals  with the  James Bond ranchise  and the  

Gotham C ity car club  are  all aimed at enticing new young customers  

to  its  products.  Furthermore,  both Aston Martin and Rolls-Royce  have  

Facebook pages  to  showcase  their latest products  that were  initially 

designed or Chinese  markets.

In the  ast- ood sector,  McDonalds  and KFC  have  introduced Halal oods 

to  cater or customers  o the  Muslim aith.  This  has  led to  increased 

revenues  as  more  market gaps  have  been lled and exploited.

Overall,  innovation,  ethical considerations,  and cultural dierences  

have  had huge  impacts  on marketing strategies  and practices  around 

the  world.  The  most common change  in marketing practices  appears  to  

be  the  increased use  o social media to  interact directly with customers  

on a regular basis.  S imilarly,  a  large  change  in marketing strategies  has  

been to  target the  youth market more  directly,  as  in the  cases  o Aston 

Martin and Rolls-Royce  in China and Nokia,  Apple,  and Samsung across  

the  globe.  The  businesses  discussed above  are  but a  ew examples  o the  

many competing rms globally;  however,  they do  provide  grounding or 

one  overall conclusion:  businesses  must adapt their marketing practices  

and strategies  to  meet changes  as  a  result o innovation,  ethics,  and 

culture  i they are  to  maximize  revenues  and prots  on a global scale.
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revision checklist

  Marketing is  essentially about getting the  right product to  the  right 

customers  at the  right price  at the  right time.  It involves  working 

with other business  unctions  to  satisy the  needs  to  the  customer.

  Marketing o goods  concerns the  4 Ps  o the  marketing mix while  

marketing o services  involves  3  additional Ps  o the  marketing mix

  Product orientation ocuses  on producing the  product rst beore  

selling it while  market orientation involves  carrying out market 

research beore  producing and selling the  product.

  Commercial marketing activities  determine consumer needs  and 

wants  beore  using appropriate  strategies  to  market the  product.  

Social marketing aims at infuencing a positive  change  in individual 

behaviour and improvement in societal well-being.  Social media 

marketing ocuses  on the  use  o the  internet through social 

networking websites  to  market a  rms  product.

  Market size  looks  at the  total sales  o all rms in a  market while  

Market share  is  the  percentage  o one  rms  share  o the  total sales  in 

the  market.

  The main marketing objective  o or-prot organizations is  to  

identiy,  design and develop  marketing strategies  that are  protable  

to  the  business.  On the  other hand,  the  marketing objective  or Not 

or prot organisations (NPOs)  is  mostly or social marketing reasons.
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Practice question

Bajaj

In India,  the  market leader in motorbike  manuacturing is  Bajaj,  with 

a  34%  market share.  There  are  many market segments  or motorbikes.  

For some target markets,  price  is  the  most important actor.  Other 

target markets  are  willing to  pay more  or extra eatures,  such as  better 

styling*.  Bajaj is  market orientated and oers  1 2  dierent models  to  

satisy the  needs  o various  consumer proles.

Bajaj has an extensive  distribution network even in remote  areas.  Twice  

a year,  Bajaj carries  out primary market research through surveys,  ocus  

groups and interviews with their customers about the  quality,  reliability 

and saety o the  Bajaj motorbikes.  This  is  particularly important in 

remote  areas  where  there  are  ew garages to  either service  or repair them.

In the  last 1 0  years  the  company has  also  gained a signicant share  o 

other markets,  including the  Philippines,  Colombia and Taj ikistan.  This  

was  done through strategic alliances.  One  o the  companys  long-term 

objectives  is  this  continued penetration in international markets.

For its  international markets  as  in India,  Bajaj is  determined to  make 

sure  that each model o motorbike  satises  local needs  and preerences.  

One  proposal is  to  use  social media marketing to  rst appeal to  

international markets.

[Source:  adapted  from Globality:  Competing With  Everyone From Everywhere For 

Everything  New York and Boston: Business Plus,  2008]

a)  Outline  briefy the  dierence  between market orientation 

and product orientation.  [2  marks]

b)  Comment on the  importance  o market share  and market 

leadership  or Bajaj.  [6 marks]

c)  Analyse  the  useulness  o social media marketing or Bajaj.   [5 marks]

d)  Evaluate  how Bajaj  might have  to  change  its  marketing  

strategies  in response  to  customer preerences  [7 marks]  

IB ,  May 201 0

* styl ing:  the various features of style  or design  that consumers may  prefer
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4.3  Sales forecasting (HL only)4.2   Marketing planning ( including 
introduction  to  the four Ps)

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  state  the  elements o a  marketing plan

  explain  the role  o market planning

  comment on  the four Ps of the marketing mix

  prepare  and  analyse an  appropriate  marketing mix or a  particular 

product or business

  discuss the efectiveness o a  marketing mix in  achieving marketing 

objectives

  distinguish  between  target markets  and  market segments

  identiy  possible  target markets and  market segments in  a  given  

situation

  distinguish  between  niche market  and  mass market

  analyse how organizations target and  segment their market and  

create  consumer proles

  draw a  product position  map/perception  map  and  comment on  it

  explain the importance o having a  unique selling point/proposition (USP)

  evaluate  how organizations can  d iferentiate  themselves and  their 

products rom competitors.

the elemens of a  markeing plan
A marketing plan is  a  detailed document about the  marketing strategies  

that are  developed in order to  achieve  an organizations  marketing 

objectives.  Marketing departments  need adequately to  plan and 

prepare  themselves  in order to  ace  the  competition in the  market.  The  

marketing plan is  likely to  include  some o the  ollowing components:

  marketing objectives  that are  SMART ( specifc,  measurable,  

achievable,  relevant or realistic,  and time-specifc) , or example  

increasing sales  by 6  per cent in the  next year

  key strategic  plans ,  which are  steps  that provide  an overview o 

how the  marketing objectives  will be  achieved,  or example  plans  on 

how to  sell new products  in existing markets

  detailed marketing actions  providing inormation on the  specifc 

marketing activities  that are  to  be  carried out,  or example  which 

pricing strategies  will be  used and how the products  will be  distributed

  the marketing budget,  including the  fnance  required to  und the  

overall marketing strategy.
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the role of markeing planning
Essentially,  marketing planning is  a  process  that involves  an 

organizations  decision about which marketing strategies  would be  

eective  in attaining its  overall corporate  or strategic objectives.  To  

acilitate  this,  a  detailed marketing plan is  drawn up.

The benefts o marketing planning
  Marketing planning helps  a  rm in identiying potential problems 

and seeking solutions  to  them.

  Setting SMART objectives  improves  the  chances  o success  o a  rms  

marketing strategy.

  Sharing the  marketing plan with other business  departments  

improves  coordination and provides  the  whole  organization with a 

clearer picture  or sense  o where  it is  heading.

  Devising a  marketing budget ensures  that resources  are  not wasted 

on unprotable  activities.

  A clearly spelled-out plan could improve  employees  motivation and 

inspire  condence  in them about the  organizations  uture.

The l imitations o marketing planning
  Marketing plans may become outdated i organizations  are  not quick 

to  consider changes in market conditions.

  The process  may consume considerable  resources  in terms o time,  

expertise,  and money in designing the  plans.

  Failure  to  prioritize  marketing objectives  may make it dicult or 

rms to  tell whether they are  meeting them.

To  be  eective,  marketing planning needs  to  be  a  refective  exercise  

where  organizations  constantly review and evaluate  their marketing 

policies.  They need to  do  this  i they are  to  survive  in todays  competitive  

business  environment.

the four Ps of he markeing mix
Central to  market planning is  the  development o a  rms  marketing 

mix.  This  is  a  collective  term that includes  the  key elements  that ensure  

the  successul marketing o a  product.  These  elements  are  reerred 

to  as  the  four Ps  o the  marketing mix,  namely:  product,  price,  

promotion ,  and place .  These  are  explained briefy below.

  Product   this is the good or service that is oered in the market.  A good 

such as a television is tangible while a service such as health insurance  

is intangible.  Products should aim to satisy the needs and wants o 

consumers.  So,  whether providing a new or existing product,  rms need 

to ensure that the consumers interests are taken into consideration i 

they are to create a unique selling point or proposition (USP) .

  Price   this  is  the  amount consumers  are  charged or a  product.  It 

indicates  the  value  consumers  perceive  the  product to  have.  For 

example,  when the  Apple  iPad 1  was  rst introduced,  consumers  

paid a  high price  or it because  o its  perceived good quality.  On 

Key term

Marketing planning

the process o ormulating 

marketing objectives 

and  devising appropriate 

marketing strategies to  meet 

those objectives

Key term

Marketing mix

the key  elements o a  

marketing strategy  that 

ensure the successul  

marketing o a  product
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the  other hand,  second-hand clothes  are  priced lower than brand-

new ones  because  they are  seen as  having a lower value.  Setting 

an appropriate  price  can be  dicult or businesses  because  o the  

sensitive  nature  o consumer purchasing behaviour and the  various 

internal and external actors  that infuence  these  behaviours.

  Promotion   this  reers  to  the  various ways in which consumers  

are  inormed about and persuaded to  purchase  a  product.  The  

communication methods used to  attract the  consumer to  buy 

the  product are  very important here.  A rm may use  above-the-

line  promotion such as  television advertising or below-the- line  

promotion such as  sales  promotions,  or a  combination o both,  in 

order to  convince  consumers  to  buy the  product.

  Place   this reers to a products location or channels o distribution used 

to get the product to the consumer.  Products can be purchased in shops  

or over the Internet.  Intermediaries,  who include wholesalers,  retailers,  

and agents,  are also used to get products to where consumers need them.  

For example,  large supermarkets such as Shoprite or Nakumatt have  

a number o retail outlets distributed countrywide to ensure that their 

products are available to as many consumers as possible.

An appropriate marketing mix
An appropriate  marketing mix ensures  that consumers  needs  and 

wants  are  adequately met.  This  requires  businesses  to  produce  the  

right product,  charged at the  right price,  available  at the  right place  and 

communicated through the  right promotion channels.  I the  message  o 

the  marketing mix is  not clear and ocused,  a  rm could risk potential 

loss  in sales,  which will aect its  long-term protability.  Consumers  may 

not identiy with the  product and thereore  will not buy it.  Examples  o 

inappropriate  marketing mixes  include:

  advertising an expensive  car in a  colourul childrens  magazine

  selling an exclusive perume in a stall where second-hand clothes are sold

  a real-estate  agent attempting to  sell houses  in a  vegetable  market.

To  be  eective  and in order to  achieve  its  marketing objectives,  an 

appropriate  marketing mix or a  business  will need to:

  be  well coordinated so  that the  elements  consistently complement 

each other

  be  clear,  ocused,  and not abstract or ambiguous

  consider the  market it is  aiming to  sell the  product to

  look into  the  degree  o competition that its  product aces  

  target the  right consumer.

  .

Student workpoint 4.4

Be a thinker

1 .  Using an organization o your choice,  discuss  the  elements  in the  

marketing mix that you think your organization would prioritize  

as  most important.

2 .  Explain the  actors  that limit an organizations  ability to  achieve  

its  desired marketing objectives.
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Market segmentation,  targeting and   

consumer profles

Market segmentation
A segment reers  to  a  sub-group o consumers  with similar characteristics  

in a  given market.  Market segmentation is  the  process  o dividing 

the  market into  smaller or distinct groups  o consumers  in an eort 

specifcally to  meet their desired needs  and wants.

Markets  may be  segmented in the  ollowing ways:

  Demographic segmentation   this  considers  the  varying 

characteristics  o the  human population in a market,  which include:

  age  babies will need diapers while teenagers will want cellphones

  gender  there  is  a  higher demand or personal care  products  or 

women compared to  men

  religion  businesses  will fnd it difcult to  sell pork products  in a  

country dominated by Muslims

  amily characteristics   here,  some businesses  have  used creative  

acronyms to  segment their markets;  or example,  OINK (one  

income,  no  kids)  targets  young singles  while  D INKY (double  

income,  no  kids  yet)  targets  young married couples

  ethnic grouping  radio  stations  in many Arican countries  

broadcast in languages  that are  geared towards a  particular tribe.

  Geographic segmentation   this  is  where  the  market is  divided 

into  dierent geographical sectors  and may consider actors  

including:

  regions in a  country where  consumers  reside   or example,  

businesses  could segment products  dierently to  urban and rural 

consumers  in the  same country

  climatic conditions  or example,  heavy sweaters  will be  in high 

demand in Tibet compared to  Botswana,  which is  usually quite  

hot throughout the  year.

  Psychographic segmentation   this  divides  the  market based on 

peoples  liestyle  choices  or personality characteristics,  such as:

  social and economic status   some high- income-earning 

individuals  belong to  particular luxury clubs  that exclude  people  

not o a  certain wealth status

  values   peoples  morals  and belies  need to  be  considered here,  

or example  customer values  regarding recycling o products  or 

animal testing.

The advantages of segmentation
  Segmentation helps  businesses  identiy existing gaps  and new 

opportunities  in domestic as  well as  international markets.

  Designing products  or a  specifc group o consumers  can increase  

sales  and,  through this,  proftability.
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  Segmentation minimizes  waste  o resources  by businesses  through 

identiying the  right consumers  or their products.

  By dierentiating their products,  businesses  could diversiy and 

spread their risks  in the  market and so  increase  market share.

However,  market segmentation can be  expensive  in terms o research 

and development,  production,  and promotion as  a  frm attempts  to  reach 

a large  segment o actual and potential consumers.

Targeting
Ater segmenting its  market,  a  frm must now decide  on its  target 

market.  A target market  consists  o a  group o consumers  with 

common needs  or wants  that a  business  decides  to  serve  or sell to.  

Targeting is  thereore  the  process  o marketing to  a  specifc market 

segment.  Targeting can be  carried out using the  ollowing strategies:

  Undierentiated marketing  also  known as  mass marketing ,  in 

this  strategy a frm ignores  the  dierences  in the  specifc market 

segments  and targets  the  entire  market.  Here  businesses  consider the  

common needs  or wants  o consumers  in the  market and aim to  sell 

their products  to  a  large  number o customers  in order to  maximize  

their sales.  Examples  o companies  that do  this  are  Samsung,  Nokia,  

LG,  Dell,  HP,  and Coca Cola.

  Dierentiated marketing  a  dierentiated or segmented 

marketing  strategy targets  several market segments  and develops  

appropriate  marketing mixes  or each o these  segments.  For 

example,  Toyota designs cars  or the  dierent socio-economic status  

o people  in the  world.  With segmented marketing,  frms hope  to  

gain a  stronger position in each o their segments  and so  increase  

their sales  and the  market share  o their brands.

  Concentrated marketing or niche marketing   this  is  a  strategy that 

appeals  to  smaller and more specifc market segments.  It is  a  good 

strategy or smaller frms that may have limited resources.  These  frms 

may serve market niches  where  there  are  ew competitors  and take  

advantage o opportunities  that may have been overlooked by larger 

frms.  Products  provided by businesses  that operate  in niche markets  

include Apples  iTunes and Rolls-Royce cars.  Businesses using this  

strategy can market their products  more efciently and eectively by 

targeting consumers  it can serve best and most proftably.

Consumer proles
Consumer profles consist o inormation provided about the characteristics o 

consumers o a particular product in dierent markets.  These characteristics  

include gender,  age,  social status,  and income levels.  Consumer profles may 

also consist o details o the spending patterns in terms o the number and 

requency o products bought by consumers.  For segmentation and targeting 

to be successul,  it is very important that frms have good knowledge o who 

their consumers are.  This will enable them to target their products eectively 

to the right consumers,  using appropriate marketing strategies.  In addition,  

a frm aware o its target market has a cost-eective method o selling its  

products as it will make savings on promotion costs.

Key terms

Market segment

a  sub-group o consumers 

with  similar characteristics in  

a  given  market

Market segmentation

the process o d ividing the 

market into  d istinct groups o 

consumers so  as to  meet their 

desired  needs and  wants

Target market

a  group o consumers with  

common needs or wants that 

a  business decides to  serve 

or sel l  to

Targeting

the process o marketing to  a  

specic market segment

Niche market

a  narrow, smal ler or more 

specic market segment

Mass market

a  large or broad  market that 

ignores specic market 

segments

Consumer profle

the characteristics o 

consumers o a  particular 

product in  diferent markets 

based  on  their gender,  age,  

and  income levels,  among 

other characteristics
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Toyota,  a  huge company  with  a  global  ocus on  the  

auto  business,  is  an  excel lent n iche  marketer.  They  

were  one  o the  rst companies to  real ize  there  was 

a  group  o car buyers who  would  be  very  interested  

in  environmental ly  riendly  cars.  Toyota  answered  

this need  with  development o the  legendary  Prius,  

the  rst mass production  hybrid  car.  Where  other car 

manuacturers saw Toyota  taking a  huge  risk,  Toyota  

saw it as  an  opportunity  to  identiy  a  new niche  and  

establ ish  its  brand  in  that n iche.  In  marketing,  i t is  oten  

the  rst brand  to  market,  i executed  successul ly ,  that 

can  own  the  n iche  market with  their brand.

Once  Toyota  took the  p lunge,  i t pursued  an  efective  

n iche  marketing p lan .  I t  d idn t promote  the  Prius  in  

just any  med ia .  I t  ocused  on  med ia  outlets  that were  

watched ,  read  or l istened  to  by  people  concerned  

about the  environment.  For example,  i t  heavi ly  

promoted  the  car through  environmenta l  groups  and  

their publ ications.  As  the  on ly  game  in  town  a t that 

time,  Toyota  not on ly  dominated  the  n iche    i t  was  the  

n iche.  Today ,  with  increased  competition  in  th is  n iche  

market,  the  Toyota  Prius  is  sti l l  h igh ly  regarded  as  the  

n iche  lead ing brand .

Simply  identiying holes in  the  market and  ll ing them,  

is,  oten  times not enough. I t takes extensive research,  

careul  planning, execution  and  extreme adversion  to  risk 

to  successully  develop,  introduce, execute and  dominate  

a  n iche market with  a  specic product or service.

Adapted  rom http://www.smartmarketingl lc.

com/2012/05/07/successul-niche-marketing/

Exam-style questions
1 .  Dene  the  term  n iche  market.  [2  marks]

2 .  Expla in  the  statement Toyota  not on ly   

dominated  the  n iche    i t was  the  n iche.  [4 marks]

3 .  D iscuss  the  l ikely  reasons  or the  success   

o the  Toyota  Prius.  [10  marks]

Student workpoint 4.5

Be a thinker

Suggest the  possible  consumer profle  

or someone who buys  the  ollowing:

a)  Louis  Vuitton handbag

b)  Yamaha motorbike

c)  Nintendo Wii game console.
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o consumers
Beverage  and  snacks maker PepsiCo  Ind ia  is  gunning or 

the  bottom-o-the-pyramid  consumer or the  rst time  

in  the  country ,  as its  chairman,  Manu  Anand,  drives the  

New York-based  $60  bi l l ion  parents  target to  reach  the  

next one  bil l ion consumers in  the  value  segment.

In  h is  rst med ia  in teraction  since  he  succeeded  

San jeev Chadha  in  January  th is  year,  Anand  te l ls  ET 

that PepsiCo  is  creating vertica ls  to  cater to  d ierent 

segments  o consumers,  across  unctions l ike  sa les,  

operations,  d istribution  and  marketing.

PepsiCos  low-priced  products  wi l l  be  a imed  a t 

330  m il l ion  consumers graduating rom  the  bottom-o-

pyramid  to  the  socio-economic B  and  C  classes.

The  move is  in  l ine  with  global  chairman  Indra  Nooyis  

target to  generate  $30  bi l l ion  in  revenues rom  healthier  

products-internal ly  cal led  better-or-you  and  good-or-

you  products-by  2020,  up  rom  the  existing $10  bil l ion.  

Ind ia  wil l  be  the  rst country  in  the  PepsiCo  system  to  

target the  value  segment with  multiple  products.

I ts  a  big transormation  or us;  we  are  targeting the  

next tier o consumers. We are  looking at everything 

d ierently  and  doing th is  in  a  very  structured  way. But 

its  not as i we  are  under-investing in  our core  business;  

its  more  about creating new consumption  spaces, says  

Anand,  who  has been  with  PepsiCo  or the  past 17  years.

VERTICAL MOVEMENT
NourishCo,  PepsiCos  vertica l  in  partnersh ip  with  Tata  

G loba l  Beverages,  has  just ro l led  out i ts  rst product,  

a  lemon-avoured  glucose-based  drink,  ca l led  G luco  

Plus,  in  Maharashtra .  I t  is  priced  at 5 .

Lehar Foods,  another vertica l ,  is  a  separate  operating 

entity ,  wh ich  wi l l  launch  va lue  snacks  priced  at 5  and  

lower.  I ts  other two  businesses  are  core  aerated  d rinks 

and  snacks.

An  innovation  vertica l  has  launched  b iscu its  and  

snacks  priced  at 2  under the  Lehar I ron  Chusti  brand  in  

Andhra  Pradesh  in itia l ly .  Th is  l ine-up  o hea lthy  oods 

is  targeted  at women  under Project Asha ,  PepsiCos  

codename  or Nooy i-commissioned  p lan  to  develop  

low-priced  nutritiona l  oods  or the  poor.

Anand ,  back in  I nd ia  ater 07  when  he  was head ing the  

oods d ivision ,  says  what has  changed  most a t the  rm  

in  the  past our years  is  i ts  sheer sca le  o operations.

Whi le  separate  operations,  sa les  and  marketing teams 

have  been  set up  or the  vertica ls,  PepsiCo  has  urther 

sp l it i ts  go-to-market (d istribution)  model  in to  three  

d ivisions.  Theres  a  premium  arm  or d istributing 

Tropicana  ju ices,  Gatorade  sports  d rinks and  Quaker 

oats;  a  m id -rung one  or aerated  d rinks l ike  Pepsi  and  

Sl ice  and  snacks  l ike  Kurkure  and  Lays;  and  a  d ivision  

catering to  mass  products  l ike  Lehar I ron  Chusti .

Had  we put, or example, I ron  Chusti  in  the Kurkure  

system, it would  have been  another product, hence the  

decision  to  set up dedicated  sales teams. Communication  

and  marketing or these products wil l  be  dierent too, 

says Anand. Lehar Chusti  packs, or example, are  labelled  

in  Telugu. We need  to  act l ike local  players, but oer 

products that dont compromise on  taste or quality.

CHEAPER PRICE POINTS
Low-margin  products  l ike  I ron  Chusti  wi l l  obviously  not 

be  protable  in  the  beginning,  but PepsiCo  is  hoping 

that the  products  wil l  ach ieve  sca le  in  about 24 months.

Anand  says even  in  PepsiCos  core  business o snacks,  

such  as  Kurkure  and  Cheetos,  the  rm  is  stepping up  

ocus  on  5  and  3  packs.  These  packs  are  growing the  

astest among PepsiCos  oods  arm  and  contribute  

45-50% to  the  d ivisions  oods  sa les.  Whi le  in  aerated  

d rinks,  se l l ing bottles  and  cartons or 5  amounts  to  

sacricing protabi l i ty ,  PepsiCo  wi l l  look at products  a t 

5  through  its  jo int venture  with  Tata  G loba l  Beverages.

Anand  says three-ourths  o PepsiCo  consumers are  

common  to  oods and  beverages.  But beverages  are  

more  asset in tensive  whi le  the  oods  business  is  more  

systems-driven .

Th is  new strategy  comes at a  time  when  ood  ination  

is  runn ing h igh .  Anand  says hes  using a l l  globa l  and  

loca l  resources to  m in imise  costs,  includ ing stepping 

up  conversion  efciencies,  using cheaper sources  o 

energy  and  better commodity  procurement.

Adapted  rom http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.

com/2011-06-06/news/29625847_1_sanjeev-chadha-

manu-anand-pepsico-india

Exam-style  questions
1 .  Describe  two  orms o market segmentation  

re levant or Pepsico  in  I nd ia .  [4 marks]

2 .  Ana lyse  how PepsiCo  caters  or d ierent  

segments  o consumers in  I nd ia .  [6  marks]

3 .  Justiy  PepsiCos  new strategy  in  I nd ia .  [8  marks]
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Posiioning

Product positioning involves analysing how consumers defne or perceive  

a product compared to  other products in the market.  As consumers are  

sometimes aced with an overload o inormation,  in an eort to  simpliy 

their purchasing process they categorize products and position them 

accordingly.  With this in mind,  marketers  must thereore plan positions 

that will give their products  a competitive advantage in the market.  An 

eective tool they could use  in planning their positioning strategies  is  

a position  or perception map .  This  is  a visual representation o how 

consumers perceive a product in relation to  other competing products.  

The frst step in positioning requires marketers  to  identiy product aspects  

that consumers fnd important,  or example quality,  price,  and image.  

Second,  the frm will need to  choose the key eatures on which to  develop  

its  positioning strategy.  Finally,  the frm should communicate its  desired 

position to  its  target customers with the support o its  marketing mix.

The importance o a  position  map
  A position map could help  a  frm to  establish which are  its  close  

competitors  or threats  in the  market.

  It also  helps  identiy important gaps  or opportunities  in the  market 

that the  frm could fll by creating or oering new products.

  It is  a  simple  and quick way o presenting usually sophisticated 

research data.

  It helps  a  frm in targeting specifc market segments  to  best satisy 

consumer needs  and wants.

the unique selling poin or proposiion (USP)

This is a eature o a product that dierentiates it rom other competing 

products in the market.  The dierentiating actor is  what makes a product 

unique and helps to explain why consumers choose one product over 

another.

The importance o having a  USP
A USP:

  helps  to  establish a  frms  competitive  advantage  in its  product 

oering and,  as  a  result,  helps  to  attract more  customers

  leads to  customer loyalty as  customers  can identiy something special 

about the  product in comparison to  rival products,  resulting in 

increased sales.

By appropriately using the  elements  o the  marketing mix,  businesses  

can eectively dierentiate  themselves  and their products  rom 

competitors.  Here  are  some examples:

  Product:  Apple  is  world renowned or its  unique product quality in 

its  iPad,  iPod,  and Mac computer products.

  Price:  Cellphone subscriber Saaricom has  always managed to  oer 

aordable  prices  to  its  consumers  in the  Kenyan market despite  the  

Figure 4.2.1.  A position  map or cars

Source:  http://www.12manage.com
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Key terms

Product position  map/

perception map

a  visual  representation  o how 

consumers perceive a  product 

in  relation  to  other competing 

products

Unique selling point/

proposition  (USP)

a  products eature that 

d iferentiates it rom other 

competing products in  the  

market
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existing competition,  and the  company has  still managed to  post very 

high ater- tax profts.

  Place:  Coca Cola has  managed to  dierentiate  itsel well globally by 

having a wide  range  o retail outlets  providing its  product close  to  its  

consumers.

  Promotion:  Nikes  Just do  it  slogan is  a  powerul promotional tool 

or the  company because  it emphasizes  the  action element,  which is  

an eective  strategy in encouraging customers  to  go  ahead and buy 

Nikes  products.

Student workpoint 4.6

Be an  inquirer

1 .  Draw a position map o an industry o your choice  and identiy 

the  products  or brands  on oer.

2 .  Using the  inormation in question 1 ,  why is  it important or the  

organizations  oering those  products  and brands  to  have  a  USP?

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
ie
s Unique selling points-  some examples 

Successu l  businesses  usua l ly  have  a  un ique  eature  

which  d iferentia te  them  rom  their competitors.  Here  

are  three  examples  o businesses  which  have  thought 

creatively  about their USPs:

1.  Love  With  Food  (LoveWithFood.com)

Love  with  Food  sel ls  organ ic snack-boxes  which  are  

del ivered  d irectly  to  customers  or $10  a  month .   For 

every  box sold ,  the  company  donates a  meal  to  a  ood  

bank to  eed  hungry  ch i ldren .  Th is  creates a  un ique  

buy ing experience  or their customers  that they  

wou ldnt get anywhere  e lse.  Love  with  Food  ofers  

someth ing d iferent,  whi le  sti l l  se l l ing exactly  what 

their customers want.

2.  Fl in ja  (Fl in ja .com)

Flin ja  a ims to  solve  a  huge  problem  that col lege  

students and  a lumni  have;  nding a  job.  Their unique  

sel l ing proposition  is  clear,  and  most importantly ,  

benet-driven.  Fl in ja  helps col lege  students and  a lumni  

nd  jobs. They  have dened  their target market and  

stated  how theyre  going to  help  them  solve  a  problem.

3.  Hear and  Play

Many  websites  and  businesses help  people  learn  

music.  Hear and  Play  ocusses specica l ly  on  learn ing 

to  p lay  the  p iano  by  ear,  making i t  idea l  or people  who  

dont want to  or cant read  sheet music.

Exam-style questions
1 .  With  reerence  to  Hear & Play ,  describe  two  

aspects  o a  USP (Un ique  Sel l ing Point) .  [4 marks]

2 .  With  reerence  to  Fl in ja ,  expla in  the  l ink  

between  target market and  USP.  [4 marks]

3 .  D iscuss whether Love  With  Food s  USP is   

entire ly  eth ica l .  [8  marks]  
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revision checklist

  A marketing plan is  an essential document that concerns  the  

development o marketing strategies  that aid in achieving an 

organizations  marketing objectives.

  The our Ps  o the  marketing mix are  product,  price,  promotion 

and place.

  An appropriate  marketing mix or a  business  ensures  that consumers  

needs  and wants  are  sufciently met by producing the  right 

product,  charged at the  right price,  available  at the  right place  and 

communicated through the  right promotion channels.

  A target market is  a  group o consumers  with common needs or 

wants  that a  business  decides  to  sell to  while  a  market segment 

is  a  sub-group o consumers  with similar characteristics  in a  

given market.

  A mass  market is  a  broad market that ignores  specifc market 

segments  while  a  niche  market ocuses  on a narrow market segment

  The primary ocus  o product positioning is  to  analyse  how 

consumers  perceive  a  frms  product compared to  other products  

in the  market in an eort or these  frms to  gain a  competitive  

advantage  in the  market.

TOK discussion

To what extent does marketing 

respond  to,  or change,  the 

perceptions of individuals and  

societies?
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Practice question

Marketing in a  new technological environment, Second Life

Second Life  is  an online,  virtual (computer generated)  world that exists  only 

on the Internet.  Using a 3D  virtual character,  subscribers lead a second lie,  

mimicking everything rom visiting a nightclub to a career in real estate.  

Millions o dollars change hands daily online as residents create,  buy and 

sell virtual products and services,  which may include designer clothes,  

vehicles,  or casinos.  Second Life  registered its  one millionth resident in late  

2006  with one user making more than US$1  million buying,  selling,  and 

renting virtual property.

Many companies  such as  Dell,  IBM,  and Kmart use  Second Life  to  market 

products  or services  to  a  niche  audience  and to  target younger customers  

and technologically aware  market segments.  Dell,  or instance,  has  an 

 in-world island  with a virtual replica o the  Dell actory and a retail 

store  where  customers  order PCs to  be  delivered to  their virtual homes.  

On the  island,  customers  pay in Linden dollars,  the  ocial Second Life  

currency.  The  Linden can be  converted into  US  dollars  and vice  versa.  

Rates  fuctuate,  but over the  last ew years  have  remained airly stable  as  

250  Linden dollars  (L$ )  to  the  US  dollar.  Customers  can also  order a  real 

Dell computer that can be  delivered to  their real home and pay in US  

dollars.  IBM recently purchased 1 2  islands within Second Life  or virtual 

business  training and simulations.  Musicians  and news organizations,  

including the  BBC  and the  Reuters  news agency,  have  a  presence  within 

Second Life.  The  BBC ,  which is  requently an early adopter,  uses  the  

island to  debut new bands  at virtual rock estivals.

According to  Business Week,  the  biggest Second Life  design shops  charge  

corporate  clients  between US$1 0,000  and US$200,000  to  establish a  

virtual world presence.

[Source:  adapted  from http://secondlife.reuters.com and  http://whatis.techtarget.com]

a)  Dene the  term niche market.  [2  marks]

b)  Explain the  advantages  to  major corporations,  like  Dell and IBM,   

o market segmentation and consumer targeting.  [8 marks]

c)  Discuss  how rms may adapt their marketing strategies  and  

marketing mixes  to  changes  in technology such as  the   

growth o Second Life.  [1 0 marks]

IB ,  May 2008
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4.3  Sales forecasting (HL only)

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  calculate  up  to  a  our-part moving average

  plot the  sales trend  l ines  and  explain  the  relationship  between  the 

trend  and  the  actual  sales revenue fgures

  prepare  a  orecast ( including seasonal ,  cycl ical  and  random 

variation)  using given  data

  examine the benefts and  l imitations o sales orecasting.

Sales  orecasting is  the  process  o predicting what a  rms  uture  sales  

will be.  It uses  quantitative  methods  to  estimate  the  uture  sales  levels  

and trends  over a  specied period o time.  Accurately predicting the  

uture  reduces  uncertainty,  helps  in management o stock and cash 

fow,  and ensures  better planning or growth.  Businesses  need sales  

orecasting inormation to  assist them in making intelligent business  

decisions.  However,  making accurate  predictions is  a  complex process  

and may be  aected by numerous  external actors.

time series analysis
This  is  a  quantitative  sales  orecasting method that predicts  uture  

sales  levels  rom past sales  data.  It relies  on time series  data,  which is  

sales  inormation that businesses  have  kept over a  given period since  

it occurred.  The  businesses  then rely on this  past data in an attempt to  

predict the  uture.  There  are  certain aspects  that need to  be  identied in 

time series  data:

  The trend   this  is  a  visible  pattern noted ater inputting the  past 

sales  data.  This  may indicate  the  rise  and all o sales  over a  given 

period.

  Seasonal fuctuations   these  are  changes  in demand because  o 

the  varying seasons in the  year.  An example  o seasonal variation 

is  when a business  experiences  an increase  in sales  o clothing at 

the  beginning o a  new year but experiences  a  decline  in sales  in 

the  middle  o the  year.  Seasonal variations  are  usually repeated and 

occur within one  year or less.

  Cyclical fuctuations   these  are  variations tied to  the  business  

cycle  in an economy.  For example,  sales  could be  on the  rise  during 

the  growth phase  but declining during a recession.  Cyclical variations 

can extend or more  than one  year.

  Random fuctuations   these  are  notable  changes  or fuctuations  

that stand out rom a given trend.  For example,  there  may be  a  

sudden increase  in the  demand or ice-cream during a  rare  warm 

day in winter.  Random variations  are  unpredictable  and can occur at 

any time.
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Key terms

Sales forecasting

the process o predicting the 

uture sales o a  frm

Time series analysis

a  quantitative sales 

orecasting method  that 

predicts uture sales levels 

rom past sales data

Moving averages
This  is  a  useul indicator in sales  orecasting or identiying and 

emphasizing the  direction o a  trend.  It is  a  more  accurate  and complex 

method than simply predicting uture  sales  rom actual sales  data.  This  is  

because  it helps  to  smooth out any fuctuations rom sales  data.

Table 4.3.1.  Yearly  sales o a  calculator manuacturer

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sales (US$000) 400 600 800 650 700 850 950 1,200

Calculating a  three-year moving average
Using table  4.3 .1 ,  the  ollowing steps  can be  used to  calculate  the  three-

year moving average:

1.  Calculate  the  mean sales or the  rst three years.  For example,  the  

mean rom years 1 ,  2  and 3  is  US$    
( 400 ,000  +  600 ,000  +  8 00 ,000)

   
______________________  

3
   =  600,000.

2 .  Do the  same or the  next three  sets  o data:   

US$    
( 6 00 , 000  +  8 00 , 000  +  6 5 0 , 000 )

   
______________________  

3
   =  683 ,333  or years  2 ,  3  and 4.

3 .  The same process  should be  used or the  ollowing sets  o threes:

3 ,  4,  5 :  US$    
( 800 , 000  +  6 5 0 ,000  +  7 00 , 000 )

   
______________________  

3
   =  71 6,667

4,  5 ,  6 :  US$    
( 6 5 0 , 000  +  7 00 ,000  +  8 5 0 , 000 )

   
______________________  

3
   =  733 ,333

6,  7 ,  8 :  US$    
( 85 0 , 000  +  9 5 0 ,000  +  1  2 00 , 000 )

   
_______________________  

3
   =  1 ,000,000

The  above  data is  summarized in table  4.3 .2  and gure  4.3 .1 .

Table 4.3.2.  Sales revenue with  three-year moving average (trend)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sales (US$000) 400 600 800 650 700 850 950 1,200

Trend  (three-year moving 

average)  (US$000)

600 683.333 716.667 733.333 1,000
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Figure 4.3.1.  Actual  sales and  the three-year moving average trend  or the  

calculator manuacturer
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Calculating a  four-year moving average
Calculating the  our-year moving average  is  a  bit more  complex than 

calculating the  three-year moving average.  In this  case,  it makes  use  o 

centring .  This  involves  the  use  o a  our-year and an eight-year moving 

total to  establish a  mid-point.  For example,  the  calculation o the  frst 

our-year moving total is  as  ollows:

(i)    Summation o sales o years 1 ,  2 ,  3  and 4 (US$) :  400,000 +  600,000 +  

800,000  +  650,000)  =  2 ,450,000

Calculation o the  next our-year moving total is:

(ii)   Summation o sales  in years  2 ,  3 ,  4  and 5  (US$) :  ( 600,000  +   

800,000  +  650,000  +  700,000)  =  2 ,750,000

Calculating the  frst eight-year moving total involves  adding the  

summations in ( i)  and ( ii)  (US$) :  2 ,450,000  +  2 ,750,000  =  5 , 200,000

To get the  frst our-year centred moving average,  the  eight-year moving 

total is  divided by 8  as  ollows (US$) :    
5 , 2 00 , 000
 

_______ 
8
   =  650,000.  It is  important 

to  note  where  this  value  is  placed in the  table.  It will be  placed in the  

line  where  year 3  is  positioned.

Using the  same approach as  above,  the  next eight-year moving totals  and 

our-year moving averages are  summarized in table  4.3 .3  and fgure 4.3 .2 .

Table 4.3.3.  Sales revenue with  four-year moving average (trend)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sales ($000) 400 600 800 650 700 850 950 1,200

Eight-year moving total  ($000) 5,200 5,750 6,150 6,850

Trend  (four-year moving 

average)  ($000)
650 718.75 768.75 856.25
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Figure 4.3.2.  Actual  sales plotted  against the four-year moving average (trend)

Extrapolation
Once  the  trend line  has  been drawn,  this  line  can be  extended using a  

 line  o best ft ,  shown by a  dotted line,  to  predict uture  sales.  This  is  
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known as  extrapolation.  The  trend lines  rom fgures  4.3 .1  and 4.3 .2  

can be  extrapolated to  provide  an estimated sales  value  or uture  years.

Figure  4.3 .3  shows how a trend line  can be  extrapolated.
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2008

Time (year)

2009 2010 2011

Figure 4.3.3.  Example o an  extrapolated  trend  l ine

Source:  ops.hwa.dot.gov 

Calculating variations
Variation is  calculated by getting the  dierence  between actual sales  and 

the  trend values.  This  is  shown in table  4.3 .4.

Table 4.3.4.  Sales revenue with  variations in  each  year

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sales (US$000) 400 600 800 650 700 850 950 1,200

Trend  (our-year moving average)  

(US$000)

650 718.75 768.75 856.25

Variation  in  each  year (US$000) 150 -68.75 -68.75 -6.25

The average  cyclical variation using the  above  table  can be  

calculated as  the  sum o variations  over the  period divided by the  

number o years  within the  period:

  
(US$ :  1 50,000  -  68 ,750  -  68 ,750  -  6 , 250)

    ____  
4
   =  1 , 562 .5

I,  or example,  the  extrapolated trend value  ( in US$)  was  1 ,400,000  or 

year 9 ,  then adding 1 562 .5  gives  a  more  accurate  predicted uture  value  

o 1 ,401 ,562 .5  or year 9 .

Seasonal variations  can also  give  a  more  accurate  prediction by 

calculating the  average  seasonal variation in each quarter ( three-month 

period) .  For example,  i in the  frst quarter o year 5  the  variation was  

-25 ,500  and the  variation in the  frst quarter o year 6  was  -40,300,  

then the  average  seasonal variation or the  frst quarter in those  two 

years  is  calculated as  ollows:

  
(-25 ,500  -  40,300)

  __ 
2
   =  -32 ,900

Key terms

Moving average

sales orecasting method  that 

identies and  emphasizes the 

d irection  o a  trend

Extrapolation

an  extension  o a  trend  l ine  to  

predict uture  sales

Variation

diference between actual  

sales and  trend  values
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Assuming that the  predicted sales  revenue or year 7  in its  rst quarter 

was  US$350  000,  then subtracting 32 ,900  rom 350,000  gives  a  more  

accurate  sales  prediction gure  o 31 7,1 00  or the  rst quarter o year 7 .

The benefts o sales orecasting
  Better cash fow management  by taking into  consideration cyclical 

and seasonal variation actors,  nancial managers  can better plan to  

improve  the  liquidity position o a  business.

  Increased eciency  sales  orecasting greatly assists  the  production 

department in knowing the  number o goods  to  produce  and in 

planning or the  amount o stock required in the  uture.

  Better workorce  planning  accurate  sales  orecasting can help  the  

human resources  department in succession planning regarding the  

number o sta required in the  uture.

  Improved marketing planning  marketers  will gain greater 

awareness  o uture  trends  and be  able  to  adjust their marketing 

strategies  accordingly in an eort to  increase  their market share.

The l imitations o sales orecasting
  Sales  orecasting is  time-consuming  it takes  a  long time to  calculate  

because  o its  complex nature,  especially when considering the  

calculation o average  seasonal variations  in each quarter over a  

number o years.

  Sales  orecasting ignores  qualitative  external actors.  A number 

o political,  social,  and economic actors  can infuence  the  accuracy 

o sales  orecast predictions,  or example  political instability,  

changes  in consumer tastes  and preerences,  and exchange rate  

fuctuations.

Student workpoint 4.7

Be knowledgeable

Table  4.3 .5  shows the  yearly sales  gures  o a  paper manuacturer over a  period o eight years.

Table 4.3.5.  Paper manuacturers sales 200411

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Sales revenue (US$000) 200 350 400 600 500 750 900 1,000

a)  Calculate  the  three-year and our-year moving averages.

b)  Plot both trend lines  and the  actual sales  revenue on graph paper.

c)  Comment on the  relationships  between the  actual sales  revenue and the  trends  noted.

d)  Extrapolate  the  our-year moving trend line  and predict the  likely sales  revenue or 201 2 .

e)  Calculate  the  average  cyclical variation over the  period.

TOK discussion

To what extent does knowing 

assist us in  predicting? 

How do we know that our 

predictions are  rel iable?
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revision checklist

  Sales  orecasting is  a  quantitative  process  o estimating a rms  uture  

sales  levels  and trends over a  specied period o time.

  Seasonal variations  are  caused by changes  in demand due  the  

varying seasons  in the  year.  Cyclical variations  on the  other hand are  

tied to  the  business  cycle  in an economy while  random variations are  

notable  changes  that stand out rom a given trend.

  Moving averages  greatly assist in developing trend lines  that help  to  

smooth out any fuctuations  rom sales  data.

  Centring is  a  more  complex method o calculating moving averages  

that involves  the  use  o a  our-year and an eight-year moving total to  

establish a  mid-point when calculating our year moving averages.

  Extrapolation is  the  use  o a  line  o best t drawn to  predict 

uture  sales.
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Practice question

Fun-Games

Fun-Games is  a  well known national private  limited company,  which 

prides  itsel on its  innovative  computer games and dedicated workorce.  

A recession is  predicted or the  coming three  years  in the  domestic 

economy,  so  the  managers  o Fun-Games are  considering expansion 

into  overseas  markets.  The  preerred option is  expansion into  nearby 

countries  that are  also  members  o a  Free  Trade  Area*,  although research 

showed that the  exchange rate  had fuctuated signicantly in the  last 

ew years.

While  accepting the  need or a  growth strategy,  the  marketing director 

is  worried about Fun-Games  lack o experience  o operating in overseas  

markets;  cultural,  linguistic and social diculties  may be  encountered.  

The  nancial director is  worried about lack o unds or expansion.  The  

managers  o Fun-Games are  considering the  best option or external 

expansion and intend to  use  sales  trend data rom the  previous seven 

years,  to  help  make a decision.

Fun-Games computer games sales  record:  2002007

Financial  year Sales

2001 5000 units

2002 5500 units

2003 4500 units

2004 8600 units

2005 9100 units

2006 9300 units

2007 11  000 units

a)  Dene the  term private  limited company  [2  marks]

b)  Using three  years  moving average:

( i)  Calculate  the  sales  trend,  the  yearly variation and the  

cyclical variation.  (Show all your working)  [5 marks]

( ii)  Construct a  graph using the  sales  trend gures  rom ( i)   

and use  it to  orecast the  sales  trend gure  or 2009.   

(Show all your working)  [3  marks]

c)  Discuss  the  benets  and limitations to  Fun-Games  o using sales  

orecasting in aiding their decision to  expand overseas  [1 0 marks]

IB ,  Nov 2008

* Free Trade Area:  a  group of countries that have el iminated  tarrif restrictions in  order to  trade together 

more easily.
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4.4 Market  research

By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

 explain  why  and  how organizations carry  out market research

 analyse the  primary  market research methods

 comment on  the secondary  market  research methods

 discuss the ethical  considerations  of market research

 distinguish  between  qualitative  and  quantitative research

 explain  the various sampling methods

 interpret results from given  data.

Market research is  the  process  o collecting,  analysing,  and reporting 

data related to  a  particular market,  including data on consumption 

o goods  and services  and on competitors  behaviour.  Importantly,  

businesses  use  market research inormation to  make decisions.

the purposes of marke research
  To  identiy consumer needs  and wants  as  well as  aim to  understand 

consumers  satisaction levels  and patterns  in purchase  behaviour.  

For example,  a  beverage  company may want to  fnd out the  type   

o customers  buying their sodas  and the  sales  trends  over a  given 

period.

  To assist a  business  in predicting what is  likely to  happen in uture.  

For example,  an upcoming recession may signal frms to  be  prepared 

or decreases  in overall spending patterns because  o a  possible  

decline  in consumer income levels.

  To reduce  the  risk o product ailure  ( especially o new products)  by 

eectively carrying out market research that establishes  the  likes  and 

dislikes  o consumers.

  To measure  the  eectiveness  o a  marketing strategy.  This  can be  

done by assessing or evaluating how a frm implements  the  activities  

required by its  marketing mix in specifc market segments.

  To provide  current or the  latest inormation regarding activity in the  

market.  For example,  most large  technological companies  have  huge  

research and development budgets  so  that they keep  up  to  date  in 

oering frst-mover advantages.

Marke research mehods
Market research can broadly be  carried out in two ways:  primary and 

secondary research.
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Primary  market research
This  is  also  known as  eld research and involves  the  collection o rst-

hand inormation rom the  market.  Most organizations  will conduct 

this  research to  nd out specic buying patterns  o consumers  and 

attempt to  anticipate  any changes  in their spending behaviour over 

a  given period o time.  Firms may decide  to  carry out this  research 

themselves  or seek the  help  o a  market research agency.  A key 

advantage  o primary research is  that the  organization that collects  the  

data will be  the  rst to  access  it,  which gives  it an advantage  over its  

rivals.  For example,  a  hotel may discover through primary research 

that a  particular airline  is  prone  to  fight cancellations.  It can use  this  

inormation to  attract customers  who  may be  waiting or many hours  

and possibly days  or their connecting fights.  However,  eld research 

is  expensive  because  the  research process  takes  time  and requires  

specialized researchers.

Secondary  market research
This  is  the  collection o second-hand inormation rom the  market.  

Also  known as  desk research,  it  involves  analysing data that already 

exists  in  some  orm.  Organizations  should rst carry out secondary 

research to  get an overall  background picture  and then conduct 

primary research as  a  gap-lling measure.  Desk research is  a  quicker 

and cheaper method than eld research and most o the  inormation 

involved is  readily available.  However,  the  inormation collected may 

be  out o date  and have  been collected or purposes  other than the  

specic needs  o the  researching organization.  In some  cases  the  source  

o data  may not be  reliable.

Primary market research methods  

and techniques

Surveys
These  are  questionnaires  sent out to  a  particular target audience  to  

enable  the  researcher to  gather useul inormation.  The  questionnaire  

may contain dierent types  o question,  or example  those  needing yes  

or no  answers,  multiple  choice,  or open-ended questions.  A consumer 

survey may ocus  on getting specic inormation rom consumers  by 

seeking their opinion on a particular product or issue.  Surveys  can be  

implemented in a  number o dierent ways.

Some o the  most common ways  to  administer surveys  include:

  by mail  an example  would be  an alumni survey distributed 

via direct mail by the  development oce  in a  school seeking the  

opinions  rom past students  about an issue

  by telephone  an example  would be  a  researcher calling consumers  

to  elicit their opinion on using a  certain product or service

  online   or example,  workshop leaders  may use  online  surveys  as  an 

evaluation tool to  seek participants  opinions  o the  workshop.

Key terms

Market research

the process o col lecting,  

analysing,  and  reporting data  

related  to  a  particular market

Primary research

the col lection  o frst-hand  

inormation  rom the market

Secondary research

the col lection  o second-hand  

inormation  rom the market
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Advantages

  They enable  researchers  to  collect a  large  

amount o data in a  relatively short period o 

time.

  I designed well,  surveys  can be  administered 

and completed easily by the  respondents.

  Surveys  can be  used to  collect inormation on 

a wide  range  o aspects  including attitudes,  

preerences,  and opinions.

Disadvantages

  Surveys  that are  poorly constructed and 

administered can undermine otherwise  well-

intended research.

  The answers  provided by respondents  on a 

survey may not be  an accurate  refection o 

how they truly eel,  with some results  also  

being biased.

  As large samples are usually used,  surveys can 

prove to be costly and use up a lot o time in their 

construction and administration.  While random 

sampling is generally used to select participants,  

response rates can bias the results o a survey.

Interviews
An interview is  a  conversation during which the  interviewer asks  the  

interviewee questions in order to  gain inormation.  Interviews can be  

conducted one  on one,  ace  to  ace  or by telephone.

Advantages

  They can provide  detailed 

inormation about the  

perceptions  and opinions o 

consumers  through in-depth 

questioning.

  They usually achieve  a  high 

response  rate  because  o the  

one-on-one  attention provided.  

Precise  wording can be  tailored 

to  the  respondent and the  

precise  meaning o questions 

claried during the  interview 

process.

Disadvantages

  The whole  process  can 

be  very time-consuming 

as  it involves  setting up  

the  interview,  carrying it 

out,  analysing responses,  

gathering eedback,  and 

reporting.

  Some interviewers  may 

be  biased,  thereore  

infuencing interviewees  

responses.

Focus groups
Focus groups  consist o a  small number o people  brought together 

to  discuss  a  specic product or idea.  The  group comprises  individuals  

who are  representative  o the  customers  o the  business  or o a  specic 

segment o customers.  In the  discussion,  participants  respond to  

questions prepared by market researchers.  Participants  reely share  

their opinions,  ideas,  and reactions.  They may also  be  asked to  try a  

new product.  Usually,  all their responses  are  viewed and studied to  help  

researchers  predict the  reaction o the  larger market population.

TOK discussion

How does the language used  

in  questionnaires infuence 

consumers and  businesses 

conclusions when doing 

market research?
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Advantages

  As ocus groups  consist o a  small group o 

individuals,  using them is  a  cheap  and easy 

way o gathering market research.

  They can be  used to  measure  the  reaction o 

customers  to  a  rms  new product or to  the  

rms  strategies.

  They help  identiy key product requirements  

as  well as  other needs  not addressed by the  

business  and its  competitors.

  They provide  insights  on the  current position 

o the  rms  competitors  in the  mind o the  

customer.

Disadvantages

  The business may seek inormation about the  

entire market or segment and it could be that the  

opinions o a small number o individuals do not 

refect it.

  There  is  the  possibility that some members  o 

the  group may not express  their honest and 

personal opinions on the  discussion topic.  

They may be  hesitant to  express  their own 

views,  especially when their opinions  oppose  

those  o another participant.

  Focus  groups are  more  costly to  carry out than 

surveys  as  each participant usually has  to  be  

compensated in cash or in kind.

Observation
Observation is  a  undamental and basic method o getting inormation 

by careully watching and trying to  understand certain things  or peoples  

behaviour.  Some observations  are  scientic in nature;  however,  not all 

ollow this  trend.  Observation can be  used by supermarkets  to  check 

how quickly consumers  notice  their displays  or how long they may 

spend queuing as  they wait to  pay.  It can also  be  used by a  governments  

trac department to  observe  the  fow o trac in certain areas  and help  

provide  recommendations  or improvement.

Advantages

  It is  a  direct method o collecting data or 

inormation when studying actual human 

behaviour,  as  the  researcher can see  exactly 

how people  behave  in a  given situation.

  A large  number o individuals  can be  surveyed 

in a  short space  o time.

  Observation is  usually a  cost-eective  way o 

gathering data.

Disadvantages

  Complete  answers  to  any problem or issue  

cannot be  obtained by observation alone,  

so  market researchers  need to  combine  

this  with other methods  such as  issuing 

questionanaires.

  Observation cannot be  used to  study attitudes  

or opinions o individuals  because  this  usually 

requires  a verbal response  rom the participant.

Secondary market research methods  

or techniques

Academic journals
These  are  publications  o scholarly articles  written by experts.  The  

articles  should be  well reerenced to  provide  the  exact source  o the  

inormation given.  The  experts  will usually include  proessors,  graduate  

students,  or others  with rst-hand experience  in a  particular subj ect.  

Academic j ournals  are  written or the  sole  purpose  o providing and 

distributing knowledge  and not as  a  money-making opportunity.
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Advantages

  Academic journals  undergo a peer-review process  

where they are  checked by academics and other 

experts.  This  increases the reliability o the  

inormation.

  Most academic journals  include  reports,  reviews o 

current research,  and topic-specifc inormation.  

They are  thereore  good sources  when a frm is  in 

need o original research on a topic.

  They take  less  time to  publish than books.

Disadvantages

  Since  they contain inormation o very 

specifc academic interest,  they may not be  

the  best source  or general- interest topics.

  The peer-review process  can be  time-

consuming,  which may also  aect the  

provision o the  latest or current event 

inormation.

Media  articles
These  include  newspapers  and magazines.

A newspaper is  a  printed publication containing news,  eature  articles,  

advertisements,  and correspondence.  Once  viewed as  the  dominant 

means o communicating world events,  newspapers  have  declined in 

readership  since  the  rise  o television and the  Internet.

Advantages

  Communicating via a  newspaper is  

cheaper than communicating via 

television.

  Most serious  newspaper articles  have  been 

well researched,  written with reliable  

sources,  and edited or accuracy,  which is  

not the  case  or some Internet resources.

  They are  widely available  and can be  

ound in many retail stores.

Disadvantages

  It is  difcult to  communicate  events  in real- time.  

As  the  process  o producing content,  printing,  and 

distributing the  fnished paper is  time-consuming,  

articles  that were  written may be  out o date  by 

the  time they are  delivered to  the  customer.

  Newspapers  can be  biased,  depending on the  type  

o organization that owns them.

  The process  o producing newspapers  could be  

considered a waste  o paper and energy resources.

Government publ ications
These  are  articles  produced by the  government on a wide  variety o 

topics.  They could provide  businesses  with useul inormation on the  

population census in a  country,  statistics  on social trends,  or even 

surveys on consumer expenditure  patterns.

Market analyses
These  include  commercial  publications  or  market intelligence  reports  

that gather data  about particular markets .  The  highly detailed  

reports  are  usually  carried out by specialist  market research agents.  

They can be  sourced at  various  local  business  libraries ,  but they are  

quite  costly.  O rganizations  that provide  such reports  include  Dun,  

Mintel  and Verdict.
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the diferences beween qualiaive and  

quaniaive research
Primary research or secondary research can be  either qualitative  or 

quantitative  in nature.

Table  4.4.1  shows the  differences  between qualitative  and quantitative  

research.

Table 4.4.1.  D ierences between qual itative and  quantitative research

Qualitative research Quantitative research

This involves the col lection  o data  about opinions,  

attitudes or bel ies.

This involves the col lection  o numerical  data  or data  that 

can  be measured.

Inormation  is open  to  a  high  degree o interpretation. Inormation  is open  to  less interpretation.

I t is subjective. I t is objective.

Key  research  questions would  include Why? Key  research  questions would  include How many?

The researcher is  part o the  process. The researcher is separate.

I t provides multiple  real ities,  i .e.  the ocus is complex  

and  broad.

I t provides one real ity,  i .e.  the ocus is concise  

and  narrow.

ETHICS
Marketing research has experienced  a  resurgence with  the 

widespread  use o the Internet and  the popularity  o social  

networking. I t is easier than ever beore or companies to connect 

directly  with  customers and  col lect individual  inormation.  

The way  a  company  conducts its market research  these days 

can have serious ethical  repercussions, impacting the l ives o 

consumers in  ways that have yet to  be ul ly  understood. Further,  

companies can be aced  with  a  public backlash  i its market 

research practices are perceived  as unethical .

Deceptive practices

The ease with  which a  company can access and  gather data  

about its customers can  lead  to deceptive practices and  

dishonesty  in  the companys research methods. The type o 

ethical  problems could  range rom not tel l ing customers that 

inormation  is being col lected  when they  visit a  website to  

misrepresenting research  numbers by  changing database 

numbers. Any  action that uses l ies and  deception to nd  out or 

establ ish  inormation about consumers al ls under this category.

Invasion  o privacy

One o the most serious ethical  considerations involved  in  

market research  is invasion  o privacy.  Companies have an  

unprecedented  abi l ity  to  col lect,  store and  match  inormation  

relating to  customers that can  inringe on  a  customers right 

to  privacy.  In  many  instances,  the customer does not know 

or understand  the extent o the companys inltration  into  his 

[or her]  l ie.  The company  uses this inormation  to  reach the 

customer with  targeted  advertising,  but the process o targeting 

can  have a  chil l ing eect on  personal  reedom.

Breaches o confdential ity

Another signicant ethical  consideration  involved  in  market 

research  involves breaches o condential ity.  Companies 

regularly  share inormation  about customers with  partners 

and  afliates,  requiring the customer to  opt-out o the sharing 

i he [or she]  doesnt want to  be involved.  Some companies 

sel l  inormation  they  have gathered  on  customers to  outside 

companies.  Ethical ly,  any  unauthorized  d isclosure o customer 

inormation  is problematic.

Objectivity

Marketing and  advertising have a  signicant impact on  public 

perceptions.  Market researchers have an  ethical  obl igation to  

conduct research objectively,  so data  is available that al lows or 

the development o the varying issues noted. Researchers who 

al low their own opinions to bias their work tend  to contribute to  

the continuation o stereotypes in  advertising. For example,  a  

market researcher with  a  one-dimensional  view o minorities 

could  do a  air amount o harm i al lowed to shape an  advertising 

campaign based  on  biased  data  col lection.  

Source:  http://smal lbusiness.chron.com/ethical-considerations-

marketing-research-43621.html

Exam-style questions

1.  Describe two orms o marketing research.  [4 marks]

2.  Discuss how and  why  ethics and  global isation   

impact upon marketing research.  [10  marks]
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Generally,  qualitative  research is  collecting,  analysing,  and interpreting 

data by observing what people  do  and say.  Whereas  quantitative  

research reers  to  counts  and measures  o things,  qualitative  research 

reers  to  the  meanings,  defnitions,  characteristics,  and descriptions o 

things.  Common methods  used in collecting qualitative  data include  the  

use  o ocus groups  and in-depth interviews.  Surveys and government 

publications are  methods  usually used to  collect quantitative  data.  

Quantitative  research may seek answers  to  the  question:  How many 

customers  bought the  companys  sports  shoes  in the  month o May 

201 3?  Qualitative  research may seek answers  to  the  question:  Why do  

customers  like  the  companys  sports  shoes?

Sampling methods
In reality there  is  s imply not enough time,  energy,  money,  labour,  

or equipment to  carry out a  survey o the  whole  population.  The  

population comprises  all potential consumers  in a  market.  However,  in 

an eort to  gather adequate  primary research and still  have  a  clear idea 

o consumers  views,  taking a  sample  o  the  population is  required.  A 

sample  is  a  small group  o people  selected to  represent the  population 

or target market under research.  For example,  a  small group  o 

consumers  could be  selected out o a  large  number o potential 

buyers  o a  product.  Sampling  is  s imply the  process  o selecting the  

appropriate  sample.

Below are  a  number o commonly used sampling methods  and the  

advantages  and disadvantages  o each.

Quota  sampling
This  involves  segmenting a  given population into  a  number o  groups  

that share  certain characteristics  (mutually  exclusive  sub-groups)  

such as  age  or  gender.  Targets  are  then set  or  the  number o people  

who  must be  interviewed in  each segment.  For  example,  in  a  school 

o  5 00  students  oering  the  IB  diploma programme,  a  researcher 

may target  1 5  males  and 2 0  emales  to  interview regarding  their 

perception o the  programme.

Advantages

  This  is  a  quick and cost-

eective  sampling method,  

especially where  the  

proportions  o the  dierent 

groups  in the  population are  

known.

  Findings  obtained are  usually 

more  reliable  than those  o 

random sampling.

Disadvantages

  Results  obtained are  

not always  statistically 

representative  o the  

population as  random 

sampling ( see  below)  is  

not done;  this  also  leads  to  

statistical errors.

  The interviewer may be  

biased in the  selection o 

interviewees  and choose  

those  who will cooperate  

most in the  process.
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Random sampling
In this  case  every member in the  population has  an equal chance  of 

being selected as  part of the  sample.  The  sample  of respondents  is  

selected randomly.  With technology,  a  list of random numbers  can 

be  generated from a target population by the  use  of a  computer.  An 

example  of selecting a  random sample  may be  choosing any 50  people  

from a telephone directory containing the  names of 1 ,000  peo

Advantages

  Random sampling reduces  

bias  as  everyone has  an equal 

chance  of being chosen.

  It is  a  relatively easy way of 

obtaining a sample.

Disadvantages

  The sample  chosen may 

be  too  small and/or it may 

not consist of the  target 

population:  a  larger,  more  

representative  sample  may 

have  to  be  selected.

Stratifed  sampling
In this  method the  target population is  made up  of many different 

groups who are  subdivided into  segments  or strata that share  similar 

characteristics.  Members  are  then chosen from each stratum to  form 

a representative  sample.  For example,  a  secondary school may be  

deciding to  introduce  a  new school uniform.  It may divide  the  school 

population based on the  different forms,  from Form 1  to  Form 5 .  A 

random sample  is  then chosen from each of these  forms,  ensuring that 

the  same proportions  of the  sample  in each category is  maintained.  As  in 

the  above  example,  for a  sample  size  of 50  people  whose  names appear 

in a  telephone directory,  1 0  students  from each form (1 0    5 )  would be  

randomly selected to  make up  the  required sample.

Advantages

The sample  selected is  more  

representative  of a  particular 

target population.

Disadvantages

It is  not easy to  select relevant 

strata from a population of very 

similar characteristics.

Cluster sampling
This is an appropriate method to use when the population is geographically 

dispersed.  This will involve selecting a group from each region (cluster)  and 

then taking a random sample from the clusters.  For example,  a multinational 

wishing to set up a plant in a certain town may carry out research on just a  

few geographical areas around the location and the opinions of the clusters  

selected will be assumed to represent the whole population.

Advantage

  It is  a  quick and cheap  

method of carrying out 

research from widely 

geographically dispersed 

populations.

Disadvantage

  Results  obtained may not be  

representative  of the  whole  

population and may be  biased,  

especially if the  cluster sample  is  

obtained from areas  where  people  

share  similar characteristics.

CHANGE
Technological  innovation  has 

transormed the way  market 

research is done.

Social  media  has expanded the 

landscape  is transorming it in  

exciting new ways. Social  media  

al lows unfltered  eedback abut 

requires new researching skil ls.

With  new technology, researchers 

can be much more targeted  in  

what they  measure and  who they  

target.  Using the most recent 

social  media  and  online survey  

products,  businesses are able  

to  col lect data  about al l  sorts o 

things. They  can do it aster,  better 

and  cheaper than ever.  

What do you think are some of 

the major drawbacks inherent 

in  conducting market research 

using the recent changes 

in  technology? How do you  

think these drawbacks can be 

addressed?
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Snowbal l ing
This  is  a  process  o sampling that involves  surveying the  frst group or 

individual who then suggests  other groups  or individuals  who could 

participate,  and so  on.  Members  o the  initial group use  their contacts  to  

reer to  other people  that they know,  hence  the  snowball eect.  It may 

be  used when conducting quite  sensitive  research,  or example  a  survey 

done on the  use  o ARVs among HIV-positive  individuals.  It is  also  used 

when researching expensive  sophisticated products  where  the  range  o 

potential customers  is  limited.

Advantage

  It is  a  cost-eective  method o 

obtaining inormation through 

reerrals.

Disadvantage

  There is  potential or getting 

a biased sample,  since riends 

sharing similar liestyles may 

reer each other and be part 

o the same sample.

Convenience sampling
This  is  a  sampling technique where  groups  are  selected based on their 

easy access  and proximity to  the  researcher.  For example,  a  teacher 

doing research on the  school canteen could conduct a  study by being 

physically present and directly interviewing students  purchasing items 

rom the  canteen at break time or lunchtime.  Another example  would 

be  when conducting research in a  hospital,  when the  researcher may use  

the  frst ten names in the  patient list to  select a  sample.

Advantage

  It is  a ast,  easy and cheap  

method o sampling because  

the research groups are  readily 

available.

Disadvantage

  The sample  may be  biased 

and not be  representative  o 

the  entire  population.

results fom data collection

Businesses are interested in the range o results they get rom carrying out 

research.  It is  thereore o prime importance that they ensure that their 

data collection methods are appropriate and oer a high degree o accuracy.  

Whether using either quantitative or qualitative data,  or a combination o 

both,  it is  essential to maintain integrity in the research process.  Selecting 

the appropriate data collection instruments and providing clear instructions  

or their correct use reduces the likelihood o sampling errors occurring.

Benefts  o properly collected data include:

  the ability o research to answer accurately the research questions posed

  the  ability to  repeat and validate  a  particular study where  needed

  increased accuracy o fndings  resulting in efcient use  o resources

  good opportunities  or other researchers  to  pursue  areas  needing 

urther investigation.

Exam tip

In  determining the best 

sampl ing method  to  use,  i t 

is important to  analyse the 

strengths and  weaknesses 

o each  method.  A key  

consideration  is the level  o 

bias in  the  sample and  how 

cost-eective the method  is.  

This could  also be infuenced  

by  actors such  as nancial  

resources,  business size,  and  

rationale  o the  research.

Key terms

Quantitative research

the collection, analysis and  

interpretation o numerical  data  

or data  that can be measured

Qualitative research

the col lection,  analysis,  and  

interpretation  o data  about 

consumer opinions,  attitudes,  

or bel ies

Sample

a  group o people selected  to  

represent the  population  or 

target market under research

Sampling

the process o selecting an  

appropriate sample
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The heart o research is  gathering reliable  inormation about an issue  or 

intervention and analysing it to  determine the  signifcance  o the  sample  

results.  Collecting and analysing quantitative  data can help  highlight 

connections  ( correlations)  among variables  and also  address  other 

actors  the  researcher may not have  considered.  Collecting and analysing 

qualitative  data can provide  insight into  the  varying participant 

experiences,  including what may need to  be  improved or changed.  On 

gaining the  required knowledge  rom the  research inormation provided,  

a  researcher should continue evaluating the  whole  process  in an eort to  

obtain even better results  in the  next research round.

TOK discussion

To what extent is  market 

research  inormation  rel iable?

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y Mrketing reserch  a cse study of Sfricom

Saaricom  is  the  leading telecommunications company  

operating in  Kenya.  I t provides a  host o products and  

services or telephony,  GPRS,  3G,  EDGE and  data  and  ax.  

I t  has  been  aced  with  a  number o problems with  

time,  one  o wh ich  is  the  entry  o many  other 

te lecommunication  companies  in to  the  market over 

the  years.  The  companies  include,  Te lkom  Orange,  

Yu  and  Za in .  So  ar the  main  riva l  is  Za in .  The  problem  

caused  by  the  entry  o other companies  is  that they  

bring about unwanted  competition  (decrease  in  market 

share) .  Th is  problem  can  be  solved  by  conducting 

marketing research.  

The  rst step  in  the  marketing research  process is  

identiy ing and  dening your problem.  Dening the  

problem  would  mean  expanding on  it and  expla in ing 

why  i t should  be  seen  as  a  problem.  In  th is  case  

Saaricom  has identied  a  number o competitors as  

the  threat o losing customers and  reducing the  market 

share,  which  wi l l  lead  to  lower prot margins and  growth  

at the  end  o the  year is  contrary  to  what they  want.  

S tep  two  is  to  develop  your approach,  genera l ly  

speaking the  approach  shou ld  be  developed  a lmost 

exclusively  around  a  dened  set o objectives.  Clearer 

objectives  developed  in  step  one  wi l l  lend  them  to  

a  better approach  development.  Developing your 

approach  shou ld  consist o an  honest assessment 

o your team s  market research  ski l ls,  establ ish ing 

a  budget,  understand ing your environment and  i ts  

inuencing actors  and  ormulating hypotheses.  

Saaricom  has  to  nd  an  approach  to  counter the  

problem  they  are  acing,  wh ich  is  competition .  A 

chosen  team  at Saaricom  came up  with  a  number o 

possible  so lu tions  and  chose  one  that was  eective.  

The  rst so lu tion  wou ld  be  to  in troduce  lower ca l l  rates  

or subscribers  and  in troduce  a  competition  which  on ly  

Saaricom  subscribers  can  participate.  The  second  

solution  Saaricom  can  have  a  charity  event were  the  

money  they  make  goes  to  a  specia l  cause  or example  

ood  a id ,  tree  p lanting etc th is  wou ld  aect the  market 

socia l ly .  And  the  na l  so lution  wou ld  be  Supremacy  to  

control  the  te lephony  industry  by  outmatch ing other 

operators  to  be  the  rst to  launch  Apple s  iPhone  3G.  To  

do  a l l  th is  they  have  to  carry  out extensive  research  to  

help  in  a  decision .  

Saaricom  decided  to  be  the  rst to  launch  the  Apple s  

iPhone  3G  increasing the  competitor advantage.  The  

th ird  step  wou ld  be  to  market research  to  enable  

the  rm  to  make  an  appropriate  decision  on  a l l  the  

e lements  o the  marketing m ix as  wel l  as  reduce  the  

risk o investing in  an  unprotable  marketing venture.  

S ince  Saaricom  is  a  long establ ished  rm  and  has  

a  network running across Kenya  they  decided  to  

launch  the  product in  a  l im ited  geographica l  a rea  

where  demand  is  observed .  The  price  was h igh  as  i t  

was a  un ique  product to  capture  non  price  sensitive  

consumers  who  see  new products  as  a  novel ty  and  as  

the  product wou ld  grow o lder the  price  is  reduced  to  

capture  the  more  price  sensitive  consumer.  I t  wi l l  be  

launched  in  Westland s  Na irobi  next to  two  shopping 

ma l ls  and  excessive  advertisements  wi l l  be  done  to  

ensure  consumers  receive  inormation  about the  new 

and  exciting product.  

Step  our is  ca l led  data  co l lection  or survey  eld ing.  

Genera l ly  data  ana lysis  is  concerned  with  ed iting,  

cod ing and  presenting col lected  raw materia ls  in to  

a  orm  su itable  or so lving the  research  problem  and  

making decisions.  The  data  co l lected  rom  the  test 

marketing research  wou ld  include  d iagrams,  sa les,  

etc th is  wou ld  enable  us  to  eva luate  i t and  make  the  

decision  on  whether to  launch  the  product ofcia l ly  in  

the  whole  o Kenya.  
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Step  ve  is  the  ana lysis  o the  col lected  inormation .  

Data  presentations  methods  chosen  shou ld  a l low 

or easy  in terpretation  o the  research  nd ings  by  

the  ana lyst.  Use  o charts  and  d iagrams make  th is  

possible  as  they  can  p lot the  data  to  show trends  

and  re lationsh ips  between  variables.  Test marketing 

provides  rst hand  inormation  about the  market and  

a lso  revenues are  co l lected  during col lection  o data .  

For example  the  ana lyst can  use  a  graph  that shows 

the  trend  o the  sa les  to  help  in  making decisions.  

Step  six involves the  market research  report.  The  

report must provide  the  readers  (sponsor)  with  the  

inormation  they  requ ire  in  a  ormat they  are  ab le  to  

understand  and  appreciate.  Vocabu lary ,  presentations,  

ana lysis  methods  used  shou ld  match  the  readers  

levels  and  demands.  Also  the  report shou ld  conta in  

threats  o launching the  product.  I n  th is  case  Saaricom  

launched  the  iphone  3G  as  their research  in  th is  

area  was positive,  however th is  was a  test on  a  smal l  

group  that may  not efectively  represent the  whole  

market behaviors.  

Adapted  rom http://www.123helpme.com/marketing-

research--view.asp?id=166275

Exam-style  questions
1 .  Outl ine  two  cha l lenges that companies  such   

as  Saaricom  may  ace  when  carry ing out  

market research .  [4 marks]

2 .  Eva luate  Saaricoms  strategies  to  overcome  

competition .  [8  marks]

Student workpoint 4.8

Be an  inquirer

Carry out an investigation on any organization o your choice  that 

carries  out market research.  In the  process,  consider the  ollowing:

1 .  What are  the  primary and secondary research methods  it uses?

2 .  Does  it use  qualitative  or quantitative  research,  or both?

3 .  Comment on the  sampling method or methods  it uses.

revision checklist

  Market research aids  in business  decision making by collecting,  

analysing and reporting data related to  a  particular market.

  Primary research (feld research)  and secondary research (desk research)  

are the two ways in which market research can be carried out.

  Primary research methods  include  surveys,  interviews,  ocus  groups 

and observations.

  Secondary research methods include  academic journals,  media 

articles,  government publications and market analyses.

  Quantitative research concerns the collection,  analysis and interpretation 

o numerical data as compared to qualitative research that collects,  

analyses and interprets data about consumer opinions,  attitudes or belies.

  In conducting market research it is  important that the  data collection 

methods  businesses  use  are  appropriate  and oer a  high degree  o 

accuracy while  maintaining integrity in the  research process.  
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Practice question

Global Brand Values

In 1 984,  Proessor Leavitt argued that technology had created a world in 

which consumer tastes  were  converging and that successul businesses  

should market globally standardized products.  It is  no  accident that the  

companies  with the  biggest increase  in brand value  in 2005  operate  as  

single  brands  everywhere  in the  world to  create  a  consistent impact.  The  

global bank HSBC,  or example,  increased brand value  by 20%  by using 

the  same advertising message  worldwide.

The traditional approach o building brands  through the  mass  media 

is  over.  TV networks  have  split into  hundreds  o cable  channels,  and 

specialist magazines  aimed at smaller groups  have  replaced mass-market 

publications.  Today,  brands  increasingly use  traditional advertising as  just 

one  tool in an overall marketing plan.  New generation brands,  including 

Amazon and e-Bay,  have  gained huge  global value  with little  traditional 

advertising.  Even older brands,  such as  Coca-Cola,  and McDonalds,  are  

decreasing traditional spending.  McDonalds  cut TV advertising rom 80%  

to  50%  o its  marketing budget in 2004.

Promotion has  shited to  online  advertising and into  video  games and 

flms,  oten aimed at children.  The  Korean electronics  manuacturer,  

Samsung,  the  biggest gainer in brand value  in 2005 ,  promoted its  brand 

through entertainment and sponsored the  movie,  The  Fantastic Four ,  

in which a variety o Samsung gadgets  played a part.

[Source:  adapted  from Global Brands Business Week,  July  2005  and  Should Global 

Brands Trash Local Favourites?  brandchannel .com]

a)  Examine the  advantages  and  disadvantages  o frms like  the  

bank HSBC operating as  a  single  brand around the  world.  [6marks]

b)  Evaluate  possible  primary and  secondary market research 

that companies,  like  Coca-Cola and McDonalds,  can conduct 

to  ensure  new promotional approaches  are  eective  in 

targeting existing and potential customers.  [8 marks]

c)  Using examples,  explain the  impact o new technologies  

and advertising media on the  marketing objectives  and 

promotional strategies  o large  corporations.  [6 marks]

IB ,  May 2007
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4.5 The four Ps (product, price, promotion, place)

A product  is  any good ( tangible  item)  or service  ( intangible  offering)  

that is  offered to  the  market with the  aim of satisfying consumer needs  

or wants.

the produc life cycle

A product life  cycle  shows the  course  that a  product takes  from its  

development to  its  decline  in the  market.  Most products  go  through six 

stages  in their life  cycle:  development,  introduction,  growth,  maturity,  

saturation,  and decline.

Stage 1 :  Development
In this  stage  the  product is  designed,  following this  series  of steps:

1 .  Generating ideas   this  is  a  brainstorming session where  a  number 

of stakeholders  are  consulted to  come up  with anything that may 

help  satisfy consumer needs  and wants.  These  stakeholders  may 

include  employees,  department managers,  and customers,  among 

others.  Conducting market research also  helps  in identifying any 

potential gaps  that may exist in the  market.

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

 draw a  product l ie  cycle  and  identiy  its various stages

  analyse  the  relationship  between  the product l ife cycle  and  the 

marketing mix

  examine and  recommend  various extension  strategies  that could  be 

used  by  rms

  comment on  the relationship  between  the  product l ie  cycle,  

investment,  prot and  cash  fow

  evaluate  an  organizations products using the Boston  Consulting 

Group (BCG)  Matrix.

  explain  aspects o branding

  d iscuss the importance o branding

  examine the  importance o packaging

  justiy  the  appropriateness o using particular pricing strategies

  evaluate  the  impact o new technology  on  promotional  strategies

  d iscuss guerril la  marketing  and  i ts eectiveness as an  innovative 

promotional  method

  comment on  the importance o place  in  the  marketing mix

  examine the  eectiveness o d ierent types o distribution  channel .
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2 .  Screening ideas   this  involves  deciding which ideas  to  leave  out 

(poor ideas)  and which ones to  research urther (good ideas) .  Some 

product ideas  may not be  practical or sell well while  others  may be  

too  expensive  to  produce.

3 .  Creating a prototype   a  prototype  is  a  rst or trial orm o a  

product rom which others  are  developed.  It allows or visualization 

or physical examination o the  product,  especially by the  production 

department.  A select group o customers  could also  be  provided with 

the  prototype  so  that they could give  eedback that would help  i any 

alterations are  necessary.

4.  Carrying  out test  marketing    ater  making the  necessary 

changes  to  the  product,  samples  o the  developed product are  

launched in a  small but representative  part o the  market to  assess  

the  potential demand or sales  o the  product.  At this  stage,  i  the  

product does  not sell  well,  it  can be  changed or  removed without 

costing the  rm too  much.

5 .  Commercialization   ater a  successul test marketing,  a  ull launch 

o the  product to  the  market takes  place.  This  will involve  the  use  o 

all the  elements  o the  marketing mix.

At this  stage  the  research and development costs  are  very high as  a  lot 

o time,  money,  and eort is  invested in developing the  product.  There  

are  no  sales  yet and thereore  no  prot is  experienced.  Cash fow is  also  

negative.

Stage 2:  Introduction
This  is  the  launch stage  o the  product on to  the  market.  Sales  are  low 

because  most consumers  are  not yet aware  o the  products  existence.  

Costs  incurred in the  launch are  high and it is  thereore  highly likely 

that the  product is  not protable.  Moreover,  the  cash fow is  negative  

as  the  cash outfow is  still greater than the  cash infow.  High prices  or 

price skimming  may be  used or brand-new technological products,  or 

example  personal computers  or cellphones,  especially where  there  are  

ew or no  competitors.  Where  there  are  many competitors,  penetration 

pricing might be  the  strategy,  or low prices  could be  charged long term.  

In an eort to  increase  awareness  o the  product,  inormative  advertising 

is  used.  Expensive  products  could be  sold in restricted retail outlets  

targeting high- income consumers.

Stage 3 :  Growth
Once the  product is  well received by the  market,  the  sales  volumes 

and so  revenues start to  increase  signicantly.  This  translates  to  rising 

prots,  especially with the  possibility o economies o scale  or lowering 

o unit costs.  Cash fow now becomes positive.  Ater a successul launch,  

prices  that were  initially low ( through penetration pricing)  can now 

be  increased to  maximize  prots.  On the  other hand,  products  that 

started at high prices  ( through price  skimming)  can have their prices  

reduced slightly because  o increased competition attracted by the  prots.  

Advertising becomes persuasive  so  as  to  convince consumers  to  buy more  

products  and establish brand loyalty.  A larger number o distribution 

Key terms

Price skimming

setting a  high  price  when 

introducing a  new product to  

the market

Penetration  pricing 

setting a  low initial  price for 

a  product with  the aim of 

attracting a  large number 

of customers quickly  and  

gaining a  high  market share
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outlets  are  used to  push the  product to  dierent consumers  in various  

locations.  To  maintain consumer demand,  discussions begin on issues  

regarding product improvements and developments.

Stage 4:  Maturity

At this  stage  sales  continue to  rise  but they do  so  slowly.  The  product is  

well established,  with a  stable  and signicant market share  resulting in a  

positive  cash fow.  Sales  revenue is  at its  peak and prot is  high,  but with 

little  growth as  competitors  have  entered the  market to  take  advantage  

o these  prots.  Competitive  or promotional pricing strategies  are  

preerred to  keep  competitors  at bay.  Promotion assumes a  reminding 

role  so  as  to  maintain sales  growth and emphasize  brand loyalty.  A very 

wide  range  o distribution outlets  or the  product has  been established.  

Plans  on new product developments  are  at an advanced stage,  with some 

rms introducing extension strategies  to  extend the  lie  o their products.  

(This  is  discussed urther below.)

Stage 5:  Saturation

Here,  many competitors  have  entered the  market and saturated it.  

Sales  are  at their highest point and begin to  all.  However,  cash fow is  

still positive.  Some businesses  are  orced out o the  market as  a  result 

o the  sti competition.  Prices  will have  to  be  reduced,  so  competitive  

pricing is  used.  Many rms use  extension strategies  to  stabilize  their 

market share  and also  use  high levels  o promotional activities  such as  

aggressive  advertising in an eort to  maintain sales.  The  widest range  o 

geographical distribution outlets  has  been established to  get the  products  

to  consumers.  Prots  are  high and mostly stable.

Stage 6:  Decl ine

This  stage  signies  the  steady drop  in sales  and,  through this,  the  prots  

o a  product.  In addition,  cash fow begins  to  all but is  still positive.  The  

product may have  lost its  appeal in the  eyes  o consumers  because  new 

models  o a  product have  been introduced to  replace  the  old model.  I 

sales  become too  low,  the  product is  slowly withdrawn rom the  market.  

Promotional activities  are  reduced and kept at a  minimum.  Prices  are  

lowered in most cases  to  sell o any existing stock.  D istribution outlets  

that are  not protable  are  closed.

introduction growth maturity saturation decl ine

Time

S
a
le
s

Figure 4.5.1.  The  product l ife  cycle.
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extnsion stratgis

Extension  strategies  are  an  attempt by  irms  to  s top  sales  rom alling 

by  lengthening  or  extending  the  products  lie  cycle .  This  is  done  

at  the  maturity  or  saturation stages  o   a  products  lie  cycle .  

Here  are  some  common methods  businesses  use  to  extend their 

products   lie  cycles :

  They sell existing products  into  new markets.  They might sell 

products  in other regions  within a country and/or export them.

  They nd new uses  or the  product.  For example,  the  cellphone 

was rst introduced as  a  basic communication device  but now the  

smartphone has  a  much wider variety o uses,  including oering 

banking and other online  services.

  They change  the  products  packaging.  This  could include  

changing  the  design,  appearance,  and colour  o  the  package  to  

s timulate  consumers  interest  and persuade  them to  buy the  

product.  For  example ,  the  washing  detergent  OMO  has  been 

repackaged many times,  which  has  helped sustain  demand or  it 

or  a  long  time.

  They target dierent market segments.  One  example  is  banks  having 

dierent accounts  that customers  may open based on their income 

levels.  Some banks have  also  accommodated customers  with various  

religious  belies  and have  special accounts  or them  or example  

in Kenya,  Barclays  bank opened a Sheria  account to  appeal to  

customers  o the  Muslim aith.

  They develop  new promotional strategies .  For  example,  rms 

could create  new advertising campaigns  to  encourage  consumers  

to  continue  using their  products ,  there  by helping to  revive  

demand or  their  product.

Essentially,  extension strategies  are  important to  the  long-term success  

o a business  as  the  market becomes saturated and sales  begin to  drop.  

As  a result,  it would be  better to  extend the  lie  o a  mature  product 

beore  this  decline  in sales  starts.  However,  it is  not always  easy to  

determine where  exactly in its  lie  cycle  a  product is.  Some businesses  

use  sales  orecasting to  assist in this.  However,  since  orecasting is  based 

on predicting trends,  the  results  obtained may not always  

be  entirely accurate.  Moreover,  unexpected external 

actors  may have  a  strong infuence  on any uture  sales.  

For example,  a  recession may have  negative  eects  on 

the  demand or a  rms  existing products  as  well as  

new products  that it may have  introduced as  part o its  

extension strategy.  In this  situation it would thereore  be  

critical or the  rm to  know where  its  products  lie  in the  

lie  cycle  or more  ecient management o its  resources.  

Spending money on a terminally declining product is  a  

mere  waste  o resources   one  example  would be  spending 

money on marketing videotape  recorders  today.

S
a
le
s

Time

Figure 4.5.2.  Extension  strategies in  a  product 

l ife  cycle
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Table 4.5.1.  Summary  o the relationship between the product l ie  cycle and  

marketing mix strategies

Strategies Introduction Growth Maturity Saturation Decline

Product The basic product  

is marketed.

Product 

improvements 

or new product 

development  

plans start.

New product 

development is 

at an  advanced  

stage.  Extension  

strategies are  

introduced  in  

some cases.

Extension  

strategies are  

critical  to  maintain  

sales.

Weak products are 

withdrawn rom 

the market.

Price  Cost-plus,  

skimming or 

penetration  

pricing is used.

Penetration  prices 

sl ightly  increase.

Competitive or 

promotional  

pricing is used.

Competitive 

pricing is used.

Price cuts are  

made.

Promotion Inormative 

advertising is 

used.

Persuasive 

advertising is 

used.

There is extensive 

advertising to  

remind  customers 

o the product.

Aggressive 

advertising is 

carried  out to  

emphasize the 

brands benets 

and  d ierences.

Advertising is 

reduced  to  a  

minimum.

Place Selective or 

restricted  

d istribution  takes 

place.

Intensive 

d istribution  or 

more d istribution  

outlets are used.

There is more 

intensive 

distribution  or 

a  wide range 

o distribution  

outlets.

The widest range 

o geographical  

d istribution  

outlets is  used.

There is selective 

d istribution  and  

unprotable 

outlets are  

el iminated.

Table 4.5.2.  Summary  o the relationship between the product l ie  cycle,  investment,  

prot,  and  cash  fow

Product l ife 

cycle stage
Development Introduction Growth Maturity Saturation Decline

Investment 

level

High  research  

and  development 

costs

High  costs on  

promotion

Average 

to  high  

costs on  

promotion

Lower costs 

on  promotion

Cost ocus is 

on  extension  

strategies

Very  low 

costs on  

promotion

Prot None None or 

negative

Some prot 

and  rising

High  prot;  

reaches its 

peak

High  and  

mostly  stable  

prot

Decreasing 

prot

Cash  fow Negative Negative but 

improves with  

sales

Positive Positive Positive Positive  but 

decreasing 

cash  fow

the Boson Consulin group (BCg)  Marix
Product portolio  analysis  is  a  process  that evaluates  the  products  making 

up  a  business.  A business  will want to  invest more  resources  into  its  

proftable  products  and phase  out the  weaker ones.  A very common 

product portolio  analysis  method was developed by the  management 
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consulting rm Boston Consulting Group,  known as  the  Boston 

Matrix  or the  Boston Consulting Group  (BCG)  Matrix.  The  BCG 

Matrix is  a  growthshare  matrix that measures  the  market growth rate  

on the  vertical axis  and relative  market share  on the  horizontal axis.  

Market growth rate  shows how attractive  a  product is  in the  market,  

while  relative  market share  looks  at how much o the  market a  product 

has  captured  its  strength in the  market.  This  growthshare  matrix is  

classied into  the  ollowing our categories:

  Stars.  These  are  products  with high market growth and high market 

share.  They are  successul products  in the  market and generate  

high amounts  o income or the  business.  However,  they need high 

levels  o investment to  sustain their rapid growth and status  in the  

market,  especially in a  ast-growing market where  competing rms 

can easily gain market share  by attracting new customers.  With time,  

as  these  products  mature  and their market growth slows down,  they 

eventually turn into  cash cows.

  Cash cows.  These  are  products  that have  low market growth 

and high market share.  They comprise  well- established products  

in  a  mature  market and,  as  a  result,  businesses  will  invest  less  

to  hold on to  their  market share .  The  product sales  are  high and 

very protable  so  they generate  a  good amount o cash  or  the  

business .  As  the  products  have  a  strong presence  in  the  market,  

businesses  can even charge  s lightly  higher prices  to  increase  their 

prot margins.

  Problem children or question marks.  These are  products with 

high market growth and low market share.  They are  a concern to  

businesses because o the large amount o money needed to  increase  

their share in the market.  Moreover,  the high market growth could 

mean that the products  are  operating in a ercely competitive market 

and need a good marketing strategy i they are  to  succeed.  Businesses  

should think hard and be  very selective about which problem children 

they should develop into stars  and which ones should be  eliminated.

  Dogs.  These  are  products  

that have  low market share  

and low market growth.  

They operate  in markets  

that are  not growing or 

in declining markets  and 

thereore  generate  little  

income or the  business.  

They oer low uture  

prospects  or the  rm and 

may need to  be  replaced.  

Businesses  with many o 

these  products  may be   

aced with cash-fow 

problems i they continue 

sustaining them.

Market share

high low

M
a
rk
e
t 
g
ro
w
th

Stars Question  marks

Cash  cows Dogs

h
ig
h

lo
w

Figure 4.5.3.  The  BCG Matrix
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BCG Matrix strategies
In an eort to  support the  stars,  cash cows,  problem children,  and dogs,  

the  ollowing strategies  could be  used:

  Holding strategy   the  ocus here  is  on products  with a  high 

market share,  to  ensure  that they maintain their current position 

in the  market.  Some investment will be  needed to  ensure  sustained 

consumer demand.

  Building strategy   this  centres  on turning problem children into  

stars.  Money rom the  cash cows could be  invested in promoting or 

distributing the  product so  as  to  increase  market share.

  Harvesting strategy   the  ocus  here  is  on milking the  benets  

o products  with a  positive  cash fow.  These  products  provide  the  

necessary nance,  which could be  used in investing in the  other 

portolio  products.

  Divesting strategy   this  is  where  the  poor-perorming dogs  are  

phased out or sold o.  The  resources  reed up  rom this  will need to  

be  used well in boosting the  perormance  o the  other products  in 

the  portolio.

A product portolio  that has  a  good number o stars  and cash cows 

( nance  generators)  will  e ectively be  able  to  invest  in  the  other 

( high market growth)  products ,  or  example  problem children.  

However,  a  relatively large  number o dogs  and problem children can 

seriously drain  any positive  cash fow rom the  business  i  this  is  not 

well  checked.

The l imitations o the Boston  Matrix

  It ocuses  on the  current market position o the  rms  products,  with 

little  advice  or inormation or uture  planning.

  It may be  a  time-consuming and complex exercise  or businesses  

to  dene or classiy their products  according to  market share  and 

market growth.

  High market share  does  not necessarily equate  to  high prots.  This  is  

because  sales  revenue could be  gained using competitive  pricing that 

may have  a  downward eect on a  rms  protability.

Student workpoint 4.9

Be a thinker

1 .  Draw the  product lie  cycle  and explain each o its  stages.

2 .  Why are  extension strategies  important to  a  business?

3 .  Discuss  the  signicance  o the  varying product portolio  in the  

BCG Matrix or a  large  business.

Key terms

Product

any  good  or service that is 

ofered  to  the  market with  the  

aim o satisying consumer 

needs or wants

Product l ife cycle

the course a  product passes 

rom its development to  its 

decl ine  in  the market

Extension strategies

plans by  rms to  stop sales 

rom al l ing by  lengthening 

the products l ie  cycle

Boston Consulting Group 

Matrix

an  analysis method  o a  rms 

product portol io  regarding 

its market share and  market 

growth
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Branding

A brand  may be  dened as  a  name,  symbol,  sign,  or design that 

dierentiates  a  rms  product rom its  competitors.  Branding  is  the  

process  o distinguishing one  businesss  product rom another and can 

add great value  to  a  product.  B randing can have  a  strong infuence  on 

how consumers  view or perceive  a  product.  Examples  o well-known 

global brands  include  Nike,  Samsung,  Coca-Cola,  Google,  and KFC ,  

among many others.

Aspects o branding
Brand  awareness

This reers to  the ability o consumers to recognize the existence and 

availability o a rms good or service.  To eectively promote a product,  

creating brand awareness is  a major step businesses should take.  In 

addition,  it is  important when promoting related products because  

there is  usually very little  dierence between one rms product and its  

competitors  products.  As a result,  the product with the greatest brand 

awareness will sell more than its  competitors  products.  For example,  in the  

beverage industry there are very many sot drinks available in the market.  

However,  the name Coca-Cola  is  easily recognized by most consumers,  

clearly showing the image it portrays in their minds.  A high level o brand 

awareness oten leads to  higher sales and can serve as a strong indicator to  

competitors o the amount o market share a product commands.

Brand  development

This  is  any plan to  improve  or strengthen the  image  o a  product in the  

market.  It is  a  way o enhancing the  brand awareness  o a  product by 

increasing the  power o its  name,  symbol,  or sign,  ultimately leading 

to  higher sales  and market share.  Businesses  may have  to  invest more  

in promotional campaigns  such as  sales  promotions  and advertising 

to  persuade  consumers  to  purchase  their products  and thereore  

urther develop  their brands.  Oering ree  samples  is  a  common way 

businesses  producing consumables,  such as  Cadburys,  use  to  provide  an 

opportunity or consumers  to  taste  or try their products  in an eort to  

woo them to  buy their brands.

Brand  loyalty

This is when consumers become committed to a rms brand and are willing 

to make repeat purchases over time.  Brand loyalty is a result o brand 

preference,  where consumers preer one brand over another.  Customers  

with brand loyalty will consistently purchase products rom their preerred 

brands,  despite the high prices o some products,  because they eel the  

added value the brand carries justies its price.  Successul businesses will 

oten employ a variety o marketing strategies to cultivate loyal customers.  

In so doing,  these businesses develop brand ambassadors.  These are  

consumers who will market a particular brand by talking positively about 

it among their colleagues,  riends,  or relatives.  They help provide ree  

marketing by word o mouth,  which is very eective in enhancing the  

image and reputation o a business.  Samsung is a name that is  establishing 

strong brand loyalty in the electronics industry and beneting signicantly 

rom consumer recommendations or marketing by word o mouth.

Key terms

Brand

a  name,  symbol,  sign,  or 

design  that diferentiates 

a  rms product rom its 

competitors,

Branding

the process o d istinguishing 

one rms product rom 

another

Brand awareness

the abil ity  o consumers to  

recognize the existence and  

availabil ity  o a  rms good  or 

service

Brand loyalty

when consumers become 

committed  to  a  rms brand  

and  are  wil l ing to  make repeat 

purchases over time
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Brand  value

This  reers  to  how much a brand is  worth in terms o its  reputation,  

potential income,  and market value.  B rand value  is  the  extra money a 

business  can make rom its  products  because  o its  brand name.  B rands  

that have  a  high value  are  regarded as  considerable  assets  to  a  business.  

This  is  because  consumers  are  willing to  pay a  high price  to  obtain such 

brands.  One example  would be  a  consumer purchasing a higher-priced 

coee  at S tarbucks  instead o a  coee  at another ca.  Such brands  also  

increase  the  overall value  o a  business.  B rand values  are  an expression 

o a  brands  personality  and act as  a  code  by which a particular brand 

lives.  B rand values  are  also  those  things  that cause  customers  to  buy 

a frms  product rather than its  competitors  product.  They help  in 

dierentiating a  business  and making it seem in some way special and 

better than its  competitors.  Emphasizing a  frms  brand value  is  thereore  

at the  heart o successul branding.

The importance of branding
Branding is  one  o the  most important tasks  o marketers.  Despite  the  

heavy initial investment required in ensuring that a  brand is  widely 

known and recognized,  it is  an essential actor or any type  o business  

rom the  start-up  to  the  large,  well-established companies.

For start-ups,  branding is  about giving customers  a  clear image  with 

which they can associate  the  business.  As  the  business  grows,  it can 

work on customer perceptions  o its  image,  and try to  establish its  brand 

so  that it can be  recognized immediately.  Initially,  it is  critical that the  

brand complements  the  market and meets  the  expectations  o the  target 

audience.  B randing that does  not meet the  expectations  o its  target 

audience  is  bound to  result in decreased sales.

Businesses  with well-known brands can use  price  skimming or charge  

high prices  or their products  because  o the  image  the  brand has  in 

the  minds  o consumers.  Consumers  will associate  such brands  with 

consistently high quality,  enabling the  businesses  to  make good sales  and 

earn high proft margins  on a regular basis.  For example,  Mercedes  Benz 

and BMW have  consistently provided good-quality cars  to  the  global 

market and their brands  have  been viewed as  representing good quality 

by most consumers.

Moreover,  customers  make judgments  about certain products  and 

services  based on the  way they are  presented to  them.  Something as  

simple  as  choosing the  right colour or a  frms  brand can have  a  massive  

impact on the  way it is  perceived by the  general public.  For example,  

men may not particularly like  their gym being painted pink.

A frms  brand name can provide  legal protection to  a  products  specifc 

eatures  to  prevent the  product being copied by competitors.  B randing 

provides  the  product with a  unique  name that makes  it dierent rom 

its  competitors,  thereore  enabling the  business  to  have  a  sense  o 

ownership  o its  products.  For example,  companies  such as  Nike,  Nestl,  

and Toyota have  been able  to  distinguish themselves  well in their 

respective  industries.

Key term

Brand value

how much a  brand  is worth  

in  terms of its reputation,  

potential  income,  and  market 

value

The values associated  with  

Starbucks keep many  customers 

coming back,  even  though 

cheaper alternatives are available
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Eective  branding can enable  a  sense  o personal identifcation and 

emotional connection among consumers.  The  key is  the  impression that 

branding leaves  on potential customers.  I the  impression is  positive,  the  

chances  o having repeat customers  are  high.  Good brands  communicate  

messages  that ensure  that their target customers  respond positively.  

There  is  a  saying:  The  frst impression is  the  lasting impression.  

Thereore,  to  succeed,  businesses  need to  use  enough resources  to  build 

a  good brand reputation.

The importance o packaging
Packaging reers  to  the  designing and production o the  physical 

container or wrapper o a  product.  Packaging plays  a  signifcant role  in 

marketing and can help  in distinguishing one  product rom an other.  

Together with getting the  other elements  o the  marketing mix right,  

getting the  right packaging is  critical.  Packaging has  the  ollowing 

important unctions  in marketing:

  It provides  physical protection.  Packaging protects  a  product 

rom getting spoilt or damaged,  especially during transportation.  

It must also  provide  a  good cover against dust,  direct light,  or high 

temperatures.

  It offers  convenience .  A good package  should make it easy or 

consumers  and distributors  to  handle  the  product.  This  could include  

the  ability to  reuse,  recycle,  and easily dispose  o the  product.

  It provides  information.  The  labels  on packages  can be  used to  

relay important inormation to  the  consumer.  Food containers  may 

provide  inormation on the  particular ingredients  a  product contains.  

Technological products  may contain inormation on how to  use  

the  item.  It may be  a  legal requirement or companies  producing 

cigarettes  and alcohol to  provide  warnings on their packages  

regarding the  consumption o these  products.

  It can help  reduce security risks ,  especially during transportation.  

Packages  designed with tamper-proo eatures  can help  deter 

intentional tampering with the  product.  These  eatures  can also  help  

reduce  the  risks  o product pilerage.

  It aids  promotion.  The  package  should be  eye-catching and appeal 

to  the  consumer.  The  colour and shape  o the  package  is  key in 

reinorcing and projecting the  brand image  o the  product.  This  can 

also  help  in dierentiating a  frms  product rom its  competitors .  

Packages  with attractive  graphic designs  can encourage  impulse  

buying or unplanned purchases  by potential buyers  o a  product.  

This  is  especially important in supermarkets  that stock a wide  variety 

o consumables,  where  good packaging can create  instant recognition 

o a  frms  product.

Considering the  important role  packaging plays  today,  it is  not surprising 

that a  great deal o time and money is  spent by frms on researching 

the  best way o designing and producing a package  that will attract the  

majority o the  consumers  to  their products.  Firms should also  consider 

the  impact their packages  have  on the  environment and heed growing 

TOK discussion

Is it possible  to  measure 

brand  loyalty?

Key term

Packaging

concerns the design  and  

production  o the physical  

container or wrapper o a  

product

 Packaging ulfls a  variety  o 

roles.  Here  it not only  protects 

the product,  but also provides 

nutritional  inormation  
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environmental concerns.  For example,  in many countries  supermarkets  

are  under pressure  to  reduce  the  use  o plastic bags  when packing 

goods or consumers  and instead go  green  by using environmentally 

responsible  packaging.

Price

Price  plays  a  signifcant role  in the  marketing mix because  it is  the  only 

P  that generates  revenue or a  business.  In essence,  the  other aspects  

o the  marketing mix are  associated with costs.  Price  reers  to  the  money 

customers  pay or give  up  or having or using a  good or service.  In an 

eort to  meet their marketing objectives,  businesses  need to  set the  

appropriate  pricing strategies  or new and existing products.

Cost-plus pricing (mark-up pricing)
Cost-plus  pricing (mark-up  pricing)  reers  to  adding a mark-up  to  

the  average  cost o producing a product.  The  mark-up  is  a  percentage  

o the  proft a  frm wishes  to  gain or every product that it sells.  The  

average  cost is  the  cost per unit or the  total cost divided by the  number 

o products  produced.  For example,  i the  total cost o producing 1 0,000  

packets  o biscuits  is  US$20,000,  and the  business  wants  to  calculate  how 

much it would sell each packet or and get a  50-per-cent mark-up  on 

each packet,  it would use  the  ollowing cost-plus  pricing method.  First,  

it would calculate  the  average  cost,  which is  US$2  (20,000/1 0,000) .  

Second,  it would work out the  mark-up  proft,  which is  $1  (50  per cent 

o US$2 ) .  Finally,  it would add the  average  cost to  the  mark-up to  get 

US$3  as  the  selling price.

Advantages

  It is  a  simple  and quick 

method o calculating the  

selling price  o a  product.

  It is  a  good way to  ensure  

that a  business  covers  its  

costs  and makes  a  proft.

Disadvantages

  It ails  to  consider market needs  

or customer value  when setting 

prices.

  Since  competitors  prices  are  not 

considered,  a  frm could lose  

sales  i it sets  a  selling price  that 

is  higher than its  competitors .

Penetration  pricing
Setting a  low initial price  or a  product with the  aim o attracting a  

large  number o customers  quickly and gaining a high market share  

is  known as  penetration pricing .  This  could be  used by businesses  

either introducing a new product in an existing market or entering 

new markets  with existing products.  This  is  a  strategy used in mass  

marketing.  As  a  frm gains  market share  it also  can start to  raise  its  price  

slowly.  For example,  IKEA is  known to  have  entered the  Chinese  market 

by using this  strategy.

Key term

Cost-plus pricing

refers to  adding a  mark-up to  

the average cost of producing 

a  product
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Advantages

  As the  prices  are  low,  consumers  are  

encouraged to  buy the  products  and this  

leads to  high sales  volume and market share  

or the  business.

  The high sales  volume can lead to  decreases  

in the  costs  o production and increases  in 

stock turnover.

Disadvantages

  Gaining high sales  volume does  not necessarily 

mean achieving high profts,  especially where  

the  prices  are  too  low.

  Customers  may perceive  the  product to  be  o 

low quality i the  price  is  kept too  low.

  Penetration pricing is  only suitable  or use  in 

markets  that are  very price  sensitive.  Thereore,  

as  businesses  increase  their prices  over time 

they risk losing potential customers,  who may 

seek lower-priced products  rom rival frms.

Price skimming
Price skimming  is  when frms set high prices  when introducing 

new products  to  the  market.  This  strategy is  usually used or a  limited 

period with the  objective  o gaining as  a  high proft as  possible.  These  

high prices  are  usually aimed at various  market segments  where  the  

frm can obtain short-run profts  so  as  to  recoup its  high research and 

development costs.  Technological companies  that produce  and sell 

phones  and computers,  such as  Apple,  are  known to  use  price  skimming 

when initially introducing their products  in the  market,  beore  lowering 

their prices  over time.

Advantages

  Consumers associate  the  high 

price  with a high-value  or 

high-quality product and an 

enhanced brand image.

  Firms are  able  to  obtain initial 

high revenues  that help  in 

recovering their research and 

development costs.

Disadvantage

  The high prices  may 

discourage  some consumers  

rom buying the  product.

Psychological  pricing
Psychological pricing  reers  to  when frms consider how pricing aects  

consumers  perception o the  value  o their products.  It considers  the  

psychological eect o pricing on consumers.  Consumers  may associate  

a  high-priced product with high quality,  or example  designer clothing.  

On the  other hand,  frms may reduce  their prices  slightly to  persuade  

consumers  who may be  looking or value  or money.  For example,  they 

may charge  US$9.95  instead o US$1 0  or a  given product  a  strategy 

common in most supermarkets  that sell requently purchased products.

Key terms

Psychological  pricing

when rms consider how 

pricing afects consumers 

perception  o the value o their 

products

Loss leader

charging a  low price or 

a  product,  usual ly  below 

its average cost,  to  attract 

consumers to  buy  other 

higher-priced  products

Price discrimination

charging diferent prices to  

d iferent groups o consumers 

or the same product
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Advantages and  disadvantage of psychological  pricing

Advantages

  The psychological eect o 

selling at a  slightly lower price  

can obtain large  revenues 

or a  frm selling in large  

quantities.

  Since  it looks  at consumers  

perceptions,  it is  a  strategy 

that can be  suitably applied in 

many market segments.

Disadvantages

  Using prices  such as  

US$1 99  or US$9.99  may 

be  inconvenient or some 

businesses  that require  whole  

numbers  in their transactions,  

or example  transport 

businesses.

The loss leader

Businesses  that charge  a  low price  or a  product,  usually below its  

average  cost,  reer to  that product as  a  loss  leader .  The  aim o this  

strategy is  to  attract many customers.  Large  supermarkets  use  this  

strategy by selling some products  at a  loss  with the  view that customers  

will also  buy the  other higher-priced (proftable)  products  and thereore  

compensate  or any losses  made.

Advantages

  Businesses  selling a  large  

number o requently 

purchased products  may 

attract many customers  and 

beneft rom higher overall 

profts.

  Businesses  may use  loss  

leaders  as  a  promotional 

strategy to  encourage  

consumers  to  switch to  their 

brand instead o buying the  

competitors  brands.

Disadvantages

  Firms using this  strategy may 

be  accused by competitors  o 

undercutting them by using 

unair business  practices.

Price discrimination

Charging dierent prices  to  dierent groups o consumers or the  same 

product is  reerred to  as  price discrimination.  For eective  price  

discrimination certain conditions have to  be  satisfed.  First,  the  business  

has to  have price-setting ability.  This  means that a frm can vary its  prices  

to  charge higher prices  in a market that is  not very competitive.  Second,  

the  consumers  should have dierent price  sensitivities  or elasticities  o 

demand.  This  is  a  measure  o how consumers respond in their buying 

patterns as  a result o changes in the  price  o a  product.  I the  change  

in price  leads to  a greater than proportional change in the  quantity 

demanded,  we say that consumers  have price  elastic demand,  i.e.  they 

are  very sensitive  to  changes in price.  On the  other hand,  i a  change  
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in price  leads to  a less  than proportional change in demand,  we say 

that consumers have price  inelastic demand,  i.e.  they are  less  sensitive  

to  changes in price.  For example,  sellers  will lower the  prices o their 

products  i the  demand is  elastic as  there  is  a  possibility o getting higher 

total revenue.  Finally,  the  markets  should be  separated to  ensure  that the  

product is  not easily traded.  For example,  the  prices  or childrens  and 

adults  tickets  may dier or the  same music concert.

Advantages

  Time-based price  

discrimination can be  o 

beneft to  either consumers  

or producers.  During peak 

times  businesses  such as  

phone companies  charge  high 

prices  and so  generate  higher 

revenues,  while  during 

o-peak times consumers  

beneft rom the  lower prices  

charged.

Disadvantages

  Businesses  need to  be  certain 

about the  type  o elasticity o 

demand o their consumers.  

For example,  charging higher 

prices  in a  market with 

elastic demand could lead 

to  lower sales  revenue.  In 

addition,  i frms were  still to  

charge  a  lower price  in the  

elastic market,  they should 

ensure  that the  extra cost o 

producing and selling more  

products  does  not exceed the  

extra revenue.

Competitive pricing
Competitive  pricing  is  a  pricing strategy that takes  into  

consideration what competitors  are  charging or  their  product.  

It  involves  charging a  price  that is  in  line  with or  j ust below the  

competitors  prices.  It  is  mostly applicable  to  businesses  selling similar 

products.  Charging prices  lower than the  competitors  with the  aim 

o driving them out o the  market is  known as  predatory pricing ,  

also  known as  destroyer  pricing  because  it  aims  to  eliminate  any 

opposition,  and could include  frms  charging prices  lower than their 

average  costs  o production.  I successul,  businesses  can subsequently 

dominate  the  market and charge  higher prices.  This  strategy is  

commonly used in highly competitive  markets  where  the  products  are  

in the  maturity or saturation stages  in the  product lie  cycle.

Advantages

  Consumers beneft rom the  

low prices,  especially in very 

competitive  markets.

  Ater using destroyer pricing,  

remaining dominant frms 

could gain higher sales  

revenue as  a  result o the  

higher prices  charged.

Disadvantages

  Predatory or destroyer 

pricing is  a  orm o anti-

competitive  behaviour and 

is  illegal in many countries  

because  it is  used to  restrict 

competition.

Key terms

Competitive pricing

charging a  price that is in  

l ine with  or just below the 

competitors prices
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Promotion

Promotion is  concerned with communicating inormation about a  frms  

products  to  consumers.  The  main aim o promotion is  to  obtain new 

customers  or to  retain existing ones.  Promotional activities  should be  

communicated clearly to  consumers  and provide  useul inormation to  

enable  them to  purchase  a  frms  product.

Some promotional objectives  include:

  creating awareness  or inorming consumers  o a  new or improved 

product in the  market

  convincing or persuading consumers  to  purchase  a  frms  products  

instead o its  competitors  products

  reminding consumers  o the  existence  o a  product in order to  retain 

existing customers  or gain new customers  or a  product

  enhancing the  brand image  o the  product as  well as  the  corporate  

image  o the  business.

Promotion can be  categorized into  two orms:  above-the-line  promotion 

and below-the- line  promotion.

Above-the-l ine promotion
This  is  a  paid orm o communication that uses  independent mass  

media to  promote  a  frms  products.  It includes  advertising through the  

television,  radio,  or newspapers  so  as  to  reach a wide  target audience.  

In this  case  the  control or responsibility o advertising is  passed on to  

another organization.

Advertising

Advertising  plays  a  central role  globally in passing on inormation 

about a  product to  a  particular target audience.  Choosing the  right 

media or advertising is  important in ensuring a successul promotional 

campaign.  Advertising can be  categorized as  ollows:

  Informative advertising   the  ocus here  is  to  provide  inormation 

about a  products  eatures,  price,  or other specifcations to  

consumers.  It increases  consumers  awareness  o a  frms  product 

so  as  to  enable  them to  make rational decisions about what to  buy.  

It is  useul when businesses  want to  introduce  a  new product to  

the  market.  Examples  o inormative  advertising include  classifed 

advertisements  in newspapers  and government campaigns  to  

discourage  drink-driving.

Student workpoint 4.10

Be knowledgeable

1 .  Analyse  the  importance  o branding or a  start-up  business.

2 .  Examine the  most appropriate  pricing strategies  needed when 

introducing a new product to  the  market.
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  Persuasive advertising   this  aims at convincing customers  to  buy 

one  frms  product instead o a  competitors  product.  It persuades  

consumers  to  think that they really need the  product and should buy 

it.  It makes consumers  make unplanned purchases  or a  product  an 

act known as  impulse buying .  It helps  in enhancing a products  

brand image.  For example,  when advertising a  slimming product,  

frms may use  pictures  o how people  looked beore  they took the  

product and how they look ater they consumed the  product  in this  

case  they show the  picture  o a  very ft individual based on the  idea 

that most people  would want to  look like  that.

  Reassuring advertising   the  ocus  is  on existing customers,  to  

remind them that they made the  right purchasing decisions  when 

they chose  to  buy the  frms  product and that they should continue 

purchasing it.  Coca-Colas  promotional campaigns  are  well-known 

examples  o this  strategy.

The main orms o advertising media include  television,  newspapers,  

magazines,  cinema,  radio,  posters,  billboards,  and the  Internet.

Below-the-l ine promotion
This  is  a  orm o communication where  the  business  has  direct control 

over its  promotional activities.  Unlike  above-the- line  promotion,  it does  

not depend on the  use  o independent media.  Below-the- line  promotion 

can ocus the  promotional activities  on consumers  they know or on 

those  who are  interested in their products.

Forms o below-the- line  promotion include:

  Direct marketing   this  ensures  that the  product is  aimed directly 

at the  consumers.  It eliminates  the  use  o intermediaries  and 

thereore  can save  the  business  money.  D irect mail,  which is  a  orm 

o direct marketing,  reers  to  sending inormation about a  product 

through the  post or via email.  Businesses  that commonly use  this  

method include  restaurants  sending out their menus or property 

developers  sending out their catalogues.  A limitation o this  method 

is  that most consumers  can regard the  inormation as  junk and not 

pay any particular attention to  it.

  Personal selling    this  involves  the  sale  o  a  frms  product 

through personal contact.  It  makes  use  o sales  representatives  

and can be  done  ace  to  ace  or  over  the  telephone.  It  is  

commonly used when selling  expensive  products  such as  cars  

or  technically  complex products  such as  specialized machinery.  

In  these  cases ,  customers  will  need to  be  reassured that  they are  

making the  right purchasing decision.  They can then be  given 

personal and individualized attention.  A  maj or  disadvantage  o 

this  method may be  the  cost  involved as  it  may be  expensive  to  

retain  a  sales  representative  team or  this  type  o  selling,  especially 

i  they are  also  paid by commission.

  Public  relations    these  are  promotional activities  aimed at 

enhancing the  image  o the  business  and its  products.  It  includes  

the  use  o publicity or  sponsorships.  For publicity purposes  a  

TOK discussion

Many  advertisements use 

scientic knowledge.  Why  

do they  do this and  what 

does this tel l  us about the  

hierarchy  o d iferent areas o 

knowledge?

Key terms

Above-the-line promotion

a  paid  orm o communication  

that uses independent mass 

media  to  promote a  rms 

products

Below-the-line promotion

a  orm o communication  that 

gives a  business direct control  

over its promotional  activities 

so that it is  not dependent on  

the use o independent media

Promotional  mix

a  balance o both  above-

the-l ine  and  below-the-l ine 

methods used  by  a  rm to  

support its marketing goals
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business  could hold a  press  conerence  where  it  invites  the  media 

and provides  inormation about a  social  responsibility proj ect it 

would like  to  launch.  In the  process,  the  business  could showcase  

its  products  and gain ree  publicity or  them.  Through sponsorship,  

a  business  may provide  nancial support to  an organization,  team 

or event.  Examples  include  Samsung sponsoring Chelsea  ootball 

club  in  the  UK and Kenya Airways  sponsoring the  Kenya national 

rugby team.

  Sales  promotions   these  are  short- term incentives  provided by a  

business  with the  aim o increasing or boosting its  sales.  Examples  

include  the  ollowing:

  Money-o coupons  discounts  provided to  customers  when 

a product is  purchased.  The  coupons are  oten ound in 

newspapers,  leafets,  or magazines.

  Point-o-sale  displays  can be  used or attractive  arrangement 

or display o products  at the  location where  the  business  

sells  the  items.  The  main objective  is  to  draw the  attention o 

consumers  and encourage  impulse  buying.  It is  commonly used 

by supermarkets  when selling conectionary products  such as  

sweets,  chocolates,  and other snacks.

  Free  oers  or ree  gits  can be  oered to  customers  such as  a  ree  

charger when buying a  cellphone.  Giving ree  samples  such as  

through ood taste  sessions  outside  supermarkets  and oering 

ree  sachets  or particular products  can also  help  encourage  sales.

  Competitions  ater purchasing a product,  customers  can 

enter a  draw where  they stand a chance  to  win a prize  in the  

competition.  This  method is  commonly used during estive  

seasons  to  attract a  large  number o customers.

  BOGOF  (buy one  get one  ree)  is  a  promotional strategy that 

can be  used to  attract new customers  or assist in eliminating 

excess  stock.  It is  oten used in the  maturity or saturation stages  

o a  products  lie  cycle.

The promotional  mix
A successul promotional mix will involve  a  good balance  o both above-

the-line  and below-the- line  promotional methods.  This  could involve  

using an appropriate  mix o advertising,  sales  promotions,  personal 

selling,  direct marketing,  and public relations  when communicating the  

advantages  o a  product to  customers  or supporting a  rms  marketing 

goals.  However,  certain actors  will need to  be  considered or an eective  

promotional mix:

  Cost:  Does  the  marketing budget support the  use  o a  particular 

promotional method?

  Legal framework:  Has  the  law been taken into  account when 

deciding on the  various promotional methods to  use?

  Target market:  What specic segment o the  market is  the  product 

aimed at?
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  Stage in the product life  cycle:  Which promotional methods will 

be  most appropriate  at the  dierent product lie  cycle  stages?

  Type of product:  Has the  promotional method considered the nature  

o the product and how it would be  successully sold to  customers?

Businesses  will thereore  need to  consider the  above  questions  careully 

when designing and developing their promotional mix.  Moreover,  they 

will need to  be  fexible  and where  necessary tweak the  promotional mix 

to  succeed in achieving their marketing objectives.

the impac of new echnology on promoional  

sraegies
In the  marketing context,  technology is  dened as  the  inormation 

or tools  required to  sell a  rms  good or service.  Over the  last decade,  

technology has  changed rapidly and marketers  are  increasingly 

incorporating it in their marketing strategy.  Important technological 

terminologies  being used today include  social networking,  social 

media marketing ( SMM) ,  and viral marketing.  The  impact o these  on 

promotion will be  explored below.

Social media  is  dened as  the  technology that connects  people.  It is  any 

medium where  content is  shared or where  individuals  chat.

Social networks  are  the  places  where  social  interactions  happen,  

which include  sharing,  discovering,  or  advertising inormation.  

Examples  o social networks  include  Facebook,  Twitter,  LinkedIn,   

and MySpace.

A social networking service  is  a  platorm to  build social networks 

or social relations  among people  who,  or example,  share  interests,  

activities,  backgrounds,  or real- lie  connections.  A social network 

service  consists  o a  representation o each user ( oten a  prole) ,  his  

or her social links,  and a  variety o additional services.  Most social 

network services  are  web-based and provide  means  or users  to  interact 

over the  Internet.

Social media marketing  ( SMM)  reers  to  the  way technology is  used 

to  build relationships,  drive  repeat business,  and attract new customers  

through individuals  sharing with other individuals.  SMM is  the  process  

o gaining website  trac or attention through social media sites.  SMM 

programs usually centre  on eorts  to  create  content that attracts  

attention and encourages  readers  to  share  it with their social networks.  

A corporate  message  spreads rom user to  user and presumably resonates  

because  it appears  to  come rom a trusted,  third-party source,  as  opposed 

to  the  brand or company itsel.  Basically,  SMM is  promotion through 

word o mouth powered by technology.

Viral marketing  is  a  orm o peer- to-peer communication where  

individuals  are  encouraged to  pass  on promotional messages  within 

their social networks.  Not so  long ago,  advertisements  were  mostly seen 

in newspapers,  magazines,  or television.  However,  with the  advent 

o the  Internet things  have  changed.  Today,  advertisements  appear as  

banners,  pop-up  advertisements,  social media,  and YouTube videos.  

Key terms

Social  media  marketing

the use of technology  to  build  

relationships,  drive repeat 

business,  and  attract new 

customers by  individuals 

sharing with  other individuals

Viral  marketing

a  form of peer-to-peer 

communication  where 

individuals are encouraged  

to  pass on  promotional  

messages within  their social  

networks
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Advertisements  in the  orm o YouTube videos are  oten called viral 

ads ,  especially when they gather millions o views,  and are  part o what 

is  known as  a  viral marketing campaign.

The main objective  o viral marketing is  to  increase  brand awareness  

through replicating a  viral- like  process,  like  the  spread o a  virus  in 

computers.  Oten,  viral videos  are  spread through sharing by viewers,  

which is  more  like  promotion through word o mouth.  Viral marketing 

thereore  oten comes in the  orm o videos,  but also  in games,  sotware,  

images,  or messages.

Another key goal o viral marketing is  to  create  inectious,  viral messages  

that appeal to  their target market with high social networking potential 

that can easily spread through individuals.

The benefts o new technology  on  promotional  strategies
The general advantages  o using social networking,  SMM,  and viral 

marketing are  as  ollows:

  Wide reach   the  Internet has  enabled frms to  reach out to  

more  consumers  at a  more  personal and interactive  level.  A large  

percentage  o the  Internets  total population uses  social networking 

sites  such as  Facebook,  Twitter,  and YouTube,  where  time spent in 

social media ar exceeds  time spent on email.

  Engagement   in most cases,  customers  and other key stakeholders  

are  participants  rather than passive  viewers.  This  also  means that 

a  frm can fnd out what challenges  customers  are  acing and what 

they like  and do  not like  about the  frms  product oerings.  Engaging 

in ongoing dialogue can be  more  valuable  than any kind o paid 

market research and it helps  to  create  a  sense  o community.

  Market information   social networking,  SMM,  and viral 

marketing provide  useul and valuable  measurable  data on trends,  

consumer interaction,  eedback,  public opinion,  brand activity,  and 

customers  buying habits.

  Cost savings   using social networking,  SMM and viral marketing 

is  relatively less  expensive  than using traditional methods  such as  

television advertising.

  Brand recognition   the  sharing and spreading o inormation,  

especially due  to  repeat exposure,  can increase  consumers  

awareness  o particular brands,  leading to  brand loyalty and an 

enhanced brand image.

  Speed   coupled with high Internet speed,  advertisements  can reach 

a wide  audience  in a  short space  o time.

The l imitations o new technology on promotional  strategies
Despite  their benefts,  social networking,  SMM,  and viral marketing 

have  the  ollowing general drawbacks:

  Accessibility problems   regions  with no  computers  or Internet,  

areas  with poor Internet connectivity,  will miss  out on any ongoing 

promotional campaign that uses  these  tools.
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  Distraction   the  use  o pop-ups  in advertising can be  viewed as   

time-wasting and annoying by customers  who want to  ocus  on 

other issues.

  Lurkers   these are individuals who just sit tight and absorb  

inormation.  According to TopRank Online Marketing B log,  34 per cent 

o social media users are lurkers,  while others are newcomers who have  

not quite honed their online social skills.  These are individuals who 

may not be active in helping a frm promote its product.

Despite  these  negative  eects  o social networking,  SMM,  and viral 

marketing,  the  benefts  in many ways  outweigh the  drawbacks and,  

most importantly,  these  technologies  provide  great ways  to  drive  repeat 

business  and attract new customers.

guerrilla  marketin
Levinson and Lautenslager (2009)  defne guerrilla marketing as  a  

marketing orm which involves  the  use  o untraditional  activities  

that help  companies  weaken their rivals  and stay successully on the  

market,  even with limited resources.  Guerrilla marketing thereore  

uses  unconventional marketing strategies  that have  an innovative  and 

signifcant promotional eect at hal the  budget spent on  traditional  

marketing strategies  or the  same objective.

The term guerrilla marketing is  coined rom military and warare-related 

terminology.  It adapts  the  hit and run  guerrilla warare  tactics  used 

by Mao-Tse  Tung,  where  you hit i you can win but run i you cannot.  

Guerrilla marketing activities  are  eye-catching and surprising and so  

highly efcient in capturing customers  attention.

The dierences  between traditional and guerrilla marketing are  

summarized in table  4.5 .3 .

Table 4.5.3.  D iferences between traditional  and  guerril la  marketing

Traditional  marketing Guerilla  marketing

The primary  investment is money. The primary  investments are time,  efort,  and  creativity.

I t orms a  model  or big businesses. I t ocuses on  small  businesses.

Success is measured  by  sales. Success is measured  by  prots.

What can  I  take rom the customer? What can  I  give to  the customer?

Mass media  (direct mail ,  radio,  television,  newspapers)  are 

used.

Marketing weapons are numerous and  most are  ree.

Advertising works. Types o non-traditional  marketing succeed.

How much money  do  you  have at the end? How many  relationships do you  have at the end?

Source:  Based  on  Levinson,  J .C.  and  Lautenslager,  A.  (2009)  Guerilla Marketing in   

30 Days,  second  edition.  Entrepreneur Press.  I rvine,  CA.

Principles o guerri l la  marketing
The ollowing principles  characterize  guerrilla marketing.  They can be  

remembered using the  acronym APENS.

  Activity   frms need to  have  an awareness  o the  available  

opportunities  that exist to  make their products  known and they 

should seek ways o doing this  when an opportunity presents  itsel.

Key term

Guerrilla  marketing

a  low-cost unconventional  

marketing strategy  that has 

an  innovative and  signicant 

promotional  efect
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  Presence   frms should look or ways  to  make their business  

known to  the  market.  This  could be  through email,  orums,  

discussion boards,  radio,  magazine,  street posters,  grafti,  and so  on.

  Energy   businesses  need to  note  that every contact and every 

day is  an opportunity to  market their company.  This  is  known as  

360-degrees  marketing.

  Networks   businesses  should be  on the  lookout or new contacts  

and ocus on building relationships.

  Smart   frms should ensure  that they do  not oend customers.  

However,  some businesses  have  deliberately oended customers  and 

used the  controversy to  create  awareness.

Methods used  in  guerril la  marketing
  Peer marketing  bringing people  with similar interests  or ages  

together to  build up  interest in the  product

  Product give-aways  including ree  demonstrations  and consultations

  SMS  texting and video  messaging

  Roach baiting and buzz marketing  where  actors  are  used to  behave  

as  normal customers  to  create  interest,  controversy,  or curiosity in a  

product or service

  Intrigue   the  process  o generating mystery to  engage  customers

  Live  commercials   using people  to  do  live  commercials  in key places  

such as  clubs  and pubs

  Bill stickers   an approach used to  promote  DJs  and club  events

The benefts o guerril la  marketing
  Low cost   the  types  o activities  involved do  not require  large  

fnancial outlay,  so  it is  a  very low-cost way o marketing.

  Flexibility   it can be  changed easily because  it is  small scale.  As  

a  result,  the  campaign can respond to  changing conditions  and 

circumstances  quickly.

  Simplicity   many guerrilla marketing methods  are  simple  and easy 

to  implement.

  Identifed target market   activities  can be  targeted at the  market 

that is  most likely to  buy the  product or service.  This  improves  the  

efciency o the  marketing campaign and improves  returns.

  Communication tool   it provides  new ways o communicating 

with customers.  For example,  Nike  sought to  communicate  with 

consumers  through instant messaging.  In a  competition called 

Speed Mob ,  pairs  o participants  were  sent questions about new 

Nike  products  via instant messages;  the  frst participant to  answer the  

questions correctly progressed to  the  fnal round.

  Interaction opportunity   it can be  used as  a platorm to  interact 

with the  audience.  In 2005 ,  Burger King implemented a guerrilla 

marketing campaign to  increase  sales  in Asian countries.  The  
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campaign,  designed by Ogilvy RedCard,  aimed to  attract more  

consumers  into  Burger Kings  restaurants.  For example,  the  company 

printed IBK  on T-shirts  and placed them on statues o Ronald 

McDonald,  it placed large  ootprints  rom McDonalds  to  Burger King,  

and it put signs on empty benches that said Gone to  BK  Ronald.

  Accessibility   most guerrilla marketing activities  aim to  be  

as  accessible  to  customers  as  possible,  thereore  increasing the  

customer base.  For example,  to  promote  its  Orange  online  banking 

solutions,  ING Direct initiated guerrilla marketing campaigns in the  

metropolitan regions  o Boston,  San Francisco,  and Washington DC .

The negative efects o gueril la  marketing
  Denting the brand image   i guerrilla marketing strategies  are  

directed to  the  wrong group o people  or not executed properly,  they 

can seriously hurt the  companys  brand image.

  High negative attitudes   since the main goal o some advertisements  

is  to  evoke  a range  o negative  emotions,  such as  ear and anger,  

guerilla marketing campaigns  may lead to  highly negative  attitudes  

towards the  brand or the  whole  company.  Overuse  o ear-related 

marketing campaigns  may cause  the  overall eectiveness  o the  

promotion to  decline.

  Negative impact on social life   or example,  billboards  placed in 

the  middle  o a  highway or in places  with high trafc congestion may 

cause  trafc accidents.

  Ethical issues   or example,  in the  USA,  in an advertisement used 

to  promote  the  Kill Bill movie,  a  shocking image  was  used in the  

restroom o a  movie  theatre,  seen rom outside  the  toilet cabin.  It 

was a  realistic image  o blood leaking rom under the  door o the  

cabin.  However,  when the  door was  opened,  it became clear that the  

image  was just a  sticker giving the  release  date  o the  movie.  Such 

an advertisement does  not necessarily threaten the  psychology o an 

adult,  but it may cause  problems to  children,  which may result in 

their inability to  use  the  toilet alone.

Other common pitalls  o guerrilla marketing are  trespassing on private  

property,  deacing private  or public property,  and not getting permission 

rom property owners  when required.  For example,  in S ingapore,  

placing Burger King stickers  on bus  schedules  to  indicate  store  locations  

is  considered an act o vandalism.  In addition to  getting permission rom 

private  owners,  some irregular action held in public places  should also  be  

approved by local government.

Despite  their drawbacks,  the  key characteristics  o being untraditional,  

creative,  surprising,  and efcient make guerrilla marketing strategies  one  

o the  most innovative  and eective  promotional methods businesses  

can use.  Instead o the  traditional method that concentrates  on me  

marketing and talking only about the  business,  through guerrilla 

marketing a  business  encourages  customers  to  consent willingly to  

interact with it and aims or this  interaction to  continue over a  period o 

time.  Gallagher (2004)  summarizes  it well by saying:  What matters  in 

TOK discussion

What role  do logic and  emotion  

play  in  marketing? Is there 

room or both?
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guerrilla marketing is  what the  frm does  to  dierentiate  itsel rom its  

rivals  and its  success  in reaching a broader customer potential . 1

Student workpoint 4.11

Be a thinker

1 .  Distinguish between above-the- line  and below-the- line  

promotional strategies.

2 .  Using a business  o your choice,  evaluate  how new technologies  

are  having an impact on its  promotional strategies.

Place

Place  is  about how the  product reaches  consumers.  It is  concerned with 

how the  product is  distributed to  make it available  to  consumers.  The  

distribution system includes  getting the  right product to  the  right place  at 

the  right time.  D istribution is  a  crucial element in the  marketing mix or 

businesses  o any size.

Place  is  important in the  marketing mix or the  ollowing reasons:

  It reers  not only to  the  location o the  business  but also  to  the  

location o the  customers.  Businesses  should thereore  develop 

strategies  to  get goods  rom their present location to  the  location o 

consumers.

  It enables  businesses  to  come up  with the  best ways  to  distribute  

their products  efciently and eectively to  consumers.

  The use  o intermediaries  such as  wholesalers  and retailers  helps  

businesses  to  store  and market their products  and enhance  their 

brand image.

  The growing global use o the Internet is  making it easier or businesses  

to  reach a wide range o consumers directly with their products.

Types of d istribution  channel
A distribution channel or channel o distribution is  the  path taken by a  

product rom the producer to  the  consumer.  Some distribution channels  

make use  o intermediaries.  These  are  middle  people  such as  wholesalers,  

agents,  and retailers  that lie  in the  products  path rom the producer to  

the  consumer.  The common distribution channels  are  described below.

Zero intermediary  channel

This  is  where  a  product is  sold directly rom the  producer to  the  

consumer.  For example,  agricultural products  can be  sold through this  

method.  Other examples  include  the  use  o mail order catalogues  and 

e-commerce.  In the  service  sector,  airline  ticket bookings  can also  be  

made via this  method.

1  Gal lagher,  B.  (2004)  Guerilla marketing and branding.  CA:  Marketing Turkiye Press.   

Hamel,  G.  and  Prahalad,  C.K.  (1996)  Competing for the future.  Harvard  Business School  Press.
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One intermediary  channel

This  involves  the  use  o one  intermediary such as  a  retailer or an agent 

to  sell the  products  rom the  producer to  the  consumer.  In most cases  

it is  used where  the  retailer is  operating on a large  scale  or where  the  

products  are  expensive.  Examples  include  selling expensive  urniture  or 

j ewellery through retailers.  In addition,  using large  supermarket chains  

such as  Nakumatt to  sell various  household products,  and the  use  o 

travel agents  such as  Harvey World or fight bookings,  are  also  common 

in this  distribution channel.

Two intermediaries channel

In this  case  two intermediaries,  which usually include  wholesalers  and 

retailers,  are  used by producers  to  sell the  product to  the  consumer.  

The  wholesalers  are  important in this  channel and act as  an additional 

intermediary between the  producer and the  consumer.  This  channel is  

particularly useul when selling goods  over long geographical distances.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

o #*

consumer

consumer

consumer

consumer

wholesaler

wholesaleragent

reta iler

reta iler

reta iler

producer

producer

producer

producer

Figure 4.5.4.  Channels o distribution

Table 4.5.4.  Advantages and  disadvantages o d iferent d istribution  channels

Distribution channel Advantages Disadvantages

Zero intermediary  

channel

I t is low cost.

I t is ast.

I t is ideal  or perishable products.

The producer is the  key  decision-maker in  the  

distribution  process.

Promotion  is done by  the producer,  which  

could  be  time-consuming and  expensive.

The producer incurs al l  storage and  del ivery  

costs.

One intermediary  

channel

Promotion  and  customer service are done by  

the retai ler.

The costs o holding stock are incurred by the retailer.

The retai ler assists in  sel l ing the product at 

convenient places to  consumers.

As the retai lers prot mark-up is included  

in  the  sel l ing price,  the product may  be 

expensive or consumers.

The producer may  not be  aware o the 

promotional  strategy  used  by  the retailer.

Two intermediaries 

channel

The wholesaler incurs storage costs,  thereore 

reducing these costs or the  producer.

The wholesaler breaks the bulk or the retai ler 

by  providing large quantities in  smaller batches.

This is an  appropriate  channel  when sel l ing over 

long distances.

Two prot mark-ups could  lead  to  a  more 

expensive product ofered  to  consumers.

This channel  urther reduces the producers 

responsibi l ity  or promoting products.
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revision checklist

  A product lie  cycle  illustrates  the  six lie  cycle  stages  that a  product 

passes  rom its  development,  introduction,  growth,  maturity,  

saturation and decline  in the  market.  

  Extension strategies  are  implemented at the  maturity or saturation 

stages  o a  products  lie  cycle  in an eort to  stop  a  rms  sales  rom 

alling by lengthening the  products  lie  cycle.  

  The Boston Consulting Group (BCG)  Matrix is  a  growth-share  matrix 

that measures  the  market growth rate  and relative  market share  o a  

rms  product portolio  by classiying the  products  as  stars,  problem 

children,  cash cows or dogs.

  BCG Matrix strategies  include  harvesting,  holding,  building and 

divesting.

  Branding is  concerned with distinguishing one  businesss  product 

rom another and has  a  strong infuence  on how consumers  perceive  

a  product.

  Packaging is  vital in the  marketing mix to  dierentiate  one  product 

rom another by designing and producing the  physical container or 

wrapper o a  product.  

  Price  as  one  o the  marketing mix elements  is  essential in generating 

revenue or a  business  and reers  to  the  money customers  give  up  or 

using a  good or service.

  Appropriate  pricing strategies  include  cost plus  pricing,  penetration 

pricing,  competitive  pricing,  price  skimming,  psychological pricing 

and price  discrimination.

  Promotions  main aim is  to  obtain new customers  or retain existing 

ones  by communicating inormation about a  rms  products  to  

consumers.  It can be  categorized as  either above  the  line  or below 

the  line.

  Above the  line  promotion uses  independent mass  media to  promote  

a  rms  products  including advertising through the  television,  radio  

or newspapers.

Key term

Channel  of distribution

the path  taken  by  a  product 

rom the producer or 

manuacturer to  the  fnal  

consumer

Student workpoint 4.12

Be an  inquirer

Examine which distribution channels  are  likely to  be  most eective  

or each o these  industries:  

  clothing

  j ewellery

  bakery.

Explain your answer.
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  Below the  line  promotion does  not depend on the  use  o 

independent media and frms  ocus their direct control on 

promotional activities  to  consumers  who they know or those  who 

are  interested in their products  e.g.  direct marketing,  personal selling,  

public relations  and sales  promotions.

  Marketers  are  increasingly incorporating technology in their 

marketing strategy.  These  strategies  include  Social media marketing 

which is  a  way o building relationships,  driving repeat business  and 

attracting new customers  through social media sites.  In addition,  

viral marketing uses  peer-to-peer communication where  people  pass  

on promotional messages  within their social networks.

  Guerrilla marketing is  a  low cost unconventional marketing strategy 

that has  a  great innovative  and signifcant promotional eect on a  

business.

  Place  is  about how a frms  product is  distributed to  make it available  

to  consumers  by getting the  right product at the  right place  at the  

right time.  

  Distribution channels  include  zero  intermediary channel,  one  

intermediary channel and two intermediaries  channel.
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Practice question

The Q-Drum:  A Revolution in Thinking and Innovation

The problem is  obvious.  Millions o women and children worldwide  

endure  backbreaking labour carrying open,  unstable,  heavy water 

containers  or long distances.

The  solution:  the  Q-Drum,  invented by brothers  Hans and Piet 

Hendriske.  The  brothers  have  obtained a patent ( intellectual property 

rights)  or producing the  Q-Drum.

Even a child can pull up  to  50  litres  o water in the  doughnut-shaped 

plastic drum as  it rolls  along the  ground.  In a  recent test,  one  amily o 

1 3  used the  Q-Drum daily,  travelling 1 2  000  km in 20  months,  providing 

1 20  000  litres  o transportable  water.

The Q-Drum represents  a  revolution in thinking and innovation,  

claimed Dr Paul Polak,  who runs  an organization helping poor armers  

become entrepreneurs.  He  added,  A billion customers  in the  world need 

a US$2  pair o eyeglasses,  a  US$1 0  solar light and a US$1 00  house.  Why 

do  innovators  and designers  only research and develop  products  that 

target the  needs  o the  planets  richest 1 0  per cent? .

However,  despite  its  simplicity and lie-saving innovation,  the  Q-Drum 

has only sold several hundred so  ar.  At US$50  the  price  is  too  high or 

those  who need it most.  Until it can be  manuactured more  cheaply and 

approprate  distribution channels  can be  ound,  sales  will remain low.  A 

non-government organization (NGO)  sponsored by the  United Nations  

has  oered to  help  with the  market development o the  Q-Drum,  but the  

brothers  know that signifcant marketing issues  still remain.

a)  Defne the  ollowing terms:

( i)  innovation [2  marks]

( ii)  distribution channels.  [2  marks]

b)  Explain the  role  and importance  o obtaining a patent  

( intellectual property rights)  or the  Hendriske  brothers   

in producing the  Q-Drum.  [6 marks]

c)  Analyse  two  reasons  why  innovators  and designers  only  

research and develop  products  that target the  needs o the   

planets  richest 1 0  per cent .  [6 marks]

d)  Discuss  an appropriate  marketing mix to  increase  sales   

o the  Q-Drum.  [9 marks]

IB ,  May 201 0

Source:  http://ecoscraps.com/

fles/2008/09/qdrum1.jpg,   

20  October 2008
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By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  discuss the importance of employeecustomer relationships  in  

the  marketing mix of a  service  and  the cultural  variation  in  these 

relationships

  evaluate  the importance of delivery  processes  in  the  marketing mix 

of a  service  and  changes  in  these processes

  examine the importance of tangible  physical  evidence  in  the  

marketing mix of a  service

  apply  the  seven  Ps model  in  a  service-based  market.

People

Interestingly,  many businesses  work very hard on the  other elements  

o the  marketing mix and pay little  attention to  the  people  in the  

businesses  who essentially are  involved in decision-making on a regular 

basis.  A frms  ability to  select,  recruit,  hire,  and retain the  best people,  

with the  right skills  and abilities  to  do  the  job,  is  a  crucial aspect o any 

business.  Collins  ( 2001 )  ound that an important actor present in the  

best companies  was  that they frst got the  right people,  on the  bus  and 

the  wrong people  o the  bus .  Ater hiring the  right people  they then 

got the  right people  in the  right seats  on the  bus .  Successul businesses  

think in terms o getting the  right people  to  carry out specifc tasks  and 

responsibilities. 1

People  are  the  most important element o any service  business.  Services  

are  produced and consumed at the  same moment,  and the  specifc 

customer experience  can be  changed to  meet the  needs  o the  person 

consuming it.  People  usually buy rom people  they like,  so  businesses  

should ensure  that their sta have  the  right attitude,  skills,  and 

appearance  at all times.  For example,  restaurants  should encourage  

their waiters  to  dress  appropriately,  to  be  courteous,  and to  smile  when 

serving customers.  Oering customers  an opportunity to  eed back to  

sta can also  help  to  assess  how eective  customer service  is.  Examples  

include  banks  providing brie questionnaires  asking customers  i they 

waited too  long to  be  served or questioning cinema goers  on the  service  

experience  as  they queue to  book a ticket.  People  have  an important role  

to  play in service  delivery and maintaining good customer relationships.  

Behind key events  such as  hosting soccers  World Cup  there  are  many 

1  Col l ins,  J .  (2001)  Good to Great:  Why Some Companies Make the Leap  and Others Dont.  

HarperBusiness.  London.

4.6   The extended  marketing mix of seven 
Ps (HL only)



people,  or example  managers,  engineers,  ches,  and security guards,  

who ensure  that the  service  is  appropriately delivered to  the  customers.

Another important actor is  that people  orm a transactional link 

between the  organization and its  customers.  For example,  people  deliver 

the  service  and they collect money,  i. e.  they get paid on behal o the  

organization or the  service.  When you go  to  a  restaurant,  in most cases  

there  will be  a  waiter who greets  you on arrival,  he  or she  then takes  

your order and serves  you what you requested.  Ater that you pay the  

waiter money or what you consumed,  completing the  contractual 

transaction.  Thereore,  the  peoples  role  in the  customer relationship  

between the  business  and the  consumer is  vital.  Customer relationship  

management (CRM) ,  which ensures  that sta are  trained to  deliver good 

customer service,  is  important in developing a long-term employee

customer relationship.

However,  organizations  need to  deal with the  various  cultural settings  

they are  aced with.  Culture  includes  the  way employees  perceive  or 

behave  in the  organization.  Undoubtedly,  some cultures  may dominate  

others  in the  same organization,  with groups o employees  having 

diering belies  and opinions,  leading to  the  ormation o a  cultural gap.  

It is  the  organizations  responsibility to  close  this  gap  and oster a  sense  

o unity among its  employees.  This  will help  in improving teamworking 

and will motivate  employees  to  work to  achieve  the  organizations  

goals.  Consequently,  a  motivated workorce  can also  be  seen in how the  

employees  treat the  customers,  urther strengthening the  employee

customer relationship.  In addition,  marketers  need to  learn and 

understand the  cultural dimensions  o customers  to  be  able  to  satisy the  

customers  needs  ully.

Processes

This  reers  to  the  procedures  and policies  pertaining to  how an 

organizations  product is  provided and delivered.  It should inorm 

customers  on how easy it is  to  do  business  with a  particular 

organization.  Call centre  sta who do  not answer customers  questions 

and products  in supermarkets  with barcodes  that are  not recognized 

when customers  are  ready to  pay are  examples  o processes  that are  not 

unctioning well and need urgent attention.  The  more  intangible  the  

product,  the  more  important it is  to  get the  process  right.

Process  also  involves  how the  product is  delivered to  the  consumer.  

DHL,  or example,  is  known or its  ast and efcient delivery o parcels  

or documents  and prides  itsel on having the  right systems or processes  

to  acilitate  this.  It also  ensures  that utmost care  is  taken by doing a 

security check on documents  beore  they are  sent to  the  recipient.  

This  also  ensures  that the  product is  delivered in its  exact state  and 

orm as  required by the  sender,  maintaining optimal quality standards  

throughout.  In addition,  the  sender receives  a  tracking number they can 

use  or tracking the  documents  path and enquiring about any delay in 

delivery i necessary.

At the  outset,  businesses  need to  defne clearly the  shape  their 

processes  will take  so  that all stakeholders  are  ully aware  o what to  

Key terms

People  

the human capital  in  terms of 

skil ls,  attitudes,  and  abil ities 

necessary  in  the production  

of goods or the provision  of 

services

Processes  

the procedures and  pol icies 

pertaining to  how an  

organizations product is  

provided  and  del ivered

Physical  evidence  

the tangible  or visible  touch  

points that are observable  to  

customers in  a  business
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do.  For marketing to  be  eective,  there  are  a  number o processes  that 

businesses  need to  consider,  including processes  or identiying customer 

requirements,  handling customer complaints,  and handling orders,  

among others.  I these  are  tackled well they can go  a  long way towards  

developing customer loyalty and ensuring repeat customers.

These  are  some o the  ways a  business  can improve  on its  processes:

  Any measure  taken to  speed up  the  delivery o products  to  customers  

is  o prime importance.

  A business  needs to  provide  easy and varied payment methods  or 

customers  such as  paying over the  Internet,  paying cash,  or paying  

on credit.

  Provision o ater-sales  services  such as  technical support reduces  

the  time a customer has  to  spend solving problems when using a  

product.

  Inorming customers  how long their meal will take  to  be  prepared in 

a  restaurant adds  to  customer service.

However,  ensuring that the right process is  in place may be time-

consuming,  complex,  and expensive,  especially or start-up businesses,  

which may lack the experience and capital that larger businesses may have.

Physical  evidence

This  reers  to  all the  tangible  or visible  touch points  that are  observable  

to  customers  in a  business.  Unlike  businesses  oering tangible  products  

where  consumers  can try,  touch,  or smell the  product beore  purchasing 

it,  service  businesses  usually depend on customers  recommendations 

or testimonials,  which are  usually based on trust.  As  a  result,  businesses  

need to  ensure  that they are  providing adequate  evidence  o quality 

throughout.  Examples  o good-quality evidence  include  well-groomed 

and well-dressed sta,  a  well-organized reception area,  ambient lighting 

with pleasant music in a  restaurant and ofces  located in a  clean and 

prime location.  To  create  a  good customer experience,  tangible  aspects  

must thereore  be  delivered with the  service.

Physical evidence  is  an important dierentiator in service  marketing.  

For example,  managers  o a  private  school may pay more  attention to  

providing well-designed and equipped classrooms and spacious  ofces  

or their teaching sta than managers  in public schools,  clearly bringing 

out the  dierentiating element o physical evidence.

The intangible  nature  o products  with a  service  element,  however,  

makes  it difcult or consumers  to  evaluate  the  service  being oered,  

especially regarding the  quality and value  or money,  beore  deciding 

to  buy.  In addition,  it is  difcult or a  business  to  position new products  

with a  service  element because  o their intangible  nature.  Eectively 

ocusing on the  tangible  aspects  o the  service  oering will enable  the  

business  to  remain competitive  in the  market.

Physical evidence  should thereore  enable  customers  to  see  what is  

on oer,  prior to  purchasing the  service  oering.  Businesses  should also  

ensure  that the  testimonials  customers  pass  on to  others  about their 

product are  good and lead to  an enhanced image  and increased sales.
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the seven Ps model  in  a  service-based marke

Marketing

mix

Product

  design

  technology

  perceived  usefulness

  convenience of use

  qual ity

  packaging

  brand  uti l ity

  accessories

  warranties

People

  employees

  management

  organization  culture

  customer services

   orientation

Physical  evidence

  faci l ities

  infrastructure

  service del ivery

Process

  uniformity  of oering

  service del ivery

  service consumption

Promotion

  special  oers

  advertisements

  endorsements

  user tria ls

  campaigns

  joint  ventures

Place

  retai l

  wholesale

  mail  order

  Internet

  d irect  sa les

  peer to  peer

  multi-channel

Price

  skimming

  penetration

  va lue based

  cost  plus

  cost  leadership

Figure 4.6.1.  Summary  of the seven Ps relevant to  a  business in  the  service sector 

providing intangible  products

Student workpoint 4.13

Be an  inquirer

Choose a service-based industry of your choice.  Evaluate how important 

people,  processes and physical evidence are in its marketing strategy.

TOK discussion

The four Ps and  seven Ps 

frameworks suggest that 

marketing has four or seven 

aspects,  al l  of which  can  

be described  with  a  word  

that starts with  a  P.  How 

helpful  are  such  analytical  

frameworks to  you  as a  

knowledge-seeker?
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revision checklist

  People  comprise  an essential element of any service  business  so  

businesses  should ensure  that their employees  have  the  right 

attitude,  skills  and appearance  at all times  as  they are  the  face  of the  

organisation.  These  people  also  form a transactional link between the  

organization and its  customers  due  to  their vital role  in the  long term 

customer relationship  between the  business  and the  consumer.  

  Processes  are  the  procedures  and policies  pertaining to  how an 

organizations  product is  provided and delivered to  the  consumer.  

They inform customers  on the  ease  of doing business  with a  

particular organization.  

  Physical evidence  includes the  visible  touch points  that are  

observable  to  customers  in a  business  and is  an important 

differentiator in service  marketing.
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Practice question

Fast Eater

Fast Eater,  a  ast ood restaurant company went public in 1 975  and 

until 2000  had always  made a proft.  From 2000,  sales  in Europe  ( the  

companys  biggest market)  started to  decline.  The  ollowing table  gives  

inormation on Fast Eaters current portolio:

Date of 

launch

Product Market information Other information

1975 burger rol ls high  market share but 

beginning to  al l ,  very  low 

sales growth

very  proftable,  core 

product but proftabil ity  is  

beginning to  al l

1975 ried  potatoes high  market share but 

beginning to  al l ,  very  low 

sales growth

very  proftable,  core  

product but proftabil ity  is 

al l ing rapidly

1995 toasted  bacon  

sandwich

high  market share,  low 

market growth

very  successul  product

2002 chicken  rol l al l ing sales,  low market 

share in  a  low growth  

market

not a  commercial  success

2002 cheese and  

tomato pizza

al l ing sales,  low market 

share in  a  low growth  

market

not a  commercial  success

During the  1 990s,  Fast Eater opened stores  worldwide  at the  rate  o 250  a  

year.  However,  by 2004

Fast Eater was closing restaurants  and concentrating on attracting more  

customers  into  existing outlets.  Industry analysts  suggest that the  trend 

towards healthier ood is  aecting the  popularity o the  chain and so  

Fast Eater is  proposing the  introduction o a  new product to  cater or 

the  market.  Newly established health-ood stores  are  becoming major 

competitors.  Fast Eater is  caught in a  marketing war with aggressive  

rivals.  In addition,  economic downturn in its  major markets  is  aecting 

demand.

a)  Explain what is  meant by the  company went public  

in 1 975.  [2  marks]

b)  ( i)   Use  the  Anso Matrix to  identiy and explain  

Fast Eaters past and current growth strategies.  [4 marks]

( ii)  Use  the  Boston Consulting Group Matrix to  analyse   

Fast Eaters product portolio.  [6 marks]

c)  Suggest a  new product or Fast Eater and devise  a   

marketing mix (7Ps)  to  support your chosen product.  [8 marks]

IB ,  Nov 2005
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4.7  International  marketing (HL only)

International marketing reers  to  the  marketing o goods  and services  

across  national boundaries:  products  rom one  country are  marketed 

to  another country.  Unlike  global marketing,  where  rms use  a  

standardized approach to  market their products  in other countries,  

in international marketing rms have  the  fexibility to  dier in 

their marketing approach to  other countries.  Increasing worldwide  

competition,  also  known as  globalization ,  is  the  main cause  o the  rise  

in international marketing.

Methods of entry  into international  markets
A method or mode o entry into  an international market is  a  channel 

through which a business  gains  entry into  an international market.  

Firms can employ various  strategies  to  enter international markets.  

Some are  considered below:

  The Internet   many businesses  are  increasingly using the  

Internet to  market their products  because  o its  global reach.  New 

Internet businesses  are  increasingly being set up  to  take  advantage  

o the  low costs  involved in marketing their products  abroad.  

Existing businesses  are  using the  Internet as  an additional channel 

to  enhance  their current marketing methods.  Trading over the  

Internet,  also  known as  e-commerce ,  will  be  explored urther in 

this  unit.

  Exporting    this  can be  done  both directly and indirectly.  In  direct 

exporting a  country commits  to  market its  product abroad on its  

own behal.  The  main advantage  here  is  that the  business  has  

control over its  products  and operations  abroad.  Indirect exporting,  

on the  other hand,  involves  hiring an export intermediary or  agent 

in  the  home  country to  market the  domestic  rms  product abroad.  

A common orm o indirect exporting is  piggybacking ,  where  

already existing distribution channels  o one  domestic  business  

are  used by another home  country business  trying to  sell  a  new 

product overseas.

By  the end  of this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  explain  the  methods of entry  into  international  markets

  examine the opportunities and  threats  posed  by  entry  into 

international  markets

  discuss the strategic and  operational  implications  of international  

marketing

  evaluate  the role  of cultural  diferences  in  international  marketing

  discuss the impl ications of globalization  for international  marketing.
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  Direct investment   which is  also  known as  oreign direct 

investment,  where  a  business  sets  up  production plants  abroad.  

One beneft o investing in production plants  in a  oreign country 

is  that a  business  gains  access  to  the  local market,  making products  

easily available  to  customers.  It also  becomes well versed in local 

market knowledge  and is  able  to  adapt its  products  accordingly to  

suit consumer needs  and wants.  Many companies  have  ollowed this  

route,  including Coca-Cola,  Nike,  Samsung,  and Toyota.

  Joint venture   this  is  a  business  arrangement where  two or more  

parties  agree  to  invest in a  particular business  project.  These  parties  

share  their resources,  with each being responsible  or the  costs,  

profts,  and losses  incurred.  However,  the  participants  have  their 

independent business  interests  separate  rom the  newly ormed joint 

venture.  For example,  in the  eort to  enter international markets,  

the  j oint venture  Virgin Mobile  India Limited,  which is  a  cellphone 

service  provider company,  was ormed rom Tata Tele  service  and 

Richard Bransons  Service  Group.  The  company ( joint venture)  

makes  use  o Tatas  CDMA network to  oer its  services  under the  

Virgin Mobile  brand name.

  International ranchising   this  is  a business arrangement where the  

ranchisor (a business in one country)  grants the ranchisee (a business  

in another country)  permission to use its  brand,  trademark,  concepts,  

and expertise in exchange or a ranchise ee and a percentage o the  

sales revenue as royalty.  Examples o businesses that have used this  

as  an international marketing strategy include Ocean Basket,  Steers,  

Wimpy and Nandos.  See unit 1  or more on ranchising.

Opportunities of entry  into international  markets
International marketing oers  many potential opportunities  or benefts   

or the  business  owner.  These  include  the  ollowing:

  A larger market   introducing a companys  products  to  a new market 

provides a greater reach or its  products,  which increases the customer 

base.  This  enables the business to  gain higher sales and proftability.  

This is  also an eective extension strategy when an existing product is  

in the saturation stage o its  product lie  cycle  in the home country but 

enters  a new market to  begin its  lie  cycle  aresh.

  Diversifcation   this  provides  an opportunity or businesses  to  

spread their risks  by investing in other countries.  D iversifcation 

reduces  dependence  on gaining sales  revenue rom just the  home 

market in case  o key risks  such an economic downturn.

  Enhanced brand image   the  global reach brought about by 

international marketing means that the  businesses  involved can be  

perceived to  be  more  successul  than those  that operate  only in the  

domestic market.  This  creates  greater brand prestige  that can drive  

brand loyalty.

  Gaining economies o scale   a business can increase its scale o 

operations through international marketing by selling more products  

abroad.  As a result,  this may reduce the average costs o production and 

Key terms

International  marketing

the marketing of goods and  

services across national  

boundaries

Globalization

the increasing worldwide 

competition  leading to  a  rise 

in  international  marketing

Piggybacking

the use of the existing 

d istribution  channels of one 

domestic business by  another 

home country  business trying 

to  sel l  a  new product overseas
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so make the business more competitive.  The business can then take  

advantage by increasing its proft mark-up and gaining higher profts.

  Forming new business  relationships   marketing overseas  can 

enable  a  business  to  make new contacts  with various  stakeholders,  

such as  suppliers  who may provide  good prices  or inputs,  or 

example  raw materials,  compared to  suppliers  in the  home market.  

These  contacts  can thereore  provide  opportunities  or increased 

efciency and proftability or home businesses.

threas posed by  enry  ino inernaional  markes
There  are  a  number o external environmental actors  that can be  a  

source  o major challenges  or businesses  engaging in international 

marketing:

  Economic challenges   the  inequitable  distribution o income in 

many countries  can pose  a  major problem or countries  wanting to  

market overseas.  Many developing countries  have  very low per-  

capita incomes or purchasing power and thereore  may lack the  

income to  buy the  products  being marketed.  Fluctuating exchange 

rates  and diering interest rates  also  pose  planning problems or 

businesses  willing to  market abroad.

  Political challenges   unstable  political regimes pose  a great threat 

to  domestic businesses willing to  operate in oreign markets,  due  

to  the  volatile  nature  o the  political arena.  The easy tendency or 

governments  to  change regulations also  increases  the  political risk o 

doing international business.  The increased threats  o global terrorism 

and civil unrest have also  heightened awareness  o which countries  

businesses should trade with.  The instability o the  Middle  East and 

the invasions o Aghanistan and Somalia are  some examples.

  Legal challenges   dierent countries  have  dierent laws that 

businesses  need to  abide  by i they are  to  market overseas.  For 

example,  the  EU is  known or its  strict policies  on anti-competitive  

behaviour,  advertising and product standards.  International 

marketers  must also  adhere  to  the  various consumer protection laws 

and intellectual property rights  that exist in other countries.

  Social challenges   dierences  in the  demographic or population 

structures  o dierent countries  should be  a  key consideration or 

international marketers.  In a  number o countries  in Europe  there  

is  an increasing older population,  while  in many Arican countries  

there  is  a  growing younger population.  Marketers  need to  be  aware  

o this  disparity and segment the  markets  accordingly i they are  to  

reap  any benefts.  The  composition o the  population in a  country in 

terms o gender or number o immigrants  present is  also  a  vital social 

actor to  consider.

  Technological challenges   the  growing use  o the  Internet has  

increased the  speed in the  way businesses  operate  on a global scale.  

However,  access  to  this  vital resource  is  still lacking in a  number o 

developing countries.  This,  coupled with limited inrastructure  and 

poor communication systems,  can have  a  drastic impact on how 

businesses  operate.
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the sraegic and  operaional  implicaions  

for inernaional  markeing
A well-dened strategic and operational plan is  crucial or a  business  

deciding to  operate  in international markets.  All sta need to  be  clear 

on the  vision,  mission,  values,  and objectives  that are  laid down by 

the  organization they are  working in.  This  will keep  them motivated 

and inspired to  work towards  ullling that dream.  However,  in some 

cases  long-term strategic plans are  very rigid and cannot survive  major 

changes  in the  external environment such as  economic and political 

changes.  Confict between internal stakeholders  may arise.  For example,  

there  may be  confict between managers  regarding the  dierence  

between a strategic issue  and an operational tactic.  A senior manager 

operating in a  oreign subsidiary company may consider increasing 

market share  as  a  strategic issue  while  another manager in the  home 

country headquarters  may view it as  an operational issue,  which would 

clearly result in a  clash in their priorities.

A rms  ability to  pursue  a  given international marketing strategy 

eectively depends  to  a  large  extent on the  aims and expectations  o its  

stakeholders.  These  stakeholders  play an important role  in providing the  

necessary support and resources  needed or strategy implementation.  

Successul rms careully identiy the  various  stakeholder groups  and 

ocus  on understanding their key expectations  and evaluating their 

power and infuence  so  as  to  get a  broader picture  o how to  more  

eectively operate  their businesses.

Hamel and Prahalad ( 1 996)  suggest  that,  or  rms  to  succeed in 

their  global  operations,  they have  to  perceive  the  changes  in  the  

international environment and develop  strategies  that will  enable  

them to  respond accordingly. 1  In  addition,  they argue  that early 

identication o changes  in  the  markets  and respective  industries ,  

together with  a  thorough analysis  o the  external  international 

marketing environment,  is  important or  global  survival.  For 

a  sustainable  competitive  advantage,  businesses  need to  have  

management oresight and emphasize  organizational learning.  Firms 

also  need to  understand that international markets  are  dynamic and 

need constant monitoring and evaluation.  Thereore,  as  markets  

change  so  should marketing strategies  and tactics .  Innovation as  

a  result  is  an  important competitive  variable ,  not only in  terms  o 

developing and improving  goods  or  services  but also  as  a  driver  o 

better  international marketing strategies .  The  challenge  posed to  

international marketers  is  to  have  the  discipline  to  conduct thorough 

market research continuously and have  a  clear  understanding o what 

is  required in  order  to  remain competitive.

For rms wanting to  be  successul in international markets,  Doole  

(2000)  suggested three  key aspects  that rms should incorporate  in to  

their strategies. 2  First,  they should have  a  clear international competitive  

ocus  achieved through a thorough knowledge  o the  international 

markets,  a  strong competitive  positioning,  and a strategic perspective  

1  Hamel, G and Prahalad, CK (1996)   Competing or the Future. Harvard Business School  Press. Boston, MA.
2  Doole,  I .  (2000)  How SMEs Learn  to  Compete Efectively  on  International  Markets,  Ph.D.
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that is  truly international.  Second,  they should incorporate  an eective  

relationship  strategy achieved through strong customer relations,  

a  commitment to  quality products  and service  and a dedication to  

customer service  throughout international markets.  Last but not least,  

a  well-managed organization should continuously emphasize  a  culture  

o learning.  Firms that are  innovative  and willing to  learn showed high 

levels  o energy and commitment to  international markets  and had 

eective  monitoring and control procedures  or all their international 

markets.

The  global business  environment is  becoming more  and more  

competitive  and only organizations  that can adapt to  the  changes  in 

external actors  will remain competitive  and continue taking advantage  

o the  opportunities  that arise  in international markets.

the role o culural  diferences in  inernaional  

markeing
Culture  plays  a  signifcant role  in international marketing.  Businesses  

that recognize  the  varying cultural dierences  globally in marketing 

their products  stand a better chance  o gaining a competitive  advantage  

than businesses  that do  not.

Language is  a  key component o culture  globally and understanding the  

meanings o words in dierent contexts  should be  a major priority or 

international marketers.  This  is  because,  in the  process  o translation,  

some words are  given totally dierent meanings rom the original and in 

some cases  the  translated words are  conusing or even oensive  to  the  

audience.  For example,  in China Coca-Cola initially sounded like  Kooke 

Koula  which means a thirsty mouthul o candle  wax  ater translation.  

Coca-Cola Company later had to  work on the  pronunciation to  sound 

like  Kee Kou Keele  which means  joyul tastes  and happiness .  Pepsi 

Colas  campaign Come Alive  with Pepsi  ailed in Germany because  

translated it meant Come Alive  out o the  Grave.  Silver Mist  was  

a model car manuactured by Rolls-Royce;  however,  mist  translated 

into German means dung.  General Motors  brand name Nova  was  

unsuccessul in Spain because  nova  in Spanish means no go.

The  diering roles  o men and women in society should also  be  

considered.  In Europe  and the  USA it is  common to  use  emale  models  

wearing bikinis  to  advertise  summer wear.  However,  this  would be  

against the  culture  o more  conservative  countries.  For example,  in 

the  United Arab Emirates  women are  expected to  cover their bodies  

completely.  An advertisement by Camay soap  in France  showing a 

husband washing his  wies  back was successul in France  but ailed in 

Japan as  women saw this  as  an invasion o privacy.

Local tastes  and preerences  are  another important cultural 

consideration.  In India,  McDonalds  had to  change  their bee burgers  to  

chicken burgers  because  the  Hindu religion does  not allow people  to  

consume bee.  In Kenya,  the  Maasai are  keen bee consumers.  Serving 

a Maasai household with fsh would be  considered inappropriate  and 

might even be  oensive.

 The Silver Mist was renamed  

Si lver Shadow to  avoid  an  

awkward  translation!
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Ethics  and culture  also  go  hand in hand.  For example,  chewing gum is  

banned in S ingapore  and is  viewed as  unethical;  however,  it is  allowed 

in many other countries.  Smoking in public is  allowed in some countries  

but banned in others.  Alcohol consumption is  only allowed or adults  

aged 21  and above  in the  USA;  however,  in many Arican countries  

anyone aged 1 8  years  and above  can consume alcohol.

There  are  many other signicant cultural issues  that businesses  must 

consider,  including symbols  and colours  used,  that have  a  great impact 

on how they penetrate  international markets.  Awareness  o all these  

cultural elements  is  vital or success  in international marketing.

the implicaions of globalizaion for inernaional  

markeing
Globalization,  mostly brought about by the  growing importance  o 

international trade  and the  growth o multinational companies,  has  

necessitated the  increased use  o international marketing.  Businesses  

will need to  consider the  ollowing implications  o globalization while  

conducting international marketing:

  Competition   globalization has  led to  many oreign businesses  

getting access  to  domestic markets,  so  rms in the  local markets  

have  had to  use  aggressive  marketing campaigns to  compete  with 

the  larger oreign multinationals.  Deregulation or the  liberalization 

o markets  has  also  increased global competition.  Firms that once  

enjoyed monopoly power in the  domestic market,  such as  Saaricom 

(a mobile  telecommunications provider)  in Kenya,  have  had to  ace  

it o with major cellphone subscriber giants  such as  Orange,  Yu,  

and Airtel.  However,  in some cases  oreign rms have  used anti-

competitive  measures  that have  driven local businesses  out o the  

country,  causing unrest among members  o the  public there.

  Changing consumer tastes  and expectations   the  infux o 

cultural exports,  which are  the  belies,  values,  and ideas  transerred 

rom one  country to  another,  are  changing how businesses  are  

operating today.  Indian curry is  very popular in the  UK,  while  the  

US  burger is  consumed widely in South Arica.  While  travelling,  

many consumers  expect to  see  their cultural dish available  in many 

countries.  Businesses  have  thereore  had to  adapt so  as  to  provide  a  

variety o ood products  to  meet this  growing consumer demand.  On 

the  other hand,  traditional oods in some countries  are  disappearing 

and being replaced by the  more  westernized dishes.

  Location decisions   choosing an appropriate  global location in 

which to  produce  or operate  can have  signicant international 

marketing advantages.  Many clothing and shoe  companies,  or 

example  Nike  and Adidas,  have  located to  India and China to  take  

advantage  o the  low cost o labour.  As  a  result o their cost savings  

they can use  the  extra money to  market their products  and reach a 

wider customer base.  However,  some o these  companies  have  been 

accused o acting unethically,  especially towards  their workers  and 

mostly with regard to  overexploitation.

CULTURE
When businesses market their 

products and services across 

international  boundaries, they need  

to understand each local  market 

individually.   

Carry out more research on how 

culture infuences international  

marketing. Which cultural actors 

do you think have the strongest 

infuence on international  

marketing? Why?  
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  Economies  of scale   in the  process  o overseas  expansion,  

businesses  have  been able  to  spread their xed costs  over an 

increased output.  This  has  lowered their average  costs  o production 

and increased the  possibility o gaining higher prots.  They have  also  

gained better negotiation power with suppliers  in their countries  o 

operation.  However,  some o the  oreign rms have  grown so  large  

in the  domestic context that they are  even able  to  infuence  the  

government to  set policies  that act in their avour.

Undoubtedly,  globalization has  played a major role  in international 

marketing.  A consideration o the  above  actors,  including their costs  and 

benets,  will assist rms in making better overseas  marketing decisions.

Student workpoint 4.14

Be a thinker

1 .  Evaluate  the  benets  and problems o overseas  expansion.

2 .  Discuss  how culture  has  infuenced current international 

marketing.

revision checklist

  International marketing is  the  marketing o goods  and services  rom 

one  country to  another.  It provides  businesses  with the  fexibility to  

dier in their marketing approach to  other countries.  Globalization is  

the  main causal actor to  the  rise  in international marketing.

  Modes o entry into  international markets  include  the  internet,  

exporting,  direct investment,  j oint ventures  and international 

ranchising.

  The opportunities  o international marketing include  a larger market 

share,  diversication,  enhanced brand image,  economies  o scale  and 

the  ormation o new business  relationships

  The threats  o international marketing include  political,  economic,  

social,  legal and technological challenges.

  Due to  the  global business  environment becoming more  competitive,  

businesses  that can adapt their strategies  to  suit the  changes  in 

external actors  will remain competitive  and continue to  take  

advantage  o the  opportunities  that arise  in international markets.

  As a result o the  signicant role  culture  plays  in international 

marketing,  businesses  that recognize  the  varying cultural dierences  

globally in marketing their products  stand a better chance  o gaining 

a competitive  advantage  than businesses  that do  not.

  Implications o globalisation that businesses  will need to  consider in 

international marketing include  competition,  changes  in consumer 

tastes  and expectations,  location decisions and economies  o scale.

TOK discussion

To what extent does the 

Internet provide true value to  

the customer?
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Practice question

Pacifc Blue

In 2007,  the  low cost airline  Pacifc Blue entered the  New Zealand 

market with an initial oer to  sell 70  000  tickets  at low prices  on fights  

between Auckland,  Christchurch and Wellington.  Almost hal o the  $29  

tickets  were  booked online  within hours .  Chie executive  B rett Godrey 

expressed his  surprise:   It almost caused our website  to  crash.

Air New Zealand and QANTAS,  the  established market leaders  were  quick 

to  respond to  the  new competitor by cutting prices  to  $49 .  A director 

o Air New Zealand doubted whether Pacifc Blue could sustain these  

prices  as  part o its  long-run strategy to  enter the  New Zealand market.  

She also  questioned whether the  company could satisy demand with 

only 2  planes or 1 1  scheduled fights  per day between Auckland and 

Wellington,  the  most popular route .  By contrast,  Air New Zealand uses  

7  planes  on the  same route .  A QANTAS director has  commented that 

Pacifc Blue could ace  signicant capacity utilization problems.

Brett Godrey accepted that Pacifc Blue might run at a  loss  initially,  but 

he  was  also  condent about penetration pricing:  we have  done this  

beore  in Australia and we have  money in the  bank to  survive  and hope  

to  oer more  routes,  subject to  government approval and the  support o 

the  New Zealand public.

Air New Zealand and QANTAS promised to  remain competitive.

[Source:  adapted  from The Age,  4 September 2007]

a)  Dene the  ollowing terms:

( i)  market leader [2  marks]

( ii)  penetration  pricing.  [2  marks]

b)  Explain two  other marketing strategies  that Pacifc Blue  

could have  used.  [6marks]

c)  Examine two  problems that Pacifc Blue could ace  when 

using penetration pricing.  [6marks]

d)  Evaluate  two  potential opportunities  and two  potential threats  

which Pacifc Blue could ace  when entering into  a  new international 

market.  [9 marks]  

IB ,  May 2009
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E-commerce  involves  the  buying and selling o goods  and services  

through electronic networks,  commonly via the  Internet.

the eaures o e-commerce
  Ubiquity   the  Internet is  widely available  at any time.  It can be  

accessible  at home,  at work,  or in hotels  or 24 hours  each day,  

7  days  a  week.

  Customization   individuals  can personalize  their messages  and 

decide  how they will be  delivered to  other individuals  or groups.

  Global reach   also  known as  the  worldwide  web,  the  Internet 

traverses  many national boundaries.

  Integration   the  Internet allows the  combined use  o audio,  video,  

and text messages  to  deliver a  marketing message.

  Universal standards   there  is  only one  set o Internet standards  

globally.

the efecs o changing echnology and 

e-commerce on he markeing mix
Technological advancements  such as  the  increased use  o iPads,  

smartphones,  and laptops,  and the  growing use  o e-commerce  today in 

business  transactions  have  had a great impact on the  marketing mix:

  Product.  With e-commerce,  businesses  such as  Amazon can sell 

to  a  wider customer base  than ever beore.  This  also  allows  them 

to  stock a  wide  range  o products  to  meet demand,  which could 

lead to  higher sales  and proftability.  Interactive  websites  such as  

Dell  online  allow customers  to  view and customize  a  product to  

suit their own specifcations.  This  can lead to  greater customer 

satisaction as  the  product is  delivered according to  the  individual 

needs  o the  consumer.

  Price.  C onsumers  can  now make  easy  price  comparisons  using 

websites  such  as  Google  product  search  that  can  search  or  price  

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  describe  the  eatures o e-commerce

  analyse the efects o changing technology  and  e-commerce on  the 

marketing mix

  distinguish  between  the  three types o e-commerce

  discuss the costs and  benets o e-commerce to rms and  consumers.
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inormation or  them.  They can  thereore  get  access  to  the  most 

competitive  global  prices  leading  to  good savings.  E - commerce  

has  also  led  to  the  increased use  o   a  direct  se lling  approach  rom 

manuacturer  to  consumer,  which  has  helped reduce  distribution 

costs  or  producers  and made  aordable  products  available  to  

consumers .

  Promotion.  E -commerce  has  provided an additional medium or 

businesses  using traditional promotion.  Many businesses  are  now 

supplementing their current promotional methods  with online  

advertising.  The  increased use  o pop-up  advertisements,  banners,  

and viral marketing has  led to  a  aster and more  cost-eective  spread 

o promotional material than ever beore.  E-commerce,  with the  

help  o technological tools,  provides  multiple  ways  or businesses  

to  promote  their products.  For example,  through a combined use  

o audio,  video,  text messages,  or picture  images,  a  promotional 

campaign is  bound to  be  more  eective  in the  eyes  o the  consumer.  

Feedback rom consumers  through online  surveys can urther help  

businesses  to  tailor products  to  their customers  specifc needs.

  Place.  E -commerce  has  defnitely reduced the  need or 

intermediaries  in the  chain o distribution.  This  has  led to  cost 

savings or manuacturers  o various  products.  However,  the  role  

o these  intermediaries  in the  marketing process  should not be  

disregarded.  For example,  the  personal appeal retailers  provide  to  

consumers  is  lost by trading over the  Internet,  which is  impersonal.  

On the  other hand,  the  Internet has  made it more  convenient 

or consumers  to  buy products   they no  longer have  to  visit the  

retail outlets.  Customers  searching or products  rom various  

global locations  will beneft rom the  many language  translation 

applications  available  on websites,  which they can download to  their 

technological tools  to  aid them in their purchasing decisions.

types of e-commerce
E-commerce  can be  categorized into  the  ollowing types.

Business-to-business  (B2B)  is  a  type  o e-commerce  where  a  business  

trades  with another business.  Goods  and services  are  bought and 

sold rom one  organization to  another.  This  could involve  producers  

transacting with wholesalers  or wholesalers  with retailers  in a  chain o 

distribution.  The  volume o transactions involved in B2B  businesses  is  

usually large.  Automobile  manuacturers  are  an example  o how B2B  is  

used.  In most cases,  vehicle  component parts  such as  batteries,  tyres,  and 

windows will be  sourced and purchased separately rom other dealers  by 

the  main auto  manuacturer.

Business  to  consumer (B2C)  is  e-commerce  carried out rom a 

business  to  a  particular end user who is  usually the  customer or 

consumer.  These  transactions  are  more  visible  to  the  public compared 

to  B2B  transactions.  Successul B2C  businesses  include  Amazon,  eBay,  

Priceline,  and Google.

Consumer to  consumer (C2C)  reers  to  e-commerce  that allows or 

transactions rom one  customer to  another.  C2C  businesses  provide  

Amazon is currently  the largest onl ine 

retailer in  the  world

gLOBaLiZatiOn
In  2013, the clothing retailer ASOS 

launched new websites for Russia  

and  China  and  eBay  produced  

a  new mobile  app especial ly  for 

shoppers in  Brazil .  

Do research on how globalization  

is infuencing e-commerce today 

and vice versa.  Can you think o 

any limitations o e-commerce in  

ostering globalization?
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opportunities  or individuals  to  interact and exchange with one  another 

in addition to  selling or buying products  to  or rom each other.  Examples  

o businesses  that ft well into  these  criteria are  eBay and Craigslist.

The benefts o e-commerce to  frms
  Firms can reach a wide  target market in an eort to  market and sell 

their products,  resulting in an increased customer base.

  It is  a  more  cost-eective  method to  use  in advertising a  frms  

product compared to  other means such as  television advertising.

  Social networking companies  such as  Facebook have  benefted rom 

high advertising revenue by selling their high-valued space.

  Reduced wastage  on paper is  noted by frms that insist that 

consumers  view instructions,  news,  or inormation on the  web  

instead o waiting to  be  sent relatively expensive  brochures  or 

newspapers.  This  helps  to  cut costs  or businesses.

The benefts o e-commerce to  consumers
  It is  convenient or consumers  because  they can trade  on the  Internet 

in the  comort o their location without having to  visit a  shop 

physically.

  Increased choice  is  also  a  key advantage  or consumers.  They can 

easily make comparisons o the  various products  on oer beore  

deciding to  make a purchase.

  Good online  customer service  increases  customers  satisaction and 

makes them happy.  For example,  delivery companies  such as  Fedex 

that deliver documents  provide  tracking numbers  to  customers  to  use  

online  to  check the  whereabouts  o their documents.

The costs o e-commerce to  frms
  Concerns by consumers  about Internet security regarding the  

payment process  may lower the  sales  and growth potential or frms.

  Businesses  spend signifcant sums trying to  fnd measures  to  curb  

online  raud by Internet criminals  trying to  gain access  to  customers  

accounts.

  Firms may be  vulnerable  to  competitors  who can gain access  to  their 

product details  and business  inormation.

  Setting up  and maintaining a  website  can prove  to  be  expensive  

or many businesses,  especially start-ups,  and may turn out to  be  a  

high-risk venture.

The costs o e-commerce to  consumers
  Consumers may not have  the  ability to  try or eel certain products  

beore  buying them.  For example,  many consumers  would like  to  sit 

on a  chair beore  buying it.

  Online  pop-up  advertisements  and advertising spam are  considered 

major distractions  and time-wasters  by consumers.

Key terms

E-commerce

the buying and  sel l ing o 

goods and  services through 

the internet.

Business to business (B2B)

a  type o e-commerce where a  

business trades with  another 

business.

Business to consumer (B2C)

a  type o e-commerce carried  

out rom a  business to  a  

particular end  user who is 

usual ly  the customer or 

consumer.

Consumer to consumer (C2C)

a  type o e-commerce that 

al lows or transactions rom 

one customer or consumer to  

another.  
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  In some countries,  consumers  may lack tools  such as  computers  or 

smartphones to  access  the  Internet.  Poor Internet connectivity is  also  

a  problem experienced by consumers  in some locations.

  When looking or inormation using a  search engine,  consumers  are  

sometimes  aced with too  much inormation ( inormation overload)  

and so  they resort to  using other means o getting the  product.

Student workpoint 4.15

Be an  inquirer

Examine how e-commerce  is  currently infuencing the  marketing 

strategies  o businesses.

revision checklist

  E-commerce  is  the  buying and selling o goods  and services  via the  

internet.

  Common eatures  o e-commerce  include  ubiquity,  customisation,  

global reach,  integration and universal standards.

  E-commerce  due  to  advancements  in technology has  had a great 

impact on the  marketing mix elements  o product,  price,  promotion 

and place  in businesses.

  The categories  o e-commerce  include;  Business  to  business  (B2B)  

where  a  business  trades  with another business,  Business  to  consumer 

(B2C)  which is  carried rom a business  to  a  customer or consumer 

and Consumer to  consumer (C2C)  which allows transactions  rom 

one  consumer or customer to  another.

  Benets  o e-commerce  include  a wider market reach,  cost 

eectiveness  and convenience  while  costs  o e-commerce  are  

internet security concerns,  increased competition and a lack o ability 

to  try out product beore  purchasing it.
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Practice question

Peace Frogs  (PF)

Peace  Frogs  (PF)  is  an American company selling clothes  and accessories  

that are  branded by a  rog making the  peace  sign.  PF  specializes  in 

teenage  and young-adult clothing.

The company started operations  in 1 985  with the  sale  o multi-coloured 

shorts  designed ater various  national fags  rom around the  world.  

Founder Catesby Jones  chose  the  name Peace  Frogs  because  the  rog is  

a  Native  American (American Indian)  symbol or peace  and,  in some 

cultures,  a  symbol or good luck.  As  the  shorts  reached maturity in the  

product lie  cycle,  the  company shited to  selling other items,  always  

branded with the  image  o the  peace  rog .

PF  products  include  T-shirts,  sweatshirts,  hats,  swimsuits,  stickers,  and 

other items.  In 2007  the  company introduced organic cotton T-shirts  to  

its  branded product line.  The  cotton meets  rigorous organic certication 

standards.  The  T-shirts  are  made without using chemicals  harmul 

to  the  environment.  The  company reuses  to  purchase  clothing rom 

manuacturers  that employ children or that do  not maintain rigorous  

saety standards.

PF  uses  e-commerce  and has  its  own retail stores  in 1 1  American states.  

S ince  1 998  the  company has  had multi-coloured vans  that drive  to  

shopping centres,  concerts  and theme parks  around the  country.  Drivers  

then sell PF-branded products,  using the  van as  a  retail store.

A concern among environmentalists  is  the  decline in the number o 

species  o rogs worldwide.  At present,  several species  o rogs ace  

extinction.  The destruction o their natural habitat is  the main threat or 

them.  PF  makes nancial contributions to  several organizations committed 

to  environmental protection,  which strengthens PFs  brand.

a)  Identiy two  eatures  o e-commerce.  [2  marks]

b)  Explain two  ways  PF  practices  ethical behaviour.  [6 marks]

c)  Analyse  the  benets  o two  methods o distribution  

o PFs  product.  [5 marks]

d)  Discuss  the  importance  and role  o branding or PF.  [7 marks]

IB ,  May 201 2
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5.1  The role  of operations management

5  O perat i O n s  m an agem e n t

Wh  oo?
Operations reer to  the  undamental activities  o organizations:  what 

they do  and what they deliver,  i.e.  how they produce  the  goods  and 

services  that meet consumers  needs and wants.  Every organization is  a  

producer o something.  When we think o production processes,  we  tend 

to  imagine  a  large  actory with long lines  o sophisticated machines,  but 

production can take  a  variety o orms.  There  are  the  large-scale  capital-

intensive  production lines  such as  oil refneries  or car plants,  but a  small 

bakery,  a  restaurant,  and a school are  also  all organizations  with an end 

product.  The  art o managing production to  get the  best end product is  

called operations  management.

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  defne operations and  describe  their relationship  with  other business 

unctions

  comment on  operations management in  organizations producing 

goods and/or services

  discuss operations management strategies and  practices or 

ecological ,  social  (human  resource) ,  and  economic sustainabi l ity .

Operations may be  easier to  understand in the  case  o the  secondary 

sector,  with the  image  o a  large  actory with long lines  o sophisticated 

machines;  however,  operations  are  ound in all sectors,  or example:

  in the  primary sector,  mining or harvesting

  in the  secondary sector,  industrial manuacturing

th f coy
In  ancient Ch ina ,  imperia l  and  private  workshops,  m i l ls  and  smal l  

manuactories  had  been  employed  since  the  Eastern  Zhou  Dynasty  (771

221  BC) ,  as  noted  in  the  h istorica l  text o the  Zhou Li.  I n  Europe,  large  m i l ls  

and  manuactories  were  establ ished  in  ancient Rome.  The  Ven ice  Arsenal  

provides  one  o the  frst examples  o a  actory  in  the  modern  sense  o the  

word .  Founded  in  1104 in  Ven ice,  I ta ly ,  severa l  hundred  years  beore  the  

Industria l  Revolu tion ,  i t mass-produced  sh ips  on  assembly  l ines  using 

manuactured  parts.  The  Ven ice  Arsenal  apparently  produced  nearly  one  

sh ip  every  day  and ,  a t i ts  height,  employed  16  000  people.
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  in the  tertiary sector,  open-heart surgery

  in the  quaternary sector,  business  consultancy.

Student workpoint 5.1

Be a thinker

1 .  List ten organizations  that you know.  Try to  cover a  range  o 

types  ( e.g.  sole  trader,  charity)  and sectors  (e.g.  primary and 

quaternary) ,  as  studied in unit 1 .2 .

2 .  Identiy the  main operations o those  organizations.  Are  they 

always straightorward?  Why is  that?  

The  study o operations  provides  the  opportunity to  investigate  how 

products  are  made  at a  very concrete  level.  Look around you  at this  

book,  your computer,  your clothes,  the  urniture  in your school and 

in your house,  your parents  car.  They are  all manuactured,  using raw 

materials  ( such as  cellulose  pulp  extracted rom wood or your book)  

that go  through a process  o transormation.  A simple  inputoutput 

model can represent how operations are  the  result o a  transormational 

process  ( see  Figure  5 .1 .1 ) .  The  fnished product can then be  packaged,  

transported,  maybe  exported or imported,  and then commercialized and 

sold or bought.

INPUT materia ls  OUTPUT  materia ls

R
a
w
 m

a
te
ri
a
ls

F
in
is
h
e
d
 p
ro
d
u
ct

OPERATIONS:

PROCESS,

TRANSFORMATION  

Figure 5.1.1.  I nputoutput model

Student workpoint 5.2

Be a thinker

1 .  Apply the  inputoutput model to  an organization that you have  

studied,  or example  the  organization you chose  or your IA.  How 

useul is  that model?

2 .  Apply the  inputoutput model to  your school;  what corresponds 

to   the  input ,   the  process  and the  output?  What conclusions  

can you draw rom this?  
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Operations and  the other business functions

Operations can be  described as  the  how to  o business  management.  

Operations are  closely linked to  the  other unctions:

  Operations  deliver the  what  question o an organizations  

objectives  ( see  Unit 1 ) ,  or example  manuacturing cars  or cutting 

someones  hair.

  Operations  are  done by people  ( see  Unit 2 ) ,  directly in the  case  o the  

hairdresser,  or indirectly in the  case  o the  car actory worker who 

controls  and programmes the  manuacturers  machines.

  Operations  need unding ( see  Unit 3 )  and all nancial aspects  must 

be  careully budgeted and monitored,  or example  to  pay the  car 

actory workers  salary or to  ensure  that the  hairdresser breaks  even.

  Operations  produce  goods  and services  that must be  marketed ( see  

Unit 4) ,  promoted and sold at the  right price  to  the  right audience,  

so  that both the  hairdressing salon and the  car manuacturer are  

successul.

The relationship between operations and the other business unctions  

is  easy to  understand:  all business  unctions depend on one another.  

As a consequence,  the operations manager o a large company is  in a  

good position to  work with the other departments and make valuable  

recommendations.  Here  are  some examples:

  The  operations  manager has  direct  experience  o the  economies  o 

scale  or  diseconomies  o  scale  that may take  place  on the  actory 

foor (Unit  1 . 6 ) ,  or  may help  identiy  some  o the  strengths  and 

weaknesses  o the  organization (Unit  1 . 3 )  that other departments  

would not necessarily  know about,  or  example  machinery 

obsolescence  or  likely costs  o maintenance  in  the  oreseeable  

uture.

  The  operations  manager can suggest  which orms  o non-nancial 

rewards  ( such as  j ob  rotation or  teamwork)  may be  suitable  ( or 

not)  or  the  organization (Unit  2 . 4) :  the  HR manager may not 

appreciate  the  act that some  orms  o motivation may be  very 

good in  theory,  but not in  practice .

  The  operations  manager may know which production costs  ( such 

as  some  semi-variable  energy costs)  could be  cut (Unit  3 . 2 ) ,  which 

would in  turn have  an  impact on the  break-even point and the  

organizations  margin o saety (Unit  3 . 2 ) .

  The  operations  manager can advise  on which product extension 

strategies  (Unit  4. 5 )  may be  easily  implemented ( or not) .  The  

marketing manager may have  interesting ideas  that would,  

however,  result  in  diseconomies  o scale .

As  a  consequence,  it  is  important that you  understand that operations  

is  not j ust about doing and delivering  ( despite  the  negative  image  

that operations  may sometimes  have) :  operations  management is  

an  integral  part  o  the  organization and its  decision-making process.

In  the hairdressing salon,  

operations are carried  out directly  

by  employees
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Student workpoint 5.3

Be a thinker

1 .  Find an organizational chart o an organization showing the  

relationships  between workers,  with levels  o hierarchy and 

chains o command.

2 .  On that organizational chart,  identiy the  department and the  

workers  responsible  or operations.  How are  they linked to  

the  workers  in the  other business  unctions?  What can you 

conclude?

Operations and the production of goods or services

Production is  usually defned as  the  creation o physical products  (goods)  

or non-physical products  ( services) .  Earlier units  ( such as  1 .1  and 4.1 )  

have  used this  distinction between goods and services,  but in terms 

o production it may not be  as  undamental and clear-cut.  Although 

some products  can be  either goods  or services,  there  is  also  a  range  o 

products  between the  two extreme types,  and there  can be  an overlap  in 

defnitions,  as  shown in Table  5 .1 .1 .

Table 5.1.1.  Range o goods and  services

Goods High physical  content but 

with some services

High service content 

but with some physical  

products

Services

Mobile  phone,  smartphone Cosmetic surgery Airl ine  travel Music concert

Consumer gets the product 

but there  may  also be  ater-

sales service (or example 

in  cases o malunction  or 

when updates are needed)

Consumer gets the new 

nose,  breasts or wrinkle-

ree ace but there is 

extensive treatment beore 

and  ater the  operation

Customers travel  rom A to  

B  but they  may  have a  meal  

and  watch  a  lm,  al l  part 

o the experience that the 

airl ine ofers

Assuming that consumers 

dont buy  the T-shirt or the 

CD  or even  the sponsors 

sot drink,  they  only  pay  or 

the pleasure o the  music

This  may also  be  represented through a continuum,  as  shown in 

Figure  5 .1 .2 :

Pure goods Combination  o goods and  services Pure  services 

Figure 5.1.2.  Continuum o goods and  services.

Student workpoint 5.4

Be a thinker

1 .  Consider the  continuum between pure  goods  and pure  

services .  Locate  some examples  o products  on this  continuum.

2 .  How useul do  you fnd this  visual representation between 

the  two extremes?  Can you apply it to  other areas  o business  

management?  And maybe  even to  other areas  o knowledge?  
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There  could not be  a  business  without some orm o operations,  even 

i in the  tertiary and quaternary sector it is  not always easy to  identiy 

exactly where  the  operations take  place.  Think o a  book author,  or 

example  ( such as  the  author o the  book you are  reading) .  Where  did 

the  operations take  place?  In his  mind,  as  he  thought about the  text?  On 

his  computer,  as  he  wrote  the  sentences?  In his  home ofce?  Or when 

he  was  walking his  dog,  thinking about the  chapters  he  would write?  

Or what i he  was  travelling:  in the  plane  or the  troposphere?  And 

ultimately,  does  it matter?  For goods and services  alike,  operations  are  

essential,  but the  notion must be  adapted to  the  situation.  The  secondary 

sector and the  manuacturing o goods  still provide  the  best contexts  in 

which to  examine the  operations o a  business.

Operations management and  sustainability
In our typical example  o a  large  actory,  operations  management is  

about planning,  organizing,  and controlling the  dierent elements  and 

stages  o the  production process,  rom choosing the  most appropriate  

raw materials  and equipment,  to  ensuring that the  fnished product is  o 

the  standard required.  The  inputoutput model (Figure  5 .1 .1 )  reminds  

us  o the  responsibilities  o an operations  manager.  I the  fnished 

product is  not o the  standard required ( or example,  it is  deective) ,  

the  operations manager will need to  identiy where  in the  process  an 

error occurred.  The  role  o the  operations  manager,  however,  is  wider 

than just ensuring that production is  correctly planned and executed;  

operations  managers  also  have  to  take  several other actors  into  account.  

These  actors  all into  three  categories:

  economic actors

  social actors

  ecological ( also  called environmental)  actors.

Economic factors  reer to  the  act that budgets  must be  respected;  

wastage  must be  kept to  a  minimum and,  whenever possible,  urther 

savings should be  made,  or example  through greater efciency.  This  

is  usually measured in monetary terms.  For example,  in some cases  it 

may possible  to  cut some unnecessary costs,  such as  energy costs.  The  

aim is  to  use  the  available  resources  and raw materials  to  their best 

advantage   ultimately ensuring proftability over the  long term (as  a  

proftable  organization is  more  likely to  continue to  operate  rom one  

year to  the  next) .  This  is  also  called economic sustainability.

Social factors  reer to  the  act that more  and more  organizations  are  

becoming aware  o their responsibility towards  their workers,  as  internal 

stakeholders,  and towards  local communities,  as  external stakeholders.  

As  a consequence,  they seek to  ensure  that all employees  are  airly 

treated,  that their working conditions  are  acceptable,  and that the  

quality o lie  or local people  is  not negatively aected by the  decisions  

taken by the  organization ( or example  in the  case  o expansion or 

relocation) .  This  is  also  called social sustainability.

Ecological (or environmental)  factors  reer to  the  act that 

more  and more  managers  understand the  negative  impact that their 

organization may have  on the  natural environment,  especially dierent 
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orms o pollution,  such as  air pollution ( rom carbon monoxide  and 

CFCs) ,  water pollution ( industrial waste  near actories,  mills,  and mines) ,  

or noise  pollution ( industrial noise  that can also  aect the  workers  

themselves,  or example  in a  noisy environment such as  ship  building) .  

This  is  also  called ecological sustainability  ( or environmental 

sustainability) .

Economic sustainability,  social sustainability and ecological sustainability 

are  also  called the  three  pillars  o sustainable  development .  Their 

combination is  called the  triple  bottom line .  It is  oten represented in a  

Venn diagram,  as  shown in Figure  5 .1 .3 .

Ecological

sustainabi l ity

Economic

sustainabil ity

Socia l

sustainabi l ity

Figure 5.1.3.  The  triple  bottom l ine

This   triple  bottom line  stresses  the  act that business  decisions should 

not only consider nancial aspects  ( i.e.  breaking even and making 

money or shareholders) ,  but also  the  well-being o local communities  

and the  natural environment.  Although this  is  relevant or all business  

unctions,  it is  particularly relevant or operations,  as  manuacturing 

activities  may have  more  negative  impacts  than marketing campaigns  or 

nancial transactions.  In many cases,  though,  the  triple  bottom line  

remains  an ideal rather than a reality,  as  economic aspects  largely drive  

most commercial organizations.

Student workpoint 5.5

Be a thinker

1 .  How can you link sustainability  and the  triple  bottom line  to  

notions  that you have  studied in Unit 1 ,  such as  corporate  social 

responsibility (CSR)  and social enterprise?

2 .  Consider one  organization that you have  studied.  How important 

is  the  triple  bottom line  in the  decisions  made by senior 

managers?  Why?

3 .  Can you think o examples  o situations  o confict between 

dierent types  o sustainability ( economic,  social,  and ecological) ?

This  is  an example  o one  small business  organization and its  strategies  

and practices  or economic,  social,  and ecological sustainability.

Key terms

Economic sustainability

the need  to  use available  

resources and  raw materials 

to  their best advantage,  

u ltimately  ensuring 

proftabil ity  and  fnancial  

perormance

Social  sustainability

the need  to  take human 

actors into account,  both  

internal ly  (e.g.  workers)  

and  external ly  (e.g.  local  

communities) ,  when making 

business decisions

Ecological  sustainability  

the need  to  take ecological  

actors into account when 

making business decisions 

(especial ly  about nature and  

ecosystems)

Triple bottom l ine

the need  to  take economic,  

social ,  and  ecological  actors 

into  account when making 

business decisions
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rvision chcklis
  Operations  are  the  undamental activities  o organizations.

  Operations  are  done by people   human resources.

  Operations  need to  be  unded  accounts  and nance.

  Operations  produce  goods  and services  which need to  be  promoted 

and sold at the  right price   marketing and sales.

  Operations  management is  infuenced by economic,  social and 

environmental actors.  Operations should aim to  be  sustainable  in all 

three  areas.

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y th Casa Blanca eco-lodg

The  word  eco-

lodge is  used  to  

describe  a  type  o 

accommodation  

( lodge)  that is  

environmenta l ly  

riend ly  (eco-

riend ly ) .  Eco-

lodges a im  to  

m in im ize  their negative  impacts  on  the  environment 

and  they  make  th is  very  clear in  a l l  their promotiona l  

materia ls.  They  oten  receive  ocia l  certicates  

conrming that they  u l l l  the  criteria  o susta inable  

development.

The  Casa  B lanca  Eco-lodge  is  located  in  the  Mayan  

mounta ins  o Bel ize  in  Centra l  America .  I t  targets  three  

types  o visitor:  rich  tourists  and  jet-setters  who  seek 

an  exotic,  nature-based  hol iday  experience;  young 

backpackers  keen  to  see  non-coasta l  parts  o Bel ize;  

and  environmenta l  scientists  working on  research  or 

conservation  projects.

The rainorest around the eco-lodge oers many  

opportunities or exploration  and  adventure. Visitors can go  

horseriding or hiking up the many  canyon trails with  a  local  

guide, or they  may  preer to  canoe down the nearby  rivers.  

The abundant bio-diversity  o auna and  fora  contributes 

to the tourist appeal  o the area, rom its butterfies to its  

jaguars, rom its iguanas to its toucans, not to  mention  the  

rare black orchids unique to that environment.

Lu is  Mori l lo  Med ina  opened  The  Casa  B lanca  Eco-lodge  

in  2006.  Here  is  an  extract rom  an  in terview with  Lu is  

that was  publ ished  in  the  magazine  Eco-tourism  Today  

in  2012:

  Lu is,  why  d id  you  set up  th is  business venture?

  O course I realized that there was a  market 

opportunity,  but I also  wanted to  do  something  

or the local community.  You see,  I grew up here  

beore I moved to  Belize City  where I worked in  the  

hospitality  industry.  I am  very  attached to  this area  

which  has so  much  to  ofer.  With  the eco-lodge,  we 

want to  give tourists the chance to  discover the  

beauty o the area,  yet without destroying what we 

have.  We are totally  embracing the principles o eco-

tourism  and sustainable development.

  Lu is,  can  you  give  us  some concrete  examples o 

what that means?

  For example,  all our electricity  is  produced rom  

solar power,  and all our water is  supplied by  a  

nearby  mountain  spring.  We make sure  that we 

stay  in  harmony  with  the  natural environment.

  So  the  eco-lodge  is  a l l  about integrating the  

accommodation  in  i ts  environment,  is  that correct?

  Yes,  th is  is  true,  although  we go  urther than  that.  

We are  ully  integrated in  the  local economy;  or 

example we only  employ  local people  and we only  

use ood produced rom  local suppliers.

Questions

1. Which  strategies and  practices or economic, social,  

and  ecological  sustainabil ity  can  you  identiy?

2 .  Can  you  suggest to  Lu is  Mori l lo  Med ina  other 

strategies  and  practices  to  ensure  the  economic,  

socia l ,  and  ecologica l  susta inabi l i ty  o the  Casa  

B lanca  Eco-lodge?

TOK discussion

 Is operations management 

an art or a  science?

 In  terms o operations 

and  production,  is  there  a  

dierence between goods 

and  services?

 Are good  working 

conditions universal ly  

the  same al l  over the  

world,  or could  they  vary  

by  country  or by  culture?
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5.2  Production  methods

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  dene and  explain  the  ol lowing production  methods:

  job  or customized  production

  batch  production

  mass production

  fow,  l ine,  or process production

  cel lu lar manuacturing

  recommend  the most appropriate  method  o production  or a  

given  situation.

A business organization,  such as a actory manuacturing cars or cakes,  

may use a range o production methods.  The main methods o production 

are defned in Table 5 .2 .1 ,  which also provides some typical examples or 

large,  complex products (cars)  and smaller,  simpler ones (cakes or cookies) .

Table 5.2.1.  The  main  methods o production

Type Defnition Example

Job 

(customized)  

production  

Production  o a  special  one-o 

product made to  a  specic order 

(or one individual  customer) .

Custom-made cars with  

individual ized  accessories.

A personalized wedding 

cake ollowing the bride and  

grooms own design, avourite  

colours and required size.

Batch  

production  

Production o a  group o identical  

products (the word batch reers 

to the act that the items in  each  

group go together rom one stage 

o production to the next) .

Car models with  diering 

eatures or each  model .

A series o cookies in  

dierent favours: chocolate  

chip, peanut, and coconut.

Mass 

production

Production  o a  high  volume 

(hence the word  mass)  o 

identical,  standardized  products.

Flow production,  process 

production,  and  l ine production  

are alternative terms that stress 

one particular aspect o the 

mass-production  process.

Cars that are made to  a  

standard  design.

Identical ,  undierentiated  

cookies produced  or a  

mass market.

Cel lular 

production

Cel lular manuacturing (also 

cal led  cel l  production)  is a  orm 

o mass production  in  which the 

fow is broken up by  teams o 

workers who are responsible or 

certain  parts o the l ine.
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Job production

Job  production is  a  production method normally associated with 

the  highest end o the  market,  where  the  emphasis  is  on quality and 

originality,  and the  producer can charge  premium prices.  Production is  

market-oriented,  with the  client deciding precisely what the  product 

should be.  This  is  also  called customized production,  which means that 

the  order is  made or a  specic customer.

Job  production requires  clear objectives  and careul planning,  which 

means there  may be  a  longer development phase  o the  product lie  

cycle.  The  client may require   and expect  greater consultation during 

the  process  and even ater the  product has  been created.  It is  likely that 

the  same ormat would be  inappropriate  another time.  This  can add to  

the  time taken to  produce  the  product,  as  there  may not be  a  successul 

blueprint  to  use.

Advantages

  The mark-up  is  likely to  be  high.

  Clients  get exactly what they want.

  This  production method is  likely to  motivate  skilled workers  working 

on individual projects.

  It can be  a  fexible  production method.

Disadvantages

  This  production method can be  expensive,  requiring skilled workers  

and non-standardized materials.

  It is  likely to  be  time consuming,  as  there  is  much more  consultation 

with the  client than when using other production methods.

  There  is  a  possibility that the  product might ail because  o the  lack o 

knowledge  o the  client.  This  may refect badly on the  business.

  This method can be very labour intensive and reliant on skilled 

workers.

Batch production

Batch production is  normally associated with the middle o the market,  

where the emphasis is  on quality and aordability.  Products  are  still 

market-oriented;  customers are oered customized products,  but using a  

range o standardized options.  This  method o production requires careul 

planning,  as  the components or the products need to  be  interchangeable.  

Some consultation will need to  be  made with customers,  as  their needs  

have to  be  taken into account,  although the exact options may be  limited.  

Market research can replace that consultation.

Advantages

  Businesses  can achieve  economies  o scale  ( or example  when a small 

manuacturer makes  savings on its  budget by bulk buying,  or a  group 

o operators  pools  resources) .

  Batch production allows customers  more  choice   and so  captures  

more  market share.
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  Batch production may be  useul or trialling products,  especially 

through smaller quantities.

  Batch production may help  deal with unexpected orders.

Disadvantages

  Businesses  may lose  production time as  machines are  recalibrated 

and/or retooled ( this  is  known as  down time) .

  Businesses  may need to  hold large  stocks  o work ( in case  o 

unexpected orders) .

  The sizes  o batches are  dependent on the  capacity o the  machinery 

(or o labour)  allocated to  them.

It should be  recognized,  however,  that increasingly sophisticated 

automation is  now allowing greater customization,  even in a  mass-

production environment.

mass production
As it names indicates,  mass  production is  all about quantity:  mass  

production reers  to  the  production o a  high volume o standardized 

products,  typically by using a  continuous fow o raw materials  along an 

assembly line.  Labour is  usually unskilled;  its  main role  may be  one  o 

quality control or robotic unctions,  so  there  is  a  good argument or the  

automization o this  method o production (as  machines do  not need 

regular breaks  and can be  relied on to  produce  to  the  same standard 

every time they are  set) .  Mass  production,  however,  requires  careul 

planning in order to  synchronize  all the  stages  o the  production process.  

For the  process  to  be  viable,  the  production must rely on large,  reliable  

orders  or the  nal product.  There  is  likely to  be  a  large  sunk cost  in 

setting up  this  method and this  investment must be  recouped by selling a  

high volume o the  standardized products.  The  product is  thereore  sold 

at the  low end o the  market and in large  quantities.

The term fow production  is  sometimes used as a synonym or mass  

production;  this term stresses the act that the business uses a continuous 

fow o materials along an assembly line ( this is  the common image o a  

Taylorist actory with long conveyor belts routing the product through the  

dierent stages o production without any pause) .  Likewise,  the terms line  

production  and process production  are used,  too,  stressing the idea o 

a line (where the end product is  gradually created,  step by step)  and o a  

process ( i.e.  a progression through dierent stages in a particular order) .

Advantages

  Once set up,  the  system needs  little  maintenance.

  The business  can cater or large  orders,  thereby achieving 

considerable  economies  o scale.

  Labour costs  may be  low as  the  jobs  required are  relatively unskilled 

and with a ully automated process  they are  even replaceable.

  The business  can respond to  an increase  in orders  very quickly,  as  the  

process  has  already been set up.

 In  mass production,  most process 

are automated. In  this factory,  

bottles are transported  from one 

machine to another
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Disadvantages

  Set-up  costs  will be  high.

  Breakdowns are  costly,  as  the  whole  assembly line  may have  to  stop.

  The business  is  very dependent on a steady demand rom a large  

segment o the  market.

  The system is  infexible:  i there  are  sudden changes  in demand,  the  

business  may well be  let holding large  stocks  o unwanted products.

  The production process  can be  demotivating or workers  doing 

robotic activities.

Comparison  o the main  production  methods
The three  main methods  o production may be  compared according to  

dierent criteria ( such as  set-up  time) ,  as  shown in Table  5 .2 .2 .

Table 5.2.2.  Comparison  o the three production  methods

Job production Batch production Mass production

Set-up time There is a  long set-up time as 

there is a  new set-up or every  

new job.

As set-up is usual ly  a  

modication  o an  existing 

process,  set-up time can  be 

reasonably  ast.  Otherwise it 

is as or mass production.

There is a  very  long set-

up as it takes time to  

synchronize the whole  

process.

Cost per unit High Medium Low

Capital  (machinery) This can  be exible  as it depends 

on  specic use.

A mixture o machines is 

used,  but this method  is 

based  on  general-purpose 

machines.

This can  involve large 

numbers o general-purpose 

machines designed  or a  

specic unction.

Labour Highly skilled workers are needed   

and may be crat workers.

Workers are  semi-skil led  

and  need  to  be  exible.

Workers are  unskil led  and  

need  minimum training.

Production  time This is l ikely  to  be  long. Once set up,  production  can  

be swit.

Production  is swit.

Stock This involves low quantities o 

raw materials and  nished  stock 

but a  high  amount o work in  

progress.

High  quantities o raw 

materials are needed  

(bufer stocks) .  There wil l  be  

medium amounts o work in  

progress and  nished  stock.

There wil l  be  high  quantities 

o raw materials and  

nished  stock and  a  low 

amount o work in  progress.

Cellular manufacturing
Also  called cell production ,  cellular manuacturing is  a  orm o 

mass  production in which the  fow is  broken up  by teams  o workers  

who  are  responsible  or certain parts  o the  line.  This  is  a  more  recent 

attempt to  improve  mass-production techniques  by allowing teams o 

workers  to  operate  as  sel- contained units  ( called cells  or sometimes  

pods )  with more  autonomy and responsibility,  in order to  motivate  

them more.
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Student workpoint 5.6

Be a thinker

1 .  Can you link cellular manuacturing  with other elements that you 

have studied,  such as teamwork and empowerment (Unit 2 .4)  or 

project-based organizational structures (Unit 2 .2) ?

2 .  Can you link cellular manuacturing  to  some motivation 

theories  (Unit 2 .4) ?

3 .  Can you identiy and explain the  disadvantages  o cellular 

manuacturing,  compared with other methods  o production?

Many traditional manuacturing businesses  have  been drawn to  this  

method,  as  well as  many o the  newer industries  in the  quaternary 

sector.  It is  believed that cell production can lead to  a  greater competitive  

advantage  or many manuacturers,  as  they can achieve  the  three  

aims o improving quality,  increasing productivity,  and reducing costs  

o production.  Quality improvements  will come rom the  cooperative  

nature  o the  production,  with members  o the  team being directly 

responsible  or their own quality checking.  This  should lead to  less  

wastage  and lower rejection rates.  It is  also  easier to  halt production in 

a  cell compared with an assembly line,  so  i there  is  a  quality problem 

it can be  dealt with quickly and without aecting other parts  o the  

production process.  Besides,  by working as  part o a  close-knit team,  

each worker is  given greater responsibility compared with the  robotic 

and repetitive  nature  o working on an assembly line.

Changing production method
Once a business  has  chosen and implemented a particular production 

method,  it can be  dicult and costly to  change.  At the  very least,  this  

may involve  retooling machines,  redeploying human resources  and 

renancing the  new system.  At its  most drastic,  a  business  could decide  

to  re-engineer itsel:  this  means that the  company completely reworks 

itsel,  not only by changing the  production process,  but also  the  entire  

organization o the  business.  Business  re-engineering was a  ashionable  

management tool in the  1 990s,  but not so  much now.

Changing production method would have  implications  or all the  

business  unctions.

These  are  some o the  implications or HR :

  Some workers  may have  to  be  redeployed,  retrained,  or even let go,  

so  human resources  would need to  be  careully managed.

  Rening the  roles  and responsibilities  o workers  and middle  

managers  would require  careul planning.

These  are  some o the  implications or marketing :

  Production runs  can refect the  orientation o a  business  as  well as  

the  choice  o product available  to  the  consumer,  so  the  image  or 

perception o the  business  may be  altered.
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  Distribution channels  may be  aected,  which may lead to  diering 

response  times.

  Changes  in costs  o production could be  passed on to  the  consumer 

through changes  in price  (which are  likely to  mean an increase,  at 

least in a  short term,  to  pay or the  transition costs) .

These  are  some o the  implications  or fnance :

  Changing production method will have  an impact on stock control,  

which aects  costs.

  Changes  may take  time and could interrupt current production,  

causing delays  in the  working capital cycle.

  Any change  will need fnancing,  whether it is  short term or or 

signifcant developments  that may require  major long-term unding.

What is the most appropriate method of 

production for a  given situation?
The most appropriate  method will vary rom business  to  business   there  

is  no  one  correct method.  Factors  aecting the  decision include:  

  the  target market  or example,  the  business  may be  producing a 

high volumes o a  low-cost product or a  very large  market with little  

disposable  income

  the  state  o existing technology  this  can limit how exible  

production can be

  the  availability o resources   fxed capital,  working capital,  and 

human capital

  government regulations or example,  a  business  may have  to  meet 

certain targets  or recycling or waste  emissions.

Once  a  business  has  a  particular production method in place,  it  is  

not easy to  change  it,  because  o the  opportunity costs  involved.  

However,  it  may be  possible  and suitable  to  combine  dierent methods.  

Combining production methods,  when appropriate,  may result in 

integrating the  advantages  o each dierent model and making the  

business  more  productively efcient.  For example,  a  Thai restaurant 

might have  a  continuous  supply o a  staple  ood such as  green curry,  

but would produce  batches  o a  less  popular dish,  or example  Tom 

Yam soup,  and would even be  able  to  make  a  special order on demand.  

Likewise,  Apple  might mass-produce  its  most amous  iPhones  and 

iPads,  but could also  have  limited editions  o luxury gold-plated 

$30  000  models.  In this  way,  the  business  can achieve  economies  o 

scale  rom the  mass-produced products,  while  satisying the  need or 

changes  in demand or more  customized and higher-market products.  

There  is  no  single  recipe  suggesting that a  particular business  should 

adopt a  particular production method:  there  are  always  advantages  and 

disadvantages  to  be  compared and contrasted beore  a  recommendation 

can be  made.

Key terms

Job or customized production

production o a special  one-of 

product made to a specic order 

(or one individual  customer)

Batch production

production  o a  group o 

identical  products (the word  

batch reers to  the act that 

the  items in  each  group go 

together rom one stage o 

production  to  the next)

Mass production

production  o a  high  volume 

(hence the word  mass)  

o identical ,  standardized  

products

Flow, l ine or process 

production

alternative terms that stress 

one particular aspect o the  

mass-production  process

Cellular manufacturing

a  orm o mass production  in  

which  the ow is broken up 

by  teams o workers who are  

responsible  or certain  parts 

o the  l ine
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revision checklist

  Job  (or customized)  production is  market-oriented,  meaning that the  

customer or client decides  what the  product should be.  This  is  oten 

production o a  special,  one-o product.

  Batch production creates  a  group o identical products,  which can be  

customized.

  Mass  production creates  a  high volume o identical,  standardized 

products.

  Flow,  line  or process  production is  an aspect o mass  production,  

wherein a business  has  a  constant fow o materials  in the  production 

process.

  Cellular manuacturing is  a  orm o manuacturing in which teams o 

workers  are  responsible  or certain parts  o the  production process.

TOK discussion

 Is there always an ideal  

production method? Or 

does that depend on who 

decides?

 What evidence and  whose 

experiences should  

business leaders consider 

when deciding on  the 

production  method?
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5.3 Lean production and quality management (HL only)

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:
 outl ine the ol lowing eatures o lean  production:

  less waste

  greater efciency

 distinguish  between  the ol lowing methods o lean  production:

  continuous improvement (kaizen)

  just-in-time (J IT)

  kanban

  andon

 explain  the eatures o cradle-to-cradle  design  and  manuacturing

 outl ine the eatures o qual ity  control  and  qual ity  assurance

 explain  the ol lowing methods o managing qual ity :

  qual ity  circle

  benchmarking

  total  qual ity  management (TQM)

 examine the  impact o lean  production  and  TQM  on  an  organization

 explain  the importance o national  and international  quality  standards.

What is lean production?
Lean production  (also  called  lean manuacturing  or just  lean)  is  an 

approach to  operations  management that ocuses  on cutting all types  o 

waste  in the  production process  ( such as  waste  o time)  with one  aim:  

greater efciency.  Lean production is  o Japanese  origin ( it was  frst 

developed by the  automobile  manuacturer Toyota)  and became popular 

in other countries  in the  1 990s.  Literally,  the  word  lean  reers  to  the  

act that,  as  with a  healthy piece  o lean meat without much at ( i you 

are  a  meat eater) ,  the  production process  gets  rid o all the  elements  that 

do  not directly add value.  This  is  not a  new idea:  Taylorist manuacturing 

in the  early 20th century was  already based on the  idea o cutting 

waste,  with assembly lines  and actory workers  specialized in one  task 

( see  Unit 2 .4) .  It was  only in the  late  20th century that management 

researchers  started writing books  conceptualizing lean production and 

studying how this  approach might be  applied in other companies,  in 

other industries,  and in other sectors.  The  principles  o lean production 

have  now spread all around the  world,  especially in the  automobile  

industry;  but they can also  be  adopted and applied to  other industries,  

too,  rom logistics  to  distribution and rom construction to  retail.  Even 

some government agencies  and services  such as  education and health 

care  now use  the  principles  o lean production.
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The starting point or lean production consists  in identiying the values  

desired by the customer ( or example long battery lie,  possibilty or 

customization,  or easy ater-sales service connection) ,  then all the stages  

o the production process  that do not add value are  eliminated.  This  

elimination o waste  is  a key goal o lean manuacturing  the word 

waste  must be  interpreted in a broad sense,  which can include waste  o:

  time ( or example  waiting or the  next stage  o production,  or 

waiting or some elements  to  arrive  rom a dierent location)

  transportation ( or example  the  movement o hal-constructed cars  

in a  actory may not add anything to  the  production process  itsel)

  products  ( or example  deects  that need to  be  reworked or scrapped)

  space  ( or example  when too  much stock is  being produced and 

stored;  this  is  called overproduction)

  inventory ( or example  with a much too  high quantity o raw 

materials  being purchased and stored,  beore  they are  used)

  energy ( or example  by under-utilization o some machines,  which at 

ull capacity would not proportionally require  more  power)

  talents ( or example not optimally using workers  skills and knowledge) .

In the  context o lean production,  the  meaning o waste  is  very broad:  

it is  not just about the  disposal o substances  or objects  such as  scrap  

metal or papers,  but about all other aspects  o the  production process.

Cutting waste  is  directly linked to  greater efciency:  with less  waste,  the  

organizations  resources  ( such as  physical resources,  human resources,  

and fnancial resources)  will be  better used,  employed,  and deployed:

  Physical resources  can be  used more  efciently,  especially without 

space  or storage  (which is  doubly expensive,  because  o both the  

unused stock and the  storage  space  itsel,  such as  rent,  lighting,  and 

heating o a  warehouse) .

  Human resources  can be  deployed more  efciently,  or example  

reducing unproductive  travel times  between venues  (which is  also  

expensive  and not environmentally riendly) .

  Financial resources  can be  used more  efciently,  too  as,  or example,  

holding stock ties  up  working capital (which means that this  money 

cannot be  used elsewhere  in the  organization) .

Student workpoint 5.7

Be a thinker

Can you link lean production to  several lessons rom other parts  o the  course?

1 .  The starting point o lean production consists  in identiying the  values  desired by the  customer.  

How can this  reer to  a  marketing orientation that you have  studied (Unit 4.1 ) ?

2 .  What are  the  best methods o market research to  identiy the  values  desired by the  customer  

(Unit 4.4. ) ?

3 .  How can a fshbone diagram (Unit 1 .6)  help  identiy areas  o waste  in a  production process?

4.  Lean production aims at greater efciency;  how can this  appear in ratios  that you have  studied,  

such as  the  acid test (Unit 3 .5 )  and stock turnover ratio  (Unit 3 .6) ?  
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mthods of l productio
Over the  years,  several methods  o lean production have  been dened 

and implemented.  I the  managers  o an organization decide  to  adopt 

lean production,  they will choose  the  method that suits  best their 

context.  The  ollowing our methods are  particularly important:

  continuous improvement (kaizen)

  just- in-time ( JIT)

  kanban

  andon.

Continuous improvement (kaizen)
The word kaizen  (which means continuous improvement)  is  a  

Japanese  term commonly used,  as  this  method originates  rom Japan:  like  

lean production as  a whole,  the  idea o kaizen  was developed by Toyota.  

The emphasis  is  on continuous change,  as  opposed to  just occasional 

changes.  In its  simplest orm,  this  process  may involve suggestion boxes 

or competitions to  nd suitable  areas or improvements,  as  oten the  

workers  themselves  may have very good ideas,  based on what they 

observe or experience directly on the  shop foor.  Kaizen ,  however,  can be  

more sophisticated,  requiring certain key principles:

  It must be  inclusive  o all levels  o the  hierarchy ( i.e.  the  whole  

organization must adopt that management philosophy,  not just a  

group o managers  or one  department only) .

  There  should be  no  blame attached to  any problem or issues  raised 

(otherwise  some employees  may hesitate  to  make suggestions) .

  Systemic thinking is  needed in order to  consider the  whole  

production process,  and not just some parts  o it.

  Kaizen  ocuses  on the  process,  and not on the  end product.

The main diculty with kaizen  is  the  act that it is  dicult to  maintain 

the  necessary momentum over a  long period o time.  To  do  so  would 

require  high levels  o commitment and a sense  o loyalty by the  

employees.  The  culture  o the  organization may infuence  this,  and so  

will the  leadership  style:  kaizen  is  unlikely to  work under an autocratic 

leadership  or bureaucratic corporate  culture.

Just-in-time (J IT)
A business may hold stock ( inventory)  or many reasons,  or example to  

ensure that it can reply to any sudden,  unexpected demand (this called 

buffer stock) ,  or to take advantage o bulk purchasing o raw materials.  

Holding stock,  however,  may incur several costs:  not only storage costs,  but 

also insurance costs and even the payroll costs o sta who look ater the  

stocks.  Controlling stock levels is very important or a business:  this unction 

is called stock control.  Stock control is  based on a balance between:

  JIC ,  which means  just- in-case :  holding reserves  o both raw 

materials  and nished products  in case  o a  sudden increase  in 

demand (or o a  problem in production or in the  supply chain)

CHange
As we learnt in the section 5.2,  

changing production methods can  

be costly and time-consuming.  

However, that has not deterred many  

businesses rom making the change 

towards leaner production. Read  

about the car manuacturer Jaguar 

(http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/

jaguar/lean-production/introduction.

html#axzz2xeH59wx2)  

In what ways has the company  

beneftted rom making the change 

to lean production?
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  JIT:  avoiding stock by being able  to  get supplies  only when necessary,  

and to  produce  only when ordered.

The dierence  between JIT and JIC  and the  actors  aecting stock 

control and optimal stock levels  will be  urther explored in unit 5 .5 .

JIC  is the traditional method o stock control;  however,  in terms o lean 

production,  JIT means that the company will not hold buer stock,  which 

contributes to the two pillars o less waste (there is  no waste o space in 

storage acilities)  and greater eciency (not having money tied up in stock) .

Kanban

Kanban  is  another Japanese  word,  as  the  idea also  originates  rom 

the  Japanese  company Toyota.  Kanban  reers  to  one  o the  systems that 

supports  JIT.  Imagine  a  large  table  with coloured stickers  and sticky 

notes  that may be  moved around,  rom one  place  to  the  other.  At a  very 

basic level,  this  is  what kanban  is  about.  A kanban  card is  a  message,  

telling the  actory workers  what to  do  next,  or example  move to  the  

next stage  o production or reorder some stock.  In terms o operations  

management,  consider now how such coloured labels  could be  xed on 

groups o items,  boxes,  or shipments:  the  aim is  to  ensure  a  regular and 

steady fow,  without any waste  o time or resources.  The  rate  o demand 

is  used to  control the  rate  o production.  Kanban  is  not a  tool o stock 

control,  but a  tool to  acilitate  lean production.

Modern kanban  cards are  all computerized,  with electronic code bars  

that are  directly read and interpreted.  This  is  a good example o an 

innovation used directly in a actory,  to  help the production process  

o other products  (which may also  be  innovative in their own right) .  

Although kanban  originates rom the automotive industry and works best 

in similar manuacturing contexts,  the basic principle  can be transerred 

to  other areas  or example emails  sent to  salespeople to  tell them that 

products  are  available  are  a orm o kanban;  the expression ekanban  is  

increasingly used,  too.

 A kanban  card

Andon

Another Japanese  term,  andon ,  reers  to  a  signal (usually visual and 

electric or electronic)  which inorms workers  ( supervisors,  maintenance  

sta,  even managers)  o a  problem ( typically a  quality problem or some 
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delay in a  process  at a  workstation) .  Like  kaizen  and kanban ,  the  andon  

system was developed in Toyota actories.

When a problem occurs  ( or example  a  product deect or an anomaly 

with the  machinery) ,  the  worker triggers  the  alert system  and a 

team o co-workers  come and help  immediately.  This  means that the  

problem will be  resolved as  quickly as  possible,  again in the  spirit o 

lean production:  less  waste  o time when dealing with a problem.  The  

problem will then be  logged in a  database   should it occur again (at the  

same workstation or another one)  the  workers  will promptly retrieve  

inormation about the  causes  and the  solution.

Andon  has  other advantages:

  Workers  on a production chain are  immediately notifed (workers  at 

all levels  o the  chain o command,  including engineers) .

  Supervisors  do  not need to  spend time monitoring production:  their 

time is  instead spent problem solving.

  Feedback can be  provided to  all teams (even the  ones  that did not get 

involved in that specifc incident) .

  The whole  organization learns  rom its  problems and mistakes,  which 

enables  kaizen  ( continuous improvement) .

Originally,  andon  alerts  were  simple  ( such a red signal meaning problem 

here) ;  however,  modern systems can include  other orms o displays,  

such as  text or symbols,  with audio  alarms too.

 An andon  signal

Cradle-to-cradle design and  manufacturing
Cradle-to-cradle  design and manuacturing reers  to  a  recent approach 

to  design and manuacturing based on principles  o sustainable  

development,  especially recycling.

The term cradle  reers  to  the  production phase,  i.e.  the  creation o a  

product such as  a  book or a  car.  The  term cradle  to  cradle  comes rom 

the  expression cradle  to  grave:  it suggests  that products,  once  they 

have  been used,  should be  entirely recycled to  create  the  same new 

products  again.  At the  moment,  this  is  only the  case  or a  small number 

o products  rom a small number o companies,  or example  some 

clothes  or ofce  urniture   but the  current socio-cultural momentum 
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towards environmental sustainability will put pressure  on companies  to  

design and manuacture  more  and more  products  that are  partly,  i not 

entirely,  recycled.

To  receive  the  ocial cradle  to  cradle  (C2C)  certication ,  products  

need to  ull several criteria,  or example  regarding:

  the  reutilization o the  material itsel ( recycling,  strictly speaking)

  the  amount o energy necessary or the  recycling process,  ideally 

renewable  energy

  the  amount o water needed as  part o the  recycling process

  the  corporate  social responsibility (CSR)  o the  company,  or instance  

about air labour practices.

The topic o cradle-to-cradle  design and manuacturing is  still in its  

inancy:  the  independent non-prot organization called The Cradle  to  

Cradle  Products  Innovation Institute  was launched in 201 2 .  This  means 

that the  criteria and eatures  will become more dened and rened over 

time.  As  part o their research and development,  many companies  are  

exploring what it could mean in practice.  For example,  Ford has  proposed 

a concept car called Ford Model U,  a  car or the  21 st century based on 

recycling and eco-riendliness,  using sunfower-seed engine oil and soy-

based seat oam  however,  the  Ford U only exists  as  a  prototype and as  a  

theoretical example  o what cradle  to  cradle  could do.  

Student workpoint 5.8

Be a thinker

How can you link cradle-to-cradle  design and manuacturing to  

other parts  o the  course?  Consider:

  Unit 5 .1  about the  three  types  o sustainability

  Unit 1 .3  about CSR

  Unit 1 .4 about STEEPLE  analysis.

Quality  control  and quality  assurance

A key component o operations management is the issue o quality.  In the  

past this was very much a matter o quality control  but,  thanks to the  

quality revolution  that has sprung rom Japan since 1 945,  there has been 

a move towards quality assurance.  This change in quality management 

came about largely due to the work o one man:  the US  management 

theorist W.  Edwards Deming,  whose ideas about how to produce quality 

products are still infuential today.  

Quality is  important or a  producer as  it can lead to:

  increased sales

  repeat customers  (brand loyalty)

  reduced costs

  premium pricing.  W. Edwards Deming
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From a marketing viewpoint,  a  product need not be  a  high-quality 

product to  bring all o these  rewards,  but as  long as  the  consumer 

perception is  one  o quality,  then that can oten be  enough.  So  league 

tables  showing top  business  schools,  airlines,  or MP3  players  can be  

hugely important or businesses,  even i the  product voted the  best  is  

not actually so!

The term quality  suggests  that a  product is:

  reliable   it is  not going to  break down

  sae   it is  not going to  ail

  durable   it is  going to  last

  innovative   it is  leading the  way in terms o unctionality or design

  value  or money  you get what you pay or.

The quality revolution showed that even businesses  not at the  top  end o 

the  range  could benet rom producing good-quality products.  While  a  

Honda car may not have  the  same brand image  as  a  BMW,  there  is  still a  

huge  amount to  be  gained by producing good-quality,  cheaper cars.  This  

is  a  act that GM and Ford are  only just starting to  realize,  and Rover and 

British Leyland never did work out.

h igh  p rice

l ow

q u a l i t y  

h igh

q u a l i t y  

l ow  p r ice

a pp le

m pm an

o regon

rio

sh a rp crea t ive  ( m u vo )

b eosou n d

a rch os

i r ive r

m in is t ry  o f so u n d  

Figure 5.3.4.  A way  of mapping products based  on  scales of qual ity  and  price

Student workpoint 5.9

Be an  inquirer

An IB  class  did some research to  nd the  best-quality MP3  player.  

They initially did a  survey o all the  students,  then used the  website  

o a  proessional magazine  or an external,  reliable  judgment.  They 

then created a product positioning map,  with the  two axes  o price  

and quality.  They concluded that quality is  not always refected in 

the  price.

Why not try the  same exercise  or a  product o your choice?

The move rom quality control  to  quality assurance  can be  

summarized as  in Table  5 .3 .1 ,  which shows the  major dierence  

between the  two systems.
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Table 5.3.1.  Qual ity  control  versus qual ity  assurance

Quality  control Quality  assurance

Concept   Qual ity  is control led by  one person  (the 

manager)  by  inspection  ater the production  

run  has been  completed

  Qual ity  is  assured because no  one person  is in  

overal l  control  o qual ity;  the whole  business is 

ocused  on  ensuring qual ity  production

Costs   A certain  % reject rate is set,  or example  2% o 

products are al lowed  to  ail

  Wasteul  production

  Zero rejects are expected   every  product is  

expected  to  pass inspection

  Lean production

Processes   It is rare to halt production as it is costly  to do so

  Associated  with  assembly  l ine,  fow 

production

  Qual ity  stops with  the job;  the ocus is only  

on  the job at hand

  The company  expects to  halt production  to  x 

errors 

  Associated  with  cel lular or modular production

  Qual ity  includes suppl iers and  ater-sales 

servicing

People   Quality  is the responsibility  o one person  a  

quality  inspector

  Role culture

  Autocratic leadership

  Top-down, one-way  communication

  Qual ity  is the responsibil ity  o the team  

qual ity  circles 

  Total  qual ity  culture

  Democratic consultative leadership

  360-degree communication

In order or quality assurance  to  work eectively,  the  whole  business  has  

to  embrace  a  total quality cultural shit;  as  with a  kaizen  approach,  this  

is  difcult and costly to  achieve  in the  short term,  but it may well prove  

benefcial to  the  business  in the  long run.  Several methods are  possible  

to  manage  quality;  the  ollowing three  are  particularly important:

  quality circle

  benchmarking

  total quality management (TQM) .

Quality  circles

A quality circle  can be  defned as  a  ormal group o volunteers  

( employees  rom dierent departments  and rom all levels  o hierarchy)  

who meet regularly to  discuss  and suggest ways o improving quality.  

The  meetings  are  acilitated by a  team leader (who needs  to  be  trained 

in leadership  and group acilitation) .  This  is  comparable  to  a  ocus group 

or market research,  although a ocus  group would not necessarily 

meet several times,  whereas  a  quality circle,  to  be  successul,  needs  

continuity.  Quality circles  may operate  in dierent ways:  they could 

choose  any topic they want to  discuss,  or they may be  working on 

specifc issues.  The  underlying principle  is  the  idea that,  coming rom 

a range  o perspectives  on the  company,  the  members  o the  quality 

circle  will be  able  to  improve  the  overall quality o the  company;  or 

example,  when discussing an issue  o sta turnover,  the  members  o 

the  quality circle  may present dierent views,  thereby enabling the  

company,  as  a  learning organization,  to  understand the  problem ( such 

as  sta turnover)  and to  come up  with solutions ( such as  reducing saety 
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hazards  and giving workers  more  fexibility) .  This  is  not the  same as  

managers  doing a consultation exercise:  the  ocus  here  is  on generating 

solutions  that are  about quality.

As  a  tool o quality enhancement,  quality circles  were  rst established 

in Japan in 1 962 .  This  illustrates  again how the  quality revolution came 

rom Japan ater the  Second World War.  Quality circles  are  now very 

common in some countries  ( such as  Japan and China) ,  though less  so  in 

Anglo-Saxon countries  and Western Europe,  where  the  method did not 

spread and did not prove  that successul.

Student workpoint 5.10

Be a thinker

1 .  What skills  may acilitators  o quality circles  need?  What could 

their training require?

2 .  Quality circles  are  very common in some regions  o the  world 

( such as  South East Asia)  but not others  ( such as  Europe) .  Why 

could that be?

Benchmarking
Benchmarking is  about comparing yoursel to  your competitors.  

Benchmarking is  a  tool that many businesses  use.  As  a  point o 

reerence,  some benchmarks  are  established  and the  businesses  

can then compare  their practices  and standards  with those  o their 

competitors.  A well-known example  o benchmarking is  the  number 

o stars  used to  classiy hotels:  a  ve-star hotel is  o a  dierent quality 

standard rom a three-star hotel.  This  is  useul or consumers,  who know 

what they can expect  but it is  also  very useul or business  managers,  

as  the  benchmarks help  them identiy how they could improve  the  

quality o their products  and services,  should they wish to  do.

Businesses  take  the  best players  or the  market leader in their industry 

and ollow those  organizations  best practices .  It is  not so  much 

about copying the  rivals  products  as  understanding their practices  and 

processes  in order to  improve  quality.  Benchmarking can be  done in 

several ways.  Some companies  may use  the  benchmarks  already existing 

in their industry ( such as  hotel standards) ;  a  company may have  a  

specic quality issue  ( or example  about communicating on quality and 

innovation)  and may then study another company that they identiy as  

the  model they want to  ollow and emulate.  Benchmarking can also  be  

done in a  collaborative  way,  with competing businesses  acting together 

to  keep  up  to  date.  

In all cases,  the  success  o benchmarking relies  on the  businesss  

readiness  to   think outside  the  box,  trying to  introduce  something 

new and not to  carry on as  it always  has.  Besides,  what works or one  

organization may not necessarily work or another,  so  benchmarking,  

too,  has  its  limits.
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toal  qualiy  anageen (tQm)
As indicated by its  name,  TQM is an approach to quality enhancement 

that permeates the whole organization.

TQM can include quality circles and benchmarking,  as well as kaizen,  

kanban,  and andon.  All these quality tools are not mutually exclusive;  

they may be combined and integrated in a wider ramework o TQM.

Some other possible eatures o TQM are outlined in Table 5 .3 .2.

Table 5.3.2.  Other eatures o TQM

Feature Purpose

Quality  chain As the qual ity  o a  business depends on  the qual ity  o its 

suppl iers and  ater-sales service,  a l l  stages o the  production  

process must have concern  or qual ity.  A possible  way  to  

consider this is by  imagining that the next part o the chain  

is the nal  customer.

Statistical  process 

control  (SPC)

Al l  stages o production  are monitored  and  inormation  

is given  to  al l  parties,  usual ly  in  the  orm o easy-to-

understand  diagrams, charts,  and  messages.

Mobil ized  

workorce

All  employees (at al l  levels o seniority  and  in  al l  departments,  

even the ones not directly  in  contact with products or 

customers)  are expected  to embrace TQM. Everyone is 

encouraged to eel  pride in  their work, given responsibil ities 

and recognition, or example through employee o the month  

schemes  so everyone is included in  the quality  decision-

making process.

Market-oriented  

production

By ocusing on what the customer wants, the business can  

make sure that it is innovating and  continually  reinventing its 

products. This can lead to improved sales and brand loyalty.

Student workpoint 5.11

Be knowledgeable

Read the  text below and answer the  questions  that ollow.

Mattel in China

Mattel has  recalled more  than 1 8  million toys  worldwide,  the  second 

such recall in two weeks.

Chinese-made Sarge  die-cast toys  rom the Pixar flm Cars  have been 

recalled because  their paint contains lead.  Mattel has  also  recalled toys  

containing small magnets  that can come loose,  including Polly Pocket,  

Batman Magna,  Doggie  Daycare  and One Piece  playsets.  Previously 

the  company had recalled Dora The Explorer dolls  houses.

The  Consumer Products  Saety Commission (CPSC)  said it had no  

reports  o any injuries  rom the  recalled products.

1.  Outline the possible costs to Mattel o recalling its  toys.  (2  marks)

2.  Explain what may be the costs o not recalling the toys.  (4 marks)

3.  To what extent would a system o TQM help Mattel overcome 

this type o problem in uture? (8 marks)

Key terms

Lean production

a Japanese approach to  

operations management 

ocusing on less waste and  

greater eciency

Kaizen

a  method  o lean  production  

based  on  continuous 

improvement

JIT

just-in-time:  a  method  o 

stock control  which  means 

avoiding holding stock by  

being able  to  get suppl ies 

only  when  necessary  and  to  

produce just when ordered

JIC

just-in-case:  holding reserve 

o both  raw materials and  

nished  products in  case o a  

sudden increase in  demand  

(or o a  problem in  production  

or in  the supply  chain)

Kanban

a  system o messages 

(written  or electronic)  to  help  

manage production  fows and  

J IT del ivery

Andon

a  system o signals and  

alerts inorming workers 

o a  problem that requires 

immediate attention

Cradle-to-cradle design  and 

manufacturing

a  recent approach  to  design  

and  manuacturing based  

on  principles o sustainable 

development,  especial ly  

recycl ing
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Lean production and TQM are  closely linked.  Lean production ocuses  

on less  waste  and greater efciency,  TQM ocuses  on quality assurance  

and quality enhancement.  For a  company,  implementing lean 

production and TQM has  many advantages:

  It can create  closer working relationships  with all stakeholders  

( including suppliers  and customers) .  

  It can motivate  the  workers.

  It can reduce  costs  (especially long-term costs) .

  It can improve  the  design and production o quality products.

  It can enhance  the  reputation o the  company.

However,  implementing lean production and TQM has  some 

disadvantages  too:

  It is  costly ( especially in the  short term) .

  Sta may need signifcant training.

  It may take  time to  change  a corporate  culture.

  It can create  a  lot o stress  on ormal relationships  in the  business.

  It is  difcult to  maintain over a  long period o time.

TQM and lean production are  more  commonly used by businesses  

that are  new or looking to  make signifcant changes  to  retain their 

competitive  advantage.  However,  many long-established businesses  

now also  understand that their traditional approaches  to  operations 

( including production and quality control)  may be  too  costly,  and that 

they need to  make changes to  ensure  their economic sustainability.

natioal  ad iteratioal  quality  stadards

An excellent way or businesses  to  assure  the  consumer o the  quality 

o their products  is  by gaining certifcation or recognized quality 

standards.  At national or,  even better,  international level,  a  certifcate  

is  a  mark o assurance  that the  product has  met certain minimum 

requirements.  International standards are  set by organizations  such 

as  the  IOS  ( International Organization or S tandardization)  or the  EU 

(European Union) .  The  most common standards published by the  IOS  

are  the  ISO9000  amily,  which certifes  quality management systems in 

organizations  ( or example  ISO9001 ) .

The  problem o national versus  international certifcation is  a  complex 

one.  For example,  in 2007  a Chinese  producer manuacturing toothpaste  

or an international brand satisfed national regulations  but ailed 

international saety standards,  as  the  toothpaste  was  ound to  contain 

chemicals  not accepted by the  international standards.

Meeting recognized standards can be  very avourable  to  a  business  

because  it can:

  enable  exports  (market development abroad)

  give  a  competitive  edge

  save  on the  costs  o withdrawing products

Key terms

Quality  circle

a ormal  group o volunteers 

(employees rom diferent 

departments and rom all  

levels o hierarchy)  who 

meet regularly  to discuss and  

suggest ways o improving 

quality in their organization

Benchmarking

a tool  or businesses to  

compare themselves to their 

competitors in order to identiy  

how they can improve their own 

operations and practices

TQM

an approach to quality  

enhancement that permeates 

the whole organization (as 

a  wide ramework, TQM can  

include quality circles and  

benchmarking, as well  as 

kaizen,  kanban,  and andon)

TOK discussion

 Can quality  be objectively  

measured?

 Does the notion  o good  

qual ity change over 

time or over place,  or is  i t 

universal?

 Is  a  qual ity  product 

always more expensive to  

manuacture or buy  than  

a  mediocre product?
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  act as  an insurance

  bring better prot margins.

revision checklist

  Lean production is  an approach to  operations  management which 

aims to  cut waste  and promote  maximum eciency.

  The continuous improvement method o lean production involves  

continuous change,  as  opposed to  occasional changes.  This  approach 

must include  all levels  o hierarchy and ocusses  on the  process  

rather than the  end product.

  The just- in-time method ( JIT)  reduces  the  amount o stock held by 

ensuring products  are  made only when ordered.

  Kanban  is  a  system which supports  JIT.  It aims to  ensure  a  steady 

fow o production,  without any waste.

  Andon  reers  to  a  signal which will inorm workers  o a  problems 

in the  production process.  It allows problems to  be  identied and 

resolved as  quickly as  possible.  

  Cradle-to-cradle  design and manuacturing is  the  concept the  once  

products  are  used,  they should be  entirely recycled to  create  the  

same product again.

  Quality control and quality assurance  should ensure  that products  

and services  are  reliable,  sae,  durable,  innovative  and oer value  or 

money.  

  Quality control involves  inspecting nished products  to  check they 

meet the  desired level o quality.

  Quality assurance  is  a  system o setting and monitoring quality 

standards across  the  whole  production process.

  A quality circle  is  usually a  group o volunteers  who meet to  discuss  

ways  o improving quality.

  Benchmarking involves  comparing products  or services  against the  

products  or services  o competitors.

  Total quality management (TQM)  is  an overarching approach to  

improving quality.  It can include  a combination o dierent quality 

tools.  
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Costs:  

land  labour 

transport

Competition
Type of land

Markets

Inertia:  

home town  

contacts 

family

Labour pool :  

quantity  qual ity

Infrastructure:  

transport  networks 

services uti l itiesSuppl iers

Government:  

support  laws 

taxes

I  wish  we hadnt  bu ilt  our bricks-and-mortar location  right  next  door.

Figure 5.4.1  Factors to  consider when starting up or relocating a  business

5.4 Location

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able to:

 explain  the  reasons or a  specic location  o production

 discuss the  ol lowing ways o reorganizing production,  both  

national ly  and  international ly :

  outsourcing or subcontracting

  ofshoring

  in-housing or reshoring.

Location of production

One o the  most important decisions  a  business  has  to  make is  where  

it will locate  or,  as  the  business  grows,  where  it should relocate  to.  

Organizations  must consider several actors  when deciding where  to  start 

up  or where  to  move to.

Factors in  locating a  business

There  is  a  distinction between setting up  a  business  or the  frst time 

and moving the  business  to  a  new location.  However,  many o the  same 

actors  have  a  bearing in both cases.  The  main dierence  involves  the  

objectives  o the  company at that particular time.  Setting up  may be  

simply to  get started,  but relocation can be  or a  number o reasons,  
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such as  expanding or ollowing the  market;  the  business  might also  go  

through a merger and need a new,  larger premises.

Costs

Costs  will be  a  key determining actor and will largely depend on the  

type  o business  being started or relocated.  Costs  may well arise  rom the  

ollowing,  or example:

  Land   i the  business  is  a  large  manuacturer,  it may need a large,  

at surace  area,  whereas  a  small home-based ofce  may only 

require  a  spare  room.

  Labour   i the  business  is  a  technical one  ( such as  a  laboratory)  

requiring skilled workers,  the  biggest cost may be  labour.

  Transport   i the  business  is  producing large  quantities  o a  physical 
product,  transport costs  could be  crucial.  Two options  are  possible:

  I the  business  is  bulk increasing  ( i. e.  buying in many 

components  and building something bigger,  such as  televisions  

or cars) ,  it may make sense  to  set up  the  business  close  to  the  

market,  as  transporting the  fnished bigger items would be  more  

expensive  than bringing in lots  o small components.

  I the business  is  bulk decreasing  ( i.e.  buying in large quantities  

o raw materials  and turning them into smaller end products,  such 

as  happens at paper mills  or slaughterhouses) ,  it may make sense  

to  set up the business close  to  the source o the raw materials.

Competition

Where  are  competitors  located?  A balance  needs  to  be  made between 

fnding a gap  in the  market and setting up  not ar rom the  direct 

competitors.  Retail outlets,  theatres,  law frms,  and many more  

businesses  oten set up  close  to  their rivals,  as  the  chances  o getting 

passing trade  increase  i the  area becomes known or a  particular 

product.  Sometimes,  some companies  ( such as  chains  o coee  shops)  

adopt a  system called cannibalistic  marketing whereby they set up  

more  than one  branch in a  location ( such as  shopping mall) ;  they may 

keep  on opening more  branches  in the  same sector,  even though each 

new branch eats  up  some o the  profts  o the  existing outlets  (hence  the  

word cannibalistic) ,  until eventually there  are  so  many outlets  that 

there  is  no  more  possible  extra trade  to  be  generated.

Type of land

Dierent types  o land will not only incur dierent costs,  but will also  

vary in their suitability or the  business  in question.  For example,  

some ski resorts  may have  been popular and successul in the  20th 

century,  but with the  onset o climate  change  and global warming,  those  

locations  might not be  appropriate  any more,  i there  is  not enough 

snow or skiers.  Importing artifcial snow could be  an alternative,  though 

skiers  ( consumers)  may preer to  go  elsewhere.

Figure 5.4.2.  Cannibal istic marketing

The outer circle  is  a  city.  The smal l  
circle  is  the rst  franchise and  its  
sphere of inuence (where  its  
customers come from) .

  unti l  eventual ly  a lthough  the 
franchisor ( for instance,  Starbucks)  is  
doing OKthe company  is  covering 
lots of the  marketthe individual  
franchisee nd  themselves losing 
custom.

So another outlet  is  opened  and  as 
yet  there  is  no  problemso another 
outlet  is  opened
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Markets

In the  past,  or centuries,  many businesses  had to  set up  close  to  their 

customers.  There  were  even sometimes special markets  set up  or special 

products,  or general marketplaces  ( such as  the  great bazaars  in North 

Arica and the  Middle  East,  or example  Damascus,  Marrakesh,  Aleppo,  

and Istanbul) .  With e-commerce,  the  need or a  physical marketplace  

has  changed,  which may bring considerable  advantages  to  start-up 

Internet companies.  Rather than depending on a physical market,  they 

may require  only an ecient distribution system.

Famil iarity  with  the area

Oten,  new businesses  are  set up  in the  place  that the  owners  are  

amiliar with.  This  sense  o inertia has  advantages  and disadvantages.  

On the  one  hand,  it means  that the  business  owners  may already have  

some knowledge  o the  local networks  ( or example  possible  suppliers  

and customers,  on whom they may have  done some research) .  On the  

other hand,  it means  that they may let pass  a  more  appropriate  venue in 

another area ( or example  with better access  to  suppliers  or distribution 

networks) .  Setting up  in your garage  may cut down on costs,  but it will 

also  restrict your ability to  expand.

Labour pool

Critical to  any business  are  its  workers.  Whether the  business  requires  

university graduates  or school leavers,  most businesses  need to  take  

account o the  type  o workers  available  and balance  this  with the  skills  

and qualications needed or all the  business  operations.  In a  more  

strategic perspective,  demographic change  could make considerable  

dierences  to  the  type  o workers  available   not only in the  present but 

also  in years  to  come.  For example,  the  increasing number o women 

in the  workplace    and higher up  in the  workplace   means that more  

and more  businesses  have  to  adapt to  part- time working,  j ob  sharing,  

fexitime and the  provision o crche  acilities.  Linked to  the  labour pool,  

another point to  consider is  the  level o unemployment in the  area,  as  

this  may be  a  good indicator o possible  savings  on salaries:  a  higher 

unemployment level could mean that more  people  may want to  become 

employed,  even on a low salary.

Infrastructure

Inrastructure  reers  not only to  the  existing transport networks  

or people  and products,  but also  to  electronic networks  ( or 

example  telephones,  computers,  Internet,  and all orms o digital 

communication) .  In a  broader sense,  other actors  and acilities  may 

need to  be  taken into  consideration,  or example  regarding the  provision 

o services  such as  education,  housing,  health care,  and police,  as  well 

as  utilities  such as  power and water.  Access  to  services  is  important or 

the  business,  as  this  may aect the  welare  and motivation o sta.  I 

sta have  to  be  relocated,  this  could become a major issue.  Besides,  as  

many people  become more  environmentally conscious,  the  extent o a  

companys  carbon ootprint may also  have  to  be  weighed against ease  

o distribution.

 The Grand  Bazaar,  Istanbul   one of the 

largest and  oldest markets in  the  world
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Suppliers

The availability o a  range  o good,  reliable  local suppliers  may also  be  

very important or the  business,  especially i it is  using the  JIT system o 

stock control (Unit 5 .3 ) ,  which implies  a  greater degree  o coordination 

than otherwise.

Government

The role  o both local and national government can be  crucial or a  

business,  especially or a  new business  or one  that is  considering locating 

in a  deprived area:  in many cases,  governments  may oer some support 

( resulting in signifcant savings) .  This  could be  through grants  (non-

returnable,  one-time only unds)  or subsidies  ( unds  to  be  oset against 

the  cost o production) ,  sot loans  ( loans  at preerential rates  o interest) ,  

or even tax rebates  ( a cut in the  tax to  be  paid) .

  Laws    rom labour laws and health and saety regulations,  to  

rules  on advertising,  and restrictions  on sales,  laws are  crucial or 

businesses.  Businesses  have  to  be  careul because  laws do  change.  

Even i there  is  no  regime change,  there  may well be  a  change  in 

government policy.  Even minor local changes  ( or example  to  trafc 

rules  or hours  o delivery)  could have  a  major impact on a business  

( especially with a JIT method o stock control,  i delivery is  only 

possible  at some restricted hours) .

  Taxes   the  amount o money a  business  is  liable  to  pay in tax 

will have  a  major eect on where  a  business  may wish to  locate.  

Businesses  are  more  highly taxed in some countries  ( especially 

developed countries)  than in others,  with dierent types  o taxes.  

They include  national corporation tax and local council taxes  or 

the  business  itsel,  income tax or the  employees,  capital gains  tax 

or the  owners,  and even variable  taxes  and duties  payable  by the  

customers.  All o these  will have  a  major impact not only on the  

amount o business  the  company can conduct,  but also  on how 

much proft can be  retained and reinvested  and that,  too,  may 

be  taxed.

National,  regional,  or international  

The progress  in communications  over the  past 1 00  years  has  led to  major 

changes  in where  businesses  set up.  In the  past,  businesses  were  initially 

local,  serving their immediate  vicinity.  However,  as  it has  become 

easier to  communicate  and transport large  volumes o materials,  many 

businesses,  when locating or relocating,  do  not only think frst in terms 

o their own locality.  There  may well be  regional dierences  which still 

ensure  that domestic businesses  can locate  within a certain area,  but the  

distinction between local,  domestic,  regional,  and even international is  

changing.  Besides,  the  increasing importance  o regional trading blocs  

( such as  the  EU,  Mercosur and NAFTA)  has  had a major impact on 

location decisions.  For example,  Nissan built a  car actory in the  north o 

England to  circumvent the  EU import duties.  A fnal actor is  the  growth 

o trading hubs  such as  Hong Kong,  S ingapore,  and Dubai,  as  these  can 

seem good options  or a  business  wanting to  set up  a  regional base  or to  

access  global transport networks.
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the impac of globalizaion on locaion
The impact o globalization on location decisions  is  best analysed in 

terms o push actors  and pull actors ,  aecting the  our areas  o:

  operations  management

  marketing

  HR

  nance.

Pull  factors

Setting up  or relocating abroad is  an attractive  option or many 

businesses  or the  ollowing reasons,  presented in terms o pull actors:

  improved communications

  dismantling o trade  barriers

  deregulation o the  worlds  nancial markets

  increasing size  o multinational companies.

Improved  communications

Nowadays,  it is  ar easier not only to  transport products  around the  

world,  but also  to  communicate  with suppliers,  customers,  or  

co-workers,  irrespective  o their own locations  and time zones.

Dismantl ing o trade barriers

More than three-quarters  o the  worlds  countries  are  signatories  to  

the  World Trade  Organization (WTO) .  The  WTO  has  a  commitment 

to  reducing trade  barriers,  which makes  it ar easier or trade  to  take  

place  across  borders.  China became a member o the  WTO  in 2000  and 

since  then it has  exploded on to  the  world stage,  with US  and European 

companies  setting up  in China.  With the  money earned,  China is  now 

starting to  acquire  oreign banks  and manuacturers,  and it is  even 

sponsoring ootball teams;  so  are  other countries,  such as  Qatar,  which 

has  a  reputation that will keep growing.

Deregulation  o the worlds fnancial  markets

The deregulation o the  worlds  nancial markets  has  made the  transer o 

vast sums o money very easy,  which has  acilitated quicker start-ups or 

many businesses.  Again,  the  rise  in Internet banking has  made it much 

easier to  keep track o company nance and,  allied to  the  digitization o 

the  worlds  nancial markets,  it is  much more common or investors  to  

cross  borders.  This,  again,  helps  to  build up  collaboration such as  orming 

joint ventures  and strategic alliances,  or working with venture  capitalists.

Increasing size o multinational  companies

The size,  and consequently the  infuence,  o the  worlds  biggest 

companies  ( conglomerates)  makes it easier or them to  persuade  

countries  to  allow them to  set up.  The  enormous power and infuence  

o multinational companies  can create  momentum or other businesses  
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in the  same eld.  For example,  the  impressive  growth o the  Chinese  

infuence  in Arica may have  been driven by the  need or raw materials,  

but itsel has  generated interests  in other areas.

Push factors

As well as  these  external actors,  there  are  a  number o internal actors  

that may help  push companies  (especially companies  that are  already 

multinational)  to  operate  overseas.  They may be  able  to:

  reduce  costs

  increase  market share

  use  extension strategies

  use  deensive  strategies.

Reduce costs

By setting up  production acilities  abroad,  businesses  may be  able  to  

reduce  costs  by moving closer to  the  raw materials  or using cheaper 

labour,  so  they may be  able  to  achieve  productive economies  o scale .  

They may also  be  able  to  take  account o more  avourable  tax regimes,  

and so  achieve  fnancial economies  o scale  as  well.

Increase market  share

By opening up  business  in a  new country,  many organizations  hope  to  

tap  into  a  new market (market development in the  Anso matrix  see  

Unit 1 .3 ) ;  there  are,  however,  some risks  and disadvantages  to  bear in 

mind,  such as:

  language  barriers

  dierent cultural practices  and etiquette

  historical tensions  between countries

  lack o knowledge  o local or regional networks

  local law and politics,  especially labour law

  time dierences  and the  challenges  o working across  many time 

zones

  possible  challenges  in nding reliable,  trustworthy partners.

The rewards  can,  however,  be  extremely high,  especially i the  business  

has  frst mover advantage  in a  large  market.  This  partly explains  

the  rush by many big-name companies  to  China and India,  with over 

1  billion potential customers  in each country.

Use extension  strategies

Some businesses  may have  even reached the  saturation point or their 

product and may be  looking to  extend the  lie  cycle  o their product.  

McDonalds,  one  o the  leading players  in the  US  ast- ood industry,  

has  ound increasing competition not only rom other burger outlets,  

but rom pizza suppliers,  sandwich bars,  and Mexican and other ast-

ood outlets.  This  increased competition has  had a major impact on 

McDonalds  prots  and,  being a  market leader ,  McDonalds  has  also  
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been one  o the  hardest hit by bad publicity and by increasing awareness  

o obesity and the  dangers  o overindulging in ast ood.  To  counter 

this,  McDonalds  has  made major strategic changes.  The  company has  

introduced healthy ood options,  diversifed into  coee,  published its  

nutritional values,  and reduced the  at and salt content in its  oods.  

Besides  these  general strategies,  McDonalds  has  also  targeted areas  

where  people  are  more  likely to  appreciate  the  service  it provides.  O 

the  35  000  McDonalds  restaurants  worldwide,  more  than two-thirds  are  

now outside  the  United S tates.

Use defensive strategies

Many businesses  make the  decision to  move overseas,  not so  much 

because  they need to,  but because  they do  not want their competitors  

to  do  it frst.  Growth and expansion are  key drivers  or businesses,  and 

the  ear that rivals  might steal a  lead can act as  a  catalyst or locating 

overseas.  The  rush or oil companies  to  set up  in Central Asia to  secure  

oil and gas  reserves  is  a  recent example,  and so  is  the  emergence  o 

China as  a  big player in Arica,  as  China has  elt the  need to  secure  the  

supply o raw materials  to  eed its  growing industries.

Outsourcing (sucontracting)  and ofshoring
Outsourcing  ( subcontracting)  reers  to  the  practice  o using another 

business  (as  a  third party)  to  complete  part o the  work ( literally,  

subcontracting reers  to  the  idea o contracting out work) .  This  can 

enable  the  organization to  ocus on its  core  activity,  by employing 

another business.  A school,  or example,  would regard teaching as  its  

core  activity  and it could then outsource  other services,  such as:

  catering

  transport

  administrative  duties  and examination invigilation

  excursions,  visits,  and expeditions

  sta recruitment and training

  security

  cleaning and maintenance.

Student workpoint 5.12

Be an  inquirer

Does  your school outsource  ( subcontract)  some o its  services?  You 

may not even realize  it!  What are  the  advantages  and disadvantages  

or your school?

Outsourcing can help  a  business  cut costs  (and consequently lower 

prices)  in order to  earn a competitive  advantage.  Traditionally,  a  business  

may have  had a number o activities  happening on a day-to-day basis,  

many o which may not have  been part o the  core  business  skill sets,  so  

they become transerable  and thus  a  saving or the  business.  By buying 

in these  peripheral services  rom producers  (who can achieve  economies  

Key terms

Outsourcing or 

subcontracting

the practice of employing 

another business (as a  third  

party)  to  perform some 

peripheral  activities (this 

enables the organization  to  

focus on  its core  activity)

Ofshoring

the practice of subcontracting 

overseas,  i .e.  outsourcing 

outside the home country
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o scale  because  they are  specialists  in that particular service) ,  the  main 

business  can reduce  costs.

Figure  5 .4.3  provides  a  visual representation o the  link between core  

and peripheral activities,  particularly their costs.  The  peripheral activities  

could be  provided at a  lower cost by an external provider  and possibly 

with a better result,  as  that third party would be  a  specialist.

We have  already seen ( in Unit 2 .3  in the  context o the  HR plan)  

examples  o activities  that are  commonly outsourced:

  in marketing   using an advertising agency

  in production  or example,  licensing a producer to make your product

  in HR   employing an agency to  headhunt  potential sta

  in fnance   hiring accountants  to  run an external audit.

Outsourcing can bring many advantages:

  It can reduce  costs  by losing employees  and other assets.

  It can allow the  business  to  ocus on its  core  activities.

  The quality o the  core  products  or activities  should improve,  as  the  

business  may now ocus  on them.

  It can lead to  improved capacity utilization.

  Delivery time can be  reduced.

  It can lead to  transer o expertise.

Outsourcing,  however,  also  has  disadvantages:

  The business  becomes more  dependent on the  supplier ( reliability,  

or example  or deliveries,  could be  an issue:  what i the  transporters  

go  on strike?) .

  The business  has  less  control o the  fnal product (what i a  key 

component is  not at the  expected standard?) .

  Dilution o the  brand could be  a  problem ( i the  consumer realizes  

that product x  is  not produced by company y) .

Oshoring is  an extension o outsourcing:  in the  case  o oshoring,  

a  business  outsources  outside  the  home country ( this  is  the  meaning 

o oshore) .  With improved global communication,  this  has  been a 

growth area in the  modern business  environment.  India,  or example,  

has  seen a massive  growth in IT oshore  contracts,  such as  call centres  

and help  desks  signed up  with Western businesses.

All the  advantages  and disadvantages  o outsourcing apply  but the  

international aspect usually intensifes  them,  in particular as  ollows:

  There  may be  cultural dierences  between the  companies,  both in 

terms o national cultures  and corporate  cultures.

  Communication could sometimes  be  difcult (especially when people  

have  to  deal with dierent languages  and time zones) .

  There  may be  issues  o quality and ethics  ( or example  use  o 

sweatshops) .

Figure 5.4.3.  Core and  peripheral  

elements

peripheral

core

before

core

after
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in-housng and eshong
A recent trend can be  observed in the  business  world:  some companies  

have  now started to  reverse  outsourcing,  to  stop  this  approach and 

to  start performing peripheral activities  internally again.  This  is  the  

opposite  of outsourcing:  it is  called in-housing (or insourcing,  literally 

meaning  in the  house ,  at source) .  This  is  the  opposite  of outsourcing 

( subcontracting) .  The  business  decision to  stop  outsourcing may be  

motivated by the  desire  to  regain full control,  or to  reduce  costs  of taxes,  

labour,  and transportation.

The word reshoring  (or backshoring)  refers  to  the  practice  of taking 

back jobs  lost to  subcontracting overseas,  in order to  refocus on the  

quality end of the  market.  This  is  the  opposite  of offshoring.  This  is  

a  new trend in the  international business  world and it is  too  early to  

evaluate  the  extent to  which reshoring will fully affect manufacturers.

revson checklst
  Locating a  business  will depend on multiple  factors  including costs,  

competition,  type  of land,  labour pool,  infrastructure,  government,  

proximity to  suppliers.

  Outsourcing is  the  practice  of using another business  to  complete  

part of the  work.  

  Offshoring is  an extension of outsourcing,  which involves  contracting 

with a business  in another country.

  In-housing is  the  reverse  of outsourcing.  It is  when organizations 

choose  to  bring outsourced activities  back into  the  main business.

  Reshoring is  the  opposite  of offshoring.  Activities  may still be  

outsources,  but they are  outsourced in the  home country,  rather 

than overseas.

Key terms

In-housing or insourcing

the practice o perorming 

peripheral  activities internal ly,  

within  the company  (the 

opposite  o outsourcing)

Reshoring 

the practice o bringing back 

business unctions (jobs 

and  operations)  to  the home 

country  (the opposite  o 

ofshoring)

TOK discussion

 What ways o deciding 

where to  locate their 

production  do business 

leaders use?

 Can business leaders 

always anticipate  the 

impacts o decisions to  

relocate?

 Do you  think the recent 

shits to  insourcing 

and  reshoring were 

predictable?
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5.5  Production  planning (HL only)

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

 comment on  the  supply  chain  process

 distinguish  between  just-in-time (J IT)  and  just-in-case (J IC)

 interpret a  stock control  chart (especial ly  the bufer stock,  reorder 

level ,  reorder quantity,  and  lead  time)  

 calculate  a  capacity  uti l ization  rate

 interpret productivity  rates

 distinguish  between  cost to  buy  (CBT)  and  cost to  make (CTM) .

the supply  chain process

The supply chain reers  to  the  wide  system o connected organizations 

( or example  suppliers) ,  inormation ( such as  orders) ,  resources  ( or 

example  raw materials) ,  and operations ( or example  transport)  that a  

business  needs  to  produce  goods  and provide  services  to  its  customers.

In terms o operations,  two fows have  to  be  managed:

1 .  The fow rom raw materials  to  the  nished product purchased by 

the  end customer,  via the  dierent stages  o manuacturing.

2 .  The fow o inormation ( rom consumer to  supplier,  especially 

orders  with specications) .

raw materia ls suppl ier

manufacturing

distribution

customer
consumer

Figure 5.5.1.  The supply  chain  process 
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So  the  supply chain has  two dimensions:

1 .  Logistics  ( the  hardware  o the  supply chain:  this  is  well illustrated 

by the  trucks  transporting raw materials  to  a  actory,  or the  

shipments  ready to  leave  the  warehouse) .

2 .  Inormation and communication ( the   sotware  o the  supply 

chain:  this  is  well  illustrated by the  database  and spreadsheets  used 

by the  administrative  sta o the  organization) .

 Two fows o the  supply  chain

Supply chains are  oten presented through networks or fowcharts,  linking 

together the organizations involved,  as  illustrated by Figure 5 .5 .3  where  

some distribution channels  have been included as well (a wholesaler and 

a retailer,  as  studied in Unit 4.3 ) .

Figure  5 .5 .3  is  a  simplied representation o the  complexity o networks  

and relationships  involved.  I the  supplier o a  supplier is  not able  to  

deliver its  product,  it may block the  entire  chain.  The  nal customer 

Key terms

Supply  chain

the system o connected  

organizations,  inormation,  

resources,  and  operations that 

a  business needs to  produce 

goods and  provide services to  

its customers

Figure 5.5.3.  Simplied  representation  o networks and  relationships in  a  

supply  chain

suppliers

supplier

suppliersuppliers

supplier

suppliers

supplier

suppliers

supplier

Company

suppliers

supplier

supplier

supplier

nal

customer

wholesaler

retailer

nal

customer

nal

customer

nal

customer
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may be  let waiting or the  spare  part o a  good ( or example  the  door 

seal o a  washing machine  or the  metal blade  o a  lawnmower) ,  being 

increasingly dissatisfed with the  manuacturer o the  washing machine  

or the  lawnmower  and yet the  responsibility lies  elsewhere,  as  the  

manuacturer might well be  dependent upon its  own supplier,  or its  

suppliers  supplier.  When considering the  whole  supply chain process,  

stock control becomes particularly important:  when businesses  start 

operating the  just- in-time (JIT)  method o stock control,  they are  

unlikely to  have  the  necessary buer stock to  deliver,  which may create  

problems in the  supply chain.

Jus-n-me (Jit)  and jus-n-case (JiC)
Unit 5 .3  introduced JIT as  a modern method o stock control in the  

perspective  o lean production,  and its  traditional counterpart JIC .

Reminder o defnitions

JIC  (  just- in-case)  is  the  traditional method o stock control which 

means holding reserve  o both raw materials  and fnished products  

in case  o a  sudden increase  in demand (or o a  problem in the  

supply chain) .

JIT  (  just- in-time)  is  a  modern method o stock control which 

means avoiding holding stock by being able  to  get supplies  only 

when necessary and to  produce  just when ordered.  

There  are  arguments  in avour o each method but the  current trend 

is  in avour o JIT methods.  Table  5 .5 .1  shows the  main dierences  

between JIT and JIC .

Table 5.5.1.  The main  d ierences between J IT and  J IC

JIT JIC

Stock is only  brought in  rom suppliers as and  when 

required.  The aim is to  hold  low (even zero)  levels o stock.

Stock is brought in  and  stored  with  a  reserve (the buer 

stock)  and  kept back rom daily  use just in  case o need.

JIT is benecial  or the working capital   the business can  

use more o its money  or its day-to-day  activities.

J IC reduces pressure on  the cash  fow.

JIT reduces costs (storage and  wastage) . J IC reduces costs (by  buying in  bulk) .

J IT reduces the chance o holding stock that cannot be  

sold  (or example obsolescent stock) .

J IC means that you  can  meet sudden changes in  demand.

JIT means less chance o damaged  or ruined  stock. J IC provides spare parts too.

J IT creates more space or alternative production  plans. J IC means that al l  stock is stored   ready  to  use.  There is a  

del ivery  issue and  no waiting or customers.  

J IT creates a  closer relationship with  suppl iers (they  may  

need  to  run  J IT too) .

J IC has the advantage that suppl iers wil l  not charge a  

premium price.  

Key terms

JIT

Just-in-time:  a  method  o 

stock control  which  means 

avoiding holding stock by  

being able  to  get suppl ies 

only  when  necessary  and  to  

produce just when ordered

JIC

Just-in-case:  a  method  o 

stock control  which  means 

holding reserve o both  

raw materials and  nished  

products in  case o a  sudden 

increase in  demand  (or o a  

problem in  the supply  chain)
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stock control

The question o holding stock raises  two issues  in terms o cost:

  on the  one  hand,  the  cost o not having stock when required ( or 

example  the  cost o lost orders  and expensive  emergency deliveries)

  on the  other hand,  the  cost o holding too  much stock (especially the  

cost o storage  and damage) .

We can combine  these  two sets  o costs  in Figure  5 .5 .5 .

0

co
st
s

quantity  of stock

cost  of stock out

cost  of holding stock

tota l  cost

of stock

economic order quantity  ( EOQ)

Figure 5.5.5.  Costs of holding stock and  of stock out

  Cost o holding stock  i we  do  not have  any stock,  there  is  no  cost,  

but then the  cost rises  as  we  store  more  and more  units.

  Cost o stock out  i we  have  a  small amount o stock,  then the  cost 

o having a sudden surge  in demand could be  substantial,  but this  

will go  down as  more  stock is  ordered and bought in.

  Total cost  by combining the  two sets  o costs,  we  can see  the  

minimum point o the  total cost.  This  is  called the  economic order 

quantity  (EOQ) ;  it is  the  amount that should be  ordered or a  given 

time period.  The  EOQ is  one  o the  oldest calculations  in the  area o 

operations  management and stock control.

Student workpoint 5.13

Be refective

Building a Boeing 747

The manuacturing o a  Boeing 747  is  done in seven stages,  which 

take  on average  six months  to  complete  in total.  The  engines  are  

bought rom a supplier (Rolls  Royce)  or the  sixth stage,  as  buying 

them and storing inventories  or fve  months  would be  expensive.  

The  engines  cost approximately US$1 0  million each.

Generally,  Boeing can sell a  747  or US$200  million.

Question:

 Does  Boeing use  JIT or JIC?  Why?  
Figure 5.5.4.
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The ollowing seven elements  o stock control are  important yet easy to  

understand and remember:

  The initial order:  the  frst amount o stock delivered,  or example  

at the  start o the  year.

  The usage pattern:  how much stock is  used over a  given time 

period.  Is  usage  pattern regular or not?  Are  there  some predictable  

highs  and lows ( or example  or Christmas,  Chinese  New Year,  school 

holidays) ?  In general,  the  stock is  depleted over time and so  is  shown 

by a  line  with a negative  slope.

  The maximum stock level:  the  maximum amount o stock held at 

any one  time.

  The minimum stock level:  the  amount o stock that is  kept back as  

a  reserve,  also  called the  buffer stock .  The  amount o stock should 

never go  lower than this  level (otherwise  production o fnished 

goods may not be  possible,  and customer orders  cannot be  ulflled) .

  The reorder level:  the  level at which stock has  to  be  reordered ( this  

is  always  a  bit higher than the  minimum stock level)  as  a  orm o 

trigger or signal.

  The reorder quantity:  the  amount o stock that is  ordered.

  The lead time :  the  amount o time it takes  between ordering new 

stock and receiving it.

A typical stock control diagram will look like  Figure  5 .5 .6 .

0

1,500

reorder

quantity

lead

time

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

900

600

maximum stock level

minimum stock level

reorder level

time (month)

st
o
ck

 (
u
n
it
s)

in
it
ia
l o

rd
er

Figure 5.5.6.  Stock control  d iagram

Imagine  that the  example  shown in Figure  5 .5 .6  is  a  company selling 

smartphones  on the  Internet.  The  company may always  want to  keep 

a reserve  o 600  smartphones just in case.  The  manager has  calculated 

that,  assuming no  unoreseen changes  in demand,  he  will run through 

900  phones  over a  three-month period.  Ater two months,  he  knows 

that stock will go  down to  900  phones,  which is  his  reorder level,  when 

he  decides  to  arrange  or a  new delivery o phones  to  be  made rom the  

companys  suppliers.  It takes  one  month or that reorder quantity o 

900  phones  to  arrive  and when they do  the  whole  cycle  is  continued.  

This  simple  example  assumes no  unoreseen changes in demand,  but 

usage  patterns  may be  orecasted to  take  account o seasonal dierences  

and occasional surges  in demand.  Businesses  will oten have  sotware  

Key terms

Bufer stock

the minimum amount o 

stock that should  be  held  

(to  ensure that production  is 

sti l l  possible  and  customers 

orders may  sti l l  be  ulfl led)

Reorder level

the level  at which  stock has to  

be reordered  (a  orm o trigger 

or signal)

Reorder quantity

the amount o stock that is 

reordered

Lead time

the amount o time it takes 

between ordering new stock 

and  receiving it
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to  make those  calculations  and to  establish the  optimum reorder level 

and reorder quantity,  but the  basic diagram remains  as  shown in 

Figure  5 .5 .6 .  It is  a  very useul tool or managers  to  see  where  the  stress  

points  are  likely to  be  and how to  resolve  them.

Optimal  stock levels
In order or a  business  to  calculate  the  optimal level o stock,  several 

actors  must be  taken into  account:

  The market   Is  it growing?  Is  the  business  increasing sales?  Are  

there  any new organizations  ( competitors)  coming into  the  market?  

Is  the  market share  likely to  shrink?

  The fnal product   What type  o product is  it?  Is  it a  cheap,  single-

use,  ast-moving,  high-volume product or is  it the  opposite?  Is  it a  

complex product requiring many individual components?  Does  its  

production depend on many suppliers?

  The stock   Is  it perishable?  Is  it likely to  be  out o date?  How big is  

it?  Will it take  up  much storage  space?

  The inrastructure   Is  it reliable,  or is  there  a  need to  stockpile?  

Could the  weather or other actors  infuence  the  ability o suppliers  

to  meet demand?

  The fnance   Does  the  business  have  the  required money at the  

right time?  What possibilities  or credit do  the  suppliers  allow?  Are  

there  going to  be  signicant savings  rom buying in bulk?

  The human resources   What are  the  implications  or resourcing 

changes  in stock holdings?

Using the  EOQ and stock control charts  and diagrams,  businesses  may 

get some idea o the  correct amount o stock to  order and when,  but 

overall it is  dicult to  judge  precisely.  Businesses  should be  aware  that 

many actors  can change,  which creates  more  pressure,  depending on 

the  system that they are  using.  This  partly explains  why the  JIT method 

o stock control requires  greater coordination and cooperation with 

suppliers  than the  JIC  system.

Capacity  utilization rate

Production managers  oten want to  know how ecient the  acility is.  Is  

it being used to  its  maximum capacity?  For example,  a  hotel may want 

to  know what the  occupancy rate  o its  rooms is,  a  actory may want 

to  know how oten a machine  breakdown aects  the  work done,  or a  

school principal may want to  know whether there  is  a  chance  to  use  the  

schools  acilities  more  at weekends and holidays  by renting the  site  out.  

It would be  theoretically possible  or a  hotel to  be  ull all year round,  or 

a  actory to  work at ull capacity (24 hours  a  day,  365  days  a  year) ,  or a  

school to  house  a  day school and a night school in the  same buildings.  

In reality,  though,  there  will be  times when it is  neither desirable  nor 

suitable,  or example  or maintenance  purposes:  the  hotel may need 

some slack time to  reurbish the  rooms,  the  actory may need time to  

upgrade  the  machines,  the  school may need to  close  on some holidays  
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when no student would be  willing to  come.  These  simple  examples  show 

that it is  usually impossible  to  achieve  1 00  per cent capacity utilization,  

though businesses  will oten aim to  get as  close  as  possible  to  this  fgure.

Capacity utilization can be  calculated using the  ollowing equation:

Capacity utilization rate =    
actual output

  ___  
productive capacity

     100

For example,  i a  hotel has  1 00  beds,  and on average  80  are  flled,  the  

capacity utilization is  80  per cent.  S imilarly,  a  actory might be  able  to  

produce  a  maximum o 1 00,000  pairs  o shoes  in a  year,  but it only has  

orders  or 40,000.  Its  capacity utilization is  40  per cent.  Finally,  a  school 

with sufcient space  or 3 ,000  students  but that has  only 2 ,900  students  

has  a  96.6  per cent capacity utilization.

Businesses  that should aim or a  high capacity utilization will be  ones  

where  proft margins are  low,  or example  budget airlines  or ast- ood 

outlets.  These  businesses  cannot aord to  lose  any opportunity to  sell 

their product and so  will need to  market it accordingly.  At the  other end 

o the  range,  business-class  travel or fve-star restaurants  will not need 

and may not wish to  aim or high-volume sales.

Productivity  rate

The productivity rate is another ratio that a manager would be interested 

in.  It is  a measure o the efciency o production.  In unit 5 .1 ,  Figure 5 .1 .1  

showed the inputoutput model:  the productivity rate is  the ratio o output 

to input in production;  it reers to the added value o the business.

Productivity rate =    
total output

  __  
total input

     100

On its  own,  the  productivity rate  is  very crude  data;  it needs  to  be  

contextualized,  particularly in connection to  the  industry in which a 

business  operates   ideally by establishing comparisons  and benchmarks  

with competitors.  For example,  knowing that its  productivity rate  is  

65  per cent would not help  a  actory manager much:  is  this  low,  is  this  

high?  Only when comparing it with the  industry averages  would the  

actory manager be  able  to  make a judgment and possibly take  action.

  I the  productivity rate  is  (much)  lower than the  industry average,  

the  manager should take  remedial action;  adopting a  lean strategy 

could enable  the  actory to  cut down on waste  and to  increase  

efciency.  Several actors  and variables  would have  to  be  studied 

closely:  maybe  the  input is  too  high,  with too  many inventory items 

that lose  their value,  cannot be  used,  and are  eventually discarded.  

Maybe  the  output is  too  low,  because  o too  many deects.

  I the  productivity rate  is  higher than the  industry average,  the  

manager will be  pleased with the  efciency o the  companys  

operations.  Nonetheless,  the  manager could decide  to  investigate  

how the  actory could be  even more  productive,  using its  resources  

( raw materials,  human resources,  machines,  energy)  in a  more  

efcient way.
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Cost to buy (CBT)  and  cost to make (CTM)
One business  decision is  whether to  buy or to  make.

In unit 5 .4 we  discussed the  decision to  outsource  (or even offshore)  

or not.  A key factor,  as  always  in business  decisions,  is  costs:  it may be  

cheaper for a  business  to  buy a product made elsewhere,  by specialists,  

rather than making it directly (and this  applies  to  services  too) .  The  

decision can be  supported by using the  costs  and revenues  formulae  in 

unit 3 .3  ( costs  and revenues)  to  create  cost to  buy (CTB)  and cost to  

make (CTM)  equations:

CTB  =  P    Q

CTM =  (VC    Q)

For example,  imagine  that a  small international school in South East 

Asia has  to  decide  whether to  subcontract the  transport of students  by 

bus,  or to  provide  the  service  itself.  If the  school requires  20  buses  and 

a company called School Run charges  $1 0,000  per bus  for the  year,  

according to  the  formula

CTB  =  P    Q

this  service  would cost the  school:

$20    $ 1 0,000  =  $200,000

If,  however,  the  school decides  to  buy the  20  buses  from Dodgy Dealers  

Inc for $1 00  000  but faces  variable  costs  of $1 0  000  per bus  for fuel and 

the  drivers  wages  over the  year,  then the  cost to  make the  service  using 

the  equation

CTM =  FC  +  (VC    Q)

would be:

$1 00,000  +  ( $1 0,000    2 0)  =  $300,000

In this  case  CTB  <  CTM,  so  the  school should outsource.

This  simple  example  ignores  some of the  factors  that may have  a  bearing 

on the  supply chain.  For example,  how reliable  is  the  company School 

Run?  And how reliable  are  the  buses  bought from Dodgy Dealers?  

What are  the  implications of the  school employing drivers  as  opposed 

to  someone else  doing so?  Are  there  some legal issues  involved?  When 

deciding on what action to  take,  a  business  would also  take  qualitative  

factors  such as  these  into  account.
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y supply  chain hould  be kept on a  hort leah

Simon  Caulkin,  the  Observer,  27  April  2008

The  b ig business  idea  o the  last 20  years  is  going 
rancid .  Last week,  Boeings  embarrassed  ch ie 
executive  announced  the  th ird  ma jor delay  to  i ts  
much-hyped  787  Dreaml iner project.

Unbel ievably ,  a l though  nearly  900  o the  a ircrat 
have  been  so ld ,  i ts  protabi l i ty  is  in  question  as  the  
rm s  globa l  supply  chain  cracks  up.  At the  heart o 
the  problem  is  the  Del l  model  (ater the  computer 
manuacturer) ,  app l ied  to  the  pro jects  und ing and  
management.  I ndustry  researchers  say  that Boeings  
a ttempt to  m in im ise  nancia l  risks  by  maxim ising 
the  number o development partners  has  had  the  
opposite  efect:  ou tsourcing on  th is  sca le  (80  per 
cent,  includ ing la rge  and  compl icated  components)  
has  actua l ly  increased  the  risk o pro ject and  
management a i lu re .

Boeing shou ld  have  pa id  heed  to  the  experience  o 
Del l ,  wh ich  posted  a  poweru l  warn ing on  the  dangers  
o pay ing more  attention  to  the  supply  than  the  
demand  cha in :  being good  at giving customers what 
they  get is  not the  same  th ing as  being good  at giving 
them  what they  want.  

But i ts  not on ly  computer and  aerospace  companies  
that are  learn ing these  lessons.  One  automotive  
component maker was  shocked  to  d iscover that 
parts  arriving or na l  assembly  in  the  US  had  spent 
up  to  two  years  shuttl ing between  21  p lants  on  our 
continentswhen  it had  on ly  actua l ly  taken  200  
m inutes  to  make  them.  Much  o the  work was  done  
in  Ch ina  to  benet rom  lower labour costs,  bu t any  
advantage  was  more  than  ofset by  the  costs  o 
managing and  schedu l ing inventory  in  the  tortuous  
supply  l ine.  With  h indsight,  the  Ch ina  move  was  ra ted  
a  d isaster.

Yet undeterred ,  service  industries  a re  now making 
exactly  the  same  m istakes.  In  theory ,  since  there  is  
noth ing physica l  to  make  or transport,  services  a re  
idea l  cand idates or d isembod ied  processing and  
reassembly  by  low-cost labour in  oreign  parts.  But 
state-o-the-art ca l l  centres  and  d istant graduates  a re  
qu ite  oten  the  wrong answer to  the  wrong question .  
A riend  [ in  the  UK]  try ing to  get to  Norwich  [rom  the  
north  o England]  over Christmas spent ages  on  the  
phone  to  I nd ia  working out how to  do  i t without taking 
24 hours  [because  o delays  and  cancel la tions] .  When  

he  got to  Liverpool  S treet the  man  on  the  spot to ld  
h im :  Go  to  Kings  Cross,  mate:  tra ins  to  Cambridge  
arent afected ,  then  change  or Norwich . S im ilarly ,  
when  your cable  broadband  is  down,  you  dont need  
someone  thousands o m i les  away  read ing rom  a  
script,  bu t a  spotty  youth  around  the  corner who  wi l l  
sort i t ou t or 60  and  a  supply  o co la  or cofee.

Why  do  companiesand  publ ic-sector organisations
continue  to  get th is  so  wrong,  pursuing the  wi l l -o -
the-wisp  o cost reduction  with  measures that end  up  
increasing them? Aided  and  abetted  by  consultants  
and  computer rms that shou ld  know better,  they  are  
prey  to  three  management myths.

  One  is  economies  of scale .  Manuacturers  
and  service  outts  a l ike  th ink they  can  cut 
costs  by  mass  producing processes  in  vast 
specia l ist actories.  They  cant,  because  o a l l  the  
unanticipated  costs  noted  earl ier:  carry ing and  
transport costs  (or physica l  inventory)  ram iy ing 
the  possibi l i ty  and  consequences  o m istakes,  
re-work (mopping up  compla ints  about th ings  not 
being done  or being done  wrongly ) ,  knock-on  costs  
up  and  downstream,  and  na l ly  the  management 
costs  o sorting i t a l l  ou t.

  The  second  myth  is  that theres no  a lternative  
because  quality  costs more .  Yet qual ityin  the  
sense o giving customers what they  want,  no  more,  
no  lesscosts less,  not more.  Th is is  because  i 
you  do  just that,  a)  you  dont incur the  cost o giving 
them  what they  dont want,  and  b)  ind irect costs a l l  
too,  since  there  are  ewer m istakes to  rectiy .

   Th ird ,  companies  habitua l ly  overestimate  the  
coord inating power o markets  (and  thus  the  
a ttractiveness  o short-term  outsourcing to  
I nd ia  and  Ch ina)  and  underestimate  the  ro le  o 
organ isation .  But whi le  the  internet can  undeniably  
cu t the  cost o some  market coord ination ,  or any  
complex task a  good  organ isation  can  sti l l  ou t-
compete  what can  be  suppl ied  una ided  by  the  
marketwhich  is  why  we  sti l l  have  organ isations  
in  the  rst p lace.

For both  products  and  services,  the  principles  are  the  
same.  Supply  cha ins  shou ld  be  as  short as  possible  
in  both  time  and  d istance;  smal l  and  loca l ,  rom  pol ice  
stations and  GPs surgeries  to  banks  and  computer 
rms ca l l  centres,  a lmost a lways  beats  large  and  
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revision checklist

  The supply chain is  the  system o connected organizations,  

inormation,  resources  and operations  that allow a business  to  ulfl 

its  business  activities.  It includes  suppliers,  distributors,  retailers  and 

customers.

  Just in case  ( JIC )  is  a  traditional method o stock control which 

means holding a reserve  o raw materials  and fnished products  in 

case  o a  sudden increase  in demand.

  Just in time ( JIT)  is  a  modern method o stock control which 

involves  getting supplies  only when necessary and producing only 

when an order is  made.

  The capacity utilization rate  is  calculated by (actual output/

productive  capacity)    1 00.

  The productivity rate  is  calculated by ( total output/total input)    1 00.

TOK discussion

 Is  i t possible  to  draw an  

exhaustive supply  chain  

diagram?

 Are the capacity  

uti l ization  rate and  

productivity  rate always 

open  to  interpretation?

remote.  Expertise  shou ld  be  upront,  whether on  the  

production  l ine  or the  phone,  where  i t  can  respond  

immed iately  to  the  customer.  The  title  o a  report rom  

the  Cambridge  Institu te  or Manuacturing,  Making 

the  Right Th ings  in  the  Right Places,  says i t a l l :  in  a  

globa l ised ,  virtua l  world ,  location  and  supply -chain  

decisions  a re  more  critica l ,  not less.

Exam-style  questions
1 .  Defne  the  terms in  bold .  [6  marks]

2 .  Expla in  how Boeing can  m in imise  their  

risk by  maxim ising their development  

partners.   [4 marks]

3 .  D iscuss  the  costs  and  benefts  to  Boeing o 

outsourcing the  787  p lane.  [10  marks]
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5.6  Research  and  development (HL only)

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  evaluate  the importance o research  and  development (R&D)  or a  

business

  explain  the  importance o developing goods and  services that 

address customers unmet needs

  distinguish  between  d iferent types o innovation:

  product innovation

  process innovation

  positioning innovation

  paradigm innovation

  distinguish  between  adaptive creativity  and  innovative creativity

  examine how pace o change in  an  industry,  organizational  cu lture,  

and  ethical  considerations may  inuence research  and  development 

practices and  strategies in  an  organization.

The importance of research and development
Research and development (R&D)  is  a  form of innovation directly 

associated with the  technical development of existing products  or 

processes,  or the  creation of new ones.  Large  businesses  spend vast sums 

of money on R&D,  typically with a bespoke department specializing in 

R&D,  with engineers  and researchers  whose  creativity is  essential for the  

organization.  R&D  is  important in all industries,  from pharmaceuticals  

to  household goods,  from electronics  to  space  exploration  and also  in 

sectors  that might not be  spontaneously associated with R&D,  such as  

agriculture  and fashion.

R&D  is  important as  it can help extend the product life  cycle  by developing 

new ways to  use  existing products ( such as  increasing the functionality of 

a mobile  phone)  or by indicating new strategic directions for the company 

( such as  when Apple branched off from PCs to  iPods,  iPhones,  and iPads) .

Student workpoint 5.14

Be a thinker 

1 .  Is  R&D  only important for large  businesses?  Why?

2 .  At the start of the course,  you studied the Ansoff matrix (Unit 1 .3) .  

How can you link R&D and the Ansoff matrix?

3 .  In the unit on marketing,  you studied the BCG matrix (Unit 4.5) .  

How can you link R&D and the BCG matrix?
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There  is  no  single  best way of conducting R&D,  but to  be  at its  most 

effective  R&D  requires  good planning,  teamwork,  communication,  and 

leadership.  There  are  a  number of stages  between thinking of an idea 

and launching a product.  These  stages  are  listed in Figure  5 .6 .1 .

Hybrid  cars

 How many  years?

Concept  test    

pass the idea  by  

a  focus group

Research  the market   

look for potentia l  

consumer proles

Cost  the idea    

work out  a  

production  budget

Think of an  idea   

the Eureka  moment!
Review

Launch!

Carry  out  a  test  launch   

perhaps as a  pi lot

Bui ld  the prototype  

the rst  hard  evidence

Figure 5.6.1.  From thinking of an  idea  to  launching a  product

The process  can take  a  very long time:  for example  up  to  1 5  years  for a  

new drug in the  pharmaceutical industry (as  different stages  of testing 

and authorization are  required) .  Many brilliant ideas  do  not get to  the  

production stage  because  the  product is  deemed too  costly,  or the  market 

does  not seem large  enough to  make it viable.  

Successful R&D  can lead to  many advantages  for a  business.  It can:

  give  the  business  a  competitive  advantage

  extend the  life  of an existing product

  open up  new markets

  enhance  the  prestige  of the  company  being a  known innovator

  motivate  the  workforce   designing new products,  appearing at the  

cutting edge  of innovation

  lead to  improvements  in quality

  reduce  costs.

However,  R&D  is  not without its  problems:

  There  may be  opportunity costs   what else  could the  money be  

spent on?

  R&D  may be  in the  wrong direction  as  a  new product does  not 

mean there  is  a  market for it.

  R&D  is  time consuming  the  R&D  workforce  is  tied to  a  project for 

years,  without any ROI ( return on investment)  for the  company 

during that time.
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  R&D  can be  ercely competitive   work on B lu-Ray versus HD-DVD,  

or example.

  R&D  can become bureaucratic and non-productive   despite  

extensive  R&D,  how many new products  do  drug companies  actually 

produce,  or example?

  There  may be  ethical issues  involved  or example  with R&D  

involving genetically modied crops,  stem cell research or animal 

experiments  or cosmetics.

maketing aspects of r&D
Innovation is  essential or any business.  Quality can be  improved 

through methods  such as  kaizen  or approaches  such as  TQM,  but most 

businesses  do  not simply develop  a product and then leave  it unchanged 

or ever.  Even Coca-Cola has  modied its  secret ormula,  or instance.  I 

businesses  ail to  innovate,  they may lose  market share  against existing 

competitors  who innovate,  or against new entrants  with rereshing 

ideas  and new products  or services.  In the  BCG matrix o their product 

portolio  ( see  Unit 4.5 ) ,  their cash cows  may become dogs .

R&D  can also allow the business to  nd gaps in existing markets,  or to  

open up new markets entirely.  It is  also  important to  develop goods and 

services that address customers  unmet needs,  which is  why the marketing 

department and the R&D  department should work together.  One o the  

key unctions o market research is  to  identiy customers  unmet needs,  

i.e.  to  spot business  opportunities,  or example or a new piece o sotware,  

a new book,  or a new favour o ice-cream.  This  inormation can then 

help the R&D  department develop the items or which there is  a market 

demand.  This is  a key premise o market orientation,  as  opposed to  

product orientation.  The absence o a dialogue between the marketing and 

R&D  departments could have unortunate,  costly consequences.

Student workpoint 5.15

Be a thinker 

These  products  were  launched:

 edible  deodorant

 canned whole  chickens

 childrens  toothpaste  in an aerosol

 tissues  impregnated with vitamin C

 smokeless  cigarettes

 garlic cake.

They didnt sell.  Why do  you think they didnt?

Marketing and R&D  also  overlap  on the  important issue  o intellectual 

property rights.  Those  property rights  all into  dierent categories:  

patents,  copyrights,  and trademarks.  Their ownership  by the  business  

constitutes  a  valuable  asset that needs  to  be  protected;  without this  

Key term

R&D 

a  form of innovation  directly  

associated  with  the technical  

development of existing 

products or processes,  or the 

creation  of new ones
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protection,  the  business  could lose  its  edge  and the  competition may be  

able  to  develop identical products.

Patents

When individuals  or businesses  invent products  or production processes,  

they should take  out a  patent to  protect their idea.  Once  the  patent 

has  been bought,  it gives  the  individuals  or businesses  undisputed 

rights  to  exclude  anyone else  rom making the  product exactly to  the  

specifcations  laid down in the  patent,  usually or a  period o up  to  

20  years.  Ater that time,  the  individuals  or business  can o course  renew 

the  patent.  A patent on one  product does  not stop  anyone producing 

similar products,  but they must not be  exactly the  same ( they must 

have  dierent eatures) .  For example,  Apple  had to  fght or the  right 

to  produce  the  iPod because  Apple  was alleged to  have  used the  touch 

wheel technology rom another producer,  Quantum Research Group.  

The  patent gives  the  inventor frst mover advantage.  The  Apple  iPod 

has  become an iconic market leader because  o its  head start.

Copyright

Copyright is  similar to  a  patent.  It originally applied to  written material 

but has  now been extended to  cover other artistic orms o media 

presentations  such as  cartoons,  music,  and flms.  Again,  the  individual or 

business  is  protected or a  period o time ( or example  50  years)  rom the  

unlawul copying o the  material.  In our digital age,  this  has  become a 

major source  o concern or major record companies  and flm producers,  

especially with the  introduction o fle-sharing sites  on the  Internet.

Trademarks

A fnal orm o intellectual property rights  is  that o trademarks.  These  

are  split into  two general orms.  Conventional trademarks  include  logos,  

slogans,  designs,  and phrases.  The  name Coca-Cola,  or example,  is  

protected by the  symbol .  There  are  non-conventional trademarks,  

which are  qualities  that are  distinctive  to  the  design,  or example  the  

Coca-Cola label,  including the  exact colour,  match,  and shape  o the  

letters.

All these  intellectual property rights  help  to  ensure  that the  business  can:

  have frst mover advantage

  increase  proft margins

  saeguard continuity o production

  develop  brand loyalty

  have time to  develop  new products

  fnancially beneft rom its  creativity,  innovation,  and R&D.

Types of innovation

Although all innovations,  by nature,  are dierent,  it is  possible to distinguish 

between types o innovation.  The two types o innovation that are the  

easiest to understand are about the product itsel (product innovation)  

and about the way the product is made (process innovation) .
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  Product innovation  is  a  type  o innovation where  new products  

are  created,  or improvements  to  existing products  are  made,  

or example  producing fat-screen televisions or new models  o 

smartphones.  Product innovation reers  to  what an organization 

oers.

  Process  innovation  is  a  type  o innovation where  some parts  o the  

manuacturing or service  delivery are  improved,  or example  with 

the  JIT system.  Just as  production innovation reers  to  the  what  

process,  innovation reers  to  the  how.

In the  case  o services,  the  notion o service  innovation  may 

cover aspects  pertaining to  both product innovation  and process  

innovation,  or example  in e-commerce  the  ability or customers  to  

track online  the  progress  and location o an item they have  purchased.

There  are  two urther types  o innovation.  One reers  to  the  use  or 

perception o the  product itsel and is  called positioning innovation  

or sometimes just position innovation.  The  other reers  to  the  impact 

the  new product or service  may have  on the  whole  industry and is  called 

paradigm innovation .

  Positioning innovation  reers  to  the  use  or perception o a  new 

product or service.  The  word positioning  is  not geographical:  it 

is  in the  marketing sense  o  in relationship  to  competitors ,  as  

with a  product position map.  The  ocus  here  is  on the  business  

environment and the  competitive  context.  The  most commonly 

cited example  is  that o Lucozade:  it used to  be  a  medicinal drink,  

until the  organization producing it( the  pharmaceutical giant 

GlaxoSmithKline)  decided to  reposition it (and rebrand it)  as  an 

energy sports  drink in 1 983 .

  Paradigm innovation  reers  to  an innovation so  important that 

it may change  the  industry itsel.  The  ocus  is  on the  impacts,  

both short- term and long-term,  o the  new product or service.  For 

example,  in the  1 990s  the  advent o no-rills  airlines  and budget 

air travel created a massive  change  in thinking (and in travelling 

practice)  by individuals,  airports,  and established airlines.  It also  

spawned a whole  set o new business  opportunities,  or instance  the  

practicality o buying property in other countries  (because  travelling 

to  them is  much cheaper than in the  past)  or the  organization o trips  

or nal-year high-school students  who travel as  a  group.

Product innovation,  process  innovation,  positioning innovation,  and 

paradigm innovation are  called the  4 Ps  o innovation.  

Student workpoint 5.16

Be a thinker 

1 .  Identiy two examples  o each type  o innovation (product,  

process,  positioning,  paradigm) .  

2 .  Can you think o some innovations  that are  not easy to   

classiy in those  our categories?  What does  that show us   

about innovation  and about the  meaning o the  word itsel?

Key terms

Product innovation

a  type of innovation  where 

new products are created  or 

improvements to  existing 

products are made

Process innovation 

a  type of innovation  

where some parts of the  

manufacturing or service 

del ivery  are  improved

Positioning innovation 

an  innovation  in  the  use or 

perception  of a  new product or 

service

Paradigm innovation  

an  innovation  so important 

that it may  change the 

industry  itself
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Forms o creativity
Faced with a new situation or an unknown problem,  what do  you do?  

You could apply methods and approaches that you have  used beore,  

or you could try new methods  and approaches,  new ways  o thinking.  

This  is  the  case  in mathematics  and in science   and this  is  also  the  

case  or R&D.  When chemists  create  new drugs to  ght new viruses,  

when engineers  develop  an electric car,  when marketeers  design a new 

promotional campaign,  they have  to  be  creative   and that creativity 

may be  described as  adaptive creativity  or innovative creativity.

  Adaptive creativity  is  a  orm o creativity that transers  and applies  

existing orms o thinking and problem solving to  new scenarios  or 

dierent situations.

  Innovative creativity  is  a  orm o creativity that generates  new 

orms o thinking,  addressing problems rom an unusual perspective.

One orm is  not better than the  other:  they are  complementary.  They 

correspond to  dierent creative  styles:  some people  tend to  display an 

adaptive  style  o creativity,  and others  an innovative  style  o creativity.  

The main characteristics  o these  two styles  o creativity are  summarized 

in Table  5 .6 .1 .

Table 5.6.1.  Main  characteristics o both  styles o creativity

Main  characteristics of someone with  the adaptive style 

of creativity

Main  characteristics of someone with the innovative 

style of creativity

Takes a  discipl inary  approach Takes a  interdiscipl inary  approach

Shows systematic,  l inear thinking Shows divergent thinking

Needs more structure Needs less structure

Preers incremental  changes Preers radical  changes

Solves problems by  adapting,  rening,  and  improving the 

current paradigm

Solves problems by  breaking,  modiying,  and  replacing the 

current paradigm

Thinks inside the box Thinks outside the box

Student workpoint 5.17

Be a thinker 

1 .  Can you think o recent examples  when you have  been an 

adaptive  innovator?  Can you think o recent examples  when 

you have  been a creative  innovator?

2 .  It is  sometimes  said that adaptive  creativity is  about doing things  

better,  whereas  innovation creativity is  about doing things  

dierently.  Do  you agree?  Why?

Factos afecting r&D
Numerous actors  may aect the  ability o an individual,  a  team,  or a  

business  to  innovate  successully  and may infuence  the  R&D  practices  

and strategies  o an organization.

Key terms

Adaptive creativity  

a  orm o creativity  that 

transers and  appl ies existing 

orms o thinking and  problem 

solving to  new scenarios or 

d iferent situations

Innovative creativity

a  orm o creativity  that 

generates new orms o 

thinking,  addressing problems 

rom an  unusual  perspective
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  Organizational culture   i an organization has  a  rather low-

risk,  role-based,  bureaucratic,  or autocratic culture,  innovation 

may then be  very limited,  as  the  ear o ailure  can outweigh the  

rewards o success;  on the  other hand,  democratic or collaborative  

organizational cultures  may oster risk taking and view creative  input 

as  a  valuable  resource.

  Past experience   a  proven track record o innovative  practices  

can help  develop  the  expectations or uture  change  and can act 

as  an archive  o what has  worked in the  past .  This  is  also  called 

path dependence;  it may shape  and rame the  R&D  strategy o the  

organization.

  Technology   this  can play a  leading role  in the  development o 

ideas,  especially with computer-assisted design (CAD)  and the  use  o 

the  Internet.  For example,  the  collaborative  nature  o reeware  (as  

open-source  sotware)  has  largely resulted rom the  ease  o sharing 

ideas  and practices  in a  supportive  environment  hence  the  success  

o Mozilla Fireox and other reeware.

  The pace of change   some industries  are  more  responsive  to  

change  than others.  In high-tech industries,  businesses  may be  less  

able  to  stay ahead o the  market or long,  as  the  pace  o development 

is  so  ast.  Other markets  ( or example  or local,  traditional goods  

and or services  such as  organizing weddings  and crat airs)  are  not 

aected in the  same way.

  The level of competition   the  more  competition there  is  in a  

market,  the  more  o an incentive  there  is  or businesses  to  create  the  

competitive  edge  brought about by innovation.

  Finance   the  amount o fnance  available,  and particularly the  R&D  

budget,  can limit the  amount o innovation a business  may be  able  to  

achieve.

  HR   tied into  the  availability o fnance  is  the  related feld o 

available  workers  to  innovate.  The  number o workers,  their skill 

sets,  and the  amount o time allocated to  innovation will all have  an 

impact on their ability to  innovate.

  Legal constraints   whether in the  development stage  or in the  

implementation stage  o a  product,  there  are  many legal concerns 

that a  business  must take  into  account.  Taking airlines  as  an example,  

whether it is  possible  or them to  reduce  the  turnaround time o 

airplanes  on the  ground is  dependent on labour practices.  It will also  

vary rom country to  country.

  Ethical concerns   even when some innovations  are  possible  

legally,  some stakeholders  may have  strong ethical concerns,  or 

example  about testing new cosmetic products  on animals.  Some 

companies  such as  The  Body Shop and LUSH do  not do  animal 

testing o any kind.  In turn,  they use  this  stance  or marketing 

purposes.

Given all o the  above,  the  possibility or businesses  to  innovate  

successully may be  restricted;  the  number o businesses  that come 

out with radical paradigm-shiting inventions  is  even more  limited.  

TOK discussion

What is the  role  o creativity,  

imagination,  and  emotion  in  a  

business context?

Imagination  is more 

important than  knowledge. 

How can  Einsteins amous 

words be reinterpreted  in  a  

business context?

Can one make an  argument 

that the more peoples needs 

and  wants are met,  the more 

d ifcult innovation  is?

Is R&D a  topic o business 

management,  or a  topic 

o science,  design,  and  

technology? Why?
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However,  any business  has  the  capacity to  make small-scale  adjustments  

to  improve  productivity by adopting new techniques  and innovative  

practices,  as  long as  the  resistance  to  change  can be  addressed.

Revision checklist

  Research and development allows organizations  to  develop  new and 

existing products  in an innovative  way.

  Product innovation exists  when new products  are  created or existing 

products  are  improved.

  Process  innovation improves  the  manufacturing or service  delivery 

process.

  Positioning innovation refers  to  the  use  or perception of a  new 

product  where  it sits  in the  market and how it is  perceived.

  Paradigm innovation is  a  substantial innovation which could change  

a whole  industry.

  Adaptive  creativity transfers  and applies  existing forms of thinking 

and problem-solving to  new scenarios.

  Innovative  creativity generates  new forms of thinking,  addressing 

problems from a new perspective.
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By  the end  o this chapter,  you  should  be able  to:

  distinguish  between  between  crisis management and  contingency  

planning

   explain  the  actors that ensure efective  crisis management:  

  transparency

  communication

  speed

  control

  comment on  the advantages and  d isadvantages o contingency  

planning:

  cost

  time

  risks

  saety.

Crisis management
When a major,  unpredictable  event occurs  and threatens  to  harm 

an organization and its  stakeholders,  the  organization aces  a  crisis.  

C risis  management reers  to  the  systematic steps  and eorts  by the  

organization to  limit the  damage rom a sudden crisis.  C rises  may be  

triggered by:

  human activity  ( such as  the  nancial crises  o 1 929  and 2008)

  industrial accidents  ( such as  the  Bhopal gas  tragedy o 1 984,  

the  Chernobyl nuclear disaster in 1 985  and the  BP Gul o Mexico  

disaster in 201 0)

  natural disasters  ( such as  the  S ichuan earthquake in China in 

2008,  the  tsunami in north-eastern Japan in 201 1  and the  foods  in 

Thailand in 201 1 ) .

Crises  are  not all o a  global scale:  on a  small local scale,  a  crisis  may be  

a  sudden power cut (preventing the  whole  actory or someones  home 

oce  operating) ,  a  ailure  o the  IT system o a  company (or just the  

printer o the  kanban  cards) ,  the  illness  o a  key member o sta ( the  

only one  who knows how to  reprogram a machine) ,  an accident on 

the  premises,  or a  gas  leak in a  nearby building (with the  obligation to  

evacuate  and consequently the  impossibility to  work on that day) .  The  

outcomes o a  crisis  may be  major ( such as  a  plane  crash with human 

5.7   Crisis  management and 
contingency  planning (HL only)
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casualties)  or minor ( such as  a  delay in delivering extended essays  to  an 

IB  examiner) .  Any elements  o the  supply chain may be  aected:  a  road 

block or some workers  on strike  may prevent the  delivery o an essential 

component,  thereby stopping the  production fow.  By nature,  crises  are  

unpredictable   and managers  must then take  action to  limit the  damage 

or their stakeholders.

Four related actors  aect crisis  management:

  Transparency   stakeholders  will want to  be  kept inormed o 

what is  happening;  sta,  customers,  and local residents  will want 

to  be  sure,  or example,  that saety is  the  priority.  Irrespective  o its  

size  and share  o responsibility in the  crisis,  the  business  will need 

to  be  honest and tell the  truth;  this  is  part o its  corporate  social 

responsibility (CSR) .

  Communication   senior managers  will need to  communicate  in 

an objective  way,  despite  the  temptation to  turn this  into  a  media 

exercise  in public relations  (PR) ,  with a  possible  bias  and concerns  

or the  reputation o the  business  rather than or the  saety o all 

involved.

  Speed   managers  will need to  act promptly,  both in their 

actions  ( or example  in the  actory or on the  eld)  and in their 

communications  ( such as  through a press  conerence  or media 

release) .  This  will be  a  particular challenge,  as  analysing the  problem 

and evaluating possible  solutions,  beore  implementing one,  may 

require  more  time than is  available.  A rushed decision will not 

always  be  the  best one.

  Control   managers  need to  do  their utmost to  prevent urther 

damage and keep  the  situation under control.  Depending upon 

the  crisis  and its  nature,  this  may be  more  or less  easible.  This  is  

about minimizing urther impacts,  be  they environmental,  social,  or 

economic.  

Contingency planning

Contingency planning reers  to  an organizations  attempts  to  put in 

place  procedures  to  deal with a  crisis,  anticipating it through scenario  

planning.  Contingency planning is  about being prepared,  should the  

crisis  occur or real.  Although it is  not possible  to  imagine  all the  possible  

crises,  the  most likely ones  ( or example  re)  can be  anticipated;  set 

procedures  can be  written and rehearsed ( such as  a  re  drill with 

evacuation o the  premises) .  Contingency planning is  comparable  to  a  

list o what i ?  scenarios,  with simulations  and procedures  in place.  

For contingency planning,  our actors  are  particularly important:

  Cost   contingency planning may be  costly,  both the  planning 

process  itsel and the  need to  train sta to  deal with a  wide  range  o 

events  and scenarios,  rom IT ailure  to  accidents  at work to  terrorist 

attack.  However,  contingency planning is  much less  expensive  than 

dealing with a crisis  without it,  not to  mention the  lawsuits  that 

could ollow.
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  Time   just as  contingency planning may be  costly,  it may be  time 

consuming,  again both in terms o planning and training.  For 

example,  health and saety legislation will vary rom country to  

country;  some members  o sta may sometimes  need,  by law,  to  be  

trained and retrained in frst aid and emergency response.

  Risks   contingency planning will have  to  assess  a  range  o possible  

risks  ( to  the  workers,  to  the  machines,  to  the  company,  and to  other 

stakeholders,  too,  such as  suppliers  and customers) .  The  degree  and 

level o risks  and hazards are  also  likely to  change,  so  contingency 

planners  will need to  review their plans regularly.

  Safety   contingency planning hinges  on the  notion that saety must 

be  the  priority,  which is  why the  number one  aim o fre  drills  is  to  

ensure  that everyone would keep  sae  in the  case  o a  real fre.

The key beneft o having people  in a  crisis  management team who 

have  prepared contingency plans is  that the  plans  can be  written when 

working on a theoretical,  hypothetical crisis,  as  opposed to  a  real one.  I 

a  crisis  occurs,  and there  is  no  contingency plan in place,  it is  likely that 

decisions will be  made under great stress  and urgency.  In this  situation,  

there  is  a  chance  that the  wrong decision may be  made.  While  members  

o the  crisis  management team will not be  able  to  anticipate  every crisis,  

the  act that they are  a  team and have  a  contingency plan means that 

they will at least be  prepared.  I the  crisis  that occurs  is  similar to  one  

that has  been simulated,  the  chances  o the  damage being limited are  

much greater.

Student workpoint 5.18

Be refective

Imagine  that there  is  an outbreak o a  very virulent virus  at your 

school  potentially atal!  The  outbreak is  totally unexpected and has  

occurred during the  fnal IB  examinations.  All stakeholders  want the  

school to  remain open,  and or students  to  attend school and sit their 

examinations.

D iscuss  the  steps  that could be  taken to  minimize  the  spread o the  

virus  and enable  the  school to  remain open and students  to  take  

examinations.  

Key terms

Crisis management 

the systematic steps and  

eorts by  an  organization  

to  l imit the damage rom a  

sudden crisis

Contingency planning

an  organizations attempts 

to  put in  place procedures to  

deal  with  a  crisis,  anticipating 

it through scenario  planning

C
a
s
e
 s
tu
d
y You think fying is bad now

To  u l ly  appreciate  the  impact that soaring o i l  prices  

have  had  on  the  beleaguered  a irl ine  industry  in  the  

US,  consider that carriers  spent a round  $60  b i l l ion  on  

jet uel  in  2008nearly  our times what they  pa id  in  

2000.  Airl ines lose  rough ly  $60  on  every  round-trip  

passenger,  a  slow bleed  that meant losses  o a round  

$7 .2  b i l l ion  in  2008,  the  largest yearly  loss  ever.

Consolidation  is  l ikely

Experts  be l ieve  that the  crisis  cou ld  proound ly  

reshape  the  industry  in  com ing years.  That means  not 

on ly  a r ewer carriers  than  a t present,  bu t orcing the  

su rvivors  to  reth ink every  acet o how they  operate ,  

rom  ticket pricing to  the  very  way  they  fy .  The  

problem  right now is  that no  one  knows where  the  
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price  o o i l  is  go ing to  a l l  down,  says  Darry l  Jenkins,  
an  avia tion  expert a t Oh io  S tate  Un iversity .  Your 
p lann ing becomes  What do  we  do  to  lose  the  least 
amount o money?

Experts believe that any  carrier that al ls into  Chapter 11  
[a  orm  o bankruptcy]  wil l  l ikely  have to  l iquidate.  That 
would  probably  include one or more  o the  major a irl ines.
H istorical ly ,  a irl ines have attracted  sucient unding to  
operate  while  restructuring, and  new capital  when  they  
exit.  I ts  not clear that current market conditionshigh  oil  
prices and  credit-squeezed  lenderswould  a l low that.  
Airl ines with  the  nancial  muscle  to  step inor example  
Southwest (LUV)would  be  interested. Southwest 
has avoided  major acquisitions and  considers them  a  
steep risk but clearly  recognizes potential  opportunity  
in  a  bankrupt rival .  I t just gives the acquiring carrier a  
tremendous amount o fexibil ity  to  impose change that 
would  otherwise  be  very  d icult, says Southwest CEO  
Gary  Kelly ,  whose company  has remained  protable  
because o long-term  uel  contracts.

European  buyers

Analysts  say  l iqu idations  cou ld  wel l  leave  an  industry  
consisting o two  dominant carriers,  most l ikely  the  
combined  Del ta  (DAL) -Northwest (NWA)  and  perhaps  
a  combined  American  (AMR) -Continenta l  (CAL) ,  a long 
with  a  couple  o d iscount p layers  l ike  Southwest.  I  
th ink the  industry  is  going to  look more  l ike  Europea  
couple  o ar-fung carriers  and  then  a  bunch  o l i ttle  
guys, says  Roger King,  a irl ine  ana lyst or Cred itSights,  
a  New York-based  institu tiona l  research  rm .

The oil  crisis may  eventually  prompt Washington  
policymakers to  drop their long-standing resistance  
to  oreign  ownership o US carriers, leading to  the rst 
generation  o truly  global  carriers. The US airl ines badly  
need  more capital  to  survive, and  the only  players with  
the resources to  buy  in  are the [cash-rich]  European  
carriers. Why  would  Congress object to  that? asks Robert 
Mann, an  industry  consultant in  Port Washington, NY.

That cou ld  give  British  Airways  the  open ing or the  
acqu isition  o American  i t has  long coveted ,  and  a  
sim i lar move  by  Luthansa  on  e ither Un ited  Airl ines  or 
JetBlue  Airways,  in  which  i t a l ready  owns a  19% stake.  
For a l l  i ts  aviation  woes,  the  US  remains the  la rgest,  
most lucrative  travel  market in  the  world .  Dont you  
th ink BA wou ld  a l l  over i tsel to  buy  American  Airl ines  
or $1 .6  b i l l ion? King says.  Thats  peanuts  to  them.

Creative pricing

Th is  consol idation  wi l l  come  with  a  cost.  Experts  
bel ieve  that i surviving carriers  are  to  earn  a  prot 
i t  wi l l  requ ire  hety  are  h ikes and  a  2025% cut in  
capacity .  That means  ewer routes,  ewer f ights,  and  
even  more  crowded  p lanes.  The  b iggest losers  wou ld  
be  smal ler cities  l ike  Cedar Rapids,  I owa,  and  Baton  
Rouge,  Lou isiana ,  that became  accustomed  to  dozens  
o da i ly  f ights,  usua l ly  on  50-seat jets.  But o i l  priced  
near $130  rendered  those  smal ler jets  uneconomica l ,  
meaning that carriers  are  l ikely  to  fy  one  much  la rger 
p lane  on  margina l  routes  each  day ,  but no  more.  We  
m ight keep  one  f ight just to  keep  Congress  o our 
back, muses  one  industry  executive.

Coast-to-coast f ights  wi l l  change,  too.  With  roughly  
30% o the  weight o any  transcontinenta l  f ight 
consisting o the  uel  a lone,  carriers  can  be  expected  to  
replace  many  o those  longer non-stops  with  one-stop  
f ights,  in tended  la rgely  or reuel l ing.

The  era  o cheap  ares  wi l l  end ,  too.  S ince  deregu lation  
in  1978,  ares  have  a l len  by  more  than  50% in  rea l ,  
infation-ad justed  terms.  Prices wi l l  rise,  and  a irl ines  
wi l l  become even  more  creative  in  how they  set 
ares,  and  take  other steps to  wring more  cash  out o 
passengers,  as  American  d id  when  i t announced  p lans 
to  charge  $15  to  check a  bag.  Even  more  classes  o 
service  wi l l  be  so ld .  A premium  wil l  be  charged ,  or 
example,  or window or exit-row seats,  and  or separate  
check-in ,  board ing,  and  baggage-cla im  service  or 
travel lers  wi l l ing to  pay  more  to  save  time.

Technical  upgrades

The  ee  changes and  h igher ares  are  l ikely  to  cu l l  
m i l l ions  o travel lers  rom  the  ranks  o regu lar f iers,  
end ing an  era  o $99  cross-country  ares  and  bargain-
basement weekend  f ights.  I t  is  a lso  l ikely  that a  ar 
la rger a rray  o travel  products  wi l l  be  so ld  a t a irl ine  
websites,  such  as  aggressive  hotel  packages  and  
travel  insurance.

But a irl ine  executives know that they  cou ld  get ar 
more  sign icant savings i they  cou ld  lower the  costs  
o operating their current feets  o uel -guzzl ing jets.  
Engineers  working on  Boeings  X-48  B lended  Wing 
Project designed  a  jet that uses  nearly  25% less  uel  
bu t the  design  l im itations (no  easy  exit,  nor windows 
or passengers  to  look out)  mean  that the  p lanes are  
l ikely  destined  or m i l i tary  use.
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revision checklist

  Crisis  management is  a  direct response  to  a  specifc,  unpredictable  

event.

  Crisis  management needs to  be  well-communicated,  controlled and 

prompt (although not rushed) .

  Contingency planning reers  to  an organizations  eorts  to  minimise  

the  negative  eects  o potential crises.  

  Contingency planners  must take  account o cots,  time,  risks  and 

saety.

TOK discussion

 Can a  business plan  or a  
crisis?

 Can the hypothetical  
scenarios o contingency  
planning be the same as a  
real  crisis?

 Contingency  planning 
uses scenarios (i .e.  
imagination)   so is there  
a  place or imagination  in  
business management?

Congress  is  being prodded  to  und  the  long-sta l led  
modern ization  o the  FAAs  a ir trac control  system,  
wh ich  sti l l  re l ies  on  1950s-era  radar.  Replacing i t with  
a  GPS-based  system  cou ld  cost the  government and  
industry  a  co l lective  $47  b i l l ion ,  but a irl ine  executives  
say  i t cou ld  save  the  industry  b i l l ions  in  uel  costs  
each  year.  I  p i lots  cou ld  fy  point to  point,  that cou ld  
cu t some  f ight paths  by  a  th ird .

A lovely  bunch of coconuts
Developing a  GPS-based  system  cou ld  take  a  decade  
or more,  and  in  the  meantime  a irl ine  executives  are  
exploring ways to  reduce  their re l iance  on  jet uel ,  
a  kerosene-based  o i l  that in  m id -2008  cost rough ly  
$4.09  a  ga l lon ,  up  98% in  a  12 -month  period .  But 
developing an  a l ternative  hasnt been  easy :  jet uels  
have  to  pack enough  oomph  to  power jet engines  and  
a t the  same  time  be  dense  enough  not to  reeze  in  the  
a ir a t 40Ca  temperature  that tu rns most b iouels  
in to  so l ids.s

But progress is  coming.  The  Pentagon,  wh ich  buys 
more  aviation  kerosene  than  any  other group,  has  
successu l ly  tested  a  jet uel  made  rom  l iqueed  coa l .  
Airbus,  meanwhi le ,  is  lead ing a  consortium  on  a  project 
to  replace  a  th ird  o jet uel  with  advanced  b iouels  
extracted  rom  a lgae  and  p lant o i ls.  The  eorts  wi l l  he lp  
lower uel  costs  and  reduce  dependence  on  crude  o i l .

In  February  2008  Virgin  few the  rst-ever commercial  
f ight powered  by  biouelsa Boeing 747  running on  a  
b lend  o oi ls  rom  coconut and  Brazil ian  babassu  trees,  
produced  by  Seattle-based  Imperium  Renewables.  Two  
years ago,  we  thought this  was pie  in  the  sky , says Bil ly  
G lover,  managing d irector o environmental  strategy  or 

Boeings  commercial  d ivision.  But th ings have  evolved  
very  rapid ly .  Our guess is  that in  ve  years we could  
have  commercial  biojet uels on  the  market. Projected  
cost:  around  $2  per gal lon,  or a  th ird  less than  current 
prices or aviation  kerosene.  Coupled  with  h igher ares,  
biouels  would  be  cheap  enough  or a irl ines to  turn  a  
prot.  These days,  thatd  be  enough  to  make  many  an  
a irl ine  executive  go  out and  col lect the  coconuts.

Source:  Extracts adapted  rom: www.businessweek.com

Exam-style questions
1 .  Dene  these  terms:

 a )  crisis  management [2  marks]

 b)  contingency  p lan .  [2  marks]

2 .   Describe  three  crises  that you  wou ld  expect an  
a irl ine  to  have  contingency  p lans  or.  [3  marks]

3 .   Outl ine  the  main  contents  o a  contingency   
p lan  that an  a irl ine  shou ld  have  in  p lace  to   
dea l  with  a  ma jor a irp lane  crash .  [8  marks]

4.   Expla in  how rising uel  costs  wi l l  aect  
the  prot & loss  account o an  a irl ine.  [4 marks]

5 .   Outl ine  two  strategies  that an  a irl ine   
cou ld  in troduce  to  reduce  costs.  [4 marks]

6.   Outl ine  two  strategies  to  increase   
revenue.  [4 marks]

7 .  D iscuss  two  strategies  that a irl ines  cou ld  put in  
p lace  in  anticipation  o rising o i l  costs.  [6  marks]

8 .   Eva luate  the  strategies  that an  a irl ine  cou ld  put in  
p lace  to  cope  with  rising o i l  costs.  [10  marks]
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External  Assessment

6  As s e s sm e n t

By  the end  o this chapter,  you  wil l  know 
  the  basic structure  o external  assessment in  IB  Business 
Management (or frst examinations in  2016)

  the  meaning,  importance,  and  defnitions o examination  command  
words

  how to  prepare or examination  questions

  how to  answer examination  questions

  how IB  examinations are  marked.

Baic rucur

At both Higher Level (HL)  and S tandard Level (SL) ,  IB  Business  

Management is  assessed in three  parts.  

HL Weight SL Weight

External  assessment Paper 1   seen  case 
study

35% Paper 1   seen  case 
study

35%

Paper 2  -  data  
response

40% Paper 2   data  
response

40%

Internal  assessment Research  project 25% Written  commentary 25%

As the  table  above  shows,  Business  Management has  two external 

examinations at both HL and SL.  The  structure  of these  exams is  shown 

in more  detail here:

Higher Level

Paper 1 Case Study 2 1/4 hrs 70 Section  Athree out o our structured  questions (30 marks)

Section  BOne compulsory  evaluation  question  (20 marks)

Note:  Section  B  uses unseen material  based  on  the case study  

Section  COne compulsory  extended  response question  based  
primarily  on  HL extension  topics.  (20 marks)

Note:  Section  C uses unseen material  based  on  the case study.
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Paper 2 Data  
Response

2    hrs 80 Section  AOne out of two structured  (numerical)  questions  
(20  marks)

Section  BTwo out of three structured  questions (40 marks)

Section  CStudents answer one of three extended  questions.

This  question  is based  primarily  on  two concepts that underpin  
the course (20 marks)

Standard  Level

Paper 1 Case Study 1    hrs 50 Section  AThree out of four structured  questions (30  marks)

Section  BOne compulsory  evaluation  question  (20 marks)

Note:  Section  B  uses unseen material  based  on  the case study.

Paper 2 Data  
Response

1    hrs 60 Section  AOne out of two structured  (numerical)  questions  
(20  marks)

Section  BOne out of three structured  questions (40  marks)

Section  COne of three extended  response questions based  
primari ly  on  two concepts that underpin  the  course (20  marks) .

similaritie and  diference between HL and sL 

The similarities  between the  examinations  are  more  striking than the  

dierences.  In Paper 1 ,  HL students  have  an extra section C ,  which 

draws on the  HL only material in the  syllabus.  SL students  have  

proportionately less  time to  answer the  questions  than HL students,  

which is  indicated in the  table  below ( this  simply shows the  time 

allocated or the  paper divided by the  marks  available,  to  get minutes  per 

mark. ) .

HL SL

Paper 1 1.92 1.5

Paper 2 1.69 1.31

Marking
The examination is  marked holistically and marks  are  applied in bands.  

It is  important to  realize  that it is  not the  number o points  you make 

that determines  the  mark you get,  it is  how  you answer the  question.  

Command  terms
A crucial part o doing well on IB  Business  Management examinations  

is  to  understand the  meaning,  importance,  and defnitions o command 

words.  Command words are  the  verbs  in an examination question 

that indicate  how you should approach the  question and the  depth o 

treatment you should provide.  You can fnd the  command terms in 

the  subject guide.  Knowing what the  command terms are  asking you 

to  do  will allow you to  provide  sufcient depth and prevent you rom 

providing a longer or more  detailed answer than is  necessary,  which 

may reduce  the  amount o time you have  available  to  answer other 

questions.
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The command terms used in each question indicate  the  depth required.  

These  command terms are  organized by assessment objective  level in the  

subject guide  as  ollows:

 AO1Demonstrate  knowledge  and understanding

AO2Demonstrate  application and analysis

AO3Demonstrate  synthesis  and evaluation

AO4Demonstrate  a  variety o appropriate  skills

Levels  AO1  to  AO3  are  o increasing cognitive  demand,  while  the  

command terms in AO4 are  specifc to  particular skills.  Knowing the  

assessment objective  levels  and the  command terms will allow teachers  

to  know the  depth o treatment needed in teaching and allow candidates  

to  know the  appropriate  depth needed in responses  to  examination 

questions.

In the  latest guide  ( or examinations beginning in 201 6) ,  the  assessment 

objective  levels  are  specifed by AO1 ,  AO2 ,  AO3 ,  and A04 rather than,  as  

in the  past,  by particular command terms.   You should note  that:  

  Examination questions could include  any o the  command terms 

rom a particular assessment objective  level.  For example,  i the  

assessment objective  level or a  topic is  AO2 ,  an examination 

question could contain any o the  command terms or AO2 ,  such as  

explain ,  distinguish,   interpret  and so  orth.

  The examination question could contain a command term rom a 

lower level o cognitive  demand.  So,  i a  concept in the  syllabus is  

designated as  AO2 ,  a  command term rom AO1 ,  such as  describe  

could be  used.  However,  a  more  demanding command term,  such as  

evaluate ,  rom a higher level (AO3  in this  case) ,  cannot be  used.

The table  below,  listing the  command terms within each assessment 

objective  level,  is  taken rom the  subject guide.   

Assessment objective Key  command term Depth

A01 Demonstrate knowledge and  

understanding

Defne

Describe

Outl ine

State

These terms require  students to  learn  and  

comprehend  the meaning o inormation.

A02 Demonstrate appl ication  and  analysis 

o knowledge and  understanding

Analyse

Apply

Comment

Demonstrate

Distinguish

Explain

Interpret

Suggest

These terms require  students to  use their 

knowledge and  skil ls to  break down ideas into 

simpler parts and  to  see how the parts relate.
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A03 Demonstrate  synthesis and  evaluation Compare

Compare and  

contrast

Contrast

Discuss

Evaluate

Examine

Justiy

Recommend

To what extent

These terms require students to  rearrange 

component ideas into  a  new whole and  make 

judgments based  on  evidence or a  set o 

criteria.

A04 Demonstrate  a  variety  o appropriate  

skil ls

Annotate

Calculate

Complete

Construct

Determine

Draw

Identiy

Label

Plot

Prepare

These terms require students to  demonstrate 

the selection  and  use o subject-specifc skil ls 

and  techniques.

A defnition o each term can be  ound in the  Glossary o command 

terms  in the  appendix to  subject guide.

Preparing for exams
To prepare  or exams,  candidates  should learn the  material in the  

syllabus up  to  the  designated assessment objective  level specifed in the  

guide.   Candidates  should study this  material in the  context o numerous 

real world  and,  where  appropriate,  fctitious  case  studies.  For HL and 

SL paper 2 ,  section C ,  candidates  must answer in response  to  a  real-

world business.  S ince  candidates  do  not know the  questions  in advance  

o the  exam,  and since  the  examination questions  can ask about any 

o the  overarching concepts  ( see  page  404) ,  candidates  should have  

detailed knowledge  o several small,  medium-sized,  and large  real-world 

organizations  when they sit the  exams.  

Candidates  should be  amiliar with the  examination ormat,  both the  

overall ormat and specifc example  questions.  Teacher Support Material,  

including specimen papers,  is  available  to  IB  teachers  on the  Online  

Curriculum Centre.  In addition,  schools  may purchase  past exam papers  

to  use  as  practice.  One beneft o using past examinations  is  that students  

get to  practice  the  use  o command terms and can see  the  markschemes 

written or the  questions.
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A common problem is  that students  sometimes memorize  extended 

responses  to  certain types  o questions  ( or example,  the  advantages  and 

disadvantages  o ranchising) .  To  examiners  it appears  as  though these  

students  regurgitate  a  memorized response  ater reading just a  ew words  

in the  question ( they see  the  word ranchising  and start to  produce  the  

memorized response) .  We strongly caution against this.  Candidates  need 

to  answer the  question they were  asked exactly.  Oten,  when students  

provide  memorized responses  without looking at the  question,  they 

get ewer marks  than i they had provided a shorter answer that was 

properly ocused on the  question.  

A similar caution needs  to  be  made about studying rom past exams,  

although we encourage  the  use  o past exams as  practice.  Candidates  

need to  be  amiliar with examinations,  both their overall structure  and 

various  types  o questions  so  that they know what to  expect in terms o 

ormat,  question type,  and command word.  However,  studying rom past 

examinations can be  taken too  ar.  I all candidates  do  is  learn through 

past exams and practice  past exams,  they may not be  genuinely learning 

about business  but rather learning examination  tricks ,  strategies,  

and other methods  to  get more  marks.  Tricks  and strategies  constitute  

shallow preparation,  which invariably comes out in the  longer-response  

questions.  Thus,  our advice  to  teachers  and students:  use  exams to  know 

what to  expect and to  practice,  but do  not overuse  them.

How to answer examination questions
In general,  the  most important points  to  remember when answering IB  

examination questions  are:

  Answer the  question exactly as  asked

  Answer the  question to  the  depth expected

  Do not over-answer  a  question ( or example,  dont provide  an AO3  

answer to  an A01  question)

  Structure  your answers

  Provide  balanced answers  to  AO2  and AO3  questions

  Know what is  meant by evaluation (AO3)

The frst three  bullet points  have  already been covered in this  chapter.  

We will now turn to  the  fnal three  bullet points:  structure,  balance,  and 

evaluation.

Structure

You will be  rewarded or structuring your answers  well.  Two common,  

weaker structures  which you should avoid are:  

Bullet points:  Unless  the  command term used is   identiy ,  a  bulleted 

response  rarely helps  an answer.  Too  oten,  bullet points  are  just lists  

that do  not explain anything.  I you use  simple  bullets  or lists  that do  

not explain your point when the  command term asks  or depth at AO2  

or AO3 ,  you will only score  within the  level 1  band o marks.  A simple  

descriptive  sentence  also  only scores  within this  band.
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Unstructured response or stream of consciousness:  Sometimes,  

students  believe  that they must say everything that they know about 

a  subject and just start writing without thinking about (a)  what 

they need to  say and (b)  how they should organize  their ideas.  In 

these  circumstances,  students  tend to  repeat themselves,  contradict 

themselves,  make digressions,  or include  irrelevant inormation.  The  IB  

ollows positive  marking,  which means,  in the  context o a  business  

exam,  they are  awarding marks  or relevant business  knowledge  and the  

understanding that you show.  Whilst you are  not necessarily penalized 

or poor English or or composition skills,  when a candidate  produces  an 

entirely unstructured or stream-o-consciousness  response,  their writing 

has  less  orce,  meaning and persuasiveness.  As  a  result,  the  depth o 

their understanding or knowledge  may not be  clear.  

Aim to  use  structured paragraphs or your answers.  Each new point 

deserves  a  new paragraph and every new paragraph builds  on the  

one  beore  it.  Candidates  should also  produce  balanced responses  or 

responses  to  command terms AO2  and AO3 .  

Balance

What is  meant by balance?  It can represent several approaches  but in 

general it reers  to  proving both sides  o an answer.  For example,  balance  

is  oten achieved by providing:  

  Positives  and negatives  to  a situation.  For example,  a  

question such as  Analyze  the  decision o Company X purchasing 

environmentally- riendly cars? ,  asks  candidates  to  consider the  

positive  aspects  o this  decision (helps  the  environment,  the  positive  

public relations  beneft o being environmentally riendly,  etc. )  as  

well as  the  negatives  ( the  cars  cost more,  may have  less  power,  be  

harder to  service,  etc. ) .

  Two points  of view .  D istinguish,  when possible,  dierent 

perspectives  on an issue,  such as  rom the  perspective  o the  business  

owner and o the  customer,  o the  workers  and the  manager,  those  

employees  in avour and those  opposed,  etc.

  Providing the extent to  which  and the limits .  In Nov.  201 3 ,  

on SLP2 ,  one  question was Examine how branding may have  

contributed to  the  success  o Zeitim  restaurants.  Top-mark answers  

addressed how branding contributed to  the  success  o Zeitim and 

how other actors  contributed (which,  in eect,  says  that Zeitims  

success  was not entirely attributable  to  branding) .

Evaluation

All examination papers  will have  questions  that expect you to  evaluate  

a  course  o action,  which will be  asked by way o A03  command terms:  

compare,  compare  and contrast,  contrast,  discuss,  evaluate,  examine,  

justiy,  recommend,  and to  what extent.  When you see  one  o these  

terms,  you should always  include  a separate  concluding paragraph 

that gives  an opinion.  Just writing,   In conclusion  or as  we  can see  

there  are  more  advantages  than disadvantages   is  not a  substantial 
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evaluation.  A substantial evaluation should take  at least one  o these  

points  into  consideration:

  short-  versus  long-term

  stakeholders

  pros and cons

  priorities

How IB Business manageent exainations  

are arked 
Both HL and SL paper 1 ,  sections  1  and 2 ,  will be  marked in the  

same way as  they have  been in the  past.  Examiners  will consult the  

markscheme and award marks  according to  its  instructions.  For longer 

response  questions,  examiners  also  use  markbands,  which can be  

ound in the  subject guide  under External Assessment.  We strongly 

recommend that teachers  and students  consult past examinations  and 

the  Teacher Support Material,  both o which are  available  rom the  IB .

What ollows is  ( 1 )  the  method or marking HL paper 1 ,  section C ,  

and (2 )  the  method or marking the  new type  o external assessment 

question,  HL and SL paper 2 ,  section C .  

(1 )  Method for marking HL paper 1 ,  section C

Section C  will be  marked with assessment criteria ( identical 

conceptually to  how internal assessments  and extended essays  are  

marked. )  For HL paper 1 ,  section C ,  the  fve  assessment criteria are:

  Knowledge and understanding of tools,  techniques  and 

theories:  This  criterion addresses  the  extent to  which the  student 

demonstrates  knowledge  and understanding o relevant business  

management tools,  techniques  and theories  as  stated and/or 

implied by the  question.  This  includes using appropriate  business  

management terminology.

  Application:  This  criterion addresses  the  extent to  which the  

student is  able  to  apply the  relevant business  management tools,  

techniques  and theories  to  the  case  study organization.

  Reasoned arguments:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent to  

which the  student makes reasoned arguments.  This  includes  

making relevant and balanced arguments  by,  or example,  

exploring dierent practices,  weighing up  their strengths and 

weaknesses,  comparing and contrasting them or considering their 

implications,  depending on the  requirements  o the  question.  It 

also  includes  justiying the  arguments  by presenting evidence  or 

the  claims made.

  Structure:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent to  which the  

student organizes  his  or her ideas  with clarity,  and presents  a  

structured piece  o writing comprised o:  an introduction;  a  body;  

a  conclusion;  ft- or-purpose  paragraphs.
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  Individual and societies:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent 

to  which the  student is  able  to  give  balanced consideration to  

the  perspectives  of a  range  of relevant stakeholders,  including 

individuals  and groups  internal and external to  the  organization.

A full description of each criterion can be  found in the  subject guide.  

Examiners  will also  receive  marking notes  in the  markscheme for 

additional guidance  on how to  apply the  assessment criteria.  

(2 )  Method for marking HL and SL paper 2 ,  section C .  

This question will also  be  marked with assessment criteria.  Questions  

in this  section will focus  on the  six major concepts  of that are  the  

foundation of Business  Management:

  Change 

  Culture

  Ethics

  Globalization

  Innovation

  strategy.

Questions  in Section C  will focus on two of these  concepts  and 

students  must use  relevant content from the  syllabus,  including the  

HL extension if appropriate.  Key features  of this  section include:

  Students  answer one  extended response  question from a choice  

of three.

  No stimulus material is  provided,  only prompts  (questions) .

  Answers  relate  to  one  real-world  organization that they have  

studied.

  In their response,  candidates  should consider the  perspectives  of 

individuals  and societies  in relation to  the  real-world organization 

they choose.

  Candidates  may draw from other examples,  include  real 

businesses  studied in class,  IA research,  or examples  from 

stimulus  in past exams.  However,  the  real-world organization 

that students  use  in their response  ( second bullet point in this  

list)  must not be  the  case  study organization featured in paper 1 .

  Each question will use  an assessment objective  level 3  (AO3)  

command term.  

  Each question is  worth 20  marks.

  Section C  is  worth a total of 20  marks.

For section C ,  marks  are  allocated using the  following assessment 

criteria.  

  Knowledge and conceptual understanding:  This  criterion 

addresses  the  extent to  which the  student demonstrates  knowledge  

and understanding of the  given concepts  and relevant business  

management content ( theories,  techniques or tools,  depending on 

the  requirements  of the  question) .
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  Application:  This  criterion addresses  the  extent to  which the  

student is  able  to  apply the  given concepts  and the  relevant business  

management content ( theories,  techniques or tools,  depending on 

the  requirements  o the  question)  to  his  or her chosen real-world 

organization(s) .  The  real-world organization(s)  must not be  the  

organization eatured in the  prescribed case  study or paper 1 .

  Reasoned arguments:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent to  which 

the  student makes reasoned arguments.  This  includes  making 

relevant and balanced arguments  by,  or example,  exploring dierent 

practices,  weighing up  their strengths  and weaknesses,  comparing 

and contrasting them or considering their implications,  depending 

on the  requirements  o the  question.  It also  includes justiying the  

arguments  by presenting reasonable  evidence  or other support or 

the  claims made.

  Structure:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent to  which students  

organize  their ideas  with clarity,  and presents  a  structured piece  o 

writing comprised o:  an introduction,  a  body,  a  conclusion,  ft- or-

purpose  paragraphs.

  Individual and societies:  This  criterion assesses  the  extent to  

which the  student is  able  to  give  balanced consideration to  the  

perspectives  o a  range  o relevant stakeholders,  including individuals  

and groups internal and external to  the  organization.

Examiners  will receive  marking notes  with the  markscheme which give  

additional guidance  on how to  apply the  assessment criteria.

Conclusion

The major change  in the  latest guide  involves  a  new approach to  

marking HL paper 1 ,  section C  and the  concept-based question in 

paper 2  at both HL and SL.  Teachers  and candidates  need to  know 

the  command terms and what they mean in terms o expectations  

or candidates.  For examination preparation,  we  urge  mostly the  

study o the  syllabus  through a range  o real-world examples.  We also  

recommend the  use  o past examinations,  with care.  S tudents  need 

to  know how examinations are  marked,  both with markschemes and 

markbands and with assessment criteria and they should practice  

marking their own responses.

Exam tips

 Answer the question  

exactly  as asked.  Do  not 

regurgitate  a  memorized  

answer to  a  question  

that is similar to  the one 

asked.  

 Do not use bul lets

unless responding to  the 

command  term identiy.

 Structure your answer 

and  show al l  workings.

 Do not over answer.  

Candidates oten  

lose valuable time by  

providing unnecessarily  

lengthy  responses to  AO1  

questions.

 Know the d iference 

between describe and  

explain.

 Provide balancealways 

think o both  sides to  a  

point o view.

 Look out or level  AO3  

questionsmake sure 

you  evaluate
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The internal assessment ( IA)  is  an integral and compulsory element o 

the  Business  Management programme or both HL and SL students.  It 

accounts  or 25%  o the  fnal mark or the  subject.  The  IA enables  you to  

demonstrate  your business  skills  and apply your knowledge  to  a  range  o 

real-world business  situations.

The IA requirements  or SL and HL are  dierent.  HL students  will 

complete  a  research project ,  whilst SL students  prepare  a  written 

commentary.  Beore  attempting either,  it is  important to  meet with 

your teachers  and look careully at the  IB  D iploma Programme Business  

Management Guide  so  that youre  amiliar with the  requirements.

You should reer to  the  assessment criteria at every stage  o your IA 

project -  this  is  what you will be  marked against.  Once  youve  fnished 

your IA,  it is  a  good idea to  consider your work in light o the  assessment 

criteria and ask yoursel:  Have  I met the  requirements  or the  higher 

levels  o each criterion?

Higher Level  research project

The DP Business  Management HL internal assessment is  a  compulsory 

research project that enables  students  to  pursue  their personal interests  

and demonstrate  the  application o their skills  and knowledge  to  a  real 

business  organization.  It is  important that the  chosen organization is  

acing a  real problem or issue.  This  integral component accounts  or 25%  

o the  fnal marks.  As  part o the  research project,  students  are  expected 

to  produce  a  research proposal with a  maximum o 500  words  and a 

written report that does  not exceed 2000  words.  

Choice of research  topic and  organization

It is  important that students  choose  a  topic that they fnd interesting 

and motivating.  Beore  the  research process  begins it is  important 

that the  teacher approves the  topic to  ensure  that it complies  with the  

requirements  or internal assessment.  For confdentiality reasons  some 

organizations  may not provide  data so  students  should contact the  

organizations  beorehand to  ensure  that they will be  able  to  obtain the  

necessary inormation rom their chosen organization (e.g.  being able  to  

carry out interviews with the  managers,  surveys  with sta or access  to  

fnancial reports  among other research methods) .  The  more  inormation 

that can be  obtained rom the  organization the  better,  as  this  should 

ensure  a  robust understanding o the  business  issue  under consideration.  

However,  students  must be  aware  o ethical considerations when 

undertaking any research and be  tactul and sensitive  to  other people  

and show respect or confdentiality when required.

Choice of a  research  title

It is  crucial that the  research title  is  phrased as  a  question.  This  research 

question should be  orward-looking,  targeted at an issue  or a  decision 

Internal  Assessment
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still relevant or the  business  organization(s)  rather than backward-

looking or descriptive  o something that has  already happened.  In 

addition,  the  question should be  well ocused and relate  to  a  specic 

section o the  Business  Management syllabus.  As  a  result,  students  

should be  able  to  draw eective  conclusions  and make recommendations  

or urther action.  

Examples  o unsuitable  backward looking questions include:

  How did Coca Cola promote  its  products  in Kenya ollowing the  

global recession?

  Why didnt Company X merge  with Company Y to  increase  their 

market share?

  To what extent did the  joint venture  between ABC  Company Ltd and 

XYZ Company Ltd lead to  increased protability?

Other unsuitable  titles  that are  not phrased as  questions  and would turn 

out to  be  very descriptive  include:

  An analysis  o the  protability o M&K Ltd.  

  An investigation into  the  causes  o sta turnover at Omondis  

restaurant.

Some examples  o suitable  questions  include:

  Should South Arican Airways  change  its  pricing strategy to  gain a  

higher market share  on the  Johannesburg to  London route?

  How should WNA dierentiate  itsel rom other bookstores  in 

Mbabane?

  How can QRS  Ltd improve  its  cash fow position?

  How should RST adjust its  promotional strategy to  increase  market 

share?

  Should XYZ Motors  produce  a  new model to  compete  with ABC  

Motors?

  What would be  the  most eective  way or DFG ashions  to  promote  

its  new range  o luxury clothing?

  Should HIB  introduce  non-monetary rewards  to  reduce  sta 

turnover?

The research  proposal

The research proposal must be  done as  the  rst part o the  internal 

assessment process.  It is  an important planning document that provides  

direction on how the  research project will be  tackled.  The  word limit or 

the  research proposal is  500  words and moderators  will not read beyond 

these  words.  The  our components  that should be  present in a  research 

proposal are:  

( 1 )  Research question

(2 )  Proposed methodology,  including:

  the  rationale  or study
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  areas  o the  syllabus  to  be  covered

  possible  sources  o inormation

  organizations  and individuals  to  be  approached

  methods to  be  used to  collect and analyse  data,  and the  reason 

or choosing them

  the  order o activities  and timescale  o the  project

(3 )  Anticipated difculties,  such as  limited or biased sources

(4)  Action plan

The research proposal is  criterion A in the  assessment criteria ( see  page  

409) .  Failure  to  produce  a  research proposal will lead to  a  mark o zero.

Written  report
Once research has  been carried out,  the  next step  is  to  begin on the  

written report.  This  is  where  the  main fndings  o the  research are  

documented.  The  required ormat or the  written report is  as  ollows

  Title  page:  This  should give  a  clear indication o what is  contained in 

the  research project,  including the  name o the  student,  the  title  o 

the  project with research question,  the  intended audience,  and the  

word count o all required sections.

  Acknowledgements:  This  page  should acknowledge  any individual 

and/or organization that has  made the  production o the  report 

possible.  

  Contents  page:  This  should include  the  major headings  in the  report,  

beginning with the  executive  summary.  Page  numbers  should be  

clearly indicated.  

  Executive  summary (abstract) :  This  should be  a  concise,  clear and 

explicit summary o the  document,  including the  recommendations  

or conclusions.  The  research question and executive  summary should 

guide  the  reader to  the  substance  o the  report.  The  maximum length 

o the  executive  summary is  200 words ,  and this  is  not included in 

the  word count.  

  Introduction:  This  should demonstrate  some background knowledge  

about the  organization(s)  and give  a  clear outline  o the  issue  or 

decision under investigation.  

  Research question:  this  page  should state  the  research question as  it 

appears  in the  title  page  and research proposal.

  Methodology employed:  This  section should be  a  summary o the  

primary (and,  where  relevant,  secondary)  research undertaken 

and the  business  tools,  techniques  and theories  applied.  It should 

also  include  an assessment o the  validity and reliability o the  

data collected ( or example,  partiality and scope)  and the  methods  

employed.  Any changes  made as  the  work progressed should be  

explained.

  Main results  and fndings:  This  section should clariy what the  

raw data has  revealed.  This  should include  a summary o the  data 
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collected and o the  fndings  made,  and should,  where  appropriate,  

be  supported by tables,  graphs  and statistics.  

  Analysis  and discussion:  In this  section,  the  results  and fndings 

should be  analysed with the  help  o relevant business  tools,  

techniques  and theories.  They should also  be  interpreted:  what main 

issues  emerge  rom the  research and why and how are  they helpul 

(or not)  to  answering the  research question?  An evaluative  approach 

to  the  discussion o fndings  should be  pursued:  or example,  what 

are  the  strengths  and weaknesses  o the  various  positions  on the  

issue  or decision under investigation and what are  their implications?  

  Conclusion(s)  and recommendation(s) :  The  conclusions  should 

ollow on rom the  analysis  and discussion;  new acts  or arguments  

should not be  presented.  Recommendations  should be  precise,  

answer the  research question and be  practical proposals  or action 

that stem rom the  conclusions.  I the  results  o the  research are  

inconclusive,  urther research should be  recommended.  To  be  o 

practical value  to  management,  the  report should be  orward-looking 

and support the  organizations  decision-making process.  

  Reerences  and bibliography:  A standardized reerencing and 

bibliography system should be  used that is  consistent throughout the  

research project.  

  Appendices:  These  should contain only inormation/data that is  

required in support o the  text,  and should be  clearly reerred to  at 

the  relevant points.  The  appendices  will typically include  examples  

o photographs,  documents,  questionnaires,  numerical raw data in 

tables  and statistical calculations.  

It is  important to  ensure  that the  written report does  not exceed  2 ,000  

words .  The  word count must be  clearly shown on the  title  page.  I the  

word limit is  exceeded the  teacher will only assess  up  to  the  frst 2000  

words o the  report.  

HL assessment criteria
The HL research project is  marked against nine  criteria rom Criterion 

A to  I.  The  maximum attainable  mark or the  research project is  25 .  A 

summary o the  marking criteria is  shown in the  table  below:

Criterion Particulars Marks available

A Research  proposal 3

B Sources used  and  data  col lected 3

C Use o tools,  techniques and  theories 3

D Analysis and  evaluation 6

E Conclusions 2

F Recommendations 2

G Structure 2

H Presentation 2

I Refective thinking 2

Total  25
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For more  details  on the  level descriptors  or each criterion,  the  Business  

Management guide  should be  consulted.

sL commentary
The SL commentary is  a  piece  o writing based on three  to  ve  

supporting documents  about a  real issue  or problem acing a particular 

organization.  The  main eatures  are  as  ollows:

  The title  o the  commentary must be  phrased in the  orm o a  

question.

  You must select a  real and contemporary issue  or problem,  not a  

ctional one,  ocussing on a single  business  organization.

  The commentary should be  based on secondary sources,  but primary 

sources  may be  used as  support.

  The commentary requires  analysis  and evaluation o the  issue  or 

problem,  and you must orm judgments,  and incorporate  them into  

the  commentary in light o the  question posed in the  title.

  The maximum number o words or the  written commentary is  

1 , 500.  It is  important that you stay within this  limit as  your mark 

will be  based upon the  rst 1 ,500  words  only.

  It is  recommended that 1 5  hours  o your class  time should be  

allocated to  the  written commentary.

  You must use  no  less  than three  but no  more  than ve  sources  as  

supporting documents.  You may o course  consult other sources  

and these  should be  reerenced in the  body o the  commentary and 

included in your bibliography.

The written commentary has  no  mandatory ormat,  but it should be  

well- structured,  well presented,  and written clearly and concisely.  

A brie introduction should set the  scene:  briefy demonstrate  some 

background inormation about the  business  organization,  give  a  clear 

outline  o the  issue  or problem under investigation and explain the  

methodology used to  investigate  this  issue  or problem.  At the  end o 

the  introduction,  it is  good practice  to  list the  supporting documents  on 

which the  commentary is  going to  be  based.  

Following the  introduction should be  a  body section o commentary 

with analysis  and discussion.  Findings  rom the  supporting documents  

should be  presented and analysed with the  help  o relevant business  

tools,  techniques and theories.  Candidates  should also  interpret their 

ndings.  What main themes emerge  rom the  analysis  o the  supporting 

documents,  and why and how are  they helpul (or not)  to  answering 

the  commentary question?  An evaluative  approach to  this  discussion 

o ndings should be  pursued.  For example,  what are  the  strengths and 

weaknesses  o the  various positions on the  issue  or problem and what 

are  their implications?

The commentary should end with a conclusion that answers  the  

commentary question explicitly.  The  conclusion should not introduce  

new acts  or new arguments  that have  not been discussed in previous  

sections  o the  commentary.  Rather,  it is  good practice  to  include  those  
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aspects  o the  commentary question that have  not been ully answered 

in the  commentary or that might need urther investigation in order to  

be  judged more  eectively.

A well-presented commentary would include  a title  page,  an accurate  

table  o contents  page,  appropriate  headings  and sub-headings,  

consistent reerencing,  a  complete  bibliography and numbered pages.  

For presentation o reerences  and bibliography,  see  the  inormation 

on acknowledging the  ideas  and work o another person in the  The  

D iploma Programme  section o the  subject guide.

Selecting a  topic

Your teacher will be  able  to  oer guidance  when you choose  your topic.  

It is  important that you choose  an issue  that:

  engages  your interest

  is  realistic in terms o resources

  meets  the  criteria or assessment.

The title  question must be  clear and ocused,  allowing you to  investigate  

the  topic within the  1 ,500  word limit.

The ollowing are  examples  o suitable  questions: .

  Is  producing a range  o clothing or male  customers  a  proftable  

decision or company X?

  Is  an increase  in wages  an eective  way to  increase  productivity and 

motivation in company Y?

  Is  company Zs  decision to  increase  productive  capacity by building a 

new actory a  sound fnancial decision?

  Can company X,  an independent book shop,  survive?

Selecting sources

Your supporting documents  must be  contemporary and written a 

maximum o three  years  beore  the  submission o the  commentary.

Whilst the  commentary must be  based on secondary sources,  you may 

also  include  some primary data.

Examples  o secondary sources  include:

  articles  rom the  local,  regional,  national or international press

  fnancial reports

  business  accounts

  business  plans

  mission statements

  web-based surveys

  extracts  rom company websites

  government and other statistics
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  academic publications

  transcripts  o a  relevant audio-visual fle.

Examples  o primary data include:

  responses  to  questionnaires  (you must include  a blank copy o the  

questionnaire  and a summary o your results)

  transcripts  o interviews and discussions with ocus  groups

  results  o surveys  you have  conducted.

You should choose  your documents  careully to  ensure  they present a  

range  o ideas  and views that provide  balance  and objectivity.  

SL assessment criteria
Your commentary is  assessed against criteria laid out in the  subject 

guide.

Criterion Particulars Marks available

A Supporting documents 4

B Choice and  appl ication  of business tools,  

techniques and  theories

5

C Choice and  analysis of data  and  integration  of 

ideas

5

D Conclusions 3

E Evaluation 4

F Structure 2

G Presentation 2

Total  25

For more  details  on the  level descriptors  or each criterion,  the  Business  

Management guide  should be  consulted.
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Sub-headings in italics  indicate tables,  gures 

and diagrams.  Page numbers in italics  indicate 

question sections.

academic journals  2845

accountability  20,  21 ,  27,  242

accounts  3 ,  4,  1 91 ,  2046

assets  1 967

balance sheet  1 96

depreciation  2014

equity  1 989

intangible assets  2001

liabilities  1 978

principles and ethics o accounting practice  

1 934

prot and loss account  1 946

purpose o accounts to stakeholders  1 913

acid test ratio  21 0,  21 112

strategies to improve acid test ratio  21 2

Adams,  John  1 389

adaptive creativity  389

advertising  307

inormative advertising  307

persuasive advertising  308

reassuring advertising  308

Aga Kahn Development Network  33

aims  389

Amnesty International  33

andon   3567,  362

angel investors  1 678

annual cash fow  234

annual cash fow rom investment  233

Anso matrix  502

appraisal  1 02

benets o appraisal  1 02

methods o appraisal  1 03

appropriation account  1 95

arbitration  1 57

assets  1 967,  1 99,  202,  203

current assets  1 97,  210,  21 1 ,  226

expected useul lie o asset  201

xed assets  1 61 ,  1 967,  203

intangible assets  2001

net assets  1 97,  1 98,  1 99

net current assets  226

sale o assets  1 63,  230

total assets  1 97,  1 98

total current assets  1 97

Association o Chartered Certied Accountants 

(ACCA)   1 93

Code o Ethics and Conduct  1 934

autonomy  1 40

average costs  66

average rate o return (AAR)   235

advantages and disadvantages  2356

average stock  216

backward vertical integration  7,  71

balance sheet  1 96,  1 99

A statement o fnancial position   1 99

bankruptcy  1 51

batch production  3478,  349,  351

behavioural training  1 01

benchmarking  242,  361 ,  363

big businesses  69

Boston Consulting Group (BCG)  Matrix  2978

limitations  299

strategies  299

brainstorming  80

branding  300

brand  300,  31 1 ,  327

brand ambassadors  300

brand awareness  76,  300

brand development  300

brand loyalty  46,  300

brand preerence  300

brand value  301

importance o branding  3012

importance o packaging  3023

break-even analysis  1 79,  18990

benets o break-even analysis  1 88

break-even chart  1 801

break-even output  1 81

break-even point  1 80

break-even revenue  1 856

calculating break-even quantity  1 823

calculating target price  1 85

calculating target prot  1 845

contribution  1 7980

eects o changes in price or costs  1 868

limitations o break-even analysis  1 889

margin o saety  1 812

prot or loss  1 83

target prot output  1 84

budgets  240,  2456

budget holder  240,  241

budgetary control  240

cost and prot centres  2412

importance o budgets or organizations  2401

marketing budget  263

role o budgets and variances in strategic 

planning  2435

variance analysis  2423

buer stock  355,  378

bulk buying  68

bulk increasing/decreasing  366

bureaucracy  1 1 9

business  1 3,  1 617i

business angels  1 67

Vodaone and Saaricom Kenya  1 678

business unctions  34

role o business departments  45

business plans  1 2

elements o business plan  1 4,  1 5

purpose o business plan  1 415

The key questions or a business plan   1 6

business strategy  41 ,  98

business tactic  42

cachet  70

cannibalistic marketing  366

capacity utilization rate  37980

capital cost  235

capital employed  209,  219

capital expenditure  1 61 ,  1 62

capital-intensive processes  3

career breaks  1 09

Casa Blanca Eco-lodge  345

cash fow  2245,  2312

cash fow statement  229

cash-fow orecasts  2278

looking or additional nance sources  230

relationship between investment,  prot and 

cash fow  22831

strategies to deal with cash-fow problems  

22930

working capital cycle  226

cash infows  224,  225

improving  229

cash outfows  224,  225

reducing  229

cash-fow orecasts  227

benets  228

constructing  2278

limitations  230

Cats Store,  Tokyo  63

cause and eect  80,  81

cellular manuacturing  34950,  351

centralization  1 1 9

CEOs  56

chain o command  1 18

chain o production  6

changes in costs  1 878

changes in organizational structures  1 21

project-based organization  1 212

shamrock organizations  1 212

changes in price  1 86

changes in work patterns  1 067

changes in work practices  1 07

work practices in decline  1 07

work practices on the increase  1 08

work-lie balance in France  1 08

changes in work preerences  1 09

charities  345

closing cash balance  227

closing stock  1 94

Coca-Cola iceek (CCI)   21 214

cognitive training  1 01

collaboration  76

collateral  1 61

collective bargaining  1 556

commercial marketing  251 ,  294

commercial organizations  1 819

communications  77,  1 223,  1 56,  369,  393

verbal communications  1 234

visual communications  1 24

written communications  1 24

communities  46,  56

 accounts  1 923

companies  239

 abbreviations  23

 ownership  289

competition  70,  76,  242,  331 ,  366,  390

competitive advantage  70

competitors  46,  56,  230

 accounts  1 92

conciliation  1 57

condentiality  286

confict in the workplace  1 51

conciliation and arbitration  1 57

employee participation and industrial 

democracy  1 57

no-strike agreement  1 57

single-union agreement  1 57

sources o confict  1 567

conglomeration  712

consumers  30,  56,  331

consumer proles  267

contingency planning  3934,  396i

jet uel  3946

continuity  27,  28

contractual ringe  1 22

contribution  1 79

contribution and prot  1 80

contribution per unit  1 79,  1 80,  1 82,  1 84

total contribution  1 79,  1 80

control  241

convenience  302

cooperatives  2931

consumer cooperatives  30

nancial cooperatives  30

housing cooperatives  30

producer cooperatives  30

workers  cooperatives  30

coordination  240

copyright laws  200,  201 ,  387

core personnel  1 22

corporate culture  1 47

corporate social responsibility (CSR)   467

corporation tax  1 95

corporations  239

cost centres  241

problems  242

role  2412

cost o xed asset  203

cost o goods sold (COGS)   1 95,  216,  219

cost o original asset  202

cost o sales  1 94

cost to buy (CBT)  381

cost to make (CTM)   381

cost-plus pricing  303
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costs  1 74,  1 778i,  309,  31 1 ,  370,  393

types o costs  1 746

creativity  389

creditor days ratio  21 6,  219,  220

strategies to improve creditor days ratio  21 9

creditors  219

crisis  management  3923,  394,  396i

cultural dierence  35 ,  78

employee and employer relations  1 59

human resources (HR)   1 1214

international marketing  3301

leadership and management  1 33

marketing  260

mergers  1 50

current assets  1 97,  210,  21 1 ,  226

current liabilities  1 97,  1 98,  210,  21 1 ,  226

current output  1 81

current ratio  21 011 ,  21 2

strategies to improve current ratio  21 1

customers  45 ,  46,  56

accounts  1 92

how marketing strategies evolve  2558

customized production  351

cyclical fuctuations  274

de-layering  1 1 9

debt capital  1 64

debt collection period  218

debt actoring  1 67,  230

debtor days ratio  21 6,  218,  220

stategies to improve debtor days ratio  21 819

debtors  21 8

decentralization  1 1 9

deceptive practices  286

decision making  241

decision trees  824

expected values (EV)   845

deensive strategies  49,  371

delegation  1 19

Deming,  W.  Edwards  358

demographic segmentation  266

demographics  97

depreciation  201 ,  204

annual depreciation  201

depreciation rate  202,  203

reducing-balance method  201 ,  2024

straight-line method  2012

deregulation  77,  369

direct costs  1 75

direct investment  327

direct marketing  308

discounted cash-fow  236,  237

diseconomies o scale  659

External diseconomies of scale   69

Internal diseconomies of scale   68

dismissal  1 045

distribution channels  31 517

diversication  512,  327

diversity  1 50

dividends  24,  25 ,  1 95

downshiting  1 09

e-commerce  326,  334,  3378

benets  336

business to business (B2B)   335,  336

business to consumer (B2C)   335,  336

consumer to consumer (C2C)   3356

costs  3367

eects on marketing mix  3345

eatures  334

early adaptors  63

ecological actors  45

ecological sustainability  3434

economic actors  44,  97,  230,  328

economic sustainability  343,  344

economic order quantity (EOQ)   377

economies o scale  658,  69,  3278,  332

External economies of scale   68

Internal economies of scale   678

education  97

eciency ratios  207,  209,  216,  2213

creditor days ratio  21 6,  21920

debtor days ratio  21 6,  21819,  220

gearing ratio  21 6,  21920

return on capital employed (ROCE)   20910

stock turnover ratio  21 618

employees  56

accounts  1 92

demotivated employees  230

mergers  1 51

employer and employee relations  1 55,  15960

approaches to confict resolution  1 57

collective bargaining  1 556

HR strategies to reduce impact o change  

1 589

resistance to change  1 58

sources o confict  1 567

entrepreneurship  2 ,  910

environment  612,  634

nance  1 70

impact o changes in STEEPLE actors  623

environmental actors  3434

equipment ailure  230

equity  1 98,  1 99

equity capital  1 64

retained prot  1 98

share capital  1 98

ethical actors  44,  457,  390

accounting practice  1 934,  1 96

employee and employer relations  1 59

guerilla marketing  314

human resources (HR)   1 1 112

leadership and management  1 312

market research  286

marketing  25960

outsourcing and oshoring  1 10

expansion  28

expected useul lie o asset  201

exporting  326

extension strategies  2967,  299,  3701

external growth  701

mergers,  acquisitions and takeovers  715

external stakeholders  556

extra cash infow required  234

ailure  1 4,  1 51

nance  2 ,  3 ,  4,  43,  1 61 ,  1723 ,  390

amount required  1 70

capital expenditure  1 61

changing production method  351

companies  27,  28

cost o nance  1 69

external sources o nance  1 637

actors infuencing choice o source o nance  

1 6970

nance and marketing  248

nance lease agreements  1 67

fexibility  1 70

human resources (HR)   98

internal sources o nance  1 623

MTN Uganda  1 712

outsourcing  1 1 0,  372

partnerships  21 ,  28

purpose or use o unds  1 69

revenue expenditure  1 612

short-,  medium-  and long-term nance  1 689

sole traders  1 9,  28

starting a business  1 212

nanciers  56

accounts  1 92

rst mover advantage  63,  370

shbone diagrams  802

5  whys technique  80

xed assets  1 61 ,  1 967,  203

xed costs  65 ,  66,  1 74,  1 82,  1 84

xed interest rate  1 64

fow production  351

ocus  70,  1 51

ocus groups  2834

or-prot social enterprises  2930

cooperatives  2931

micro-nanciers  31

publicprivate partnerships (PPP)   313

orce eld analysis  85

change actors  85

driving orces  867

restraining orces  867

oremen  56

ormality  1 50

ormative appraisal  1 03

orward vertical integration  7,  71

our Ps   2645,  31719i

Boston Consulting Group (BCG)  Matrix  2979

branding  3003

extension strategies  2967,  299,  3701

guerilla marketing  31215

impact o new technology on promotional 

strategies  31 012

place  31 517

price  3036

product lie cycle  2935

promotion  30710

ranchises  735

ranchisees  73,  74,  75

ranchisors  73,  74,  75

international ranchising  327

Gantt charts  8791

gearing  1 70

gearing ratio  21 6,  21920

strategies to improve gearing ratio  220

geographic segmentation  266

globalization  756,  326,  327,  335

impact on location  36971

implications or international marketing  3312

goods  2489

goods  3

operations management  3423

goodwill  200,  201

government  46,  56,  97,  368

accounts  1 92

government publications  285

grant makers  1 65

grants  1 65,  230

Greenpeace  33,  35

gross prot  1 94,  207

gross prot margin (GPM)   207,  210

strategies to improve GPM  208

growth  65,  789

economies and diseconomies o scale  659

growth capital  323

growth o multinational companies  767

growth strategies  49

impact o globalization  756

impact o multinational companies on host 

countries  77

internal and external growth  705

merits o small versus large organizations  

6970

guerilla marketing  31 2

benets o guerilla marketing  31314

methods used in guerilla marketing  31 3

negative eects o guerilla marketing  31415

principles o guerilla marketing  31 213

Handy,  Charles  1 21 ,  1 479

hedging bets  68

Herzberg,  Frederick  1 378

high geared companies

high-end products  69

horizontal integration  71

human resources (HR)   2 ,  3 ,  4,  42,  945,  11416,  

390

appraisal  1 023

changes in work patterns,  practices,  and 

preerences  1 069

changing production method  350

External and internal factors affecting the HR plan   

96

external actors  97

HR strategies to reduce impact o change  

1 589

human resource management (HRM)  and 

marketing  248

impact o innovation,  ethical considerations 

and cultural dierences  1 1 114
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internal actors  978

labour turnover  956

outsourcing and oshoring  1 0910,  372

recruitment  98100

termination,  dismissal,  and redundancy  1 036

training  1 001

ideas  2934

illiquidity  226

impulse buying  308

in-housing  373

income statement  1 94

indirect cost allocation  242

indirect costs  1 75

induction  1 01

industrial democracy  1 57

inormation  302,  307,  31 1

inrastructure  367

initial investment cost  233

innovation  35 ,  71

creativity  389

employee and employer relations  1 59

nance  1 70

human resources (HR)   1 1 1

market research  288

marketing  2589

paradigm innovation  388

positioning innovation  388

process innovation  387,  388

product innovation  387,  388

innovative creativity  389

insolvency  225

intangible assets  2001
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